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Example:
P(tQq< 1.697) = .95
P(/(30) > 1.697) =.05
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Chapter

An Introduction
to Econornetrics

7,7 Why Study Econometrics?

The importance of econometrics extends far beyond the discipline of economics. Econo-
metrics is a set of research tools also employed in the business disciplines of accounting,
finance, marketing, and management. It is used by social scientists, specifically researchers
in history, political science, and sociology. Econometrics plays an important role in such
diverse fields as forestry and in agricultural economics. This breadth of interest in
econometrics arises in part because economics is the foundation of business analysis.
Thus research methods employed by economists, which include the field of econometrics,
are useful to a broad spectrum of individuals.

Econometrics plays a special role in the training of economists. As a student of
economics, you are learning to "think like an economist." You are learning economic
concepts such as opportunity cost, scarcity, and comparative advantage. You are working
with economic models of supply and demand, macroeconomic behavior, and international
trade. Through this training you become a person who better understands the world in which
we live; you become someone who understands how markets work, and the way in which
government policies affect the marketplace.

If economics is yourmajororminorfield of study, a wide range of opportunities is open to
you upon graduation. If you wish to enter the business world, your employer will want to
know the answer to the question, "What can you do for me?" Students taking a traditional
economics curriculum answer, "I can think like an economist." While we may view such a
response to be powerful, it is not very specific and may not be very satisfying to an employer
who does not understand economics.

The problem is that a gap exists between what you have learned as an economics student
and what economists actually do. Very few economists make their livings by studying
economic theory alone, and those who do are usually employed by universities. Most
economists, whether they work in the business world or for the government, or teach in
universities, engage in economic analysis that is in part "empirical." By that, we mean that
they use economic data to estimate economic relationships, test economic hypotheses, and
predict economic outcomes.

Studying econometrics fills a gap between being "a student of economics" and being "a
practicing economist." With the econometric skills you will learn from this book, including
how to work with econometric software, you will be able to elaborate on your answer to the
employer's question above by saying "I can predict the sales of your product." "I can
estimate the effect on your sales if your competition lowers its price by $l per unit." "I can
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test whether your new ad campaign is actually increasing your sales." These answers are
music to an employer's ears, because they reflect your ability to think like aneconomistand
to analyze economic data. Such pieces of information are keys to good business decisions.
Being able to provide your employer with useful information will make you a valuable
employee and increase your odds of getting a desirable job.

Ifyou plan to continue your education by enrolling in graduate school, or law school, you
will find that this introduction to econometrics is invaluable. If your goal is to earn a master's
or Ph.D. degree in economics, finance, accounting, marketing, agricultural economics,
sociology, political science, or forestry, you will encounter more econometrics in your
future. The graduate courses tend to be quite technical and mathematical, and the forest
often gets lost in studying the trees. By taking this introduction to econometrics you will
gain an overview of what econometrics is about and develop some "intuition" about how
things work, before entering a technically oriented course.

7.2 Vhat Is Econornetrics About?

At this point we need to describe the nafure of econometrics. It all begins with a theory from
your field of study, whether it is accounting, sociology, or economics, about how important
variables are related to one another. In economics we express our ideas about relationships
between economic variables using the mathematical concept of a function. For example, to
express a relationship between income and consumption, we may write

CoNSUMPTION : f (INCOME)

which says that the level of consumption is some function,/(.), of income.
The demand for an individual commodity, say the Honda Accord, might be expressed as

Qd : f (P,  t r ,  P ' , INC)

whichsaysthatthequantityofHondaAccordsdemanded,Ec,isafunction/(P,F,P,INC)
of the price of Honda Accords P, the price of cars that are substitutes P", the price of items
that are complements P', like gasoline, and the level of income /NC.

The supply of an agricultural commodity such as beef might be written as

a : f l p ,  P , ,  P r )

where Q" is the quantity supplied, P is the price of teef, P' is the price of competitive
products in production (e.g., the price of hogs), and It is the price of factors or inputs (e.g.,
the price of corn) used in the production process.

Each of the above equations is a general economic model that describes how we visualize
the way in which economic variables are interrelated. Economic models of this type guide
our economic analysis,

For most economic decision or choice problems, it is not enough to know that certain
economic variables are interrelated, or even the direction of the relationship. In addition, we
must understand the magnitudes involved. That is, we must be able to say how much a
chanse in one variable affects another.

I Econometrics is about how we can use theory and data from economics, business, and the
I social sciences, along with tools from statistics, to answer "how much" type questions.
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1.2.1 SovrE Examprns

As a case in point, consider the problem faced by a central bank. In the United States, this is
the Federal Reserve System, with Ben Bernanke as Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board
(FRB). When prices are observed to rise, suggesting an increase in the inflation rate, the FRB
must make a decision about whether to dampen the rate of growth of the economy. It can do
so by raising the interest rate it charges its member banks when they borrow money (the
discount rate) or the rate on overnight loans between banks (the federal funds rate).
Increasing these rates will then send a ripple effect through the economy causing increases
in other interest rates, such as those faced by would-be investors, who may be firms seeking
tunds for capital expansion or individuals who wish to buy consumer durables like
automobiles and refrigerators. This has the economic effect of increasing costs, and
consumers would react by reducing the quantity of the durable goods demanded. Overall,
aggregate demand falls and this is expected to slow the rate of inflation. These relationships
are suggested by economic theory.

The real question facing Chairman Bernanke is "How muchshotld we increase the
discount rate to slow inflation, and yet maintain a stable and growing economy?" The
answer will depend on the responsiveness of firms and individuals to increases in the interest
rates and to the effects of reduced investment on Gross National Product. The key elasticities
and multipliers are called parameters. The values of economic parameters are unknown
and must be estimated using a sample of economic data when formulating economic
policies.

Econometrics is about how to best estimate economic parameters given the data we have.
"Good" econometrics is important, since errors in the estimates used by policy makers such
a: the FRB may lead to interest rate corrections that are too large or too small, which has
.-onsequences for all of us.

Every day decision makers face "how much" questions similar to those facing Chairman
Bernanke. Some examples might include the following:

A city council ponders the question of how much violent crime will be reduced if an
additional million dollars is spent putting uniformed police on the street.
U.S. Presidential candidate Clinton questions how many additional California voters
will support her if she spends an additional million dollars in advertising in that state.
The owner of a local PizzaHutfranchise must decide how much advertising space to
purchase in the local newspaper, and thus must estimate the relationship between
advertising and sales.
Louisiana State University must estimate how much enrollment will fall if tuition is
raised by $100 per semester, and thus whether its revenue from tuition will rise or fall.
The CEO of Proctor & Gamble must estimate how much demand there will be in 10
years for the detergent Tide, and how much to invest in new plant and equipment.
A real estate developer must predict by how much population and income will
increase to the south ofBaton Rouge, Louisiana, over the next few years, and ifit will
be profitable to begin construction of a new strip mall.
You must decide how much of your savings will go into a stock fund and how much
into the money market. This requires you to make predictions of the level of economic
activity, the rate of inflation, and interest rates over your planning horizon.
A public transportation council in Melbourne, Australia, must decide how an increase
in fares for public transportation (trams, trains, and buses) will affect the number of

ress, and the
l questions.
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In every econometric model, whether it is a demand equation, a supply equation, or a
production function, there is a systematic portion and an unobservable random component.
The systematic portion is the part we obtain from economic theory, and it includes an
assumption about the functional form. The random component represents a "noise"
component, which obscures our understanding of the relationship among variables, and
which we represent using the random variable e.

7,4 How Do 'We Obtain Data?

Where does data come from? Economists and other social scientists work in a complex
world in which data on variables are "observed" and rarely obtained from a controlled
experiment. This makes the task of leaming about economic parameters all the more
difficult. Procedures for using such data to answer questions of economic importance are the
subject matter of this book.

1.4.7 ExpsRrrurNrar Dere

One way to acquire information about the unknown parameters of economic relationships is
to conduct or observe the outcome of an experiment. In the physical sciences, and
agriculture, it is easy to imagine controlled experiments. Scientists specify the values of
key control variables and then observe the outcome. We might plant similar plots of land
with a particular variety of wheat, and then vary the amounts of fertilizer and pesticide
applied to each plot, observing at the end of the growing season the bushels of wheat
produced on each plot. Repeating the experiment on Nplots ofland creates a sample ofN
observations. Such controlled experiments are extremely rare in business and the social
sciences. The key aspect ofexperimental data is that the values ofthe explanatory variables
can be fixed at specific values in repeated trials of the experiment.

One business example comes from marketing research. Suppose we are interested in the
weekly sales of a particular item at a supermarket. As an item is sold it is passed over a
scanning unit to record the price and the amount that will appear on your grocery bill. But, at
the same time a data record is created, and at every point in time the price of the item and the
prices of all its competitors are known, as well as current store displays and coupon usage.
The prices and shopping environment are controlled by store management, and thus this
"experiment" can be repeated a number of days or weeks using the same values of the
"control" variables.

1.4.2 NonnxprsrurNTAl DATA

An example of nonexperimental data is survey data. The Public Policy Research Lab at
Louisiana State University (http://www.survey.lsu.edu/) conducts telephone and mail
surveys for clients. In a telephone survey numbers are selected randomly and called.
Responses to questions are recorded and analyzed. In such an environment data on all
variables are collected simultaneously and the values are neither fixed nor repeatable. These
are nonexperimental data.

Data that are collected may be of several forms. As we analyze the data the form in which
they are collected affects which methodological issues we may encounter. The data may be
collected in a
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time-series form-data collected over discrete intervals of time-for example, the
annual price ofwheat in the United States from 1880 to 2007, or the daily price of
General Electric stock from 1980 to 2007.
cross-section form-data collected over sample units in a particular time period-
for example, income by counties in California durin920O6, or high school graduation
rates by state in 2006.
panel data form-data that follow individual microunits over time. Such data are
increasingly available. For example, the U.S. Department of Education has several
ongoing surveys, in which the same students are tracked over time, from the time they
are in the 8th grade until their mid-twenties. These databases record not only student
characteristics and performance, but also the socioeconomic characteristics oftheir
families, their schools, and so on. Such data are rich sources ofdata for studies related
to labor economics, economics of the household, health economics, and of course
education.

These data may be collected at various levels of aggregation:

micro-data collected on individual economic decision-making units such as indi-
viduals. households. or flrms.
macro-data resulting from a pooling or aggregating over individuals, households,
or firms at the local, state, or national levels.

The data collected may also represent a flow or a stock:

flow-outcome measures over a period of time, such as the consumption of gasoline
during the last quarter of 2006.
stock----oulcome measured at a particular point in time, such as the quantity of crude
oilheldbyExxoninitsU.S. storagetanksonApril 1,2O06,or theassetvalueof the
Wells Fargo Bank on Jily I,2007.

The data collected may be quantitative or qualitative:

quantitative-outcomes such as prices or income that may be expressed as numbers
or some transformation of them, such as real prices or per capita income.
qualitative-outcomes that are of an "either--or" situation. Forexample, aconsumer
either did or did not make a purchase of a particular good, or a person either is or is not
married.

In Chapter 17 we list sources of economic data that are available both in print, or electronic
media, and on the Internet.

7. 5 Statistical Inference

The phrase statistical inference will appear often in this book. By this we mean we want to
"infer" or learn something about the real world by analyzing a sample of data. The ways in
which statistical inference are carried out include

. Estimating economic parameters, such as elasticities, using econometric methods.
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. Predicting economic outcomes, such as the enrollment in 2-year colleges in the
United States for the next l0 years.

e Testing economic hypotheses, such as the question of whether newspaper advertising
is better than store displays for increasing sales.

Econometrics includes all of these aspects of statistical inference, and as we proceed
through this book you will learn how to properly estimate, predict, and test, given the
characteristics of the data at hand.

1.6 A Research Fortnat

Empirical economic research follows a pattern, and we will stress this orderly procedure
throughout the book. The steps are as follows:

1. It all starts with a problem or question. The idea may come after lengthy study of all
that has been written on a particular topic. You will find that "inspiration is 99Vo
perspiration." That means, after you dig at a topic long enough, a new and interesting
question will occur to you. Alternatively, you may be led by your natural curiosity to
an interesting question. ProfessorHal Varian ("How to Build an Economic Model in
Your Spare Time," The American Economist, 4l (2), Fall 1997, pp. 3-10) suggests
you look for ideas outside academic journals-in newspapers, magazines, and so on.
He relates a story about a research project that developed from his shopping for a new
TV set.

2. Economic theory gives us a way of thinking about the problem: Which economic
variables are involved and what is the possible direction ofthe relationship(s)? Every
research project, given the initial question, begins by building an economic model
and listing the questions (hypotheses) of interest. More questions will occur during
the research project, but it is good to list those that motivate you at the beginning of
the project.

3. The working economic model leads to an econometric model. We must choose a
functional form and make some assumptions about the nature of the error term.

4. Sample data are obtained and a desirable method of statistical analysis is chosen,
based on our initial assumotions and our understandins of how the data were
collected.

5. Estimates of the unknown parameters are obtained with the help of a statistical
software package, predictions are made, and hypothesis tests are performed.

6. Model diagnostics are performed to check the validity of assumptions we have made.
For example, were all of the right-hand-side explanatory variables relevant? Was the
correct functional form used?

7. The economic consequences and the implications of the empirical results are
analyzed and evaluated. What economic resource allocation and distribution results
are implied, and what are their policy-choice implications? What remaining ques-
tions might be answered with further study or new and better data?

This path is one we will follow in the following chapters. At the end of the work, a paper or
report must be written, summarizing what you have found and the methods you used.
Guidelines for writing economics papers are -eiven in Chapter 17.



Chapter 2

The Simple Linear
Regression Model

Learning Objectives

REMARK: Leaming Objectives and Keywords sections will appear at the beginning of
each chapter. We urge you to think about, and possibly write out answers to the questions,
and make sure you recognize and can define the keywords. If you are unsure about the
questions or answers consult your instructor. When examples are requested in lzarning
Objectives sections, you should think of examples not in the book.

Based on the material in this chapter you should be able to

l. Explain the difference between an estimator and an estimate, and why the least
squares estimators are random variables, and why least squares estimates are not.

2. Discuss the interpretation of the slope and intercept parameters of the simple
regression model, and sketch the graph of an estimated equation.

3. Explain the theoretical decomposition of an observable variable y into its systema-
tic and random components, and show this decomposition graphically.

4. Discuss and explain each of the assumptions of the simple linear regression model.
5. Explain how the least squares principle is used to fit a line through a scatter plot of

data. Be able to define the least squares residual and the least squares fitted value of
the dependent variable and show them on a graph.

6. Define the elasticity of y with respect tox and explain its computation in the simple
linear regression model when y and x are not transformed in any way, and when y
and x are transformed by taking the natural logarithm.

7. Explain the meaning of the statement "If regression model assumptions SR1-SR5
hold, then the least squares estimator b2 is unbiased." In particular, what exactly
does "unbiased" mean? Why is b2 biased if an important variable has been omitted
from the model.

8. Explain the meaning of the phrase "sampling variability."
9. Explain how the factors o2, I(xi - x)2, and Naffect the precision with which we can

estimate the unknown parameter B2.
10. State and explain the Gauss-Markov theorem.
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Keywords

assumptions
asymptotic
BLUE
biased estimator
de-qrees of freedom
Jependent variable
Jeviation from the mean

tbrm
econometric model
economic model
elasticity

Gauss-Markov theorem
heteroskedastic
homoskedastic
independent variable
least squares estimates
least squares estimators
least squares principle
least squares residuals
linear estimator
prediction
random error term

regression model
regression parameters
repeated sampling
sampling precision
sampling properties
scatter diagram
simple linear regression function
specification error
unbiased estimator

Economic theory suggests many relationships between economic variables. In microeco-
nomics you considered demand and supply models in which the quantities demanded and
supplied ofa good depend on its price. You considered "production functions" and "total
product curves" that explained the amount ofa goodproduced as a function ofthe amount of
an input, such as labor, that is used. In macroeconomics you specified "investment
functions" to explain that the amount of aggregate investment in the economy depends
on the interest rate and "consumption functions" that related aggregate consumption to the
level of disposable income.

Each of these models involves a relationship between economic variables. In this
chapter we consider how to use a sample of economic data to quantify such relation-
ships. As economists we are interested in questions such as: If one variable (e.g., the
price of a good) changes in a certain way, by how much will another variable (the
quantity demanded or supplied) change? Also, given that we know the value of one
variable, canweforecast or predict the corresponding value of another? We will answer
these questions by using a regression model. Like all models the regression model is
based on assumptions. In this chapter we hope to be very clear about these assump-
tions, as they are the conditions under which the analysis in subsequent chapters is
appropriate.

2.7 An Econornic Model

In order to develop the ideas of regression models we are going to use a simple, but
important, economic example. Suppose that we are interested in studying the relationship
between household income and expenditure on food. Consider the "experiment" of
randomly selecting households from a particular population. The population might
consist of households within a particular city, state, province, or country. For the present,
suppose that we are interested only in households with an income of $1000 per week. In
this experiment we randomly select a number of households from this population and
interview them. We ask the question, "How much did you spend per person on food last
week?" Weekly food expenditure, which we denote as y, is a random variable since the
value is unknown to us until a household is selected and the question is asked and
answered.
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REMARK: In Appendices B and C we distinguished random variables from their values
by using uppercase (Y) letters for random variables and lowercase (y) letters for their
values. We will not make this distinction any longer because it leads to complicated
notation. We will use lowercase letters, like "y," to denote random variables as well as
their values, and we will make the interpretation clear in the surrounding text.

The continuous random variable y has a probability density function (which we will
abbreviate as pdJ) that describes the probabilities of obtaining various food expenditure
values. If you are rusty or uncertain about probability concepts see Appendix B at the end of
this bookfor a comprehensive review. Clearly, the amount spent on food per person will vary
from one household to another for a variety of reasons: some households will be devoted to
gourmet food, some will contain teenagers, some will contain senior citizens, some will be
vegetarian, and some will eat at restaurants more frequently. All of these factors and many
others, including random, impulsive buying, will cause weekly expenditures on food to vary
from one household to another, even if they all have the same income .The pdf f (y) describes
how expenditures are "distributed" over the population and might look like Figure 2.1.

T\e pdf in Figure 2.lais actually a conditional probability density function since it is
"conditional" upon household income. If .r: weekly household income : $1000, then the
conditional p df is f Qlx : $ 1000). The conditional mean, or e xpected value, of y is E(ylx :
$1000) : Fy[ and is our population's mean weekly food expenditure per person.

REMARIk The expected value of a random variable is called its "mean" value, which
is really a contraction of population mean, the center of the probability distribution of the
random variable. This is not the same as the sample mean,whichis the arithmetic average
of numerical values. Keep the distinction between these two usages of the term "mean" in
mind.

The conditionalvariance of y is var(ylx : $1000) : o2, which measures the dispersion of
household expenditures y about their mean Fyp. The parameters Fy[ and o2, if they were
known, would give us some valuable information about the population we are considering.
If we knew these parameters, and if we knew that the conditional distribution fjlx :
$1000) was normal, N(Fyp,o2;, then we could calculate probabilities that y falls in
specific intervals using properties of the normal distribution. That is, we could compute
the proportion ofthe household population that spends between $50 and $75 per person on
food, given $1000 per week income.

fup= looo)

Fylx

\a)

[yll000 Fyl2000

prcunr 2 .7 (a) Probability distribution f llx :1000) of food expenditure y given income
x: $1000. (b) Probability distributions offood expenditure y given incomes.r: $1000 and
.r : $2000.
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As economists we are usually more interested in studying relationships between
variables, in this case the relationship between y : weekly food expenditure per person
and r : weekly household income. Economic theory tells us that expenditure on economic
goods depends on income. Consequently we call y the "dependent variable" and x the
"independent" or "explanatory" variable. In econometrics, we recognize that real-world
expenditures are random variables, and we want to use data to learn about the relationship.

An econometric analysis of the expenditure relationship can provide answers to some
important questions, such as: If weekly income goes up by $100, how much will average
weekly food expenditures rise? Or, could weekly food expenditures fall as income rises?
How much would we predict the weekly per person expenditure on food to be for a
household with an income of $2000 per week? The answers to such questions provide
valuable information for decision makers.

Using . . . per person food spending information . . . one can determine the similarities
and disparities in the spending habits of households of dffiring sirys, races, incomes,
geographic areas, and other socioeconomic and demographic features. This
information is valuable for assessing existing market conditions, product distribution
patterns, consumer buying habits, and consumer living conditions. Combined with
demographic and income projections, this information may be used to anticipate
consumption trends. The information may also be used to develop typical market
baskets offood for special population groups, such as the elderly. These market baskets
may, in turn, be used to develop price indices tailored to the consumption pattems of
these population groups. lBlisard, Noel, Food Spending in American Households,
1997-1998, Electronic Report from the Economic Research Service, U.S. Department
of Agriculture, Statistical Bulletin Number 972, June 20011

From a business perspective, if we are managers of a supermarket chain (or restaurant, or
health food store, etc.) we must consider long-range plans. If economic forecasters are
predicting that local income will increase over the next few years, then we must decide
whether to expand, and how much to expand, our facilities to serve our customers. Or, if we
plan to open franchises in high-income and low-income neighborhoods, then forecasts of
expenditures on food per person, along with neighborhood demographic information, give
an indication of how large the stores in those areas should be.

In order to investigate the relationship between expenditure and income we must build an
economic model and then a corresponding econometric model that forms the basis for a
quantitative or empirical economic analysis. In our food expenditure example, economic
theory suggests that average weekly perperson household expenditure on food, represented
mathematically by the conditional mean E(ylr) : Fyl' depends on household income r. If
we consider households with different levels of income, we expect the average expenditure
on food to change. In Figure 2.Lb we show the probability density functions of food
expenditure for two different levels of weekly income, $ 1000 and $2000. Each conditional
pdf f (ylx) shows that expenditures will be distributed about a mean value pr1", but the mean
expenditure by households with higher income is larger than the mean expenditure by lower
income households.

In most economics textbooks "consumption" or "expenditure" functions relating
consumption to income are depicted as linear relationships, and we will begin by assuming
the same thing. The mathematical representation of our economic model of household food
expenditure, depicted in Figure 2.2, is

E(vlx): P,,1,. - 9r * pzx (2.r)
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Ertlx)

E(1t lx)=fu+B2x

FTGURE 2.2 The economic modet: a [;:;":;ationship between ur"rui"per person food
expenditure and income.

The conditional mean E(ylx) in (2.1) is called a simple regression function. It is called
simple regression not because it is easy, but because there is only one explanatory variable on
the right-hand side of the equation. The unknown regression parameters B1 and B2 are the
intercept and slope of the regression function, respectively. If you need a review of the
geometry, interpretation, and algebra of linear functions see Appendix A.3 at the end of the
book. In our food expenditure example the intercept 91 represents the mean per person
weekly household expenditure on food by a household with no weekly income, x : $0.
If income is measured in dollars, then the slope B2 represents the change in EfJ,lx) given a
$1 change in weekly income; it could be called the marginal propensity to spend on food.
Algebraically,

dE0v)
dx

g
.=
o
X

a
oo

o

^ (
F r l- -  

L

^ L,E(ylx) dn(ylx)
Y Z -

DX AX
(2.2)

where A denotes "change in" and dEQlx)ldx denotes the "derivative" of E(ylx) with
respect to x. We will not use derivatives to any great extent in this book, and if you are not
familiar with the concept, you can think of "d" as a "stylized" version of A and go on.

The economic model (2.1) summarizes what theory tells us about the relationship
between weekly household income (x) and expected household expendifure on food, E(ylr).
The parameters of the model, B1 and 82, are quantities that help charucteize economic
behavior in the population we are considering and are called population parameters.
In order to use data we must now specify an econometric model that describes how the
data on household income and expenditure are obtained, and that guides the econometric
analysis.

2.2 An Econornetric Model

The model Ejlx) :9r * Fzx describes economic behavior, but it is an abstraction
from reality. If we take a random sample of households with weekly income x :
$1000, we know the actual expenditure values will be scattered around the mean value
Sjlx : 1000) : pylx:1000 : 9r * Bz(1000), as shown in Figure 2.1. If we were to sample
household expenditures at other levels of income, we would expect the sample values to be
scattered around their mean value E(ylx) : 9r * lzx.In Figure 2.3 we iurange bell-shaped
figures like Figure 2.1, depicting the pdfs of food expenditure/(ylx), along the regression
line for each level of income.
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FTGURE 2 ,3 T\e probability density functions for y at two levels of income.

This figure shows that at each level ofincome the mean, or average, value ofhousehold
expenditure is given by the regression function Ejlxl :9r * pzx. It also shows that we
assume values of household expenditures on food will be distributed around the mean value
E{glx) : 9r -t lzx at each level of income. This regression function is the foundation of an
econometric model for household food expenditure.

In order to make the econometric model complete we have to make some assumptions.

REMARK: You will hear a great deal about assumptions in this chapter and in the
remainder of the book. Assumptions are the "if" part of an "if-then" type statement. If
the assumptions we make are true, then certain things follow. And, as importantly, if the
assumptions do not hold, then the conclusions we draw may not hold. Part of the challenge
of econometric analysis is making realistic assumptions and then checking that they hold.

In Figure 2.la we assumed that the dispersion of the values y about their mean is
var(yl.r : $1000) : o2. We must make a similar assumption about the dispersion of values
at each level of income. The basic assumption is that the dispersion of values y about
their mean is the same for all levels of income -r. That is, var(yl.r) : o2 for all values of x.
In Figure 2.lb the pdfs for two different incomes have different means, but they have
identical variances. This assumption is also illustrated in Figure 2.3, as we have depicted the
"spread" of each of the distributions, like Figure 2.1, to be the same.

The constant variance assumption var$lx) : o2 implies that at each level of income x
we are equally uncertain about how far values of y might fall from their mean value,
E(ll*) :9r * Fzr, and the uncertainty does not depend on income or anything else. Data
satisfying this condition are said to be homoskedastic. If this assumption is violated, so that
var(ylr) f oz for all values of income x, the data are said to be heteroskedastic.

We have described the sample as random. This description means that when data are
collected they are statistically independent. Ify; and yj denote the per person food expen-
ditures of two randomly selected households, then knowing the value of one of these
(random) variables tells us nothing about the probability that the other will take a particular
value or range of values.

Mathematicians spend their lives (we exaggerate slightly) trying to prove the same
theorem with weaker and weaker sets of assumptions. This mindset spills over to

B1+p2x=E(y6.)
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econometricians to some degree. Consequently, econometric models often make an
assumption that is weaker than statistical independence. If _yi and 1y are the expenditures
of two randomly selected households, then we will assume that their covariance is zero, or
cov(y;,y;) : 0. This is a weaker assumption than statistical independence (since indepen-
dence implies zero covariance, but zero covariance does not imply independence); it implies
only that there is no systematic linear association betweenli andyj. Refer to Appendix B.4.3
for more discussion of this difference.

In order to carry out a regression analysis we must make two assumptions about the
values ofthe variable;r. The idea ofregression analysis is to measure the effect ofchanges in
one variable, x, on another, y. In order to do this r must take at least two values within the
sample of data. If all the observations on x within the sample take the same value, say
.r: $1000, then regression analysis fails. Secondly, we will assume that the x-values are
given, and notrandom. All ourresults will be conditional on the givenx-values. More will be
said about this assumption soon.

Finally, it is sometimes assumed that the values of y arc normally distributed. The usual
justification for this assumption is that in nature the "bell-shaped" curve describes many
phenomena, ranging from IQs to the length of corn stalks to the birth weights of Australian
male children. It is reasonable, sometimes, to assume that an economic variable is normally
distributed about its mean. We will say more about this assumption later, but for now we will
make it an "optional" assumption, since we do not need to make it in many cases, and it is a
very strong assumption when it is made.

These ideas, taken together, define our econometric model. They are a collection of
assumptions that describe the data.

ASSUMPTIONS OF THE SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION MODEL-I

. The mean value of y, for each value of x, is given by the linear regression function

E ( Y l x ) : F r f P z x

. For each value of x, the values of y are distributed about their mean value,
following probability distributions that all have the same variance,

var(Ylx) : s2

. The sample values ofy are all uncorrelated and have zero covariance, implying
that there is no linear association among them,

cov(y; ,Y;)  :0

This assumption can be made stronger by assuming that the values of y are all
statistically independent.

. The variable x is not random and must take at least two different values.
o (optional) The values of y are normally distributed about their mean for each

value of x,

y - lgl(Fr -l Bzx),ozf
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2.2.t lNrrooucrNc THE Ennon TBnu

It is convenient to describe the assumptions of the simple linear regression model in terms
of y, which in general is called the dependent variable in the regression model. However,
for statistical purposes it is useful to characterize the assumptions another way.

The essence ofregression analysis is that any observation on the dependent variabley can
be decomposed into two parts: a systematic component and a random component. The
systematic component of y is its mean, E(ylx) : Fr * B2x, which itself is not random since
it is a mathematical expectation. The random component of y is the difference between y and
its conditional mean value E(yl*). This is called a random error term, and it is defined as

e : j - E ( y l x ) : J - F t - l z x

If we rearrange (2.3) we obtain the simple linear regression model

(2.3)

(2.4)/ : 9 r  l 9 z x l e

The dependent variable y is explained by a component that varies systematically with the
independent variable x and by the random error term e.

Equation (2.3) shows that y and the error term e differ only by the term E(yl;) :
B r * Bzx, which is not random. Since y is random, so is the error tern e. Given what we have
already assumed about y, the properties of the random error e can be derived directly from
(2.3). The expected value of the error term, given x, is

E(elx) : E(Ylr) - B1 - B2x : 0

The mean value of the error term, given x, is zero.
Since y and e differ only by a constant (i.e., a factor that is not random), their variances

must be identical and equal to o2. Thus the probability density functions for y and e are
identical except for their location, as shown in Figure 2.4. Note that the center of the pdffor
the error term, fle), is zero, which is its expected value, E(elr) : 0.

We can now discuss a bit more the simplifying assumption that -r is not random. The
assumption that x is not random means that its value is known. In statistics such,y-values are
said to be "fixed in repeated samples." If we could perform controlled experiments, as
described in Chapter 1, the same set ofx-values could be used over and over, so that only the
outcomes ) are random. As an example, suppose that we are interested in how price affects
the number of Big Macs sold weekly at the local McDonalds. The franchise owner can set
the price (x) and then observe the number of Big Macs sold (y) during the week. The

oF ,
FrcuRE 2 .4 Probability density functions for e and -r'.

Fr + 9zr
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following week the price could be changed, and again the data on sales collected. In this case
x : the price of a Big Mac is not random, but fixed.

The number of cases in which the x-values are fixed is small in the world of business and
economics. When we survey households we obtain the data on variables like food
expenditure per person and household income at the same time. Thus y and x are both
random in this case; their values are unknown until they are actually observed. However,
making the assumption that x is given, and not random, does not change the results we
will discuss in the following chapters. The additional benefit from the assumption is
notational simplicity. Since r is treated as a constant nonrandom term, we no longer need the
conditioning notation "l". So, instead of E(elx): 0 you wil l see E(e) :0. There are some
important situations in which treating x as fixed is not acceptable, and these will be discussed
in Chapter 10.

It is customary in econometrics to state the assumptions of the regression model in terms
of the random error e. For future reference the assumptions are named SRI-SR6, "SR"
denoting "simple regression." Remember, since we are treating x as fixed, and not random,
henceforth we will not use the "conditioning" notation ylx.

ASSUMPTIONS OF THE SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION MODEL-II

SRl. The value ofy, for each value ofx, is

) :B r *Bzx le

SR2. The expected value of the random error e is

E(e) : g

which is equivalent to assuming that

E ( Y ) : F r * 9 2 " t

SR3. The variance of the random error e is

v a r ( e ) : o 2 : v a r ( ) )

The random variables y and e have the same variance because they differ only by
a constant.

SR4. The covariance between any pair ofrandom errors e; and e; is

cov(e;, e1) : cov(y;,y;) : 0

The stronger version of this assumption is that the random enors e are statistically
independent, in which case the values of the dependent variable y are also
statistically independent.

SR5. The variable "r is not random and must take at least two different values.
SR6. (optional) The values of e are normally distributed about their mean

e - N(0, o2)

if the values of y are normally distributed, and vice versa.
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FTGURE 2.5 The relationship among y, e, and the true regression line.

The random error e and the dependent variable y are both random variables, and as we
have shown the properties of one can be determined from the properties of the other. There
is, howeveq one interesting difference between them, y is "observable" and e is "unob-
servable." If the regression parameters B 1 and B2 were known, then for any value of y we
could calculate e : y - (Fr + B2x). This is illustrated in Figure 2.5. Knowing the regression
function EO):Ft*lzx,wecouldseparateyintoitsfixedandrandomparts.However,Bl
and B2 are never known, and it is impossible to calculate e.

What comprises the error term e? The random error e represents all factors affecting y
other than x. These factors cause individual observations ), to differ from the mean value
E(y) : Fr * 9zr. In the food expenditure example, what factors can result in a difference
between household expenditure per person y and its mean, E(y)?

l . We have included income as the only explanatory variable in this model . Any other
economic factors that affect expenditures on food are "collected" in the error term.
Naturally, in any economic model, we want to include all the important and relevant
explanatory variables in the model, so the error term e is a "storage bin" for
unobservable and/or unimportant factors affecting household expenditures on food.
As such, it adds noise that masks the relationship between x and y.

The error term e captures any approximation error that arises because the linear
functional form we have assumed may be only an approximation to reality.

The error term captures any elements ofrandom behavior that may be present in each
individual. Knowing all the variables that influence a household's food expenditure
might not be enough to perfectly predict expenditure. Unpredictable human behavior
is also contained in e.

2,

3 .

lf we have omitted some important factor, or made any other serious specification
error, then assumption SR2 E(e) : 0 will be violated, which will have serious
consequences.

4

Egt)=fu + p2x
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Table 2 .7 Food Expenditure and Incorne Data

Observation
(household)

Food
expenditure ($)

Weekly
income ($100)

I
2

115.22
135.98

:
25't.95
375.73

3.69
4.39

29.40
33.40

39
40

Summary statistics

Sample mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.

283.5735
264.4800
587.6600
109.7100
r12.7652

19.6048
20.0300
33.4000
3.6900
6.8478

2,3 Estfunating the Regression Parameters

The economic and econometric models we developed in the previous section are the basis
for using a sample of data to estimate the intercept and slope parameters, B1 and B2. For
illustration we examine typical data on household food expenditure and weekly income
from a random sample of 40 households. Representative observations and summary
statistics are given in Table 2. 1. We control for household size by considering only three-
person households. The values of y are weekly food expenditures for a three-person
household, in dollars. Instead of measuring income in dollars, we measure it in units of
$100, because a $1 increase in income has a numerically small effect on food expenditure.
Consequently, for the first household, the reported income is $369 per week with weekly
food expenditure of $115.22. For the 40th household weekly income is $3340 and
weekly food expenditure is $375.73. The complete data set of observations is in the
file food.dat.

REMARIL In the text, data files are referenced as *.dat; e.9., food.dat Files in other
formats will have the same name, but a different extension, suchasfood.wfl,food.dta, and
so on. The corresponding data definition file will befood.def. These files are located at the
book Web site (www.wiley.com/college/trill).

We assume that the expenditure data in Table 2.1 satisfy the assumptions SRl-SR5.
That is, we assume that the expected value of household food expenditure is a linear
function of income. This assumption about the expected value of y is equivalent to
assuming that the random error has expected value zero, implying that we have not omitted
any important factors. The variance of y, which is the same as the variance of the random
error e, is assumed constant, implying that we are equally uncertain about the relationship
between y and x for all observations. The values of y for different households are assumed

un(
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0  l 0  20
r = weekly income in $100

t TGL:RE 2 ,6 Data for the food expenditure exampie.

uncorrelated with each other, which follows if we obtained the data by random sampling.
The values of x were actually obtained by random sampling, but we will make the analysis
;onditional on the x values in the sample, which allows us to treat them as nonrandom
r alues that are fixed in repeated samples. At the end of the day, this simplification does not
change the analysis.

Given this theoretical model for explaining the sample observations on household food
erpenditure, the problem now is how to use the sample information in Table 2.1, specific
ralues of y; and Jr;, to estimate the unknown regression parameters B1 and B2. These
parameters represent the unknown intercept and slope coefficients for the food expenditure-
income relationship. If we represent the 40 data points as (y;, x;), i : 1, .. . , N : 40, and plot
ihem, we obtain the scatter diagram in Figure 2.6.

REMARIC It will be our notational convention to use "i" subscripts for cross-sectional
data observations, with the number of sample observations being N. For time-series data
observations we use the subscript "t" and label the total number of observations as Z In
purely algebraic or generic situations, we may use one or the other.

Our problem is to estimate the location of the mean expenditure line E(y) : Br * pzx.
\\'e would expect this line to be somewhere in the middle of all the data points since
it represents mean, or average, behavior. To estimate B1 and B2 we could simply draw
I freehand line through the middle of the data and then measure the slope and intercept with
;r ruler. The problem with this method is that different people would draw different lines, and
rhe lack of a formal criterion makes it difficult to assess the accuracy of the method. Another
method is to draw a line from the expenditure at the smallest income level, observation i : 1,
ro the expenditure at largest income level. r : -10. This approach does provide a formal rule.
However, it may not be a very good rule because it i-gnores information on the exact position
of the remaining 38 observations. It would be better if we could devise arule that uses all the
infbrmation from all the data points.

a
I
a

a
a

a

a a

a
a
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Y  =  b t  +  b 2 x
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FTGURE 2,7 (a) The relationship among ), 2, and the fitted regression line. (&) The residuals
from another fitted line.

2.3-l TnE LEesr Squenrs PRrNcrprE

To estimate B1 and B2 we want a rule, or formula, that tells us how to make use of the sample
observations. Many rules are possible, but the one that we will use is based on the least
squares principle. This principle asserts that to fit a line to the data values we should make
the sum of the squares of the vertical distances from each point to the line as small as
possible. The distances are squared to prevent large positive distances from being canceled
by large negative distances. This rule is arbitrary, but very effective, and is simply one way to
describe a line that runs through the middle of the data. The intercept and slope of this line,
thelinethatbestfitsthedatausingtheleastsquaresprinciple, areblandb2,theleastsquares
estimates of B1 and 82. The fitted line itself is then

l t : b r l b z x i (2.s)

'l

i
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The vertical distances from each point to the fitted line are the least squares residuals. They
are given by

2 r : y r - j t t : y i - b 1  - b 2 x ; (2.6)

These residuals are depicted in Figure 2.7a.
Now suppose we fit another line, any other line, to the data. Denote the new line as

y i  :  b i+b5xt
nhere bf and bi are any other intercept and slope values. The residuals for this line,
ii : yt - yi, are shown in Figure 2.7b. The least squares estimates b1 and b2 have the
property that the sum oftheir squared residuals is less than the sum of squared residuals for
rrn.r' other line. That is, if

sse : La?
r -  I

is the sum of squared least squares residuals from (2.6) and
N ^ N ^

SSE* :,\rui' : 2r0i - ii)'

is the sum of squared residuals based on any other estimates, then

ssE<ssE.
no matter how the other line might be drawn through the data. The least squares principle
says that the estimates bl and b2 of B1 and B2 are the ones to use since the line using them as
intercept and slope fits the data best.

The problem is to find br and b2in a convenient way. Given the sample observations on y
and x, we want to find values for the unknown parameters B1 and B2 that minimize the "sum
of squares" function

N ^
s(Fr' 9z) : ,I, 

(1, - 9r - 1zxi)'

This is a straightforward calculus problem, the details of which are given inAppendix2A,at
the end of this chapter. The formulas for the least squares estimates of B1 and B2 that give the
minimum of the sum of squared residuals are

THE LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATORS

(2.7)

(2.8)

',r here y : LyilN and 7 : Lx;lN are the sample means of the observations on y and x.
The formula for b2 reveals why we had to assume [SR5] that the values ofx; were not the same

r alue for all observations. If x; : 5, for example, for all observations, then b2 is mathematically
rndefined and does not exist since the numerator and denominator of (2.7) are zerol

If we plug the sample values yr and-rr into (2.7) anO (2.8), then we obtain the least squares
. ilinwtes of the intercept and slope parameters p 1 and B2. It is interesting, however, and very

. Z(xi - r)(yi - I)
O c : - = *- 2(x; -r)'

b1

(2.s)
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important, that the formulas for D1 and b2 are pertectly general and can be used no matter
what the sample values turn out to be. This should ring a bell. When the formulas for bl and
b2aretaken to be rules that are used whatever the sample data tum out to be, thenbl andb2
are random variables. When actual sample values are substituted into the formulas we obtain
numbers that are the observed values ofrandom variables. To distinguish these two cases we
call the rules or general formulas for b1 and b2 the least squares estimators. We call the
numbers obtained when the formulas are used with a particular sample least squares
estimates.

Least squares estimators are general formulas and are random variables.
Least squares estimates are numbers that we obtain by applying the general formulas
to the observed data.

The distinction between estimators and estimates is a fundamental concept that is essential
to understand everything in the rest of this book.

2.3.2 Esrrnerrs FoR THE Fooo ExpsNDrruRE FtnrcrroN

Using the least squares estimators (2.1) and (2.8), we can obtain the least squares estimates
for the intercept and slope parameters B1 and B2 in the food expenditure example using the
data in Table 2.1. From (2.7\ we have

u,:>$ffiC:ffi#:ro2oe6
and from (2.8)

h:y -  b27:283.573'7 -  (10.2096)(19.6048) :83.4160

A convenient way to report the values for br and b2 is to write out the estimated or fitted
regression line, with the estimates rounded appropriately:

l i  :83.42I  l } .2 lx i

This line is graphed in Fi gwe2.8. The line's slope is 10.21 and its intercept, where it crosses
the vertical axis, is 83.42.The least squares fitted line passes through the middle of the data
in a very precise way, since one of the characteristics of the fitted line based on the least
squares parameter estimates is that it passes though the point defined by the sample means,
(*,r) : (19.6048, 283.5'135). This follows directly from rewritinC (2.8) as t - bt I bzi.
Thus the "point of the means" is a useful reference value in regression analysis.

2.3.3 IwreRpRErrNG THE Esrrtlrerss

Once obtained, the least squares estimates are interpreted in the context of the economic
model under consideration. The value bz : 10.21is an estimate of B2. Recall that x, weekly
household income, is measured in $100 units. The regression slope B2 is the amount by
which expected weekly expenditure on food per household increases when household
weekly income increases by $100. Thus, we estimate that if weekly household income goes
up by $100, expected weekly expenditure on food will increase by approximately $10.21.
A supermarket executive with information on likely changes in the income and the number
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r = weekly income in $100

Frc uRE 2 . 8 The fitted resression.

of households in an area could estimate that it will sell $ 10.21 more per typical household
per week for every $100 increase in income. This is a very valuable piece of information for
long-run planning.

Str ic t lyspeaking, theinterceptest imate bt :33.42isanest imateof  theweeklyfood
.\penditure for a household with zero income. In most economic models we must be very
careful when interpreting the estimated intercept. The problem is that we usually do not have
.iny data points near -{ : 0, which is true for the food expenditure data shown in Figure 2.8. If
lr e have no observations in the region where income is zero, then our estimated relationship
rnay not be a good approximation to reality in that region. So, although our estimated model
:uggests that a household with zero income is expected to spend $83.42 per week on food, it
might be risky to take this estimate literally. This is an issue that you should consider in each
cconomic model that you estimate.

1.3.3a Elasticit ies
Income elasticity is a useful way to characterize the responsiveness of consumer expen-
Jiture to changes in income. See Appendix A.3 for a discussion of elasticity calculations in a
linear relationship. The elasticity of a variable y with respect to another variable x is

percentage change in I' _Lv lv :Av . {
Lrl* Lx ypercentage change in x

In the l inear economic model given by (2.1) we have shown that

^ , o

X o
o

.  lE t r  )
P . :  \

'o the elasticity of mean expenditure with respect to income is

-\E r .\LE(y)  lE , t )
L r l *

-  Y : L \ y  )E n )
(2.e)
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To estimate this elasticity we replace 9zby bz: 10.21. We must also replace "x" and
" EO" by something, since in a linear model the elasticity is different on each point upon
the regression line. Most commonly the elasticity is calculated at the "point of the means"
(x,y): (19.60,283.57) because it is a representative point on the regression line. If we
calculate the income elasticity at the point of the means we obtain

" - b, +: ro.2r , #9 :0.71
This estimated income elasticity takes its usual interpretation. We estimate that a lVo
increase in weekly household income will lead, on average, to a0.'717o increase in weekly
household expenditure on food, when .r and y take their sample mean values,
( x , y ) : (19 .60 ,283 .57 ) .  S ince thees t ima ted incomee las t i c i t y i s l ess than  l ,wewou ld
classify food as a "necessity" rather than a "luxury," which is consistent with what we
would expect for an average household.

2.3.3b Prediction
The estimated equation can also be used for prediction or forecasting purposes. Suppose that
we wanted to predict weekly food expenditure for a household with a weekly income of
$2000. This prediction is carried out by substituting x : 20 into our estimated equation to
obtain

y i  :83.42 t  l } .2 lx i  :83.42 + 10.21(20)  :287.61

We predict that a household with a weekly income of $2000 will spend $287.61 per week on
food.

2.3.3c Cornputer Output
Many different software packages can compute least squares estimates. Every software
package's regression output looks different and uses different terminology to describe the
output. Despite these differences, the various outputs provide the same basic information,
which you should be able to locate and interpret. The matter is complicated somewhat by the
fact that the packages also report various numbers whose meaning you may not know. For
example, using the food expenditure data, the output from the software package EViews is
shown in Figure 2.9.

In the EViews output the parameter estimates are in the "Coefficient" column, with
names "C," for constant term (the estimate b), and INCOME (the estimate b2). Software
programs typically name the estimates with the name of the variable as assigned in the
computer program (we named our variable INCOME) and an abbreviation for "constant."
The estimates that we report in the text are rounded to two significant digits. The other
numbers that you can recognize at this time are .SSE : >Ai :304505.2, which is called
"Sum squared resid," and the sample mean of y, , :LyilN :283.5i35, which is called
"Mean dependent var."

We leave discussion of the rest of the output until later. By the end of this book, you will
be able to interpret the remainder of the information.

2.3.4 OrHrn EcoNolrrc Moonrs

We have used the household expenditure on food versus income relationship as an example
to introduce the ideas of simple regression. The simple regression model can be applied to
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-rerendent Variable: FOOD_EXP
\{:thod: Least Squares
.:: lple: I  40
.r.-'iuded observations: 40

Coefficient Std. Error r-Statistic Prob.

"co,nE
83.41600
10.20964

43.4t016
2.093264

1.92r5't8
4.87738r

0.0622
0.0000

i.-quared
!.i'u.ted R-squared
. E. of regression
i-:n rquared resid
- .  :  l ikel ihood
;  . . i r t i s t i c
- ,nr F-statistic)

0.385002
0.368818
89.s 1700
304505.2

-235.5088
23.78884
0.000019

Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter
Durbin-Watson stat

283.5735
t12.6752
rr.87544
I 1.95988
I 1.90597
1.893880

,' px 2.9 EViews regression outPut.

i.:imate the parameters of many relationships in economics, business, and the social
i:cnces. The applications of regression analysis are fascinating and useful. For example

If the hourly wage rate of electricians rises by 5Vo,how much will new house prices
increase?
Ifthe cigarette tax increases by $1, how much additional revenue will be generated in
the state of Louisiana?
If the central banking authority raises interest rates by one-half a percentage point,
how much will consumer borrowing fall within 6 months? How much will it fall
within I year? What will happen to the unemployment rate in the months following
the increase?
If we increase funding on preschool education programs in 2008, what will be the
effect on high school graduation rates in 2020? What will be the effect on the crime
rate by juveniles in2012 and subsequent years?

he range of applications spans economics and finance, as well as most disciplines in the
- sial and physical sciences. Any time youaskhow mucft a change in one variable will affect
::r)ther variable, regression analysis is a potential tool.

The simple linear regression model is much more flexible than it looks at first glance
.::rce the variables y and.r can be transformations, involving logarithms, squares, cubes, or
::;iprocals, of the basic economic variables. Thus, the simple linearregression model canbe
-.ed for nonlinear relationships between variables. The term linear in "linear regression"
:;ruall! means that the parameters are not transformed in any way. In a linear regression
-::olel the parameter^s must not be raised to powers or transformed, so expressions like,
- F:), 9r . 92, or Blr are not permitted.

In Appendix A.4 we summarize a variety of nonlinear relationships between variables
::rr can be estimated by using least squares estimation and the simple linear regression
:::.rdel. If y and x are transformed in some way. then the economic interpretations of the
::.gression parameters change, and the calculation of elasticity changes as well. For
:rample, a popular transformation in economics is the natural logarithm. Economic models
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like ln(y) : Br * B2ln(x) are common. A nice feature of this model, if the assumptions of
the regression model hold, is that the parameter B2 ls the elasticity of y with respect to x for
all points on the regression line. Consequently the "log-log" model ln(y) : F r * B2 ln(x) is
also called the constant elasticity model. See Table A.2 in Appendix A.4 for alternative
algebraic functional forms, with the expressions for their slope and elasticity, and Figure A.2
for their geometric shapes. You will refer to Table A.2 and Figure A.2 often, so perhaps
put a paper clip on the page for quick access.

2,4 Assessing the Least Squares Estimators

Using the food expenditure data we have estimated the parameters of the regression model
yi: Fr *9zxi *e;usingtheleastsquaresformulasin(2.7)and(2.8).Weobtainedtheleast
squares estimates bt : 83.42 andb2 : 10.21. It is natural, but as we shall argue misguided,
to ask the question "How good are these estimates?" This question is not answerable.
We will never know the true values of the population parameters Pr or Fz, consequently we
cannot say how close b1 : 83.42 and b2 : 10.21 are to the true values. The least squares
estimates are numbers that may or may not be close to the true parameter values, and we will
never know.

Rather than asking about the quality of the estimates we will take a step back and examine
the quality of the least squares estimation procedure. The motivation for this approach is
this: If we were to collect another sample of data, by choosing another set of 40 households
to survey, we would have obtained dffirent estimates b1 and b2, evefl if we had care-
fully selected households with the same incomes as in the initial sample. This sampling
variation is unavoidable. Different samples will yield different estimates because house-
hold food expenditures, !i,i : l, . . . ,40, are random variables. Their values are not known
until the sample is collected. Consequently, when viewed as an estimation procedure , br and
bz arc also random variables, because their values depend on the random variable y. In this
context we call b1 and b2 the least squares estimators.

We can investigate the properties of the estimators b1 and b2, whrch are called their
sampling properties, and deal with the following important questions:

If the least squares estimators b1 and bz arc random variables, then what are their
expected values, variances, covariances, and probability distributions?
Theleastsquaresprincipleisonly oneway of usingthedatatoobtainestimatesof B1
md 92. How do the least squares estimators compare with other procedures that might
be used, and how can we compare alternative estimators? For example, is there another
estimator that has a higher probability of producing an estimate that is close to B2?

The answers to these questions will depend critically on whether the assumptions SRI-SRS
are satisfied. In later chapters we will discuss how to check if the assumptions we make hold
in a specific application, and what we might do if one or more assumptions are shown not to
hold.

REMARK: We will summarize the properties of the least squares estimators in the next
several sections. "Proofs" of important results appear in the appendices to this chapter. In
many ways it is good to see these concepts in the context of a simpler problem before
tackling them in the regression model. Appendix C covers the topics in this chapter, and the
next, inthefamiliarandalgebraically easierproblemof estimating themeanof apopulation.

l .

2 .
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2.4.1 THE Esrnrneron b2

Formulas (2.7) and (2.8) are used to compute the least squares estimates b1 and b2.
However, they are not well suited for examining theoretical properties of the estimators.
In this section we rewrite the formula for b2 to facilitate its analysis. In (2.7) b2 is
given by

b z : I(', - -x)(y -i)
2(x; _r)z

This is called the deviation from the mean form of the estimator because the data have their
sample means subtracted. Using assumption SR1 and abit of algebra (Appendix2C), we can
wite b2 as a linear estimator,

(2.10)

where

bz :  \w ty i
i : l

(2.rr)

The term w; depends only on xi that are not random, so that w; is not random either. Any
estimator that is a weighted average of y;'s, as in (2.10), is called a linear estimator. This is an
important classification that we will speak more of later. Then, with yet more algebra
(Appendix 2D) we can express b2 in a theoretically convenient way,

bz : 9z +Lwiei (2.r2)

where ei is the random error in the linear regression model y;:9r * 9zxi+ e;. This
formula is not useful for computations, because it depends on B2, which we do not know,
and on e;, which are unobservable. However, for understanding the sampling properties of
the least squares estimator, (2.12) is very useful.

2.4.2 THs Expscrro Varuns on b1 x.iro b2

The estimator b2 is a random variable since its value is unknown until a sample is collected.
What we will show is that if our model assumptions hold, then E(b) : B2; that is, the
expected value of b2 is equal to the true parameter B2. When the expected vahte of any
estimator of a parameter equals the true parameter value, then that estimator is unbiased.
Since E(bz) : B2, the least squares estimator b2is an unbiased estimator of B2. The intuitive
meaning of unbiasedness comes from the repeated sampling interpretation of mathematical
expectation. If many samples of size N are collected, and the formula fot b2 is used to
estimate B2 in each of those samples, then, if our assumptions are valid, the average value of
the estimates b2 obtained from all the samples will be B2.

We will show that this result is true so that we can illustrate the part played by the
assumptions of the linear regression model. In (2.12), what parts are random? The
parameter B2 is not random. It is a population parameter we are trying to estimate.
If assumption SR5 holds, then x; is not random. Then w; is not random either, as it depends
only on the values of .x;. The only random factors in (2.12) are the random error terms er.

x i - x
W i : -' 

L(x; -t)"
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We can find the expected value of b2 using the fact that the expected value of a sum is the
sum of the expected values:

E(br)  :  E(92 +Lwie i )  :  E(92 - f  wp1 I  wye2+ . . .  + wueu)

: E(92) -l E(wpv) -t E(w2e2) + ' '  '  + E(wpe7s)

:  E(92)  *LE(w;ei )
: Pz * ZwiE(e;) : g,

(2.r3)

The rules of expectedvalues arefully discussedinAppendix 8.4 at the end of the book. In the
last line of (2.13) we use two assumptions. First, E(wie;) : wiE(e) because w; is not
random, and constants can be factored out ofexpected values. Second, we have relied on
the assumptionthat E(e):0. If E(e)+0, then E(b)l B2, in which case b2 is a biased
estimator of B2. Recall that e; contains, among other things, factors affecting yi that are
omitted from the economic model. If we have omitted anything that is important then we
would expectthat E(e)t'O and E(b)*B2. Thus, having an economic model that is
correctly specified, in the sense that it includes all relevant explanatory variables, is a must in
order for the least squares estimators to be unbiased.

The unbiasedness of the estimator D2 is an important sampling property. When sampling
repeatedly from a population the least squares estimator is "correct," on average, and this is
one desirable property of an estimator. This statistical property by itself does not mean that
b2 is a good estimator of B2, but it is part of the story. The unbiasedness property depends on
havingmany samples of data from the same population. The fact that b2 is unbiased does not
imply anything about what might happen in just one sample. An individual estimate (a
number) b2 ma! be near to, or far from, B2. Since B2 is never known we will never know,
given one sample, whether our estimate is "close" to B2 or not. Thus the estimate b2 :
10.21 may be close to 92 or not.

The least squares estimator D1 of B1 is also an unbiased estimator, and E(b1): 9t if the
model assumptions hold.

2.4.3 REpEerEo Servrprrxc

To illustrate the concept of unbiased estimation in a slightly different way, we present in
Table 2.2least squares estimates of the food expenditure model from l0 random samples
(table2-2.dat) of size N : 40 from the same population with the same incomes as the

TabIe 2.2 Estirnates frorn 10 Sarnples

Sample br

I
2
J

4
5
6
'7

8
9

t0

r31.69
57.25

r03.91
46.50
84.23
26.63
64.21
79.66
97.30
95.96

6.48
10.88
8 .14

I  1.90
9.29

l J . f f

10.93
9.76
8.05
7.7',7
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households given in Table 2.1. Note the variability of the least squares parameter estimates
from sample to sample. This sampling variation is due to the fact that we obtained 40
dffirent households in each sample, and their weekly food expenditure varies randomly.

Thepropertyofunbiasednessisaboutthe averagevaltesof byandb2tf many samplesof
the same size are drawn from the same population. The average value of b1 in these l0
samples is bt:78.74.The average value of bzisEz:9.68. If we took the averages of
estimates from many samples, these averages would approach the true parameter values B1
and B2. Unbiasedness does not say that an estimate from any one sample is close to the true
parameter value, and thus we cannot say that an estimate is unbiased. We can say that the
least squares estimation procedure (or the least squares estimator) is unbiased.

2.4.4 Trre VenreNCES AND CovenreNcs or b1 nvo b2

Table 2.2 shows that the least squares estimates of B1 and Fz vary from sample to sample.
Understanding this variability is a key to assessing the reliability and sampling precision of
an estimator. We now obtain the variances and covariance of the estimators b1 andbz. Before
presenting the expressions for the variances and covariance, let us consider why they are
important to know. The variance of the random variable b2 is the average of the squared
distances between the possible values of the random variable and its mean, which we now
know is E(b) : Bz. The variance of b2is defined as

var(b2) :Elbz-E(br) ) '

Ir measures the spread of the probability distributronof b2.In Figure 2.10 are graphs of two
possible probability distributions of 02, ft(b) and fz(b), that have the same mean value but
different variances.

The probability density function fz(b) has a smaller variance than ft(b). Given a
choice, we are interested in estimator precision and would prefer that bzhavethe pdf f2(b2)
rather than fi(b). With the distribution fz(b),the probability is more concentrated around
the true parameter value B2, giving, relative to ft(b), a higher probability of getting an
estimate that is close to B2. Remember, getting an estimate close to B2 is our objective.

The variance of an estimator measures the precision of the estimator in the sense that it
tells us how much the estimates can vary from sample to sample. Consequently, we often
refer to the sampling variance or sampling precision of an estimator. The smaller the
variance of an estimator is, the greater the sampling precision of that estimator. One
estimator is more precise than another estimator if its sampling variance is less than that of
the other estimator.

F:
r rcuns 2. 7 0 Two possible probability densitv functions for &2.
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we will now present and discuss the variances and covarianc e of b1 and b2. Appendix 2E

contains the derivation of the variance of the least squares estimator bz. If the regression

model assumptions SR1-SR5 are correct (assumption sR6 is not required)' then the

variances and covariance of bt afid b2arc

I  s - z  I
var(b1) : 

"'l:=i:L ::zl
[NXxr - r)"1

o2
var(b-t\ : -.

Z ( x i - x ) "

. f  
' r

cov(b.bz) : '2 l r - -  
l

o 14\

(2.rs)

(2.16)

At the beginning of this section we said that for unbiased estimators, smaller variances are

better than larger variances. Let us consider the factors that affect the variances and

covariance in (2.ID-Q.I6).

1. The variance of the random e11or term, o2, appears in each of the expressions.

It reflects the dispersion of the values y about their expected value E(y). The greater

the variance o',ih.greater is that dispersion and the greater is the uncertainty about

where the values oi y fall relative to their mean E(y). When o2 is larger, the

information we have about B1 and B2 is less precise. In Figure 2.3 the variance is

reflecred in the spread of the probability distributions f (ylr) .The larger the variance

terrn o2, the griater ls the uncertainty in the statistical model, and the larger the

variances and covariance of the least squares estimators'

2. The sum of squares of the values of r about their sample mean, I(x; - x)2, appears

in each of the variances and in the covariance. This expression measures how

spread out about their mean are the sample values ofthe independent or explanatory

variable x. The more they are spread out, the larger the sum of squares. The less

they are spread out, the smaller the sum of squares. You may recognize this sum of

squares as the numerator of the sample variance of the x-values. See Appendix C'4'

The larger the sum of squares, \(*, -t)2, the smaller the variances of the least

squares estimators and the mote precisely we can estimate the unknown parameters'

The intuition behind this is demonsffated in Figure 2.ll.In panel (b) is a data

scatter in which the values of ;r are widely spread out along the -r-axis. In panel (a)

the data are ..bunched." Which data scatter would you prefer given the task of fitting

a line by hand? Pretty clearly, the data in panel (b) do a better job of determining

where the least squares line must fall, because they are more Spread out along the

x-axis.
3. The larger the sample size N, the smaller the variances and covariance of the least

squares estimatorsfit is better to have more sample data than less. The sample size N

uip"urc in each ofthe variances and covariance because each ofthe sums consists of

N terms. Also, N appears explicitly in var(bl ). The sum of squares tetm}(xi - t)2

gets larger as N increases because each of the terms in the sum is positive or zero
(b"ing ,".o if .r happens to equal its sample mean value for an observation).

Consequently, as N gets larger, both var(b2) and cov(b1,b2) get smaller' since

the sum of squares appears in their denominator' The sums in the numerator and

denominator of var(b1) both get larger as Ngets larger and offset one another,leaving

!  . ' ' .  t
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) i=  b1  +  b2x ;

b\ (b\
: : r; t'ne 2 . 7 7 The influence of variation in the explanatory variable r on precision of
.'.rimation: (a) low.x variation, low precision: (b) high x variation, high precision.

the Nin the denominator as the dominant term, ensuring that var(b1) also gets
smaller as N gets larger.
The term Ixf appears in var(b1). The larger this term is, the largerthe variance of the
least squares estimator b1 . Why is this so? Recall that the intercept parameter B 1 is the
expected value ofy given that x : 0. The farther our data are from x : 0, the more
difficult it is to interpret B 1, as in the food expenditure example, and the more difficult
it is to accurately estimate B 1 . The terml xl measures the distance of the data from
the origin, x : 0. If the values of r are near zero then Ixl will be small and this will
reduce var(b). But if the values of x are large in magnitude, either positive or
negative, the term Zx! wlll be large and var(b1) will be larger, other things being
equal.
The sample mean of the r-values appears in cov(b1 , b). The absolute magnitude of
the covariance increases with an increase in magnitude of the sample mean7, and the
covariance has a sign opposite to that of 7. The reasoning here can be seen from
Figure 2. 1 1 . In panel (b) the least squares fitted line must pass through the point of the
means. Given a fitted line through the data, imagine the effect of increasing the
estimated slope b2. Since the line must pass through the point of the means, the effect
must be to lower the point where the line hits the vertical axis, implying a reduced
intercept estimate b1. Thus, when the sample mean is positive, as shown in Figure
2.ll,there is a negative covariance between the least squares estimators of the slope
and intercept.

The Gauss-Markov Theorem

.\lrat can we say about the least squares estimators b1 and b2 so far?

The estimators are perfectly general. Formulas (2.7) and(2.8) can be used to estimate
the unknown parameters B1 and B2 in the simple linear regression model no matter
what the data turn out to be. Consequently, viewed in this way, the least squares
estimators \ and bz arc random variables.
The least squares estimators are linear estimators, as defined in (2.10). Both b1 and b2
can be written as weighted averages of the -r'; values.

t .5
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If assumptions SRl-SR5 hold then the least squares estimators are unbiased. This
means that E(b) : B1 and E(b) : p..

We have expressions for the variances of b1 and b2 and their covariance. Furthermore,
we have argued that for any unbiased estimator, having a smaller variance is better,
as this implies we have a higher chance of obtaining an estimate close to the true
parameter value.

Now we will state and discuss the famous Gauss-Markov theorem, which is proven in
Appendix 2F.

GAUSS-MARI(OV THEOREM: Under the assumptions SR1-SR5 of the linear
regression model, the estimators b1 and b2 have the smallest variance of all linear and
unbiased estimators of B1 and 82. They are the best linear unbiased estimators (BLUE)
of B1 and B2.

Let us clarify what the Gauss-Markov theorem does, and does not, say.

t . The estimators b1 and bzare "best" when compared to similar estimators, those that
are linear and unbiased. The theorem does not say that b1 and b2 are the best of all
possible estimators.
The estimators b1 and b2 are best within their class because they have the minimum
variance. When comparing two linear and unbiased estimators, we always want to
use the one with the smaller variance, since that estimation rule gives us the higher
probability of obtaining an estimate that is close to the true parameter value.
In order for the Gauss-Markov theorem to hold, assumptions SR1-SR5 must be true.
If anyof theseassumptions arenottrue,thenbl andb2arcnotthebestlinearunbiased
estimators of By and 82.
The Gauss-Markov theorem does not depend on the assumption of normality
(assumption SR6).
In the simple linear regression model, if we want to use a linear and unbiased
estimatoq then we have to do no more searching. The estimators b1 and b2 arc the
ones to use. This explains why we are studying these estimators (we would not have
you study bad estimation rules, would we?) and why they are so widely used in
research, not only in economics but in all social and physical sciences as well.
The Gauss-Markov theorem applies to the least squares estimators. Itdoes not apply
to the least squares estimates from a single sample.

2.6 The Probability Distributions of the Least
Squares Estimators

The properties ofthe least squares estimators that we have developed so far do not depend in
any way on the normality assumption SR6. If we also make this assumption that the random
!ffors e; are normally distributed with mean 0 and variance o2, then the probability
distributions of the least squares estimators are also normal. This conclusion is obtained
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in two steps. First, based on assumption SR1, if e; is normal then so is y;. Second, the least
squares estimators are linear estimators, of the form bz:Zwiyi, and sums of normal
random variables are normally distributed themselves. Consequently, f we make the
normality assumption (assumption SR6 about the error term) then the least squares
estimators are normally distributed.

b ,  -  N(u , .  " ' r t i  ^ )v' " 
\ '" wLe, -t) ')

t / 1 \

bz - N(ur,*;-)

As you will see in Chapter 3, the normality of the least squares estimators is of
importance in many aspects of statistical inference.

(2.r7)

(2.18)

'great

What if the errors are not normally distributed? Can we say anything about the
probability distribution of the least squares estimators? The answer is, sometimes, yes.

A CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM: If assumptions SRI-SR5 hold, and if the sample
size N is sufficiently large, then the least squares estimators have a distribution that
approximates the normal distributions shown in (2.17) and (2.18).

The million dollar question is "How large is sufficiently large?" The answer is, there is no
specific number. The reason for this vague and unsatisfying answer is that "how large"
depends on many factors, such as what the distributions ofthe random errors look like (are
they smooth? symmetric? skewed?) and what the xr values are like. In the simple regression
model some would say that N: 30 is sufficiently large. Others would say that N: 50 would
be more a reasonable number. The bottom line is, however, that these are rules of thumb,
and that the meaning of "sufficiently large" will change from problem to problem.
\evertheless, for better or worse, this large sample, or asymptotic, result is frequently
invoked in regression analysis. This important result is an application of a central limit
theorem, like the one discussed in Appendix C.3.4. If you are not familiar with this
important theorem, you may want to review it now.

2,7 Estfunating the Variance of the Error Terrn

The variance of the random error term, o2, is the one unknown parameter of the simple
linear regression model that remains to be estimated. The variance of the random error
e .  i s

var(e;) : 02 : Ele; - E(ei)l '  : fk?)

rf the assumptionE(e1) : 0 is correct. Since the "expectation" is an average value we might
.'onsider estimating o2 as the average of the squared errors,

^)  >io- : 
,1,
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This formula is unfortunately of no use since the random !rrorS e; are unobservablet
However, while the random errors themselves are unknown we do have an analog to them,
namely, the least squares residuals. Recall that the random errors are

e i : y i - 9 r - F z ; r i

From (2.6) the least squares residuals are obtained by replacing the unknown parameters by
their least squares estimates,

2 i : y t - j i : y i - b 1 - b 2 x ;

It seems reasonable to replace the random eflors e; by their analogs, the least squares
residuals, so that

s ;?
^ )  L e ro - :  

N

This estimator, though quite satisfactory in large samples, is a biased estimator of 02.
There is a simple modification that produces an unbiased estimator, and that is

The "2" that is subtracted in the denominator is the number of regression parameters (91,
Bz) in the model, and this subtraction makes the estimator 62 unbiased, so that E(62) : 02.

2.7.1 EsrruerrNc rHr VaRTaNCES AND CovenraxcE oF THE
Lpesr SquenEs EsrruanoRs

Having an unbiased estimator of the error variance means we can estimate the variances of
the least squares estimators b1 and b2, and the covariance between them. Replace the
unknown error variance o2 in (2.14)-\2.16) by 62 to obtain

. )  Le i( ,  -  -
N - 2

(2.re)

(2.20)

(2.21)

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

The square roots of the estimated variances are the "standard errors" of b1 and b2. These
quantities are used in hypothesis testing and confidence intervals. They are denoted as se(&1)
and se(b2)

s e ( b 1 ) :

se(b2)  :
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Table 2,3 Least  Squares Residuals

v e : y - y

35

3.69
4.39
4.',?5
6.03

12.47

t15.22
135.98
119.34
r14.96
187.05

121.09
128.24
1 3 1 . 9 1
144.98
2t0.73

-5.87
7 ;74

-12.51
-30.02
-23.68

:.7.2 CRrcuranroNs Fon rrrp Foon ExprNnrrunE Dera

^-ct us make some calculations using the food expenditure data. The least squares estimates
-: the parameters in the food expenditure model are shown in Figure 2.9. First we will
-.rmpute the least squares residuals from (2.6) and use them to calculate the estimate of
r:e error variance in (2.19). In Table 2.3 are the least squares residuals for the first five
:..useholds in Table 2.1.

Recall that we have estimated that for the food expenditure data the fitted least squares
::Sression line is ! : 83.42 -t 10.21x. For each observation we compute the least squares
:e .idual ?i : yi - !;. Using the residuals for all N: 40 observations we estimate the error
. 'r iance to be

^) >a?o - :  
N  - 2

304505.2:8013.29
38

l:e numerator,304505.2, is the sum of squared least squares residuals, reported as "Sum
*.:rared resid" in Figure 2.9. The denominator is the number of sample observations, N : 40,
--:nus the number of estimated regression parameters, 2; the quantity N - 2: 38 is often
: ''led the "degrees of freedom" for reasons that will be explained in ChaEQr 3.InFigure 2.9,
--c ralue 62 is not reported. Instead, EViews software reports 6 : t/62 : t/8013ts :
r"r -ilJ, labeled "S.E. of regression," which stands for "standard error of the regression."

It is typical for software not to report the estimated variances and covariance unless
':.:uested. However, all software packages automatically report the standard errors. For
.-r:mple, in the EViews output shown in Figure 2.9 the column labeled "Std. Error"
.  r t a i nsse (b r ) : 43 .4 landse (b2 ) :2 .O9 .Theen t r yca l l ed "S .D .dependen tva r " i s the

*:rple standard deviation of y, that is r/I(yr -r)'lW - 1) : 112.6752.
The full set ofestimated variances and covariances for a regression is usually obtained

-. i simple computer command, or option, depending on the software being used. They are
r::l ed in a rectangular array, or matrix, with variances on the diagonal and covariances
- :he "off-diagonal" positions.

l*r@,,br) ii6) I
:.-r rhe food expenditure data the estimated covariance matrix of the least squares estimators is

INCOME

C
INCOME

1884.1,12
-85.90316

-85.90316
4.381752
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where C stands for the "constant term," which is the estimated intercept parameter in the
regression, or br; similarly, the software reports the variable name INCOME for the column
relating to the estimated slope b2. Thus

"*(11-) 
: 1884.442, i;6) : 4.381752, *@,, h- : -85.90316

The standard errors are

t_---- ^_. IBUA42 : 43.410S e ( r l ) : \ / v a r l b r l : t /
v  

l ?

/-
se(b2) : 1f var(b2): t/4.381752:2.093

These values will be used extensively in Chapter 3.

2.8 Exercises

Answers to exercises marked "*" appear in Appendix D at the end of the book.

2.8.1 PnosrsNrs

2.1 Consider the following five observations. You are to do all the parts of this exercise
using only a calculator.

(a) Complete the entries in the table. Put the sums in the last row. What are the
sample means i and y?

(b) Calculate b1 and D2 using (2.7) and (2.8) and state their interpretation.
(c) Compute L?:p?,Ii=rxiyi.Using these numerical values show that

I(", - x)2 :Lx! - Nt' and I(r, - l)(yi - y) -Lxtyr - Nxy

(d) Use the least squares estimates from part (b) to compute the fitted values ofy, and
complete the remainder of the table below. Put the sums in the last row.

I("i - t)(y' - y) :

Xi I ' Yi bl xiei

J 5
2 2

3
- l 2

0 -2
s * . - s . . .  - t i , . - s -  _ s ; 2  - s * ;  -
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(e) On graph paper, plot the data points and sketch the fitted regression line
j i :  h  t  b2xi .

(0 On the sketch in part (e), locate the point of the means ("r, y). Does your fitted line
pass through that point? If not, go back to the drawing board, literally.

(g) Show that for these numerical values ! : h -l bzZ.
(h) Show that for these numerical values 9 : y, where i :2i, lt ' l  .
( i) Compute 62.
() Compute var(b2).

:.1 A household has weekly income $1000. The mean weekly expenditure on food for
households with this income is E(yl-r : $1000) : pylr:$1000 : S125 and expendi-
tures exhibit variance var(ylx : $1000) : fib:sr*o: 49.
(a) Assuming that weekly food expenditures are normally distributed, find the

probability that a household with this income spends between $110 and $140 on
food in a week. Include a sketch with your solution.

(b) Find the probability in part (a) if the variance of weekly expenditures is
var(ylx: $1000) : olp:sr6s6 :81.

-ix Graph the following observations of x and y on graph paper.

(a) Using a ruler, draw a line that fits through the data. Measure the slope and
intercept of the line you have drawn.

(b) Use formulas (2.7) and (2.8) to compute, using only a hand calculator, the least
squares estimates of the slope and the intercept. Plot this line on your graph.

(c) Obtain the sample means of y :ZyilN and 7 : Lx;lN. Obtain the predicted
value of y for -x : 7 and plot it on your graph. What do you observe about this
predicted value?

(d) Using the least squares estimates from (b), compute the least squares residuals 2;.
Find their sum.

(e) Calculate L-riOi.

We have defined the simple linear regression model to be ] : B r * \zx * e. Suppose
however that we knew, for a fact, that 9r : 0.
(a) What does the linear regression model look like, algebraically, if Bt : gr
(b) What does the linear regression model look like, graphically, if Br : gr
(c) If Pt :0 the least squares "sum of squares" function becomes S(Fz) :

ILr (y' - 9r*,)' . Using the data,

lo
plot the value of the sum of squares function for enough values of B2 for you to
locate the approximate minimum. What is the significance of the value of B2
that minimizes S(B2)? (Hint: Your computations will be simplified if you

1 l

l l
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algebraically expand S(92): L[r0'r _ 9zxi)2 by squaring the term in par-
entheses and carrying the summation operator through.)

(d)OUsing calculus, show that the formula for the least squares estimate of B2 in this
model is bz : 2 x iy i f Zxf . Use this result to compute b2 and compare this value
to the value you obtained geometrically.

(e) Using the estimate obtained with the formula in (d), plot the fitted (estimated)
regression function. On the graph locate the point (7, y). What do you observe?

(f) Using the estimates obtained with the formula in (d), obtain the least squares
residuals, 2i : yt - bzxt.Find their sum.

(g) Calculate lx;2;.

2.5 A small business hires a consultant to predict the value of weekly sales of their
product if their weekly advertising is increased to $600 per week. The consultant
takes a record of how much the firm spent on advertising per week and the
corresponding weekly sales over the past 6 months. The consultant writes "Over
the past 6 months the average weekly expenditure on advertising has been $450 and
average weekly sales have been $7500. Based on the results of a simple linear
regression, I predict sales will be $8500 if $600 per week is spent on advertising."
(a) What is the estimated simple regression used by the consultant to make this

prediction?
(b) Sketch a graph of the estimated regression line. Locate the average weekly values

on the graph.

2.6* A soda vendor at Louisiana State University football games observes that more sodas
are sold the warmer the temperature at game time. Based on 32 home games covering
5 years, the vendor estimates the relationship between soda sales and temperature to
be! : -240 + 6x, wherey: the number of sodas she sells andx: temperature in
degrees Fahrenheit.
(a) Interpret the estimated slope and intercept. Do the estimates make sense? Why or

why not?
(b) On a day when the temperature at game time is forecast to be 80'F, predict how

many sodas the vendor will sell.
(c) Below what temperature are the predicted sales zero?
(d) Sketch a graph of the estimated regression line.

2.7. You have the results of a simple linear regression based on state-level data and the
District of Columbia. a total of N : 51 observations.
(a) The estimated error variance 62 : 2.04672.What is the sum of the squared least

squares residuals?
(b) The estimated variance of bz is 0.00098. What is the standard error of b2? What is

the value of |,(xi - 7)'?
(c) Suppose the dependent variable )i : the state's mean income (in thousands of

dollars) of males who are I 8 years of age or older and x; the percentage of males
18 years or older who are high school graduates. If bz- 0.18, interpret this
result.

(d) Suppose 7:69.139 and y:15.187, what is the estimate of the intercept
parameter?

(e) Given the results in (b) and (d), what is Ixf ?
(0 For the State of Arkansas the value of yr : 12.274 and the value of xi : 58.3.

Compute the least squares residual for Arkansas. (Hint: Use the information in
parts (c) and (d).).
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2.8o Professor E.Z. Stuff has decided that the least squares estimator is too much trouble.
Noting that two points determine a line, Dr. Stuffchooses two points from a sample of
size N and draws a line between them, calling the slope of this line the EZ estimator of
B2 in the simple regression model. Algebraically, if the two points are (x1 , y1) and
(xz,yz),theEZ estimation rule is

bu,  : !z  
-  Yt

x z - x l

Assuming that all the assumptions of the simple regression model hold:
(a) Show that bs7 is a "linear" estimator.
(b) Show that bB2 is an unbiased estimator.
(c) Find the variance of b67.
(d) Find the probability distribution of b6y.
(e) Convince Professor StuffthattheBZ estimator is not as good as the least squares

estimator. No proof is required here.

2.8.2 Co^npursn ExEncrses

:.9* An interesting and useful economic concept is the "learning curve." The idea is
related to a phenomenon that occurs in assembly line production, such as in the
automobile industry, or any time a task is performed repeatedly. Workers learn from
experience and become more efficient in performing their task. This means it takes
less time and labor costs to produce the final product. This idea forms the basis for an
economic model relating cost per unit at time I(UNITCOSZT) to the cumulative
production of a good up to, but not including, trme t (CUMPROD).The relationship
between the variables is often taken to be

UNITCOSTT: UNITCOSTT x CUMPROD\

where UNITCOSZ1 equals the unit cost ofproduction for the first unit produced, and e
equals the elasticity of unit costs with respect to cumulative production (which we
expect to be negative). This nonlinear relationship between the variables is trans-
formed to a linear one by taking logarithms of both sides:

ln(uN ITC O ST') : ln(U NrcC O ST t) + eln(CU M P ROD )
: Fr * $2ln(cuMPROD,)

We have "renamed" Ln(UNITCOS4) and e so that the model looks more familiar.
Ernst Berndt is the author ofan excellent book, more advanced than this one, entitled
The Practice of Econometrics: Classic and Contemporary (Addison and Wesley,
1991). On page 85 of that book Berndt gives the example of learning in the
production of a product called titanium dioxide, which is used as a thickener in
paint. He provides data on production and unit costs from the DuPont Corporation for
the years i955-1970. The data are given in leam.dat.
(a) Use your computer software to plot a graph of UNITCOSTagainst CUMPROD,

and In(UNITCOST) against ln(C U M P RO D).
(b) Obtain the least squares estimates bl and b2 of B 1 and B2 and give their economic

interpretation. Do these numbers make sense? Make a sketch of the fitted
regression line, by hand or using your software, in the plot from part (a).

(c) Find the estimated variances and covariance of the least squares estimators.
(d) Find 62.
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(e) Predict the unit cost of production when cumulative production is
CUMPROD\: 2000.

2.10 The capital asset pricing model (CAPM) is an important model in the field of finance.
It explains variations in the rate of return on a security as a function of the rate of
return on a portfolio consisting of all publicly traded stocks, which is called the
market portfolio. Generally the rate of return on any investment is measured relative
to its opportunity cost, which is the return on a risk free asset. The resulting difference
is called the risk premium, since it is the reward or punishment for making a risky
investment. The CAPM says that the risk premium on securityT is proportional to the
risk premium on the market portfolio. That is

rj - rf :\ i(r^ - ry)

where 1 and ryare the returns to securityj and the risk-free rate, respectively, r- is
the return on the market portfolio, and B; is thejth security's "beta" value. A stock's
betais important to investors since it reveals the stock's volatility. It measures the
sensitivity of security j's return to variation in the whole stock market. As such,
valuesof beta less than I indicate that the stock is "defensive" since its variation is
less than the market's. A beta greater than I indicates an "aggressive stock."
Investors usually want an estimate of a stock's betabefore purchasing it. The CAPM
model shown above is the "economic model" in this case. The "econometric
model" is obtained by including an intercept in the model (even though theory says it
should be zero) and an error term,

r i - 1 1 : a 1 - l B 1 Q ^ - r y ) + e

(a) Explain why the econometric model above is a simple regression model like
those discussed in this chapter.

(b) In the datafile capm2.dat are data on the monthly returns of six firms (Microsoft,
GE, GM, IBM, Disney, and Mobil-Exxon), the rate of return on the market
portfolio (MKT), and the rate of return on the risk free asset (RKFREE). The 120
observations coverJanuary 1995 to December 2004. Estimate the CAPM model
for each firm, and comment on their estimated betavalues. Which firm appears
most aggressive? Which firm appears most defensive?

(c) Finance theory says that the intercept parameter cr; should be zero. Does this
seem correct given your estimates? For the Microsoft stock, plot the fitted
regression line along with the data scatter.

(d) Estimate the model for each firm under the assumption that oi :0. Do the
estimates of the beta values change much?

2.lI The file br2.dat contains data on 1080 houses sold in Baton Rouge, Louisiana during
mid-2005. The data include sale price, the house size in square feet, its age, and
whether it has a pool or fireplace or is on the waterfront. Also included is a variable
named s4,/e included in the realtor's description. Variable descriptions are in the file
br2.def.
(a) Plot house price against house size for all houses in the sample. Construct another

plot for houses of traditional style.
(b) Estimate the regression model PRICE : Fr f gzSQFT * e for all the houses in

the sample. Interpret the estimates. Draw a sketch of the fitted line.
(c) Estimate the regression model in (b) using only traditional style houses. Interpret

the estimates. How do the estimates seem to compare to those in (bX
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(d) For each of the regressions in (b) and (c) compute the least squares residuals and
plot them against SQFT. Do any of our assumptions appear violated?

l. l2* The fiIe stockton2.dat contains data on 880 houses sold in Stockton, CA, during mid-
2005. Variable descriptions are in the file stockton2.def.
(a) Plot house price against house size for all houses in the sample.
(b) Estimate the regression model PRICE : 9r * gzSQFT * e forall thehouses in

the sample. Interpret the estimates. Draw a sketch of the fitted line.
(c) Estimate the regression model in (b) using only houses that are vacant at the time

of sale. Repeat the estimation for houses that were occupied (not vacant) at time
of sale. Interpret the estimates. How do the estimates seem to compare to each
other?

(d) For each of the regressions in (c) compute the least squares residuals and plot
them against SQFT. Do any of our assumptions appear violated?

(e) Predict the price of a house with 2000 square feet of living area.

:.13 One would suspect that new home construction and sales depend on mortgage
interest rates. If interest rates are high, fewer people will be able to afford to borrow
the funds necessary to finance the purchase of a new home. Builders are aware of
this fact, and thus when mortgage interest rates are high, they will be less inclined to
build new homes. While this is intuitively reasonable, let us ask the question
"If mortgage interest rates go tp by l%o, how much does home construction
fall?" Data on the 30-year fixed mortgage rate, housing starts (thousands), and
houses sold (thousands) are contained in the file house_starts.dat. There are 184
monthly observations from January 1990 to April 2005.
(a) Plot each of the series against time.
(b) Plot housing starts (STARfg against the 3O-year fixed mortgage rate

(FIXED_RATD.
(c) Estimate the simple regression of STARZS on FIXED_MZE. Discuss the

interpretation of the results as well as any comments you may have about
how well the line fits the data. Plot the fitted regression line along with the data
scatter from (b).

(d) Plot houses sold (SOID) against FIXED_MTE.
(e) Estimate the simple regression of SOLD on FIXED_RAZE. Discuss the

interpretation of the results as well as any comments you may have about
how well the line fits the data. Plot the fitted regression line along with the data
scatter from (d).

(f) If the 30-year fixed rate mortgage rate is 6Vo, predict the number of monthly
housing starts.

- , i " Professor Ray C. Fair has for a number of years built and updated models that explain
and predict the U.S. presidential elections. See his website at http://fairmodel.
econ.yale.edu/vote2008/index2.htm, and see in particular his paper entitled "A
Vote Equation for the 2004 Election." The basic premise of the model is that the
incumbent party's share of the two-party (Democratic and Republican) popular vote
(incumbent means the party in power at the time of the election) is affected by a
number of factors relating to the economy and variables relating to the politics, such
as how long the incumbent party has been in power and whether the President is
running for reelection. Fair's data, 3 I observations for the election years from 1880 to
2000, are inthefilefairdat.The dependent variable isVOTE: percentage share of
the popular vote won by the incumbent party. Consider the explanatory variable
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GROWH: growth rate in real per capita GDP in the first three quarters of the
election year (annual rate). One would think that if the economy is doing well, and
growth is high, the party in power would have a better chance of winning the election.
(a) Plot a scatter diagram of VOTE against GROWH. Does there appear to be

positive association?
(b) Estimate the regression voTE : fu -l 7zGROWH + e by least squares using

all the data from 1880 to 2000. Report and discuss the estimation result. Sketch,
by hand, the fitted line on the data scatter from (a)'

(c) Economy wide inflation may spell doom for the incumbent party in an election.
The variable INFLATION is the growth in prices over the first 15 quarters of an
administration. Plot VOTE against INFIATION. Report and discuss the esti-
mation results.

2.15 How much does education affect wage rates? The data fi7e cps-small.dat contains
1000 observations on hourly wage rates, education, and other variables from the 1997
Current Population Survey (CPS).
(a) Obtain the summary statistics and histograms for the variables WAGE and

EDUC. Discuss the data characteristics.
(b) Estimate the linear regression WAGE: 9t * \2EDUC * e and discuss the

results.
(c) Calculate the least squares residuals and plot them against EDUC. Are any

patterns evident? If assumptions SRl-SR5 hold, should any patterns be evident
in the least squares residuals?

(d) Estimate separate regressions for males, females, blacks, and whites. Compare
the results.

Appendix 2A Derivation of the Least
Squares Estitnates

Given the sample observations on y and .r, we want to find values for the unknown
parameters B1 and 92 that minimize the "sum of squares" function

s(Br, 9z) : ILr(v, - Br - gzxi)2 (2A.1)

Since the points (y;,x;) have been observed, the sum of squares function S depends only
on the unknown parameters B1 and 82. This function, which is a quadratic in terms of
the unknown parameters B1 and B2, is a "bowl-shaped surface" like the one depicted in
Figure 2A.1.

our task is to find, out of all the possible values B 1 and B2, the point (b v b) at which the
sum of squares function S is a minimum. This minimization problem is a common one in
calculus, and the minimizing point is at the "bottom of the bowl."

Those of you familiar with calculus and "partial differentiation" can verify that the
partial derivatives of S with respect to B1 and B2 are

dJ

E9t
as
092

2N9, - 2Zyi -r 2(}xi)Bz

z(L x?)Pz - 2L xiy i + 2(I -rr) 9r

(21'.2)
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rtcvnp 2A.7 The sum of squares function and the minimizing values b1 andb2.

These derivatives are equations ofthe slope ofthe bowl-like surface in the directions ofthe
a.res. Intuitively, the "bottom of the bowl" occurs where the slope of the bowl, in the
direction of each axis, 0S/dB1 and 0Sl0B2, is zero.

Algebraically, to obtain the point (h, b) we set equations (2A.2) to zero and replace B1
and B2 by b1 and 12, respectively, to obtain

zf\ri - Nh - (bi)bz]: o

2[Lxiyi - (Ixr)br - (Zt)uz]: o

Simplifying these gives equations usually known as the normal equations,

Nh -r  (Zxi)bz:}yi

(2x ; )b1+ (2 f )bz :Zx iy i

(24.3)

(2A.4)

These two equations have two unknowns bt and bz. We can find the least squares estimates
rr solving these two linear equations for b1 and b2. To solve for b2 multiply (2{.3)by Zxi,
rrultiply (2A.Oby N,then subtract the first equation from the second, and then isolate D2 on
Jre left-hand side.

, Nlxiyi -Lxilyi
D2: 

N>f,, - (>)rif
(2A.s)

This formula for b2 is in terms of data sums, cross-products, and squares. The deviation from
:he mean form of the estimator is derived in Appendix 28.

To solve for 01, given bz, divide both sides of (2A.3) by N and returange.

Appendix 2B Deviation frotn the Mean Fortn of b2

Tlre first step in the conversion of the formula for b2 into (2.7) is to use some tricks involving
'ummation signs. The first useful fact is that

I(xi - i)z :Lt - 272xi + Nl = :d

:2 *? -2NT2+Nx2 : I - i

- o('*r",)
- N'.2

+ Nrz
(2B.1)
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ShouldyoueverhavetocalculateI(x; - l)2,usingtheshortcutformulaL(ri -7)' :2*? -
lf l is much easier. Then

I  ( r ,  -  i ) '  :2r7 -  Nf :2*? -  x lx i  :Z*? -  
# (28.2)

To obtain this result we have used the fact that 7:lx;f N, so lx; :7tg;.
The second useful fact is similar to the first, and it is

L(*, -7)(y, - y) :ZxJi - Nry :1xiyi- 
+ QB.3)

This result is proven in a similar manner.
If the numerator and denominator of b2 in equation (2A.5) are divided by N, then using

(28.1)-(28.3) we can rewrite b2in deviation from the mean form as

, L(*, -;)0r -Y-)or :=Q,_;a

Iftis formula for b2 is one that you should remember, as we will use it time and time again in
the next few chapters.

Appendix 2C b2Is a Linear Estirnator

In order to derive (2.10) we make a further simplification using another property of sums.
The sum of any variable about its average is zero, that is,

L ( x i - t ) : 0

Then, the formula for b2 becomes

ur:\ffiA
| ( x i -  r ) y i  - f  ( * , - t ) l  F
t6=;f 

: 'l-x" - t,1 Yi : LwiYi

where w; is the constant given in (2.11).

Appendix 2D Derivation of Theoretical
Expression for b2

To obtain (2.12) replace yi in (2.10) by y, :9r * B2x; I ei and simplify:

bz : Lwiyi: Iwi(9r * gzxi * et)

:  pr lwi  l lzLwix i  lLwiet

: 9z l}w;e;

We used two more summation tricks to simplify this. First, Lwi :0, this eliminates the
term B1)w;. Secondly, Ltt ' ;x;: l, so B2lw;"v,:9:, and (2.10) simplif ies to(2.12).

Pisey KHIN
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The term Lwi :0 because 
1

Lwi :: l !: iLl : ='f---r( ', - r) : o- " fl,t' ' -;)tl I('' - ,)'-' '

where in the last step we used the fact that I("t - t) : 0'
To show that I wixi :1 we again use )('r; - ;) : 0' Another expression for L(r; - ;)2 is

I(", - x)2 :\(x, - x)(x; - r)
: I(xi - *)ri -72(xr -t)

: !(x; - -).r;

Consequently
L(xi - x)xi L(x; - r)x; ,Lwixi :  
>;_*:  IG;p, 

:  ,

Appendix 2E Deriving the Variance of b2

The starting point is (2.I2), bz:Fz*Zwiei. The least squares estimator is a random

rariable whose variance is defined to be

var(b2) :  E lbz-  E(bz) l '

Substitutingin(2.12)andusingtheunbiasednessoftheleastsquaresestimator,E(b2):82,
*e have

var(b2) : E(92 +7wiei - 9)2
: E(Zr,r,),
: E(2,7"? *222wp1e;e1) (square of bracketed term)

: 2w? E (e?) -f 2LL w iw 1 E (e ;e ) (because w; not random)
i + i

: o'Lwi
oZ: -

2(x; -r)'

The next to last line is obtained by using two assumptions: First,

o2 : var(e) : Elei - n(",)) ' : E(et - 02 : n('?)

Second, cov(e;, e) : El(ei - E(e))(e1- E(ej))): E(eie):0' Then' the very last step

uses the fact that 
f I

L*?:rl, ("'-t"..rl : j9-+:t=
fiI(", -7)" j I tir., _ il'\ Z(xi-t)z

Alternatively, we can employ the rule for finding the variance of a sum. If X and I are

random variables, and a and b are constants, then

vat(aX + bY) : azvat(X) + b2var(Y) r 2ab cov(X'Y)
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Appendix B.4 reviews all the basic properties of random variables. In the second line below
we use this rule extended to more than two random variables. Then,

var(b2): var(92 +lwiei) : var(}wiei) (since B2 is a constant)

: \w! v a{e ;) + 
fiw 

iwi cov (e ;, e) (generalizing the variance rule)

:\w?var(ei)

: o22r?
o2

Z(xi -t)'

Carefully note that the derivation ofthe variance expression for D2 depends on assumptions
SR3 and SR4. If cov(e;. e1)lO then we cannot drop out all those terms in the double
summation. If var(e;) f oz for all observations then o2 cannot be factored out of the
summation. If either of these assumptions fails to hold then var(b) is something else and is
not given by (2.15). The same is true for the variance of b1 and the covariance.

Appendix 2F Proof of the Gauss-Markov Theorern

We will prove the Gauss-Markov theorem for the least squares estimator b2 of B2. Our goal
is to show that in the class of linear and unbiased estimators the estimator b2 has the smallest
variance. Let bi: fk;y; (where k; are constants) be any other linear estimator of B2. To
make comparison to the least squares estimator b2easier, suppose thatk; : wi I ci, where c;
is another constant and w; is given in (2.11). While this is tricky, it is legal, since for any t;
that someone might choose we can find c;. Into this new estimator substitute/; and simplify,
using the properties of w; in Appendix 2D

b) : lkiyi :|(wi -l ci)yi: I(r; + cr)(81 't gzxi -l ei)

: I(wi + cr)81 * I(w; + ci)gzxi * I(wi I c;)e;

: BrIw; * grlci l gz}wixi t FzLcixi + I(w; I c;)e1

: BrIcr * Fz + 9zLcixi + I(wi -f c;)e;

(2F.1)

since fw; :  0 and Zw;x;:1.
Take the mathematical expectation of the last line in (2F.1), using the properties of

expectation and the assumption that E(ei) : Qi

E(b;)  :9rIc i  + Fz * gzLcixi  + I(w, ' r  c i)E(ei)
: Brlci f 9z * lz}riri

In order for the linear estimator b): lkiyi to be unbiased, it must be true that

(2F.2)

Ici : 0 and Lcixi :0 (2F.3)

These conditions must hold in order for b):Zk* to be in the class of linear and
unbiased estimators. So we will assume that conditions (2F.3) hold and use them to
simplify expression (2F. 1):

bi : Lkli: 9z * 2(*, + ,t)r' (2F.4)

(using cov(e;, e.,) : 0)

(using var(e;) : o')

' A :

i . l' :  
l
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\\'e can now find the variance of the linear unbiased estimator bj following the steps in
,\ppendix 2E and using the additional fact that

Lc;w; -t L:&a4l zcixi -=i - r., : o- 
[I(rr - r)'l Z(xi - x)' 2(x; -x)"-

L-se the properties of variance to obtain

var(b): varl9z * I(wi * ci)el : L(wi + c;)zvar(ei)

: o22(wi + cr)z : o22w! * o22c!

: var(bz) -t o22c!

> var(b2)

The last line follows since )cf ) 0 and establishes that for the family of linear and unbiased
stimators bi, each of the alternative estimators has variance that is greater than or equal to
5at of the least squares estimator b2.The only time that var(bj) : var(bz) is when all the
-- : 0, in which case b\: Dz. Thus there is no other linear and unbiased estimator of S2
:iat is better than b2, which proves the Gauss-Markov theorem.

(2F.4)



Chapter

Interval Estimation and
Hypothesis Testing

Learning Objectives

Based on the material in this chapter, you should be able to

l. Discuss how "repeated sampling theory" relates to interval estimation and
hypothesis testing.

2. Explain why it is important for statistical inference that the least squares estimators
b1 and b2 are normally distributed random variables.

3. Explain the "level of confidence" of an interval estimator, and exactly what it
means in a repeated sampling context, and give an example.

4. Explain the difference between an interval estimator and an interval estimate.
Explain how to interpret an interval estimate.

5. Explain the terms null hypothesis, alternative hypothesis, and rejection region,
giving an example and a sketch of the rejection region.

6. Explain the logic of a statistical test, including why it is important that a test statistic
have a known probability distribution if the null hypothesis is true.

7 . Explain the term p-value and how to use a p-value to determine the outcome of a
hypothesis test; provide a sketch showing a p-value.

8. Explain the difference between one-tail and two-tail tests. Explain, intuitively, how
to choose the rejection region for a one-tail test.

9. Explain Type I error and illustrate it in a sketch. Define the level of significance of a
test.

10. Explain the difference between economic and statistical significance.
11. Explain how to choose what goes in the null hypothesis, and what goes in the

alternative hypothesis.

Kevwords
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confidence intervals
critical value
degrees of freedom
hypotheses
hypothesis testing
inference
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interval estimation
level of significance
null hypothesis
one-tail tests
point estimates
probability value
p-value
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test of significance
test statistic
two-tail tests
Type I error
Type II error
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In Chapter 2 we used the least squares estimators to develop point estimates for the
parameters in the simple linear regression model. These estimates represent an inference
about the regression function E(y) : 9 t * pzx describing a relationship between economic
tariabTes.Infermeans "to conclude by reasoning from something known or assumed." This
dictionary definition describes statistical inference as well. We have assumed a relationship
between economic variables and made various assumptions (SR1-SR5) about the regression
model. Based on these assumptions, and given empirical estimates of regression parameters,
* e want to make inferences about the population from which the data were obtained.

In this chapter we introduce additional tools of statistical inference: interval estimation
and hypothesis testing. Interval estimation is a procedure for creating ranges of values,
sometimes called confidence intervals, in which the unknown parameters are likely to
be located. Hypothesis tests are procedures for comparing conjectures that we might have
about the regression parameters to the parameter estimates we have obtained from a sample
of data. Hypothesis tests allow us to say that the data are compatible, or are not compatible,
sith a particular conjecture or hypothesis.

The procedures for hypothesis testing and interval estimation depend very heavily on
usumption SR6 of the simple linear regression model and the resulting normality of the
ieast squares estimators. If assumption SR6 does not hold, then the sample size must be
'ufficiently large so that the distributions of the least squares estimators are approximately
normal. In this case the procedures we develop in this chapter can be used but are also
approximate. In developing the procedures in this chapter we will be using the "Student's"
r-distribution. You may want to refresh your memory about this distribution by reviewing
Appendix B.5.3. Also, it is sometimes helpful to see the concepts we are aboutto discuss in a
.impler setting. In Appendix C we examine statistical inference, interval estimation, and
h1'pothesis testing in the context of estimating the mean of a normal population. You may
$ ant to review this material now, or read it along with this chapter as we proceed.

3.7 Intewal Estirnation

In Chapter 2 we estimated that household food expenditure would rise by $10.21 given a
S 100 increase in weekly income. The estimate b2:10.21isapoint estimate of the unknown
population parameter B2 in the regression model. Interval estimation proposes a range of
r alues in which the true parameter B2 is likely to fall. Providing a range of values gives a
'ense of what the parameter value might be, and the precision with which we have estimated
rr. Such intervals are often called confidence intervals. We prefer to call them interval
esfimates because the term "confidence" is widely misunderstood and misused. As we will
i!e, our confidence is in the procedure we use to obtain the intervals, not in the intervals
rhemselves. This is consistent with how we assessed the properties of the least squares
estimators in Chapter 2.

3.1.1 TnE /-DrsrRrBUTroN

Let us assume that assumptions SR1-SR6 hold for the simple linear regression model.
In this case we know that the least squares estimators bl and byhave normal distributions, as
discussed in Section 2.6. For example, the normal distribution of b2, the least squares
est imator  of  Bz '  is  

. ,  (  ^  or  \b z -N  lB : . _ ; ;\ z(-\', - x) |
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A standardized normal random variable is obtained from b.t bv subtractins its mean and
dividing by its standard deviation:

Z _ b z - 9 2 - N ( 0 , 1 ) (3 .1 )

The standardized random variable Z is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 1.
Using a table of normal probabilities (Table 1 at the end of the book) we know that

P ( - r . 96<Z<1 .96 )  : 0 .9s

Substituting (3.1) into this expression we obtain

IP t - l  .e6<-L
\ 

- 
,f oz 121x, - x)2

Rearranging gives us

r (u, - ,sa

= ,.*) : 0 . 9 5

< 9z < bz - l1.96 : 0 . 9 5

This defines an interval that has probability 0.95 of containing the parameter 82. The two
|  - \

endpoints (ur+rca1f o2l\(xi -4') provide an interval estimator. In repeated sam-

pling 95Vo of the intervals constructed this way will contain the true value of the parameter
B2. This easy derivation of an interval estimator is based on both assumption SR6 andthat
we know the variance of the error term o2.

While we do not know the value of o2 we can estimate it. The least squares residuals are
?i : l i -br -bzxtandourest imatorofo2is62:  >A?l(N- 2) .Replac ing o 'by62 in(3.1)
creates a random variable we can work with, but this substitution changes the probability
distribution from standard normal to a r-distribution with N - 2 degrees of freedom,

b z - 9 2 (3.2)- tlyv-z)

Therat io t : (bz-82) lse(b2)hasar-d is t r ibut ionwi thN-2degreesof f reedom,which
we denote as t - tw-z\. A similar result holds for bl, so in general we can say, if assumptions
SRI-SR6 hold in the simple linear regression model, then

b z - F z  b z - 9 2: -
l-. se(br)

V var\D2)

, :uFP - ts -z)  ror  k :1 ,2 r3 ?)

This equation will be the basis for interval estimation and hypothesis testing in the simple
linear regression model. The statistical argument of how we go from (3.1) to (3.2) is in
Appendix 3A, at the end of this chapter.

When working with the r-distribution remember that it is a bell-shaped curve centered at
zero. It looks like the standard normal distribution, except it is more spread out, with a larger
variance and thicker tails. The shape ofthe r-distribution is controlled by a single parameter
called the degrees of freedom, often abbreviated as dl We use the notation /1.; to specify a
r-distribution with m degrees of freedom. In Table 2 at the end of the book (and inside the

o2l\(x; oz lL(x; r')

o21L1x,

:  ' 1

-  ' t

-cl

- ' \ l
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-tc 0

i tccns 3,7 Critical values from a r-distribution.

iront cover) are percentile values of the t-distribution for various degrees of freedom. For nt
Jegrees offreedom the 95th percentile ofthe r-distribution is denoted /1o.es, n; . This value has
:he property that 0.95 of the probability falls to its left, so P[11.y < tegs,d]:0.95. For
erample, if the degrees of freedom are m:20, then, from Table2, tegs,zo) : 1.725. Should
r ou encounter a problem requiring percentiles that we do not give, you can interpolate for an
epproximate answer, or use your computer software to obtain an exact value.

3.1 .2 OsrArNrNc IxrEnver Esrrnanrs

From Table 2 we car. find a "critical value" /" from a l-distribution such that P(r ) t.) :
P t 1 - t,) : uf2,where a is a probability often taken to be cr : 0.01 or a : 0.05. The
.-ritical value /. for degrees offreedom rn is the percentile value tg-.o12,*1. The values l. and
-t.. are depicted in Figure 3.1.

Each shaded "tail" area contains ef Zofthe probability, so that I - cr of the probability is
.'r)ntained in the center portion. Consequently, we can make the probability statement

P ( - t ,  < t < t c ) : l - ( J , (3.4)

For a95%o confidence interval the critical values define a central region of the r-distribution
iontaining probability I - cr :0.95. This leaves probability a :0.05 divided equally
ttween the two tails, so that el2:0.025. Then the crit ical value /.:t11-o.ozs,-):
| ,gt5.n). In the simple regression model the degrees of freedom are m:N-2, so
erpression (3.4) becomes

P [- tlo.rzs,rv- z1 I t < tp.ots,w-21) : 0.95

\\'e find the percentile values /1o.szs,w-zy in Table 2.
Now, let us see how we can put all these bits together to create a procedure for interval

.stimation. Substitute r from (3.3) into (3.4) to obtain

pl -,. <br' ;P:' < r"l : r - o
L  

- -  se ( r r )  -  - l

Rearrange this expression to obtain

Plh - t,se(bp) < 9r < b* -t t,se(br)] : 1 - a (3.s)

The interval endpoints h - tcse(br) and b1 -t t.se(b1) are random because they vary from
-rmple to sample. These endpoints define an interval estimator of Be. The probability
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statement in (3.5) says that the interval bp i t"se(ba) has probability I - ct of containing the
true but unknown parameter 81.

When bp and se(Da) in (3.5) are estimated values (numbers), based on a given sample of
data, then b2 i t,se(b) is called a 100(l - a)Vo interval estimate of B7.. Equivalently it is
calleda 100(l - a)Toconfidenceinterval. Usuallya : 0.01 oro :0.05, sothatweobtain
a997o confidence interval or a95Vo confidence interval.

The interpretation of confidence intervals requires a great deal of care. The properties of
the interval estimation procedure are based on the notion of repeated sampling. If we were
to select many random samples of size N, compute the least squares estimate bp and its
standard error se(bp) for each sample, and then construct the interval estimate bp I t,se(bp)
for each sample, then 100(l - u)Vo of all the intervals constructed would contain the true
parameter Bs

Any one interval estimate, based on one sample of data, may or may not contain the true
parameter B1, and because B1 is unknown, we will never know if it does or does not. When
"confidence intervals" are discussed remember that our confidence is in thepro cedure used
to construct the interval estimate; it is not in any one interval estimate calculated from a
sample of data.

3.1.3 AN IrrusrnerroN

For the food expenditure data, N : 40 and the degrees offreedom are N - 2 : 38.For a95%o
confidence interval ct: 0.05. The critical value /, : tg-e1z,w-21 : /1o.lzs,:a) : 2.024 is the
97.5 percentile from the r-distribution with 38 degrees of freedom. For B2 the probability
statement in (3.5) becomes

P[b, - 2.024se(b2) < 9z < bz -t 2.024se(bz)] :0.95 (3 6)

To construct an interval estimate for B2 we use the least squares estimate bz : 10.21and its
standard error

se(b) : t /4.38 :2.09

Substituting these values into (3.6) we obtain a"95Vo confidence interval estimate" for B2:

b2 t t,se(b2) : 10.21 +2.024(2.09) : [5.97,14.45]

That is, we estimate "with957o confidence" that from an additional $100 of weekly income
households will spend between $5.97 and $14.45 on food.

Is B2 actually in the interval [5.97, 14.45]? We do not know, and we will never know.
What we do know is that when the procedure we used is applied to many random samples of
data from the same population, then95%o of all the interval estimates constructed using this
procedure will contain the true parameter. The interval estimation procedure "works" 95Vo
of the time. What we can say about the interval estimate based on our one sample is that,
given the reliability of the procedure, we would be "surprised" if B2 is not in the interval
1s.97, 14.4sl.

What is the usefulness of an interval estimate of B2? When reporting regression results we
always give a point estimate, such as bz:10.21. However, the point estimate alone gives no
sense of its reliability. Thus, we might also report an interval estimate. Interval estimates
incorporate both the point estimate and the standard error of the estimate, which is a measure
of the variability of the least squares estimator. The interval estimate includes an allowance
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for the sample size as well, because for lower degrees of freedom the r-distribution critical
value /. is larger. If an interval estimate is wide (implying a large standard error), it suggests
that there is not much information in the sample about B2. If an interval estimate is narrow, it
suggests that we have learned more about B2.

What is "wide" and what is "narrow" depend on the problem at hand. For example, in our
model b2 : 10.21is an estimate of how much weekly household food expenditure will rise
given a $100 increasein weekly householdincome. ACEO of a supermarketchain can use this
estimate to plan future store capacity requirements, given forecasts of income growth in an
area. However, no decision will be based on this one number alone. The prudent CEO will
cany out a sensitivity analysis by considering values of B2 around 10.21. The question is
"Which values?" One answeris providedbythe interval estimate 15.91 ,14.4sl.While B2 may
or may not be in this interval, the CEO knows that the procedure used to obtain the interval
estimate "works" 95Vo of thetime. If varying B2 within the interval has drastic consequences
on company sales and profits, then the CEO may conclude that there is insufficient evidence
upon which to make a decision and order a new and larger sample of data.

3.1.4 THr RrprerED SAMpLTNG CoNTExr

In Section 2.4.3 we illustrated the sampling properties of the least squares estimators by
showing what would happen if we collected 10 additional samples of size N : 40 from the
same population that gave us the food expenditure data. The data are in the file table2-2.dat.
In Table 3.1 we present the least squares estimates, the estimates of o2, and the coefficient
standard errors from each sample. Note the sampling variation illustrated by these estimates.
This variation is due to the simple fact that we obtained 40 dffirent households in each
sample. The 9 57o confidence interval estimates for the parameters B 1 and B2 are given in Table
3.2 for the same samples.

Sampling variability causes the center of each of the interval estimates to change with the
values of the least squares estimates, and it causes the widths of the intervals to change with
the standard errors. If we ask the question "How many of these intervals contain the true
parameters, and which ones are they?" we must answer that we do not know. But since 957o
of all interval estimates constructed this way contain the true parameter values, we would
expect perhaps 9 or 10 of these intervals to contain the true but unknown parameters.

Note the difference between point estimation and interval estimation. We have used the
least squares estimators to obtain point estimates of unknown parameters. The estimated

Table 3.7 Least Squares Estirnates frorn 10 Random Samples

Sample se(br) se(b2) 62bzbr

I
2
J

4

5
6
7
8
9

1 0

131.69
57.25

103.91
46.50
84.23
26.63
64.21
79.66
97.30
95.96

40.58
J J . I J

3'7.22
33.33
41.15
45.78
32.03
29.8'7
29.14
37 .18

6.48
10.88
8 .14

I  1.90
9.29

I J . f )

10.93
9.76
8.05
7.77

r.96
1.60
r .79
1 .61
1.98
2.21
1.54
1.44
t .4r
r .79

7002.85
4668.63
589r.75
4722.58
7200.16
891 1.43
4362.12
3793.83
3610.20
5878.71
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Table 3.2 IntervalEstirnates frorn 10 Randorn Samples

I
2
3
4
5
6
'l

8
9

10

49.54
-9.83
28.56

-20.96
0.93

-66.04
-0.63
t9.t9
38.32
20.69

213.8s
124.32
r79.26
1t3.97
t6'7.53
119 .30
129.05
140.13
156.29
171.23

2.52
'7.65

4.51
8.65
5.27
9.08
7 .81
6.85
5 .2 r
4 .14

r0.44
14.12
11.77
15 .1  5
13.30
18.02
14.06
t2.68
10.89
11.40

variance ;;6),for ft : 1 or 2, and its square root ,m: se(br) provide information
about the sampling variability of the least squares'estimator from one sample to another.
Interval estimators are a convenient way to report regression results because they combine
point estimation with a measure of sampling variability to provide a range of values in which
the unknown parameters might fall. When the sampling variability of the least squares
estimator is relatively small, then the interval estimates will be relatively narrow, implying
that the least squares estimates are "reliable." If the least squares estimators suffer from
large sampling variability, then the interval estimates will be wide, implying that the least
squares estimates are "unreliable."

3,2 Hypothesis Tests

Many business and economic decision problems require a judgment as to whether or not a
parameter is a specific value. In the food expenditure example, it may make a good deal of
difference for decision purposes whether B2 is greater than 10, indicating that a $100
increase in income will increase expenditure on food by more than $10. Also, based on
economic theory, we believe that$2 should be positive. One check of our data and model is
whether this theoretical proposition is supported by the data.

Hypothesis testing procedures compare a conjecture we have about a population to the
information contained in a sample of data. Given an economic and statistical model,
hypotheses are formed about economic behavior. These hypotheses are then represented as
statements about model parameters. Hypothesis tests use the information about a parameter
that is contained in a sample of data, its least squares point estimate, and its standard error, to
draw a conclusion about the hypothesis.

In each and every hypothesis test five ingredients must be present:

COMPONENTS OF FTYPOTHESIS TESTS

1. A null hypothesis t1s
2. An alternative hypothesis 1{
3. A test statistic
4. A rejection region
5. A conclusion
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-i.2.1 Trc Nurr HYporHrsrs

The null hypothesis, which is denoted by Hs(H-naugftr), specifies a value for a regression
:rrameter, which for generality we denote as B1, for ft : I or 2. The null hypothesis is stated
:r Hs: Br : c, where c is a constant, and is an important value in the context of a specific
:sgression model. A null hypothesis is the belief we will maintain until we are convinced by
:re sample evidence that it is not true, in which case we reject the null hypothesis.

3.2.2 TrrE ArrrnNATrvE FIyporHESrs

Paired with every null hypothesis is a logical alternative hypothesis Hlthat we will accept
:: the null hypothesis is rejected. The alternative hypothesis is flexible and depends to
eme extent on economic theory. For the null hypothesis fls: 9t : c the three possible
iltemative hypotheses are

H y : $p ) c. Rejecting the null hypothesis that Br : c leads us to accept the conclusion
that Bp > c. Inequality alternative hypotheses are widely used in economics because
economic theory frequently provides information about the signs of relationships
between variables. For example, in the food expenditure example we might well test
the null hypothesis Ho,lz: 0 against I1r : Fz ) 0 because economic theory strongly
suggests that necessities like food are normal goods, and that food expenditure will
rise if income increases.
H1:$p (c. Rejecting the null hypothesis that 9r: c in this case leads us to accept the
conclusion that B7. ( c.

h:9r * c. Rejecting the null hypothesis that Br : c in this case leads us to accept the
conclusion that B1 takes a value either larger or smaller than c.

3.2.3 Trm Tesr Srerrsrrc

The sample information about the null hypothesis is embodied in the sample value of a test
iratistic. Based on the value of a test statistic we decide either to reject the null hypothesis or
ror to reject it. A test statistic has a special characteristic: its probability distribution is
jompletely known when the null hypothesis is true, and it has some other distribution if the
:rull hypothesis is not true.

It all starts with the key result in (3.3), t : (b* - p2) lse(bp) - tg-z). If the null
hvpothesis Ho:9r: c is true, then we can substitute c for Bp and it follows that

b t - c
t :  ^  - t r v - z )

Se(47..f
(3.7)

Ii the null hypothesis is not tue, then the t-statistic in (3.7) does not have a r-distribution
rr ith N - 2 degrees of freedom. This point is elaborated in Appendix 38.

3.2.4 Tur RrJrcrroN REGToN

The rejection region depends on the form of the alternative. It is the range of values of the
rest statistic thatleadsto rejectionof thenull hypothesis.Itis possible to construct a rejection
region only if we have
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o a test statistic whose distribution is known when the null hypothesis is true
. an alternative hypothesis
. a level of significance

The rejection region consists of values that are unlikely and have low probability of
occurring when the null hypothesis is true. The chain of logic is "If a value of the test statistic
is obtained that falls in a region of low probability, then it is unlikely that the test statistic has
the assumed distribution, and thus it is unlikely that the null hypothesis is true." If the
alternative hypothesis is true, then values of the test statistic will tend to be unusually large or
unusually small. The terms "large" and "small" are determined by choosing a probability
cr, called the level of significance of the test, which provides a meaning for "an unlikely
event." The level of significance of the test a is usually chosen to be 0.01, 0.05 or 0.10.

If we reject the null hypothesis when it is true, then we commit what is called a lYpe I
error. The level of significance of a test is the probability of committing a Type I error, so
P(Type I enor) : cr. Any time we reject a null hypothesis it is possible that we have made
such an esel-1[e1g is no avoiding it. The good news is that we can specify the amount of
Type I error we will tolerate by setting the level of significance cr. If such an error is costly,
then we make cr small. If we do not reject a null hypothesis that is false, then we have
committed a Tlpe II error. In a real-world situation we cannot control or calculate the
probability of this type of error because it depends on the unknown true parameter Fr. For
more about Type I and Type II errors see Appendix C.6.9.

3.2.5 A CoNcrusroN

When you have completed testing a hypothesis you should state your conclusion. Do you
reject the null hypothesis, or do you not reject the null hypothesis? As we will argue
below you should avoid saying that you "accept" the null hypothesis, which can be very
misleading. Also, we urge you to make it standard practice to say what the conclusion means
in the economic context of the problem you are working on and the economic significance of
the finding. Statistical procedures are not ends in themselves. They are carried out for a
reason and have meaning, which you should be able to explain.

3.J Rejection Regions for Specific Alternatives

In this section we hope to be very clear about the nature of the rejection rules for each of the
three possible alternatives to the null hypothesis Hs:Bp: c. As noted in the previous
section, to have a rejection region for a null hypothesis we need a test statistic, which we
have; it is given in (3.7). Second, we need a specific alternative, 9r> c, 9r 1c, or $pl c.
Third, we need to specify the level of significance of the test. The level of significance of a
test, o., is the probability that we reject the null hypothesis when it is actually true, which is
cal ledaTypelerror .

3.3.1 ONE-TnrrTssrs wrrH ArrEnNATrvE "GR-EnrEnTnaN" (>)

When testing the null hypothesis Hs:$k : c, if the alternative hypothesis FI1 :Bp ) c is
true, then the value of the r-statistic (3.7) tends to become larger than usual for the
t-distribution. We will reject the null hypothesis if the test statistic is larger than the critical
value for the level of significance a. The critical value that leaves probability a in the right
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0 tr= t6 -o., u-2\
prcune 3 .2 Reject ion region for  a one-ta i l  test  of  Hs:9t  :  c  against  F1r:B1 )  c.

tail is the (l- ct)-percentile /11-o.1y-21, as shown in
and N - 2:30, then from Table 2 the critical
/1o.ls.:o; : 1.691 '

The rejection rule is

Figure 3.2. For example, if a : 0.05
value is the 95th percentile value

I Wfren testing the null hypothesis f/e: B6 : c against the alternative hypothesis H1:Bp) c,
I reject the null hypothesis and accept the altemative hypothesis if t 2tg-o,1,1-21.

The test is called a "one-tail" test because unlikely values ofthe /-statistic fall only in one
tail of the probability distribution. If the null hypothesis is true, then the test statistic (3.7) has
a r-distribution, and its value would tend to fall in the center of the distribution, to the left of
the critical value, where most of the probability is contained. The level of significance a is
chosen so that ifthe null hypothesis is true, then the probability that the /-statistic value falls
in the extreme right tail of the distribution is small; an event that is unlikely to occur by
chance. Ifwe obtain a test statistic value in the rejection region, we take it as evi dence against
the null hypothesis, leading us to conclude that the null hypothesis is unlikely to be true.
Evidence against the null hypothesis is evidence in support of the alternative hypothesis.
Thus if we reject the null hypothesis then we conclude that the alternative is true.

If the null hypothesis.Fl6 | 9r : c is true, thenthe test statistic (3.7) has a r-distribution and
its values fall in the nonrejection region with probability I - a. If t l tg a.u-z), then there is
no statistically significant evidence against the null hypothesis, and we do not reject it.

3.3.2 ONE-TelTssrs wrrH ALTERNATTvT "LEss THaN" (()

If the alternative hypothesis F11 : B1 ( c is true, then the value of the /-statistic (3.7) tends to
become smaller than usual for the t-distribution. We reject the null hypothesis if the test
statistic is smallerthan the critical value forthe level of significance a. The critical value that
leaves probability cr in the left tail is the a-percentile to.,l-z\, as shown in Figure 3.3.

When using Table 2 to locate critical values, recall that the r-distribution is symmetric
about zero, so that the cr-percentile /1o.,,,i-21 is the negative of the (l-a)-percentile

I, r-o,,v-2).Forexample, if ct : 0.05 andN - 2 :20,then from Table2 the 95th percentile

of thel -d is t r ibut ionis tpgs,zo) : I .725 andthe5thpercent i levalueis / (o.os,zo)  : -1.725.
The rejection rule is:

' I Wtren testing the null hypothesis ̂FIe : Be : c against the alternative hypothesis H1 :Bp 1c,
I I reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis tf t 1 t6.*-r1.
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tr= t(a, t't _z) 0
FIGURE 3,3 The rejection region for a one-tail test of H6:9r,: c against 11r:B1 (c.

The nonrejection region consists of /-statistic values greater than /(a,N-2;. When the null
hypothesis is true, the probability of obtaining such a /-value is I - a, which is chosen to be
large. Thus if t > t@.N-z) then do not reject Hs:$k : g.

Remembering where the rejection region is located may be facilitated by the following trick:

MEMORY TRICK: The rejection region for a one-tail test is in the direction of the
arrow in the altemative. If the alternative is ">", then reject in the right tail. If the
altemative is "(", reject in the left tail.

3.3.3 Two-Terr Trsrs wrrH ALTERNATTvE '(Nor Equer To" (l)

When testing the null hypothesis IIs :9r : c, if the alternative hypothesis F1l : Bp f c istrue,
then the value of the /-statistic (3.7) tends to become either larger or smaller than usual for
the r-distribution. To have a test with level of significance o we define the critical values so
that the probability ofthe t-statistic falling in either tail is u 12. The lefrtail critical value is
the percentile t61z,7i-21 and the right-tail critical value is the percentile tg-o1z.N-21. We
reject the null hypothesis that I/s : 9r : c in favor of the alternative that Hy :81,1 c if the test
statistic t 1 t61z,w-z) or t ) tg-o1z.N-2), as shown in Figure 3.4. For example, if a : 0.05
and N - 2 : 3},then af 2 : 0.025 and the lefrtail critical value is the 2.5-percentile value
/1o.ozs,:o; : -2.042; the right-tail critical value is the 97.5-percentile /1o.rzs.:o; :2.042.The
right-tail critical value is found in Table 2, and the left-tail critical value is found using the
svmmetrv of the t-distribution.

rc = Ira:. r-z)
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Since the rejection region is composed of portions of the t-distribution in the left and right
tails, this test is called a two-tail test. When the null hypothesis is true, the probability of
obtaining a value of the test statistic that fallsin eithertail area is "small." The sum of the tail
probabilities is cr. Sample values of the test statistic that are in the tail areas are incompatible
*'ith the null hypothesis and are evidence against the null hypothesis being true. On the other
hand, if the null hypothesis,Fls : 9r : c is true, then the probability of obtaining a value of the
test statistic r in the central nonrejection region is high. Sample values of the test statistic in
the central nonrejection area are compatible with the null hypothesis and are not taken as
evidence against the null hypothesis being true. Thus the rejection rule is

When testing the null hypothesis Hs: B1
reject the null hypothesis and accept
t ) t6_o1z,u_z).

: c against the alternative hypothesis H1:$p t' c,
the altemative hypothesis if t I tp1z,u-zy or if

\\-e do not reject the null hypothesis if t61z,N-21' 1t ( tg_t1z,w_z).

3.4 Exarnples of Hypothesis Tests

\\'e illustrate the mechanics of hypothesis testing using the food expenditure model. We give
eramples of right-tail, left-tail, andtwo-tail tests.In each case we will follow aprescribed set
nisteps, closely following the list of required components for all hypothesis tests listed at the
beginning of Section 3.2. A standard procedure for all hypothesis testing problems and
.ituations is

STEP-BY-STEP PROCEDURE FOR TESTING HYPOTHESES

4.

5 .

Determine the null and alternative hypotheses.
Specify the test statistic and its distribution if the null hypothesis is true.
Select a and determine the rejection region.
Calculate the sample value of the test statistic.
State vour conclusion.

J.4.1 Rrcnr-Ten Tpsrs

i.{.1a One-Tail Test of Signficance
L-sually our first concern is whether there is a relationship between the variables, as we have
.precified in our model. If 92 :0 then there is no linear relationship between food
:rpenditure and income. Economic theory suggests that food is a normal good, and that
rr income increases food expenditure will also increase, and thus that B2 > 0. The least
yluares estimate of B2 is bz : 10.21, which is certainly greater than zero. However, simply
..bserving that the estimate has the right sign does not constitute scientific proof. We want to
ietermine if there is convincing, or significant, statistical evidence that would lead us to
:onclude that B2 ) 0. When testing the null hypothesis that a parameter is zero, we are
rsking ifthe estimate b2 is significantly different from zero, and the test is called a test of
significance.

A statistical test procedure cannot prove the truth of a null hypothesis. When we fail to
:eject a null hypothesis, all the hypothesis test can establish is that the information in a
-rmple of data is compatible with the null hypothesis. Conversely, a statistical test can lead

t
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us to reject the null hypothesis, with only a small probability cr of rejecting the null
hypothesis when it is actually true. Thus rejecting a null hypothesis is a stronger conclusion
than failing to reject it. For this reason the null hypothesis is usually stated in such a way that
if our theory is correct, then we will reject the null hypothesis. In our example, economic
theory implies that there should be a positive relationship between income and food
expenditure. We would like to establish that there is statistical evidence to support this
theory using a hypothesis test. With this goal we set up the null hypothesis that there is no
relation between the variables, Ho:92:0. In the alternative hypothesis we put the
conjecture that we would like to establish, Hr:92 > 0. If we then reject the null hypothesis
we can make a direct statement, concluding that B2 is positive, with only a small (ct)
probability that we are in error.

The steps of this hypothesis test are as follows:

1 The null hypothesis is F1s: B2 : 0. The alternative hypothesis is I11 :B2 > 0.
2. The test statistic is (3.7). In this case c : 0, so t : bzlse(bz) - t(u-z) if the null

hypothesis is true.
3. Let us select a :0.05. The critical value for the right-tail rejection region is the

95th percentile of the r-distribution with N - 2 :38 degrees of freedom,
/ro.ss.:s):1.686. Thus we wil l reject the null hypothesis if the calculated value
of t > 1.686. If t < 1.686, we will not reject the null hypothesis.

4. Using the food expenditure data, we found that b2: 10.21 with standard error
se(b2):2.99. The value of the test statistic is

b't 10.21r : , .(br) 
:  

2.og 
-- 4'uu

5. Since l:4.88 > 1.686, we reject the null hypothesis that B2 : 0 and accept the
alternative that B2 > 0. That is, we reject the hypothesis that there is no relationship
between income and food expenditure, and conclude that there is a statistically
significant positive relationship between household income and food expenditure.

The last part of the conclusion is important. When you report your results to an audience, you
will want to describe the outcome of the test in the context of the problem you are
investigating, not just in terms of Greek letters and symbols.

What if we had not been able to reject the null hypothesis in this example? Would we have
concluded that economic theory is wrong and that there is no relationship between income
and food expenditure? No. Remember that failing to reject a null hypothesis does not mean
that the null hypothesis is true.

3.4.1b One-Tail Test of an Economic Hypothesis
Suppose that the economic profitability of a new supermarket depends on households
spending at least $5.50 out of each additional $100 weekly income on food and that
construction will not proceed unless there is strong evidence to this effect. In this case the
conjecture we want to establish, the one that will go in the alternative hypothesis, is that
9z > 5.S. If Fr < 5.5, then the supermarket will be unprofitable and the owners would not
wantto buildit. The least squares estimateof S2tsb2= 10.21, which is greaterthan 5.5. What
we want to determine is if there is convincing statistical evidence that would lead us to
conclude, based on the available data, that 9z > 5.S. This judgment is based not only on the
estimate b2,blut also on its precision as measured by se(b:).
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What will the null hypothesis be? We have been stating null hypotheses as equalities,
'-:.-h as Fz : 5.5. This null hypothesis is too limited because it is theoretically possible that
r: < 5.5. It tums out that the hypothesis testing procedure for testing the null hypothesis
::et Hs:B2 < 5.5 against the alternative hypothesis Ht:92>5.5 is exactly the same as
':.ting Ilo : 9z : 5.5 against the alternative hypothesis Ht:92 > 5.5. The test statistic and
:-:rcction region are exactly the same. For a right-tail test you can form the null hypothesis in
:.:her of these ways depending upon the problem at hand.

The steps of this hypothesis test are as follows:

The null hypothesis is I1s: B2 < 5.5. The alternative hypothesis is 111 : B2 > 5.5.
The test statistic t : (bz - 5.5) lse(b2) - \u_zt if the null hypothesis is true.
Let us select cr: .01. The critical value for the righrtail rejection region is the
99th percentile of the l-distribution with N - 2 :38 degrees of freedom,
/1o.er,:s; :2.429. We will reject the null hypothesis if the calculated value of
t> 2.429.If t < 2.429 we will not reject the null hypothesis.
Using the food expenditure data, bz : 10.21 with standard enor se(b2) :2.09.
The value of the test statistic is

, a ^ - \ \
,  -  " Z' - ^ -

se\b2)

i. Since r : 2.25 <2.429 we do not reject the null hypothesis rhat B2 ( 5.5. We are
not able to conclude that the new supernarket will be profitable and will not besin
construction.

-- this example we have posed a situation where the choice of the level of significance cr
-r.omes of great importance. A construction project worth millions of dollars depends on
--ting convincing evidence that households will spend at least $5.50 out of each additional
! - tJO income on food. While the "usual" choice is cr : 0.05, we have chosen a conservative
. ",ue ofct : 0.01 because we seek a test that has a low chance ofrejecting the null hypothesis
o he n it is actually true. Recall that the level of significance of a test defines what we mean by
:-: unlikely value of the test statistic. In this example, if the null hypothesis is true, then
r.:ilding the supermarket will be unprofitable. We want the probability of building an
-::profitable market to be very small, and therefore we want the probability of rejecting the
- :ll hypothesis when it is true to be very small. In each real-world situation, the choice of cr
--ust be made on an assessment of nsftand the consequences of making an incorrect decision.

A CEO unwilling to make a decision based on the above evidence may well order a new
i:d larger sample of data to be analyzed. Recall that as the sample size increases, the least
\:uares estimator becomes more precise (as measured by estimator variance) and conse-
:.:ently hypothesis tests become more powerful tools for statistical inference.

\.1.2 Lsnr-TArL TEsrs

l ,r completeness we will illustrate a test with the rejection region in the left tail. Consider
::e null hypothesis that 9z ) 15 and the alternative hypothesis 9z < 15. Recall our memory
'::ck for determining the location ofthe rejection region for a /-test. The rejection region is in
':e direction of the arrow " ( " in the alternative hypothesis. That tells us that the rejection
::gion is in the left tail of the r-distribution. The steps of this hypothesis test are as follows:

1. The null hypothesis is F1e: B2 > 15. The alternative hypothesis is 11r : B2 < 15.

l .
t .

10.2r - 5.5- ' ,  1 <
2.09
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2. The test statistic t : (bz - 15)lse(b2)-/1,r, r) if the null hypothesis is true.

3. Let us select a : 0.05. The critical value for the left-tail rejection region is the 5th
percentile of the t-distribution with N - 2 :38 degrees of freedom, l1o os,:s) :
-1.686. We witl reject the null hypothesis if the calculated value of t < -1.686.

If t> - 1.686 we will not reject the null hypothesis. A left-tail rejection region is
illustrated in Figure 3.3.

4. Using the food expenditure data, bz : 10.21with standard error se(b2) : 2.09. The
value of the test statistic is

b z  -  l 5  1 0 . 2 1  -  1 5
I :  

t 4 b ) :  L o g  
: - : ' t v

5. Sincet : -2.29 < - l.686werejectthenullhypothesisthat B2 > 15 andacceptthe
alternative th at 9z < 15. We conclude that households spend less than $ l5 from each
additional $100 income on food.

3.4.3 Tvo-Ten Tpsrs

3.4.3a Two-Tail Test of an Econornic Hypothesis
A consultant voices the opinion that based on other similar neighborhoods the households
near the proposed market will spend an additional $7.50 per additional $100 income. In
terms of our economic model we can state this conjecture as the null hypothesis 9z :7 .5.|f
we want to test whether this is true or not, then the alternative is that B2 l1 .5 .This alternative
makes no claim about whether B2 is greater than 7.5 or less than 7.5, simply that it is not 7.5.
In such cases we use a two-tail test, as follows:

l. The null hypothesis is Hs : B2 : 7.5. The alternative hypothesis is H1 :82 17.5.
2. The test statistic t : (bz - 7 .5) lse(b2) - t6-z) if the null hypothesis is true.

3. Let us select cr : 0.05. The critical values for this two-tail test are the 2.5-percentile
/ie.ozs,:a) : -2.024 and the 97.5-percentile /1o.ers,:s) :2'024. Thus we wil l reject
the null hypothesis if the calculated value of t>2.024 or if r < -2.024. lf
-2.024 <t <2.024 we will not reject the null hypothesis.

4. For the food expenditure data bz : 10.21 with standard enor se(b2) :2.09. The
value of the test statistic is

h - _ - 7 \  l n r l _ 7 . 5
, : " t  " "-  

se(bz) 2.09

5. Since -2.204 < t : 1.29 < 2.204we do not reject the null hypothesis that 9z : I .5.
The sample data are consistent with the conjecture households will spend an
additional $7.50 per additional $100 income on food.

We must avoid reading into this conclusion more than it means. We do not conclude from
this test that B2 : 7.5, only that the data are not incompatible with this parameter value.
The data are also compatible with the null hypotheses 116: B2 : 8.5 (/ : 0.82), Hs:$2 -

6.5 (t : 1.77), and Ho:92 : 12.5 (r : - 1.09). A hypothesis test cannot be used to prove
that a null hypothesis is true.

There is a trick relating two-tail tests and confidence intervals that is sometimes useful.
Let c be a value within a 100(1 - a)% confidence interval, so that if t, : t,r-o,r.7,r-2;, then

bp - t,se(bp) I c I br + t.se(b1)
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li we test the null hypothesis Hs:Bk : c against I11 :9r I c, when c is inside the confidence
:nterval, then we wlll not reject the null hypothesis at the level of significance ct. If c is
outside the confidence interval, then the two-tail test will reject the null hypothesis. We do
rot advocate using confidence intervals to test hypotheses, they serve a different purpose,
rut if you are given a confidence interval this trick is handy.

i.{.3b Two-Tail Test of Significance
\\-hile we are confident that a relationship exists between food expenditure and income,
nodels are often proposed that are more speculative, and the purpose ofhypothesis testing is
:o ascertain whether a relationship between variables exists or not. In this case the null
:li pothesis is B2 : 0; that is, no linear relationship exists between x and y. The alternative is
j: + 0, which would mean that a relationship exists, but that there may be either a positive or
:r'sative association between the variables. This is the most common form of a test of
rignificance. The test steps are as follows:

The null hypothesis is I/s : B2 : 0. The alternative hypothesis is $:8210.
The test statistic t : bz I se(bz) - t(N-z\ if the null hypothesis is true.
Let us select a : 0.05. The critical values for this two-tail test are the 2.5-percentile
/1o.ozs,:a) : -2.024 and the 97.5-percentile /1erzs,:s) :2.024. We will reject the
null hypothesis if the calculated value of t>2.024 or if t < -2.024. If
-2.024 < t < 2.024 we will not reject the null hypothesis.
Using the food expenditure data, bz : 10.21 with standard error se(b2) :2.09.
The value of the test statistic ts t : bzlse(bz) : 10.2112.09 : 4.88.

Since l:4.88 >2.024 we reject the null hypothesis that F2 = 0 and conclude that
there is a statistically significant relationship between income and food expenditure.

:'.\o points should be made about this result. First, the value of the t-statistic we
- .mputed in this two-tail test is the same as the value computed in the one-tail test of
.: :nificance in Section 3.4.1a. The difference between the two tests is the rejection region
::J the critical values. Second, the two-tail test of significance is something that
.:.ould be done each time a regression model is estimated, and consequently computer
.. it*are automatically calculates the /-values for null hypotheses that the regression
::rameters are zero. Refer back to Figure 2.9. Consider the portion that reports the
- ' . : imates:

' , rab le Coefficient Std. Error f-Statistic Prob

l .
t .

+.

83.41600
1.0.20964

43.41016
2.093264

t.921578
4.877381

0.0622
0.0000"( oME

'.'re that there is a column labeled r-Statistic. This is the r-statistic value for the null
:  ̂ rothesis that the corresponding parameter is zero. It is calculated as t :brlse(br).
-''',iding the least squares estimates (Coefficient) by their standard errors (Std. Error)
::: r's the t-statistic values (r-Statistic) for testing the hypothesis that the parameter is zero.
l:r'r-statistic value forthe variable INCOME is 1.817381, which is relevant fortesting the
:,-i hypothesis,Fl6:B2 :0. We have rounded this value to 4.88 in our discussions.
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The r-value for testing the hypothesis that the intercept is zero equals l-92.The ct : 0'05
critical values for these two-tail tests are /1o.ozs.:s ) : -2.024 and /1o.ezs.:t) : 2'024 whether
we are testing a hypothesis about the slope or intercept, so we fail to reject the null

hypothesis that H(): 9r : 0 given the alternative H1:$110'
The final column, labeled "Prob." is the subject of the next section'

REMARK: "statistically significant" does not necessarily imply "economically sig-

nificant." For example, suppose the CEO of a supermarket chain plans a certain course of

action if B2l 0. Furthermore, suppose a large sample is collected from which we obtain
the estimate bz:0.0001 with se(b2) :0.00001, yielding the t-statistic t : 10'0' We
would reject the null hypothesis that B2 : 0 and accept the altemative that B2 f0'Herc
bz : 0.0001 is statistically different from zero. However, 0.0001 may not be "economic-
ally" different from 0, and the CEO may decide not to proceed with the plans. The
message here is that one must think carefully about the importance of a statistical analysis
before reporting or using the results.

3 .5 The p-Value

When reporting the outcome of statistical hypothesis tests, it has become standard practice

to report the p-value (an abbreviation for probability value) of the test. If we have the
p-value of a test, p, we can determine the outcome of the test by comparing the p-value to
ihe chosen level of significance, a, without looking up or calculating the critical values.
The rule is

p-VALUE RULE: Reject the null hypothesis when the p-value is less than, or equal
t o , t he leve lo f  s i gn i f i cancec r .Tha t i s , i f  p (a then re jec t .F l6 .  I f  p>c I thendono t
reject Hs.

If you have chosen the level of significance to be e : 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, or any other value,
you can compare it to the p-value of a test and then reject, or not reject, without checking the
critical value. In written works reporting the p-value of a test allows the reader to apply his or
her own judgment about the appropriate level of significance.

How thep-value is computed depends on the alternative. If r is the calculated value of the
/-statistic, then

o

a

a

if ft:Bp) c, p: probabil ity to the right of /

ifI l1:Bp 1c, p: probabil ity to the left of/

if I/r : Br l r, p : sum of probabilities to the right of ltl and to the left of -ltl

I MEMORY TRICK: The direction of the alternative indicates the tail(s) of the dis-

I tribution in which the p-value falls.

' . : 1  .

S
- : a : t

::'l

:
_ t .
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3.5.1 p-Verun FoR A Rrcnr-Ten Trsr

In Section 3.4.1b we tested the null hypothesis I1s:B2 < 5.5 against the one-sided
alternative Hr:92 >5.5. The calculated value of the r-statistic was

bo - 5.5. - ^ -
se\D2 )

t0.2r - 5.5- ' )  ) \
2.09

In this case, since the alternative is "greater than" (>), the p-value of this test is the
probability that a r-random variable with N - 2 :38 degrees of freedom is greater than
1.25, or U: Pltps)>2.251:0.0152.

This probability value cannot be found in the usual r-table of critical values, but it is
easily found using the computer. Statistical software packages, and spreadsheets such
e. Excel, have simple commands to evaluate the cumulative distribution function
cdl) (see Appendix B.2) for a variety of probability distributions. If Fa(r) is the cdf

ior a random variable X, then for any value x: c the cumulative probability is
PIX < cl : FxG).Given such a function for the r-distribution, we compute the desired
r-\.alue

u -P l tpz )>2 .251 :  t  -Ph :s l  <2 .251 :  I  - 0 .9848 :0 .0152

Following the p-value rule we conclude that at cl : 0.01 we do not reject the null hypo-
:hesis. If we had chosen ct :0.05 we would reject the null hypothesis in favor of the
rlternative.

The logic of thep-value rule is shown inFigure 3.5. The probability of obtaining a r-value
:teater than 2.25 is 0.0152, O: Plfuat>2.25J :0.0152. The 99th percentile /1o.or,:a;,
* hich is the critical value for a right-tail test with level of significanca of cr : 0.01 , must fall
:o rhe right of 2.25. This means that / : 2.25 does not fall in the rejection region if ct : 0.01
:-'rd we will not reject the null hypothesis at this level of significance. This is consistent with
:ne p-value rule:Whenthep-value (0.0152) is greater than the chosen level of significance
,t.01) we do not reject the null hypothesis.

' /  2 l ' , t
tlo.ss,tty = 2'429I,oqs.rsr  = 1 '686

:.-{; L'RE 3 . 5 The p-value for a right-tail test.

- - n n r < t

than, or equal
oc then do not
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- r l - ,  
\ - 1  

0  I  2  3  t

tro.or.tu= -2.429 t10.0s,3s; = -l'686

FTGURE 3 ,6 The p-value for a left-tail test.

On the other hand, the 95th percentile /(o.qs,:s),which is the critical value for a right-tail
test with cr. : 0.05, must be to the left of 2.25. This means that t : 2.25 falls in the rejection
region and we reject the null hypothesis at the level of significance cr :0.05. This is
consistent with the p-value rule'.When thep-value (0.0152) is less than or equal to the
chosen level of significance (0.05) we will reject the null hypothesis.

3.5.2 p-Varua FoR A LErr-Tan TEsr

In Section 3.4.2 we carried out a test with the rejection region in the left tail of the
t-distribution. The null hypothesis was -F1s:B2 ) 15 and the alternative hypothesis was
Ht:92 < 15. The calculated value of the /-statistic was / : -2.29. To compute thep-value
for this left-tail test we calculate the probability of obtaining a t-statistic to th eleft of -2.29.
Using your computer software you will find this value to Ue P [(:s; < -2.29]: 0.0139.
Following thep-value rule we conclude that at cr : 0.01 we do not reject the null hypothesis.
If we choose cr : 0.05 we will reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative. See
Figure 3.6 to see this graphically. Locate the I st and 5th percentiles. These will be the critical
values for left-tail tests with a : 0.01 and a : 0.05 levels of significance. When thep-value
(0.0139) is greater than the level of significance (a : 0.01) then the /-value -2.29 is notin
the test rejection region. When the p-value (0.0139) is less than or equal to the level of
significance (a : 0.05) then the t-value -2.29 is in the test rejection region.

3.5.3 p-Verur FoR A Two-Tnrr Tnsr

For a two-tail test, the rejection region is in the two tails of the r-distribution, and thep-value
is similarly calculated in the two tails of the distribution. In Section 3.4.3awe tested the null
hypothesis thatgz :7.5 againstthe alternative hypothesis 9z l7 .5. The calculated value of
the /-statistic was / : | .29 . For this two-tail test the p-value is the combined probability to
the right of 1.29 and to the left of -1.29:

,  :  Pltpt)>r.291+ P[(:a; < -r.29] :0.2033

This calculation is depicted in Figure 3.7. Once the p-value is obtained its use is unchanged.
I f  wechoosect :0.05.  o :0.10,orevenct :0.20wewi l l fa i l tore ject thenul lhypothesis
because p > cr.

< l
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- t / - ,  - 1  0  1  , \  3  t

Iro.o:'s.:s, = -2'024 
\ogts.t)t= 2.024

FIG uRE 3 .7 The p-value for a two-tail test of significance.

At the beginning of this section we stated the following rule for computingp-values for
two-tailtests:if l11:9rlc, p:sumofprobabil it iestotherightof lt landtotheleftof-lr l.
The reason for the use of absolute values in this rule is that it will apply equally well if the
value of the /-statistic turns out to be nositive or nesative.

3.5.4 p-Venn FoR A Two-Tnn Trsr or SrcNrrrcRNcE

All statistical software computes the p-value for the two-tail test of significance for each
;oefficient when a regression analysis is performed. In Section 3.4.3b we discussed testing
the null hypothesis Ho:92:0 against the alternative hypothesis Ht:9zl 0. For the
--alculated value of the /-statistic / : 4.88 the p-value is

o : Pltpt)>4.88] +Pl(:sl < -4.88] : 0.0000

\bur software will automatically compute and report this p-value for a two-tail test of
,.ignificance. Refer back to Figure 2.9 ar.d consider just the portion reporting the
estimates:

\ ariable Coefficient Std. Error f-Statistic Prob.

{
:\.COME

83.41600
10.20964

43.41016
2.093264

1.92rs78
4.8'77381

0.0622
0.0000

Next to each /-statistic value is the two-tail p-value, which is labeled "Prob" by the
EViews software. Other software packages will use similar names. When inspecting com-
-3uter output we can immediately decide if an estimate is statistically significant (statistically
Jifferent from zero using a two-tail test) by comparing the p-value to whatever level of
lignificance we care to use. The estimated intercept has p-value 0.0622 so it is not
'tatistically different from zero at the level of si,snificance a : 0.05, but it is statistically
. rgn i f i can t i f a :0 .10 .
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The estimated coefficient for income has a p-value that is zero to four places. Thus
p I a :0.01 or even ct : 0.0001, and thus we reject the null hypothesis that income has
no effect on food expenditure at these levels ofsignificance. Thep-value forthis two-tail test
of significance is not actually zero. lf more places are used then p:0.00001946.
Regression software usually does not print out more than four places because in practice
levels of significance less than cr :0.001 are rare.

3,6 Exercises
Answers to exercises marked * appear in Appendix D at the end of the book.

3.6.1 Pnonrmrs

3.1 Using the regression output for the food expenditure model shown in Figure 2.9:
(a) Construct a957o interval estimate for B1 and interpret.
(b) Test the null hypothesis that Br is zero, against the alternative that it is not, at the

5Vo level of significance without using the reported p-value. What is your
conclusion?

(c) Draw a sketch showing the p-value 0.0622 shown in Figure 2.9, the critical
value from the r-distribution used in (b) and how the p-value could have been
used to answer (b).

(d) Test the null hypothesis that B I is zero, against the alternative that it is positive. at
the 5Vo level of significance. Draw a sketch of the rejection region and compute
the p-value. What is your conclusion?

(e) Explain the differences and similarities between the "level of significance" and
the "level of confidence."

(f) The results in (d) show that we are957o confident that B 1 is positive. True or false?
If false, explain.

3.2 The general manager of an engineering firm wants to know if a technical artist's
experience influences the quality of their work. A random sample of 24 artists
is selected and their years of work experience and quality rating (as assessed by'
their supervisors) recorded. Work experience (EXPER) is measured in years and
quality rating (RAZNG) takes a value of 1 through 7, with 7 : excellentand I -
poor. The simple regression model RAZNG: 9r f \2EXPER f e is proposed.
The least squares estimates of the model, and the standard errors of the estimates.
are

RATING : 3.204 + 0.0'76EXPER
('") (0.70e) (0.044)

(a) Sketch the estimated regression function. Interpret the coefficient of EXPER.
(b) Constructa95VoconfidenceintervalforB2,theslopeoftherelationshipbetween

quality rating and experience. In what are you 95Vo confident'!
(c) Test the null hypothesis that B2 is zero against the alternative that it is not using a

two-tail test and the e : 0.05 level of significance. What do you conclude?
(d) Test the null hypothesis that B2 is zero against the one-tail alternative that it is

positive at the ct : 0.05 level of significance. What do you conclude?
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: - l

(e) For the test in part (c), the p-value is 0.0982. If we choose the probability of a
Type I error to be q : 0.05, do we reject the null hypothesis or not, just based on
an inspection of the p-value? Show, in a diagram, how this p-value is computed.

In an estimated simple regression model, based on 24 observations, the estimated
slope parameter is 0.310 and the estimated standard error is 0.082.
(a) Test the hypothesis that the slope is zero, against the alternative that it is not, at the

lVo level of significance.
(b) Test the hypothesis that the slope is zero, against the alternative that it is positive

at the l%o level of significance.
(c) Test the hypothesis that the slope is zero against the alternative that it is negative

atthe 5Vo level of significance. Draw a sketch showing the rejection region.
(d) Test the hypothesis that the estimated slope is 0.5, against the alternative that it is

not, at the 570 level of significance.
(e) Obtain a 99Va intewal estimate of the slope.

Consider a simple regression in which the dependent variable MIM : mean income
of males who are 18 years of age or older, in thousands of dollars. The explanatory
variable PMHS - percent of males 18 or older who are high school graduates. The
data consist of 51 observations on the 50 states plus the District of Columbia. Thus
MIM and,PMHS are "state averages." The estimated regression, along with standard
errors and t-statistics, is

MIM:  (a )  +O. [80PMHS
('") (2.174) (b)
(r) (r.2s7) (s.7s4)

(a) What is the estimated equation intercept? Show your calculation. Sketch the
estimated regression function.

(b) What is the standard error of the estimated slope? Show your calculation.
(c) What is the p-value for the two-tail test of the hypothesis that the equation

intercept is zero? Draw a sketch to illustrate.
(d) State the economic interpretation of the estimated slope. Is the sign of the

coefficient what you would expect from economic theory?
(e) Construct a 99Vo confidence interval estimate of the slope of this relationship.
(0 Test the hypothesis that the slope ofthe relationship is 0.2, against the alternative

that it is not. State in words the meaning of the null hypothesis in the context of
this problem.

3.6.2 ConpurrR ExrRcrsEs

.:.5 A life insurance company wishes to examine the relationship between the amount of
life insurance held by a family and family income. From a random sample of 20
households, the company collected the data in the file insundat. The data are in units
of thousands of dollars.
(a) Estimate the linear regression with dependent variable INSURANCE and inde-

pendent variable INCOME. Write down the fitted model and draw a sketch of the
fitted function. Identify the estimated slope and intercept on the sketch. Locate
the point of the means on the plot.
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(b) Discuss the relationship you estimated in (a). In particular
(i) What is your estimate of the resulting change in the amount of life

insurance when income increases by $1000?
(ii) What is the standard error of the estimate in (i) and how do you use this

standard error for interval estimation and hypothesis testing?
(c) One member of the management board claims that, for every $1000 increase in

income, the amount of life insurance held will go up by $5000. Choose an
alternative hypothesis and explain your choice. Does your estimated relationship
support this claim? Use a 5Vo significance level.

(d) Test the hypothesis that as income increases the amount of life insurance
increases by the same amount. That is, test the hypothesis that the slope of
the relationship is 1.

(e) Write a short report (200-250 words) summarizing your findings about the
relationship between income and the amount of life insurance held.

3.6* Consider the learning curve example introduced in Exercise 2.9.
(a) Construct a 95Vo interval estimate for B2 and interpret.
(b) Test at the 5Vo level of significance whether there is no learning against the

alternative that there is learning. Formulate the null and alternative hypotheses
and discuss your reasoning. Explain your conclusion.

3.7 Consider the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) in Exercise 2.10.
(a) Testatthe5%levelof significancethehypothesisthateachstock's "beta" value

is I against the alternative that it is not equal to 1. What is the economic
interpretation of a beta equal to 1?

(b) Test at the 5Vo level of significance the null hypothesis that Mobil-Exxon's
" beta" value is greater than or equal to 1 against the alternative that it is less than
1. What is the economic interpretation of a betaTess than 1?

(c) Test at the 57o level of significance the null hypothesis that Microsoft's
"beta" value is less than or equal to I against the alternative that it is greater
than 1. What is the economic interpretation of a beta more than 1?

(d) Construct a 95Vo interval estimate of Microsoft's "beta." Assume that you
are a stockbroker. Explain this result to an investor who has come to you for
advice.

(e) Test (at a 5Vo significance level) the hypothesis that the intercept term in the
CAPM model for each stock is zero, against the alternative that it is not. What do
you conclude?

3.8 Consider the housing starts data (house_starts.dat) introdtced in Exercise 2.13.
(a) Estimate the simple regression of housing starts (STARIS) on the 30-year fixed

rate (FIXED_RAIE). Using a 5Vo signiflcance level, test the null hypothesis that
there is no linear relationship between these variables against the alternative that
there is an inverse relationship.

(b) It is conjectured that if the 3O-year fixed interest rate increases by 1 7o then house
starts will fall by 150,000. Test this hypothesis at the 5Vo level of significance
using a two-tail test.

(c) Construct a 95Eo interval estimate of the slope from the regression estimated
in part (a). State the meaning of this interval estimate. In part (b) you tested
that the slope of the relationship was B2 : - 150. Is the value - 150 inside the
95Vo intewal estimate? How does this findine relate to the hypothesis test
in (b)?
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-j.9* Reconsider the presidential voting data (faindat) introduced in Exercise 2.14.
(a) Using the regression model VOTE : 9r -t \zGROWTH + e, test (at a 57o

significance level) the null hypothesis that economic growth has no effect on
the percentage vote earned by the incumbent party. Select an alternative
hypothesis and a rejection region. Explain your choice.

(b) Using the regression model in part (a), construct a95%o intewal estimate for 82,
and interpret.

(c) Using the regression model VOTE:fu *\zINFLATION + e, test the null
hypothesis that inflation has no effect on the percentage vote earned by the
incumbent party. Select an alternative hypothesis, a rejection region, and a
significance level. Explain your choice.

(d) Using the regression model in part (c), construct a95%o intewal estimate for 82,
and interpret.

i l0 The file brdat contains data on 1080 houses sold in Baton Rouge, Louisiana during
mid-2005.
(a) Estimate the regression model PRICE : Br * \1SQFT * e for (i) all the houses

in the sample, (ii) town houses, and (iii) French style homes. Construct a 957o
interval estimate for $2 in each case and discuss the differences.

(b) Test the hypothesis that an additional square foot of living area increases house
price by $80 for each of the cases in part (a). Use a two-tail test using the a : 0.05
level of significance.

: I I + The file stockton2.dat contains data on 880 houses sold in Stockton, CA during mid-
2005. This data was considered in Exercise 2.12.
(a) Estimate the regression model PRICE : Br * PISQFT * e for all the houses in

the sample. Test the hypothesis that an additional square foot of living area
increases house price by $80. Use a two-tail test using the ct :0.05 level of
significance.

(b) Repeat part (a) using houses that were vacant at the time of sale.
(c) Repeat part (a) using houses that were occupied (not vacant) at time of sale.
(d) Using the houses that were occupied at the time of sale, test the null hypothesis

that the value ofan additional square foot ofliving area is less than or equal to
$80, against the alternative that the value of an additional square foot is worth
more than $80.

(e) Using the houses that were vacant at the time of sale, test the null hypothesis that
the value of an additional square foot of living area is more than or equal to $80,
against the altemative that the value of an additional square foot is worth less
than $80.

(fl Construct a 95Vo intewal estimate for B2 using (i) the full sample, (ii) houses
vacant at the time of sale, and (iii) occupied at the time of sale.

ll How much does experience affect wage rates? The data file cps_small.dat contains
1000 observations on hourly wage rates, experience, and other variables from the
1997 Current Population Survey (CPS).
(a) Estimate the linear regression WAGE: Br * P2EXPER * e and discuss the

results. Using your software plot a scatter diagram with WAGE on the vertical
axis and EXPER on the horizontal axis. Sketch in by hand, or using your
software, the fitted regression line.

(b) Test the statistical significance of the estimated slope of the relationship at the
5Vo level. Use a one-tail test.
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(c) Repeat part (a) for the subsamples consisring of (i) females, (ii) males, (iii)
blacks, and (iv) white males. What differences, if any, do you notice?

(d) For each of the estimated regression models in (a) and (c), calculate the least
squares residuals and plot them against EX?ER. Are any patterns evident?

3.13i) Qspenl Exercise 3.12 using the data file cps.dar, which contains 4?33 observations.
This exercise may not work with "student" versions of software.

Appendix 3A Derivation of the /-Distribution

Interval estimation and hypothesis testing procedures in this chapter involve the r-distribution.
Here we develop the key result.

The first result that is needed is the normal distribution of the least squares estimator.
Consider, for example, the normal distribution of b2the least squares estimator of p2, which
we denote as / ,

l ' \
b ' t -N l  8 , .  

o "  
=  l>(*, - x)' )

A standardized normal random variable is obtained from b2 by subtracting its mean and
dividing by its standard deviation:

- N ( 0 , l ) ( 3 A . 1 )

That is, the standardized random variable Z is normally distributed with mean 0 and
variance 1.

The second piece ofthe puzzle involves a chi-square random variable. Ifassumption SR6
holds,thentherandomerrorterme;hasanormaldistribution, e;-N(0,o2).Again,wecan
standardizetherandomvariablebydividingbyitsstandarddeviationsothateilo-N(0,1).
The square of a standard normal random variable is a chi-square random variable (see
Appendix B.5.2) with one degree of freedom, so (e;f o)2 - xf,,. trm the random effors are
independent then

(3A.2)

Since the true random errors are unobservable we replace them by their sample counterparts,
the least squares residuals Ai : yi - b1 - bzxi to obtain

,(?)': (7)'*O'* * (3)'-*'r,

,r >a? (N - 4oz
v : -  a (3A.3)

The random variable Vin (3A.3) does not have a X2r, distribution because the least squares
residuals are not independent random variables. All N residuars ?; - y; - b1 - b2xi depend
on the least squares estimators by andb2.It can be shown that only N - 2 of the least squares
residuals are independent in the simple linear regression model. Consequently, the random
variable in (3A.3) has a chi-square distribution with N - 2 degrees offreedom. That is, when
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the least squares
b1 - b2x;depend
'the least squares
:ntly, the random
rm. Thatis, when

multiplied by the constant (N - 2) I oz ,the random variable 62 has a chi-square distribution
t'.ith N - 2 degrees of freedom,

(N - 2\62, : t  -X i r -z r

\\-e have nal established the fact that the chi-square random variable V is statistically
:ndependent of the least squares estimators b1andb2, but it is. The proof is beyond the scope
oi this book. Consequently, V and the standard normal random variable Z in (3A.1) are
:ndependent.

From the two random variables V and Z we can form a /-random variable. A r-random
rariable is formed by dividing a standard normal random variable, Z-N(0,1), by the
lquare root of an independent cli-square random variable, V -X?^t, that has been divided
rr its degrees of freedom, la. That is,

Zt :  
t r * - t t ^ t

The t-distribution's shape is completely determined by the degrees of freedom parameter,m,
ind the distribution is symbolized by 4^t. See Appendix B.5.3. Using ZandVfrom (3A.1)
:nd (3A.4), respectively, we have

(bz ttrtxr-X
nN -aqa

Y N1

A P P E N D I X  3 8  D I S T R I B U T I O N  O F  T H E  I - S T A T I S T I C  U N D E R  I 1 1  7 3

(3A.4)

(3A.s)

b z - F z

Z

\/vl(N -2)

-u, I
b z - 9 2  b z - 9 2

- . t  - -  _

l -  se(br )  
' \ t \ - .1

1/ var\oz)

The last line is the key result that we state in (3.2), with its generalization in (3.3).

Appendix 38 Distribution of the /-Statistic Under F11

frr examine the distribution of the /-statistic in (3.7) when the null hypothesis is not true,
.rppose that the true B2 : l Following the steps in (3A.5) in Appendix 3,{we would find
::l3t

b z - I
t : r . i b ;  - t t N - 2 1

:: P' : 1 and c I I then the test statistic in (3.7) does not have a r-distribution since, in its
: rrmation, the numerator of (3A.5) is ,?ot standard normal. It is not standard normal because
':e incorrect value B2 : c is subtracted from b2.
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If Bz : l andwe incorrectlyhypothesizethatFz : c,thenthenumeratorin(3A.5)thatis
used in forming (3.7) has the distribution

b z - c ( 3 B . 1 t
Jiat@,

where

o2
var( b.,)

S / . .  - ; \ z
L \ ^ I

Since its mean is not zero, the distribution of the variable in (3B.1) is not standard normal, as
reouired in the formation of a /-random variable.
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Chapter

Prediction, Goodness-of:Fit,
and Modeling Issues

Learning Objectives

Based on the material in this chapter, you should be able to

1. Explain how to use the simple linear regression model to predict the value of y for a
given value ofx.

2. Explain, intuitively and technically, why predictions forr values further fromx are
less reliable.

3. Explain the meaning of SS?i SSR, and SSE, and how they are related to R2.
4. Define and explain the meaning of the coefficient of determination.
5. Explain the relationship between correlation analysis and R2.
6. Report the results of a fitted regression equation in such a way that confldence

intervals and hypothesis tests for the unknown coefficients can be constructed
quickly and easily.

7 . Describe how estimated coefficients and other quantities from a regression equation
will change when the variables are scaled. Why would you want to scale the
variables?

8. Appreciate the wide range of nonlinear functions that can be estimated using a
model that is linear in the parameters.

9. Write down the equations for the log-log, logJinear, and linear-log functional
forms.

10. Explain the difference between the slope of a functional form and the elasticity from
a functional form.

11. Explain how you would go about choosing a functional form and deciding that a
functional form is adequate?

12. Explain how to test whether the equation "errors" are normally distributed?
13. Explain how to compute a prediction, a prediction interval, and a goodness-of-fit

measure in a log-linear model.
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In Chapter 3 we focused on making statistical inferences, constructing confidence
intervals, and testing hypotheses about regression parameters. Another purpose of the
regression model, and the one we focus on first in this chapter, is prediction. A prediction is
a forecast of an unknown value of the dependent variable y given a particular value ofx.
A prediction interval, much like a confidence interval, is a range of values in which
the unknown value of y is likely to be located. Examining the correlation between
sample values of y and their predicted values provides a goodness-of-fit measure
called R2 that describes how well our model fits the data. For each observation in the
sample the difference between the predicted value ofy and the actual value is a residual.
Diagnostic measures constructed from the residuals allow us to check the adequacy of
the functional form used in the regression analysis and give us some indication of the
validity of the regression assumptions. We will examine each of these ideas and concepts
in turn.

4.7 Least Squares Prediction

In Section 2.3.3b we briefly introduced the idea that the least squares estimates of the linear
regression model provide a way to predict the value of y for any value of x. The ability to
predict is important to business economists and financial analysts who attempt to forecast
the sales and revenues of specific firms; it is important to government policy makers who
attempt to predict the rates of growth in national income, inflation, investment, saving,
social insurance program expenditures, and tax revenues; and it is important to local
businesses to have predictions of growth in neighborhood populations and income so that
they may expand, or contract, their provision of services. Accurate predictions provide a
basis for better decision making in every type of planning context. In this section we explore
the use of linear regression as a tool for prediction.

Given the simple linear regression model and assumptions SR1-SR6, let.{0 be a value of
the explanatory variable. We want to predict the conesponding value of H which we call ys.
In order to use regression analysis as a basis for prediction, we must assume that ys and xs are
related to one another by the same regression model that describes our sample of data, so
that, in particulaq SR1 holds for these observations

)o : 9r I }zxo I eo (4.1)

where es is a random error. We assume that E0i0): 9t * B2.ts and E(eg):0. We also
assume that es has the same variance as the regression errors, var(es): o2. and e6 is
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b2 xi

.:r;t 'nt 4.7 A point prediction.

-ncorrelated with the random errors that are part ofthe sample data, so that cov(es, e) :0
= | ,2, . . . , N. The least squares predictor of ye comes from the fitted regression line

j , o : h * b 2 x s (4.2)

That is, the predicted value !e is given by the point on the least squares fitted line where
: = -r0, as shown in Figure 4.1. How good is this prediction procedure? The least squares
.itimators bl andb2 are random variables-their values vary from one sample to another. It
:'-rllows that the least squares predictor io: br * b2xs must also be random. To evaluate
:ou well this predictor performs we define the forecast error, which is analogous to the
-<ast squares residual,

f : vo -.lo : (9r * 9zxo a no) - (h * bzxo) (4.3)

1\'e would like the forecast error to be small, implying that our forecast is close to the value
ae are predicting. Taking the expected value of/we find

E(f) : Fr * Fzxo + E(es) - ln(bt) + E(b2)xgl
: 9 r * 1 z x o + 0 - [ 9 r f F z r o ]
- 0

r hich means, on average, the forecast error is zero, and !6 is an unbiased predictor ofys.
However, unbiasedness does not necessarily imply that a particular forecast will be close to
jre actual value. The probability ofa small forecast error also depends on the variance ofthe
:orecast error. While we will not prove it, !s is the best linear unbiased predictor (BLIIP)
rf re if assumptions SR1-SR5 hold. This result is reasonable given that the least squares
stimators b1 and b2 are best linear unbiased estimators.

Using (4.3) and what we know about the variances and covariance of the least squares
3:timators, we can show (see Appendix 44, at the end of this chapter) that the variance of the
i.'r199351 errOr iS

(4.4)

\otice that some of the elements of this expression appear in the formulas for the variances
.rf the least squares estimators and affect the precision of prediction in the same way that they
rffect the precision of estimation. We would prefer that the variance of the forecast error be
'mall, which would increase the probability that the prediction j's is close to the value ys we
r,re trying to predict. Note that the variance of the forecast error is smaller when

var(/) :"[,***#=rA
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i. the overall uncertainty in the model is smaller, as measured by the variance of the
random errors ol;

ii. the sample size N is larger;
iii. the variation in the explanatory variable is larger; and
iv. the value of (xs - ;)2 is small.

The new addition is the term (ro - t)'.which measures how farxe is from the center of the
x-values. The more distant.re is from the center of the sample data the larger the forecast
variance will become. Intuitively, this means that we are able to do a better job predicting
in the region where we have more sample information, and we will have less accurate
predictions when we try to predict outside the limits of our data.

In practice we replace o2 in 14.+7 by its estimator 62 to obtain

I  i  /  - \ Z  I
. . t 1 .  |  ( x 0 - x l  I

: u-- | r -f - -]. ----------------; I
I N ).(x, - T)' IL  - , _ - ,  , - t  J

The square root of this estimated variance is the standard error of the forecast

se("f) : (4.s)

Defining the critical value t. to be the 100(1- af 2)-percentile from the r-distribution, we can
obtain a 100(1- ct)7o prediction interval as

j'e t r.se(/) (4.6)

See Appendix 4A for some details related to the development of this result.
Following our discussion of var(/) in (4.41. the farther.xe is from the sample mean x, the

larger the variance of the prediction error and the less reliable the prediction is likely to be.
In other words, our predictions for values of xs close to the sample mean x are more reliable
than our predictions for values of xe far from the sample mean t. This fact shows up in the
size of our prediction intervals. The relationship between point and interval predictions for
different values ofxe is illustrated in Figure 4.2. A point prediction is given by the fitted least
squares line !s : bt * bzxo. The prediction interval takes the form of two bands around the
fitted least squares line. Because the forecast variance increases the farther xo is from the

!o + r" se(/)

)s  = b1+ b2xs

fo - t" se("f)

prcunp 4,2 Point and interval oredict ion.

var(f)

.: l l lp
' . :d t l

, t

, - :  S t
' : ! ' n

: t h
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'ample mean of .r, the confidence bands are their narrowest when xs : f, and increase
ridth as lxo - tl increases.

f.1.1 PnrnrcrroN rN THE Fooo ExpENDrrrrRE MooEr

Ln Section 2.3.3b we predicted that a household with xs : $2000 weekly income would
gend $287.61 on food using the calculation

io : br * b2xs: 83.4160 + 10.2096(20) : 287.6089

\ow we are able to attach a "confidence interval" to this prediction. The estimated variance
:f the forecast error is

79

1n

@1 :a,[r+*.#+,;

1 +

\xo - 7)'var(bz)

Lr the last line we have recognized the estimated variance of b2 from(2.21).In Section 2.7.2
re obtained the values 62 :8013.2941ardi *@r-) :4.3818. For the food expenditure
:rta N : 40 and the sample mean of the explanatory variable is t : 19.6048. Using these
'alues we obtain the standard error of the forecast se(/) :

rl 6328. If we select I - cr : 0.95, then t, : t(o.sts.zz\ :2.0244 and the 957o prediction
''rterval for ys is

!e * r.se(/) :287.6069 +2.0244(90.6328) : [104.1323, 471.08s4)

thrr prediction interval suggests that a household with $2000 weekly income will spend
r-rmewhere between $104.13 and $471.09 on food. Such a wide interval means that ourpoint
lediction $287.61 is not very reliable. We have obtained this wide prediction interval for
re value of xs : 20 that is close to the sample mean 7 : 19 .60. For values of t that are more
3\reme the prediction interval would be even wider. The unreliable predictions may be
i.rghtly improved if we collect a larger sample of data, which will improve the precision
eith which we estimate the model parameters. However, in this example the magnitude of
:re estimated error variance 62 is very close to the estimated variance of the forecast error
.fr|;, suggesting that the primary uncertainty in the forecast comes from large uncertainty
r the model. This should not be a surprise, since we are predicting household behavior,
rhich is a complicated phenomenon, on the basis of a single household characteristic,
-:L-ome. While income is a key factor in explaining food expenditure, we can imagine many
-rher household demographic characteristics that may play a role. To more accurately
redict food expenditure we may need to include these additional factors into the regression
rodel. Extending the simple regression model to include other factors will begin in
Chapter 5.

^ r . 6 '- o . - + _ +
N
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4. 2 Measuring Goodness-of-Fit

Two major reasons for analyzing the model

Y i : 9 r  l 9 z x i l e i (4.7 )
are to explain how the dependent variable (v;) changes as the independent variable (x;.1
changes, and to predict ),0 given an r0. These two objectives come under the broad headings
of estimation and prediction. Closely allied with the prediction problem discussed in the
previous section is the desire to use x; to explain as much ofthe variation in the dependent
variable y; as possible. In the regression model (4.7) we call r; the "explanatory" variable
because we hope that its variation will "explain" the variation in y;.

To develop a measure of the variation in y; that is explained by the model, we begin b1,
separating y; into its explainable and unexplainable components. We have assumed that

y i :  E ( y i )  *  e i (4.8)

where E(y;) : 9r f B2x; is the explainable, "systematic" component of y;, and e; is the
random, unsystematic and unexplainable component of y;. While both of these parts are
unobservable to us, we can estimate the unknown parameters B1 and B2 and, analogous to
(4.8), decompose the value of y; into

l i : y i - t ? i (4.9)

where j,; : br * b2x; and ?i: yi - yi.
In Figure 4.3 the "point of the means" (f, y) is shown, with the least squares fitted line

passing through it. This is a characteristic of the least squares fitted line whenever the
regression model includes an intercept term. Subtract the sample mean y from both sides of
the equation to obtain

y i _ ! : ( j , i _ y ) + Z i (4  lo \

As showninFigure 4.3 the difference betweeny; and its meanvaluey consists of apart that is
"explained" by the regression model yi - y and a part that is unexplained 2;.

The breakdown in (4. 10) leads to a decomposition of the total sample variability in y into
explained and unexplained parts. Recall from your statistics courses (see Appendix C.4) that

= unexplained component
\xi, Ji)

i = b t + b z x

(x, ii)
Cx, y)

x x i
prcunn 4.3 Explained and unexplained components of ,r.;
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:: *e have a sample of observations)r,)2,. . .,y7v, two descriptive measures are the sample
:rean t and the sample variance

ur.:Z(Y, 
_ r)'

,  N _ l

The numerator of this quantity, the sum of squared differences between the sample values y;
r:rd the sample mean y, is a measure of the total variation in the sample values. If we square
r-rd sum both sides of (4.10), and using the fact that the cross-product term l(!; - y)Oi : 0
.ee Appendix 4B), we obtain

r(y' - y)' :2(i, --y)2 +2a? ( 4 . 1 1 )

F4uation (4.11) gives us a decomposition of the "total sample variation" iny into explained
nd unexplained components. Specifically, these "sums of squares" are

I . I(yr - r)' : total sum of squares : SSZ: a measure of total variationin y about the
sample mean.

l. I(lr - y)2 : ,u* of squares due to the regression : SSR: that part of total variation
in y, about the sample mean, that is explained by, or due to, the regression. Also
known as the "explained sum of squares."

1. Za! : sum of squares due to error : SSE: that part of total variation in y about its
mean that is not explained by the regression. Also known as the unexplained sum of
squares, the residual sum of squares, or the sum of squared errors.

'-'iing these abbreviations (4.11) becomes

SS?": SSR + SSE

This decomposition of the total variation in y into a part that is explained by the regression
:,odel and a part that is unexplained allows us to define a measure, called the coefficient of
&termination, or R2, that is the proportion of variation in y explained by x within the
=gression model.

R ' : s s R : l - S S Es^sr ssr (4.t2)

The closer R2 is to 1, the closer the sample values y; are to the fitted regression equation
. = br I b2x;.If Rz : 1, then all the sample data fall exactly on the fitted least squares line,
*. SSE : 0, and the model fits the data "perfectly." If the sample data for y and -r are
:ncorrelated and show no linear association, then the least squares fitted line is "horizontal,"
r-nd identical to t, so that SSR : 0 and R2 : 0. When 0 < Rz < 1, it is interpreted as "the
:roportion of the variation in y about its mean that is explained by the regression model."

r.2.1 Conngerro\T ANALvsrs

Lr Appendix B.4.3 we discuss the covariance and correlation between two random
iariables x and y. The correlation coefficient p- between .r and y is defined in (B.20) as

cov(x, y) ory (4.r3)Ptv :

liardlinj oxoy

\\'e did not discuss estimating the correlation coefficient. We will do so now to develop a
:'eful relationship between the sample correlation coefficient and R2.
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Given a sample of data pairs (.r;, y;), i : 1, .. . , N, the sample correlation coefficient is
obtained by replacing the covariance and standard deviations in (4.13) by their sample
analoss:

o-.

ord,

where

6,y:Z(xi  -7)(y '  -  t ) / (N - 1)

0 x : ( / . 1 \ t

The sample correlation coefficient r, has a value between - I and 1, and it measures the
strength of the linear association between observed values ofr and y.

4.2.2 CoRnpranroN ANALYSTs AND R2

There are two interesting relationships between R2 and r- in the simple linear regression
model.

1 . The first is that Po: R2. That is, the square of the sample correlation coefficient
between the sample data values x; and !; is algebraically equal to R2 in a simple
regression model. Intuitively this relationship makes sense: f, falls between 0 and I
and measures the strength of the linear association between x and y. This interpret-
ation is not far from that of R2: the proportion of variation in y about its mean
explained by x in the linear regression model.
The second, and more important, relation is that R2 can also be computed as the
square of the sample correlation coefficient between yi and yi : h -l b2x;.Thatis.
Rz : *yi. As such it measures the linear association, or goodness-of-fit, between the
sample data and their predicted values. Consequently R' is sometimes called a
measure of "goodness-of-fit." This result is valid not only in simple regression
models but also in multiple regression models that we introduce in Chapter 5.
Furthermore, as you will see in Section 4.4,the concept of obtaining a goodness-of-
fit measure by predicting y as well as possible and finding the squared correlation
coefficient between this prediction and the sample values of y can be extended to
situations in which the usual R2 does not strictly apply.

4.2.3 TnE Fooo ExpENonurc Exervrprr

Look at the food expenditure example in Section 2.3 .2, and in particular the data scatter and
fitted regression line in Figure 2.8, and the computer output Fi gure2.9. Go ahead. I will wait
until you get back. The question we would like to answer is "How well does our model fit the
data?" To compute the R2 we can use the sums of squares

SSZ : I(y; - y)' :495132.160

sSE: I(y,  -  y,) '  :2a? :304505.116
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" 304505.176I  _ - : O . 3 l t 5- 495132.160R 2 : 1
ssE
ssr

We conclude that 38.57o of the variation in food expenditure (about its sample mean) is
explained by our regression model, which uses only income as an explanatory variable. Is
this a good R2? We would argue that such a question is not useful. While finding and
reporting R2 provides information about the relative magnitudes of the different sources of
rariation, debates about whether a particular R2 is "large enough" are not particularly
.'onstructive. Microeconomic household behavior is very difficult to explain fully. With
cross-sectional data R2-values from 0.10 to 0.40 are very common even with much larger
regression models. Macroeconomic analyses using time-series data, which often trend
together smoothly over time, routinely report R2-values of 0.90 and higher. You should not
evaluate the quality of the model based only on how well it predicts the sample data used to
.onstruct the estimates. To evaluate the model it is as important to consider factors such as
the signs and magnitudes of the estimates, their statistical and economic significance, the
precision of their estimation, and the ability of the fitted model to predict values of the
dependent variable that were not in the estimation sample. Other model diagnostic issues
*ill be discussed in the next section.

Correlation analysis leads to the same conclusions and numbers, but it is worthwhile to
consider this approach in more detail. The sample correlation between the y and x sample
values is

on
- Oxoy

The correlation is positive, indicating a positive association between food expenditure and
income. The sample correlation measures the strength of the linear association, with a
maximum value of 1. The value r,y :0.62 indicates a non-negligible but less than perfect
t i t .  As expected f r :0 .622 :0.385 :  R2.

In Figure 4.4 we plot the sample values of y; and their corresponding fitted values !;. You
s-an corfiffi that the correlation between these values is riu: 9.62.

1.2.4 RrponrrNc rHE RssuLTs

In any paper where you write the results of a simple regression, with only one explanatory
variable, these results can be presented quite simply. The key ingredients are the coefficient
estimates, the standard errors (or r-values), an indication of statistical significance, and R2.
Also, when communicating regression results avoid using symbols like x and y. Use
abbreviations for the variables that are readily interpreted, defining the variables precisely in
a separate section of the report. For the food expenditure example, we might have the
variable definitions:

FOOD_EXP - weekly food expenditure by a household of size 3, in dollars
INCOME: weekly household income, in $100 units

Then the estimated equation results are

FOOD-EXP :83.42 + 10.21 INCOME
(r") (43.4r). (2.09)--.

R2 :0 .385

418.75
(6.848)(tr2.67s)

: 0 , 6 2
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Report the standard errors below the estimated coefficients. The reason for showing the
standard elrors is that an approximate 957o interval estimate (if the degrees of freedom
N - 2 are greater than 30) is b7, f 2 x se. The reader may then divide the estimate by the
standard error to obtain the value of the t-statistic if desired. Furthermore, testing other
hypotheses is facilitated by having the standard error present. To test the null hypothesis
Ho:92: 8.0, we can quickly construct the r-statistic 7 : l(10.21 - 8)12.09)l and proceed
with the steps of the test procedure.

Asterisks are often used to show the reader the statistically significant (that is,
significantly different from zero using a two-tail test) coefficients, with explanations in
a table footnote:

* indicates significant at the 107o level
x* indicates significant at the 5Vo level

*** indicates significant atthe l%olevel

The asterisks are assigned by checking the p-values from the computer output, as in
Fisure 2.9.

4.3 t[odeling Issues

4.3.1 TnE Eprncrs or ScarrNc rHr Dana

Data we obtain are not always in a convenient form for presentation in a table or use in a
regression analysis. When the scale of the data is not convenient, it can be altered without
changing any ofthe real underlying relationships between variables. For example, the real
personal consumption in the United States, as of the lst quarter of 2006, was$8023.6 billion
annually. That is, written out, $8,023,600,000,000, or 8 trillion 23 billion 600 million
dollars. While we cor.r/duse the long form of the number in a table or in aregression analysis,
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there is no advantage to doing so. By choosing the units of measurement to be "billions of
dollars," we have taken a long number and made it comprehensible. What are the effects of
scaling the variables in a regression model?

Consider the food expenditure model. In Table 2.1 we report weekly expenditures
in dollars but we report income in $ 100 units, so a weekly income of $2000 is reported as
x : 20. Why did we scale the data in this way? If we had estimated the regression using
income in dollars. the results would have been

FOOD_EX? :83.42 + 0.1021 TNCOME($) R', :0.385
(r") (43.41)- (0.0209)---

There are two changes. First, the estimated coefficient of income is now 0.1021. The
interpretation is "If weekly household income increases by $1 then we estimate that weekly
food expenditure will increase by about 10 cents." There is nothing mathematically wrong
with this, but it leads to a discussion of changes that are so small as to seem irrelevant. An
increase in income of $100 leads to an estimated increase in food expenditure of $10.21, as
before, but these magnitudes are more easily discussed.

The other change that occurs in the regression results when income is in dollars is that the
standard error becomes smaller, by a factor of 100. Since the estimated coefficient is smaller
by a factor of 100 also, this leaves the t-statistic and all other results unchanged.

Such a change in the units of measurement is called scaling the data. The choice of the
scale is made by the researcher to make interpretation meaningful and convenient. The
choice of the scale does not affect the measurement of the underlying relationship, but it
does affect the interpretation of the coefficient estimates and some summary measures. Let
us list the possibilities:

l . Changing the scale ofx: In the linear regression model y : Br * B2x * e, suppose
we change the units of measurement of the explanatory variable r by dividing it by
a constant c. In order to keep intact the equality of the left- and righthand sides,
the coefficient of r must be multiplied by c. That is, y- Fr *Fzxf e: 9r*
(cB2)(xlc) * 

":9t 
+ F)x- * e,where 9): c9zand.r* : x/c.Forexample,ifxis

measured in dollars, and c : 100, thenr* is measured in hundreds of dollars. Then Bj
measures the expected change in y given a $100 increase in x, and Bi is 100 times
larger than B2. When the scale of x is altered the only other change occurs in the
standard error of the regression coefficient, but it changes by the same multiplicative
factor as the coefficient, so that their ratio, the r-statistic, is unaffected. All other
regression statistics are unchanged.
Changing the scale ofy: If we change the units of measurement of H but not .r, then
all the coefficients must change in order for the equation to remain valid. That is,
y lc : (fu lc) + (9zlc)x + (e lc) or y* - Bi + Bix * e*. In this rescaled model Bi
measures the change we expect in y* given a l-unit change in -r. Because the error
term is scaled in this process the least squares residuals will also be scaled. This
will affect the standard errors of the resression coefficients. but it will not affect
/-statistics or R2.
If the scale ofy and the scale ofx are changed by the same factor, then there will be no
change in the reported regression results for b2, but the estimated intercept and
residuals will change; /-statistics and R2 are unaffected. The interpretation of the
parameters is made relative to the new units of measurement.

2.
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4.3.2 CHoosrNc e FuNcrroNer Fonnr

In our ongoing example, we have assumed that the mean household food expenditure is
a linear function of household income. That is, we assumed the underlying economic
relationship to be E(y) : Pr * B2x, which implies that there is a linear, straightJine
relationship between E$t) and x. Why did we do that? While the world is not "linear," a
straight line is a good approximation to many nonlinear or curved relationships over narrow
ranges. AIso, inyourprinciples of economics classes you may have begun with straight lines
for supply, demand and consumption functions, and we wanted to ease you into the more
"artistic" aspects of econometrics.

The starting point in all econometric analyses is economic theory. What does economics
really say about the relation between food expenditure and income, holding all else
constant? We expect there to be a positive relationship between these variables because
food is a normal good. But nothing says the relationship must be a straight line. In fact, we do
not expect that as household income rises that food expenditures will continue to rise
indefinitely at the same constant rate. Instead, as income rises we expect food expenditures
to rise, but we expect such expenditures to increase at a decreasing rate. This is a phrase that
is used many times in economics classes. What it means graphically is that there is not a
straighrline relationship between the two variables, and that it might look something like
Figure 4.5.

The simple linear regression model is much more flexible than it appears at first glance.
By transfurmfug the variables y and r we can represent many curved, nonlinear relationships
and still use the linear regression model. If you have not done so, read Appendix A.2.4 and
Appendix A.4. Mark Table A.2 and Figure A.3 with paper clips so that you can find them
easily.

Choosing an algebraic form for the relationship means choosing transformatio,rzs of the
original variables. This is not an easy process and it requires good analytic geometry skills
and some experience. Itmay not come to you easily. The variable transformations that we
besin with are

l .

2 .
3 .

Power: if ;r is a variable then / means raising the variable to the powerp; examples
are quadratic (x2) and cubic (x3) transformations.
The natural logarithm: if r is a variable then its natural logarithm is ln(x).
The reciprocal: ifr is a variable then its reciprocal is llx.

FIGURE 4. 5 A nonlinear relationship between food exoenditure and income.
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L sing just these three algebraic transformations there are amazing varieties of "shapes" that
rre can represent, as shown in Figure A.3.

A difficulty introduced when transforming variables is that regression result interpret-
ations change. For each different functional form, shown in Table A.2, the expressions for
both the slope and elasticity change from the linear relationship case. This is so because
the variables are related nonlinearly. What this means for the practicing economist is that
great attention must be given to result interpretation whenever variables are transformed.
Because you may be less familiar with logarithmic transformations, let us summarize the
rnterpretation in three possible configurations. You should read Appendix A.4.4- AA.6for a
;omplete discussion of the algebra.

1. In the log-log model both the dependent and independent variables are transformed
by the "natural" logarithm. The model is ln(y) : 9t * B2ln(x). In orderro use this
model both y and x must be greater than zero, because the logarithm is defined only
for positive numbers. The parameter B2 is the elasticity of y with respect to r.
Referring to Figure A.3, you can see why economists use the constant elasticity, log-
log model specification so frequently. In panel (c), if 9z > 1 the relation could depict
a supply curye, or if 0 < 92 < 1 a production relation. In panel (d), if 92 < 0 it could
represent a demand curve. In each case interpretation is convenient because the
elasticity is constant.

2. In the log-linear model ln(y) : 9r * Fz.r only the dependent variable is trans-
formed by the logarithm. The dependent variable must be greater than zero to use
this form. A convenient interpretation for the log-linear model is developed in
Appendix A.4.5. A one-unit increase in x leads to (approximately) a I0O x B2%
change in y. The log-linear form is common; we will treat it fully in Section 4.4. For
now, note its possible shapes in Figure A.3e. If Bz > 0 the function increases at an
increasing rate; its slope is larger for larger values of y. If 9z < 0, the function
decreases, but at a decreasing rate.

3. In the linear-log model ):9r *B2ln(x) the variable x is transformed by the
naturallogarithm.SeeFigureA.3f.Theslopeofthisfunctionis LylL*:B2f xandit
changes at every point. We can interpret B2 by rewriting the slope expression as

AY 9z
rooG.{A) : loo

The term 100(Ax lx) is the percentage change in x. Thus in the linear-log model we can say
that a lVo increase in.r leads to a B2/ 100 unit change in y. For example, suppose that we are
considering a production relationship where y is output, and x is an input, such as labor.
In this case the slope of the function is the "marginal product" of labor, which we expect to
be positive but diminishing, as implied by the linearJog model. Lety be daily manufacturing
output and x the number of hours of labor input per day. If the estimated relationship is
OUTFjT: 100 * 7001I(LABOR),thenweestimatethata lZoincreaseinlaborinputleads
to a7-unit increase in y, or al0%o increase in labor will increase daily output by 70 units.

4.3.3 TnE Fooo ExpsNDrruR-E Moon

Suppose that, in the food expenditure model, we wish to choose a functional form that is
consistent with Figure 4.5. From the array of shapes in Figure A.3 two possible choices that
are similar in some aspects to Figure 4.5 are the reciprocal model and the linear-log model.
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These two functional forms are different ways of modeling the data and lead to estimates of
the unknown parameters that have different economic interpretations.

The reciprocal model in this case is

FOOD-EXP: BI - bff i+ C

For the food expenditure model we might assume that B1 > 0 and 9z < 0. If this is the case,
then as income increases, household consumption offood increases at a decreasing rate and
reaches an upper bound 81. This model is linear in the parameters but it is nonlinear in the
variables. Even so, if the error term e satisfies our usual assumptions, then the unknown
parameters can be estimated by least squares, and inferences can be made in the usual way.

Another property of the reciprocal model, ignoring the error term, is that when /NCOME
<-9zl9r the model predicts expenditure on food to be negative. This property is
unrealistic; it implies that this functional form is inappropriate for small values of income.

When choosing a functional form, one practical guideline is to consider how the
dependent variable changes with the independent variable. In the reciprocal model the
slope of the food expenditure relationship is -$21 INCOME2 .If the parameter B2 ( 0, then
there is a positive relationship between food expenditure and income, and, as income
increases, this "marginal propensity to spend on food" diminishes, as economic theory
predicts. Indeed, in the reciprocal model, as x becomes very large the slope approaches zero,
which says that as income increases the household expenditure on food stops increasing
after some point.

An alternative to the reciprocal model is the linearJog model

FOOD_EXp: gr * B2Ln(INCOME) _r e

For B2 > 0 this function is increasing, but at a decreasing rate. As INCOME increases
the slope \yIINCOME decreases. As noted above, in this context the slope is the
marginal propensity to spend on food from additional income. Similarly, the elasticity.
B2l FOOD-EXP, becomes smaller for larger levels of food expenditure. These results are
consistent with the idea that at high incomes, and large food expenditures, the effect of an
increase in income on food expenditure is small.

REMARK: Given this array of models, that involve different transformations of the
dependent and independent variables, and some of which have similar shapes, what are
some guidelines for choosing a functional form?

1. Choose a shape that is consistent with what economic theory tells us about the
relationship.

2. Choose a shape that is sufficiently flexible to "fit" the data.
3. Choose a shape so that assumptions SR1-SR6 are satisfied, ensuring that the

least squares estimators have the desirable properties described in Chapters 2
and 3.

While these objectives are easily stated, the reality of model building is much more difficult.
You must recognize that we never know the "true" functional relationship between
economic variables and the functional form that we select, no matter how elegant, is
only an approximation. Our job is to choose a functional form that satisfactorily meets the
three obiectives stated above.
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+.3.4 Anr rnn RpcnrssroN Ennons NorutlRrlv Drsrnrsurpo?

Recall that hypothesis tests and interval estimates for the coefficients rely on the assumption
:hat the errors, and hence the dependent variable y, are normally distributed. While our tests
rnd confidence intervals are valid in large samples whether the data are normally distributed
.rr not, it is nevertheless desirable to have a model in which the regression errors are normally
listributed, so that we do not have to rely on large sample approximations. If the errors are
not normally distributed we might be able to improve our model by considering an
elternative functional form or transforming the dependent variable. As noted in the last
"Remark," when choosing a functional form, one of the criteria we might examine is
rhether a model specification satisfies regression assumptions, and in particular whether it
-eads to errors that are normally distributed (SR6). How do we check out the assumption of
rormally distributed errors?

We cannot observe the true random errors, so we must base our analysis of their normality
,rn the least squares residuals, 2i : yi - j,;. Most computer software will create a histogram
of the residuals for this purpose and may also give statistics that can be used to formally test a
rull hypothesis that the residuals (and thus the true errors) come from a normal distribution.
The relevant EViews output for the food expenditure example, using the linear relationship
n ith no transformation of the variables, appears in Figure 4.6. What does this histogram
:elf us? First, notice that it is centered atzero. This is not surprising because the mean of the
.east squares residuals is always zero if the model contains an intercept, as shown in
Appendix 48. Second, it seems symmetrical, but there are some large gaps, and it does
eot really appear bell-shaped. However, just checking the shape ofthe histogram is not a
rutistical "test."

There are many tests for normality. The Jarque-Bera test for normality is based on two
:neasures, skewness and kurtosis. In the present context, skewness refers to how symmetric
:he residuals are around zero. Perfectly symmetric residuals will have a skewness of zero.
The skewness value for the food expenditure residuals is -0.097. Kurtosis refers to
.tre "peakedness" of the distribution. For a normal distribution the kurtosis value is 3.
For more on skewness and kurtosis see Appendices B.4.2 and C.4.2. From Figure 4.6, we see
rhat the food expenditure residuals have a kurtosis of 2.99. The skewness and kurtosis
r alues are close to the values for the normal distribution. So, the question we have to ask is

Series: Flesiduals
Sample 1 40
Observations 40

Mean 6.93e-15
Median -$.324473
Maximum 212.0440
Minimum -223.0255
Std. Dev. 88.36190
Skewness -0.097319
Kurtosis 2.989034

Jarque-Bera 0.063340
Probability 0.968826

-200 -100
r tcunr- 4. 6 EViews output:
:xample.

0 100 200
residuals histogram and summarystatistics for food exoenditure
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whether 2.99 is sufficiently different from 3, and -0.097 sufficiently different from zero, to
conclude the residuals are not normally distributed. The Jarque-Bera statistic is given br

tt:z

,u:T(-o.onr' .*;-)

(".+)
where N is the sample size, S is skewness, and K is kurtosis. Thus, large values of the
skewness, and/or values ofkurtosis quite different from 3, will lead to a large value ofthe
Jarque-Bera statistic. When the residuals are normally distributed, the Jarque-Bera statistic
has a chi-squared distribution with two degrees of freedom. We reject the hypothesis of
normally distributed errors if a calculated value of the statistic exceeds a critical value
selected from the chi-squared distribution with 2 degrees of freedom. The 5Vo critical value
fromaX2-distributionwithtwodegreesoffreedomis5.gg,andthe IVocnticalvalueisg.2l.

Applying these ideas to the food expenditure example, we have

:0 .063

Because 0.063 < 5.99 there is insufficient evidence from the residuals to conclude that the
normal distribution assumption is unreasonable at the 5Vo level of significance. The same
conclusion could have been reached by examining the p-value. The p-value appears in the
EViews output described as "Probability." Thus, we also fail to reject the null hypothesis on
the grounds that 0.9688 > 0.05.

4.3.5 ANoruEn Eruprnrcar Exauprr

How does one choose the best transformation for y and x, and hence the best functional form
for describing the relationship between y and x. Unfortunately there are no hard and fast
rules that will work for all situations. The best we can do is give examples and describe all
the issues that are worth considering. So far, we have focused on theoretical issues, with
questions like: Does a selected function possess the theoretical properties considered
desirable in the economic relationship being examined? We also mentioned that we should
choose a function such that the properties of the simple regression model hold. More will be
said on these points as we move through the text. In this section we turn to some empirical
issues related to the choice of functional form.

Figure 4.7 describes a plot of average wheat yield (in tonnes per hectare-a hectare i:
about 2.5 acres, and a tonne is a metric ton that is 1000 kg or 2205 lb-we are speaking
Australian here!) for the Greenough Shire in Western Australia, against time. The
observations are for the period 1950_1997, and time is measured using the values l.
2, . . . ,48. These data can be found in the filewa-wheat.dat.Notice in Figure 4.7 that wheat
yield fluctuates quite a bit, but, overall, it tends to increase over time, and the increase is at an
increasing rate, particularly toward the end of the time period. An increase in yield is
expected because of technological improvements, such as the development of varieties of
wheat that are higher yielding and more resistant to pests and diseases. Suppose that we are
interested in measuring the effect of technological improvement on yield. Direct data on
changes in technology are not available, but we can examine how wheat yield has changed
over time as a consequence of changing technology. The equation of interest relates YIELD
to TIME, where TIME - 1, . . . , 48. One problem with the linear equation

YIELU: 9r * B2TIMEI - e1
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Time

n t I . 7 Scatter plot of wheat yield over time.

::.rt it implies that yield increases at the same constant rcte 82, when, from Figure 4.7,
. .\pect this rate to be increasing. The least squares fitted line (standard errors in
:intheses) is

f iEID,:0.638 +o.o21o rIMEt Rz :0.64s
(s") (0.064) (0.0022)

- -' titted values from this regressio n lftEIO,T,along with the actual values for YIELD, are
.rl.rved in the upper part of Figure 4.8. The lower part of the graph displays the residuals,
'::ered around zero. The values on the x-axis represent the years 1950-1997. Notice that
-.:!' is a concentration of positive residuals at each end of the sample and a concentration of
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FTGURE 4.9 Bar chart of residuals from linear equation.

negative residuals in the middle. The bar chart in Figure 4.9 makes these concentrations even
more apparent. They are caused by the inability ofa straight line to capture the fact that yield
is increasing at an increasing rate. What alternative can we try? Two possibilities are x2 and
x3. It tums out that x3 provides the better fit, and so we consider instead the functional form

YIEL\: gr * gzTIME? + e,

The slope of the expected yield function is 392TIMEZ . So, providing the estimate of B2 turns
out to be positive, the function will be increasing. Furthermore, the slope is increasing
as well. Thus the function itself is "increasing at an increasing rate." Before estimating
the cubic equation note that the values of TIME3 can get very large. This variable is a
good candidate for scaling. If we defirc TIMECUBET : TIME? 11.000.000 the esrimated
equation is

VIEID,:0.8i4 + 9.68 TIMECUBET
(s") (0.036) (0.082)

R z  : 0 . 7 5 1

The fitted, actual, and residual values from this equation appear in Figure 4.10. Notice hou
the predicted (fitted) values are now increasing at an increasing rate. Also, the predominance
of positive residuals at the ends and negative residuals in the middle no longer exists.
Furthermore, the R2-value has increased from 0.649 to 0.751, indicating that the equation
withTIMECUBE fits the data better than the one with just TIME.Boththese equations have
the same dependent variable and the same number of explanatory variables (only 1). In these
circumstances the R2 can be used legitimately to compare goodness of fit. What lesson:
have we learned from this example? First, a plot of the original dependent variable series l
against the explanatory variable "r is a useful starting point for deciding on a functional
form in a simple regression model. Secondly, examining a plot of the residuals is a useful
device foruncovering inadequacies in any chosen functional form. Runs ofpositive and/or
negative residuals can suggest an alternative. In this example, with time-series data, plotting
the residuals against time was informative. With cross-sectional data using plots of residuals
against both independent and dependent variables is recommended. Ideally we will see no
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2.5 Yield

2.O

1.5
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, t p.a 4.7 0 Fitted, actual, and residual values from equation with cubic term.

-:ir!rlS, and the residual histogram and Jarque-Bera test will not rule out the assumption of
' :mality. As we travel through the book, you will discover that patterns in the residuals can
- ..r mean many other specification inadequacies, such as omitted variables, heteroske-
:..ticity, and autocorrelation. Thus, as you become more knowledgeable and experienced,

: should be careful to consider other options. For example, wheat yield in Western
'-. -.tralia is heavily influenced by rainfall. Inclusion of a rainfall variable might be an option
. ,rrh considering. Also, it makes sense to include TIME and TIMEz in addition to TIME-
-red. A further possibility is the constant growth rate model that we consider in the next

. i -  t l O n .

1.1 Log-Linear Models

-,rnometric models that employ natural logarithms are very common. In this section we
.;uss this topic further and give some examples. You should review Appendix A.2.4 where

..rc properties of logarithms are introduced, and Appendices A.4.4-A.4.6 and Section 4.3
^r're regression models involving logarithmic transformations of variables are discussed.
garithmic transformations are often used for variables that are monetary values, such as

tr-{es, salaries, income, prices, sales, and expenditures, and in general for variables that
:'rsure the "size" of something. These variables have the characteristic that they are

-, .rtive and often have distributions that are positively skewed, with a long tail to the right.
' :ure B.2 in Appendix B is representative of the income distribution in the United States.
- iact the probability density function /(r) shown is called the "log-normal," because
- r ) has a normal distribution. Because the transformation ln(x) has the effect of making
.:-cer values of .r less extreme, ln(x) will often be closer to a normal distribution for
.rables of this kind. The log-normal distribution is discussed in Appendix 4C.

The basic interpretation of B2 in the log-linear model ln(y) : Fr f B2,r is discussed in
.rpendix A.4, with the slope and elasticity given in Table A.2. The slope for this functional
rn is B2y. Since y > 0, the slope is increasin-e as -r' increases if B2 ) 0, so that the

.'..rtionship between y and x is said to be "increasing at an increasing rate." To make a
- .!'ussion relevant in a specific context the slope can be evaluated at the sample mean y, or

0.0

4.2

-0.4
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another interesting value. The elasticity of I'with respect to x is B2x, and for specificity we
might compute this value at the mean of the x-values, -, or some other value.

An easier interpretation can be obtained by using the properties of logarithms. See
equation (A. l3) and the discussion surrounding it. In the log-linear model, a one-unit
increase in r leads, approximately, to a 100B2% change in y.

4.4.1 A Gnowru Moonr

Earlier in this chapter, in Section 4.3.5, we considered an empirical example in which the
production of wheat was tracked over time, with improvements in technology leading to
wheat production increasing at an increasing rate. Another way to represent such a
relationship is using a log-linear model. To see how, suppose that due to advances in
technology the yield of wheat produced (tonnes per hectare) is growing at approximatell
a constant rate per year. Specifically, suppose that the yield in year t is YIELDT:
0 + )YIELD,-1, with g being the fixed growth rate in I year. By substituting repeatedll
we obtain YIELDT : YIELDo(I * g)'. Here YIELDo is the yield in year "0," the year before
the sample begins, so it is probably unknown. Taking logarithms we obtain

Ln(YIELD,) : rn(YIELDo) + [tn1t + s)] xr
:B r *92 /

This is simply a log-linear model with dependent variable In(YIELD,) and explanatory
variable /, or time. We expect growth to be positive, so that 9z > O, in which case the plot of
YIELD against time looks like the upward sloping curve in Appendix A, Figure A.3, which
closely resembles the scatter diagram in Figure 4.7.

Estimating the log-linear model for yield we obtain

II(YIELD'): -0.3434 * 0.01781
(se.) (o.os84) (o.oo2l)

Theest imatedcoef f ic ientb2:  ln( l  +S) :0.0 lT8.Usingtheproperty that ln(1 *x) !x i f
x is small [see Appendix A, equation (A.l l) and the discussion following it], we estimate
that the growth rate in wheat yield is approximately g : 0.0178, or about l.78Va per year.
over the period of the data.

4.4.2 AVacp EquerroN

The relationship between wages and education is a key relationship in labor economics (and
no doubt in your mind). Suppose that the rate of return to an extra year of education is a
constant r. That is, in the first year after an additional year of education your wage rate rises
fromaninitialvalueWAGEstoW-AGE1 : (l + r)WAGEs.Foranextra2yearsof education
this becomes WAGEy: (1 + r)"WAGEs, and so on. Taking logarithms we have a relation-
ship between ln(WAGE) and years of education (EDUC)

tn(wAGE) : tn(WAGEo) + lln( I + r)lxEDUC
: gr * \TEDUC

An additional year of education leads to an approximate l00\z% increase in wages.
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-hta on hourly wages, years of education and other variables are in the file cps_small.dat.-':.e data consist of 1000 observations from the 1997 Current Population Survey (CPS).
-'^: CPS is a monthly survey of about 50,000 households conducted in the United States by
:-,: Bureau of the Census for the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The survey has been conducted

- :rore than 50 years. Using this data the estimated log-linear model is

ln(WAGE) : 0.7884 + 0.1038 x EDUC
('") (0.084e) (0.0063)

-'.timate that an additional year of education increases the wage rate by approximately
: ; . A 957o interval estimate for the value of an additional year of education is 9. 1 7o to

' : -j PRrnrcrroN rN THE Loc-LrNran Moonr

- :nav have noticed that when reporting regression results in this section we did not
-. -Je an R2-value. In a log-linear regression the R2-value automatically reported by
- .iical software is the percent of the variation in ln(y) explained by the model. However,

rriective is to explain the variations in y, not ln(y). Furthermore, the fitted regression
' : f redicts ln(y) : bt * bzx, whereas we want to predict y. The problems of obtaining

. --.:iul measure ofgoodness-of-fit and prediction are connected, as we discussed in
' . ' " ' . ' . n  1 .2 .2 .

:i ,rr shall we obtain the predicted value of y? A first inclination might be to take the
. 'r of ffi : bt l b2x.Forthenatural logarithm the antilog is the exponential function,
. :Jt a natural choice for prediction is

y, : exp(ln(y)): exp(br * b2x)

^.: lo,g-linear model this is not necessarily the best we can do. Using properties of the log-
--::rl distribution it can be shown (see Appendix 4C) that an alternative predictor is

y, : E6: exp(br I bzx -t 
" ' 12) : jns"' lz

- i .ample size is large, the "corrected" predictor!. is, on average, closer to the actual value
.rd should be used. In small samples (less than 30) the "natural" predictor may actually be

. ^r-'iir'r choice. The reason for this incongruous result is that the estimated value of the error
---'.rce 62 adds a certain amount of "noise" when using j'., leading it to have increased
-.-.r.ility relative to j,, that can outweigh the benefit of the correction in small samples.

. re effect of the correction can be illustrated using the wage equation. What would we
-":::;t the wage to be for a worker with 12 years of education? The predicted value of
. . i {GE) is

I " (WAG\:  0.7884 + 0.1038 x EDUC -  0.7884 + 0.1038 x 12 :  2 .0335

-":: the value of the natural predictor is j;, - exp(inS): exp(2.0335) : 7.6408. The
. -r' of the corrected predictor, using o' : 0.2402 from the regression output, is

f c  - E6: j t ,g6 '12 :  7 .6408 x 1 .1276:  8.6161Lse in wages.
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We predict that the wage for a worker with 12 years of education will be $7.64 per hour if we
use the natural predictor, and $8.62 ifwe use the corrected predictor. In this case the sample
is large (N: 1000) so we would use the corrected predictor. Among the 1000 workers there
are 379 with 12 years ofeducation. Their average wage is $8.30, so the corrected predictor is
consistent with the sample of data.

How does the correction affect our prediction? Recall that d" must be greater than zero
ar.rd e0 :1. Therefore the effect of the correction is always to increase the value of the
prediction because ,&/2 i" always greater than 1. The natural predictor tends to system-
atically under-predict the value of y in a log-linear model, and the correction offsets the
downward bias in large samples.

4.4.4 A GElueRAr-rzrio R2 MEasrrr,r

It is a general rule that the squared simple correlation between y and its fitted value !, where i
is the "best" prediction one can obtain, is a valid measure of goodness-of-fit that we can use
as an R2 in many contexts. As we have seen, what we may consider the "best" predictor can
change depending upon the model under consideration. That is, a general goodness-of-fit
measure, or general R2 is

Rl : [con(y, y)]' : f,

In the wage equation R! : kon(y, y.) 12 : 0.47392 : 0.2246, as compared to the reported
R" : 0.2146 from the regression of ln(WAGE) on EDUC. (In this case since the corrected
and natural predictors differ only by a constant factor, the correlation is the same for both.)
These R2-values are small, but we repeat our earlier message: R2-values tend to be small
with microeconomic, cross-sectionaldata,because the variations in individual behavior are
difficult to fully explain.

4.4.5 PnEorcrrou INrunvALs rN THE L,oc-LrNnen MooEr

We have a corrected predictor j'" for y in the log-linear model. It is the "point" predictor, or
point forecast, that is relevant if we seek the single number that is our best prediction of ,r'.
If we prefer a prediction or forecast interval for y, then we must rely on the natural predictor
j,,.1 Specifically we follow the procedure outlined in Section 4.1, and then take antilogs.
That is, compute ln(y) : h I bzx and then ln(y)+ t"se(f), where the critical value /. is
the 100(1-cf2)-percentrle from the r-distribution and se(/) is given in (4.5). Then a
100(l-a)Vo prediction interval for y is

f  / +  . \  / +  . \ l

lexp(tn(y)- 
t,se(f)), exp(ln(y) + t.se(/),)]

For the wage data, a 95Vo prediction interval for the wage of a worker with 12 years of
education is

[exp(2.0335 - 1.96 x 0.4905), exp(2.0335 + 1.96 x 0.a905)] : 12.9184,20.00461

' See Appendix 4A. The corrected predictor includes the estimated error variance, making the r-distribution no
longer relevant in (4A.1).
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The interval prediction is $2.92-$20.00, which is so wide that ir is basically useless. Whar
does this tell us? Nothing we did not already know. Our model is not an accurate predictor of
individual behaviorin this case. In laterchapters we will see if we can improvethis model by
adding additional explanatory variables, such as experience, that should be relevant.

1.5 Exercises

Answer to exercises marked * appear in Appendix D at the end of the book.

{.5.1 PRonrnns

J.1* (a) Suppose that a simple regression has quanrities |'(yr -t)r:631.63 and
2a! :182'85' f ind R2'

(b) Suppose that a simple regression has quantities N : 20, Zy? : 5930.94,
, :16.035, and SSR :666.72, f ind R2.

(c) supposethatasimpleregressionhasquantit iesR2:0.79ll,ssz:552.36,and
N:20,  f ind 6 ' .

-1.2* consider the following estimated regression equation (standard errors in parenth-
eses):

y  :  5 .83 *  0.869r  Rz :0356
(se )  (1 .23 )  (0 .117 )

Rewrite the estimated equation that would result if
(a) All values of x were divided by 10 before estimation.
(b) Al1 values of y were divided by 10 before esrimation.
(c) All values of y and r were divided by l0 before estimation.

1.3 Using the data in Exercise 2.r and only a calculator (show your work) compute
(a) the predicted value of y for xe : 5.
(b) the se(/) corresponding to parr (a).
(c) a95Vo prediction interval for y given ro : 5.
(d) a 99Vo prediction interval for y given ro : 5.
(e) a95%o prediction interval fory givenx : 7. Compare the width of this interval to

the one computed in part (c).
-1.-l Giventhesimplelinearmodely : B, l gzx I e,andtheleastsquaresestimators,we

can estimate E(y) for any value of x : xs as E(ys) : bt I bzxo.
(a) Describe the difference between predicting )s and estimating Z(ye).
(b) Find the expected value and variance otffi; : h I bzxo.
(c) When discussing the unbiasedness of the least squares predictor we showed

that E(f): E(yo -lo) :0, where/is rhe forecast error. Why did we define
unbiasedness in this strange way? what is wrong with saying, as we have in other
unbiasedness demonstrations, that E(yg) : ys?

1.5 Suppose you are estimating a simple linear regression model.
(a) If you multiply all the x values by 10, but not they values, what happens to the

parameter values B1 and B2? what happens to the least squares estimates b1 and
b2? What happens to the variance of the error term?

(b) Suppose you are estimating a simple linear regression model. If you multiply all
they values by 10, but not the.r values. what happens to the parameter values B1
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and B2? What happens to the least squares estimates bl and b2? What happens to
the variance of the error term?

The fitted least squares line is !; : bt * bzxi.
(a) Algebraically, show that the fitted line passes through the point of the means.

(x,r).
(b) Algebraically show_that the average value of j; equals the sample average of -r'.

That is, show that i : t, where y:}yilN.

4.7 In a simple linear regression model suppose we know that the intercept parameter is
zero, so the model is y; : B2x; + er. The least squares estimator of P2 is developed in
Exercise 2.4.
(a) What is the least squares predictor of y in this case?^
(b) When an intercept is not present in a model, R' is often defined to be

R?, : | - SSE 12y7, where SSE is the usual sum of squared residuals. Compute
Rl for the data in Exercise 2.4.

(c) Compare the value of Rl in part (b) to the generalized Rz : fi., where ! is the
predictor based on the restricted model in part (a).^

(d) Compute SSZ : I(y' - y)2 and SSR : I(y, - y)2, where ! is the predictor
based on the restricted model in part (a). Does the sum of squares decomposition
SSI: SSR + SSE hold in this case?

4.5.2 CovrpursR. ExnncrsEs

4.8 The first three columns in the filewa-wheat.dat contain observations on wheat yield
in the Western Australian shires Northampton, Chapman Valley, and Mullewa.
respectively. There are 48 annual observations for the years 1950-1997. For the
Chapman Valley shire, consider the three equations

} r : B o l 9 ' / l e t
) r : c t o + c - l r ' ( t ) + e t

) r : ^ Y o + ^ y i z + e ,

(a) Estimate each of the three equations.
(b) Taking into consideration (i) plots of the fitted equations, (ii) plots of the

residuals, (iii) enor normality tests, and (iv) values for R2, which equation do
you think is preferable? Explain.

4.9* For each of the three functions in Exercise 4.8
(a) Find the predicted value for yield when t : 49.
(b) Find estimates of the slopes dy,f dt at the point t : 49.
(c) Find estimates of the elasticities (dy,ldt)(tly,) at the point t : 49.
(d) Comment on the estimates you obtained in parts (b) and (c). What is their

importance?

4.I0 The file london.dat rs a cross section of 1519 households drawn from the 1980-1981
British Family Expenditure Surveys. Data have been selected to include onlr
households with one or two children living in Greater London. Self-employed
and retired households have been excluded. Variable definitions are in the file
london.def. The budget share of a commodity, say food, is defined as

WFOOD:
expenditure on food

total expenditure
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A functional form that has been popular for estimating expenditure functions for
commodities is

WFooD: Fr * B2rn(TOTEXp) _t e

(a) Estimate this function for households with one child and households with two
children. Report and comment on the results. (You may find it more convenient
to use the files lonl.dat and lon2.dat that contain the data for the one and two
children households, with 594 and 925 observations, respectively.)

(b) It can be shown that the expenditure elasticity for food is given by

Br+9z fh( ro rExP)+I l
Fr * Fz1n(ZOTEXP)

Find estimates of this elasticity for one and two children households, evaluated at
average total expenditure in each case. Do these estimates suggest food is a
luxury or a necessity? (Hint: Are the elasticities greater than I or less than 1?)

(c) Analyze the residuals from each estimated function. Does the functional form
seem appropriate? Is it reasonable to assume the errors are normally distributed?

-1. I 1 x Reconsider the presidential voting data(faindat) introduced in Exercises 2. I 4 and3.9.
(a) Using all the data from 1880 to 2000, estimate the regression model

VOTE : fu t 9zGROWH + e. Based on these estimates, what is the predicted
value of VOTE in 2000? What is the least squares residual for the 2000 election
observation?

(b) Estimate the regression in (a) using only data up to 1996 (observations 1-30).
Predict the value of VOTE in 2000 using the actual value of GROWTH fot 2000,
which was 1.603Vo. What is the prediction error in this forecast? Is it larger or
smaller than the error computed in part (b).

(c) Using the regression results from (b), construct a95Vo interyal estimate for the
2000 value of VOTE using the actual value of GROWTH : 1.603Vo.

(d) Using the estimation results in (b), what value of GROI4TII would have led to a
prediction that the nonincumbent party (Democrats) would have won 50.17o of
the vote?

:.12 Consider the housing starts data (house_starts.dat) introdtced in Exercises 2.13 and
3.8. The data extend to April 2005.
(a) The fixed interest rates for May and June 2005 were 6.00Vo and 5.82Vo,

respectively. Predict the number of housing starts in May and June 2005.
(b) The actual number of housing starts in May and June 2005 were 2041 and 2065

(thousands), respectively. (Source: Economagic.com.) How large were your
prediction errors?

(c) Construct 95Vo prediction intervals for the number of housing starts in May
and June 2005, based on the sample data. Did your intervals contain the true
values?

:. l3* The file stockton2.dal contains data on 880 houses sold in Stockton, CA, during mid-
2005. Variable descriptions are in the file stockton2.def.These data were considered
in Exercises 2.12 and 3.l l .
(a) Estimate the log-linear model Ln(PRICE) : Fr * ?zSQFT * e. Interpret the

estimated model parameters. Calculate the slope and elasticity at the sample
means, if necessary.
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(b) Estimate the log-log model ln(PRICE) : Br + Fzln(SQFf) + e. Interpret the
estimated parameters. Calculate the slope and elasticity at the sample means, if
necessary.

(c) Compare the R2-value from the linear model PRICE : Fr * gzSQFT * e to the
"generalized" R2 measure for the models in (b) and (c).

(d) Construct histograms of the least squares residuals from each of the models in
(a), (b), and (c) and obtain the Jarque-Bera statistics. Based on your obser-
vations, do you consider the distributions of the residuals to be compatible with
an assumption of normality?

(e) For each of the models (a)-(c) plot the least squares residuals against SQFT.Do
you observe any patterns?

(f) For each model in (a)-(c), predict the value of a house with 2700 square feet.
(g) For each model in (a)-(c), construct a95%o ptediction interval for the value of a

house with 2700 square feet.
(h) Based on your work in this problem, discuss the choice of functional form.

Which functional form would you use? Explain.

4.14 How much does education affect wage rates? This question will explore the issue
further. The data file cps_small.daf contains 1000 observations on hourly wage rates.
education, and other variables from the 1997 Current Population Survey (CPS).
(a) Construct histograms of thewAcBvariable and its logaritbn ln(WAGE). Which

appears more normally distributed?
(b) Estimate the linear regression WAGE:9r * !2EDUCle arrd log-linear

regression LI(WAGE):9r * P4EDUC *e. What is the estimated return to
education in each model? That is, for an additional year of education, what
percentage increase in wages can the average worker expect?

(c) Construct histograms of the residuals from the linear and log-linear models in
(b), and the Jarque-Bera test for normality. Does one set of residuals appear more
compatible with normality than the other?

(d) Compare the Rz of the linear model to the "generalized" R" for the logJinear
model. Which model fits the data better?

(e) Plot the least squares residuals from each model against EDUC. Do you observe
any patterns?

(f) Using each model, predict the wage of a worker with 16 years of education.
Compare these predictions to the actual average wage of all workers in the sample
with 16 years of education.

(g) Based on the results in parts (a)-(0, which functional form would you use?
Explain.

4.15 Does the return to education differ by race and gender? For this exercise use the file
cps.dat. (This is alatge file with 4733 observations. If your software is a student
version, you can use the smaller file cps-small.dat.)In this exercise you will extract
subsamples of observations consisting of (i) all males, (ii) all females, (iii) all whites.
(iv) all blacks, (v) white males, (vi) white females, (vii) black males, and (viii) black
females.
(a) For each sample partition, obtain the summary statistics of WAGE.
(b) Avariable's cofficient of variation is 100 times the ratio of its sample standard

deviation to its sample mean. For a variable y it is

(T..
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It is a measure of variation that takes into account the size of the variable. What is
the coefficient of variation for WAGE within each sample partition?

(c) For each sample partition estimate the log-linear model

ln(WAGE): Br * B2EDUC * e

What is the approximate percentage return to another year of education for each
group?

(d) Does the model fit the data equally well for each sample partition?
(e) For each sample partition, test the null hypothesis that the rate of return to

education is lOVo against the alternative that it is not, using a two-tail test at the
5Vo level of significance.

- .6 The November 2000 U.S. Presidential Election was won by George Bush over Al
Gore. In Florida, especially Palm Beach county, voting irregularities were claimed.
lnthe fileflorida.dat are county voting data for candidates Bush, Gore, and two minor
candidates, Pat Buchanan and Ralph Nader.
(a) Estimate a simple regression using as a dependent variable the votes for

Buchanan and as the explanatory variable the votes for Bush. Use the data on
the 66 counties excluding Palm Beach. Interpret the model R2. How well does the
model explain the Buchanan vote?

(b) Predict the Buchanan vote for Palm Beach county and construct a 99.97o
prediction interval. Is the actual vote for Buchanan within the prediction
interval?

(c) Plot a scatter diagram of the actual Buchanan vote (vertical axis) against the
predicted Buchanan vote (horizontal axis) using data on all 67 observations.

(d) Repeat parts (a)-(c) based on a regression using as dependent variable the votes
for Buchanan and as explanatory variable the votes for Gore.

(e) To control for total county population, create variables that are the shares ofvotes
by county. That is, Buchanan's share of the vote is Buchanan's county vote
divided by the total number of votes cast in the county. Estimate the simple
regression of Buchanan's share on Bush's share using data on the 66 counties
excluding Palm Beach. Construct a 99.9Vo prediction interval for Buchanan's
share of the vote in Palm Beach county. Multiply the endpoints of the prediction
interval by the total votes cast in Palm Beach county to determine a prediction
interval for Buchanan's vote. Where does Buchanan's actual vote in Palm Beach
county fall relative to this interval?

-{ppendix 4A Development of a Prediction Interval

l :e forecasterror is  / : )0  -yo:  (Fr  l9zxoaro)  -  (br*bzxo) .Toobta in i tsvar iance
c: us first obtain the variance ofj's : br * bzxo. The variances and covariance ofthe least
\:jares estimators are given in Section 2.4.4.Using them, we obtain

var(yo) :var(br * b2xs): var(br) + fivar(b2) *2xscov(b1,b2)

o z b ? ) o l ^ ) - ,
T 4 r r - - 4 r r v

N l ( x i - x ) '  " l ( x ; - r ) -  -  
I ( x i - t ) '



Now we use a trick. Add the termo2Nf f NX"r - r)i afterthe first term (inside braces below)
and subtract the same term at the end. Then combine the terms in brackets, as shown below:

var(j,s) :h* {d5}l
I o'*i , o2q_2xox1 f "2N-'2 I IT r - T - - r - _ r l
[I(x; - r)' LGi -7)' [NXxi - 7)' t t

,l >l - xt' xf - 2xst +x2]
- v r - T - l

LN:(xi - t)' ZGi-7)' I

, I I(x, - r)2 ("0 - r)t 
'l

- v r - T - l

lNl(x; - x)' I(x; - x)'l

c l r  ( x 0 - j r J  I-" 
LN-tG-;Jzl

Taking into account that xs and the unknown parameters B 1 and B2 are not random, you
should be able to show that var(/) : var(yo) * var(ee) : var(io) + o2. A little factorin-s
gives the result in (4.4).

We can construct a standard normal random variable as

f

ffi-*{o''1,
If the forecast error variance in (4.4) is estimated by replacing o2 by its estimator 62,

- l -  t  ( x n - x ) 2 . l
i l d /1  :a2 l t+ - - ;  t " '  " '= '

L " I(xr -;;21

then
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( 4 A . 1 r

where the square root ofthe estimated variance is the standard error ofthe forecast given in
(4.s)

Using these results we can construct an interval prediction procedure for y6 just as we
constructed confidence intervals for the parameters B1. If r. is a critical value from the /1,v-: -
distribution such that P(t> tc) : al2, then

P ( - t , < v < . t , )

Substitute the /-random variable from (4A.1) in

I  - -  _ :

Pl-t, <YJ:+ <
L se(,r . I

: 1 - c t  ( 4 4 . 2 t

to (44.2) to obtain

I
1 .  1  -  I  - o
l
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Simplify this expression to obtain

Pl)o -r.se(/) ( yo ( lo + tse("f)l : 1 - cr

A 100(1-cr)7o confidence interval, or prediction interval, for ye is given by (4.6).

Appendix 48 The Surn of Squares Decomposition

To obtain the sum of squares decomposition in (4.I 1), we square both sides of (4.10)

(v, -r) ': [(vr - i +a,] ': (yi - f l '+a? +2(it -y)ai

Then sum

I(y, - y)2 :2(j ' ,  -  y) '  +Za? +22(yt -- iAt

Expanding the last term we obtain

I(vr - y)Oi :2yi2i - t l ,at :L(bt + b2x)?; - yZOi
: br\?i I bzZxi/i - y22i

Consider first the term22i

Zei  :21r .  -  b1 -  b2xi )  :Zy i  -  Nh -  bzbi  :0

This last expression is zero because of the first normal equation, (2A.3). The first normal
equation is valid only if the model contains an intercept. The sum of the least squares
residuals is always zero if the model contains an intercept. It follows then that the sample
neanofthe least squares residuals is also zero (since it is the sum ofthe residuals divided by
the sample size) if the model contains an intercept. That is, 2 : \A,lN : 0.

The next termZxi|i: 0 because

Zxi?; :Zr , (y ,  -  b1-  b2x;)  : }x iy i  -  b tZxt  -  bz\*? :  O

This result follows from the second normal equation, (2A.4). This result always holds for
the least squares estimator and does not depend on the model having an intercept. See
Appendix 2A for discussion of the normal equations. substituting 22i : o and\x;Oi : e
back into the original equation, we obtain I(i, - y)Oi :0.

Thus if the model contains an intercept it is guaranteed that SSZ : SSR + SSE. Il
however, the model does not contain an intercept, then IZi l0 and SS?" + SSR + SSE.

Appendix 4C The Log-Normal Distribution

Suppose that the variabley has a normal distribution, with mean p and variance o2. By now
vou are familiar with this bell-shaped distribution. If we consider w: ev, then y:
ln(w) *N(p, o2) and w is said to have a log-normal distribution. The question then is,
rvhat are the mean and variance ofw? Recall that the "expected value ofa sum is the sum of
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the expected values." But, unfortunately, the exponential function is nonlinear, and the
expected value of nonlinear function of y is not just the same function of E(y). That is,
if SO) is some tunction of 1 then in general Etg$)l * SIEO)1. So the expectation
E(w): E(et)fsE\t). Happily the expected value and variance of w have been worked
out and are

E(') : 
"*+a"/2

and

var(w) : 
"2tr+o2 (""' - t)

These results relate to the log-linear regression model in several ways. First, given the log-
linear model ln(y): Br * $zx * e,if we assume that e-N(0,o2), then

E(yr): E(e1r+92*t+a1 -- E(etu+Fzne"i) : ePr+\zr'E("",): s1rtlzx;"a2/2 - elt+P2xi+*12

Consequently, if we want to predict E(y) we should use

E6 : ebrtbzxi+6212

where b1, bz, and 62 are from the log-linear regression.
The second implication comes from the growth and wage equations discussed in

Section 4.4. For example, in the wage equation we estimated 9z : ln(l * r). Solving
for r we obtain r - e9, - 1. If assumption SR6 holds, then the least squares estimator is
normally distributed b2-N(9z,var(b) : o2l\@i -;)2). Then

E[eb') : 
"92+vt(b)/2

Therefore, an estimator of the rate of return r is

?: 'b'+i&6p - |

whereifrD : 62121p"i -t)2.
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Chapter

The Multiple Regression
Model

karning Objectives

*r.ed on the material in this chapter, you should be able to

. . Recognize a multiple regression model and be able to interpret the coefficients in that
model.

: Understand and explain the meanings of the assumptions for the multiple regression
model.

: Use your computer to find least squares estimates of the coefficients in a multiple
regression model. Interpret those estimates.

: Explain the meaning of the Gauss-Markov theorem.
:. Use your computer to obtain variance and covariance estimates, and standard errors,

for the estimated coefficients in a multiple regression model.
6. Explain the circumstances under which coefficient variances (and standard errors)

are likely to be relatively high, and relatively low.
Find interval estimates for single coefficients. Interpret the interval estimates.

\. Test hypotheses about single coefficients in a multiple regression model. In
particular
(a) What is the difference between a one-tail and a two-tail test?
(b) How do you compute the p-value for a one-tail test, and for a two-tail test?
(c) What is meant by "testing the significance of a coefficient"?
(d) What is the meaning of the /-values and p-values that appear in your computer

output?
9. Compute and explain the meaning of R2 in a multiple regression model.

Keywords

BLU estimator interval estimate regression coefficients
:r.rariance matrix of least squares estimates standard errors

ieast squnres estimator least squares estimation sum of squared errors
--ntical value least squares estimators sum of squares of regression
:ror variance estimate multiple regression model testing significance
crror variance estimator one-tail test total sum of squares
r.,rrdness-of-fit p-value two-tail test
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The model in Chapters 2-4 is called a simple regression model because the dependent
variable y is related to only one explatatory variable x. While this model is useful for a range
of situations, in most economic models there are two or more explanatory variables that
influence the dependent variable y. For example, in a demand equation the quantity
demanded of a commodity depends on the price of that commodity, the prices of substitute
and complementary goods, and income. Output in a production function will be a function of
more than one input. Aggregate money demand will be a function of aggregate income and
the interest rate. Investment will depend on the interest rate and changes in income.

When we turn an economic model with more than one explanatory variable into its
corresponding econometric model, we refer to it as a multiple regression model. Most of
the results we developed for the simple regression model in Chapters 24 can be extended
naturally to this general case. There are slight changes in the interpretation of the B
parameters, the degrees of freedom for the r-distribution will change, and we will need to
modify the assumption concerning the characteristics of the explanatory (x) variables. These
and other consequences of extending the simple regression model to a multiple regression
model are described in this chapter.

As an example for introducing and analyzing the multiple regression model, we consider
a model used to explain sales revenue for a fast-food hamburger chain with outlets in small
U.S. cities.

5,1 Introduction

5.1.1 TsE EcoNourc Mooer

We will set up an economic model for a hamburger chain that we call Big Andy's Burger
Barn.' Important decisions made by the management of Big Andy's are its pricing policy for
different products and how much to spend on advertising. To assess the effect ofdifferent
price structures and different levels of advertising expenditure, Big Andy's BurgerBarn sets
different prices and spends varying amounts on advertising in different cities. Of particular
interest to management is how sales revenue changes as the level of advertising expenditure
changes. Does an increase in advertising expenditure lead to an increase in sales? If so, is the
increase in sales sufficient to justify the increased advertising expenditure? Management is
also interested in pricing strategy. Will reducing prices lead to an increase or decrease in
sales revenue? Ifa reduction in price leads only to a small increase in the quantity sold, sales
revenue will fall (demand is price inelastic); a price reduction that leads to a large increase in
quantity sold will produce an increase in revenue (demand is price elastic). This economic
information is essential for effective management.

The first step is to set up an economic model in which sales revenue depends on one or
more explanatory variables. We initially hypothesize that sales revenue is linearly related to
price and advertising expenditure. The economic model is

S :9 r - tFzp+FzA (s.1)

where S represents monthly sales revenue in a given city, P represents price in that city, andA
is monthly advertising expenditure in that city. Both S and A are measured in terms of
thousands of dollars. Because sales in bigger cities will tend to be greater than sales in
smaller cities, we focus on smaller cities with comparable populations.
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Since a hamburger outlet sells a number of products: burgers, fries, and shakes, and
-'ach product has its own price, it is not immediately clear what price should be used in
.-quation (5.1). What we need is some kind of average price for all products and information
r how this average price changes from city to city. For this purpose management has

-..nstructed a single price index P, measured in dollars and cents, that describes overall
:rces in each city.

The remaining symbols in (5.1) are the unknown parameters B1, B2, and B3 that describe
r:e dependence of sales (S) on price (P) and advertising (A). Mathematically, the intercept
:irameter B1 is the value of the dependent variable when each of the independent,
.'rplanatory variables takes the value zero. However, in many cases this parameter has
-', clear economic interpretation. In this particular case it is not realistic to have a situation
; here P : A : 0. Except in very special circumstances, we always include an intercept in
::.e model, even if it has no direct economic interpretation. Omitting it can lead to a model
'--.at fits the data poorly and does not predict well.

The other parameters in the model measure the change in the value of the dependent
, iriable given a unit change in an explanatory variable, all other variables held constant.
! rr example, in (5.1)

9: : the change in monthly sales S ($1000) when the price index P is increased by one
unit ($1) and advertising expenditureA is held constant
as as
AP(eheldconstani 0P

he symbol "d" stands for "partial differentiation." Those of you familiar with calculus
-:..l have seen this operation. It means that, as the definition states, we calculate the change
:. one variable, S, when the variable P changes, all other factors, A, held constant. We will
ccasionally use this symbol, but you will not be asked to evaluate such derivatives.

The sign of B2 could be positive or negative. If an increase in price leads to an increase in
..les revenue, then B2 ) 0, and the demand for the chain's products is price inelastic.
.-.)nversely, a price elastic demand exists ifan increase in price leads to a decline in revenue,
: s hich case B2 ( 0. Thus, knowledge of the sign of B2 provides information on the price
:..isticity of demand. The magnitude of B2 measures the amount of change in revenue for a
::ren price change.

The parameter B3 describes the response of sales revenue to a change in the level of
.jrertising expenditure. That is,

B: : the change in monthly sales.l ($ 1000) when advertising expenditureA is increased by
one unit ($ 1000) and the price index P is held constant
as as
M(Ph"ld"onttunt\ 0A

.\'e expect the sign of B3 to be positive. That is, we expect that an increase in advertising
:rpenditure, unless the ad is offensive, will lead to an increase in sales revenue. Whether or
:ot the increase in revenue is sufficient tojustify the added advertising expenditure, and the
.Jded cost of producing more hamburgers, is another question. With 93 < l, an increase of
S I 000 in advertising expenditure will yield an increase in revenue that is less than $ 1000.
l.rr B3 ) l, it will be greater. Thus, in terms of the chain's advertising policy, knowledge of
j, is very important.
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The next step along the road to leaming about Br, 92, and B3, is to convert the economic
model into an econometric model.

5.1.2 Trn EcoNoMETRrc Moorr

The economic model (5.1) describes the expected or average behavior of many individual
franchises that make up the complete chain run by Big Andy's Burger Barn. As such we
should write it as E(^f) : Fr * 9zP -t 9zA, where E(S) is the "expected value" of sales
revenue. Data for sales revenue, price, and advertising for different cities will not follow an
exact linearrelationship. Equation (5.1) describes, not a line as in ChaptersZ4,butaplane.
As illustrated in Figure 5.1, the plane intersects the vertical axis at B 1. The parameters B2 and
B3 measure the slope of the plane in the directions of the "price axis" and the "advertising
axis," respectively. Representative observations for sales revenue, price, and advertising for
some cities are displayed in Table 5.1. The complete set of observations can be found in the
file andy.dat and is represented by the dots in Figure 5.1 . These data do not fall exactly on a
plane, but instead resemble a "cloud."

To allow for a difference between observable sales revenue and the expected value of
sales revenue, we add a random error term, e : S - E(S). This random error represents all
factors, other than price and advertising revenue, which cause sales revenue to differ from its
expected value. These factors might include the weather, the behavior of competitors, a ne\r
Surgeon General's report on the deadly effects offat intake, and so on, as well as differences
in burger-buying behavior across cities. Denoting the observation for city i by the subscript i.
we have

S; : E(S,) I ei : 9t * $zPi * }zAi I ei (5.2 )

The economic model in (5.1) describes the average, systematic relationship between the
variables S, P, andA. The expected value E(,f) is the nonrandom, systematic component, to
which we add the random efior e to determine S. Thus S is a random variable. We do not
know what the value of sales revenue will be until we observe it.

prcunp 5 .7 The multiple regression plane.

E(,9) = Fr +p2P +fuA

Fz = slope in P direction

9: = slope in A direction
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Ta b I e 5 , 7 Observations on Monthly Sales, Price, and Advertising in Big
Andy's Burger Barn

109

City
Sales (.9;

$1000 units
Price (P)
$l units

Advertising (A)
$1000 units

I
2
3
,|
5

73.2
71 .8
62.4
67.4
89.3

5.69
6.49
5.63
6.22
5.02

1.3
2.9
0.8
0.7
1.5

O,.l
2.0
2.2

73
74
75

75.4
81 .3
75.0

5.71
5.45
6.05

Summary statistics

Sample mean
\ledian
\taximum
\linimum
Std. Dev.

77.37
76.50
91.20
62.40
6.4885

5.69
5.69
6.49
4.83
0.5184

1.84
1.80
3.10
0.50
0.8317

The introduction of the error term and assumptions about its probability distribution turn
'}re economic model into the econometric model in (5.2). The econometric model provides
a more realistic description of the relationship between the variables as well as a framework
tor developing and assessing estimators of the unknown parameters.

3-1.2a The General Model
It is useful to digress for a moment and summarize how the concepts developed so far relate
ro the general case. In a general multiple regression model, a dependent variable y is related
:o a number of explanatory variables xz, x3, . . . ,,r5 through a linear equation that can be
*ritten as

yi : 9r I \zxiz I 9zxl+ "' + Fxxix * ei (5.3)

The coefficients B2,9s, . . . , B6 are unknown coefficients corresponding to the explanatory
r ariables x2, x3, . . . , xK.A single parameter, call it Pr, measures the effect of a change in the
r ariable .q, upon the expected value of y, all other variables held constant. In terms of partial
Jerivatives,

^ Ar(y)l ae(y)
YK - 

Lx1, loth.rt', held consrmt 0x*

The parameter B1 is the intercept term. We can think of it as being attached to a variable x1
:hat is always equal to 1. That is,.r;1 : l. We use Kto denote the number of unknown
rarameters in (5.3).
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The equation for sales revenue can be viewed as a special case of (5.3) where
K :3, )i : Si, xi l : I, xiz : Pr,andxs:Ai. Thus we rewrite (5.2) as

Yi : 9r l9zxiz * 9zxit -l ei (5 4\

In this chapter we will introduce point and interval estimation in terms of this model with
K : 3. The results generally will hold for models with more explanatory variables (rK > 3).

5.1.2b The Assurnptions of the Model
To make the econometric model in (5.4) complete, assumptions about the probability
distribution of the random errors er need to be made. The assumptions that we introduce for e;
are similar to those introduced for the simple regression model in Chapter 2. They arc

2 .

E(e;) :0. Each random error has a probability distribution with zero mean. Some
errors will be positive, some will be negative; over a large number of observations,
they will average out to zero.
var(.ei) : o2. Each random error has a probability distribution with variance o2. The
variance o2 is an unknown parameter and it measures the uncertainty in the statistical
model. It is the same for each observation, so that for no observations will the model
uncertainty be more, or less, nor is it directly related to any economic variable. Errors
with this property are said to be homoskedastic.

3. cov(ei,e) : 0. The covariance between the two random errors coffesponding to any
two different observations is zero. The size of an error for one observation has no
bearing on the likely size of an error for another observation. Thus, any pair of errors
is uncorrelated.

4. We will sometimes further assume that the random errors er have normal probability
d is t r ibut ions.  That  is ,  e i -  N(0,o2) .

Because each observation on the dependent variabley; depends on the random error term er,
each y; is also a random variable. The statistical properties ofy; follow from those of e;.
These properties are

1. E0):9t I $2xi2 * F:xr. The expected (average) value of y; depends on the
values of the explanatory variables and the unknown parameters. It is equivalent to
E(e;):0. This assumption says that the average value of yr changes for each
observation and is given by the regression function E(l) : 9t i \zxiz * p:xi:.

2. vtrCyi) :var(e): o2. The variance of the probability distribution of y; does not
change with each observation. Some observations on ); are not more likely to be
further from the regression function than others.

3. cov(y;,y;) : cov(ei,e) :0. Any two observations on the dependent variable are
uncorrelated. For example, if one observation is above E(y;), a subsequent observa-
tion is not more or less likely to be above E(y;).

4. We sometimes will assume that the values of y; are normally distributed about their
mean. That is, yr - N[(Br * gzxiz * B:xi:). o21. which is equivalent to assuming that
ei - N(0, oz).

In addition to the above assumptions about the error term (and hence about the dependent
variable), we make two assumptions about the explanatory variables. The first is that the
explanatory variables are not random variables. Thus we are assuming that the values ofthe
explanatory variables are known to us prior to observing the values of the dependent

1 .
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variable. This assumption is realistic for our hamburger chain where a decision about prices
and advertising is made for each city and values for these variables are set accordingly. For
.-ases in which this assumption is untenable, our analysis will be conditional upon the values
of the explanatory variables in our sample, or further assumptions must be made. This issue
is taken up further in Chapter 10.

The second assumption is that any one of the explanatory variables is not an exact linear
tunction of the others. This assumptionis equivalentto assuming thatno variable is redundant.
.{s we will see, if this assumption is violated, a condition called exact collinearity, the least
quares procedure fails.

To summarize, we construct a list of the assumptions for the general multiple regression
nodel in (5.3), much as we have done in the earlier chapters, to which we can refer as needed:

ASSUMPTIONS OF THE MTILIIPLE R-EGR-ESSION MODEL

MR1. y i  :  Fr  l lzx iz+. . .  + \xx ix  I  e i ,

MR2. E(y)  :  9 t  *  $2x;2+. . .  + BxxiaeE(e;)  :  Q

MR3. var(yi) : var(e;) :62

MR4. cov(y;,y;) : cov(ei,e j)

MR5. The values of eachx* are not random and are not exact linear functions of the other
explanatory variables

MR6. yr -N[(Fr -l gzxiz+ . . . + grxix),ozle e;-N(0, o2)

5.2 Estirnating the
Regression Model

Pararneters of the Multiple

In this section we consider the problem of using the least squares principle to estimate the
:.rnknown parameters of the multiple regression model. We will discuss estimation in the
iontext of the model in (5.4), which we repeat here for convenience.

y i  :  Br  l9zx iz  l9zx iz  *  e i (s.4)

This model is simpler than the full model and yet all the results we present caffy over to the
Eeneral case with only minor modifications.

5.2.1 Lnesr SquanEs Esrrmerrox PnocsottRE

To find an estimator for estimating the unknown parameters we follow the least squares
procedure that was first introduced in Chapter 2 for the simple regression model. With the
least squares principle we minimize the sum of squared differences between the observed
r.alues of y; and its expected value E(y;) : I r * xiz\z * x6 B3. Mathematically we mini-
mize the sum of squares function S(Ft,pz,F:), which is a function of the unknown
parameters, given the data

S(9r, 92, 9r) :  . I , lrr - r(y,)] '
(5.5)

:,1(r, - 9r - gzxiz - gzxiz)z
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Given the sample observations y;, minimizing the sum of squares function is a straightfor-
ward exercise in calculus. Details of this exercise are given in Appendix 5A at the end of this
chapter. The solutions give us formulas for the least squares estimators for the B coefficients
in a multiple regression model with two explanatory variables. They are extensions of those
given in equations (2.7) and (2.8) for the simple regression model with one explanatory
variable. There are three reasons for relegating these formulas to Appendix 5A instead of
inflicting them on you here. First, they are complicated formulas that we do not expect you to
memorize. Second, we never use these formulas explicitly; computer software uses the
formulas to calculate least squares estimates. Third, we frequently have models with more
than two explanatory variables in which case the formulas become even more complicated.
If you proceed with more advanced study in econometrics, you will discover that there is one
relatively simple matrix algebra expression for the least squares estimator that can be used
for all models, irrespective of the number of explanatory variables.

Although we always get the computer to do the work for us, it is important to understand
the least squares principle and the difference between least squares estimators and least
squares estimates. Looked at as a general way to use sample data, formulas for
b1,b2, and b3, obtained by minimizinC (5.5), are estimation procedures, which are called
the least squares estimators of the unknown parameters. In general, since their values are
not known until the data are observed and the estimates calculated, the least squares
estimators are random variables. Computer software applies the formulas to a specific
sample of data producing least squares estimates, which are numeric values. To avoid too
much notation, we use b1,b2, and D3 to denote both the estimators and the estimates.

5.2.2 LEesr SquanEs Esrrlnerss usrNc HeununcEn CnerN Dnra

Table 5.2 contains the least squares results for the sales equation for Big Andy's Burger
Barn. For the moment, we are concerned only with the least squares estimates, which are

br  :  118.91 bz :  -7.908 bz :  1 .863

The various other entries on the output will be discussed as we move through the remainder
of this chapter.

To interpret the coefficient estimates, note that the regression function that we are
estimating is

E(y,) :9r * \zxiz * 9:x;:

and the fitted regression line is

Y i : h lb2x ;2  l f ux ;3
: 1 18.91 - 7.908x;2* 1.863x;3

Ta b I e 5 . 2 Least Squares Estimates for Sales Equation for Big Andy's
Burger Barn

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.
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c  118 .9136
P -7.9079
A r.8626

6.3516
1.0960
0.6832

18.7217
-7.2152

2.7263

0.0000
0.0000
0.0080

R2 :0.4483 SSE: 1718.943 d  :4 .8861 6' : 6'48854.
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In terms of the original economic variables,

S i :118.91  -7 .9OBPi  +  1 .863At (s.6)
If you were writing a paper you might use variable names that are more informative, such as

Sffi : I 18.91 - 7.g08 PRICE + 1.863 ADvERT

Based on these results, what can we say?

I . The negative coefficient on P, suggests that demand is price elastic; we estimate that,
with advertising held constant, an increase in price of $l will lead to a fall in monthly
revenue of $7908. Or, expressed differently, a reduction in price of $ 1 will lead to an
increase in revenue of$7908. Ifsuch is the case, a strategy ofprice reduction through
the offering of specials would be successful in increasing sales revenue. We do need
to consider carefully the magnitude of the price change, however. A $l change in
price is a relatively large change. The sample mean of price is 5.69 and its standard
deviation is 0.52. A l0 cent change is more realistic, in which case we estimate the
revenue change to be $791.
The coefficient on advertising is positive; we estimate that, with price held constant,
an increase in advertising expenditure of $1000 will lead to an increase in sales
revenue of $ 1863. We can use this information, along with the costs of producing the
additional hamburgers, to determine whether an increase in advertising expenditures
will increase profit.

The estimated intercept implies that if both price and advertising expenditure were
zero the sales revenue would be $118,914. Clearly, this outcome is not possible; a
zero price implies zero sales revenue. In this model, as in many others, it is important
to recognize that the model is an approximation to reality in the region for which we
have data. Including an intercept improves this approximation even when it is not
directly interpretable.

In addition to providing information about how sales change when price or advertising
change, the estimated equation can be used for prediction. Suppose Big Andy is interested
in predicting sales revenue for a price of $5.50 and an advertising expenditure of $1200.
Including extra decimal places to get an accurate hand calculation, this prediction is

S : t tS.St - '7.908PRICE + 1.863ADVERT
= 118.914 -7.9079 x5.5 *  1.8626x1.2
:77  .656

The predicted value of sales revenue for P : 5.5 and A : 1.2 is $77,656.

REMARK: A word of caution is in order about interpreting regression results. The
negative sign attached to price implies that reducing the price will increase sales revenue.
If taken literally, why should we not keep reducing the priceto zero? Obviously that would
not keep increasing total revenue. This makes the following important point: Estimated
regression models describe the relationship between the economic variables for values
similar to those found in the sample data. Extrapolating the results to extreme values is
generally not a good idea. Predicting the value of the dependent variable for values of the
explanatory variables far from the sample values invites disaster. Refer to Figure 4.2 and
the surrounding discussion.
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5.2.3 EsrruerroN oF THE EnnonVanreNcs o2

There is one remaining parameter to estimate, the variance of the error term. For this
parameter we follow the same steps that were outlined in Section 2.7 . We know that

o2 :var(e i ) :  n( r?)

Thus, we can think of o2 as the expectation or population mean of the squared errors ef.
A natural estimator of this population mean is the sample mean 62 : 2e? I tl . However, the
squared errors el are unobservable and so we develop an estimator for o2 that is based on the
squares of the least squares residuals. For the model in (5.4) these residuals are

0r : Yi - ji : yi - (h * b2xi2 * fuxp)

An estimator for o2 that uses the information from ?! and has good statistical properties is
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(s.1)

where K is the number of B parameters being estimated in the multiple regression model.
We can think of 62 as an average of 2l with the denominator in the averaging process being
N - K instead of N. It can be shown that replacing e! by 2f requires the use of N - K instead
of N for 62 to be unbiased. Note that in Chapter 2, equation (2.1g), where there was one
explanatory variable and two coefficients, we had K :2.

To appreciate further why 0i provide information about o2, recall that o2 measures
the variation in e; or, equivalently, the variation in y; around the mean function
Fr -t \zxiz * F:xis. Since 2; are estimates of ei,big values of 2; suggest o2 is large while
small 2; suggest o2 is small. When we refer to "big" values of 2;, we mean big positive ones
or big negative ones. Using the squares ofthe residuals 2l means that positive values do not
cancel with negative ones; thus, 2l provide information about the parameter o2.

In the hamburger chain example we have K : 3. The estimate for our sample of data in
Table 5.1 is

^1 >17'a? nB.s4i6z : - i - :17 i :23 .814

Go back and have a look at Table 5.2.'[here are two quantities in this table that relate to the
above calculation. The first is the sum of squared errors

SSE: 1718.943

The second is the square root of 62, given by

t :  ' /zysza:4.8861

Both these quantities typically appear in the output from your computer software. Different
software refer to it in different ways. Sometimes 6 is referred to as the standard error of the
regression. Sometimes it is called the root znse (short for mean squared error).

A major reason for estimating the error variance is to enable us to get an estimate of the
unknown variances and covariances for the least squares estimators. We now consider those
variances and covariances in the context of the overall properties of the least squares
estimator.
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5.-7 Sampling Properties of the Least Squares Estimator

In a general context, the least squares estimators (h,bz,b) are random variables; they take
on different values in different samples and their values are unknown until a sample is
collected and their values computed. The sampling properties of a least squares estimator
tell us how the estimates vary from sample to sample. They provide a basis for assessing the
reliability of the estimates. In Chapter 2 we found that the least squares estimator was
unbiased and that there is no other linear unbiased estimator that has a smaller variance, if
the model assumptions are correct. This result remains true for the general multiple
regression model that we are considering in this chapter.

THE GAUSS-MARKOV THEOREM: For the multiple regression model, if
assumptions MRl-MR5 listed at the beginning of the chapter hold, then the least squares
estimators are the best linear unbiased estimators (BLUE) of the parameters.

If we are able to assume that the erors are normally distributed, then y will also be a
normally distributed random variable. The least squares estimators will also have normal
probability distributions, since they are linear functions of y. If the errors are not normally
distributed, then the least squares estimators are approximately normally distributed in large
iamples. What constitutes large is tricky. It depends on a number of factors specific to
each application. Frequently, N - K: 50 will be large enough. These facts are of great
importance for the construction of interval estimates and the testing of hypotheses about the
parameters of the regression model.

5.3.1 Tns VARrnNcEs AND CovenreNcEs oF THE LEesr Squenrs Esrrrvr,qrons

The variances and covariances ofthe least squares estimators give us information about the
reliability of the estimators b1,b2, and fu. Since the least squares estimators are unbiased,
the smaller their variances the higher is the probability that they will produce estimates
"near" the true parameter values. For K : 3 we can express the variances and covariances
in an algebraic form that provides useful insights into the behavior of the least squares
estimator. For example, we can show that

var(b2) :
0 - 4)2!:'(*,, -ir)'

(s.8)

rvhere r23 is the sample correlation coefficient between the values ofx2 and xz; see equation
r8.20) in Appendix B.4.3 and Section 4.2.I.Its formula is given by

(5.e)r z 3 :

02

For the other variances and covariances there are formulas of a similar nature. It is important
to understand the factors affecting the variance of b2:

I . Larger error variances o^2 lead to larger variances of the least squares estimators. This
is to^be expected since o'measures the overall uncertainty in the model specification.
If o' is large, then data values may be rridely spread about the regression function
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E(y):FrlB2xi2*Frxi: and there is less information in the data about the
parameter values. If o' is small then data values are compactly spread about the
regression function E(y;) : 9t * \zxiz * B3r;3 and there is more information about
what the parameter values might be.

2. Larger sample sizes N imply smaller variances of the least squares estimators. A
larger value of N means a larger value of the summation L (xiz - 7)2 . Since this term
appears in the denominator of (5.8), when it is larye,var(b) is small. This outcome is
also an intuitive one; more observations yield more precise parameter estimation.

3. More variation in an explanatory variable around its mean, measured in this case by
Z(xiz - x2)2, leads to a smaller variance of the least squares estimator. To estimate B2
precisely, we prefer a large amount of variation in x;2. The intuition here is that, if the
variation or change in 12 is small, it is difficult to measure the effect of that change.
This difficulty will be reflected in a large variance for 02.

4. A larger correlation between x2 and x3 leads to a larger variance of b2. Note that
1 - 4, appears in the denominator of (5.8). A value of lryl close to I means 1 - fzt
will be small, which in turn means v ar(b) willbe large. The reason for this fact is that
variation in x;2 about its mean adds most to the precision of estimation when it is not
connected to variation in the other explanatory variables. When the variation in one
explanatory variable is connected to variation in another explanatory variable, it is
difficult to disentangle their separate effects. In Chapter 6 we discuss "collinearity,"
which is the situation when the explanatory variables are correlated with one another.
Collinearity leads to increased variances of the least squares estimators.

Although our discussion has been in terms of a model where K : 3, these factors affect the
variances of the least squares estimators in the same way in larger models.

It is customary to arrange the estimated variances and covariances of the least squares
estimators in a square array, which is called a matrix. This matrix has variances on its
diagonal and covariances in the off-diagonal positions. It is called a variance-*ovariance
matrix or, more simply, a covariance matrix. When K:3, the arrangement of the
variances and covariances in the covariance matrix is

cov(by,  bz,  bs)  :

Using the estimate 62:23.874 and our computer software package, the estimated
variances and covariances for br,bz, and D3 in the Big Andy's Burger Barn example are

cou(br, hE : (s.10)

Thus. we have

"- (a i l  
:40.343 *(bt ,  D :  -6 .795

;;@r-) : r.2or "*@td 
: -0.1484

;ful-) :0.4668 
"*(br, ]rr.----_): -o.ot97
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L

P
40.3433
-6.7951
-0.7484

-6.7951
1.2012

-0.0197

-0.7484
-0.0197

0.4668

Table 5.3 shows how this information is typically reported in the output from computer
software.

Of particular relevance are the standard errors of h, bz, and bz; they are given by the
\quare roots of the corresponding estimated variances. That is,

se(01)  :

se(b2) :

se(b3 ) :

: \/40,3433 :6.3516

: JL2otz: t.o96o

: t/oA6G8 :0.6832

Again, it is time to go back and look at Table 5.2. Notice that these values appear in the
.tandard error column.

These standard errors can be used to say something about the range of the least squares
.stimates if we were to obtain more samples of 75 burger barns from different cities. For
erample, the standard error of b2 is approximately se(b2):1.1. We know that the least
{uares estimator is unbiased, so its mean value is E(b2) : B2.If bz is normally distributed,
then based on statistical theory we expect95Vo of the estimates b2, obtained by applying the
;east squares estimator to other samples, to be within approximately two standard deviations
olthe mean B2. Givenoursample, 2xse(b) :2.2,soweestimate that 95Vo of theb2values
* ould lie within the interval9z + 2.2.It is in this sense that the estimated variance of 82, or
:ts corresponding standard error, tells us something about the reliability ofthe least squares
:stimates. If the difference between b2 and 92 can be large,b2is notreliable; if the difference
between D2 and B2 is likely to be small, then b2 is reliable. Whether a particular difference is
"large" or "small" will depend on the context of the problem and the use to which the
estimates are to be put. This issue is considered again in later sections when we use the
estimated variances and covariances to test hypotheses about the parameters and to
ronstruct interval estimates.

5.3.2 TnE PnopsRTrES oF rHE Lnesr Squenrs EsrrmeroRs AssulrrNc
\onrlrerry DrsrnrsurED ERRoRS

\\'e have asserted that, under the multiple regression model assumptions MRl-MR5, listed
at the end of Section 5. 1, the least squares estimator b6 is the best linear unbiased estimator of
the parameter B7. in the model

lt : 9t * \zxiz* 9:-rrs + "' + \rxx * et

If we add assumption MR6 that the random errors !; have normal probability distributions,
:hen the dependent variable y; is normally distributed,

y i  -N[(9r  I  gzx iz+ " '  +  9r . t ; r ) .  o2]e e i - l r (0,  o2)

var(b1

var(b2)

var(fu)
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Table 5 .3 Covariance Matrix for Coefficient Estimates
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Since the least squares estimators are linear functions ofdependent variables it follows that
the least squares estimators are also normally distributed,

br - N[9t,,var(be)]

That is, each bp has a normal distribution with mean B1 and varian ce var(b1). By subtracting
its mean and dividing by the square root of its variance, we can transform the normal random
variable bp into the standard normal variable Z,
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that has mean zero and a variance of l. The vari ance of b1, depends on the unknown variance
of the error term, o2, as illustrated in (5.8) for the K : 3 case. when we replace o2 by its
estimator 62, from (5.7), we obtain the estimated var(br) which we denote ut il@).
Replacing var(b) by6@D in (5.11) changes the N(0,1) random variable ro a /-random
variable. That is.

t  :m-N(o,r) ,  for t :  r ,2, . . . ,K

h-F r
se(bt 

-r1rir-K)

One difference between this result and that in Chapter 3, see equation (3.2), is the degrees of
freedom of the r-random variable. In Chapter 3, where there were two coefficients to be
estimated, the number of degrees of freedom was N - 2. In this chapter there are Kunknown
coefficients in the general model and the number of degrees of freedomfor t-statistics is
N _ K .

We now examine how the result in (5.12) can be used for interval estimation and
hypothesis testing. The procedures are identical to those described in Chapter 3, only the
degrees of freedom change.

5,4 Interval Estimation

Suppose we are interested in finding a 95Vo intewal estimate for B2, the response of sales
revenue to a change in price at Big Andy's Burger Barn. Following the procedures described
in Section 3. 1, and noting that we have N - K - 7 5 - 3 : j2 degreesof freedom, the first
step is to find a value from the /1721-distribution, call it r., such that

P(-t, < t1tz1 .--t,) : 0.95 (5. l3)

Using the notation introduced in Section 3.1, t, : tp.sts,w_r1is the 97.5-percentile of the
/1rv-ry-distribution (the area or probability to the left of t, is 0.975), and -t, : /1o.ozs, rv_r; is
the 2.5-percentile of the /1r,'-r;-distribution (the area or probability to the left of -/. is
0'025). Consulting the /-table inside the front cover of the book, we discover there is no entry
for 72 degrees offreedom, but, from the entries for 70 and 80 degrees offreedom, it is clear
that, correct to two decimal places, t, : l.99.If greater accuracy is required, your computer
software can be used to find /. : 1.993. Using this value, and the result in (5.12) for the
second coefficient (k :2), we can rewrite (5.131 as

r ( - r (s.14)
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Reananging (5.14) we obtain

P[b, - l.993xse(b2) < 9, < bz 11.993 x se(b2)] : 0.95

The interval endpoints

[b2 - 1.993 x se(b2), bz * 1.993 x se(b2)] (s.1s)

define a95%o interval estimator of B2. If this interval estimator is used in many samples from
the population, then 95Vo of them will contain the true parameter 92. We can establish this
factbefore any data are collected, based on the model assumptions alone. Before the data are
collected we have confidence in the interval estimation procedure (estimator) because of
its performance when used repeatedly.

A95Vo interval estimate for B2 based on ourparticular sample is obtained from (5.15) by
replacing b2 and se(bz) by their values bz: -7.908 and se(bz) : 1.096. Thus, our 957o
interval estimate for B2 is given by

(- 10.092, -5.724)

This interval estimate suggests that decreasing price by $1 will lead to an increase in revenue
somewhere between $5724 and $10,092. Or, in terms of aprice change whose magnitude is
more realistic, a 10 cent price reduction will lead to a revenue increase between $572 and
51009. Based on this information, and the cost of making and selling more burgers, Big
Andy can decide whether to proceed with a price reduction.

Following a similarprocedure forB3, the response of sales revenue to advertising, we find
a 95Vo interval estimate is given by'

(L8626 - 1.993 x0.6832, 1.8626 + 1.993 x0.6832) : (0.501,3.224)

We estimate that an increase in advertising expenditure of $1000 leads to an increase in sales
revenue of between $501 and $3224. This interval is a relatively wide one; it implies that
extra advertising expenditure could be unprofitable (the revenue increase is less than
S1000), oritmay lead to arevenue increase more than three times the cost of the advertising.
Another way of describing this situation is to say that the point estimate fu : 1.9626 is not
very reliable, as its standard error (which measures sampling variability) is relatively large.

In general, if an interval estimate is uninformative because it is too wide, there is nothing
immediate that can be done. A wide interval for the parameter B3 arises because the
estimated sampling variability of the least squares estimator b3 is large. In the computation
of an interval estimate, a large sampling variability is reflected by a large standard error. A
niurower interval can only be obtained by reducing the variance of the estimator. Based on
rhe variance expression in (5.8), one solution is to obtain more and better data, exhibiting
more independent variation. Big Andy could collect data from other cities and set a wider
range of price and advertising combinations. It might be expensive to do so, however, and so
he would need to assess whether the extra information is worth the extra cost. This solution is
-eenerally not open to economists, who rarely use controlled experiments to obtain data.
Altematively we might introduce some kind of nonsample information on the coefficients.
The question of how to use both sample and nonsample information in the estimation
process is taken up in Chapter 6.

2 For this calculation we used more digits so that it would match the more accurate computer output. You may
see us do this occasionally.

(s.14)
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We cannot say, in general, what constitutes an interval that is too wide, or too
uninformative. It depends on the context of the problem being investigated and how the
information is to be used.

To give a general expression for an interval estimate we need to recognize that the
critical value t will depend on the degree ofconfidence specified for the interval estimate
and the number of degrees of freedom. We denote the degree of confidence by 1 - cr; in
the case of a95Vo interval estimate ct:0.05 and I - cr:0.95. The number of degrees
of freedom is N - K; in Big Andy's Burger Barn example this value was 75 - 3 : "12.
The value t, is the percentile value /1t-o72.N-n, which has the property that
Pltq-r1 1 tg-a1z.r,r-rl: t - a1Z. In the case of a 95Vo confidence interval,
| - a 12 : 0.975; we use this value because we require 0.025 in each tail of the distribution.
Thus, we write the general expression for a 100(1 - a)Vo confidence interval as

lb1, - tg-o1z,p-ryx se(b1), b1, I tg-o1z,y-r;x se(bt)l

5,5 Hypothesis Testing for a Single Coefficient

As well as being useful for interval estimation, the r-distribution result in equation (5.12)
provides the foundation for testing hypotheses about individual coefficients. As you
discovered in Chapter 3, hypotheses of the form IIs ilz : c versus I11 :92* c, where c
is a specified constant, are called two-tail tests. Hypotheses with inequalities such as.F1s :
9z < c versus I11 :52> c are called one-tail tests. In this section we consider examples of
each type of hypothesis. For a two-tail test, we consider testing the significance of an
individual coefficient; for one-tail tests some hypotheses of economic interest are con-
sidered. We will follow the step-by-step procedure for testing hypotheses that was
introduced in Section 3.4. To refresh your memory, here again are the steps:

STEP.BY-STEP PROCEDTIRJ FOR TE STING HYPOTHESE S

1. Determine the null and alternative hypotheses.
2. Specify the test statistic and its distribution if the null hypothesis is true.
3. Select a and determine the rejection region.
4. Calculate the sample value of the test statistic and, if desired, the p-value.
5. State your conclusion.

At the time these steps were introduced in Chapter 3 you had not discovered p-values.
Knowing aboutp-values (see Section 3.5) means that steps 3-5 can be framed in terms of the
test statistic and its value and/or the p-value. We will use both.

5.5.1 TEsrrNc tHr SrcNrrrcANCE or e SrNcre CosrrrcrENr

When we set up a multiple regression model, we do so because we believe the explanatory
variables influence the dependent variable y. If we are to confirm this belief, we need to
examine whether or not it is supported by the data. That is, we need to ask whether the data
provide any evidence to suggest that y is related to each of the explanatory variables. If a
given explanatory variable, sa! .{1, has no bearing on r', then 9r :0. Testing this null
hypothesis is sometimes called a test of significance for the explanatory variable x7.. Thus, to
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find whether the data contain any evidence suggesting y is related to.rr, we test the null
hypothesis

F1s: Bp : Q

against the alternative hypothesis

fu :Br*o
To carry out the test we use the test statistic (5.12), which, if the null hypothesis is true, is

br
t :  

' " (b)  
- r17v-r )

For the alternative hypothesis "not equal to" we use a two-tail test, introduced in Section
3.3.3, and reject F1s if the computed /-value is greater than or equal to t, (the critical value
from the right side of the distribution) or less than or equal to -t, (the critical value from the
left side of the distribution). For a test with level of significance d, tc: t6-o1z,u-rc)
and -t, : t@/z,N-n. Alternatively, if we state the acceptance-rejection rule in terms of the
p-value, we reject Hs if p ( ct and do not reject Hg 1f p > a.

In the Big Andy's Burger Barn example we test, following our standard testing format,
whether sales revenue is related to price:

1. The null and alternative hypotheses are Hs:92 : 0 and H1:92*0.

2. The test statistic, if the null hypothesis is true, is t : bzlse(bz) - tru-n.

3. Using a 5% significance level (ct :0.05), and noting that there are 72 degrees of
freedom, the critical values that lead to a probability of 0.025 in each tail of the
distribution arc tq.s7s,lz) : l '993 and /1o.ozs,rz) : -l '993 ' Thus we reject the null
hypothesis if the calculated value of t from step 2 is such that t) 1.993 ot
t < -L993.If -1993<t<1.993, we do not reject F16. Stating the acceptance-
rejection rule in terms of thep-value, we reject -FIs if p < 0.05 and do not reject /Is if
p > 0.05.

4. The computed value of the r-statistic is

-7.908
' : 

Lo% 
: -l '215

From your computer software the p-value in this case can be found as

P (t 1t4 > 7'215) + P (t 1tz1 < - 7 .215) : 2 x (2.2 x l0-r0) : 0.000

Correct to three decimal places the result is p-value : 0.000'

5. Since -7.215 < - 1.993,we reject Ho:92 : 0 and conclude that there is evidence
from the data to suggest sales revenue depends on price. Using the p-value to
perform the test, we reject .F1s because 0.000 < 0.05.

For testing whether sales revenue is related to advertising expenditure, we have

1 .  I l o :9 :  : 0  and  F I1  : 92*0 .
2. The test statistic, if the null hypothesis is true. is t : bz I se(b) - torn.
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3. Using a 5Vo significance level, we reject the null hypothesis if t> I.993 or
t < -1.993.In terms of thep-value, we reject Hsif p < 0.05. Otherwise, we do
not reject I1e.

4. The value of the test statistic is

r.8626' : oss32:2'726
The p-value is given by

P (t 1tz: > 23 26) + P (t 1tz1 < - 2 j7 26) : 2 x 0.004 : 0.008

5. Because 2.726 > 1.993, we rcject Hs; the data support the conjecture that revenue is
related to advertising expenditure. The same test outcome can be obtained using the
p-value. In this case we reject I1s because 0.008 < 0.05.

Note that the /-values -7.215 and2.726 and their correspondingp-values 0.000 and 0.008
were reported in Table 5.2 at the same time as we reported the original least squares
estimates and their standard errors. Hypothesis tests ofthis kind are carried out routinely by
computer software, and their outcomes can be read immediately from the computer output
that will be similar to Table 5.2.

Significance of a coefficient estimate is desirable. It confirms an initial prior belief that a
particular explanatory variable is a relevant variable to include in the model. However, as
mentioned in Section 3.4.3, statistical significance should not be confused with economic
importance. If the estimated response of sales revenue to advertising had been bz :0.01
with a standard error of se(b:) : 0.005, then we would have concluded b3 is significantly
different from zero; but, since the estimate implies increasing advertising by $1000
increases revenue by only $10, we would not conclude advertising is important. We should
also be cautious about concluding that statistical significance implies precise estimation.
The advertising coefficient fu : 1.9626 was found to be significantly different from zero,
but we also concluded the corresponding 95vo intewal estimate (0.501,3.224) was too
wide to be very informative. In other words, we were not able to get a precise estimate of 83.

5.5.2 ONE-Tarr HyporHesrs TssrrNc FoR A SrNcrs CoErrrcrsxr

In Section 5.1 we noted that two important considerations for the management of Big
Andy's Burger Barn were whether demand was price elastic or inelastic and whether the
additional sales revenue from additional advertising expenditure would cover the costs of
the advertising. We now are in a position to state these questions as testable hypotheses and
to ask whether the hypotheses are compatible with the data.

5.5.2a Testing for Elastic Demand
With respect to demand elasticity, we wish to know if

Fz > 0: a decrease in price leads to a decrease in sales revenue (demand is price
inelastic), or

9z ( 0: a decrease in price leads to an increase in sales revenue (demand is price
elastic).
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Ifwe are not prepared to accept that demand is elastic unless there is strong evidence from
the data to support this claim, it is appropriate to take the assumption of an inelastic demand
as our null hypothesis. Following our standard testing format, we first state the null and
alternative hypotheses:

l. Ho:92> 0 (demand is unit elastic or inelastic).
Ht:92 < 0 (demand is elastic).

2. To create a test statistic we act as if the null hypothesis is the equality 9z : 0. Doing
so is valid because if we reject lLls for B2 : 0, we also reject it for any B2 > 0. Then,
assuming Hs:$2 : 0 is true, from (5. 12) the test statistic is t : bz lse(bz) - tW-xt.

3. The rejection region consists of values from the r-distribution that are unlikely to
occur if the null hypothesis is true. If we define "unlikely" in terms of a 5Vo
significance level, then unlikely values of t are those less than the critical value
te.os;2): -1.666. Thus, we reject lls if t < -1.666 or if the p-value < 0.05.

-1. The value of the test statistic is

b"  -7 90t  _ _.7 1t<' :  
r q b ) :  l " o %  

: - i ' Z t )

The corresponding p-value is P(t1tzy < -'7 .215) : 0.000.
5.  Since -7.215< -1.666,  we re ject  Hot !z)0 and conclude that  H1:92<0

(demand is elastic) is more compatible with the data. The sample evidence supports
the proposition that a reduction in price will bring about an increase in sales revenue.
Since 0.000 < 0.05, the same conclusion is reached using the p-value.

\ote the similarities and the differences between this test and the two-tail test of significance
performed in Section 5.5.1. The calculated /-values are the same, but the critical t-values are
different. Not only are the values themselves different, with a two-tail test there are two
;ritical values, one from each side of the distribution. With a one-tail test there is only one
;ritical value, from one side of the distribution. Also, the p-value from the one-tail test is
usually half that of the two-tail test, although this fact is harder to appreciate from this
erample because both p-values are essentially zero.

5.5.2b Testing Advertising Effectiveness
The other hypothesis ofinterest is whether an increase in advertising expenditure will bring
en increase in sales revenue that is sufficient to cover the increased cost of advertisins. Since
.uch an increase will be achieved if F, > 1, we set up the hypotheses:

1 .  I 1o :9 :  <  |  and  H1 :9s  >  l .
2. Treating the null hypothesis as the equality I10: 93 : l, the test statistic that has the r-

distribution when -F1s is true is, from (5.12),

3. Choosing a:0.05 as our level of significance, the relevant critical value is
t@sslz) : 1.666. We reject Ho if t > 1.666 or if the p-value < 0.05.
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4. The value of the test statistic is

bt - 9z 1.8626 - |
' -  

r " (b t  
-  

05832

The p-value of  the test  is  P( t r72,> 1.2$) :  0 .105.
5. Since 1.263 <1.666, we do not reject I1e. There is insufficient evidence in our

sample to conclude that advertising will be cost effective. Using the p-value to
perform the test, we again conclude that Ils cannot be rejected because 0.105 > 0.05.
Another way of thinking about the test outcome is as follows: Because the estimate
bz:1.8626 is greater than 1, this estimate by itself suggests advertising will be
effective. However, when we take into account the precision of estimation, measured
by the standard error, we find that b2 : | .8626 is not significantly greater than I . In
the context of our hypothesis testing framework, we cannot conclude with a
sufficient degree of certainty that B3 > 1.

5.6 Measuring Goodness-of:Fit

For the simple regression model studied in Chapter 4, we introduced R2 as a measure of the
proportion of variation in the dependent variable that is explained by variation in the
explanatory variable. In the multiple regression model the same measure is relevant, and the
same formulas are valid, but now we talk of the proportion of variation in the dependent
variable explained by all the explanatory variables included in the linear model. The
coefficient of determination is

and so
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(s.16)

where SSR is the variation iny "explained" by the model (sum of squares of regression), SSZ
is the total variation in y about its mean (sum of squares total), and SSE is the sum of squared
least squares residuals (enors) and is the portion of the variation in y that is not explained by
the model.

The notation !; refers to the predicted value of y for each of the sample values of the
explanatory variables. That is,

yt : h I b2x;2 * b3xs l' " I byx;y

The sample meany is both the mean of y; andthe mean ofj;, providing the model includes an
intercept (B1 in this case).

The value for SSE will be reported by almost all computer software, but sometimes SSZis
not reported. Recall, however, that the sample standard deviation for y, which is readily
computed by most software, is given by

I  $ , . ,
N -  |  i?r" '

.tsz
N - 1

o., -
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and so

ssr: (N - l), i;

For  Big Andy's  Burger  Barn we f ind that  SSZ:74x6.488542:3115.485 and
SSE : 1718.943. Using these sums of squares, we have

R2 : l  -  , , } L ' u?  ̂ : ,  1118 '943
L|:rf i  - y)" 

- 
3l 15485 

: u'446

The interpretation of R2 is that 44.8Vo of the variation in sales revenue is explained by
the variation in price and by the variation in the level of advertising expenditure. It means
that, in our sample, 55.2Vo of the variation in revenue is left unexplained and is due to
variation in the error term or to variation in other variables that implicitly form part of the
error term.

As mentioned in Section 4.2.2, the coefficient of determination is also viewed as a
measure of the predictive ability of the model over the sample period or as a measure of
how well the estimated regression fits the data. The value of R2 is equal to the squared
sample correlation coefficient between j'; and y;. Since the sample correlation measures
the linear association between two variables, if R2 is high, it means that there is a close
association between the values ofy; and the values predicted by the model, !;. In this case
the model is said to "fit" the data well. If R2 is low, there is not a close association between
the values of y; and the values predicted by the model, j';, and the model does not fit the
data well.

One difficulty with R2 using as a goodness-of-fit measure is that it can be made large by
adding more and more variables, even if the variables added have no economic justification.
.{lgebraically it is a fact that as variables are added the sum of squared errors SSE goes down
and thus R2 goes up. If the model contains N - I variables, then R2 : 1. The manipulation
of a model just to obtain a high R2 is not wise.

An alternative measure of goodness-of-fit called the adjusted R2, and often symbolized as
Rl, is usually reported by regression programs; it is computed as

n2 ,  ssE/(N-1()^ : r -ss7/w-D

For the data from Big Andy's Burger Barn the value of this descriptive measure is
R- :0.433. This measure does not always go up when a variable is added, because of
rhe degrees of freedom term N - K in the numerator. As the number of variables K
increases, SSE goes down, and so does N - K. The effect on R' depends on the amount by
*hich SSE falls. While solving one problem, this corrected measure of goodness of fit
unfortunately introduces another one. It loses its interpretation; R' is no longer the percent of
r ariation explained. This modified F is sometimes used and misused as a device for
selecting the appropriate set of explanatory variables. This practice should be avoided. We
prefer to concentrate on the unadjusted R2 and think of it as a descriptive device for telling us
about the "fit" of the model; it describes the proportion of variation in the dependent
r ariable explained by the explanatory variables and the predictive ability of the model over
the sample period.

One final note is in order. The intercept parameter By is the y-intercept of the
regression "plane," as shown in Figure 5.1. If, for theoretical reasons, you are certain
:hat the regression plane passes through the origin. then B1 : 0 and can be omitted from
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the model. While this is not a common practice, it does occur, and regression software
includes an option that removes the intercept from the model. If the model does not
contain an intercept parameter, then the measure R2 given in 15.16) is no longer
appropriate. The reason it is no longer appropriate is that, without an intercept term
in the model,

N  ^  N  -  N ^

,I_(yr 
- t)'* Lr(n -r)"+,\rai

or SST I SSR + SSE. To understand why, go back and check the proofin Appendix 48 of
Chapter 4. In the sum of squares decomposition the cross-product t".- LLr ( yi - y)Oi no
longer disappears. Under these circumstances it does not make sense to talk of the
proportion of total variation that is explained by the regression. Thus, when your model
does not contain a constant, it is better not to report R2, even if your computer displays
on9.

5.6.1 REpoRrrNc rrrp REcnpssroN REsurrs

The discussion and calculation of R2 completes our description of all the entries in
Table 5.2. We are now in a position to report the results along the lines described in
Section 4.2.4.rVhen writing a report or paper, the information from estimating a multiple
regression equation is summarized by writing down (i) the estimated equation using
informative variable names, (ii) standard errors of coefficients below the estimated
coefficients (or the /-values for testing zero null hypothesis), and (iii) the R2-value.

For Big Andy's Burger Barn we have

sfB: 1r8.9 - i.g\SpRrcE + r.8626ADVERT R2 : 0.448
(s") (6.4) (1.0e6) (0.6832)

(5.17)

From this summary we can read off the estimated effects of changes in the explanatory
variables on the dependent variable and we can predict values ofthe dependent variable for
given values of the explanatory variables. For the construction of an interval estimate we
need the least squares estimate, its standard error, and a critical value from the r-distribution.
For a95Vo interval estimate and at least moderate degrees of freedom the critical /-value is
approximately 2. Thus, from the information in (5.17), an approximate 957o interval
estimate can be obtained by mentally calculating the points two standard errors either side of
the least squares estimate.

Similarly, the /-value used to test a null hypothesis of the form Ho:$r: 0 is given by
the ratio of the least squares estimate to its standard error that appears underneath.
It too can be calculated mentally by inspection of (5.17). If the ratio of an estimate to its
standard error is absolutely greater than 2 (approximately), you know that a null
hypothesis of the form Hs:$k:0 would be rejected at the cr: 0.05 level of sig-
nificance. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 3.4.3, from an interval estimate we can
tell whether any hypothesis of the form I1s t}r: c would be rejected or not in a two-tail
test. If c is within the interval, FIs is not rejected, otherwise ,F1s is rejected. Remembering
these quick "inspection techniques" will help you make "on the spot" assessments of
reported results.
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Tab le  5 .4  Da ta  f o rExe rc i se  5 .1

I
-2

I
0

- 1
- l

I
l

0

5.7 Exercises

Answers to exercises marked * appear in Appendix D at the end of book.

5.7.1 Pnosrprvrs

-5.1* Consider the multiple regression model

li : xn9r I xiz9z -f xiz9z * ei

with the nine observations on yi,xit,xi2 urd x3 given in Table 5.4.

Use a hand calculator to answer the following questions:
(a) Calculate the observations in terms of deviations from their means. That is, find

'-t z : xiz - 72, x ; 7 : x 3 - x 3 , * -
i i : i i - j

: . t *

(b) Calculate Zyi *iz, l;rt, }yi xh, bizris, and bi? .
(c) UsetheexpressionsinAppendix5Atofindleastsquaresestimatesbl, b2,andfu.
(d) Find the least squares residuals 21,22,. . .,2e.
(e) Find the variance estimate o2.
(f; Use equation (5.9) to find the sample correlation between x2 and x3.
(g) Find the standard enor for b2.
(h) Find SSE, SSI SSR, and R2.

Use your answers to Exercise 5.1 to
(a) Compute a95Vo rntewal estimate for 82.
(b) Test the hypothesi s Hs: $2 : 1 against the alternativ e that H1 :92 * l.

Consider the following model that relates the proportion of a household's budget
spent on alcohol WALC to total expenditure TOTEXP, age of the household head
AGE, and the number of children in the household NK.

fiALC : gr * B2tn(TOTEXp) + %AGE -t g+NK -r e

The data in thefile london.daf were used to estimate this model. See Exercise 4.10 for
more details about the data. Note that only households with one or two children are
being considered. Thus, NKtakes only the values I or 2. Output from estimating this
equation appears in Table 5.5.

0
1
2
a

1
-2

0
1

I

I
z
5

- 1
0

- l

z
I
2

r i
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Tab le  5 .5  Ou tpu t fo rExe rc i se  5 .3 I t b l e 5 . 7  (

Dependent Yariable: WA LC
Included observations: 1519

-)ependent Variabl
-:;luded observati

Variable Coefficient Std. Error /-Statistic Prob. ..:riable

C
tn(TOTEXP)
AGE
N/<

0.0091
0.0276

-0.0133

0.0191

0.0002
0.0033

6.6086
-6.9624
-4.0750

0.6347
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid 5.752896

Mean dependent var 0.0606
S.D. dependent var 0.0633

.RI.VE

"ITOXar)OMS

tt- ;E

r/5f
1,(-cEss
{.{

: IRITIO
(a) Fill in the following blank spaces that appear in this table.

(i) The /-statistic for b1.
(ii) The standard enor for b2.

(iii) The estimate br.
(iv) R2.
(v) 6.

(b) Interpret each of the estimates b2, fu, and ba.
(c) Compute a957o intewal estimate for B3. What does this interval tell you?
(d) Test the hypothesis that the budget proportion for alcohol does not depend on the

number of children in the household. Can you suggest a reason for the test outcome?

5.4* The data set used in Exercise 5.3 is used again. This time it is used to estimate how the
proportion ofthe household budget spent on transportation ITIRANS depends on the
log of total expenditure In(TOTEXP), AGE, and number of children NrK. The output is
reported in Table 5.6.
(a) Write out the estimated equation in the standard reporting format with standard

errors below the coefficient estimates.
(b) Interpret the estimates b 2, b3, and ba. Do you think the results make sense from an

economic or logical point of view?
(c) Are there any variables that you might exclude from the equation? Why?
(d) What proportion of variation in the budget proportion allocated to transport is

explained by this equation.

Table 5,6 Output  forExerc ise 5.4
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(a)
(b)
(c.)

(d)

Dependent Variable: WRANS
lncluded observations: 1519

Variable Coefficient Std. Error /-Statistic Prob.

. . 1  . 2

a -
C
Ln(TOTEXP)
AGE
NK

-0.0315
0.04t4

-0.0001
-0.0130

0.0322
0.0071
0.0004
0.0055

-0.9776
5.8561

-0. l 650
-2.3542

0.3284
0.0000
0.8690
0.0187
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Use a con
(a) The fi
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R-squared 0.0247 Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var

0.1323
0.1053
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- e;'endent Variable: UALUE
--r.uded observations: 506

. i--.lable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.

-?t rt E
', TOX
i ,().US
t , E
- . ' t r
r . -CfSS
::-  {
; . R|TIO

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0008
0.0000
0.0002
0.0009
0.0000

(e) Predict the proportion of a budget that will be spent on transportation, for both
one- and two-children households, when total expenditure and age are set at their
sample means, which are 98.7 and 36, respectively.

; -i This question is concerned with the value of houses in towns surrounding Boston. It
uses the data of Harrison, D. and D.L. Rubinfeld (1978), "Hedonic Prices and the
Demand for Clean A:r," Joumal of Environmental Economics and Management,5,
8l-102. The output appears in Table 5.7. The variables are defined as follows:

VALUE : median value of owner-occupied homes in thousands of dollars,
CRIME: per capita crime rate,
NITOX: nitric oxide concentration (parts per million),
ROOMS : ?v!roge number of rooms per dwelling,
AGE : proportion of owner-occupied units built prior to 1940,
DIST : weighted distances to five Boston employment centers,
ACCESS : index of accessibility to radial highways,
TAX: full-value property-tax rate per $10,000, and
PTMTIO: pupil-teacher ratio by town.

(a) Report briefly on how each of the variables influences the value of a home.
ft) Find 95Vo intewal estimates for the coefficients of CRIME and ACCESS.
(c) Test the hypothesis that increasing the number of rooms by one, increases the

value of a house by $7000.
(d) Test as an alternative hypothesis F11 that reducing the pupil-teacher ratio by 10

will increase the value of a house by more than $10,000.

:.i.2 Conpurrn ExsncrsEs

< 6 Use a computer to verify your answers to Exercise 5.1, parts (c), (e), (0, (g), and (h).
: - (a) The file lond_small.dot contains a subset of 500 observations from the bigger

file london.dar. Use the data in the file lond small.daf to estimate budeet share
equations of the form

w : gt -r g2tn(ToTEXp) + %AGE -t F+NK * e

for all budget shares (food, fuel, clothing, alcohol, transportation, and other) in
the data set. Report and discuss your results. In your discussion comment on how

28.4067
-0.1834

-22.8109
6.3'115

-0.0478
- 1.3353

0.2'723
-0.0126
-  l . 1768

5.3659
0.0365
4.1607
0.3924
0.0141
0.2001
0.0723
0.0038
0.1394

5.2939
-5.0275
-5.4824
16.23't8

-3.3861
-6.6'714

3.7673
-3.3399
-8.4409
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total expenditure, age, and number of children influence the various budget
proportions. Also comment on the significance of your coefficient estimates.

(b) Commodities are regarded as luxuries if 9, > 0 and necessities if B2 < 0. For
each commodity group test  ̂ F/e:Fz < 0 against H1:$2) 0 and comment on the
outcomes.

5.8 The file cocaine.dat contains 56 observations on variables related to sales of cocaine
powder in northeastern California over the period 1984-1991. The data are a subset
of those used in the study Caulkins, J.P. and R. Padman (1993), "Quantity Discounts
and Quality Premia for Illicit Drugs," Journal of the American Statistical Associa-
tion. 88. 7 48-7 57 . The variables are

PRICE - price per gram in dollars for a cocaine sale,
QUANT : number of grams of cocaine in a given sale,
QUAL : quality of the cocaine expressed as percentage purity, and
TREND: a time variable with 1984 : 1 up to 1991 : 8.

Consider the regression model

PRICE: Fr * \2QUANT + fuQUALI 9qTREND -r e

(a) What signs would you expect on the coefficients B2, B3, and Ba?
(b) Use your computer software to estimate the equation. Report the results and

interpret the coefficient estimates. Have the signs turned out as you expected?
(c) What proportion of variation in cocaine price is explained jointly by variation in

quantity, quality, and time?
(d) It is claimed that the greater the number of sales, the higher the risk of getting

caught. Thus, sellers are willing to accept a lower price if they can make sales in
larger quantities. Set up I1s and H1 that would be appropriate to test this
hypothesis. Carry out the hypothesis test.

(e) Test the hypothesis that the quality ofcocaine has no influence on price against
the alternative that a premium is paid for better quality cocaine.

(f) What is the average annual change in the cocaine price? Can you suggest why
price might be changing in this direction?

5 .9* Data on per capita consumption of beef, the price of beef, the price of lamb, the price
of pork, andpercapita disposable income forAustralia, forthe period 1949-1965,are
given in the file meat.dat. All prices and income have been deflated with 1953 as the
base year. Consider the log-log demand curve

II(QB 1) : fu * $2ln(P B,) * B3ln (Pr,) * Baln(PP,) * Bsln(INr) * e,

Because the data are observations over time, we use a / subscript instead of an I
subscript. The variables are defined as

QB1 is per capita consumption of beef in year / (pounds),
PBr is the price of beef in year / (pence per pound),
Pt is the price of lamb in year t (pence per pound),
PPr is the price of pork in year t (pence per pound), and
IN1 is per capita disposable income in year t (Australian currency pounds).
(a) What signs do you expect on each of the coefficients?
(b) Estimate Fz, Bl, and Ba using least squares. Interpret the results. Do they seem

reasonable?
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: 1 0

(c) Compute and interpret the estimated covariance matrix for the least squares
estimator and the standard errors.

(d) Compute 95Vo interval estimates for each of the parameters.

The file brdat contains data on 1080 houses sold in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, during
mid-2005.
(a) Estimate the regression model PRICE : 9r * !ySQFT -t \yAGE * e for (i) all

the houses in the sample, (ii) town houses, and (iii) French style homes. Construct
a95Vo interval estimate for $3 in each case and discuss the differences.

(b) For each of the cases in part (a), test the hypothesis that having an older house
reduces the price by $1000 per year for each year ofits age. Use a two-tail test
with an cr : 0.05 level of significance.

Reconsider the presidential voting data (fairdat) introduced in Exercise 2.14.
(a) Estimate the regression model

voTE : h -l \zGROWTH + $3INFL ATION * e

Report the results in standard format. Are the estimates for B2 and 9: sig-
nificantly different from zero at a lOVo significance level. Did you use one-tail
tests or two-tail tests? Why?

(b) Predict the percentage vote for the incumbent party when the inflationrate is 4Vo
and the growth rate is -4To.

(c) Supposethattheinflationrateis4%oandthegrowthrateis-4Yo.Alsoassumethat
9r : h and B3 : bs. For what values of B2 will the incumbent party get the
majority of the vote. Using this range of values as the null hypothesis, test the
hypothesis that the incumbent party will get the majority of the vote against the
alternative that it will not.

Each morning between 6:30 AM and 8:00 AM Bill leaves the Melbourne suburb of
Carnegie to drive to work at the University of Melbourne. The time it takes Bill to
drive to work (TIME) depends on the departure time (DEPART), the number of red
lights that he encounters (REDS), and the number of trains that he has to wait for at the
Mumrmbeena level crossing (IRAINS). Observations on these variables for the 231
working days in 2006 appear in the fi le commute. dat. TI M E is measured in minutes.
DEPART is the number of minutes after 6:30 AM that Bill departs.
(a) Estimate the equation

.  I  l *

{  i l

(b)

TrME : h -t FzDEpART + q3REDS * p+?RAINS * e

Report the results and interpret each of the coefficient estimates, including the
intercept B1.
Find 95Vo interval estimates for each of the coefficients. Have you obtained
precise estimates of each of the coefficients?
Using a 5Vo significance level, test the hypothesis that each red light delays
Bill by 2 minutes or more against the alternative that the delay is less than 2
minutes.
Using a lUVo significance level, test the hypothesis that each train delays Bill by
3 minutes.
Using a 5Vo significance level, test the null hypothesis that leaving at 7:30 AM
instead of 7:00 AM will make the trip at least 10 minutes longer (other things
equal).

(c)

(d)

(e)
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(f) Using a 57o significance level test the hypothesis that the minimum time it takes
Bill is less than or equal to 20 minutes against the alternative that it is more than
20 minutes. What assumptions about the true values of 92, F:, and Ba did you
have to make to perform this test?

5.13* The file rice.dat contains 352 observations on 44rice farmers in the Tarlac region of
the Philippines for the 8 years 1990 to 1997. Variables in the data set are tonnes of
freshly threshed rice (PROD), hectares planted (AREA), person-days of hired and
family labor (I,ABOR), and kilograms of fertilizer (FERT). Treating the data set as
one sample with N : 352, proceed with the following questions:
(a) Estimate the production function

In(PROD): Br * B2Ln(AREA) -t gln(tABOR) + p+h(rE'nT) + e

(b)

Report the results, interpret the estimates, and comment
significance of the estimates.

(b) Using a l%o level of significance, test the hypothesis that
production with respect to land is equal to 0.5.

on the statistical

the elasticity of

(c) Find a 95Vo interval estimate for the elasticity of production with respect to
fertilizer. Has this elasticity been precisely measured?

(d) Using a 57o level of significance, test the hypothesis that the elasticity of
production with respect to labor is less than or equal to 0.3 against the alternative
that it is greater than 0.3. What happens if you reverse the null and alternative
hypotheses?

5.14a Reconsider the production function for rice estimated in Exercise 5.13.
(a) Predict rice production from t hectare of land, 50 person-days of labor, and

100 kg of fertilizer.
(b) Your economic principles suggest that a farmer should continue to apply

fertllizer as long as the marginal product of fertilizer APROD IAFERT is greater
than the price of fertilizer divided by the price of output. Suppose that this price
ratio is 0.004. For FERT : 100 and the predicted value for PROD found in
part (a), show that the farmer should continue to apply fertilizer as long as
Ba>0.1242.

(c) Using Ht:9c>0.1242 as the alternative hypothesis, test whether the farmer
should apply more fertilizer. Use a 57o significance level. Why did we choose
94> 0.1242 as the alternative rather than the null hypothesis?

(d) Find a 957o interval estimate for rice production from t hectare of land, 50
person-days of labor and I kg offertilizer.

5.15 Consider the following aggregate production function for the U.S. manufacturing
sector

y, : .*t('r'nlo ttf'exp{e,}

where e, - N(0, o27, Y, is gross output in time r, K, is capital, t, is labor, E, is energy.
and Ml denotes other intermediate materials. The data underlying these variables are
given in index form in the file manuf.dat.
(a) Show that taking logarithms of the production function puts it in a form suitable

for least squares estimation.

(c)
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(b) Estimate the unknown parameters of the production function and find the
corresponding standard errors.

(c) Discuss the economic and statistical implications of these results.

Appendix 5A Derivation of Least Squares Estimators

In Appendix 2Awe derived expressions for the least squares estimators b1 and b2 inthe
simple regression model. In this appendix we proceed with a similar exercise for the
multiple regression model; we describe how to obtain expressions for fu,b2, and b3 in a
model with two explanatory variables. Given sample observations on ltx2t and x:, the
problem is to find values for 9r, Fz, and B3 that minimize

s(Pr, 92, Pr) : i (y, - Fr - gzxiz - gzxiz)z
i : l

The first step is to partially differentiate S with respect to B1, 92, and B3 and to set the first-
order partial derivatives to zero. This yields

0s
aBu 

: zrBt *292L'ciz*29zLriz-22Yi

0s
fr:'Br>.iz 

-t 2B2ls2^ * 2ls>-xizxtz - ZLxizvi

0s
# 

: 'BtOiz *2gzLxizxiz -12$3\4?' - 2lsizti

Setting these partial derivatives equal to zero, dividing by 2, and reananging yields

Nh *Lxizbz*bnb3: ly,
l*r izh * *rU, * Zxizx izbz : b ;2y i
bizb t + \xaxizbz + b%h : L\3y ;

(5A.1)

The least squares estimators for fu,b2, and b3 are given by the solution of this set of three
simultaneous equations, known as the normal equations. To write expressions for this
'olution it is convenient to express the variables as deviations from their means. That is, let

l i  : I i  - l , xi2: xi2 - xZ) xiz : xB - x3

Then the least squares estimates b1,b2, a\d b3 are

b t : ! - b z 7 z - b z l z

b 2 :
(}yi,D (bi?) - (Iyix,l Xbir*ir)

(>r*)(>ri?) - (bi,,i)'

" _ (Irixir) Qrin - (rvlx,tz)(Ixhxb)
(>i;)(Ixt') - (L'b*f)"

For models with more than three parameters the solutions become quite messy without using
matrix algebra; we will not show them. Computer software used for multiple regression
computations solves normal equations like those in (5A.1) to obtain the least squares
estimates.



Chapter

Further Inference in the
Multiple Regression Model

Learning Objectives

Based on the material in this chapter, you should be able to

1. Explain the concepts ofrestricted and unrestricted sums of squared errors and how
they are used to test hypotheses.

2. Use the F-test to test single null hypotheses or joint null hypotheses.
3. Use your computer to perform an F-test.
4. Test the overall significance of a regression model, and identify the components of

this test from your computer output.
5. Explain how to test a single null hypothesis involving two or more coefficients

when (a).F/1 is a "not equal to" hypothesis and (b) I11 is a "greater than" or "less
than" hypothesis.

6. Fromoutputofyourcomputersoftware, locate(a)thesumofsquarederrors,(b)the
F-value for the overall significance of a regression model, (c) the estimated
covariance matrix for the least squares estimates, and (d) the correlation matrix
for the explanatory variables.

1 . Obtain restricted least squares estimates that include nonsample information in the
estimation procedure.

8. Explain the properties of the restricted least squares estimator. In particular, how
does its bias and variance compare with those of the unrestricted least squares
estimator?

9. Explain the issues that need to be considered when choosing a regression model.
10. Explain what is meant by (a) an omitted variable and (b) an irrelevant variable.

Explain the consequences of omitted and irrelevant variables for the properties of
the least squares estimator.

11. Explain what is meant by collinearity and the consequences for least squa.res
estimation.

12. Explain how the RESET test can pick up model misspecification.
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Keywords
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collinearity
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irrelevant variable
nonsample information
omitted variable

omitted variable bias
overall significance
RESET
restricted least

squares
restricted model

restricted SSE
single and joint null hypotheses
testing many parameters
unrestricted model
unrestricted SSE

Economists develop and evaluate theories about economic behavior. Hypothesis testing pro-
;edures are used to test these theories. In Chapter 5 we developed /-tests for null hypotheses
;onsisting of a single restriction on one parameter Bp from the multiple regression model.
This analysis can be extended in two ways. We may encounter a null hypothesis consisting of
.i single restriction that involves more than one parameter, or we may be concerned with
iesting a null hypothesis with two or more restrictions on two or more parameters. The tools
:or these tests are considered in this chapter. An important new development is the F-test used
:rr test a null hypothesis with two or more restrictions on the parameters.

The theories that economists develop sometimes provide nonsample information that
.'an be used along with the information in a sample of data to estimate the parameters of a
:e-eression model. A procedure that combines these two types of information is called
restricted least squares. It can be a useful technique when the data are not information-rich,
r condition called collinearity, and the theoretical information is good. The restricted least
\quares procedure also plays a useful practical role when testing hypotheses. In addition to
:hese topics we discuss model specification for the multiple regression model, prediction,
rnd the construction of prediction intervals. Model specification involves choosing a
functional form and choosing a set of explanatory variables. In this chapter we focus on
rssues related to variable choice. What happens if we omit a relevant variable? What
happens if we include an irrelevant one? We also discuss the problems that arise if our data
r.re not sufficiently rich because the variables are collinear or lack adequate variation.

The assumptions MR1-MR6 listed in Section 5.1 are adopted throughout this chapter.
In particular, we assume the errors are normally distributed. This assumption is needed for
the t- and F-test statistics to have their required distributions in samples of all sizes. If the
.rrors are not normal, then the results presented in this chapter are still valid in the sense that
they hold approximately if the sample size is large.

6.1 The F-Test

In Chapter 5 we learned how to use /-tests to test hypotheses about single parameters in a
multiple regression model. There are, however, many instances where tests involving more
than one parameter are appropriate. For example, we might want to test whether a group
rrf explanatory variables should be included in a particular model. Should variables on
.ocioeconomic background, along with variables describing education and experience, be
used to explain a person's wage? Does the quantity demanded of a product depend on the
prices of substitute goods or only on its own price? Other questions that lead to hypothesis
tests involving more than one parameter, but do not involve testing the relevance of a group
ofvariables, are: Does a production function exhibit constant returns to scale? Ifall prices
and income go up by the same proportion, will quantity demanded for a commodity remain
unchansed?
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We distinguish between a single null hypothesis that is a null hypothesis with a single
restriction on one or more parameters and a joint null hypothesis that contains two or more
restrictions on two or more parameters. What we discover in this chapter is that a two-tail
test for a single null hypothesis can be conducted via a t-test or an F-test. The two tests are
equivalent. A one-tail test for a single null hypothesis must be tested via a t-test. The F-test
must be used to test a joint null hypothesis.

The F-test forajoint null hypothesis is based on acomparison ofthe sum ofsquared errors
from the original, unrestricted multiple regression model with the sum of squared errors from
a regression model in which the null hypothesis is assumed to be true. To illustrate what is
meant by an unrestricted multiple regression model and a model that is restricted by the null
hypothesis, consider the Big Andy's Burger Barn example where sales (,S) are a function of a
price index of all products sold (P) and expenditure on advertising (A)

si : Fr -t gzPi -t gtAi -t ei (6 .1  )

Suppose that we wish to test the hypothesis that changes in price have no effect on sales
revenue against the alternative that changes in price do have an effect. The null and
alternative hypotheses arc H0: 9z : 0 and.F11: 9z *0. The restricted model, which assumes
the null hypothesis is true. is

Si : Br t }tAi -t ei 16.2 t

Setting Fz : 0 in the unrestricted model in (6.1) means that the price variable P; does not
appear in the restricted model in (6.2).

When estimating a model where a null hypothesis is assumed to be true, we place
conditions, or constraints, on the values that the parameters can take. Instead of finding least
squares estimates that minimize the sum of squared errors, we find estimates that minimize
the sum of squared errors subject to parameter constralnrs. The imposition of the parameter
constraints means the sum of squared errors will increase; a constrained minimum is
larger than an unconstrained minimum. Thus, the sum of squared errors from (6.2) will be
larger than that from (6.1). The idea of the F-test is that if these sums of squared errors are
substantially different, then the assumption that the null hypothesis is true has significantll
reduced the ability of the model to fit the data, and thus the data do not support the null
hypothesis. Conversely, if the null hypothesis is true, we expect that the data are compatible
with the conditions placed on the parameters. Thus, we expect little change in the sum of
squared errors when the null hypothesis is true.

The sum of squared errors in a model that assumes a null hypothesis is true is called the
restricted sum of squared errors or SSEa; the subscript R indicates that the parameters
have been restricted or constrained. To make a clear distinction between the restricted sum
of squared errors and the sum of squared errors from the original, unrestricted model, the
sum of squared errors from the original model is called the unrestricted sum ofsquared
errors or SSE6'. It is aiu'a_r's true that SSEa - SSEy > 0. The null hypothesis can be a single
null hypothesis or a joint null hypothesis. Let "/ be the number of restrictions in the null
hypothesis. For example, for testing the null hypothesis that led to the restricted model in
(6.2), J: 1. The general F-statistic is given by

F _
(s.sER - ssBu)ll

(6.3)

.F-distribution with
of freedom. Some

ssEu l(N - K)

If the null hypothesis
J numerator degrees

is true, then the statistic F has what is called an
of freedom and N - K denominator desrees
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Itails about this distribution are given in Appendix B.5.4, with its typical shape illustrated
r Figure 8.8; the reason why the expression in (6.3) has an F-distribution is given in an
rrrrendix to this chapter, Appendix 6A. If the null hypothesis is not true, then the difference
=t*een SSE6andSSEybecomes large, implying that the constraintsplaced onthe model by
= null hypothesis have a large effect on the ability of the model to fit the data. A large value
r.r SSE4 - SSEy means the value of Ftends tobe large. Thus, we rejectthe null hypothesis
r '.ite value of the F-test statistic becomes too large. What is too large is decided by
:..mparing the value of Fto a critical value F,, which leaves a probability a in the upper tail
:t :he F-distribution with ./ and N - K degrees of freedom. Tables of critical values for
r , 0.01 and ct : 0.05 are provided in Tables 4 and 5 at the end of the book. The rejection
r:::on where F ) F, is illustrated in Figure B.8.

L-sing the hypothesis testing steps introduced in Chapter 3, the F-test procedure for
r-::ns whether price should be excluded from the sales equation is as follows:

. Specify the null and alternative hypotheses: Hs:$2:0 and H1:$210.
i Specify the test statistic and its distribution if the null hypothesis is true: Having

one restriction in lle means./: l. Also, recall that N: 75, so the distribution of the
F-test statistic when I1e is true is

F _
(,ssER - ssEu) 11- Fg.tz1ssBu lQs - 3)

Set a and determine the rejection region: Using cr : 0.05, the critical value from the
Flr,zzy-distribution is F, : F1o.es,t,tz) :3.97. Thus, Ilo is rejected lf F > 3.9'1 .
Alternatively, FIs is rejected if p-value < 0.05.
Calculate the sample value of the test statistic and, if desired, the p-value: For
the unrestricted and restricted models in equations (6.1) and (6.2), respectively,
we find

SSEu : 1718.943, S,SER : 2961.827

Imposing the null hypothesis Ho:92:0 on the model has increased the sum of
squared errors from 1718.943 to 2961 .827 . The value of the F-test statistic is

F :
(ssER - ssEu)lJ (2e6r.827 - r7 r8.e43) I 1:52 .06
ssEu/(N - K) r7r8.e43 /(7s - 3)

Thep-value for the test is p : f lFlr,tz) > 52.06] : 0.0000, correct to four decimal
places.

' State your conclusion: Since F:52.06)F,, we reject the null hypothesis and
conclude that price does have a significant effect on sales revenue. Alternatively, we
reject I1e because p : 0.0000 < 0.05.

: .- might ask where the value F, : F1g.9s,r,tz) : 3.97 came from. The F critical values in
liries 4 and 5 at the end of the book are reported for only a limited number of degrees of
::rdom. However, exact critical values like the one for this problem can be obtained for any
:,-nber of degrees of freedom using your statistical software.
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6.1.1 THs RErATroNSHrp BsrvGsN /- AND F-Tpsrs

Do you remember that we used a /-test to test I/s : 9z : 0 against Hr:92l0 in Chapter :
Why are we now using an F-test? What is the relationship between the t- and F-te:t.
When testing a single "equality" null hypothesis (a single restriction) against a "not equ-
to" alternative hypothesis, either a /-test or an F-test can be used and the test outcomes \\
be identical. The reason for this correspondence is an exact relationship between the /- a:
F-distributions. The square of a /-random variable with m degrees of freedom is -
F-random variable with one degree offreedom in the numerator and mdegrees offreed' '
in the denominator. It has distribution Fg,^1.When using a /-test for .F1s : Fz : 0 a_sai: .

Hr :92 10, we found that / : -1.215 and t, : 1.993. The F-value that we calculatec
F :52.06: t2 : (-7.215D2 and the corresponding crit ical value is Fc:3,97 : r-
(1 .9%)2. Because of this exact relationship, thep-values for the two tests are identi.-
meaning that we will always reach the same conclusion whichever approach we take

There is no equivalence when using a one-tail t-test since the F-test is not appropr:.
when the alternative is an inequality such as ">" or "<". The equivalence between t-rr.-
and F-tests also does not carry over when a null hypothesis consists ofmore than a sin:
restriction. Under these circumstances, where ./ > 2, the /-test cannot be used, but an F-te.:
available. Examples of F-tests where "/ ) 2 are given in the next two sections of this chap:.

We can summarize the elements of an F-test as follows:

L The null hypothesis F10 consists of one or more equality restrictions. The nun:-,
of restrictions is denoted by -/. When "/: 1, the null hypothesis is called a sir.-
null hypothesis. When J > 2, lt is called a joint null hypothesis. The null hr:'
thesis may not include any "greater than or equal to" or "less than or equal :
hypotheses.
The alternative hypothesis states that one or more of the equalities in the :
hypothesis is not true. The alternative hypothesis may not include any "greater th-'
or "less than" options.
The test statistic is the F-statistic in (6.3).

If the null hypothesis is true, F has the F-distribution with "I numerator degrec.
freedom and N - K denominator degrees of freedom. The null hypothesis is r2.1,
if F > F,, where F. : F1t-o,.r,ru-r; is the critical value that leaves cr percent (r:
probability in the upper tail of the F-distribution.
When testing a single equality null hypothesis it is perfectly correct to use eithe : '
t- or F-test procedure. They are equivalent. In practice. it is customary to test .:: -
restrictions using a 1-test. The F-test is usually reserved forjoint hypotheses.

2.

a
J .

A
t .

6.2 Testing the Significance of the Model

An important application of the F-test is for what is called testing the overall significan..
amodel. In Section 5.5.l, we tested whetherthe dependent variabley is related to aparti. -
explanatory variable -rr using a /-test. In this section we extend this idea to a joint test ():
relevance of all the included explanatory variables. Consider again the general mul:.:
regression model with K - 1 explanatory variables and K unknown coefficients

) i  :  9r  *  x iz9z*x i :B:  + " '  +  x ix9x - f  e i

5 .
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lr examine whether we have a viable explanatory model, we set up the following null and
r:ernative hypotheses

H o : 9 2 : 0 , 9 :  -  0 , . . . , 9 r  : 0

H 1 : At least one of the B1 is nonzero for k : 2, 3, . . ., K
(6.5)

l:e null hypothesis is ajoint one because it has K - 1 components. It states as a conjecture
-t each and every one of the parameters 81, other than the intercept parameter B1, is zero.
-: ihis null hypothesis is true, none of the explanatory variables influence y, and thus our
-.rlel is of little or no value. If the alternative hypothesis ̂F1q is true, then at least one of the
:u-ameters is notzero, and thus one or more of the explanatory variables should be included
:-- :he model. The alternative hypothesis does not indicate, however, which variables those
::Eht be. Since we are testing whether or not we have a viable explanatory model, the test
''r t6.5) is sometimes referred to as a test of the overall significance of the regression
ndel. Given the l-distribution can only be used to test a single null hypothesis, we use the
' :i'st for testing the joint null hypothesis in (6.5). The unrestricted model is that given in

"-;ration (6.4). The restricted model, obtained assuming the null hypothesis is true, is

\ : B t * e ; (6.6)

l:e least squares estimator of B 1 in this restricted model is bi : }Lry t I N : y, which is the
.:-:rple mean of the observations on the dependent variable. The restricted sum of squared
:-..rs from the hypothesis (6.5) is

,  * r 2- D r )  : : SSZ

' :i'tis one case, in which we are testing the null hypothesis that all the model parameters
ir. zero except the intercept, the restricted sum ofsquared errors is the total sum ofsquares
'r-ft from the original unconsffained model. The unrestricted sum of squared errors is,

i. :'efore, the sum of squared errors from the unconstrained model. That is, SSEy : 559.
l:c number of restrictions is .I : K - |. Thus, to test the overall significance of a model,
---r- F-test statistic can be modified and written as

F :
(ssz-ssE)/( I ( -  l ) (6.7)ssE/(N - 1()

--:c calculated value of this test statistic is compared to a critical value from the
' r r..v-,<)-distribution. It is used to test the overall significance of a regression model.
::-: outcome of the test is of fundamental importance when carrying out a regression
r-- -lr sis, and it is usually automatically reported by computer software as the "F-value".

To illustrate, we test the overall significance of the regression used to explain Big
r--J)'s sales revenue. We want to test whether the coefficients of price and of advertising
:r:enditure are both zero, against the alternative that at least one ofthese coefficients is not
-::o. Recalling that the model is Si : 9r -t 9zPi * B:Ai + ei,the hypothesis testing steps
r: as follows:

We want to test

Hs :$2  :  Q ,  F l  :  0

against the alternative

Hr:9zl  0orB3 f  0,  or both are nonzero

N ^

Z,(ti -l)'
N

SSE4 : 21r'
i : l
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2 .

4 .

If F1o is true F : (ssr -ssE) / (3-1)
-  F , r  r r r .ssE/(7s - 3)

U sing a 5 Vo signifi cance level, we fi nd the critical value for the F-stati stic with (2,7 2)
degrees of freedom is ft : 3.12. Thus, we reject H0 if F > 3.12.
From Section 5.6, we have S,SZ: 3115.485 and SSE :1718.943, which give an
F-value of

F -
(ssr-ssE)/(I(-  r)

ssE/(N - rK)
(31rs .48s - r7 18 .943) 12 : 29 .2sr7r8.e43lQs -3)

Also, p-value : PIF > 29.251 : 0.0000, correct to four decimal places.
5. Since29.25>3.I2,wereject 116 andconcludethattheestimatedrelationshipisa

significant one. A similar conclusion is reached using the p-value. We conclude
that price or advertising expenditure or both have an influence on sales. Note that
this conclusion is consistent with conclusions reached using separate /-tests for
testing the significance of price and the significance of advertising expenditure in
Sec t i on  5 .1 .1 .

Go back and check the output from your computer software. Can you find the F-value 29 .25
and the corresponding p-value of 0.0000 that form part of the routine output?

6,3 nn Extended Model

So far in Chapters 5 and 6 we have hypothesized that Big Andy's sales revenue is explained
by product price and advertising expenditures,

s : g r  * g z P _ l g z A _ l e (6.8)

One aspect of this model that is worth questioning is whetherthelinearrelationshipbetween
revenue, price, and advertising expenditure is a good approximation to reality. Having a
linear model implies that increasing advertising expenditure will continue to increase sales
revenue at the same rate irrespective ofthe existing levels ofsales revenue and advertising
expenditure. That is, the coefficient B3, which measures the response ofE(S) to a change in
A, is constant; it does not depend on the level ofA. In reality, as the level of advertising
expenditure increases, we would expect diminishing returns to set in. An extra $100 spent on
advertising is likely to have a bigger marginal impact on sales when the level of advertising
is, say, $600, than when it is $1600.

To illustrate what is meant by diminishing returns consider the relationship between sales
and advertising (assuming a fixed price) graphed in Figure 6. I . The figure shows the effect
on sales of an increase of $200 in advertising expenditure when the original level of
advertising is (a) $600 and (b) $ 1 600. Note that the units in the graph are thousands ofdollars
and so these points appear as 0.6 and 1.6. At the smaller level of advertising, sales increase
from $72,400 to $74,000, whereas at the higher level of advertising the increase is a much
smaller one, from $78,500 to $79,000. The linear model in (6.8) with the constant slope B3
will not capture these kinds of diminishing returns. What is required is a model where the
slope changes as the level ofA increases. One such model with this characteristic is obtained
by including the squared value of advertising 42 as another explanatory variable, making the
new model

s : g r  I g z P * F : A * g q A z + e (6.e)
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ADVERT
rrcunn 6.7 A model where sales exhibits diminishing returns to advertising expenditure.

Adding the term BaA2 to our original specification yields a model in which the response
of expected revenue to a change in advertising expenditure depends on the level of adver-
tising. Specifically, using a little calculus, it can be shown that the response of E(S) to a
chanse in A is

aE(s)
AA (Ptt"ta constant)

_ aE(s)
AA

: 9 2  - t 2 9 q A (6.10)

To find the expected signs for B3 and B4, note that we expect the response of sales revenue to
a change in advertising to be positive whenA :0. That is, we expect F: > 0. Also, to achieve
diminishing returns the response must decline as A increases. That is, we expect 9+ < 0.

Having proposed an extended model that might be more realistic, our next step is to
estimate it. For estimation purposes the squared value of advertising is 'Just another
rariable." That is, we can write (6.9) as

rr'here

Yi : 9t * 1zxiz l9zxit * Fqxi+ I et

/i : Si, xiz: Pr, xrz : At, xic : A?

The least squares estimates, using the data in the file andy.dat, are

Si : 109.72 - 7 .640P i + l2.l51Ai - 2.7 68A7
('")  (6.80) (1.046) (3.s56) (0.e41)

( 6 . 1 l )

What can we say about the addition of A" to the equation? Its coefficient has the expected
negative sign and is significantly different from zero at a 5Vo significance level. Moreover. the
coefficient of A has retained its positive sign and continues to be significant. Allowing for
diminishing returns to advertising expenditure has improved our model both statistically and
in terms of meeting our expectations about how sales will respond to changes in advertising.
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6.4 Testing Some Economic Hypotheses

As well as being more realistic, the extended model of the previous section provides
a vehicle for testing some interesting economic hypotheses, illustrating the use of l- and
F-tests in economic analysis. The first hypothesis relates to the significance of advertising.

6.4.I THs SrcNrprcANcE or ApvrnrrsrNc

ln the context of our extended model.

si : Br -t lzPi * p:Ai * \qAi -t ei (6.r2)

how do we test whether advertising has an effect upon sales revenue? If either B3 or
Ba is not zero, then advertising has an effect on revenue. Based on two separate one-tail
t-tests we can conclude, in turn, that B3 is not zero and Ba is not zero, and in both cases
they are of the correct sign. But the question we are now asking involves testing both
B3 and Ba at the same time. A joint test is appropriate. The joint test uses the F-statistic
in (6.3) to test Ho:9s : 0, Fo : 0. We wil l compare the unrestricted model in (6.12)
to the restricted model, which assumes the null hypothesis is true. The restricted
model is

S i : 9 r * l z P t * e i

The steps for carrying out the test are as follows:

(6.1 3)

l . The joint null hypothesis is 11e:9: : 0, 9+ : 0. The alternative hypothesis is
h:92 l0 or Ba l0 or both are nonzero.
The test statistic and its distribution if the null hypothesis is true are

F :
(ssER - ssEu) 12- FpllssEu /(7s - 4)

5 .

Selecting a5Vo significance level, we find that the critical value is F, : Fp.ss,z,tt1 :
3.126, giving a rejection region of F > 3.126.
The sum of squared errors from (6.12) is S^tEu: 1532.084; the sum of squared
errors from (6.13) is SSEa : 1896.391, leading to a value for the test statistic of F :
8.44. The corresponding p-value is P [F1z.zr; >8.44]: 0.0005.
Since F :8.44> F, - 3.126, we reject the null hypothesis that both 9: : 0 and
9+:0 and conclude that at least one ofthem is not zero. Advertising does have a
significant effect upon sales revenue. The same conclusion is reached by noting that
p -va lue :0 .0005<0 .05 .

6.4.2 Tnr Oprrruar Lpvsr or AovsRTrsrNc

Economic theory tells us that we should undertake all those actions for which the marginal
benefit is greater than the marginal cost. This optimizing principle applies to Big Andy's
Burger Barn as it attempts to choose the optimal level of advertising expenditure.
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From (6.10) the marginal benefit from another unit ofadvertising is the increase in expected
sales revenue:

Ag9 : Fz -t zfr+A
AA 1en.ta constant)

The marginal cost of another unit of advertising is the cost of the advertising plus the cost of
preparing the additional products sold due to effective advertising. If we ignore the latter
costs, advertising expenditures should be increased to the point where the marginal benefit
tiom $1 of advertising falls to $1, or where I

9 z * 2 9 q A o : 1

* ith A, denoting the optimal level of advertising. Using the least squares estimates for B3
and Ba in (6.11) we can estimate Aofrom

12.1512 + 2x (-2.76796)A, : I

Solving, we obtain Ao :2.Il4,implying the optimal monthly advertising expenditure is
s1014.

Big Andy has been spending $1900 per month on advertising. He wants to know whether
:his amount could be optimal. Does the information from the estimated equation.provide
.ufficient evidence to reject a hypothesis that $1900 per month is optimal? The null and
rlternative hypotheses for this test are

F /s :B3 *  2x$ax1.9 :  l ,  1 / r :9 :  - |  2xBax l .9 t ' l

\fter carrying out the multiplication, these hypotheses can be written as

F 1 3 : B 3  * 3 . 8 8 4  :  1 ,  H t : 9 2  1 3 . 8 9 4 + l

This hypothesis can be tested using either a /-test or an F-test. The /-test statistic

(bz 1- 3.8bq) - |
t :  

, ; 2u  +3 '8ba )

ras a /1711-distribution if the null hypothesis is true. The tricky part of this test is chlculating
:he denominator of the /-statistic. Using the property of variance given in (B.21) of
\ppendix B.4.3,

,;@, +3.8b^): uil@J r 3.82x "*@; +2x3.8x;ov@;74)
: 12.6463 f 3.8',x0.884774 - 2x3.8x3.288746

:0.421967

The estimated variances and covariance are provided by your statistical software. The
:alculated value of the r-statistic is

1.6330 - 1 0.633| : : :  "  : 0 . 9 6 7 6
,/0.+ZlS0l 0.65419
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The critical value for this two-tailed test comes from the /1711-distribution. At the a : 0.05
level of significance t,: 1.994. Thus, becaus e -1.994 <0.9676 < l.994, we cannot reject
the null hypothesis that the optimal level of advertising is $1900 per month. There is
insufficient evidence to suggest Andy should change his advertising strategy.

Alternatively, using an F-test, the test statistic is

F _
(ssER - ssEu)lJ
ssEu/(N - K)

where" / :  l ,N:75,andK:4.Thesumof squarederrorsf romthefu l lunrestr ic tedmodel
in(6.12)isSSEu: l532.084.Somealgebraisrequiredtoobtaintherestrictedmodelthatis
neededtoobta inavalueforSSEa.Whenl lo is t rue,B3:1-3.89+andtherestr ic tedmodel
becomes

Si : 9r 'r FzPi+ (l - 3'884)Ai * 9a,,4? -r ei

Collecting terms and rearranging this equation to put it in a form convenient for estimation
yields

(Si - Ai) : 9r * gzPi -r 9067 - 3.8Ai) + ei

Estimating this model by least squares with dependent variable )i : Si - A; and explana-
tory variableS riz : P; and xiz: A? - 3.8Ai yields the restricted sum of squared errors
SSER : 1552.286. The calculated value of the F-statistic is

F -
(rss2.286 - rs32.084) / | :0.9362

rs32.084171

The value F : 0.9362 is equal to t2 : (0.9676)2,obeying the relationship between /- and ̂ F-
random variables that we mentioned previously. The critical value F, comes from the
F1r,zr;-distribution. For ct : 0.05 the crit ical value is F,:3.976 - 4 :0.99q2.

Given that F : 0.9362 .--F, :3.976, using the F-test yields the same result as using the
t-test. If the test is done on the basis of its p-value, we find

p-value :  r lFs, tg>0.%62] :  P l t l t j>0.9616) + Pl t1tg< -0.96761:0.3365

The result 0.3365 > 0.05 leads us to conclude that Andy's advertising strategy is com-
patible with rhe data.

You may have noticed that our description of this test has deviated slightly from the step-
by-step hypothesis testing format introduced in Chapter 3 and used so far in the book. The
same ingredients were there but their arrangement varied. From now on we will be less
formal about following these steps. By being less formal we can expose you to the type of
discussion you will find in research reports. Please remember, however, that the steps were
introduced for a purpose: To teach you good habits. Following the steps ensures you include
a description ofall the relevant components ofthe test and that you think about the steps in
the correct order. It is not correct, for example, to decide on the hypotheses or the rejection
region after you observe the value of the statistic.

6.4.2a A One-Tail Test with More than One Parameter
Suppose that, instead of wanting to test whether the data supports the conjecture th at A : 1.9
is optimal, Big Andy wants to test whether the optimal value ofA is greater than 1.9. If he has
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been spending $ 1900 per month on advertising, and he does not want to increase this amount
unless there is convincing evidence that the optimal amount is greater than $ 1900, he will set
up the hypotheses

F1o :9: * 3.8Ba < 1, I/r : 9: * 3.894 > 1

In this case we obtain the same calculated /-value of t :0.9676, but the rejection region
for a57o significance level is different. For the two-tail test the a : 0.05 rejection region
was: Reject Hg if t > 1.994 or t < -l .994. In this case, for the one-tail test, it is: Reject
Hs if t>1.661 . Because 0.9676<1.667, we do not reject 11s. There is not enough
evidence in the data to suggest the optimal level of advertising expenditure is greater
than $1900.

Because the F-distribution is not well suited for performing one-tail tests of this type, we
restrict ourselves to the /-distribution when considering alternative hypotheses that have
inequality signs like "<" or ">".

6.4.3 LIsrNc Conpurpn Soprrvanp

While it is possible and instructive to compute an F-value by using the restricted and
unrestricted sums of squares, it is often more convenient to use the power of modern
statistical software. Most statistical software packages have commands that will automati-
cally compute t- and F-values and their corresponding p-values when provided with a null
hypothesis. You should check your software. Can you work out how to get it to test null
hypotheses like those we constructed? These tests belong to a class of tests called "Wald
tests." Your software might refer to them in this way. Can you reproduce the answers we got
for Big Andy's tests?

We conclude this section with a joint test of two of Big Andy's conjectures. In addition to
proposing that the optimal level of monthly advertising expenditure is $1900, Big Andy is
planning staffing and purchasing of inputs on the assumption that a price of P : $6 and
advertising expenditure ofA : 1.9 will, on average, yield sales revenue of $80,000. That is,
in the context of our model

E(S) : 9r * FzP -l}tA + 9+Az
: B r  * 6 9 z * 1 . 9 9 : +  1 . 9 ' 9 0
: 8 0

Is this conjecture about sales, and the conjecture about optimal advertising, compatible with
the evidence contained in the sample of data? We formulate the joint null hypothesis

F / s : B 3 * 3 ' 8 9 4  :  I  a n d  9 r  * 6 B r +  1 . 9 8 3 * 3 . 6 1 B 4  :  3 6

The alternative is that at least one of these restrictions is not true. Because there are
"/: 2 restrictions to test jointly, we use an F-test. Constructing the restricted model requires
substituting both of these restrictions into our extended model, which is left as an exercise.
Using instead computer output obtained by supplying the two hypotheses directly to the
software, we obtain a computed value for the F-statistic of 5.74 and a correspondingp-value
of 0.0049. At a sEo significance level, the joint null hypothesis is rejected. As an exercise,
use the least squares estimates to predict sales revenue for P : 6 andA: I .9. Has Andy been
too optimistic or too pessimistic about the level of sales?
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6,5 T}ne tlse of Nonsample Inforrnation

In many estimation problems we have information over and above the information con-
tained in the sample observations. This nonsample information may come from many
places, such as economic principles or experience. When it is available it seems intuitive that
we should find a way to use it. If the nonsample information is correct, and if we combine it
with the sample information, the precision with which we can estimate the parameters is
improved.

To illustrate how we might go about combining sample and nonsample information,
consider a model designed to explain the demand for beer. From the theory of consumer
choice in microeconomics, we know that the demand for a good will depend on the price of
that good, on the prices of other goods, particularly substitutes and complements, and on
income. In the case of beer, it is reasonable to relate the quantity demanded (Q) to the price of
beer (PB), the price of liquor (PL), the price of all other remaining goods and services (PR),
and income (I). To estimate this demand relationship we need a further assumption about the
functional form. Using "ln" to denote the natural logarithm, we assume, for this case, that
the log-log functional form is appropriate

rn(Q) : Br * Bz ln(PB) + p3 ln(pz) + Ba ln(pR) + Fs ln(/) (6.r4)

This model is a convenient one because it precludes infeasible negative prices, quantities, and
income, and because the coefficients 92, 9:, 9+, and B5 are elasticities. See Appendix A.4.4.

A relevant piece of nonsample information can be derived by noting that, if all prices
and income go up by the same proportion, we would expect there to be no change in
quantity demanded. For example, a doubling of all prices and income should not change
the quantity of beer consumed. This assumption is that economic agents do not suffer from
"money illusion." Let us impose this assumption on our demand model and see what
happens. Having all prices and income change by the same proportion is equivalent to
multiplying each price and income by a constant. Denoting this constant by \, and
multiplying each of the variables in (6.14) by \ yields

I"(Q) : Fr * pzln(\PB) + g:rn(r,pr) + B4rn(Xrn) + B5rnlXr;
: 9r * B2ln(PB)+ B3ln(Pr)+ B4ln(PR) + B51n(1)

+ (92+B :+Bo+9s ) l n ( I )
(6.1s)

Comparing (6.14) with (6.15) shows that multiplying each price and income by ). will give a
change in ln(O) equal to (92 + B3 * F+ f 9s) ln(f). Thus, for there to be no change in ln(O)
when all prices and income go up by the same proportion, it must be true that

Bz *P3*9++F : :0 (6.16)

Thus, we can say something about how quantity demanded should not change when prices
and income change by the same proportion, and this information can be written in terms of
a specific restriction on the parameters of the demand model. We call such a restriction
nonsample information. If we believe that this nonsample information makes sense, and
hence that the parameter restriction in (6.16) holds, then it seems desirable to be able to
obtain estimates that obey this restriction.

To obtain estimates that obey (6.16), we begin with the multiple regression model
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Sample mean
Vedian
Maximum
\{inimum
Std. Dev.

56 .11
54.90
81.70
M.30
7.8574

3.08
3 . 1 1
4.07
1.78
0.6422

8.37
8.39
9.52
6.95
0.7696

1.25
1 . 1 8
| .73
0.67
0.2983

32.602
32.457
-11,593
25,088

4 \4)

and a sample of data consisting of 30 years of annual data on beer consumption collected
trom a randomly selected household. These data are stored in the file beerdat. Because the
data are time-series rather than cross-sectional data, a subscript t (instead ofl) has been used
to denote the rth observation. Summary statistics for the data appear in Table 6.1.

To introduce the nonsample information, we solve the parameter restriction 9u + F: *
9.r -1_ Bs : 0 for one of the B1's. Which one is not important mathematically, but for reasons
explained below we solve for Ba

Fq:  -Fz -  F:  -  9s

Substituting this expression into the original model in (6.17) gives

ln(Q,) : Fr * Bzln(PB,) * B3 ln(PZ') + (-9, - F: - B5)ln(PR') * Fs ln(Ir) + er

: gr * Bz [m(rr,; - ln(pR,)] + Br [n(Pt,) - ln(PR1)]
+gr [m(r,) - ln(PR,)] + e1

:F r l e t (6.18)

We have used the parameter restriction to eliminate the parameter Ba and in so doing, and
using the properties of logarithms, we have constructed the new variables ln(PB,lPR,),
ln(PL,lPR), andln(I,lPR ). The last line in (6.18) is our restricted model. To get least
iquares estimates that satisfy the parameter restriction, called restricted least squares
estimates, we apply the least squares estimation procedure directly to the restricted model in
r6. l8). The estimated equation is

fi,D : _-4.7s8_ t.2es4'"(#) +0.r868'"(#) +0.e4s8'"(ul) (6.re)
(s") (0.166) (0.284) (0.427)

Let the restricted least squares estimates in (6. l9) be denoted by b\, bi, b\, and b!. To obtain
an estimate for pa we use the restriction

bi :  -b\ -  b \  -  b t :  -e l .2994) -  0 .1868 -  0.9458 :  0 .1668

By using the restriction within the model we have ensured that the estimates obey the
constraint, so that b; + b; + b; + b! : O. While it is always possible to obtain restricted
estimates by substituting the constraints into the model, it may become messy if there are a

* s,,"G+) * u,'"(#) + e, h(#)
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number of restrictions or if the restrictions involve several parameters. Some software
packages have commands that automatically compute the restricted least squares estimates
when provided with the constraints. You should check out the commands available in your
software.

What are the properties of this restricted least squares estimation procedure? First, the
restricted least squares estimatoris biased, E(bD + $p, unless the constraints we impose are
exactly true. This result makes an important point about econometrics. A good economist
will obtain more reliable parameter estimates than a poor one, because a good economist
will introduce better nonsample information. This is true at the time of model specification
and later, when constraints might be applied to the model. Nonsample information is not
restricted to constraints on the parameters; it is also used for model specification. Good
economic theory is a very important ingredient in empirical research.

The second property of the restricted least squares estimator is that its variance is smaller
than the variance of the least squares estimator, whether the constroints imposed are true or
not. By combining nonsample information with the sample information we reduce the
variation in the estimation procedure caused by random sampling. This reduction in
variance obtained by imposing restrictions on the parameters is not at odds with the
Gauss-Markov theorem. The Gauss-Markov result that the least squares estimator is the
best linear unbiased estimator applies to linear and unbiased estimators that use data alone,
and no constraints on the parameters. Including additional information with the data gives
the added reward of a reduced variance. If the additional nonsample information is correct.
we are unambiguously better off; the restricted least squares estimator is unbiased and has
lower variance. If the additional nonsample information is incorrect, the reduced variance
comes at the cost of biasedness. This bias can be a big price to pay if it leads to estimates
substantially different from their corresponding true parameter values. Evidence on whether
or not a restriction is true can be obtained by testing the restriction along the lines of the
previous section. In the case of this particular demand example, the test is left as an exercise.

6.6 Model Specification

In what has been covered so far, we have generally taken the role of the model as given.
Questions have been of the following type: Given a particular regression model, what is the
best way to estimate its parameters? Given a particular model, how do we test hypotheses
about the parameters of that model? How do we construct interval estimates for the
parameters of a model? What are the properties of estimators in a given model? Given that
all these questions require knowledge of the model, it is natural to ask where the model
comes from. In any econometric investigation, choice of the model is one of the first steps. In
this section we focus on the following questions: What are the important considerations
when choosing a model? What are the consequences of choosing the wrong model? Are
there ways of assessing whether a model is adequate?

Three essential features of model choice are ( 1 ) choice of functional form, (2) choice of
explanatory variables (regressors) to be included in the model, and (3) whether the multiple
regression model assumptions MRI-MR6, listed in Chapter 5, hold. Later chapters on
heteroskedasticity, autocorrelation, and random regressors deal with violations of the
assumptions. For choice of functional form and regressors, economic principles and logical
reasoning play a prominent and vital role. We need to ask: What variables are likely to
influence the dependent variabley? How is y likely to respond when these variables change?
At a constant rate? At a decreasing rate? Is it reasonable to assume constant elasticities over
the whole range of the data? The answers to these questions have a bearing on regressor
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choice and choice of a suitable functional form. Alternative functional forms were
considered in Appendix A and Sections 2.3.4, 4.3, and 4.4; fiirther issues in relation to
tunctional form are addressed in Chapter 7. We turn now to consider the consequences of
choosing the wrong set of regressors and some questions about regressor choice.

6.6.1 OurrrEr Venranrns

It is possible that a chosen model may have important variables omitted. Our economic
principles may have overlooked a variable, or lack of data may lead us to drop a variable even
rvhen it is prescribed by economic theory. To introduce the omitted-variable problem, we
consider a sample of married couples where both husbands and wives work. This sample was
used by labor economist Tom Mroz in a classic paper on female labor force participation. The
r ariables from this sample that we use in our illustration are stored in the file edu_inc.dat.The
dependent variable is annual family income FAMINC defined as the combined income of
husband and wife. We are interested in the impact of level of education, both the husband's
education and the wife's education, on family income. Summary statistics for the data appear in
fable 6.2 with HEDU and WEDU denoting years of education for the husband and wife,
respectively. We define the other variables as they are introduced. The estimated relationship is

FAfriNC, : -5534 + 3r3zHEDUi * 4523wED,i
( '") (11230) (803) (1066)

(p-value) (0.622) (0.000) (0.000)
(6.20)

\\'e estimate that an additional year of education for the husband will increase annual income
by $3132, and an additional year of education for the wife will increase income by $4523.

What happens if we now incorrectly omit wife's education from the equation? Then, the
estimated equation becomes

FAMINCi : -26191 + 5155 HEDUi
('") (8s41) (6s8)

(p-value) (0.002) (0.000)
(6.2r)

TabIe 6.2 Sumrnary Statistics for Data Used for Farnily Incorne Exarnple

FAMINC HEDU WEDU KL6 X5 X6

Sample mean
\ledian
\laximum
\linimum
Std. Dev.

9r2r3
83013

344t46
9072

44147

12.61
I 2
l7
4
3.035

t2.65
t2
t 7
5
2.285

0.14 12.57 25.13
0 12.60 24.91
2 20.82 37.68
0 2.26 9.37
0.392 3.427 5.052

Correlation matrix

F.4MINC
HEDU
IT'EDU
KL6
.{5

\6

1.000
0.355
0.362

-0.072
0.290
0.351

1.000
0.594
0.105
0.836
0.821

1.000
0.129
0 .518
0.-/99

1.000
0.149
0.160

1.000
0.900 1.000
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Relative to (6.20), omitting WEDU leads us to overstate the effect of an extra year of
education for the husband by about $2000. This change in the magnitude of a coefficient is
typical of the effect of incorrectly omitting a relevant variable. Omission of a relevant
variable (defined as one whose coefficient is nonzero) leads to an estimator that is biased.
Naturally enough, this bias is known as omitted-variable bias. To give a general expression
for this bias for the case where one explanatory variable is omitted from a model with two
explanatory variables, we write the underlying model for (6.20) as

yi : 9t l9zxiz * Fzxiz * e, (6.22)

where y; : FAMINCi, xiz: HEDUi, and x;3 : WEDUi. Omitting x3 from the equation is
equivalent to imposing the restriction 9s : 0. It can be viewed as an example of imposing an
incorrect constraint on the parameters. As discussed in the previous section, the implications
of an incorrect constraint are biased coefficient estimates, but a reduced variance. Let b)be
the least squares estimator for B2 whenx3 is omitted from the equation. In an appendix to this
chapter, Appendix 6B, we show that

b i a s ( b i )  :  E ( b ; ) -  9 z : 9 r $ r 3 )
varlx2)

(6.23)

Knowing the sign of B3 and the sign of the covariance between x2 and x3 tells us the direction
of the bias. Also, while omitting a variable from the regression usually biases the least squares
estimator, if the sample covariance (or sample correlation) between x2 and the omitted
variable-r3 is zero, then the least squares estimator in the misspecified model is still unbiased.

Analyzing (6.23) in the context of our example, first note that B3 ) 0 because husband's
education has a positive effect on family income. Also, from Table 6.2, *r<E,"J>O
because husband's and wife's levels of education are positively correlated. Thus, the bias
exhibited in (6.21) is positive. There are, ofcourse, other variables that could be included in
(6.20) as explanators of family income. In the following equation we include KL6, the
number of children less than 6 years old. The larger the number of young children, the fewer
the number of hours likely to be worked and hence a lower family income would be
expected.

FAMINCT : -7755 + 32Il HEDUi + 4777 WEDUi - l43ll KL6i
( ' " )  (11163) (7ei )  (1061) (s004) (6.24)

(p-value) (0.488) (0.000) (0.000) (0.004)

We estimate that a child under 6 reduces family income by $14,31l. Notice that, compared
to (6.20), the coeffi cient estimates for H E D U and W ED U hav e not changed a great deal. This
outcome occurs because KL6 is not highly correlated with the education variables. From a
general modeling perspective, it means that useful results can still be obtained when a
relevant variable is omitted if that variable is uncorrelated with the included variables, and
our interest is on the coefficients of the included variables. Such instances can arise. for
example, if data are not available for the relevant omitted variable.

6.6.2 IRnrnvRNr VeRrRnr-rs

The consequences of omitting relevant variables may lead you to think that a good strategy is
to include as many variables as possible in your model. However, doing so will not only
complicate your model unnecessarily, it may also inflate the variances of your estimates
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because of the presence of irrelevant variables. To see the effect of irrelevant variables,
ire add two artificially generated variables Xs and X6to (6.24). These variables were
;onstructed so that they are correlated with HEDU and WEDU, but are not expected to
:nfluence family income. The resulting estimated equation is

FAMiNa, : -7159 +334OHEDUi -t 5869wEDui - l42O0KL6i i 889X;5 - t067Xio
('") (l l les) (1250) (2278) (s044) (2242) (1e82)

p-varue) (0.s00) (0.008) (0.010) (0.00s) (0.692) (O.sel)

\\'hat can we observe from these estimates? First, as expected, the coefficients of X5 and X6
:ravep-values greater than 0.05. They do indeed appear to be irrelevant variables. Also, the
.tandard errors of the coefficients estimated for all other variables have increased, with
,"-r'alues increasing correspondingly. The inclusion ofirrelevant variables has reduced the
:recision of the estimated coefficients for other variables in the equation. This result follows
Tcause, by the Gauss-Markov theorem, the least squares estimator of the correct model is
:he minimum variance linear unbiased estimator.

6.6.3 CHoosrNc rHE MoDEL

The possibilities of omitted-variable bias or inflated variances from irrelevant variables
:rean that it is important to specify an appropriate set of explanatory variables. Unfortu-
r..itely, doing so is often not an easy task. There is no one set of mechanical rules that can be
.pplied to come up with the best model. What is needed is an intelligent application of both
:reoretical knowledge and the outcomes of various statistical tests. Better choices come
,i ith experience. What is important is to recognize ways of assessing whether a model is
::asonable or not. Some points worth keeping in mind are as follows:

l . Choose variables and a functional form on the basis of vour theoretical and seneral
understanding of the relationship.
If an estimated equation has coefficients with unexpected signs, or unrealistic
magnitudes, they could be caused by a misspecification such as the omission of
an important variable.
One method for assessing whether a variable or a group of variables should be
includedinanequationistoperformsigniflcancetests.Thatis, l-tests forhypotheses
such as Hs:$3:0 or F-tests for hypotheses such as l ls:B3 - F+ :0. Failure to
reject hypotheses such as these can be an indication that the variable(s) are irrelevant.
However, it is important to remember that failure to reject a null hypothesis can also
occur if the data are not sufficiently rich to disprove the hypothesis. More will be said
about poor data in the next section. For the moment we note that, when a variable has
an insignificant coefficient, it can either be (a) discarded as an irrelevant variable or
(b) retained because the theoretical reason for its inclusion is a strong one.
The adequacy of a model can be tested using a general specification test known as
RESET. We conclude this section with a description of this test.

+.

r.6.3a The RESET Test
festing for model misspecification is a way of asking is our model adequate, or can \\'e
.nprove on it? It could be misspecified if we have omitted important variables, included
-elevant ones, chosen a wrong functional form, or have a model that violates the

-)
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assumptions of the multiple regression model. The RESET test (Regression Specification
Error Test) is designed to detect omitted variables and incorrect functional form. It proceeds
as follows.

Suppose that we have specified and estimated the regression model

Yi : 9r 1-9zxiz * 9zxiz * ei

Let (h, b2, fu) be the least squares estimates and let

j i: bt * b2x;2 * b3xg

be the predicted values of y;. Consider the following two artificial models

(6.2s)

Y; : 9t l gzxiz * 9:x;: -t ItY? + "t
yi : 9t l gzxiz I Fzxiz + YY? * VY? + ei

(6.26)

(6.27)

In (6.26) a test for misspecification is a test of Hs:11 :0 against the altemative
H t : ^Y r *0 . [ n (6 .27 ) ,  t es t i ng  Hs : " t 1 : " l z :O  aga ins t  f t : 1110  and /o r  V*0  i sa tes t
for misspecification. In the first case a /- or an F-test can be used. An F-test is required
for the second equation. Rejection of F16 implies the original model is inadequate and
can be improved. A failure to reject I1s sals the test has not been able to detect any
misspecification.

To understand the idea behind the test, note that y! and !f will be polynomial
functions of x;2 and x6. If you square and cube both sides of (6.25), you will get terms
like f,.r, x3s, xi2x3, x;2fp, and so on. Since polynomials can approximate many different
kinds of functional forms, if the original functional form is not correct the polynomial
approximation that includes !f and y? *uy significantly improve the fit of the model.
If it does, this fact will be detected through nonzero values of "),r and 12. Furthermore,
if we have omitted variables, and these variables are correlated with x;2 and rp, then
they are also likely to be correlated with terms like *,, and x!3, and so some of their
effect may be picked up by including the terms !/ and/or !f. overall, the general
philosophy of the test is: If we can significantly improve the model by artificially
including powers of the predictions of the model, then the original model must have been
inadequate.

Applying the two RESET tests in (6.26) and (6.27) to the family income equation in
(6.24) yields the following results

F16:^y1  :  Q F :5.984 p-value : 0.015
Hs :11  : " l z :O  F  :3 .123  p -va lue  :0 .045

In both cases the null hypothesis ofno misspecification is rejected at a 57o significance level.
So, although this equation was a useful one for illustrating the effect of omitted-variable
bias, it could be improved upon as a model for explaining family income. Perhaps age and
experience could be included in the model, along with whether the household is in a city or
the country. Perhaps the linear functional form is inappropriate.

Although the RESET test is often useful for picking up poorly specified models, it needs
to be kept in mind that it will not always discriminate between alternative models. For
example, if two different functional forms are being considered for a particular relationship,
it is possible for RESET to reject neither of them.
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6.7 Poor Data, Collinearity, and Insignificance

Most economic data that are used for estimating economic relationships are nonexperi-
mental. Indeed, in most cases they are simply "collected" for administrative or other
purposes. They are not the result of a planned experiment in which an experimental design is
specified for the explanatory variables. In controlled experiments the right-hand-side
variables in the model can be assigned values in such a way that their individual effects
can be identified and estimated with precision. When data are the result of an uncontrolled
experiment many of the economic variables may move together in systematic ways. Such
variables are said to be collinear, and the problem is labeled collinearity. In this case there
is no guarantee that the data will be "rich in information," nor that it will be possible to
isolate the economic relationship or parameters of interest.

As an example, consider the problem faced by the marketing executives at Big Andl's
Burger Barn when they are trying to estimate the increase in sales revenue attributable
to advertising that appears in newspapers andthe increase in sales revenue attributable to
u'oupor advertising. Suppose it has been common practice to coordinate these tu'o
advertising devices, so that at the same time advertising appears in the newspapers there
are flyers distributed containing coupons for price reductions on hamburgers. If variables
measuring the expenditures on these two forms of advertising appear on the right-hand side
of a sales revenue equation like (5.2), then the data on these variables will show a systematic,
positive relationship; intuitively, it will be difficult for such data to reveal the separate effects
!rf the two types of ads. Although it is clear that total advertising expenditure increases sales
revenue, because the two types of advertising expenditure move together, it may be difficult
io sort out their separate effects on sales revenue.

As a second example, consider a production relationship explaining output over time as a
tunction of the amounts of various quantities of inputs employed. There are certain factors of
production (inputs), such as labor and capital, that are used in relatively fixed proportions.
.\s production increases, the changing amounts of two or more such inputs reflect equi-
proportionate increases. Proportional relationships between variables are the very sort of
.\'stematic relationships that epitomize "collinearity." Any effort to measure the individual
t.rr sep&rflt! effects (marginal products) of various mixes of inputs from such data will be
Jifficult.

It is not just relationships between variables in a sample of data that make it difficult to
rsolate the separate effects of individual explanatory variables. If the values of an
:rplanatory variable do not vary or change much within a sample of data, then it is clearly
Jifficult to use that data to estimate a coefficient that describes the effect of change in that
rariable. It is hard to estimate the effect of chanse if there has been no chanse.

6.7.1 Tnr Cor.rsEeuENcES oF CoLLINEARITv

The consequences ofcollinearity and/or lack of variation depend on whether we are examin-
:ng an extreme case where estimation breaks down or a bad but not extreme case where
-:stimation can still proceed but our estimates lack precision. In Section 5.3.1, we considered
:he model

Yi : 9t l9zxiz I 9zxiz * ei

end wrote the variance of the least squares estimator for Br as
oZ

var(b2) :
1r - 'i)IL, @iz - xz)z

(6.28)
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where ry is the conelation between x2 and 4. Exact or extreme collinearity exists when 12
and x3 are perfectly correlated, in which casa r23 - 1 and var(b2) goes to infinity. Similarly, if
.{2 exhibits no variation Z(xiz - -2)2 equals zero and var(b) again goes to infinity. In this
c&se x2is collinear with the constant term. In general, whenever there are one or more exact
linear relationships among the explonatory variables, then the condition of exact colli-
nearity exists. In this case the least squares estimator is not defined. We cannot obtain
estimates of 87.'s using the least squares principle. One of our least squares assumptions
MR5, which says the values of x;1 are not exact linear functions of the other explanatory
variables, is violated.

The more usual case is where correlations between explanatory variables might be high,
but not exactly one, variation in explanatory variables may be low but not zero, or linear
dependencies between more than two explanatory variables could be high but not exact.
These circumstances do not constitute a violation of least squares assumptions. By the
Gauss-Markov theorem, the least squares estimator is still the best linear unbiased
estimator. There may be a problem, however, if the best we can do is not very good
because ofthe poor characteristics ofour data. From (6.28) we can see that when r23 is close
to I or l(xa - -2)2 is clos e to zero, the variance of b2 will be large. A large variance means a
large standard error, which means the estimate may not be significantly different from zero
and an interval estimate will be wide. The sample data have provided relatively imprecise
information about the unknown parameters. The effects of this imprecise information can be
summarized as follows.

l . When estimator standard errors are large, it is likely that the usual /-tests will lead to
the conclusion that parameter estimates are not significantly different from zero.
This outcome occurs despite possibly high R2- or F-values indicating significant
explanatory power of the model as a whole. The problem is that collinear variables do
not provide enough information to estimate their separate effects, even though
economic theory may indicate their importance in the relationship.
Estimators may be very sensitive to the addition or deletion of a few observations, or
the deletion of an apparently insignificant variable.
Despite the difficulties in isolating the effects of individual variables from such a
sample, accurate forecasts may still be possible if the nature of the collinear
relationship remains the same within the out-of-sample observations. For example,
in an aggregate production function where the inputs labor and capital are nearly
collinear, accurate forecasts of output may be possible for a particular ratio of inputs
but not for various mixes of inputs.

6.7.2 AN Exelnprs

The file cars.dat contains observations on the followins variables for 392 cars:

MPG : miles per gallon
CYL : number of cylinders

ENG : engine displacement in cubic inches
WGT : vehicle weight in pounds

Suppose we are interested in estimating the effect of CYL, ENG, and WGT on MPG. All the
explanatory variables are related to the power and size of the car. Although there are
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exceptions, overall we would expect the values for CYL, ENG, and IVGTto be large for large
cars and small for small cars. They are variables that are likely to be highly correlated and
whose separate effect on MPG may be difficult to estimate. A regression of MPG on CYL
f ields

f rFd , :  42 .s -3 ' ssScYL i
( ' " )  (0.83)  (0.146)

(p-value) (0.000) (0.000)

We estimate that an additional cylinder reduces the gasoline consumption by 3.6 miles per
eallon, and the significance of its coefficient suggests it is an important variable. Nou.
observe what happens when ENG and WGT are included. The estimated model becomes

MPGi : 44.4 - 0.268 CYL: - 0.0l27ENGi - 0.00571 WGTi
( '")  (1.s) (0.413) (0.0083) (0.00071)

(p-value) (0.000) (0.s17) (0.12s) (0.000)

The estimated coefficient on CYL has changed dramatically, and although we know that
number of cylinders and engine size are important variables, when considered separately,
their coefficients are not significantly different from zero at a 5Vo significance level. The null
h1'potheses Ho:92: 0 and Hs:$3 :0 are not rejected by separate t-tests, where B2 is the
;oefficient of CYL and B3 is the coefficient of ENG. What is happening is that the high
;onelation between CYL and ENG (r: 0.95) is making it difficult to accurately estimate the
effects of each variable. When we test the null hypothesis Ho:92:9: : 0 against the
elternative Hr:9210 anilor 9z*0, we obtain an F-value of 4.30 with corresponding
-"-r'alue of 0.014. The null hypothesis is firmly rejected. The data are telling us that together
CYL and ENG influence MPG, but it is difficult to sort out the influence of each. If one
.'oefficient is free to take any value, the data are not good enough to prove the other coefficient
nust be nonzero. Should you drop one of the insignificant variables , say CYL? Doing so will
:educe the variances of the remaining estimates, but, given CYLis an important variable that
:. highly correlated with ENG andWGT, it is also likely to introduce omitted-variable bias.

6.7.3 IoENrrrvwc aNo MrrrcerrNc CoLLrNEARrry

Because nonexact collinearity is not a violation of least squares assumptions, it does not
:rake sense to go looking for a problem ifthere is no evidence that one exists. Ifyou have
jstimated an equation where the coefficients are precisely estimated and significant, they
rave the expected signs and magnitudes, and they are not sensitive to adding or deleting a
:erv observations, or an insignificant variable, then there is no reason to try and identify or
nitigate collinearity. If there are highly correlated variables, they are not causing you a
:roblem. However, if you have a poorly estimated equation, which does not live up to
.'\pectations, it is useful to establish why the estimates are poor.

One simple way to detect collinear relationships is to use sample correlation coefficients
retween pairs of explanatory variables. These sample correlations are descriptive measures
'i linear association. However, in some cases where collinear relationships involve more
:han two of the explanatory variables, the collinearity may not be detected by examining
:airwise correlations. In such instances, a second simple and effective procedure for
:dentifying the presence of collinearity is to estimate the so-called auxiliary regressions.
In these least squares regressions, the left-hand-side variable is one of the explanatory
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variables and the right-hand-side variables are all the remaining explanatory variables. For
example, a general auxiliary regression for x2 is

xiz : atxit + a3xB + "' + aKxiK + error

If R2 from ttris artificial model is high, above 0.80 say, the implication is that a large ponion of
the variation in x2 is explained by variation in the other explanatory variables. In Section 5.3. I
we made the point that it is variation in a variable that is not associated with any other
explanatory variable that is valuable for improving the precision of the least squares estimator
Dz. If R" from the auxiliary regression is not high, then the variation in -r2 is not explained by the
other explanatory variables, and the estimator b2's precision is not affected by this problem.

The collinearity problem is that the data do not contain enough "information" about the
individual effects of explanatory variables to permit us to estimate all the parameters of the
statistical model precisely. Consequently, one solution is to obtain more information and
include it in the analysis. One form the new information can take is more, and better, sample
data. Unfortunately, in economics, this is not always possible. Cross-sectional data are
expensive to obtain, and, with time-series data, one must wait for the data to appear.
Alternatively, if new data are obtained via the same nonexperimental process as the original
sample of data, then the new observations may suffer the same collinear relationships and
provide little in the way of new, independent information. Under these circumstances the
new data will help little to improve the precision of the least squares estimates.

A second way of adding new information is to introduce, as we did in Section 6.5,
nonsample information in the form of restrictions on the parameters. This nonsample
information may then be combined with the sample information to provide restricted least
squares estimates. The good news is that using nonsample information in the form of linear
constraints on the parameter values reduces estimator sampling variability. The bad news is
that the resulting restricted estimator is biased unless the restrictions are exactly trae.T\us,
it is important to use good nonsample information, so that the reduced sampling variability is
not bought at a price of large estimator biases.

6.8 Prediction

The prediction problem for a linear model with one explanatory variable was covered in
depth in Section 4. 1. The results in this section extend naturally to the more general model
that has more than one explanatory variable.

To describe the extensions, consider a model with an intercept term and two explanatory
variables .r2 and .r3. That is

Y i : B t  * x i z 9 z * x B F s * e i (6.2e)

where the !; &re ulcolr!lated random variables with mean 0 and variance ot. Given a set of
values for the explanatory variables, say (1, xs2, xs3 ), the prediction problem is to predict the
value of the dependent variable ye, which is given by

yo :9 r  l xoz9z - t ' xoz9z*eo

If the data are time-series data, (l,xs2,x$) will be future values for the explanatory
variables; for cross-section data they represent values for an individual or some other
economic unitthat was not sampled. We are assuming thattheparametervalues determining
ye are the same as those in the model (6.29) describing how the original sample of data was
generated. Also, we assume the random error e0 to be uncorrelated with each of the sample
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!rrorS e; and to have the same mean 0 and variance o2. Under these assumptions, the best
linear unbiased predictor of ys is given by

yo :h *xs2b2  I x r r . b3

where Dp's are the least squares estimators. This predictor is unbiased in the sense that the
average value of the forecast error is zero. That is, if f : 1yo - yo) is the forecast error, then
E (f) :0. The predictor is best in the sense that the variance of the forecast error for all other
linear and unbiased predictors of y6 is not less than var(ye - ts).

The variance of forecast error var(ye - j,e) contains two components. One component
occurs because bt, bz, and D3 are estimates of the true parameters, and the other component is
a consequence of the unknown random error ee. The expression for var(yo - yo) is given by

var(/) : varl(Fr * \zxoz * F:xos 1 
"o) 

- (br * bzxoz -l t:xr)l
: vat(eo - b1 - b2xs2 - b3x$)
: var(eo) * var(b1 ) -l fi2var(b) + fi3var(fu)

*Zxozcov(b1, bz) +2xozcov(b1 , bz) *2xozxozcov(b2,fu)

To obtain var("f) we recognized that the unknown parameters and the values of the
explanatory variables are constants, and that es is uncorrelated with the sample data, and
thus is uncorrelated with the least squares estimators (h, bz, b3). The remaining variances and
covariances of the least squares estimators are obtained using the rule for calculating the
variance of a weighted sum in Appendix B.4.3.

Each of the terms in the expression for var("f) involves o'. To obtain the estimated
lariance of the forecast error frffi, we replace o2 with its estimator 62. The standard error
of the forecast is given by se( /) : \/ v&T). If the random errors e; and es are normally
distributed, or if the sample is large, then

f_
se(,f)

- t1N_K)

Following the steps we have used many times, a 100(l-ot)Vo interval predictor for -r'e is
i1 t t se(/), where /. is a critical value from the /11v-r;-distribution.

Thus, the methods for prediction in the model with K: 3 are straightforward extensions
..rf the results from the simple linear regression model. For K > 3, the methods extend in a
.imilar wav.

6.9 Exercises

{nswers to exercises marked x appear in Appendix D at the end of the book.

6.9.7 PnonrErnls

6.1 When using N : 40 observations to estimate the model

Y i : 9 r  l 9 z x i l 9 t z i * e i

you obtain SSE : 979.830 and 6, : 13.45222. Find
(a) R'.
(b) The value of the F-statistic for testing Ho:92 : F: : 0. Do you reject or fail to

reject Hs?

Y o - Y o----
I

r /var(v" - i ,n)v V
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6.2 Consider again the model in Exercise 6.1. After augmenting this model with the
squares and cubes of predictions yl andyl,we obtain SSE : 696.5357. Use RESET
to test for misspecification.

6.3x Consider the model
y i : 9 r  l x i z 9 z *  x i z \ t l e i

and suppose that application.of least squares to 20 observations on these variables
yields the following results (.* [D] denotes the estimated covariance matrix) :

I  u,f  fo.eosszl I  o.ztstz o.oleles -0.050301I
I url : I o.oser+ | . diDl : I o.oreres 0.048526 -0.03t2n I
lu, ) Ll.7i6e ) | -o.oso:or -0.031223 0.037120 )

o '  :2 .5193 Rz :0.9466
(a) Find the total variation, unexplained variation, and explained variation for this model.
(b) Find 957o intewal estimates for B2 and B3.
(c) Use a t-test to test the hypothesis Ho:92> I against the alternative H1:$2 11 .
(d) Use your answers in part (a) to test the joint hypothesis Ho:92: 0, 9: : 0.
(e) Test the hypothesis F1s:2B2 : Br.

Suppose that, from a sample of 63 observations, the least squares estimates and the
corresponding estimated covariance matrix are given by

T a b l e  6 , 4  t

Dependent Variab
Included observat

Variable

C
l n ( f  )
ln(K)
ln(PL)
ln (PF )
In(PM)
In(STAGE)

R-squared
\djusted R-squarr
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resir

6.4

1 t , , 1  [  e l  T  3  - 2
I  u t  |  |  -  |  |
t t t t l

l b r l :  |  31 .  cov lb l : l - 2  4
lb , l  L - r . l  L  I  o

Test each of the following hypotheses and state the conc

1 l
o l
3 l

lusion:

2.000 -2.919
0.3383 12.14

^.1* In the pap
Permaner
645-657,
contain o

ln(VC) =

where VC
price of f
(a) Inte4
(b) Do tt
(c) Whic
(d) Does
(e) Const
(0 I fa l l i

the sa
(g) The tt

you v

T a b I e  6 , 5  t

c
' 0.33
:r f ) 0.00
r tK)  -0.00
r PL) 0.01
rr PF) 0.01
r PM) -0.05
:rSTAGE) -0.00

6.s

6.6

(a )  Bz  :0 .
(b )  F r  +  292 :5 .
( c )  9 r - 9 2 * $ 3 : 4 '

The RESET test suggests augmenting an existing model with the squares of the
predictions !f, or their squares and cubes O?,i?1. What would happen if you
augmented the model with the predictions themselves !;?
Table 6.3 contains output for the two models

Yi : Ft l9zxi I B3wi I e;
y i : 9 i * 9 z x i * e i

obtained using N: 35 observations. RESET tests applied to the second model yield
F-valuesof 17.98(forl?) and8.72(forl iandli).Thecorrelationbetween,randwis
rm :0.975. Discuss the following questions:
(a) Should wi be included in the model?
(b) What can you say about omitted-variable bias?
(c) What can you say about the existence of collinearity and its possible effect?

Coefficient Std. Error t-valueVariable

C
X
w

- 5.83 82
4.t072

Table 6.3 Output  for  Exerc ise 6.6

Coefficient Std. Error /-value

3.6356 2.763 1.316
-0.99845 1.235 -0.8085

0.49785 0.1174 4.240
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Dependent Variable: ln(VC)
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Table 6.4 Least Squares Output forExercise 6.7

\ariable Coefficient Std. Error t-value p-value

C
rn{  I )
ln tK)
tnlPL)
i n t P F )
'tnt PM)
''ntSTAGE)

7.528901
0.679157
0.350305
0.275366
0.321864

-0.068318
-0.194390

0.582172
0.053399
0.052879
0.043807
0.036098
0.100338
0.028s77

12.93244
12.71856
6.624638
6.28s921
8.916433

-0.680879
-6.802349

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.4966
0.0000

R-squared
{djusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid

0.989528
0.989287
0.tt75t2
3.604139

Mean dependent var 6.243818
S.D. dependent var 1.135334
F-stat ist ic 41 10.3 l0
Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000

1.7* In the paper Baltagi, B.H., J.M. Griffen, and S.R. Vadali (1998), "Excess Capacity: A
Permanent Characteristic of U.S. Airlines," Journal of Applied Econometics, 13,
645-657, the authors consider estimation of airline cost functions. Tables 6.4-6.6
contain output obtained using their data to estimate a function of the form

ln(vc) : Br * B2 h(r) + B3 ln(iK) + Ba ln(Pr) + 95 ln(pr) + g6rn(pM)

* BT In(SZAGE) * e

where VC : variable cost; f: output; K : capital stock; PZ - price of labor; PF :
price of fuel; PM - price of materials; and STAGE : avera5! flight length.
(a) Interpret the coefficients of ln(If, ln(r!, and ln(PD.
(b) Do the estimated coefficients have the anticipated signs?
(c) Which coefficients are not significantly different from zero?
(d) Does the RESET test suggest the model is misspecified?
(e) Constant returns to scale exist if 9z f B3 : 1. Test this hypothesis.
(0 If all input prices increase by the same proportion, variable cost will increase by

the same proportion if Fo + Fs * B6 : 1. Test this hypothesis.
(g) The tests in parts (e) and (0 could also be carried out using /-statistics. Explain how

you would use the information in Thbles 6.4 and 6.5 to compute these t-statistics.

Ta b I e 6 . 5 Covariance Matrix for Least Squares Estimates: Exercise 6.7

C ln(Ii) ln(K) ln(PL) In(PF) ln(Plt4) In(SIAGEI

C
. r t  f )
. r t K )
.u PL)
. : u  P F )
tr PM)
A(STAGE)

-0.005419
-0.002753

0.002796
2.83E-05

-0.000110
0.000294
0.000887

-0.004939
-0.001097

0.000887
3.64E-05

-0.000102
0.000104
0.000817

0.338924 0.007059
0.007059 0.002851

-0.005419 -0.002753
o.otr2r7 -9.89E-05
0.0t7152 0.000179

-0.056298 -0.000364
-0.004939 -0.001097

0.0rr217 0.0t7152 -0.056298
-9.898(05 0.000179 -0.000364

2.838-05 -0.000110 0.000294
0.001919 -8.60E-05 -0.002159

-8.60E-05 0.001303 -0.002929
-0.002159 -0.002929 0.010068

3.64E-0s -0.000102 0.000104
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Table 6,6 TestResul ts  forExerc ise 6.7 i l  C o n
and
Cob

Wald Test:
Null Hypothesis:
F-statistic

9 z * B 3 : 1
6.104834

(a)

p-value 0 .014121

Ramsey RESET Test:
F-statistic (l term)
F-statistic (2 terms)

3.380323
1.860108

p-value
p-value

0.06'/120
0.157729

Wald Test:
Null Hypothesis:
F-statistic

9 + * B t * 9 0 : l
75.43246

(b)

l';' Usir
p-value

6.8 In Section 6.4.3 we tested the joint null hypothesis

H s : B 3 i 3 . 8 F 4  :  I  a n d  9 r  * 6 9 2 - l l . 9 F : * 3 . 6 1 9 +  : 8 0

in the model 
sr : gr -l gzpi* g:Ai + gqA? + ei

By substituting the restrictions into the model and rearranging variables, show horr
the model can be written in a form where least squares estimation will yield restricted
least squares estimates.

6.9.2 Cortlpurrn ExrncrsEs

6.9 In Exercise 5.15 we exoressed the model' 
Y, : ,uYfz rT' nf' t+'tl' exP {e,}

in terms of logarithms and estimated it using data in the file manuf.dat. Use the data
and results from Exercise 5.15 to test the following hypotheses:
( a )  H o : 9 z  : 0  a g a i n s t  H 1 : B 2 l 0 .
(b)  110:92 :  0 ,  9:  :  0  against  Hr :92*0and/orFzl0.
(c)  F1o:  Bz :  0 ,  B+ :  0  against  H1:$2l0and/orBal0.
(d )  H0 :92  :0 ,  F :  : 0 ,  F+  :0  aga ins t  H t :9z l0and /o r  B3 l0and /o rFc l0 .
(e )  Ho :92  *  9 r  *  F+  *  9s  :  I  aga ins t  H t :92  - l -F r  +  9q+9s*1 .
(0 Analyze the impact of collinearity on this model.

6. l0'' Use the sample data for beer consumption in the file beer.dat to
(a) Estimate the coefficients of the demand relation (6.14) using only sample

information. Compare and contrast these results to the restricted coefficient
results given in (6.19).

(b) Does collinearity appear to be a problem?
(c) Test the validity of the restriction that implies demand will not change if prices

and income go up in the same proportion.
(d) Use model (6. 19) to construct a 95Va prediction interval for Q when

PB : 3.00. PL : 10, PR : 2.00, and 1 : 50,000. (Hint: Constuct the interval
for ln(p) and then take antilogs.)

(e) Repeat part (d) using the unconstrained model from part (a). Comment.
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-. I 1 Consider production functions of the form Q:f&, K-;, where Q is the output measure
and L and K are labor and capital inputs, respectively. A popular functional form is the
Cobb-Douglas equation

rn(Q) : Fr * B2ln(r) + B3 ln(K) + e

(a) Use the data in the file cobb.dat to estimate the Cobb-Douglas production
function. Is there evidence of collinearity?

(b) Re-estimate the model with the restriction of constant returns to scale, that is,
Fz * B3 : 1, and comment on the results.

' ilr' Using data in the file beer.dat, perform RESET tests on the two alternative models

rn(Q,) :9r * 9z ln(PB,) + B3ln(Pt) * Ba ln(PR,) * B5ln(f ) * e1

Qt:9t * B2PB. -f $3PL7 * lqPRt * !sI, * e,

Which model seems to better reflect the demand for beer?

. .l Thefiletoodyay.dat contains 48 annual observations on anumberof variables related
to wheat yield in the Toodyay Shire of Western Australia, for the period 1950-1997.
Those variables are

Y : wheat yield in tonnes per hectare,
/ : trend term to allow for technological change,

RG : rainfall at germination (May-June),
RD : rainfall at development stage (July-August), and
RF : rainfall at flowering (September-October).

The unit of measurement for rainfall is centimeters. A model that allows for the yield
response to rainfall to be different for the three different periods is

Yt : 9t * \zt * B3RG, + p4RD, + S5RF, I e1

(a) Estimate this model. Report the results and comment on the signs and signifi-
cance of the estimated coefficients.

(b) Test the hypothesis that the response of yield to rainfall is the same irrespective of
whether the rain falls during germination, development, or flowering.

(c) Estimate the model under the restriction that the three responses to rainfall are the
same. Comment on the results.

-i Following on from the example in Section 6.6.1, the file hwage.dat contains another
subset of the data used by labor economist Tom Mroz. The variables with which we
are concerned are

HW : husband's wage in 2006 dollars,
I1E : husband's education attainment in years,
IIA : husband's age, and
CIT : a variable equal to 1 if living in a large city, otherwise 0.
(a) Estimate the model

H W : h * g z H E * g z H A - t e

What effect do changes in the level of education and age have on wages?
(b) Does a RESET test suggest the model in part (a) is adequate?
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Add the variabl es HE and HA2 to the original equation and reestimate it. Describe
the effect that education and age have on wages in this newly estimated model.
Does a RESET test suggest the model in part (c) is adequate?
Reestimate the model in part (c) with the variable ClI included. What can you
say about the level of wages in large cities relative to outside those cities?
Do you think CIf should be included in the equation?
For both the model estimated in part (c) and the model estimated in part (e t
evaluate the followins four derivatives:

.. 1HW ^(i) ,-- for HE: 6 and HE : 15" OHE
.., atw ̂(11) ------ for HA: 35 and HA : 50

Does the omission of CITlead to omitted-variable bias? Can you suggest why?

6.15 In Exercise 5.10 you used data in the file bxdatto estimate the regression model
PRICE : Fr * \zSQFT + %AGE * e for (i) all the houses in the sample, (ii) torln
houses, and (iii) French style homes.
(a) For each of these categories test that, on average, the price of a 4O-year-old house

of size 3600 square feet is more than double that of a 5-year-old house with 180(t
square feet. Set up this conjecture as the alternative hypothesis and use a 5Q
significance level.

(b) Using all the houses in the sample, and a 5Vo significance level, test thr
hypothesis that, on average, the following houses are all equally priced: (i) a
new house of 2000 square feet, (ii) a2}-year-old house of 2200 square feet, and
(iii) a 40-year-old house of 2400 square feet. (Cany out the test in terms of the
expected pnce E(P RICE).)

(c) Does a RESET test suggest this model is a reasonable one? If not, can you make
suggestions for improving it?

6.16* Reconsider the presidential voting data (faindat) introduced in Exercise 2.14 and
used asain in Exercise 5.11 to estimate the resression model

voTE : fu t \zGROWTH + S3INFI.ATION * e

In order to get reelected, President Willie B. Great believes it is worth sacrificing
some inflation as long as more growth is achieved.
(a) Test the hypothesis that a lVo increase in both GROWTH and INFLATION wrll

leave VOTE unchanged against the alternative that VOTE will increase.
(b) Test the hypothesis that Willie will not get reelected against the alternative that

he will get reelected when the growth rate is 4Vo and the inflation rate is 5%.
(Cany out the test in terms of the expected vote E(VOTE) and use a 5-r
significance level.)

6.11 Reconsider the commutins time model estimated in Exercise 5.12 usine the data file
commute.dat

TIME : fu * \zDEPART + 93REDS * BaZRAINS * e

(a) Using a57o significance level, test the hypothesis that the delay from a train is
equal to three times the delay from a red light.

(c)

(d)
(e)
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(b) Using a 5Vo significance level, test the null hypothesis that the delay from a train
is at least three times greater than the delay from a red light against the alternative
that it is less than three times greater.

(c) Wonied that he may miss an important meeting if there are three trains, Bill
leaves for work at 7: l0 AM instead of 7:15 AM. Using a 57o significance level,
test the null hypothesis that leaving 5 minutes earlier is enough time to allow for
three trains against the alternative that it is not enough time.

(d) Suppose that Bill encounters no red lights and no trains. Using a 5% significance
level, test the hypothesis that leaving Carnegie atl:15 AM is early enough to get
him to the University before 8:00 AM against the alternative it is not. (Carry out
the test in terms of the expected time E(TIMD.)

(e) Suppose that Bill leaves Carnegie at 7:00 AM and encounters six red lights and
one train. Find a957o interval estimate for the time he arrives at the University.

' 1 8't Reconsider the production function for rice estimated in Exercise 5. 1 3 using data in
the file rice.dat

rn(PROD): 9r * B2Ln(AREA) + lzln(tABOR) + F+ tn(FERT) -t e

(a) Using a57olevelofsignificance, test the hypothesis that the elasticity ofproduction
with respect to land is equal to the elasticity of production with respect to labor.

(b) Using a l}Vo level of significance, test the hypothesis that the production
function exhibits constant returns to scale. That is, Ho:92 * 9: + 9+ : 1.

(c) Using a5Tolevel ofsignificance,jointly test the two hypotheses in parts (a) and
(b). That is, I ls: Fz : 9: and Bz * F: * Ba : 1.

(d) Using a 5Vo level of significance, test the hypothesis that the mean of log output
equals 1.5 when AREA : 2, IABOR : 100, and F ERT : 175. State the null and
alternative hypotheses in terms of Fr, Fz, 83, and Ba.

.9'i' Reestimate the model in Exercise 6.18 with (i) FERZomitted, (ii) LABOR omitted,
and (iii) AREA omitted. In each case discuss the effect of omitting a variable on the
estimates of the remaining two elasticities. Also, in each case check to see if the
RESET test has picked up the omitted variable.

Appendix 6A Chi-Square and F-tests: More Details

.his appendix has two objectives. The first is to explain why the statistic

F _
(ssER - ssEu)lJ (6A.1)
ssEu/(N - 1()

-..rr an F1;,,v-r1-distribution when a specified null hypothesis is true. The other is to
:rroduce a 1t 1chi-square) statistic that is also used for testing null hypotheses containing
.:rsle or joint hypotheses about the coefficients in a regression relationship. You may
.,ready have noticed and wondered about computer output that gives a 1'-value and
- 'rresponding p-value in addition to the F-value and its p-value.

The starting point is the result that, when the null hypothesis being tested is true,

(s.sER - s.sEu)
V t : (64.2)

.:: ivords, V1 has a 12-distribution with ,I degrees of freedom. If o2 was known, V1 could be
-.ed to test the null hypothesis. There are t\e'o ways of overcoming the problem of an

o- x?n
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unknown ot. One leads to the F-statistic in (6A.1); the other yields the 12-statistic you may
have been wondering about. Considering the second one first, one way to obtain a workable
test statistic is to replace o' in 161..2; with its estimate o2 from the unrestricted model. If
sample size is sufficiently large, it will be approximately true that

.i (ssER - ssEu)v ' :7#-x?vt (6A.3)

(6A.4)

(6A..5)

This statistic can be used to test hypotheses about the unknown regression coefficients.
Atasqosignificancelevelwereject H1ifitisgreaterthanthecriticalvaluel2a.nr,r,,orifthe

p-value PIX?,> Vrl is less than 0.05.
To describe the second way of eliminating the unknown o2 we introduce the result

vz:w -r)62 -x?r-*t
This result is the multiple regression extension of the simple regression result given in equation
(3A.4) of the appeldix to Chapter 3. We are now in a position to use the result that the ratio of
trvo independent 1'random variables, each divided by their respective degrees offreedom, is
an F random variable. That is, from (B.35) in Appendix B at the end of the book,

F:y#r-F(m1,m2)

In the context of our problem

(ssER - ssEu)/J: ----F- - r17'w-K)

The two o''s in Vl andV2cancel. Also, although we have not done so, it is possible to prove
that V1 andV2 are independent.

Noting thatGL : SSE7I(N - K), we can see that (64.5) and (64.1) are identical. The
F-statistic in (6,{.5) is the one we have used throughout this chapter for testing hypotheses.

What is the relationship between V 1 and F given in (6A.3) and (6A.5), respectively? A
moment's thought reveals that

- V l, :T
The F-value is equal to the 12-value divided by the number of restrictions in the null
hypothesis. We can confirm this relationship by reexamining some examples.

When testing Hs:$3 : B+ : 0 in the equation

Si  :  Br  *gzPi*  F:Ai  + gqA? + e i

we obtain
F :8.44 p-value : 0.0005

X2 : 16.88 p-value:0.0002

Because there are two restrictions (J :2),the F-value is half the 12-value. Thep-values are
different because the tests are different.

For testing

The F- and X2
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For testing t1e: B3 * 3.8 94 : I (see Section 6.4.2), we obtain

F :0.936 p-value : 0.3365

x2 :0.936 p-value :  0 .3333

lhe F- and 12-values are equal because J : l, but again the p-values are different.

.\ppendix 68 Omitted-Variable Bias: A Proof
'onsider the model

)i : 9t l9zxiz * 9zxrz I ei

\ jppose that we incorrectly omit x3 from the model and estimate instead

) i : B r * 9 z x i z l v i

^rere vi :9$n + er. Then, the estimator used for B2 is

b ; : L(*,, -tz)(y, - y) : 9 2  * L w t v t (68 .1)
L(xn - 7z)z

^ rere /  - \
\xi2 - x2)

' 
L1xi2 - i212

l:e second equality in (68.1) follows from Appendix 2D in Chapter 2. Substituting for v; in
-B. l  )  y ie lds

bi :  9z I  FzZwix iz  lLwie i

E(bi l  :92

:92

llz}wixiz

^ I(to -iz)xiz
+D?----.-...--..........-.".".........-' '  S /  -  \ Z

L\x;2 - x21

:Bz*9 : L(r,, -72)(4 -tu)
Z(xiz - 7z)z

-
^  ,  ^  cov (x2 .x3 ): Pz -r I '3 

@ 
rlt2

-.rs. the restricted estimator is biased. Knowing the sign of B3 and the sign of the
. '. ariance betweenx2 andx3 tells us the direction of the bias. Also, while omitting a variable
- ,n the regression usually biases the least squares estimator, if the sample covariance (or
-: simple correlation) between x2 and the omitted variable x3 is zero, then the least squares
: -:rmator in the misspecified model is still unbiased. Way back in Section 2.2,we suggested
-,it omitting an important factor will lead to violation of the assumption SR2 E(e) : Q 3n6
::t such a violation can have serious consequences. We can now be more precise about that
'-:terrrert. Omitting an important variable that is correlated with variables included in the
:";:-ration yields an error that we have called v1 in the above discussion. This error will have a
' rzero mean and the consequences are biased estimates for the coefficients of the

-:lainins variables in the model.
p-values are



Chapter

Nonlinear Relationshipt

Learning Objectives

Based on the material in this chapter you should be able to explain

L The difference between qualitative and quantitative economic variables.

2. How to include a 0-1 dummy variable on the right-hand side of a regression, hou
this affects model interpretation, and give an example.

3. How to interpret the coefficient on a dummy variable in a log-linear equation.

1. How to include a slope dummy variable in a regression, how this affects model
interpretation, and give an example.

-5. How to include a product of two dummy variables in a regression, how this affect:
model interpretation, and give an example.

6. How to model qualitative factors with more than two categories (like region of the
country), how to interpret the resulting model, and give an example.

7. The consequences of ignoring a structural change in parameters during part of the
sample.

8. How to test the equivalence of two regression equations using dummy variables.

9. How to interpret the coefficient of an interaction between two continuous variables.

Keywords

annual dummy variables
binary variable
Chow test
coll inearity
dichotomous variable
dummy variable

dummy variable trap
exact collinearity
hedonic model
interaction variable
intercept dummy variable
log-linear models

nonlinear relationship
polynomial
reference group
regional dummy variable
seasonal dummy variables
slope dummy variable
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IlarIn this chapter we consider methods for adding more flexibility to the regression model.
The tools we introduce allow us to deal with the fact that most economic relationships are
not linear. By that, we mean that relationships between economic variables cannot always be
represented by straight lines. The essence of a linear relationship is that its slope is constant
and does not depend on the values ofthe variables. Ifthe slope ofthe relationship changes for
any reason, then the relationship is said to be nonlinear. This problem was introduced in
Sections 4.3 and 4.4, where we examined the choice of model functional form and
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discovered that by creatively using logarithms, reciprocals, squares, and cubes ofvariables
s e could accommodate relationships with many different shapes. See Appendix A, Sections
.\.3 and A.4, for further discussion of linearity versus nonlinearity.

We will consider several procedures for extending the multiple regression model to
.ituations in which the slope of the relationship changes in one way or another. First, we
,-onsider usefulness of polynomials to capture curvilinear relationships. Second, we explain
lhe use of dummy variables, which are explanatory variables that take only two values,
::sually 0 and l. These simple variables are very powerful tools for capturing qualitative
.-haracteristics ofindividuals, such as gender, race, and geographic region ofresidence. In
:eneral, we use dummy variables to describe any event that has only two possible outcomes.
Finally, we make use of interaction variables. These are variables formed by multiplying
:$ o or more explanatory variables together. When using either polynomial terms, dummy
'' ariables, or interaction variables, some changes in model interpretation are required, and
;ie will discuss each of these cases.

7.1 Polynornials

Polynomials are a rich class of functions that can parsimoniously describe relationships that
.re curved, with one or more peaks and valleys. Consider the following examples.

-.1.1 Cosr eNo Pnooucr Cunvps

In microeconomics you studied "cost" curves and "product" curves that describe a firm.
Total cost and total product curves are mirror images of each other, taking the standard
"cubic" shapes shown in Figure 7.1. Average and marginal cost curves, and their mirror
.:nages, averageandmarginalproductcurves,takequadraticshapes,usuallyrepresentedas
-hown in Figure 7.2. The slopes of these relationships are not constant and cannot be
:r'presented by regression models that are "linear in the variables." However, these shapes
.re easily represented by polynomials. For example, if we consider the average cost
:r'lationship, in Figure 7 .2a, a suitable regression model is

AC :9 t+?zQ- rFzQ ' *e (7 .1)

(a) (b)
, r c u np 7 . 7 (a) Total cost curve and (b) total product curve.

a

Cost
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Input
\a) (b\

FrcuRE 7.2 Average and marginal (a) cost curves and (D) product curves.

This quadratic function can take the "U" shape we associate with average cost functions.
For the total cost curve in Figure 7.la a cubic polynomial is in order,

TC : ar -t aze I azez + aae3 + e

These functional forms, which represent nonlinear shapes, can still be estimated using the
least squares methods we have studied. The variables Q2 and Q3 are explanatory variibles
that are treated no differently from any others.

An interesting aspect of models of nonlinear relationships is the interpretation of
the parameters-they are no longer slopes. Indeed, the slope of the average cost curve
(7 .1 )  i s

T a b l e  7 . 7

\ ariable

C
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!t- :0.2709
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cr2 * 2uzQ * 3a+e2

(7 .3)

That is, the slope of the average cost curve changes for every value of p and depends on the
parameters B2 and B3. For this U-shaped curye we expect gz < 0 and B: > 0.

The slope of the total cost curve (7.2), which is the marginal cost, is

(7.4)

The slope is a quadratic function of Q, involving the parameters cr.2) d.3, ord cr4. For a
U-shaped marginal cost curve we expect the parameter signs to be cr2 ) 0, a3 ( 0, and
a.r ) 0.

Another example of a polynomial nonlinear relationship is the quadratic nonlinear
relationship between sales and advertising expenditure introduced in Section 6.3. It was
similar to (7.1) with a slope that depended on advertising expenditure.

Using polynomial terms is an easy and flexible way to capture nonlinear relation-
ships between variables. As we have shown care must be taken when interpreting the
parameters of models containing polynomial terms. Their inclusion does not comp_
licate least squares estimation, with one exception. It is sometimes true that having a
variable and its square or cube in the same model causes collinearity problems. See
Section 6.7.
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\ ariable Coefficient Std. Error /-Statistic Prob.

C
EDUC
EXPER
EXPERz

-9.8t77
t.2r0r
0.3409

-0.0051

1.0550
0.0702
0.0514
0.0012

-9.3062
17.2282
6.6292

-4.2515

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

R: :0.2709 SSE: 28420.08

t'.1.2 AWecs EquerIoN

In Section 4.4.2 we introduced a wage equation, and we expressed ln(wages) as a function of
education. Now we add another important determinant of wages to the model, namely the
u orker's years of experience. What we expect is that young, inexperienced workers will
rave relatively low wages; with additional experience their wages will rise, but the wages
+ ill begin to decline after middle age, as the worker nears retirement.' To capture this life-
.'1 cle pattern of wages we introduce experience and experience squared to explain the level
.ri wages

WAGE: 9r * P2EDUC * 1tEXPER * 9+EXPER' -l e (7.s)

To obtain the inverted-U shape, we expect B3 > 0 and F+ < 0. The marginal effect of
:rperience on wage, holding education and other factors constant, is

The peak of the wage--experience curve occurs where EXPER : -92129q. This is the point
:t which the slope in (7.6) is zero.

To illustrate we use data on 1000 workers from the 1997 Current Population Survey
:onrained in the file cps_small.dar. The estimation results are in Table 7.1. The estimated
--.)gfficients on education, experience, and experience squared have the anticipated signs

"nd are statistically significant.
For these 1997 data, the dependent variable is earnings per hour ($). Thus we estimate

:hat each additional year ofeducation leads to an increase in hourly earnings of$1.21. Using
-.6), the estimate of the marginal effect of experience at the sample median experience of
. S years is

aE(wAGE): Br * 2B-'EXIER
AEXPER

YWJI : o.34oe + 2(-o.oo5l)18 :0.1s76
1EXPER lurrr*:,,

(1.6)

I This important economic relationship, still widely studied by labor economists, was discussed by economist
.::ob Mincer (1958) "Investment in Human Capital and Personal Income Distribution," Journal of Political
,..()nomy,66(4),28I-302. Wages are often expressed in logarithmic form, as we do in Section 7'5, and with this

..iJirion the relation in equation (7.5) is called the "Mincer equation." Both the theory and empirical issues are

:carly summarized in Emst Bemdt (1991) The Practice of Econometrics: Classic and Contemporary, Reading.
\1.\: Addison-Wesley, Chapter 5.
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Table 7 .7 Wage Equation with Quadratic Experience
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We estimate for a worker with 18 years of experience, that an additional year of experience
increases hourly wage by 15.76 cents. The turning point in the relationship, after which
wages are expected to diminish with additional experience, is estimated to occur at
EXPER : -Fsl29+: -0340912(- 0.0051) :33.47 years.

7.2 Dsrnrny Variables

Dummy variables allow us to construct models in which some or all regression model
parameters, including the intercept, change for some observations in the sample. To make
matters specific, let us consider an example from real estate economics. Buyers and sellers
of homes, tax assessors, real estate appraisers, and mortgage bankers are interested in
predicting the current market value of a house. A common way to predict the value of a
house is to use a hedonic model, in which the price of the house is explained as a function of
its characteristics, such as its size, location, number of bedrooms, age, and so on. The idea is
to break down a good into its component pieces, and then estimate the value of each
characteristic.2

For the present, let us assume that the size of the house, measured in square feet, SQFT,is
the only relevant variable in determining house price, PRICE. Specify the regression model
AS

PRICE: gr * B2SQFT * e (1.1 r

In this model B2 is the value of an additional square foot of living area, and $1 is the value of
the land alone.

In real estate the three most important words are "location, location, and location." Hos
can we take into account the effect of a property being in a desirable neighborhood, such a.
one near a university, or near a golf course? Thought of this way, location is a "qualitative "

characteristic of a house.
Dummy variables are used to account for qualitative factors in econometric models. Ther

are often called binary or dichotomous variables as they take just two values, usually 1 or 0.
to indicate the presence or absence of a characteristic. This choice of values is arbitrary but
very convenient as we will see. Generally we define a dummy variable D as

Dummy variabler
\\'e consider thes

7.2.1 lNrsacr
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F r + 6

Fr

(7.8 r

Thus, for the house price model, we can define a dummy variable, to account for a desirable
neighborhood, as

n _ | | if characteristic is present
" - 

i0 if characteristic is not present

^ _ lt if property is in the desirable neighborhood
" - 

l0 if property is not in the desirable neighborhood

2 Such models have been used for many types of goods, including personal computers, automobiles and wine.
This famous idea was introduced by Sherwin Rosen (1978) "Hedonic Prices and Implicit Markets," Joumal o.i
Political Economy,82,357-369. The ideas are summarized and applied to asparagus and personal computers in
Ernst Bemdt (1991) The Practice of Econometrics: Classic and Contemporary, Reading, MA: Addison-Wesle1.
Chapter 4. Ar:  t c u n n  7  . 3
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Dummy variables can be used to capture changes in the model intercept, or slopes, or both.
\\'e consider these possibilities in turn.

7.2.1 INrrRcspr Duuuv Venreerss

The most common use of dummy variables is to modify the regression model intercept
rrrameter. Adding the dummy variable D to the regression model, along with a new
rrrameter 6, we obtain

PRICE: gr * 6D + gzSeFT + e (7.e)

The effect of the inclusion of a dummy variable D into the regression model is best seen by
:ramining the regression function, E(PRICE), in the two locations. If the model in (7.9) is
-orrectly specified, then E(e): 0 and

[ (Br  + 6)+ BzsOrZ whenD: I
E (PRICE\ :  i  "  -

l 9 r  +  BzSQFZ whenD:0
(7. r 0)

. r the desirable neighborhood D : 1, and the intercept ofthe regression function is (B r * 6).

.r other areas the regression function intercept is simply B1. This difference is depicted in
fisure 7.3, assuming that 6 > 0.

Adding the dummy variable D to the regression model causes a parallel shift in the
::'lationship by the amount 6. In the context of the house price model the interpretation of the
:rrameter E is that it is a "location premium," the difference in house price due to being
'cated in the desirable neighborhood. A dummy variable like D that is incorporated into a

:r'gression model to capture a shift in the intercept as the result of some qualitative factor is
-illed an intercept dummy variable. In the house price example we expect the price to be
-.:gher in a desirable location, and thus we anticipate that 6 will be positive.

The least squares estimator's properties are not affected by the fact that one of the
-'rplanatory variables consists only of zeros and ones-D is treated as any other explanatory
. rriable. We can construct an interval estimate for E, or we can test the significance of its
3dst squares estimate. Such a test is a statistical test ofwhether the neighborhood effect on
:r)use price is "statistically significant." If 6 : 0, then there is no location premium for the
:.eighborhood in question.

0 r * 6

Fr

E(PRICE) =(Br +6) +pzSQFr

E (PRICE) = Bt + p2SQFT

: rcunp 7.3 An intercept dummv variable,
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7.2.1a Choosing the Reference Group
The convenience of the values D : 0 and D : I is seen in (7. 10). The value D : 0 defines
the reference group, or base group, ofhouses that are not in the desirable neighborhood.
The expected price of these houses is simply E(PRICE): 9r * PISQFT. Using (7.9) we
are comparing the house prices in the desirable neighborhood to those in the base group.

A researcher can choose whichever neighborhood is most convenient for expositorl
purposes, to be the reference group. For example, we can define the dummy variable LD to
denote the less desirable neishborhood

,-hange in the slopt
tor houses in the r
reighborhoods. D,
.rther explanatory
:rvo different locat
:nto the economic

E(PRICE)  : 9

In the desirable nt
'rher locations. \\
lesirable neighbo

Anotherway to
:artial derivative
,r hich gives the sl

ii the assumptions
:ave their usual gc

, n _ I 1 if property is not in the desirable neighborhood
"" - 

\O if property is in the desirable neighborhood

ThisdummyvariableisdefinedjusttheoppositefromD,andLD: I - D.IfweincludeID
in the model specification

PRICE: BI * }\LD + \ZSQFT * C

then we make the reference grorp, LD : 0, the houses in the desirable neighborhood.
You may be tempted to include both D and LD in the regression model to capture the

effect of each neighborhood on house prices. That is, you might consider the model

PRICE: Br * ED + \tD l \2SQFT _l e

In this model the variables D and LD are such that D I LD : 1 . Since the intercept variable
xr : 1, we have created a model with exact collinearity, and as explained in Section 6.7, the
least squares estimator is not defined in such cases. This error is sometimes described as
falling into the dummy variable trap. By including only one of the dummy variables, either
D or LD, the omitted variable defines the reference group, and we avoid the problem.'

7.2.2 SropE Duumy VRnresrss

Instead of assuming that the effect of location on house price causes a change in the
intercept of the hedonic regression equation (7 .7),let us assume that the change is in the
slope of the relationship. We can allow for a change in a slope by including in the model an
additional explanatory variable that is equal to the product of a dummy variable and a
continuous variable. In our model the slope of the relationship is the value of an additional
square foot of living area. If we assume this is one value for homes in the desirable
neighborhood, and another value for homes in other neighborhoods, we can specify

PRrCE: Br * \2SQFT + t6QFTxD) -l e (7 . r1 t

The new variable (SQFT xD) is the product of house size and the dummy variable, and is
called an interaction variable, as it captures the interaction effect oflocation and size on
house price. Alternatively, it is called a slope dummy variable, because it allows for a

3 Another way to avoid the dummy variable trap is to omit the intercept from the model. This choice is less
desirable than omitting one dummy variable, since omitting the intercept alters several of the key numerical
properties of the least squares estimator. See Appendix 48 and Section 5.6. Omitting the intercept causes the basic
definition of model R2 to fail. which is inconvenient.

Fr

PRICE

I
Pr>L
PRICE

I,rr
tu?

L
rcunn  7  ,4  (a )
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change in the slope of the relationship. The slope dummy variable takes a value equal to size
lor houses in the desirable neighborhood, when D : l, and it is zero for homes in other
neighborhoods. Despite its unusual nature, a slope dummy variable is treated just like an1
other explanatory variable in a regression model. Examining the regression function for the
trvo different locations best illustrates the effect of the inclusion of the slope dummy variable
into the economic model,

f Br * (Br + "y)SOFZ when D : IE(pRrcE): gr * gzseFr +t6eFrxD) : 
t;; *Or'sqi7 

- 
whenD:0

In the desirable neighborhood, the price per square foot of a home is (Fz + 1); it is p1 in
other locations. We would anticipate "y > 0 if price per square foot is higher in the more
desirable neighborhood. This situation is depicted in Figure 7.4a.

Another way to see the effect of including a slope dummy variable is to use calculus. The
partial derivative of expected house price with respect to size (measured in square feet).
shich gives the slope of the relation, is

aEeRrcE) [92+ t
lBz

whenD:  I
w h e n D : 0ASQFT

If the assumptions of the regression model hold for (7. I 1), then the least squares estimators
have theirusual good properties, as discussed in Section 5.3. A test ofthe hypothesis that the

PRICE

S l o p e = B 2 + y E (PRICE = Ft + (Fz +9 SQFT

E (PRICD = Bt + p2 SQFT

Slope = P,

F r * 6

Fr

E (PRICE) = (Br + 6) + (gz+i SQFT

E(PRICE)  =(pr  +6)  +p2SQFT

E (PRICE =Bt+ B2SQFT

SQFT
(b)

r r cune 7 . 4 (a) A slope dummy variable. (b) A slope and intercept dummy variable.
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Table 7 .2 Representative Real Estate Data Values T a b l e  7 . 3  F

VariablePRICE SQFT AGE UTOWN POOL FPLACE

205.452
185.328
248.422
287.339
255.325
301.037

23.46
20.03
27.77
23.67
21.30
29.8'l

0
0
0
1
I
I

0
0
0
I
I
0

1
I
0
0
I
I

value of a square foot of living area is the same in the two locations is carried out by testing
the null hypothesis Hs:1 :0 against the alternative Ht:^y lO.ln this case, we might test
Hs:1 :0 against H1:\) 0, since we expect the effect to be positive.

If we assume that house location affects both the intercept and the slope, then both
effects can be incorporated into a single model. The resulting regression model is

PRrCE: Br  *6D+\2SQFT +t6QFTxD) *e (7.121

In this case the regression functions for the house prices in the two locations are

E(PRICE): {f' 
.iliil' + t)sQFr whenD : 1

'  
f  Br  + 92SQFT whenD :0

In Figure 7 .4b we depict the house price relations assuming that D > 0 and ̂ y > 0.

7.2.3 AN ExauprE: TrrE UNrvrRsrry EFFEcT oN FIousE Pnrcss

A real estate economist collects information on 1000 house price sales from two similar
neighborhoods, one called "University Town" bordering alarge state university, and one
that is a neighborhood about 3 miles from the university. A few of the observations are
shown in Table 7.2. The complete data file is utown.dat.

House prices are given in $ 1000; size (SQFT) is the number of hundreds of square feet of
living area. For example, the first house sold for $205,452 and has 2346 square feet ofliving area.
AlsorecordedarethehouseAGE(inyears),locanon(UTOWN : lforhomesneartheuniversity,
0 otherwise), whether the house has a pool (POOL: 1 if a pool is present, 0 otherwise) and
whether the house has a fireplace (FPLACE : I if a flreplace is present, 0 otherwise).

The economist specifies the regression equation as

PRICE: Br * \:UTOWN + \ISQFT + TGQFTxUTOWN)
+ %AGE +\IPOOL-I\zFPLACE + e

(7.r3)

We anticipate that all the coefficients in this model will be positive except 83, which is an
estimate of the effect of age, or depreciation, on house price. Note that POOL and FPLACE
are intercept dummy variables. By introducing these variables we are asking if, and by how
much, these features change house price. Because these variables stand a7one, and arc not
interacted with SQFT, we are assuming that they do not affect the price per square foot.
The estimated regression results are shown in Table l.3.The goodness-of-fit statistic is

6
5
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Table 7 .3 flouse Price Equation Estimates

!'ariable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.

C
LITOWN
sQFT
SQFTxUTOWN
4GE
POOL
FPI-A,CE

24.5000
27.4530
7.6122
r.2994

-0.1901
4.3772
1.6492

3.9569
3.2594

31.0478
3.9133

-3.7 t23
3.6577
1.6968

6.19t7
8.4226
0.2452
0.3320
0.0512
1.1967
0.9720

0.0001
0.00 r 2
0.0000
0.0001
0.0002
0.0003
0.0901

Rr : 0.8706 SSE :230184.4

R' :0.8706 indicating that the model fits the data well. The slope dummy variable is
SQFTxUTOWN.Basedonone-tailr-testsofsignificance,atthee:0.05 levelwerejectzero
null hypotheses for each of the parameters and accept the alternatives that they are positive,
ercept for the coefficient onAGE, which we accept to be negative. In particular, based on these
r-tests, we conclude that houses near the university have a significantly higher base price and
their price per square foot is significantly higher than the comparison neighborhood.

The estimated regression function for the houses near the university is

FRrcE : (24.s + 27.4s3) + (7.6122 + r.zss4)seFT - o:slrAGE
+ 4.3772POOL + l.6492FPL4,CE

: 51.953 + 8.9 I I 6SOFT - 0.190IAGE + 4.37 7 2POOL + t.6492FP tAC E

For houses in other areas, the estimated regression function is

F RidE : 24.5 + 7 .6r22SQFT - 0.90rAGE + 4.377 2P ooL + r.6492F P LACE

Based on these regression results, we estimate

the location premium for lots near the university is $27,453
the price per square foot is $89.12 for houses near the university and $76.12 for houses
in other areas
that houses depreciate $190.10 per year
that a pool increases the value of a home by $4377.20
that a fireplace increases the value of a home by $1649.20

a

a

a

a

a

7 ,3 Applying Dummy Variables

Dummy variables can be used to ask, and answer, a rich variety of questions. In this section
ire consider some common applications.

7.3.1 INrERecrroNs BETvEEN Quaurarrvn FecroRs

We have seen how dummy variables can be used to represent qualitative factors in a
regression model. Intercept dummy variables for qualitative factors ne additive. That is, the
effect of each qualitative factor is added to the regression intercept, and the effect of any
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dummy variable is independent of any other qualitative factor. Sometimes, however, we
might question whether qualitative factors' effects are independent.

For example, suppose we are estimating awage equation, in which an individual's wages
are explained as a function oftheir experience, skill, and other factors related to productivity.
It is customary to include dummy variables for race and gender in such equations. If we have
modeled productivity attributes well, and if wage determination is not discriminatory, then
the coefficients ofthe race and gender dummy variables should not be significant. Including
just race and gender dummies, however, will not capture interactions between these
qualitative factors. Is there a differential in wages for black women? Separate dummy
variables for being "black" and "female" will not capture this extra interaction effect. To
allow for such a possibility consider the following specification, where for simplicity we use
only education (EDUa as a productivity measure,

WAGE: Fr * \2EDUC + 64I_A,CK

* \zFEMALE -f "y(BLACKxFEMALE) * e ('7.r4)

where BI,ACK atd FEMALE are dummy variables, and thus so is their interaction. These are
intercept dummy variables because they are not interacted with any continuous explanatory
variable. They have the effect ofcausing a parallel shift in the regression, as in Figure 7.3.
When multiple dummy variables are present, and especially when there are interactions
between dummies, it is important for proper interpretation to write out the regression
function, E(WAGD, for each dummy variable combination.

+ g|EDUC WHITE-MALE
+ 6r)+ !2EDUC BLA,CK-MALE
+ 62) + \\EDUC WHITE-FEMALE
* 6r * 6z -| ^y) * !zEDUC BI^A,CK-FEMALE

In this specification white males are the reference group, because this is the group defined
when all dummy variables take the value zero, in this case BIA,CK : 0 and FEMALE : 0.
The parameter bl measures the effect of being black, relative to the reference group; the
parameter 62 measures the effect of being female, and the parameter ̂y measures the effect of
being black and female.

Using the CPS data (cps-small.dat) we obtain the results in Table 7.4. Holding the effect
of education constant, we estimate that black males earn $1.83 per hour less than white
males, white females earn $2.55 less than white males, and black females earn $3.80 less
than white males. The coefficients of EDUC, BI-{CK, and FEMALE are all significantly
different from zero usine individual /-tests. The interaction effect between BLACK and

Table 7.4 WageEquat ion wi thRace and Gender

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.

E(^AGE, 
{ili

C
EDUC
BIACK
FEMALE
BI,ACKxFEMALE

-3.2303
1 .  I  168

-  1 .8312
-2.552r

0.5879

0.9675
0.0697
0.8957
0.3597
t.2170

-3.3388
16.0200

-2.0444
-'t.0953

0.4831

0.0009
0.0000
0.04r2
0.0000
0.6291

R2 :0.2482 SSE:2930'7.71
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FEMALEisnot estimated very precisely using this sample of 1000 observations. and it is not
jtatistically signifi cant.a

Suppose we are asked to test the joint significance of all the qualitative factors. Horr'
do we test the hypothesis that neither race nor gender affects wages? We do it br testing
ihejoint null hypothesis I1s:61 : 0, 6z : 0, ^y : 0 against the alternative that at least one
of the indicated parameters is not zero. If the null hypothesis is true, race and gender tall out
of the regression, and thus they have no effect on wages.

To test this hypothesis we use the F-test procedure that is described in Section 6.1. The
test statistic for ajoint hypothesis is

F :
(ssER - ssau) lJ
ssEul(N - K)

*here SSE6 is the sum of squared least squares residuals from the "restricted" model in
* hich the null hypothesis is assumed to be true, SSEy is the sum of squared residuals from
the original, "unrestricted," model, J is the number of joint hypotheses. and N - K is the
number of degrees of freedom in the unrestricted model. If the null hypothesis is true, then
the test statistic F has an F-distribution with "I numerator degrees of freedom and N - K
denominator degrees of freedom, F1t, N-x). We reject the null hypothesis if F > F., where
F. is the critical value, illustrated in Figure 8.8 of Appendix B, for the level of significance a.
To testthe,/ : 3 joint null hypotheses F1e : 61 : g, 6z : 0, ̂ y : 0, we obtain the unrestricted
.um of squared errors SSEy : 29308 from the model reported in Table 7 .4. The restricted
ium of squares is obtained by estimating the model that assumes the null hypothesis is true,
leading to the fitted model

fredE :-+.s122 + r.r3ssEDUC
('") (0.e668) (0.0716)

rvhich has SSEa : 3 1093. The degrees of freedom N - K : 1000 - 5 : 995 come from the
unrestricted model. The value of the F-statistic is

- (ssER - ssEu)lJ (31093 -2e308)13
p  -  -  -  , I l  , l l' ssEu l(N - ,K) 2930819es

The l% crit ical value (i.e., the 99th percentile value) is F@.ss,z,sss):3.80. Thus ue

"-onclude that race and/or gender affect the wage equation.

7.3.2 QuernerrvE FACToRS wrrrr SEvrneL CATEGoRTES

\lany qualitative factors have more than two categories. An example is the variable re_eion
of the country in ourwage equation. The CPS data record workerresidence within one of the
tbur regions: Northeast, Midwest, South, and West. Again, using just the simple u aee

* Estimating this model using the larger data set qrr.dat, which contains 4733 observations, yields a coefficient
!'stimate of 1.2685 with a t-value of 2.37. Recall from Sections 2.4.4 and 5.3.1 that larger sample sizes lead to
rmaller standard errors and thus more precise estimation. Labor economists tend to use large data sets so that
complex effects and interactions can be estimated precisely. We use the smaller data set as a text example so that
results can be replicated with student versions of software.
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specification for illustration, we can incorporate dummy variables into the wage
equation as

WAGE : 9r * 92EDUC * 6$OUTH -t \zMIDWEST -t itWEST * e (7.15)

Notice that we have not included the dummy variables for all regions. Doing so would have
created a model in which exact collinearity exists. Since the regional categories are
exhaustive, the sum of the region dummy variables is NORTHEAST + SOUTH+
MIDWEST + WEST : 1. Thus the "intercept variable" \ : I is an exact linear combi-
nation of the region dummies. Recall, from Section 6.7, that the least squares estimator is not
defined in such cases. Failure to omit one dummy variable will lead to your computer
software returning a message saying that least squares estimation fails. This error is the
dummy variable trap that we mentioned in Section '7.2.1a.

The usual solution to this problem is to omit one dummy variable, which defines a
reference group, as we shall see by examining the regression function,

E(WAGE):

+ E:) + !2EDUC
+ Ez)+ gzEDUC
+ 61) * pzEDUC

* 9zEDUC

WEST
MIDWEST
SOUTH
NORTHEAST

I[[l
lfi'

The omitted dummy variable, NORTHEAS4 identifies the reference group for the equation.
to which workers in other regions are compared. It is the group that remains when the
regional dummy variables WEST, MIDWEST, and SOUTH are set to zero. Mathematically it
does not matter which dummy variable is omitted and the choice can be made that is most
convenient for interpretation. The intercept parameter 91 represents the base wage for a
worker with no education who lives in the northeast. The parameter 61 measures the
expected wage differential between southern workers relative to those in the northeast; 62
measures the expected wage differential between midwestern workers and those in the
northeast.

Using the CPS data cps_small.daf, let us take the specification in Table 7.4 and add the
regional dummies SOUTH, MIDWEST, andWEST. The results are in Table 7.5. Based on
those results we can say that workers in the south earn significantly less per hour than workers
in the northeast, holding constant the factors education, experience, race, and gender. We
estimate that workers in the south eam $1.24 less per hour than workers in the northeast.

Ta b I e 7 . 5 Wage Equation with Regional Durnrny Variables

Variable Coefficient Std. Enor r-Statistic Prob

C
EDUC
BIACK
FEMALE
BI,ACKxFEMALE
SOUTH
MIDWEST
WEST

-2.4557
1.1025

-t.6077
-2.5009

0.6465
-1.2443
-0.4996
-0.5462

1.0510
0.0700
0.9034
0.3600
r.2152
0.4794
0.5056
0.5154

-2.3365
15.7526
-1.7795
-6.9475

0.5320
-2.5953
-0.9880
-1.0597

0.0197
0.0000
0.0755
0.0000
0.5949
0.0096
0.3234
0.2895

R2 :0.2535 SSE:29101 .3
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How would we test the hypothesis that there are no regional differences? This would be a
joint test of the null hypothesis that the coefflcients of the regional dummies are all zero. In
the context of the CPS data, SSEu : 29101 for the wage equation in Table 7.5. Under the
null hypothesis the model in Table 7.5 reduces to that in Table 1 .4 where SSEa : 29308.
This yields an F-statistic value of 2.3452. The cr : 0.05 critical value (95th percentile) is
Fe.ss,z,ssz) :2.6138 and for ct : 0.10 (90th percentile) it is Fp.oo3,eszl: 2.0893. At the
l07o level of significance we reject the null hypothesis and conclude that that there are
significant regional differences. We cannot make this statement at the 57o level.5

7.3.3 TesrrNc rnr EqunzarENCE oF Two REcnrssroNs

In the Section 7.2.2 we introduced both an intercept and slope dummy variable into the
hedonic equation for house price. The result was given in equation (7.12)

pRrCE: Fr * 6D + g2SeFT + tGeFTxD) * e

The regression functions for the house prices in the two locations are

( e r + o z s Q F T  D : lE(PRICE) : 
tB, +g,zseFT D :o

where c.1 : 9r * 6 and a2 : Fz * 1. Figure 7.4b shows that by introducing both intercept
and slope dummy variables we have essentially assumed that the regressions in the two
neighborhoods are completely different. We could obtain the estimates for (7.12) by
estimating separate regressions for each ofthe neighborhoods. In this section we generalize
this idea, which leads to the Chow test, named after econometrician Gregory Chow. The
Chow test is an F-test for the equivalence of two regressions.

By including an intercept dummy variable and an interaction variable for each additional
variable in an equation we allow all coefficients to differ based on a qualitative factor.
Consider again the wage equation rn (7.14)

WAGE: 9r * !2EDUC *6$LACK -t\zFEMALE +1@LACKxFEMALE) + e

We might ask "Are there differences between the wage regressions for the south and for the
rest of the country?" If there are no differences, then the data from the south and other
regions can be pooled into one sample, with no allowance made for differing slope or
intercept. How can we test this? We can carry out the test by creating an intercept and slope
dummy for every variable in the model, and then jointly testing the significance of the
dummy variable coefficients using an F-test. That is, we specify the model

WAGE: Fr * gzEDUC -f\fitACK -T\zFEMALE *1(BI,ACKxFEMALE)
-r \:SOUTH -r }2(EDUCxS)UTH) + U(BLA,CKXSOUTH) (7.16)
-l 0 +(FEMALE x SOUTH) + 0 5(BLACK x FEMALE x SOUTH) * e

In (7.16) we have twice the number of parameters and variables than in (7 .14). We have
added five new variables, the SOUTH intercept dummy variable and interactions between
SOUTH and the other four variables, and corresponding parameters. Estimating (7.16) is

5 Using the larger CPS data file cps.dat, F : 8.7909, which is significant at the l%o level.

Pisey KHIN
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Ta h I e 7 . 6 Comparison of Fully Interacted to Separate Models

Variable

( l )
Full sample

Coefficient Std. Error

(2)
Non-south

Coefficient Std. Error

(3)
South

Coefficient Std. Enor

c  -3 .577  5  1 .1513
EDUC 1.1658 0.0824
BLACK -0.4312 1.3482
FEMALE -2.7540 0.4257
BLACKxFEMALE 0.06'73 1.9063
souTH 13023 2.1147
EDUCxSOUTH -0.1917 0.1542
BLACKxSOUTH -1.7444 1.8267
FEMALExSOUTH 0.9119 0.7960
BLACKxFEMALExSOUTH 0.5428 2.5112

-3.5775 1.2106
1.1658 0.0866

-0.4312 l.4t'16
-2.7540 0.M76

0.0673 2.0044

-2.2752 1.5550
0.9741 0.114_1

-2.1756 t.08Gr
-1.8421 0.5896

0.6101 1.4329

ssE
N

29012.7
1000

22031.3
685

6981.4
J l )

equivalent to estimating (7.14) twice-once for the southern workers and again for workers
in the rest of the country. To see this examine the reqression functions

E ( A A G E ) : {

fu * \zEDUC +6$L-A,CK -I\zFEMALE

)- 1(BLACKxFEMALE)
SOUTH :0

(9r + 01)+ (Bz + 0)EDUC + (6r + U)Br"\CK
+ (Ez + L4)FEMALE+ (r + 05)(BLACKxFEMALE) S0UTH : I

Note that each variable has a separate coefficient for southern and non-southern workers.
In column (1) of Table 7.6we report the estimates and standard errors for the fullr

interacted model (7.16), using the full sample. The base model (7.i4) is estimared once for
workers outside the south [column (2)] and again for southern workers [column (3)]. Nore
that the coefficient estimates on the non-south data in (2) are identical to those using the full
sample in (l). The standard errors differ because the estimates of the error variance, o:.
differ. The coefficient estimates using only southern workers are obtained from the full
model by adding the dummy variable interaction coefficients 0; to the corresponding non-
south coefficients. For example, the coefficient estimate for BLACK in column (3) is
obtained as (6r + 0r): -O.4f t2- 1.7444: -2.1756. Similarly the coefficienr on
FEMALE in (3)  is  (Sz+0+): -2.1540+0.9119:_1.8421.  Furrhermore.  note rhar
the sum of squared residuals for the full model in column (l) is the sum of the .lsE
from the two separate regressions

SSE yru : SSEnor-,oulp * SSE,orly : 22031 .3 + 6981.4 : 29012.7

Using this dummy variable approach we can test for a southern regional difference. We
estimate (7.16) and test the joint null hypothesis

l l s : 0 1  : 0 2  : 0 :  -  0 +  : 0 s  : 0

against the alternative that at least one 0; I 0. This is the Chow test. If we reject this null
hypothesis we conclude that there is some difference in the wage equation in the southern
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(3)
South

ficient Std. Error

2752 1.5550
9741 0.1143
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region relative to the rest of the country. The test can also be thought of as comparing the
estimates in the non-south and south in columns (2) and (3) in Table 7.6.

The test ingredients are the unrestricted SSEu:29012.7 from the full model in Table 7.6
tor the sum of the SSEs from the two separate regressions), and the restricted SSER :
29307 .7 from Table 7.4. The test statistic for the ,/ : 5 hypotheses is

F -
(ssER - ssEu) lJ (29307 .7 - 29012.7) /s :2 .0132
ssEu/(N - 1() 29012.11990

Thedenominatordegreesoffreedomcomefromtheunrestrictedmodel,N-K:1000-10.
Thel0Tocrit icalvalueisF.: l.85,andthuswerejectthehypothesisthatthewageequationis
the same in the southem region and the remainder of the country at the 10Vo level of
.ignificance.6 The p-value of-this test is p : g.g144.7 

-

REMARK: The usual F-test of a joint hypothesis relies on the assumptions MRI-MR6
of the linear regression model. Of particular relevance for testing the equivalence of two
regressions is assumption MR3 that the variance of the error term , var(e;) : o2, is the same
for all observations. Ifwe are considering possibly different slopes and intercepts for parts
of the data, it might also be true that the error variances are different in the two parts of the
data. In such a case the usual F-test is not valid. Testing for equal variances is covered in
Section 8.4.2, and the question of pooling in this case is covered in Section 8.3.3. For now,
be aware that we are assumins constant error variances in the calculations above.

7.3.4 CoNrnortrNc FoR TrME

The earlier examples we have given apply to cross-sectional data. Dummy variables are also
used in regressions using time-series data, as the following examples illustrate.

7.3.4a Seasonal Durnmies
Summer means outdoor cooking on barbeque grills. What effect might this have on the sales
of charcoal briquettes, a popular fuel for grilling? To investigate let us define a model with
dependent variable y, - the number of 20 pound bags ofRoyal Oak charcoal sold in week r at
a supermarket. Explanatory variables would include the price of Royal Oak, the price of
competitive brands (Kingsford and the store brand), the prices of complementary goods
rcharcoal lighter fluid, pork ribs and sausages), and advertising (newspaper ads and
coupons). While these standard demand factors are all relevant, we may also find strong
:eaSon&l effects. All other things being equal, more charcoal is sold in the warm summer
months than in other seasons. Thus we may want to include either monthly dummies (for
example AUG : 1 if month is August, AUG : 0 otherwise) or seasonal dummies (in North
America, SUMMER:1 if month: June, July, orAugust; SUMMER:0 otherwise) into the
regression. In addition to these seasonal effects, holidays are special occasions for cookouts.
In the United States these are Memorial Day (last Monday in May), Independence Day (July
l), and Labor Day (first Monday in September). Additional sales can be expected in the

o Using the larger data file cps.dat F :3.975, which is significant at the 17o level.
t The ioint test is significant at the l\Vo level despite the fact none of the individual coefficients on the south

interaction variables are significant at even the 207o level, reminding us that joint and individual lests are
fundamentally different.
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week before these holidays, meaning that dummy variables for each should be included into
the regression.

7.3.4b Annual Durnrnies
In the same spirit as seasonal dummies, annual dummy variables are used to capture year
effects not otherwise measured in a model. The real estate model discussed earlier in this
chapter provides an example. Real estate data are available continuously, every month.
every year. Suppose we have data on house prices for a certain community covering a
l0-year period. In addition to house characteristics, such as those employed in (7.13), the
overall price level is affected by demand factors in the local economy, such as population
change, interest rates, unemployment rate, and income growth. Economists creating "cost-
of-living" or "house price" indexes for cities must include a component for housing that
takes the pure price effect into account. Understanding the price index is important for tax
assessors, who must reassess the market value of homes in order to compute the annual
property tax. It is also important to mortgage bankers and other home lenders, who must
reevaluate the value of their portfolio of loans with changing local conditions, and to
homeowners trying to sell their houses as well as potential buyers, as they attempt to agree
upon a selling price.

The simplest method for capturing these price effects is to include annual dummies (for
example, D99 : I if year : 1999; D99: 0 otherwise) into the hedonic regression model. An
example can be found in Exercise 7.4.

7.3.4c Regime Effects
An economic regime is a set of structural economic conditions that exist for a certain period.
The idea is that economic relations may behave one way during one regime, but they mar
behave differently during another. Economic regimes may be associated with political
regimes (conservatives in poweq liberals in power), unusual economic conditions (oil
embargo, recession, hyperinflation), or changes in the legal environment (tax law changes.)
An investment tax creditE was enacted in 1962 in an effort to stimulate additional
investment. The law was suspended in 1966, reinstated in 1970, and eliminated in the
Tax Reform Act of 1986. Thus we might create a dummy variable
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A macroeconomic investment equation might be

INV: : Fr + 61TC' * lzGNPt * $3GNP,-1a e,

If the tax credit was successful then 6 > 0.

7.4 Interactions Between Continuous Variables

When the product of two continuous variables is included in a regression model the effect is
to alter the relationship between each of them and the dependent variable. We will consider a

o Intriligator,BodkinandHsiao,EconometricModels,TechniquesandApplications,2ndedition,UpperSaddle
River. NJ: Prentice-Hall. 1996. o. 53.
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TabIe 7 .7 PizzaExpenditure Data

PIZZA INCOME AGE

109
0
0

108
220

1 5000
30000
I 2000
20000
15000

; .
20
28
25

life-cycle model to illustrate this idea. Suppose we are economists for Gutbusters Pizza and
rvish to study the effect of income and age on an individual's expenditure onpizza. For that
purpose we take arandom sample of 40 individuals, age 18 and older, and record their annual
erpenditure on przza (PIZZA), their income (INCOME), and age (AGD.The first five
observations are shown in Table 1.1 . The full data set is contained in the file pizza.dat.

As an initial model let us consider

PIZZA: gr _F gzAGE _l \zINCOME * e

The implications of this specification are as follows:

(7.r7)

AEIITZ,A) IAAGE : }z:For a given level of income, the expected expenditure on
pizza changes by the amount B2 with an additional year of age. What would you
expect here? Based on our casual observation of college students, who appear to
consume massive quantities of pizza, we expect the sign of B2 to be negative. With
the effects of income removed, we expect that as a person ages their pizza
expenditure will fall.
AEIIZZA) IAINCOME : B3 :For individuals of a given age, an increase in income
of $1 increases expected expenditures on pizza by B3. Since pizza is probably a
normal good, we expect the sign of B3 to be positive. The parameter B3 might be
called the marginal propensity to spend on pizza.

Estimates of (7.17), with r-statistics in parentheses, are

PIZZA : 342.88 -7.58AGE + 0.0024[NCOME
(r) (-3.27) (3.es)

The signs of the estimated parameters are as we anticipated. BothAGE and INCOMEhave
significant coefficients, based on their r-satistics.

These are the implications of the model in('7 .17). However, is itreasonable to expect that,
regardless ofthe age ofthe individual, an increase in income by $ I should lead to an increase
in pizza expenditure by B3 dollars? Probably not. It would seem more reasonable to assume
that as a person grows older, their marginal propensity to spend on pizza declines. That is. as
a person ages, less ofeach extra dollar is expected to be spent onpizza. This is a case in
which the effect of income depends on the age of the individual. That is, the effect of one
variable is modified by another. One way of accounting for such interactions is to include an
interaction variable that is the product of the two variables involved. Since AGE and
INCOME are the variables that interact we will add the variable AGExINCOME) to the
resression model. The result is

PIZZA: Fr * gzAGE * \zINCOME 1- Sa(AGExINCOME) * e (7 .18)

I
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Just as in the cases when we interacted a continuous variable with a dummy variable, anc
when we interacted a continuous variable with itself, when the product of two continuou.
variables is included in a model the interpretation of the parameters requires care. Th.'
effects of INCOME and AGE are as follows:

| . IE(PIZZA) rcAGE : Fz * \aINCOME : The effect ofAGE now depends on income
As a person ages their pizza expenditure is expected to fall, and, because Ba is expectec
to be negative, the greater the income the greater will be the fall attributable to a chanst
in age.

2. AEe ITZA) I aINCOME : 9: * I qAGE:The effect of a change in income on expectec
pizzaexpendirure, which is the marginal propensity to spend on pizza,now depends o::
AGE. If our logic concerning the effect of aging is conect then Ba should be negative
Then, as AGE increases, the value of the partial derivative declines.

The estimated model (7.18) including the product (AGExINCOME) is

FIn : 161.47 - 2.}8AGE + 0.\\\\NCOME - 0.00016(A GExINCOME)
(r) (-0.8e) (2.47) (- t .8s)

The estimated coefficient of the interaction term is negative and significant at the cr : 0.0j
level using a one-tail test. The signs of other coefficients remain the same, butAGE, by itself.
no longer appears to be a significant explanatory factor. This suggests thatA GE affectspizz'
expenditure through its interaction with income, that is, on the marginal propensity to spenc
on pizza.

Using these estimates let us estimate the marginal effect of age upon pizza expenditurc.
for two individuals; one with $25,000 income and the other with $90.000 income.
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: -2.98 - 0.00016 INCOME

: {-0.e4 
fot INCOME: $25,000

f -17.40 for INCOME: $90,000

That is, we expect that an individual with $25,000 income will reduce pizza expenditures
by $6.98 per year, while the individual with $90,000 income will reduce pizza expendi-
tures by $17.40 per year, all other factors held constant.

7.5 Log-Linear Models

In Section 4.4 and Appendix 4C we examined the log-linear model in some detail. You
might have noticed that the example in Section 4.4.2 was of a wage equation with dependenr
variable ln(wAGE), but then in (7.5) we changed the example to have wage level as the
dependent variable. The reason for the change was to simplify exposition of models with
polynomial terms, dummy variables and interaction terms. In this section we explore the
interpretation of dummy variables and interaction terms in logJinear models. Some
additional detail is provided in Appendix 7A.
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7.5.1 Durvriuy VenrelrEs

Let us consider the los-linear model

ln(WAGE) : 9r f \2EDUC + \FEMALE (1.19)

\\'hat is the interpretation of the parameter 6? FEMALE is an intercept dummy
variable, creating a parallel shift of the log-linear relationship when FEMALE : l.
That is

tn(wAG E ) : { lJ,*,? 
rur,, 

o * y:i::,r,
But what about the fact that the dependent variable isln(WAGE)? Does that have an effect?
The answer is yes and there are two solutions.

:.5.1a A Rough Calculation
First, take the difference between ln(WAGE) of females and males

ln(WAGE) p61at1s5 - ln(WAGE) rotut : A ln(lIzAGE) : 6

Recall from Appendix A.4.5, equation (A.12), that 100 times the log difference is
rpproximately the percentage difference, so that I00L,Ln(WAGE)=%LWAGE:
l00E%. Using the data file cps ,small.dar, the estimated logJinear model (7.19) is

lt (WAGE) : 0.9290 + 0.1026EDUC - 0.2526FEMALE
('") (0.0837) (0.0061) (0.0300)

Thus we estimate that there is a25 .26Vo differential between male and female wages. This is
quick and simple, but as shown in Table A.2 there is close to al}Vo approximation error with
this large a difference.

7.5.1b An Exact Calculation
W'e can overcome the approximation error by doing a little algebra. The wage
difference is

rn (W A G E) v p 7a 6, u, - tn (W A G E), o rr s : n ( w-,!,?!^ 
lu' 

^ * t) : a- 
\ wAGEya15; 1

using the property of logarithms that ln(x) - ln(y) : ln(xli. These are natural logarithms,
and the anti-log is the exponential function,

WAGEptuercs _ -6
WAGEyaL65 

-'

Subtract I from each side (in a tricky way) to obtain

WAGErnuatos _WAGEuercs _WAGEreueus - WAGEuercs: p6 _ .
WAGEyaTBs WAGElatlBs WAGElaayBg
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The percentage difference between wages of females and males is 100(eE - I)%.From this.
we estimate the wage differential between males and females to be

100(e6 -  r )%: t0o(e-0252u -  D%: -22.32%

The approximate standard error for this estimate is 2.337o, which is a calculation that may be
provided by your software, making this exact calculation more than one standard eno:
different from the approximate value of -25.267o.

7.5-2 INrEnecrroN AND Queonanrc Tpnus

In the simple log-linear model lnlv) : Fr + B2x,we give an interpretation to B2 by saying
that given a l-unit change in x the approximate percentage change in y is 100B2%. Se.'
Appendix A, (A.13) and the surrounding discussion. How do we extend this result to higher
order models? Consider the wage equation

ln(wAGE) : 9r * \2EDUC -t \zEXPER -r ^y(EDUCxEXPER) (7.20

What is the effect of another year of experience, holding education constant? Roughll.

ALn(WAGE\l
LiT*^ lrrurn*o: B: * IEDUC

In Appendix A, equation (A.12),we show that 100 times the log difference is approximatell
the percentage difference. Using this result, the approximate percentage change in wa-gc
given a l-year increase in experience is 100(9: + IEDUC)%. Using the data filc
cps_small.dal we estimate (7.20) to obtain

fiWAG,: 0.1528 + o]34tEDUC + 0.o249EXpER - 0.000962( ED|CxEXpER
('") (0.r'722) (0.0127) (0.0071) (0.000s4)

For a person with 16 years of education, we estimate that an additional year of experience
leadstoanincreaseinwagesof approximately 100(0.0249 - O.000962x16)%:0.95189,.
with standard error 0.216.

What if there is a quadratic term on the right-hand side, as in

ln(wAGE): 9r * 7\EDIJC -t gzEXpER-r la,EXpER2 + ^y(EDUCxEX?ER)

Then, using a little calculus, we find that a l-year increase in experience leads to an
approximate percentage wage change of

%LWAGE - 100(93 + 294EXPER + IEDUC)%

7.6 Exercises

Answers to exercises marked * appear in Appendix D at the end of the book.

7.6.7 Prom"Eus

1.1 An Economics department at a large state university keeps track of its majors'
starting salaries. Does taking econometrics effect starting salary? Let SAI: salary in
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dollars, GPA : grade point average on a 4.0 scale, METRICS : I if student took
econometrics, and METRICS :0 otherwise. Using the data file metrics.dat,
which contains information on 50 recent graduates, we obtain the estimated
regression

sn : 24200 + r643GPA+\033METRrCS R2 :0.74
('") (1078) (3s2) (4s6)

(a) Interpret the estimated equation.
(b) How would you modify the equation to see if women had lower starting sala-

ries than men? (Hint: Define a dummy variable FEMALE: 1, if female; 0
otherwise.)

(c) How would you modify the equation to see if the value of econometrics was the
same for men and women?

.')* In September 1998, a local TV station contacted an econometrician to analyze some
data for them. They were going to do a Halloween story on the legend of full moons
affecting behavior in strange ways. They collected data from a local hospital on
emergency room cases for the period from January 1, 1998 until mid-August. There
were 229 observations. During this time there were eight full moons and seven new
moons (a related myth concerns new moons) and three holidays (New Year's Day,
Memorial Day, and Easter). If there is a full-moon effect, then hospital administrators
will adjust numbers of emergency room doctors and nurses, and local police may
change the number of officers on duty.

Using the data in the file fullmaon.dat we obtain the regression results in the
following table: Zis a time trend (f : | ,2,3, . . . ,229) andthe rest are dummy variables.
HOUDAY:1if the dayis aholiday;0 otherwise. FNDAY:1if the dayis aFriday;
0 otherwise. SATURDAY:1 if the day is a Saturday; 0 otherwise. FUI,LAIOON : I if
there is a full moon; 0 otherwise. NEWMOON : 1 if there is a new moon; 0 otherwise.

Emergency Room Gases Regression-Model 1

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic hob.

C
T
HOLIDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
FULLMOON
NEWMOON

93.6958
0.0338

13.8629
6.9098

10.5894
2.4545
6.4059

r.5592
0.0111
6.44s2
2.1tr3
2.1184
3.9809
4.2569

60.0938
3.0580
2.1509
3.2727
4.998'l
0.6166
l.5048

0.0000
0.0025
0.0326
0.0012
0.0000
0.5382
0.1338

R2 :0.1736 SSE :27108.82

(a) Interpret these regression results. When should emergency rooms expect more
calls?

(b) The model was reestimated omitting the variables FULLMOON and NEW-
MOON, as shown below. Comment on any changes you observe.

(c) Test the joint significance of FULLMOON and NEWMOON. State the null and
alternative hypotheses and indicate the test statistic you use. What do you conclude?
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Emergency Room Cases Regression-Model 2

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob

C
t

HOLIDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

94.0215
0.0338

13.6168
6.849r

10.3421

1.5458
0 .0111
6.4511
2.1r37
2.1r53

60.8219
3.0568
2.1 108
3.2404
4.8891

0.000-
0.00'.<
0.035!
0.001:
0.0frr:,

R2 : 0.1640 SSE : 27424.19

7.3 Henry Saffer and Frank chaloupka ("The Demand for Illicit Drugs,,, Economit
Inquiry,37(3), 1999,40r4rr) estimate demand equations for alcohol, marijuana
cocaine, and heroin using a sample of size N : 44,9g9. The estimated equati,on fu
alcohol use after omitting a few control variables is

Demand for lllicit Drugs

Variable Coefficient lr-statisticl
C
ALCOHOL PRICE
INCOME
GENDER
MANTAL STATUS
AGE t2-20
AGE 21-30
BLACK
HISPANIC

4.099
-0.045

0.000057
r.637

-0.807
-1.531
0.03s

-0.580
-0.564

17.98
5.93

1 ' 7  A <

29.23
12.13
17.97
0.51
8.84
6.03

The variable definitions (sample means in parentheses) are as follows:
The dependent variable is the number of days alcohol was used in the past 3l dar.s
(3.4e)

lLCoHoL PRICE-pice of a liter of pure alcohol in r9g3 dollars (24.7g)
INCOME-rotal personal income in l9g3 dollars (12,425)
GENDER-a binary variable : I if mate (0.479)
MARITAL STATUS-a binary variable : 1 if married (0.569)
AGE l2-20-a binary variable : l if individual is 12-20 years of age (0.155)
AGE 2r-30-a binary variable : I if individual is 21-30 years of aie (0.r9i)
BLACK-a binary variable : I if individual is black (0.116)
HISPANIC-a binary variable : 1 if individual is Hispanic (0.07g)
(a) Interpret the coefficient of alcohol price.
(b) Compute the price elasticity at the means of the variables.
(c) compute the price elasticity at the means of alcohol price and income, for a

married black male, age 2l-30.
(d) Interpret the coefficient of income. If we measured income in $1000 units, whar

would the estimated coefficient be?
(e) Interpret the coefficients of the dummy variables, and their significance.
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I In the file stockton.dat we have data from January 1991 to December 1996 on house
prices, square footage, and other characteristics of 4682 houses that were sold in
Stockton, CA. One of the key problems regarding housing prices in a region concerns
construction of "house price indexes," as discussed in Section 1.3.4b. To illustrate.
we estimate a regression model for house price, including as explanatory variables
the size of the house (SQFT), the age of the house (AGE), and annual dummr'
variables, omitting the dummy variable for the year 1991.

?RICE : 9r * \|SQFT * \tAGE -t 6rD92 -r 62D93 * 6:D94 * 6+D95
-l6sD96 * e

The results are as follows:

Stockton House Price Index Model

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob

C
SQFT
AGE
D92
D93
D94
D95
D96

1839.0400
1.0001

t7.0112
r270.9300
123 1.8000
1211.4770
1232.8080
1194.9280

r1.66',71
72.7-7'73

- 10.5496
-3.4564
-8.4',7 t7

-  10.8739
-15.445r
- 19.8033

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0006
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

21456.2000
72.7878

-r79.4623
-4392.8460

-10435.4700
- l3  173.5 100
- 19040.8300
-23663.5100

(a) Discuss the estimated coefficients on SQFZ and AGE, including their interpret-
ation, signs, and statistical significance.

(b) Discuss the estimated coefficients on the dummy variables.
(c) What would have happened if we had included a dummy variable for 1991?

An agricultural economist carries out an experiment to study the production
relationship between the dependent variable YIELD: peanut yield (pounds per
acre) and the production inputs

NITRO : amount of nitrogen applied (hundreds of pounds per acre)
PHOS : amount of phosphorus fertilizer (hundreds of pounds per acre)

A total N :27 observations were obtained using different test fields. The estimated
quadratic model, with an interaction term, is

fEB :1.385 + 8.01lNlrRo + 4.800PHOS - r.I44NITRO2
(r.264) (0.e41) (0.e41) (0.220)
- 0.T78PHO9 - O.S'IU|TRO x PHOS

(0.220) (0. r5s)

Find and comment on the estimated functions describing the marginal response
of yield to nitrogen, when PIIOS : 1. PHOS : 2, and PHOS : 3.
Find and comment on the estimated functions describing the marginal response
of yield to phosphorus, when NITRO : I, NITRO :2, and NITRO : 3.

(a)

(b)
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(c) Test the hypothesis that the marginal response of yield to nitrogen is zero, when
(1) PHOS: I and NITRO : I

(11) PHOS: 1 and NITRO :2
(ii i) PHOS: I and NITRO :3
Note: The following information may be useful:

var(bz * Zbq -f ba) : 0.233

var(bz -l 4ba, * be) : 0.040

var(bz -t 6b+ * ba) :0.233

(d)O(This partrequires the use of calculus.) Forthe function estimated, what levels of
nitrogen and phosphorus give maximum yield? Are these levels the optimai
fertilizer applications for the peanut producer?

7.6.2 CoMpursn Exsncrsns

In (7.13) we specified a hedonic model for house price. The dependent variable u a-.
the price of the house, in dollars. Real estate economists have found that for manl
data sets a more appropriate model has the dependent variable In(PRICE).
(a) Using the data in the file utown.dat, estimate the model (7.13) using Ln(PRICE,

as the dependent variable.
(b) Discuss the estimated coefficients on SQFT and AGE. Refer to Section 4.4 for

help with interpreting the coefficients in this log-linear functional form.
(c) Compute the percentage change in price due to the presence of a pool. Use both the

rough approximation in Section 7.5.la and the exact calculation in Section 7.5.1b.
(d) Compute the percentage change in price due to the presence of a fireplace. Use

both the rough approximation in Section 7.5.1a and the exact calculation in
Section 7.5.1b.

(e) Compute the percentage change in price of a 2500 square foot home near the
university relative to the same house in another location using the methodolo-er
in Section 7.5.1b.

Data on the weekly sales of a major brand of canned tuna by a supennarket chain in a
large midwestern U.S. city during a mid-1990's calendaryear are contained in the file
tuna.dat. There are 52 observations on the variables

SAL| : unit sales ofbrand no. I canned tuna
APRI : price per can ofbrand no. 1 canned tuna
APR2, APR3 - price per can ofbrands nos. 2 and 3 of canned tuna
DISP : a dummy variable that takes the value I if there is a store display for brand
no. 1 during the week but no newspaper ad; 0 otherwise
DISPAD - a dummy variable that takes the value I if there is a store display and a
newspaper ad during the week; 0 otherwise
(a) Estimate, by least squares, the log-linear model

ln(SAL1) : Fr * P1APRI + %APR2 + P4APR3 * gsDISP a $6DISPAD -t e

(b) Discuss and interpret the estimates of 92, 9:, and Ba.
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(c) Are the signs and relative magnitudes of the estimates of B5 and B6 consistent
with economic logic? Interpret these estimates using the approaches in Sections
7.5.1a and 7.5. lb .

(d) Test, at the cr : 0.05 level of significance, each of the following hypotheses:
(i) 110: Fs : 0,

(ii) i l lo:p0 : 0,
(ii i) I1o:9s : 0, Fo
(iv) F1s:90 < 9:,

f t : g 5 l o
H 1 : g 6 l o

- 0 ;  I 1 1 : B 5 o r F o l - 0
11r :9e > B:

(e) Discuss the relevance of the hypothesis tests in (d) for the supermarket chain's
executives.

7.8 F.G. Mixon and R.W. Ressler (2000) in "A Note on Elasticity and Price Dispersions
in the Music Recording Industry" (Review of Industrial Organization,17,465470)
investigate the pricing of compact disks. They note that it is common for new releases
to be priced lower than older CDs. Their explanation of this pricing scheme is dif-
ferences in the price elasticity of demand. The number of substitutes for old CDs is
less than for new. For example, new music can be heard on VHl, MTY in movie and
TV-program soundtracks, on radio, and live. That old favorite you had on vinyl record
or tape, and now want on CD, has much more limited competition. To empirically test
this they obtain data on 118 CDs. The data are in the file music.dat The variables are

PRICE: retail price of the CD (US $)
AGE : age of the recording (l999-copyright date)
OLD : a dummy variable : I if the recording is not a new release
NET : a dummy variable : 1 for Internet prices (Tower Records and Amazon web
sites).

Estimate the model PRICE: Fr * gzAGE + ENEr * e. Inrerpret the esri-
mated model.
Estimate the model PRICE: Fr * 7zOLD +6NEZ*e. Interpret the esti-
mated model.

-.9* In Section 7 .4 the effect of income onpizzaexpenditure was permitted to vary by the
age of the individual.
(a) Use the data in the file pizza.dat to estimate the regression model in which pizza

expenditure depends only on income. Before estimating this model, andfor the
remainderof this exercise, use income measured in $1000s. (It might be simplest
to create a new variable INC = INCOMEllO00.)

(b) Estimate the model in ('7.17). Comment on the signs and significance of the
parameter estimates and on the effect of scaling the income variable.

(c) Estimate the model in (7.18). Comment on the signs and significance of the
parameter estimates. Is there a significant interaction effect between age and
income? What is the effect of scaling income?

(d) In (7.18) test the hypothesis that age does not affectpizza expenditure. That is,
test the joint null hypothesis Ho:92 :0, 9+ : 0. What do you conclude?

(e) Construct point estimates and 957o intewal estimates of the marginal propensity
to spend on pizza for individuals of age 20, 30,40, and 50. Comment on these
estimates.

(f) Modify (7.18) to permit a "life-cycle" effect in which the marginal effect of
income onpizza expenditure increases with age, up to a point, and then falls. Do
so by adding the term (AGE2 xlNC) to the model. What sign do you anticipate on

(a.)

(b)
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this term? Estimate the model and test the significance of the coefficient for thi.
variable.

(g) Check the model used in part (0 for collinearity (See Section 6.7.3). Add the terrr.
(AGE3 xlNC) to the model in (f) and check the resulting model for collinearitl

7 .10 The file pizza.dar includes additional information about the 40 individuals used in the
pizza expenditure example in Section 7 .4. The dummy variable FEMALE : 1 for
females; 0 otherwise. The variables HS, COLLEGE, and GRAD are dummy variable'
indicating level of educational attainment. FIS : I for individuals whose highe:t
degree is a high school diploma. COLLEGE : 1 for individuals whose highest degree
is a college diploma. GRAD : 1 if individuals have a graduate degree. If llS.
COLLEGE, and GRAD are all 0, the individual did not complete high school.
(a) Begin with the model in (7.17).Include gender (FEMALD as an explanatorl

variable and estimate the resulting model. What is the effect of including thi.
dummy variable? Is gender a relevant explanatory variable?

(b) Begin with the model in (7.11). Include the dummy variables HS, COLLE
GE, and GRAD as explanatory variables and estimate the resulting model. What
is the effect of including these dummy variables? Is level of educationar
attainment a significant explanatory variable?

(c) Consider (7 .17). Test the hypothesis that separate regression equations for male.
and females are identical, against the alternative that they are not. Use the 5c?
level of significance and discuss the consequences of your findings.

7.11 Use the data in pizza.dat to do the following:
(a) Estimate the model (7.18) and compare your results to those in Section 7.4.
(b) Calculate the marginal effect dE(PIZZA)IAINCOME for an individual of

average age and income and test the statistical significance of the estimate.
(c) Calculate a 95%o intewal estimate for the marginal effect in (b).
(d) CalculatethemarginaleffectdE(PIZZA)ldAGEtoranindividualofaverageage

and income and test the statistical significance of the estimate.
(e) Calculate a 95Vo interval estimate for the marginal effect in (d).
(f) (This part requires the completion of Exercise 7.10.) Write a repon

(250 + words) to the president of Gutbusters summarizing your findings from
Exercises 7.10 and 7 .lL

7.12r' Lion Forest has been a very successful golf professional. However, at age 45 his game
is not quite what it used to be. He started the pro-tour when he was only 20 and he ha:
been looking back examining how his scores have changed as he got older. In the file
golf.dat, the first column contains his final score (Actual score - par) for 150
tournaments. The second column contains his age (in units of 10 years). There are
scores for six major tournaments in each year for the last 25 years. Denoting his score
by SCORE and his age by AGE, estimate the following model and obtain the within-
sample predictions.

scoRE: gr * 7\AGE * gzAGE2 * 9+AGE3 + e

(a) Test the null hypothesis that a quadratic function is adequate against the cubic
function as an alternative. What are the characteristics of the cubic equation that
might make it appropriate?

(b) Use the within-sample predictions to answer the following questions:
(i) At what age was Lion at the peak of his career?

(ii) When was Lion's game improving at an increasing rate?

(iii) Whr
(iv) Atv

year
(v) Wh,

(c) When he
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(iii) When was Lion's game improving at a decreasing rate?
(iv) At what age did Lion start to play worse than he had played when he was 20

years old?
(v) When could he no longer score less than par (on average)?

(c) When he is aged 70, will he be able to break 100? Assume par is72.

l3 Use the data in the file cps2.dat to estimate the following wage equation:

.nt,WAGE) : 9r * PyEDUC -t !1EXPER -t F+FEMALE * \sBLACK -t \aMARRIED
-T\UNION -r \ySOUTH t \gFULLTIME a $rcMETRO * e

(a) Discuss the results of the estimation. Interpret each coefficient, and comment on
its sign and significance. Are things as you would expect?

(b)i(large data set) Use the data cps.dat to reestimate the equation. What changes
do you observe?

, Jr (large data set) Use the data file cps.dat for the following.
(a) Reestimate the model reported in Table 7.1. What changes do you observe?

Estimate the marginal effect of experience on wage and compare the result to that
based on Table 7.1.

(b) Estimate the model given in (7.l4). Compare the results to those inTable L4.
Test the hypothesis that the interaction between BLACK and FEMALE is
significant.

(c) Estimate the model reported in Table 7.5. Discuss the results and compare them
to those reported in Table 7.5. Test the hypothesis that there is no regional effect.

(d) Estimate the model in (7.16) and test the hypothesis that there is no difference
between the wage equations for southern and non-southern workers.

(e) Estimate the log-linear model in (7.19). Estimate the percentage difference in
wages between males and females.

l5'r Professor Ray C. Fair's voting model was introduced in Exercise 2. 14. He builds
models that explain and predict the U.S. presidential elections. See his website
at http.' I lfairmodel.econ.yale.edu/vote2008/index2.htm, and see in particular his
paper entitled "A Vote Equation for the 2004 Election." The basic premise of the
model is that the incumbent party's share of the two-party (Democratic and
Republican) popular vote (incumbent means the party in power at the time of the
election) is affected by a number of factors relating to the economy, and variables
relating to the politics, such as how long the incumbent party has been in power, and
whether the President is running for reelection. Fair's data, 31 observations for the
election years from 1880 to 2000, are inthe filefaixdat.The dependent variable is
VOTE : percentage share of the popular vote won by the incumbent party.

The explanatory variables include

PARTY : 1 if there is a Democratic incumbent at the time of the election and - 1 if
there is a Republican incumbent.

PERSON : 1 if the incumbent is running for election and 0 otherwise.
DURATION : 0 if the incumbent party has been in power for one term, I if the

incumbent party has been in power for two consecutive terms, 1.25 if the incumbent
party has been in power for three consecutive terms, 1.50 for four consecutive terrns,
and so on.
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WAR : 1 for the elections of 1920, 1944, and 1948 and 0 otherwise.
GROWTH : growth rate of real per capita GDP in the first three quarters of the

election year (annual rate).
INFIATION : absolute value of the growth rate of the GDP deflator in the first 15

quarters of the administration (annual rate) except for 1920,1944, and 1948,
where the values are zero.

GOODNEWS : number of quarters in the first 15 quarters of the administration in
which the growthrate of real percapita GDPis greaterthan3.2Vo at an annual rate
except for 1920,1944, and 1948, where the values are zero.

(a) Consider the regression model

VOTE : h * 9zGROWTH + 93INFL^\TION -f FTGOODNEWS
* psPERSON * FaDURATION *\PARW *Q1WAR* e

Discuss the anticipated effects of the dummy variables PERSON and WAR.
(b) The binary variable PARII is somewhat different from the dummy variables we

have considered. Write outtheregression function E(VOZE) forthe two values of
PARTY. Discuss the effects of this specification.

(c) Use the data for the period 1916-2000 to estimate the proposed model. Discuss
the estimation results. Are the signs as expected? Are the estimates statistically
significant? How well does the model fit the data?

(d) Predict the outcome of the 2004 election using PARZI : - l, DU RATION : 0.
WAR :0, and PERSON : 1. For the other variables specify GOODNEWS : 1 .
GROWTH :2.0, and INFLATION : I.7.

(e) Construct a 95Vo prediction interval for the outcome of the 2004 election.
(f) Using data values of your choice (you must explain them), predict the outcome of

the 2008 election.

7.16 The data file br2.dat contains data on 1080 house sales in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
during July and August 2005. The variables are PRICE ($), SQFZ(total square feet).
BEDROOMS (number), BAZFIS (number),AGE (years), OWNER (:1 if occupied by
owner; 0 if vacant or rented), POOL (:1 if present), TRADITIONAL (:1 if
traditional style; 0 if other style), FIREPLACE (:I if present), and WATERFRONT
(:1 if on waterfront).
(a) Compute the data summary statistics and comment. In particular construct a

histogram of PRICE. What do you observe?
(b) Estimate a regression model explaining ln(PR1CE/1000) as a function of the

remaining variables. Divide the variable SQFT by 100 prior to estimation.
Comment on how well the model fits the data. Discuss the signs and statistical
significance of the estimated coefficients. Are the signs what you expect? Give an
exact interpretation of the coefficient of WATERFRONT.

(c) Create a variable that is the product of WATERFRONT andTRADITIONAZ. Add
this variable to the model and reestimate. What is the effect of adding this
variable? Interpret the coefficient ofthis interaction variable, and discuss its sign
and statistical signifi cance.

(d) It is arguable that the traditional style homes may have a different regression
function from the diverse set ofnontraditional styles. Carry out a Chow test ofthe
equivalence ofthe regression models for traditional versus nontraditional styles.
What do you conclude?
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(e) Using the equation estimated in part (d), predict the value of a traditional st1 le
house with 2500 square feet of area, that is 20 years old, which is orvner occupied
at the time of sale, with a fireplace, 3 bedrooms and 2 baths, but no pool and not on
the waterfront.

l7* Recent data on 880 house sales from Stockton. Califomia. are contained in the data file
stockton2.dat The variables are PRICE ($), SOFZ (total square feet of living area),
BEDS (number bedrooms), BAIFIS (number), AGE (years), STOR/ES (number), and a
dummy variable VACANT that equals one if the house was vacant at the time of sale.
(a) Examine the histogram of the variable PRICE. What do you observe? Create the

variable Ln(PRICE) and examine its histogram. Comment on the difference.
(b) Estimate a regression of ln(PRICEl1000) on the remaining variables. Divide

SQFT by 100 prior to estimation. Discuss the estimation results. Comment on
the signs and significance of all variables except VACANT,

(c) How does vacancy at the time of sale affect house price?
(d) Omitting UACANT, estimate the regression model separately for those houses

that are vacant at the time of sale and those that are occupied at the time of sale
(not vacant). Compare the estimation results.

(e) Cany out a Chow test of the equivalence of the regression models in (d).

Appendix 7A Details of Log-Linear Model
lnterpretation

\bu may have noticed that in Section 7.5 while discussing the interpretation of the log-linear
rodel we omitted the error term, and we did not discuss the regression ftnction E(WAGE).
To do so we make use of the properties of the log-normal distribution in Appendix 4C. There
; e noted that for the log-linear model ln(y) : 9r * $2x I e, if the error term e - N(0,o2)
:ren the expected value ofy is

E(y) : exp(Pr * Fzx * 
"'12) 

: exp(9r + Fzx) xexplo2 f2)

Srarting from this equation we can explore the interpretation of dummy variables and
rrteraction terms.

Let D be a dummy variable. Adding this to our logJinear model we have ln(y) :
3 :  * F z r * 6 D + e a n d

ety) : exP(9r * B2x -F 6o)xexp(o2 /2)

Ii rve let E(y1) and E(y6) denote the cases when D : I and D: 0, respectively, then we can
:ompute their percentage difference as

%a'E (i : 1ss fE(-l:10' l 7''w - - \ r t  - " *L  
E (vo )  I  

"

:  l00l

: t * [

exp(9r + Fz-r + E)xexp(o2/2) -  exp(Pr + 9zx) xexp(o2/2) l  
"e*p(g '  +  W)xe*p(o14 ) "

exp(9r * B2"r)exp(6) -  exp(9r ,]1- 9zx
exp(pr -| 9zr)

%: 100lexp(6) - 1l%
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The interpretation of dummy variables in log-linear models carries over to the regression
function. The percentage difference in the expected value of y is 100[exp(6) - 1]%.

Instead of a dummy variable, let us introduce another variable z and its interaction with ,r.
ln(y) : 9r * 9z,r * 9zz+ 1@z) * e. Then

E(y) : exp(Pr * Fzx * 9zz + 1@z)) xexp(oz lz)

The derivative of this expression, with respect to z, holding x constant, is

0E(v)
3:: 

exp(Fr * lzx r F:z + 1(xz)) xexp(o2lz)x(B: + 1x))

Dividing both sides by E0) and multiplying by 100 gives

ts6foE(YX!!l^j : roo(F: +y)%
Loz j

Interpreting "0" as "A", then the left-hand-side numerator is the percentage change in the
expected value of y resulting from a 1-unit change in z. The interpretations we developed in
Section 7.5 hold in general; the only refinement is that here we have calculated the
percentage change in the expected value of y.
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Explain the meaning of heteroskedasticity and give examples of data sets likely' to
exhibit heteroskedasticity.
Describe and compare the properties of the least squares and generalized least
squares estimators when heteroskedasticity exists.
Compute heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors for least squares.
Compute generalized least squares estimates for heteroskedastic models where (a)
the variance is known except for the proportionality constant o'. (b) the variance is a
function of explanatory variables and unknown parameters, and (c) the sample is
partitioned into two subsamples with different variances.
Describe how to transform a model to eliminate heteroskedasticity.
Explain how and why plots of least squares residuals can reveal heteroskedasticity.
Specify a variance function and use it to test for heteroskedasticity with (a) a
Breusch-Pagan test, and (b) a White test.
Test for heteroskedasticity using a Goldfeldt-Quandt test applied to (a) two
subsamples with potentially different variances and (b) a model where the vanance
is hypothesized to depend on an explanatory variable.

residual plot
transformed model
variance function
weighted least squares
White test

8.1 The Nature of Heteroskedasticity

In Chapter 2 the relationship between average or mean household expenditure on tbod Elr r
rnd household income x was described by the linear function

( 8 . 1  )
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The unknown parameters B1 and B2 conve! information about this expenditure function.
The response parameter B2 describes how mean household food expenditure changes when
household income increases by one unit. The intercept parameter B1 measures expenditure
on food for a zero income level. Knowledge of these parameters aids planning by institutions
such as government agencies or food retail chains. To estimate Bq and 92 we considered a
sample of N : 40 households indexed by i: l, 2,. . . , 40, with the pair (y;, ,r;) denoting
expenditure on food and income for the ith household.

To recognize that not all households with a particular income will have the same food
expenditure, and in line with our general specification of the regression model, we let e; be
the difference between expenditure on food by the ith householdyr and mean expenditure on
food for all households with income x;. That is.

ei : yi - E(yi) : l i  - 9r - pzxi (8.2 r

Thus, the model used to describe expenditure on food for the ith household is written a:

Y i :  F r  * 9 z x i * e i ( 8 . 3 ,

We can view E(y,) : 9r * B2x; as that part of food expenditure explained by income.r; and
e; as that part of food expenditure explained by other factors.

We begin this chapter by asking whether the mean function E(y) : 9r -t \zx is better ar
explaining expenditure on food for low-income households than it is for high-income
households. If you were to guess food expenditure for a low-income household and food
expenditure for a high-income household, which guess do you think would be easier? Lorr -
income households do not have the option of extravagant food tastes. Comparatively, ther
have few choices and are almost forced to spend a particular portion of their income on food.
High-income households on the other hand could have simple food tastes or extravagant food
tastes. They might dine on caviar or spaghetti, while their low-income counterparts have to
take the spaghetti. Thus, income is relatively less important as an explanatory variable for
food expenditure of high-income households. It is harder to guess their food expenditure

Another way of describing what we have just said is to say the probability of getting large
positive or negative values for e; is higher for high incomes than it is for low incomes. Factor:
other than income can have a larger impact on food expenditure when household income is
high. How can we model this phenomenon? A random variable, in this case e;, has a higher
probability of taking on large values if its variance is high. Thus, we can capture the effect we
are describing by having var(e;) depend directly on incomex;. An equivalent statement is to
say var(y;) increases as rr increases. Food expenditure yr can deviate further from its mean
E(yi) : 9r * pzxi when x; is large. In such a case, when the variances for all observation-s
are not the same, we say that heteroskedasticity exists. Alternatively, we say the random
variabley; and the random errorer are heteroskedastic. Conversely, ifall observations come
from probability density functions with the same variance, we say that homoskedasticitl
exists, and yi and ei are homoskedastic.

The heteroskedastic assumption is illustrated in Figure 8. 1 . At 11, the probability densitr
function f (yrlxr) is such thatyl will be close to E(yr) with high probability. When we move
to 12, the probability density function f (yzl*z) is more spread out; we are less certain about
where y2 might fall, and larger values are possible. When homoskedasticity exists, the
probability density function for the errors does not change as x changes, as we illustrated in
Figure 2.3.

Note that the existence of heteroskedasticity is a violation of one of our least squares
assumptions that were listed in Section 5.1. When we previously considered the model in
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Probability
density
function
fo)

9r + Frr

r rcune 8. 7 Heteroskedastic enors.

8.3), we assumed that the !;lvgte uncorrelated random error terms with mean zero and
ronstant variance o2. That is.

E(e1)  :0 var(e i )  :  6 '  cov(e; ,  e i )  :0

The assumption we are questioning now is the constant variance assumption MR3 that states
r ar(y;) : var(e;) : o2. Our discussion suggests that it should be replaced with an assump-
:ion of the form

var(yr) : var(er) : h(xi) (8.4)

.r here ft(x;) is a function of x; that increases as -rr increases.
This chapter is concerned with the consequerrces of a variance assumption like (8.4).

\\-hat are the consequences for the properties of least squares estimators? Is there a better
3\timation technique? How do we detect the existence of heteroskedasticity?

We can further illustrate the nature of heteroskedasticity, and at the same time
lemonstrate an informal way of detecting heteroskedasticity, by reexamining least
.quares estimation of the mean function E(yi): Fr * pz.ri and the corresponding least
.quares residuals. The least squares estimated equation from the observations in the file
',tod.dat is

l i :83.42 -l l0.2l xi

\ _eraph of this estimated function, along with all the observed expenditure-income points
i,. "{r), appears in Figure 8.2. Notice that, as income (x;) grows, the prevalence of data

rcints that deviate further from the estimated mean function increases. There are more
foints scattered further away from the line as rr gets larger. Another way of describing this
:eature is to say that there is a tendency for the least squares residuals, defined by

? i : y i - 8 3 . 4 2 - l } . 2 l x i

:') increase in absolute value as income grows.
Since the observable least squares residuals (2 i) are estimates of the unobservable errors

c, ), given by e i : yi - 9r - !zxi, Figure 8.2 also suggests that the unobservable errors tend
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FIGURE 8,2 Least squares estimated expenditure function and observed data points.

to increase in absolute value as income increases. That is, the variation offood expenditure
around mean food expenditure E(y;) increases as income -rl increases. This observation
consistent with the hypothesis that we posed earlier, namely, that the mean food expenditL::.
function is better at explaining food expenditure for low-income (spaghetti-eating) hou.:
holds than it is for high-income households who might be spaghetti eaters or caviar eatr':.
We can capture the increasing variation of y; around its mean by the heteroskedastici:,.
assumption given in (8.4).

Heteroskedasticity is often encountered when using cross-sectional data. The ter::
cross-sectional data refers to having data on a number of economic units such as firms ,
households, at a given point in time. The household data on income and food expenditu:,
fall into this category. Other possible examples include data on costs, outputs, and inpu:.
for a number of firms, and data on quantities purchased and prices for some commodir .
or commodities, in a number of retail establishments. Cross-sectional data invariat'.
involve observations on economic units of varying sizes. For example, data on hourr
holds will involve households with varying numbers of household members and differe:
levels of household income. With data on a number of firms, we might measure the siz-
of the firm by the quantity of output it produces. Frequently, the larger the firm, or tl-
larger the household, the more difficult it is to explain the variation in some outconr-
variable 1; by the variation in a set of explanatory variables. Larger firms and househoie.
are likely to be more diverse and flexible with respect to the way in which values for
are determined. What this means for the linear regression model is that, as the size of th.
economic unit becomes larger, there is more uncertainty associated with the outcomes-.
This greater uncertainty is modeled by specifying an error variance that is larger, th.
larger  the : ize of  the economic uni t .

Heteroskedasticity is not a property that is necessarily restricted to cross-sectional dat.,
\\'ith time-series data, where we have data over time on one economic unit, such as a firm. .
household, or even a whole economy, it is possible that the error variance will change. Th:.
w'ould be true if there was an external shock or chanse in circumstances that created more r :
less uncertainty about ,]'.

The plotting of least squares residuals is an informal way of detecting heteroskedasticirr
More formal tests are considered later in the chapter. First, however, we examine thl
consequences of heteroskedasticity for least squares estimation.
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8.2 Using the Least Squares Estirnator

Since the existence of heteroskedasticity means that the least squares assumption var(e;) :
o2 is violated, we need to ask what consequences this violation has for our least squares
estimator and what we can do about it. There are two implications:

l. The least squares estimator is still a linear and unbiased estimator, but it is no longer
best. There is another estimator with a smaller variance.

2. The standard errors usually computed for the least squares estimator are incorrect.
Confidence intervals and hypothesis tests that use these standard errors may be
misleading.

We consider the second implication first. What happens to the standard errors?
For the simple linear regression model without heteroskedasticity

yi : 9r * gzxi I ei var(e;) : 62 ( 8 . 5  )

ri e showed in Chapter 2 that the variance of the least squares estimator for b2 is

o2
v ? r l D , t l : -

Lli-t?i -r)'
(8.6)

\ow suppose the error variances for each observation are different, and that we recognize
this difference by putting a subscript I on o2. so that we have

yi : Fr * gzxi * ei var(ei) : s! (8.7)

It is shown in Appendix 8A at the end ofthis chapter that the variance ofthe least squares
.'stimator for B2 under the heteroskedastic specification in (8.7) is

I[' [('' -t)'"?]
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N
var\b2) : Lwioi

; - t f I i l r  (x'  -x) ') '
( 8 . 8 )

,,rhere w;: (xi - t)12(xt -x)2. Consequently, if we proceed to use the least squares
.'stimator and its usual standard errors when var(e;) : oi, we will be using an estimate of
3.6) to compute the standard error of D2 when we should be using an estimate of (8.8).

This problem can be overcome by using an estimator for the variance of bz given in (8.8).
Such an estimator was suggested by econometrician Hal White. The resulting standard
r-rrors (the standard error for b2and the standard errors for the least squares estimator of
..ther coefficients in the multiple regression model) have become known as White's
heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors, or heteroskedasticity robust, or simply
robust, standard errors. The term "robust" is used because they are valid in large samples
lor both heteroskedastic and homoskedastic errors.

To obtain the White standard error for b2 corresponding to (8.8), we obtain the least
luares residuals 2i : li - b1 - b2xi and replace of in t8.8) with the squares of the least
.duares residuals. The White variance estimator is siven bv

;i6): (8 .9)L w7e7 :
[I[, (", _7)']'
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and the White standard error is given by the square root of this quantity. In multiplc
regression models the formulas are more complex, but the principle is the same. Replacing
of with the squared residuals ?! leads to a variance estimator with good properties ir
large samples because large variances tend to lead to large values of the squarec
residuals.

Most regression packages include an option forcalculating standard errors using White'i
estimator. If we do so for the food expenditure example, we obtain

yi: 83.42 f- l0.2lxi
(27.46) (1.81) (White se)
(43.41) (2.09) (incorrect se)

In this case, ignoring heteroskedasticity and using incorrect standard errors, based on tlr
usual formula in (8.6), tends to understate the precision of estimation; we tend to -ee:
confidence intervals that are wider than they should be. Specifically, following the resul:
in (3.6) in Chapter 3, we can construct two corresponding 95Vo confidence inten'al'
for p2.

White : b2 L t"se(b2) : 10.21 L2.024x 1.81 : 16.55, 13.87]
Incorrect : b2 t t,se(b2) : l}.2l I2.024x2.09 : [5.97, 14.45]

If we ignore heteroskedasticity, we estimate that B2 lies between 5.97 and 14.45. When u e
recognize the existence of heteroskedasticity, our information is more precise, and ue
estimate that 9z lies between 6.55 and 13.87.

White's estimator for the standard errors helps us avoid computing incorrect inten'ai
estimates or incorrect values for test statistics in the presence of heteroskedasticitl
However, it does not address the first implication of heteroskedasticity that we mentioned
at the beginning of this section, that the least squares estimator is no longer best. In the nerr
section we describe an alternative estimator that has a smaller variance than the least square!
estimator.

8.-l The GeneralizedLeast Squares Estirnator

Consider again the food expenditure example and the heteroskedasticity assumption
employed in the last section, namely

/ i :  P r  * 9 z x i * e i

E(e;) : g, var(e;) : ol, cov(ei,e) :0
(8.10r

Although it is possible to obtain the White heteroskedasticity-consistent variance estimates
by simply assuming the error variances of can be different for each observation, to develop
an estimator that is better than the least squares estimator we need to make a further
assumption about how the variances ol change with each observation. This further
assumption becomes necessary because the best linear unbiased estimator in the presence
of heteroskedasticity, an estimator known as the generalized least squares estimator.
depends on the unknown ol. tt is not practical to estimate N unknown variances
ol,ol,. ..,ozN with only N observations without making a restrictive assumption about
how the of change. Thus, to make the generalized least squares estimator operational, some
structure is imposed on of . Three alternative structures are considered in the next three
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subsections. Details ofthe generalized least squares estimator and the issues involved rvill
become clea.r as we work our way through these sections.

8.3.1 TneNsron-nnrNc THE Moon

Our earlier inspection of the least squares residuals for the food expenditure example
suggested that the error variance increases as income increases. One possible assumption for
rhe variance o! that has this characteristic is

v n ( e ; ) : o ? : o z x i (8 .1  1 )

That is, we assume that the variance of the lth error term of is given by a positive unknown
!'onstant parameter o2 multiplied by the positive income variable x;, so that var(e) is
proportional to income. As explained earlier, in economic terms this assumption implies
rhat, for low levels of income (x;), food expenditure (y;) will be clustered closer to the mean
runctionE(y;):Fr*B2r;.Expenditureonfoodforlow-incomehouseholdswillbelargely
:xplained by the level of income. At high levels of income, food expenditures can deviate
more from the mean function. This means that there are likely to be many other factors, such
as specific tastes and preferences, that reside in the error term, and that lead to a greater
rariation in food expenditure for high-income households.

The least squares estimator is not the best linear unbiased estimator when the elrors are
heteroskedastic. What is the best linear unbiased estimator under these circumstances? We
approach this problem by changing or transforming the model into one with homoskedastic
errors. Leaving the basic structure of the model intact, it is possible to turn the hetero-
skedastic error model into a homoskedastic enor model. Once this transformation has been
;arried out, application ofleast squares to the transformed model gives abest linearunbiased
estimator.

To demonstrate these facts, we begin by dividing both sides of the original model in
r8.10) by ./7J

(8 .12)

\ow, define the following transformed variables

so that (8.12) can be rewritten as

yi : Fph * g2xi2-r ei

The beauty of this transformed model
homoskedastic. The proof of this result

(8 .  I  3 )

( 8 . 1 - l )

the new transformed error term ei is

1
t ; . '

ft:,,(#."(h).-*
* x i

'-12

Jxi
- J  - - I l

is that
is :

*  L l

\ /  i \  c ;  - -

! n t

var(ei) ( 8 .  l 5  )

Also, the transformed error term will retain the properties of zero mean, E(ei) :0.
and zero correlation between different observations, cov(ei, eri):0 for ifj. As a

/  e , \
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consequence, we can apply least squares to the transformed variables, yi,xir, andxit to
obtain the best linear unbiased estimator for B1 and B2. Note that the transformed
variables yi , xir, and xi, are all observable; it is a straightforward matter to compute "the
observations" on these variables. An important difference, however, is that the model nc
longer contains a constant term. The old x;1 is implicitly equal to 1 for all observation:
The new transformed variable xh : I I t/n is no longer constant. You will have to be
careful to exclude a constant if your software automatically inserts one, but you can sti I .
proceed. The transformed model is linear in the unknown parameters B1 and B2. These are
the original parameters that we are interested in estimating. They have not been affectetj
by the transformation. In short, the transformed model is a linear model to which we car:
apply least squares estimation. The transformed model satisfies the conditions of the
Gauss-Markov theorem, and the least squares estimators defined in terms of the
transformed variables are BLUE.

To summarize, to obtain the best linear unbiased estimator for a model with hetero-
skedasticity ofthe type specified in equation (8.11)

l. Calculate the transformed variables given in (8.13).
2. Use least squares to estimate the transformed model given in (8.14).

The estimator obtained in this way is called a generalized least squares estimator.
One way of viewing the generalized least squares estimator is as a weighted least

squares estimator. Recall that the least squares estimator yields values of B1 and B2 that
minimize the sum of squared errors. In this case, we are minimizing the sum of squared
transformed errors that is given by

N  N . 2  N  , , .Ze i2 :  t1 :  tG, ' / ' " , ) '
i - l  i - l  X 1  i : l

The errors are w eighted by *,' /',the reciprocal of Jn.When .ft is small, the data contain
more information about the regression function and the observations are weighted heavih.
When afi is large, the data contain less information and the observations are weighted
lightly. In this way we take advantage of the heteroskedasticity to improve parameter
estimation.

Most software has a weighted least squares or generalized least squares option. If your
software falls into this category, you do not have to worry about transforming the variables
before estimation, nor do you have to worry about omitting the constant. The computer will
do both the transforming and the estimating. If you do the transforming yourself, that is, you
create yi, xi, and xi, and apply least squares, be careful not to include a constant in the
regression. As noted before, there is no constant because xh*1.

Applying the generalized (weighted) least squares procedure to our household expen-
diture data yields the following estimates:

/ i : 7 8 . 6 8 * 1 0 . 4 5 x ;
(se) (23.7e) (1.3e)

(8. l6)

That is, we estimate the intercept term as B1 : 78.68 and the slope coefficient that shows the
response of food expenditure to a change in income as B2 : 10.45. These estimates
are somewhat different from the least squares estimates bt : 83.42 and b2: 10.21 that
did not allow for the existence of heteroskedasticitv. It is important to recosnize that the
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interpretations for B1 and B2 are the same in the transformed model in (8.14) as the) are in
the untransformed model in (8. l0). Transformation of the variables should be re-qarded as a
device for converting a heteroskedastic error model into a hontoskedastic error ntodel. rtol
as something that changes the meaning of the cofficients.

The standarderrors in (8.16), namely se(B1) : 23.79 and se(81 1 : 1.39. are both lower
rhan their least squares counterparts that were calculated from White's estimator, namely
:e(b1):27.46 and se(b):1.81. Since generalized least squares is a better estimation
procedure than least squares, we do expect the generalized least squares standard errors to be
lower. This statement needs to be qualified in two ways, however. First, remember that
standard errors are square roots of estimated variances; in a single sample the relative
magnitudes of variances may not always be reflected by their corresponding variance
estimates. Thus, lower standard errors do not always mean better estimation. Second, the
reduction in variance has come at the cost of making an additional assumption, namely, that
the variances have the structure given in (8.11).

The smaller standard errors have the advantage of producing narrower more informative
.-onfidence intervals. For example, using the generalized least squares results, a 95Vo
.'onfidence interval for B2 is given by

92 + r"seiB2;  :  10.451 *2.024x1.386 :  17.65,13.26)

The least squares confidence interval computed using White's standard errors was [6.55,
t3 .871 .

8.3.2 EsrruerrNc rHE VARTANcp FuNcrtoN

In the previous section we assumed that heteroskedasticity could be described by the
r ariance function var(ei) : o2xi. There are other alternatives, however. For example, both
rar(e;) : ozx! andvar(r,): o2*',1' havethepropertythattheerrorvarianceincreasesasx;
increases. Why not choose one of these functions? A more general specification that
includes all these specifications as special cases is

var (e ; )  :o? :o2x7 (8 .  l  7 )

*.here 1 is an unknown parameter.
How do we proceed with estimation with an assumption like (8.17)? Our earlier

.liscussion suggests that we should transform our model by dividing the ith observation
t'rn esch variable Ay i'!/'. Doing so will lead to a transformed error term with constant
rariance o2. Do you understand why? Go back to (8.15) and redo the little proof in this
equation with 1 included.

Because ̂y is unknown, we must estimate it before we can proceed with the transform-
rlion. To do so it is convenient to consider a framework more general than (8.17). To
motivate this framework we take logs of (8.17) to yield

h ( o l ) : t n ( o 2 ) + 1 l n ( x 1 )

Then, taking the exponential of both sides,

of :  expf ln1o2) + l ln(x;) ]  :  exp(. ,1 + azzi) (8. l  8)
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where a1 : ln(o2), d.2: \;aod 4; : ln(x;). Writing the variance function in this form is
convenient because it shows how the variance can be related to any explanatory variable :
that may or may not be one of the variables in the mean function E(y;) : 9r * B2r;. Also, if
we believe the variance is likely to depend on more than one explanatory variable, say :i:.
zi3,...,zis, (8.18) can be extended to the function

o? : exp(ar * o.zziz* "' * asz;s) (8 .  l9  ,

The exponential function is convenient because it ensures that we will get positive values
for the variances of for all possible values of the parameters cr1 ,cr2,...,os.

Returning to (8.18), we rewrite it as

h (o l )  : o . t+s2z i (8.20,

and now address the question of how to estimate ct1 and cr2. Recall how we get the least
squares estimator for the mean function E(yr) : 9r * pzri. We expressed the observations
)t as

y i :  E(y i )  *  e ; :  9r  *  lzx i  *  e i

and then applied least squares. We can follow a similar strategy for estimating the variance
function using the squares ofthe least squares residuals 2f asour observations. That is, ue
write

nG?) :h(o/) + vi : crl I qzzi r vi (8.2 r

and apply least squares. Regressing ln(Zf) on a constantandziyields least squares estimates
for ctl and ct2.

Whether or not this procedure is a legitimate one depends on the properties of the neu
error term v; that we introduced in (8.21). Does it have a zero mean? Is it uncorrelated anC
homoskedastic? The answer to these questions is no; E(v;) I 0 and the vr are both correlated
and heteroskedastic. However, it can be shown that the least squares estimator for ct2 (anC
any other slope parameters that might be present) is unbiased in large samples. The lea-st
squares estimator for the intercept al is asymptotically biased downward by the amount
1.2104, and thus the obvious "fix'o is to use the intercept estimator dr : dr +1.21oJ
Interestingly, this correction has no effect on the generalized least squares estimates ofthe p
coefficients because ol cancels out during the calculations.'

In the food expenditure example, with z; defined as zi: ln(x), the least squares estimate
of  (8.21)  is

tn(6- f  )  :0 .9378 *2.3292i

Notice that the estimate dz : i : 2.329 is more than twice the value of ^y : 1 that was an
implicit assumption of the variance specification used in Section 8.3.1. It suggests the earlier
assumption could be too restrictive.

The next step is to transform the observations in such a way that the transformed model
has a constant error variance. As suggested earlier, we could do so by dividing both sides oi
the equation yi : 9r * gzxi * ,,by il'. However, in line with the more general specifica-
tion in (8.19), we can obtain variance estimates from

6? :exp (d . r+d rz ; )
t Further discussion of this advanced point can be found in Introduction to the Theory and Practice r,.'

Econometrics,2nd Edition (Wiley, 1988) by Judge, Hill, Griffiths, Liitkepohl and Lee, pp. 365-369.
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and then divide both sides of the equation by 6;. Both strategies ultimately lead to the same
generalized least squares estimates for B1 and B2. Why does the second one work? Dividing
t8.10) by o; yields

/ v , \  ^  / l \  ^  / r , \  / r , \(;/ : B, (a,l * B,(;,) . (;/
The variance of the transformed error is constant (homoskedastic) because

(8.22)

Thus, to obtain a generalized least squares estimator for B 1 and B2, using the estimates 6f in
place of the unknown o! , we define the transformed variables

"-(;) : (#)"-,",r : (1)":: '

,': (#) "o : (;) "r: (#)
and apply least squares to the equation

yi : gtxh -t gzxiz + ei (8.24)

To summarize these steps for the general case, suppose we are estimating the model

yi : Ft * 9zxiz+ "' + \rxir * ei (8.25)

rl here

var(ei) : o! : exp(ct1 I azziz * ...* aszis) (8.26)

The steps for obtaining a generalized least squares estimator for B1, Fz, . . . , Br are

1. Estimate (8.25) by least squares and compute the squares of the least squares
residuals ?f.

2. Estimate o4,oz,...,os by applying least squares to the equation ln(Z/) :ar*
a 2 Z i 2  I , ' ' + c t s z r s + v i .

.1 .  Compute var iance est imates 67:  exp( , i r  -azz iz+. . .+&szis) .

l. Compute the transformed observations defined by (8.23), including xiz,. .. ,xi* if
K > 2 .

5. Apply least squares to (8.24), or to an extended version of (8.24), if K > 2.

Steps 4 and 5 can be replaced by weighted least squares with weights defined by o, t if your
software automatically computes weighted least squares estimates. If you are very
tortunate, you will have software that performs all five steps with one click of 1'our mouse.

Following these steps to obtain generalized least squares estimates for the food
expenditure example yields

(8.23)

( 8 . 1 7  )t i  :76.05 * 10.63x
(s") (e. t  I )  (0.e7)

Practice of
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Compared to the generalized least squilres results for the variance specification o? : o2xi.
the estimates for B1 and B2 have not changed a great deal, but there has been a considerable
drop in the standard errors that, under the previous specification, were se(B1) :23.79 and
s e ( 8 2 ) :  1 . 3 9 .

As mentioned earlier, because standard errors are themselves estimates, we cannot
conclude with certainty that allowing for a more general variance specification has
improved the precision with which we have estimated B1 and B2. However, in this particular
case it is distinctly possible that our improved results are attributable to better modeling and
better estimation.

8.3.3 A HErmosKEDASTrc PeRrrrroN

To introduce a third form of heteroskedasticity and the generalized least squares estimator
corresponding to it, we return to a data set that was used in Chapter 7 to estimate wage
equations and to illustrate the use of dummy variables. In that chapter several equations
were estimated using variables such as level of education, race, gender, and region of
residence to explain differences in the mean level of wages. Although the equations were
simplifications designed to aid the interpretation of dummy variables, the explanatory
variables that were used are typical of those included in labor market applications. In this
section our illustrative example is another simplified wage equation where earnings per hour
(WAGE) depends on years of education (EDUC), years of experience (EXPER), and a
dummy variable METRO that is equal to I for workers who live in a metropolitan area and 0
for workers who live outside a metropolitan area. Using data in the file cps2.dat the least
squares estimated equation for this model is

t
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' x(ey1) : vatleni)
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.:andard deviatior
rertition, that me
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(wAGEMi\

\ " "  )

WAGE : -9.914 + |.234EDUC + O.|33EXPER + |.524METRO
('")  (1.08) (0.070) (0.01s) (0.431)

(8.28 )

The results suggest education and experience have a positive effect on the level of wages and
that, given a particular level ofeducation and experience, the average metropolitan wage is
$1.52 per hour higher than the average wage in a rural area.

The question we now ask is: How does the variance of wages in a metropolitan area
compare with the variance of wages in a rural area? Are the variances likely to be the same or
different? One might suspect that the greater range of different types of jobs in a
metropolitan area will lead to city wages having a higher variance. To introduce a
framework for investigating this question, we partition our sample into two parts, one
for the metropolitan observations (for which we use the subscript " M") andthe other for the
rural observations (for which we use the subscript "R")

WAGE6; :9m - t  \zEDUCm * S3EXPERyi  *  ey i  i :1 ,2, . . . ,Nu (8.29a7

WAGERi :  Bn r  f  B2EDUCp;  *  g tEXPERn i  *  en i  i : 1 ,2 , . . . ,Nn  (8 .29b )

Implicit in the above specification is the assumption that the coefficients for EDUC and
EXPER (9: and B3) are the same in both metropolitan and rural areas, but the intercepts
differ. This assumption is in line with the estimated equation in (8.28) where the estimate for
Ba1 is Dp1 : -9.914 and the estimate for py1 is

/wAGEni\.
\ o n /

The variances
rre both equal tobm : -9.914 + 1.524: -8.39
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The new assumption in (8.29) is that the variances of the two error terms e74; lnd ep; are
not equal. For the least squares estimates in (8.28) to be best linear unbiased, we require
tar(ey1): var(en;) : o2; the error variance is constant for all observations. We nou'
assume that the error variances in the metropolitan and rural regions are different.
That is,

var(e1ai) : 62r, var(ea;) : srfl (8 .30)

Having two subsets of observations, each with a different variance, partitions the sample
rnto what we have called a heteroskedastic partition.

In the file cps2.dat there are N,u: 808 metropolitan observations and Np : 192 rural
,rbservations. Using these observations and least squares to estimate (8.29a) and (8.29bt
\eparately yields variance estimates

62u :31.82+,  oA:  15.243

The estimated error variance for the metropolitan wage equation is approximately double that
Ior the rural wage equation. Whether this difference could be attributable to sampling error. or
r\ sufnciently large to conclude that o2r l do, it something to decide using a hypothesis test.
\\'e defer such a test until the next section and, for the moment, assume that oh + 62R.

One set of estimates that recognizes that the error variances are different are the separate
.east squares estimates of (8.29a) and (8.29b) that turn out to be

but : -9.052, buz : 1.282, buz :0.1346
bm :  -6.166,  bnz:0.956,  bnz :0]260

However, a problem with these estimates is that we have two estimates for B2 and two
:'stimates for B3, when in (8.29) we tue assuming the effect of education and experience on
.i ages is the same for both metropolitan and rural areas. Given this assumption is correct,
"etter estimates (ones with lower variances) can be obtained by combining both subsets of
jata and applying a generalized least squares estimator to the complete set of data, with
::cognition given to the existence of heteroskedasticity.

The strategy for obtaining generalized least squares estimates is the same as it was in the
rrevious section. The variables are transformed by dividing each observation b1' the
.tandard deviation of the corresponding error term. In our example of a heteroskedastic
rartition, that means that all metropolitan observations are divided by o.y and all rural
'bservations are divided by oa. Equations (8.29a) and (8.29b) become

(wAGEMi\  _,  /  r  \  o  (EDUCpl i \ ,  ^  (EXpERazi \  / r r , \| - l : Fu t t - | +Fz l - I +F : l
\ oir.r / \oul \ oM / \ ay / \ou/

i : 1 , 2 , . . . , N M  ( 8 . 3 I a )

( w A G E R i \  ^  ( t \ , ^ ( E D U C * , \  ^ ( E X q E R R \  / . n , \l : l 5 R I l - l - u z l - l . r l 5 : l  l r l - l
\ o n l \ o n l \ o R l \ o R / \ o n /

i : 1 , 2 , . . . , N R t 8 . 3 l b r

The variances of the transformed error terms (e 1a; f o y) and (, o, I o ̂ ) are the same. Thel
:re both equal to 1. Is this fact obvious to you? No? Go back and check out (8.15) and (8.221
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When you are comfortable, it will be clear to you that the combined set of error terms is
homoskedastic. Thus, application of least squares to the complete set of transformed
observations yields best linear unbiased estimators.

There are two complications, however. The first is that oaa and oa are unknown. We solve
this problem by transforming the observations with their estimates 67,a and 6p. Doing so
yields a generalized least squares estimator that has good properties in large samples. The
second complication relates to the fact that the metropolitan and rural intercepts are
different. This complication will not necessarily be present in all models with a hetero-
skedastic partition, but it arises in this case because both the mean and variance of wage
depend on the dummy variable METRO.

The different intercepts are accommodated by includingMETRO aswe did in the original
equation (8.28), but this time it is transformed in the same way as the other variables.
Collecting all these facts together, we can combine equations (8.31a) and (8.3Ib) and sum-
marize the method for obtaining generalized least squares estimates in the following wa).

l. Obtain estimates 6,y and 6a by applying least squares separately to the metropolitan
and rural observations.

I  o ,  whenMETROi:  I
2 .  Le t  o i  :  {  ^ ' -

I o^ whenMETROi :0

3. Apply least squares to the transformed model

(w l cn . .  / 1 \  r t ouc ; \ , . (EXPER i \
t __=__ r )  :B * , [ . ) +B r [ :  ^  , _ f  p3 r______ :_ ,
\ oi /  \oi/  \  oi /  \  c; ,  

,r.rr,
+{uU!o,) . (:)

\ o; ) \",)
where B,yr : Bnr * 6.

Following these steps using the data in the file cps2.dat yields the estimated equation

WAGE: -9.398 + l.|96EDUC + O.I32EXPER + l.539METRO
('")  (1.02) (0.06e) (0.01s) (0.346)

(8.33 )

These coefficient estimates are sirnilar in magnitude to those in (8.28), an outcome that is not
surprising given that both least squares and generalized least squares are unbiased in the
presence of heteroskedasticity. We would hope, however, that the greater precision of the
generalized least squares estimator is reflected in smaller standard errors. The standard enors
in (8.28) are not a good basis for comparison because they are incorrect under hetero-
skedasticity. However, we compare those in (8.33) with those obtained by applying least
squares separately to the metropolitan and rural observations.For EDUC they are se(bya2) :
0.080 and se (bp2) : 0.133, andfor EXPER they are se (b6): 0.018 and se (ba3) : 0.025.
Using the larger combined set of observations has led to a reduction in the standard errors.

REMARK: The generalized least squares estimators described in the last three sub-
sections require an assumption about the form of the heteroskedasticity, Using least
squares with White standard errors avoids the need to make an assumption about the
form of heteroskedasticity, but does not realize the potential efficiency gains from
generalized least squares.
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8. 4 Detecting Fleteroskedasticity

In our discussion of the food expenditure equation, we used the nature of the economic
problem and data to argue why heteroskedasticity of a particular form might be present.
However, in this and in other equations that use other types of data. there *ill be
:-rncertainty about whether a heteroskedastic assumption is warranted. It is natural to
rsk: How do I know if heteroskedasticity is likely to be a problem for my model and my set
.rf data? Is there a way of detecting heteroskedasticity so that I know whether to use
reneralized least squares techniques? We consider three ways of investigating these
questions. The first is the informal use of residual plots. The other two are more formal
,'lasses of statistical tests.

S.1.1 Rrsrouer Prors

One way of investigating the existence of heteroskedasticity is to estimate your model using
.east squares and to plot the least squares residuals. Ifthe errors are homoskedastic, there
.hould be no patterns of any sort in the residuals. If the errors are heteroskedastic, they may
:end to exhibit greater variation in some systematic way. For example, for the household
r'\penditure data, we suspect that the variance increases as incomes increases. Earlier in this
-'hapter (Section 8.1) we plotted the estimated least squares function and the residuals and
:eported them in Figure 8.2. We discovered that the absolute values of the residuals do
:ndeed tend to increase as income increases. This method of investigating heteroskedasticity
-'an be followed for any simple regression.

When we have more than one explanatory variable, the estimated least squares function
.. not so easily depicted on a diagram. However, what we can do is plot the least squares
:esiduals against each explanatory variable, or against!;, to see ifthose residuals vary in a
.r stematic way relative to the specified variable.

r..{.2 THr Gororrm-QuaNor TEsr

Our second test for heteroskedasticity is designed for two subsamples with possibly
.lifferent variances. In Section 8.3.3, under the title "A Heteroskedastic Partition," we
;onsidered metropolitan and rural subsamples for estimating a wage equation. Suspecting
:hat the error variances could be different for these two groups, we estimated their variances
..' 62, :31.824 and &2p : 15.243. We now ask: Are these values sufficiently different to
jr)nclude tnat o2r 7 olt

The background for this test appears in Appendix C.7.3. The only difference is that the
Jegrees of freedom change because we are considering the enor variances tiom t*rr
.ubsamples of a regression equation rather than the variances from two independent
.amples of data. In the context of the example we are considering, it can be shorr n
:hat

t8 . - l -1  r

rihereN,y - KyandNp- Kparc the degrees of freedomforthe two subsample re-sres\ion\.
Usually, Ku: Kn.In words, (8.34) says: The F statistic that has a numerator equal to the
:atio of one variance estimate to its true population value, and a denominator equal to the
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ratio of the other variance estimate to its population value, has an F distribution with
(Nu - Ku, Nn - Kn) degrees of freedom. Suppose we want to test

H():ozM:62R against 4:o2, lo2* (8.35)

Then, when F16 is true, (8.34) reduces to F:&rlAk, and its value for the wage
equation is
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Given that (8.35) is a two-tail test, and recalling that N1a :808, NR : 192, and Ky : IQ: 3.
the relevant lower and upper critical values for a 5Vo significance level are F1, :
F(o.ozs,aos,rsq) : 0.81 and Fgr: F(o.qzs,sos,resl: 1.26. We reject Holf F I Fy, or F )
Fy.. Since 2.09 > I.26, in this case we reject /1s and conclude the wage variances for the
rural and metropolitan regions are not equal.

When following the above procedure, it does not matter whether you put the larger variance
estimate in the numerator or the denominator of the F-statistic. However, if you always put the
larger estimate in the numerator, then you reject lls at a 5Vo level of significance if
F ) Fu, : F@.ots,Ny-Ky,Np-Kp). For a one-tail test the critical value changes. For
ft:o27a > ofr, we reject F1s at a 5Vo level of significance if F > F,: F(o.qs,sos,rss) : I.22.
Since we originally hypothesized that greaterjob variety in the metropolitan area might lead to
a greater variance, one could argue that a one-tail test is appropriate.

Although the Goldfeld-Quandt test is specifically designed for instances where the
sample divides naturally into two subsamples, it can also be used where, under fly, the
variance is a function of a single explanatory variable, say 2,. To perform the test under
these circumstances, we order the observations according to zi so that, ifheteroskedasticitl
exists, the first half of the sample will correspond to observations with lower variances and the
last half of the sample will correspond to observations with higher variances. Then, we split
the sample into approximately two equal halves, carry out two separate least squares
regressions that yield variance estimates, say 6l and 61, and proceed with the test as
described previously.

Following these steps for the food expenditure example, with the observations ordered
according to income x;, and the ymple split into two equal subsamples of 20 observations
each, yields 6i : 3574.8 and 6i : 12921.9, from which we obtain

6,M

oF

t#:2.0e

^ 1
o;D _t  - : i -
oJ

r292r .9: 3 . 6 1
3574.8

Believing that the variances could increase, but not decrease with income, we use a one-tail
test wirh 5Vo crit ical value F1o.es,rs,tz;:2.22. Since 3.61 > 2.22, a null hypothesis of
homoskedasticity is rejected in favor of the alternative that the variance increases with
lncome.

8.4.3 TEsrrNc rnr VaRraucn FuNcrroN

In this section we consider a test for heteroskedasticity based on the variance function. The
form of the variance function used for testing is slightly different from that used for
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estimation in Section 8.3, but the idea is the same. As before, it is important to distinguish
between the mean function E(y) and the variance function vtr(y;). The mean function
appears in the regression model

y i :  E(y i )  *  !i :  9r  - l  B2x2 + " '  +  9xx ix  t  e i (8.36)

The variance function is relevant when heteroskedasticity is a possibility and we hypoth-
esize that the variance depends on a set of explanatory variables zi2, zi3, . . . ,zis.A general
form for the variance function is

var(y,) - o7 : n@I : h(ot + d2zi2 +. " * asz,s) (8.37)

This is a general formbecause we have not been specific about the function ft(.). One of the
desirable features of the test that we develop is that it is valid for all reasonable functions ft(').
Examples are the function specified in Section 8.3.2, namely

h (o t  +azZ iz * . . ' +  asz ; s )  :  exp (c r l  +a -2z i z  *  " ' * c t sz ; s )

and its special case that appears in (8.18)

T  - .  I
ft(or + rtzzi) : exP lln(o') + 1ln(x;).1

.{nother example is the linear function

h(ot + d2zi2 + " '  * ctszis) :  ar * qzZiz * '  "  * aseis (8.38)

\otice what happens to the function ft(') when dz : 6y3: ' 'i ' : as : 0. It collapses to

h(ot + dzZiz * " ' + crers) : ft(crr)

The term h(ctr) is a constant; it does not depend on any explanatory variables. In other
*ords, when olz: ry3: .. - : crs :0, heteroskedasticity is not present; the variance is
;onstant. In terms of notation that you are familiar with, we can write o2:h(er).
Consequently, the null and alternative hypotheses for a test for heteroskedasticity based
on the variance function are

H O :  c t 2 : C t 3 : ! r ' : 6 9 5 : 0

Hr: not all the cr" in /1s are zero
(8.3e)

The null and alternative hypotheses are the first components of a test. The next component is
a test statistic. To obtain a test statistic we consider the linear variance function in (8.38) that
t|e substitute into (8.37) to obtain

var()r) - o? : E(e!) : o-r + azzi2* "' * aszis (8.40)

Let v; : e! - n1e!) be the difference between a squared error and its mean. Then, from
,8.40). we can write

e? : E(e?) -l v; : a1 | a2Z;2+ . .. + cr5Z;5 * v; ( 8 . 4 1 )
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Notice that the addition of v; to the variance function serves a similar purpose to addition of e
to the mean function in (8.36). There is an important difference, however. In (8.36) the
dependent variable y; is observable. If we try to estimate (8.41), we find that the "dependent
variable" ef is not observab^le. We overcome this problem by repla cing e! with the squares of
the least squares residuals ?f , obtained from estimating (8.36). Thus, we write an operational
version of (8.41) as

O? : ot * azziz+ "' + crsZis * vr (8.42t

Strictly speaking, replacing e! Ay a! also changes the definition of v;, but we will retain the
same notation to avoid unnecessary complication.

The variance function test for heteroskedasticity uses quantities obtained from least
squares estimation of (8.42). We are interested in discovering whether the variables :i:.
Zit. . . . ,z;5 help explain the variation in 2f . Since the R2 goodness-of-fit statistic from (8.41 r
measures the proportion of variation in 2f explained by the z's, it is a natural candidate for a
test statistic. It can be shown that, when I1s is true, the sample size multiplied by R2 has a chi-
square (12) OistrlUution with S - 1 degrees of freedom. That is,

x2 :  NxR2 -x ' t r- ,1 (8.43 r

It is likely that, so far, your exposure to the X2-distribution has been limited. It was
introduced in Appendix 8.5.2,it was used for testing for normality in Section 4.3.4, and its
relationship with the F-test was explored in an appendix to Chapter 6, Appendix 6,4,. It is a
distribution that is used for testing many different kinds of hypotheses. Like an F random
variable, a X2 random variable takes only positive values. Because a large R2 value provides
evidence against the null hypothesis (it suggests the z variables explain changes in the
variance), the rejection region for the statistic in (8.43) is in the right tail ofthe distribution.
Thus, for a5Vo significance level, we reject FIs and conclude that heteroskedasticity exists
when 12 ) X2ro.ss.s_ri.

There are several important features of this test:

l. It is a large sample test. The result in (8.43) holds approximately in large samples.
2. You will often see the test referred to as a Lagrange multiplier test or a Breusch-

Pagan test for heteroskedasticity. Breusch and Pagan used the Lagrange multiplier
principle (see Appendix C.8.4) to derive an earlier version of the test that was later
modifiedby otherresearchers to the form in (8.43). The test values forthese and other
slightly different versions of the test, one of which is an F-test, are automaticalll
calculated by a number of software packages. The one provided by your software
may or may not be exactly the same as the NxR'version in (8.43). The relationships
between the different versions of the test are described in Appendix 88. As you
proceed through the book and study more econometrics, you will find that man.v
Lagrange multiplier tests can be written in the form NxR2 where R2 comes from a
convenient auxiliary regression related to the hypothesis being tested.

3. We motivated the test in terms of an alternative hypothesis with the very general
variance function o? : h(q + o2zi2^+.'.* crszis), yet we proceeded to carry out
the test using the l inear function 0i : s..r * azziz+ ... +ctsz;s f v;. One of the
amazing features of the Breusch-Pagan test is that the value of the statistic computed
from the linear function is valid for testing an alternative hypothesis of hetero-
skedasticity where the variance function can be of any form given by (8.37).
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8.4.3a The White Test
One problem with the variance function test described so far is that it presupposes that \\'e
have knowledge of what variables will appear in the variance function if the alternative
hypothesis of heteroskedasticity is true. In other words, it assumes we are able to specifl' ::,
:1,. . .,2s. In reality we may wish to test for heteroskedasticity without precise knowledge of
rhe relevant variables. With this point in mind, econometrician Hal White suggested
defining the z's as equal to the x's, the squares of the x's, and possibly their cross products.
Frequently, the variables that affect the variance are the same as those in the mean function.
.\lso, by using a quadratic function we can approximate a number of other possible variance
tunctions. Suppose the mean function has two explanatory variables

E ( v i ) : 9 r l $ 2 x i 2 * 9 : x , :

The White test without cross-product terms (interactions) specifies

z 2 :  x 2  z 3 :  x 3  z + :  x Z  z s :  x ?

Including interactions adds one further variable, z6: xzx3. If the mean function contains
quadratic terms (e.g., 4 : xl), then some of the z's are redundant and are deleted.

The White test is performed as an F-test (see Appendix 88 for details) or using
rhe 12 - NxR2 test defined in (8.43). Its test values are routinely calculated by many
cconometric software packages and can often be found by the simple click of a
mouse.

8.4.3b Testing the Food Expenditure Exarnple
To test for heteroskedasticity in the food expenditure example where the variance is
potentially a function of income, we test Hs;a2:0 against the alternative H1:a2f 0
in the variance function o? : h(q + oLzxi).We begin by estimating the function 2f :
cr I * ct2x; * v; by least squares, from which we obtain

SS7 :  4,610,749,441 SSE : 3,159,556, 169

215

Rz : r- ss"ry4: o'1846

end

X2  :  NxRz  :  40x0 .1846  :1 .38

Since there is only one parameter in the null hypothesis, the 12-test has one degree of
treedom. The 5Vo critical value is 3.84. Because 7.38 is greater than 3.84, we reject lls and
;onclude that the variance depends on income.

For the White version of the test we estimate the equation 2? : ot I ctzxi + %t + vi
end test Hs:a2 : o: : 0 against H1:u2 f 0 or ct3 10. In this case, including both the test
.rnd p-values, we have

X2  :  NxRz :40x0 .18888  :7 .555  p -va lue  :0 .023

The 5Vo critical value is X?o.nr,rl: 5.99. Again, we conclude that heteroskedasticin exists
riith the variance dependent on income.
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8,5 Exercises

8.5.1 PnoersN{s

8.1 Show that the variance of the least squares estimator given in (8.8) simplifies to that
given in (8.6) when o? : o2. That is

I [('' - r)2"i] : o' =
f>L, (', - r)'1' rL' ('' - *)'

8.2 Consider the model yi : 9r I lzxr * ei with heteroskedastic variance var(e;) : 6ri
and its transformed homoskedastic version yi : Broit + gzxi 4- ei where
yi : niryi, xl : oitxi, and e! : o,tei. The normal equations whose solution
yields the generalized least squares estimators B1 and B2 are

(Ioi') 0' + (Io;txi) B z : 2o i 1 vi
(Io;rxi)B' + (Ixi 'z)8, :Z*ivi

(a) Show that B1 and B2 can be written as

9 , :

Loi 2yixi 
/Iorty'\ /Io;2x;\-I"-- 
\E-l\x;'7

Zo;zxl (Lo;2xi\2
>"7 - \ >;a,

o,:Y2-(#)u
(b) Show that 91 and B2 are equal to the least squares estimators by and b2 when

o? : o2 for all i. That is, the error variances are constant.
(c) Does a comparison of the formulas for p1 and B2 with those for b1 and b2

suggest an interpretation for 0r anO Bzf

8.3 Consider the simple regression model

Y i : 9 r  * 7 z x i l e t

where the ei are independent errors with E(ei) : 0 and var(ei) : ozx?. Suppose that
you have the following five observations

!  :  ( 4 , 3 , 1 , 0 , 2 )  x :  ( 1 , 2 , 1 , 3 , 4 )

Use a hand calculator to find generalized least squares estimates of B1 and 82.
8.-+ A sample of 200 Chicago households was taken to investigate how far American

households tend to travel when they take vacation. Measuring distance in miles per
year, the following model was estimated

MILES: 9r * 9IINCOME -l\zAGE + 9qKIDS -r e

The variables are self-explanatory exceptperhaps for AGEthatis the average age of
the adult members of the household. The data are in the file vacation.dat.
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i,rcunn 8.3 Residual plots for Exercise 8.4: vacation data.

(a) The equation was estimated by least squares and the residuals are ploned against
age and income in Figure 8.3. What do these graphs suggest to you?

(b) Ordering the observations according to descending values of INCOME, and
applying least squares to the first 100 observations, and again to the second 100
observations, yields the sums of squared errors

SSEr : 2.9471x107 SSE2 : 1.0479x107

Use the Goldfeld-Quandt test to test for heteroskedastic errors. Include speci-
fication of the null and alternative hypotheses.

(c) Table 8.1 contains three sets of estimates, those from least squares, those from
least squares with White's standard errors, and those from generalized least
squares under the assumption o? : o2 xINCOMEZ.

(i) How do vacation miles traveled depend on income, age, and the number of
kids in the household?

(ii) How do White's standard errors compare with the least squares standard
errors? Do they change your assessment of the precision of estimation?
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TabI e 8. 7 Output forExercise 8.4

Variable Coefficient Std. Enor r-Value p-Value

t . t b I e  8 . 3  I
-
, -:Pendent Variab
r_,,!a"9:9f-g!
,:nable

; , )OMS
;')oMS^z

RI.VE
'Rl.vE^2

.'.tr

Least squares estimates

C
INCOME
AGE
KIDS

-391.55
14.20
15.74

-81 .83

169.78
1 .80
3.76

27 .13

-2.3r
7.89
4 .19

-3.02

0.022
0.000
0.000
0.003

Least squares estimates with White standard errors

C
INCOME
AGE
KIDS

-391.55
t4.20
15.74

-81.83

142.65
1.94
3.97

29.r5

-2.74
7.32
3.97

-2.81

0.007
0.000
0.000
0.006

Generalized least squares estimates

;' : 0.08467

(b) Do yt
(c) What

. 6 Continuin
following

?? :q f

where ?; a
8.5.
(a) Discu

variar
(b) Test f

Consider

v

You have

C
INCOME
AGE
KIDS

-425.00
13.95
t6.72

-76.81

121.44
1.48
3.02

2t .85

-3.50
9.42
5.s3

-3.52

0.00r
0.000
0.000
0.001

(iii) Is there evidence to suggest the generalized least squares estimates are
better estimates?

8.5 In Exercise 5.5 an equation used for the valuation of homes in towns surroundin-e
Boston was estimated. Reestimating that equation with White's standard errors
yields the output in Table 8.2.
(a) For the coefficients of CRIME, ROOMS, AGE, and TAX, compare 95Vo confr-

dence intervals obtained using the standard errors from Exercise 5.5 with those
from Table 8.2.

Table 8.2 EstimatedMean Function forExercise 8.5

Dependent Variable: VALUE
Observations: 506
Heteroskedasticity-Consistent Standard Errors
Variable Coefficient Std. Error r-Value p-Value

C
CRIME
NITOX
ROOMS
AGE
DIST
ACCESS
TAX
PTRATIO

28.407
-0.1 83

-22.811
6.372

-0.048
-  1.335

0.2'72
-0.013
-1.1't7

1 . 1
-0.5

J . J

Use a hat
(a) Find
(b) Find
(c) Estin
(d) Find
(e) Find

Exerr

. .3 .2 CovrPr

r.g The file
C A i n l
Exercise

7.380
0.035
4.360
0.665
0.011
0.190
0.075
0.003
0.r24

3.849
-5.283
-5.232

9.574
-4.433
-7.019

3.644
-4.430
-9.522

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

R2 :0.657 SSE:14,652.22 SST :42,716.29
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Table 8.3 Estimated Variance Function forExercise 8.6

p-Value Dependent Variable: EHAT_SQ
Included observations: 506
\hriable Coefficient Std. Error t-Value p-Value0.022

0.000
0.000
0.003

C
ROOMS
ROOMS^2
CRIME
CRIME^2
DIST

ro1't.037
-305.31 l

23.822
2.285

-0.039
-4.419

204.522
63.088
4.844
1 )4)

0.019
2.466

4.92
-4.84

4.92
1 .84

-2.04
-t.79

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.067
0.0-11
0.07-l

0.007
0.000
0.000
0.006

Rr : 0.08467 SSd :  5,038,458 SST : 5, 504,525

(b) Do you think heteroskedasticity is likely to be a problem?
(c) What misleading inferences are likely if the inconect standard errors are used?

Continuing with the example in Exercise 8.5, Table 8.3 contains output for the
following least squares regression

?7 : o, + azROOMSi * qROOM$ + (\ CRIMEi + asCntUn? + q6DISTi + vi

where 2; are the least squares residuals from the mean function estimated in Exercise
8.5.
(a) Discuss how each of the variables ROOMS, CRIME, and DISZ influences the

variance of house values.
(b) Test for heteroskedasticity.

Consider the model

yi : 9r * gzxi * ei E(e) :0 var(e;) : 
"! 

: exp(azr)

You have the following eight observations on yi, xi, and zi.

$ .6
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.00r

3s estimates are

vns surrounding
standard errors

parc 95qo confi-
e 5.5 with those

1 . 1
-0.5

3 . 3

18 .9
J . Z

7.0

6.4
3.4
1 .9

1 . 8
-3.5

6.8

A <

1 A

!.  -1

-0 . :
o .+

-0.9
-  1 . 8

4.7

-0.5
-3

0.3

p-Value
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Use a hand calculator to:
(a) Find least squares estimates of B1 and B2.
(b) Find the least squares residuals.
(c) Estimate a.
(d) Find variance estimates cif .
(e) Find generalized least squares estimates of B1 and 82. (Hint: Use the results in

Exercise 8.2)

{.5.2 Conrpursn ExEncrsEs

r.8 The file stockton96.dal contains 940 observations on home sales in Stockton.
CA in 1996. Thev are a subset of the data in the file stockton.dat used tor
Exercise 7.4.
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(a) Use least squares to estimate a linear equation that relates house price PR ICE to
the size of the house in square feet SQFT and the age of the house in years AGE.
Comment on the estimates.

(b) Suppose that you own two houses. One has 1400 square feet; the other has 1800
square feet. Both are 20 years old. What price do you estimate you will get for
each house.

(c) Use the White test (with cross-product term included) to test for heteroskedas-
ticity.

(d) Estimate cr.r and cr2 in the variance function o7 : exp(ctr -t a2SQFT).
(e) Using the variance assumption from part (d), find generalized least squares

estimates for the parameters of the equation estimated by least squares in part (a1.
Comment on the results.

(0 Use the results from part (e) to estimate the prices you will get for your two
houses.

8.9 (a) Using the estimates obtained in part (a) of Exercise 8.8 as the parameter values.
and assuming normally distributed errors, find the probability that (i) your 1400
square feet house sells for more than $115,000 and (ii) your 1800 square feet
house sells for less than $110,000.

(b) After making the correction crr : crr + 1.2'704, use the estimates obtained in
parts (d) and (e) of Exercise 8.8 as the parameter values, and assuming normallr
distributed errors, find the probability that (i) your 1400 square feet house sell:
for more than $l 15,000 and (ii) your 1800 square feet house sells for less than
$ I 10,000.

(c) Comment on and compare the answers you obtained in parts (a) and (b).

8. l0'r' (a) The purpose of this exercise is to test whether the variance specification ol :
o2x; introduced in Section 8.3.1 has been adequate to eliminate heteroske-
dasticity in the food expenditure example in the text. Compute the squares of
the residuals from the transformed model used to obtain the estimates in
(8.16). Regress the squares of the residuals on x; and test for heteroskedas-
ticity.

(b) We now ask whether the variance specification o? : ozi'! introduced in Section
8.3.2 eliminates heteroskedasticity. Compute the squares of the residuals from
the transformed model used to obtain the estimates in(8.27). Regress the squares
of the residuals on x; and test for heteroskedasticity.

8. I I Reconsider the household expenditure model that appears in the text, and the data for
which are in the file food.dat. That is. we have the model

y i : B r  * 9 z x i * e i

where y; is food expenditure for the ith household and x; is income. Find generalized
least sq^uares estimates for Br- and $r-under the assumqtions

1 -(a) var\ei) : o't/xi
(b) var(ei) : o'4
(c) var(e1) : o2ln(xt)
Comment on the sensitivity of the estimates and their standard errors to the hetero-
skedastic specification. For each case, use the White NxR2 statistic and the residuals
from the transformed model to test to see whether heteroskedasticity has been
eliminated.
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12 ln the file pubexp.dat there are data on public expenditure on education (EE). -eross
domestic product (GDP), and population (P) for 34 countries in the year 1980. It is
hypothesized that per capita expenditure on education is linearly related to per capita
GDP. That is.

l 3 ' l

where

It is suspected that" ei may be heteroskedastic with a variance related to .r,.
(a) Why might the suspicion about heteroskedasticity be reasonable?
(b) Estimate the equation using least squares, plot the least squares function and the

residuals. Is there any evidence of heteroskedasticity?
(c) Test for the existence of heteroskedasticity using a White test.
(d) Use White's formula for least squares variance estimates to find some alternative

standard errors for the least squares estimates obtained in part (b). Use these
standard errors and those obtained in part (b) to construct two alternative 95Vo
confidence intervals for B2. What can you say about the confidence interval that
ignores the heteroskedasticity?

(e) Reestimate the equation under the assumption that var(e;) : o2xi. Report the
results. Construct a 95%o confidence interval for B2. Comment on its width
relative to that of the confidence intervals found in pan (d).

Consider the following cost function where C denotes cost and Q denotes output.
Assume that var(ey,) : o2Qtt. We use a subscript r because the observations are
time-series data. They are stored in the file cloth.dat.

Cr ,  :  Br  - t  BzQr,  + \zQi ,  - t  \qQl ,  + et ,

(a) Find generalized least squares estimates of 9r, Bz, 83, and Ba.
(b) Test the hypothesis Br : F+ : 0.
(c) What can you say about the nature of the average cost function if the hypothesis

in (b) is true?
(d) Under what assumption about the error term would it be more appropriate to

estimate the average cost function than the total cost function?

In the file cloth.dat there ne 28 time-series observations on total cost (C) and output
(Q) for two clothing manufacturing firms. It is hypothesized that both firms' cost
functions are cubic and can be written as:

firm 1: Cu : 9t -t 7zQv + ?tQi, * \qQi, * eu
firm 2: Cz, : 6r * 6zQz, + 6tQ3, -t E+Q1, + ez,

where E(e1) : E(ezt): 0, var(err) : o?, and var(e2,): 03. AIso. eh arTd ezt ate
independent of each other and over time.
(a) Estimate each function using least squares. Report and comment on the results.

Do the estimated coefficients have the expected sisns?

J'r
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Using a 107o significance level, test the hypothesis that -F1s :o! : 63 against thr
alternative that H1:oll ol.
Estimate both equations jointly assuming that Bl :6r, Fz :62, 9: :61, an;
9+ : E+. Report and comment on the results.
Test the hypothesis

I I s : B 1  -  6 t '  F z : 6 2 ,  9 : : 6 3 a n d B 4 :  $ o

Comment on the test outcome.

8.15* (a) Reconsider the wage equation that was estimated in Section 8.3.3. Instead t:
estimating the variances from two separate subsamples, one for metropolitan an;
the other for rural, estimate the two variances using the model

o3:exp(ct r  *a2METRoi)

and one single combined sample. Are your variance estimates different fror
those obtained using two separate sub-samples? Why?

(b) Find a new set of generalized least squares estimates for the mean function an:
compare them with those in (8.33).

(c) Find White standard errors for the least squares estimates of the mean functio:
How do they compare with the generalized least squares standard errors obtaineJ
in part (b)?

8.16 Consider the following model used to explain gasoline consumption per car i:.
Germany and Austria for the period 1960-1978:

ln(GAS) : 9r * B2ln(INC) * B3ln(pRICE) + B4In(CARS) + e

where 1NC is per capita real income, PRICE is the real gasoline price, and CARS r.
the per capita stock of cars. Data on these variables appear in the file gasga.dar.
(a) Using separate least squares estimations, estimate the error variance f,.:

Germany o2", and the error variance for Austria ol.
(b) Test the hypothesis Hs:ozc: oi against the alternative H1:o261&o at a S,

significance level.
(c) Find generalized least squares estimates of the coefficients B1, Fz, 9:, 9+.
(d) Use the results in (c) to test the null hypothesis that demand is price inelasri.

(9: > - l) against the alternative that demand is elastic Br < - t.

Appendix 8A Properties of the Least Squares Estirnator

We are concemed with the properties of the least squares estimator for B2 in the model

(b)

(c)

(d)
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\ote that we are assuming the existence of heteroskedasticity. In Appendix 2D of Chapter 2.
ive wrote the least squares estimator for B2 as

bz :  Bz lZwie i ( 8 A . 1  )
',\ here

x i - - r' r1t, - 11'

This expression is a useful one for exploring the properties of least squares estimation under
reteroskedasticity. The first property that we establish is that ofunbiasedness. This property
'.ras derived under homoskedasticity in equation (2.13). The same proof holds under
reteroskedasticity because the only error te(n assumption that was used is E(e;) : g.
\\-e summarize the results here for comDleteness:

E(bz) :  E(92)  + E( \w;e; )

: 9z *ZwiE(e,) : g,

The next result is that the least squares estimator is no longer best. That is, although it is still
;nbiased, it is no longer the besr linear unbiased estimator. We showed this result in Section
..-3 by considering alternative variance specifications, and deriving alternative estimators
:hat were best under these specifications.

The final consequence of using least squares under heteroskedasticity is that the usual
:ormulas for the least squares standard erors are incorrect. To prove this result we write,
: rom (8A.1) ,

var(b2): var(Iltie,)

: 2w? v ar (e i) I V, i, jcov (e ;, e )

:Lwlo!

Ii the variances are all the same (o? : o'), then the next to last line becomes o?lr'1. this
.rmplification is not possible underheteroskedasticity, and so the result in (8A.2) is different
:o that derived in Appendix 2E. Specifically, it follows from (8A.2) that

(8A.2)

(8A.3)ct2
Y L f l 0 ' t l #  -

I (x i  -  l ) '

Thus, if we use the least squares estimation procedure and ignore heteroskedasticity when it
:. present, we will be using an estimate of (8A.3) to obtain the standard error for Dz when in
:lct we should be using an estimate of (8A.2). Using incorrect standard errors means that
:.terval estimates and hypothesis tests will no longer be valid. Note that standard computer
..rtiware for least squares regression will compute the estimated variance for b2 based on
iA.3), unless told specifically to compute White standard errors.

r  ^ t 2

ll(xr - r)']
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Appendix 88 Variance Function Tests
for Heteroskedasticity

More insights into variance function tests can be developed by relating them to the F-te-:
introduced in equation (6.7) for testing the significance of a mean function. To put that test i:
the context of a variance function consider eouation (8.42)

: ctl * dzZiz l "' f ct5.4;5 * v; (8B. r

and assume our objective is to testHs :cr2 : cr3 : . . . : as : 0 againstthe alternative th.::
at least one crr, for s : 2,. . ., S, is nonzero. In Section 8.4.3 we considered a more genera
vrriar,ce{ur,ctionthantha-.ir'(8B.1),butwe alsopoirned outthat using thelinear tunction :
(8B.1) is valid for testing more general alternative hypotheses.

Adapting the F-value reported in equation (6.7) to test the overall significance of (88 .
we have

F _
(ssr-ssE)/(s-r) ( 8 B  :ssE/(N - s)

where

^ )
ei

SST :
N r  1 2
> la? -F Ii : l l  J

N
and SSE: L0?

t : l

are the total sum of squares and sum of squared errors from estimating (8B . 1 ). Note that i: :r
the mean of the dependent variable in (8B.1), or, equivalently, the average of the sQUsr!: r
the least squares residuals from the mean function. Ata5Vo significance level, a valid te.: ,'
to reject 110 if the F-value is greater than a critical value given by F1o.ls,s-r,n-s;.

Two further tests, the original Breusch-Pagan test and the NxR2 version of it can -
obtained by modifying (8B.2). Please be patient as we work through these modifications. '*:

begin by rewriting (8B.2) as

x2 : (s - l)xF: ff i  -xrtr_,r (8B l

The chi-square statistic X2: (S- 1)xF has an approximate X2{s_t)-distribution in larg
samples. That is, multiplying an F-statistic by its numerator degrees of freedom gircr
another statistic that follows a chi-square distribution. The degrees of freedom of the ci:
square distribution are S - 1, the same as that for the numerator of the F-distribution. Tbr
background for this result is given in Appendix 6,{.

Next. note that

var(e!):;('r)-: .ssE ( 8 8  :
N - S

That is, the variance of the dependent variable is the same as the variance of the error, which crr
be estimated from the sum of squared errors in (88.1). Substituting (8B.4) into (88.3) i'ieir

, ssr-ssE
A - ---;-,

var\ei )
( 8 B :
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This test statistic represents the basic form ofthe Breusch-Pagan statistic. Its two different
, ersions occur because of the alternative estimators used to replace varle!).

If it is assumed that e; is norrnally distributed, it can be shown that var (e!) : Zo!, and the
-:.ltistic for the first version of the Breusch-Pasan test is

ssr - ssE (88.6)

\ote that o! : (o2")2 is the square of the error variance from the mean function; unlike SSZ
.rd SSE, its estimate comes from estimating (8.36). The result var(e!): 2oj might be
-rexpected. Here is a little proof so that you know where it comes from. When

-1/(0, ol), then (r,lo") -N(0, 1), and (r?1"?) -X7,r.The variance of a 1f,, random
.,riable is 2. Thus,

^ ^ 4/o;

/ r l\v a r [ ;  I
\oa /

l ^:2 => lvare!)  -  2 -> var lei  t  2oj

.ing (8B.6), we reject a null hypothesis of homoskedasticity when the 1r-value is greater

.rn a crit ical value from the 12u 1, distribution.
For the second version of (88.5) the assumption of normally distributed errors is not

-',-essary. Because this assumption is not used, it is often called the robust version of the
,:eusch-Pagan test. The sample variance ofthe squared least squares residuals. the ef, is
.:d as an estimator for var(e!). Specifically, we set

/  ) \vat\ei ) : (8B.7)

:rs quantity is an estimator for var(ef ) under the assumption Ils is true. It can also be
rtten as the total sum of squares from estimating the variance function divided by the
:iip1e size. Substituting (8B.7) into (8B.5) yields

X 2 :
ssz - ssE

ssz/N
:N^( t -ssE)

\ ssr/
(88 .8)

:  NxR/

re re R2 is the R2 goodness-of-fit statistic from estimating the variance function. At a 5Eo
:nificance level, a null hypothesis of homoskedasticity is rejected when 12 :NxRz
,eeds the cr i t ica l  va lue x2*nr  r - , , .
Software often reports the outcome of the White test described in Section 8.4.3a as an
,, rlue or a 12-value. The F-value is from the statistic in (88.4). with the z's chosen as the
. lnd their squares and possibly cross products. The 1l-r 'al ue is t iom the statistic in (8B.8),
:rh the z's chosen as the x's and their squares and possibly' cross products.

*,i'f'r -''l': Y

(88.-<



Chapte, 9

Dynarnic Models,
Autocorrelation, and
Forecasting

Learning Objectives

Based on the material in this chapter, you should be able to

1. Explain why lags are important in models that use time-series data and the q ar .
in which lags can be included in dynamic econometric models.

2. Describe the properties of an AR(l) enor.
3. Compute nonlinear least squares estimates for a model with an AR(l) enor.
4. Use a conelogram of residuals to test for autocorrelation.
5. Use a Lagrange multiplier test to test for autocorrelation.
6. Estimate an autoregressive model and use it to obtain forecasts.
7. Specify, estimate, and interpret the estimates from a finite distributed la:

model.
8. Compute and explain delay and interim multipliers and the total multiplier.
9. Specify and estimate autoregressive distributed lag models.

10. Find distributed lag weights from an estimated ARDL model.

Keywords

autocorrelation
autoregressive distributed

lag models
autoregressive error
autoregressive model
correlogram
delay multiplier
distributed lag weight
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dynamic models
finite distributed lag
forecast error
forecasting

lag length
lagged dependent variable
LM test"
nonlinear least squares
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9.1 Introduction

. ren modeling relationships between variables, the nature of the data that have bee n
lected has an important bearing on the appropriate choice of an econometric rrrodel.
:.rrticular, it is important to distinguish between cross-section data (data on a number oi

, ,nomic units at a parlicular point in time) and time-series data (data collected over time
' ,)ne particular economic unit). Examples of economic units from which we often obtain
-..'rvations are individuals, households, firms, geographical regions, and countries. Becaus.-
- .\-section data are often generated by way of a random sample, cross-section obsen ation.

.r particular variable are typically unconelated. The level of income obsen'ed in the Smith'.
-.ehold, for example, does not impact on, or is not affected by, the level of income in the
' ;'.' household. There is no particular ordering of the observations that is more natural or

.,::L'r than another.
\\-ith time-series data on the other hand, there is a natural ordering: the observation: are

'-:red according to time. Moreover, with time-series data it is l ikell '  that the obserr ation'
. be correlated over time. The level of income observed in the Smith's household in one

:.r is likely to be related to the level of income in the Smith's household in the 1'ear befbre.
,,ddition, relationships between variables can become dynamic. A change in the level of
:rplanatory variable may have behavioral implications beyond the time period in which
;curred. The consequences of economic decisions that result in changes in economic

::.rbles can last a long time. When the income tax rate is increased, consumers have less
-r\)sable income, reducing their expenditures on goods and services, which reduces profits
.uppliers, which reduces the demand for productive inputs, which reduces the profits of

- rnput suppliers, and so on. The effect of the tax increase ripples through the economy.
- :'\e effects do not occur instantaneously but are spread, or distributed, over future time
, ::r)ds. As shown in Figure 9. l, economic actions or decisions taken at one point in time I

.c effects on the economy at time /, but also at times t + l,t * 2, and so on.
Given that the effects ofchanges in variables are not all instantaneous, we need to ask how
':rodel the dynamic nature of relationships. We begin by recognizing three different ways
Joing so. One way is to specify that a dependent variable yr is a function of current and
-l values of an explanatory variable. That is,

j , :  f ( x t , x ,  t , - t r  : . . . . ) ( 9 . 1  )

-' .rre saying, for example, that the current rate of unemployment depends not just on the
:ent interest rate, but also on the rates in previous time periods. Turnin_e thi. interpretation
:rnd slightly, it means that a change in the interest rate now will hare ln irrrpact on
-'nrployment now and in future periods; it takes time for the effect of un inte rest rate
.,n9! to work its way through the economy.

Economic action
at time I

+
Effect at time r Effect at time r+l Effect at time r+2

, L'ne 9 .1 The disrr ibuted las effect.
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A second way of capturing the dynamic characteristics of time-series data is to specify a
model with a lagged dependent variable as one of the explanatory variables. For example.

Y, : f (Y,-r,xt) (9 .1 r

In this case we are saying that the unemployment rate in one period will depend (among
other things) on what it was in the previous period. Assuming a positive relationship, period<
of high unemployment will tend to follow periods of high unemployment andperiods of lou
unemployment will tend to follow periods of low unemployment.

A third way of modeling the continuing impact of change over several periods is via tk
error term. For examole. we can write

y v :  f ( x , ) r e 1 e t :  f ( e t - t ) (9.3 '

where the function et : f (et-t) is used to denote the dependence of the error on its value
in the previous period. Because (9.3) implies et+t:f(et), the dynamic nature of thii
relationship is such that the impact ofany unpredictable shock that feeds into the error terrn
will be felt notjust in period r, but also in future periods. The current error e, affects notjus
the current value of the dependent variabley,, but also its future values!t+rt!t+2,. . . . As an
example, suppose that a terrorist act creates fear of an oil shortage, which then drives up tlr
price ofoil. The terrorist act is an unpredictable shock that forms part ofthe error term er. It is
likely to affect the price of oil in the future as well as during the current period.

In this chapter we consider these three ways in which dynamics can enter a regression
relationship-lagged values of the explanatory variable, lagged values of the dependent
variable, and lagged values of the error term. What we discover is that these three war s
are not as distinct as one might at first think. Including a lagged dependent variable can
capture similar effects to those obtained by including a lagged error, or a long history of pas
values of an explanatory variable. Thus, we not only consider the three kinds of dynamic
relationships, but also explore the relationships between them.

Related to the idea of modeling dynamic relationships between time-series variables is tlr
important concept of forecasting. We are not only interestedin tracingthe impact of a change
in an explanatory variable or an error shock through time. Forecasting future values ofeco
nomic time series, such as the inflation rate, unemployment, or the exchange rate, is some-
thing that attracts the attention ofbusiness, governments, and the general public. Describing
how dynamic models can be used for forecasting is another objective of this chapter.

An assumption that we maintain throughout the chapter is that the variables in our
equations are stationary. This assumption will take on more meaning in Chapter 12 when it is
relaxed. For the moment we simply illustrate the nature of stationary and nonstationan
variables with some graphs. Figure 9.2 contains graphs of the observations on three differenr
variables, plotted against the observation number. Because the observations are ordered
according to time, the graphs show how the value ofeach variable changes over time. Plot.
of this kind are routinely considered when examining time-series variables. The variable r
that appears in Figure 9.2a is considered stationary because it tends to fluctuate around a
constant mean without wandering or trending. On the other hand, !2 ard y3 that appear in
Figure 9.2b and 9.2c possess characteristics of nonstationary variables. In Figure 9.2b r;
tends to wander or is "slow turning," while y3 in Figure 9.2c is trending. These concepts will
be defined more precisely in Chapter 12. At the present time the important thing to
remember is that this chapter is concerned with modeling and estimating dynami.^
relationships between stationary variables whose time series have similar characteristic:
to those of y1. That is, they neither "wander" nor "trend."

. : r ; t ' r - x  9 .2  (a

. eriable that is "s
'-t "trends".
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9.2 Lags in the Error Terrn: Autocorrelation

The first dynamic model that we consider is one with a lag in the error term. This model is a
convenient one to introduce first because it leads naturally into other models that involve
lags in the dependent variable y and lags in one or more explanatory variables, say x. We
introduce a direct way of modeling impacts of the error term that last beyond the current
period. We ask the question: Is there a way of including lags in the error term to recognize
that any unexpected shock felt through the error term will take time to work its way through
the economy or the industry described by the equation? Given that a shock does take several
periods to work through the system, if we consider an error term in any one period, it will
contain not only the effect of a current shock, but also the caffyover from previous shocks.
This carryover will be related to, or correlated with, the earlier shocks. When circum-
stances such as these lead to error terms that are correlated, we say that autocorrelation
exists. To make these concepts more concrete, we introduce them in the context of an area
response model for sugarcane.

9.2.L Anra RrspoNsn Moopr ron SucRnceNs

One way of modeling supply response for an agricultural crop is to specify a model in whicl:
area planted (acres) depends on price. When the price of the crop's output is high, farmer.
plant more of that crop than when its price is low. LettingA denote area planted, and P denore
output price, and assuming a log-log (constant elasticity) functional form, an area response
model of this type can be written as

ln(A) : Fr * Fz ln(P)

We use this model to explain the area of sugarcane planted in aregion of the Southeast Asiar
country of Bangladesh. Information on the area elasticity 9z is useftrl for governmen:
planning. It is important to know whether existing sugar processing mills are likely to b<
able to handle predicted output, whether there is likely to be excess milling capacity, anc
whether a pricing policy linking production, processing, and consumption is desirable.

Data comprising 34 annual observations on area and price are given in the file bangla.da:
To convert our economic model into an econometric one, we use the subscript r to describe
area and price in year t, and add a random error term e, to give

ln(A,) : gr f B2 rn(P1) * e1

In line with our earlier notation, we can write this equation as

(e.r

/ r :  F r  * 9 z x , l e , ( q i

where y, : ln(A,) and x, : ln(P1).
Suppose now that we wish to investigate how to include lags in the error term where c

dependsononeormoreof  i tspastvaluese,-1,  !t -2 , . . . . I t is l ike ly that farmers 'decis ion.
about the area of sugarcane planted will depend on their perceptions about future prices, anc
about government policies on prices and the establishment of processing mills. Since
variables for these perceptions are not explicitly included in the model, their effect on area
planted will be felt through the error term e1. Also, if perceptions change slowly over time. o:
at least not in a completely random manner, the current perceptions that form part of e, wii-
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:e related to perceptions held in the previous period that form part of the lagged !rror !1- r.
\ model that captures these effects is

e t : p e t - t + v t t 9 . 6 r

;here p (rho) is a parameter that describes the dependence of !7 otr !;1 and v, is a neu'
:"ndom error term. The rationale for (9.6) is a simple one. The random component e, in time
:criod / is composed of two parts: (i) pel-1 is a cruryover from the random error in the
r:evious period, due to the inertia in economic systems, with the magnitude of the parameter
- determining the extent of the carryover, and (ii) vr is a "new" shock to the level of the
.'lonomic variable. In our example, the "carryover" might be farmers' perceptions of
: rvernment policies on pricing and the establishment of mills. A new shock could be the
::roouflcerrrorrt of a new policy or information on sugarcane shortages or excesses. This
:-.odel asserts that shocks to an economic variable do not work themselves out in one
-riod. The parameter p in (9.6) determines how quickly the effect of a shock dissipates.
lne larger the magnitude of p the greater the carryover from one period to another and the
:'.ore slowly the shock dissipates.

Given a particular set of assumptions about yr, the model in (9.6) is known as a first-order
:jtoregressive model or, more simply, an AR(1) model. It is called "first-order" because
-:ere is a one-period lag on the right side of the equation. The existence of AR(1) errors has
rplications for estimation of the unknown parameters in our regression equation, B1 and B2.
3etore tuming to those implications, we need to investigate the properties of AR(1) errors.

9.2.2 Frnsr-OnosR AuroREGRESsrvE Enrons

'A'e begin by summarizing the model and stating the new assumptions about the AR( 1) enor.
',\'e are considerins the regression model

) r  :  Fr  *9zxt  I  e t (e.7)

)nly one explanatory variable is included to keep the discussion relatively simple and to use
':e framework of the sugarcane example. Extension to more than one explanatory variable is
.:aightforward. The error et is assumed to follow a first-order autoregressive AR(1) model
.ometimes called an AR(l) process)

!7 : p !7 - 1 * 1 1 ( 9 . 8  )

lhe random effors v, are assumed to have the properties assumed about e, in Chapters 2
':rough 7.That is, the v, are uncorrelated random variables with mean zero and a constani
:nance ol lsee assumptions MR2, MR3, and MR4 stated in Section 5.1):

E(v,) : g, var(v,) : oi, cov(v,, u") : 0 for t f s

'.\'e also assume that p is less than I in absolute value. That is,

t 9 . 9  r

- 1 < p < 1  t 9 . l 0 t

^his assumption implies that the e, are stationary and have properties that do not chanse
--:om period to period.
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What are the implications of the AR(l) error model defined by (9.8), (9.9), and (9.10) fo:
the properties (mean, variance, and correlations) of the enors e1? This question is ar:
important one because, as we saw in Chapters 2,5 and 8, the properties of the least square.
estimator for B1 and B2 depend on the properties of the er. We need to assess whether the
least squares estimator is still the best, linear unbiased estimator. It can be shown that tht
mean of er is

E(e,) : g (9 .1  I

That is, when the equation errors follow an AR( I ) model, they continue to have a zero mear:
For the variance of the e,. it can be shown that

enor models that k
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::........'......:

:te et

-0.303
0.254
0 .182
0.503
0.275

-0 .115
-0.43'.7
-0.423
-0.36'l

/ \  ,  o?
v a r \ e t ) - o i :  _t - p '

( 9 . 1 :

This equation describes the relationship between the variance oj of the original eQuatio:
error et and the variance ol of the uncorrelated homoskedastic error v,. Because ol does no:
change over time, the error e, is also homoskedastic. Where the properties of the er difte:
from those assumed in Chapters 2 through 7, is in the covariance between the error-
corresponding to different observations. Since we are using time-series data, when we sa.
"the covariance between errors corresponding to different observations," we are referring t,
the covariance between errors for different time periods. This covariance will be nonzer,
because of the existence of a lagged relationship between the enors from different tirnc
periods. Specifically, it can be shown that the covariance between any two errors that are .
periods apart is

cov(e, ,e, - r )  :  o?pk k>O (9.  t  :

In Chapters 2 through 7, we assumed this covariance was zero. So, we will need to examinr
the implications of (9.13) for estimation. However, before doing so, it is useful to get a bette:
understanding of (9. l3) and what it means for the sugarcane example. Note that the symb. .
ft is used to represent the time between errors. The expression in (9.13) says that th<
covariance between two errors that are ft periods apart depends on the variance ol. and on thc
parameter p raised to the power k.

To describe the correlation implied by the covariance in (9.13), we use the correlatio:
formula (B.20) from Appendix 8.4.3. Writing this formula in terms of our quantities t':
interest yields

corr(er, !t-k) :
COV\et) eFk) (9. r-:

JiiGJii@i

An interpretation or definition of the unknown parameter p can be obtained by settingk :
Specifically,

COIT(e/ ,  er t )  :  P r q  t <

Thus, p represents the correlation between two errors that are one period apart; it :.
sometimes called the autocorrelation coefficient. Also. when the errors in different timc
periods are correlated, we say that autocorrelation exists. There are a variety ofdynamr.

/ \ ) Lcov \e | ,e t -k )  oAp '  k: - -  , |  :  1  -  y
vat\er) oa
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-'nor models that lead to the existence of autocorrelation. The AR(l) error model that leads
: ' (9.14) is one of those models. However. because the AR(1) error model has, historicallr.
"cen the most commonly used one, the more general term "autocorrelation" is sometimes
..ed to describe a regression model with AR(l) enors.

From (9.14), we can also consider the sequence ofcorrelations between errors as the\
-<come further apart in time. Considering one period apart, two periods apart, three periods
.rart, and so on, we obtain the sequence

p . p 2 . p 3 . . . .

i:nce -l < p < l, the values in this sequence are declining. The greatest correlation
-ctween errors is forthose that are one period apart; as the errors become further apart. the
- ,nelation between them becomes smaller and smaller, and eventually ne,eligible. This
-raracteristic of an AR(l) error model is one that seems reasonable for manl econonric
^:renomena.

Let us investigate the errors in the sugarcane model to see if they might exhibit
-tocorrelation. Because the e1 are not observable. we cannot investigate directly whether
':.e\ are correlated. However, we can use (9.7) to find least squares estimates b1 and b2 and
.1'n compute the least squares residuals 2t:lt - b1 - b2x,. Because the ?, will have

-raracteristics similar to those of the errors et, autocoffelation can be investigated by
- *;rmining the characteristics of the 2,. Application of least squares to the area response
-rrrflsl ir (9.4) yields the following estimated equation

j,t :3.893 10.776x,
(se) (0.061) (0.277)

(e.16)

. :re results indicate that both coefficients are significantly different from zero, and suggest
:.it the elasticity of area response to price is approximately 0.8. The residuals from this
iiuation appear in Table 9.1 and are plotted against time in Figure 9.3.

From both the table and the figure we can see that there is a tendency for negative
--'.iduals to follow negative residuals and for positive residuals to follow positive residuals.
: ,r example, there is a run of positive residuals from observation 2 to observation 5,
' llowed by a long run of negative residuals from observation 6 to observation I 1. Can you
..i. some more of these "runs" ? This kind of behavior is consistent with an assumption of
-,,.itive correlation between successive residuals. With uncorrelated errors, we would not

. thle 9.7 Least SquaresResiduals fot the SugarcaneExample

Time Time at Time:te el

-0.303
0.254
0.1 82
0.503
0.275

-0 . r  15
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-0.367
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1 l
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1 8
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2 l
22
L)

1 A
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26
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28
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30
3 1
3 l
33
-t+
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0.6s6
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-0.036
0.36 r

-0.  I  38
0 .017
0.336

-0.  I  75
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-0.651
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0.0-18
0 . l E l
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Observation
FTGURE 9. 3 Least squares residuals plotted against time.

expect to see any particular pattern. If the errors are negatively autocorrelated, we woui-
expect the residuals to show a tendency to oscillate in sign.

The magnitude of the correlation between residuals that are one period apart is given t .
the sample correlation between 2, and 2r-1. Recall from Section 4.2 that the sampi.
correlation between two variables x, and y, is given by

cov\hlyt ) LT:r@,*r)(y,-y) ( 9 . 1 -, ] ] t -.  l s r  .  t "  -  r r l s r  .  / , ,  - ' 2
Y  L r - t \ - r r  -  ^ )  L r - t \ l t  -  l l

To obtain an expression for the correlation between 2t and 2t-r, we can replac e xyby ?1 and .
by ?, t.Before doing so, it is convenient to note two simplifications that can be usec
In (9.17), x andy are estimates of the population means E(x) and E(y). We are assuming th":
all errors have zero means. That is, E(e,) : E(r,-r) : 0. Thus, when replacin g x,by e, ani
yt by et-r we can replace x and y by zero. The second simplification comes from th.
assumption that the variance of e, is constant over time, and hence var(e1) : var(e, 1
This result means that only one term is required in the denominator. The sample correlatic.:
between ?1 and ?1-1 is then given by

!
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We have used the subscript "1" on rbecause we are considering errors that are one perioc
apart. The summations start from t : 2 to accommodate the lagged residual 2,-1.

In some books and some software you will find slight variations of (9.18) that girr
siightly different numerical values. For example, sometimes the denominator is written r.
Zl.1 ,i to include all observations.

Applying (9.18) to the residuals from the sugarcane response equation yields r
correlation of 11 : 0.404, suggesting the residuals are moderately correlated; although :,
formal hypothesis test is needed to assess whether this value is sufficiently large to bc
significantly different from zero. We consider such tests later in this chapter. Our next task i.
to suggest how to estimate a model with autocorrelated errors.
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9.3 Estirnating an AR(1) Error Model

t.iir en that an AR(l) enor model is being used to capture autocorrelation in the errors and to
:odel the dynamic effects of the error term, we need to ask how to estimate such a model.
lfuee procedures are considered-least squares estimation, nonlinear least squares esti-
:ration, and least squares estimation of a more general model.

9.3.1 Lresr Squenrs EsrruerroN

-A-hen the errors follow an AR(l) model e, : pet_r I vt, the least squares assumption
\1R4, cov(er, e,):}for t f s, is violated. Suppose we proceed with least squares estimation
x\way, without recognizing the AR(l) error. What are the consequences? They are
"-.sentially the same as ignoring heteroskedasticity should it exist.

l . The least squares estimator is still a linear unbiased estimator, but it is no longer best.
It is possible to find an alternative estimator with a lower variance. Having a lower
variance means there is a higher probability of obtaining a coefficient estimate close
to its true value. It also means hypothesis tests have greater power and a lower
probability of a Type II error.
The formulas for the standard errors usually computed for the least squares estimator
are no longer correct, and hence confidence intervals and hypothesis tests that use
these standard errors mav be misleadine.

\lthough the usual least squares standard errors are not the correct ones, it is possible to
:"rmpute correct standard errors for the least squares estimator when the errors are auto-
-.r.related. These standard errors are known as IIAC (heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation
:.rnsistent) standard elrors, or Newey-West standard errors, and are analogous to the hetero-
-iedasticiry consistent standard errors introduced in Chapter 8. They have the advantage of
ting consistent for autocorrelated errors that are not necessarily AR(l) and do not require
.recification of the dynamic elror model that is needed to get an estimator with a lower
r:rriance.

To illustrate how confidence intervals can be misleading, it is instructive to compute
:.rrrect and incorrect standard errors for the least squares estimator of the sugarcane
.-rample. The two sets of standard errors, along with the estimated equation are

h :3.893 -t 0.776x,
(0.061) (0.277) incorrect se's
(0.062) (0.378) correct se's

\ote that the correct standard errors are larger than the incorrect ones. If we ignored the
rutocorrelation, we would tend to overstate the reliability of the least squares estimates. The
,-onfidence intervals would be narrower than they should be. For example, using /. : 2.037,
ae find the following 95Vo confidence intervals for B2:

(0.211,1.340)  ( inconect)
(0.006,1.546)  (correct )

Ii rve are unaware of the autocorrelation, we estimate that the elasticity of area response
.res between 0.211 and 1.340. In reality, the reliability of least squares estimation is such
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that the interval estimate should be from 0.006 to 1.546. Although autocorrelation car:
lead to either overstatement or understatement of the reliability of the least square.
estimates, overstatement of reliability, as illustrated in this example, is the more commor
occurTence.

9.3.2 NoNrrNraR LEasr Squerus Esurr.ranroN

While it is possible to compute correct standard errors for the least squares estimator whe:
the errors follow an AR(l) error model, it is preferable to employ a better estimatio,-
procedure that gives us narrower, more informative confidence intervals than the corre.r
ones from least squares.

To develop such an estimator, we return to the model in (9.7)

) r : 9 r  * ? z x t l e t

and the AR(l) enor representation

( 9 . | e

!7 : p !1 - 1  * v 1 / q  1 {
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Substituting (9.20) into (9.19) yields

) r  :  9 r  *Fzx ,

Now note that (9.19) holds for every single
previous period we can write

!t - l  :  l t - t  -

Multiplying (9.22) by p yields

t pe1-1 t  v1

observation. In

9r - 9zxr-t

/ q  1 t

of th.Darticular. in terms

/ O  a '

P!t-r : P!t-t - PFr - PFz-r,-r

Substituting (9.23) into (9.21) yields

r ' q  a i

)r : Pr (1 - P) I }zx, f P),-r - PB2x1-1 * v1 l q  1 j

What have we done? We have transformed the original model in (9.19) with th.
autocorrelated error term et into a new model given by (9.29 that has an error tern-
r', that is uncorrelated over time. The advantage of doing so is that we can now proceed.
to find estimates for (81, B2, p) that minimize the sum of squares of uncorrelated error.
S,:Ll:zvT.Minimizing the sum of squares of the correlated errors ,S" :LT:rr'
yields the least squares estimator that is not the best, and whose standard errors &rr
not correct. However, minimizing the sum of squares of uncorrelated errors S, yield.
an estimator that is best and whose standard errors are correct (in large samples). Not..
that this result is in l ine with earlier practice in the book. The least squares estimaro-
used in Chapters 2 through 7 minimizes a sum of squares of uncorrelated errors.

There are, however, two important distinctive features about the transformed model ir.
(9.24). To appreciate the first, note that the coefficient of x1_1 is equal to -ppz that is rht
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rgative product of p (the coefficient of y'-1) ild Fz (the coefficient of x,). This fact means
tat. although (9.24) is a linear function of the variabl!s .r1, )1_1, and 4_1, it is not a linear
function of the parameters (B1, B2, p). The usual linear least squares formulas cannot be
..buined by using calculus to find the values of (Fr, B2, p) that minimize S, Nevertheless.
arodern computer software can be used to find the estimates numerically. Numerical
athods use a systematic procedure for trying a sequence of alternative parameter values
rntil those that minimize the sum of squares function are found. Because these estimates
rre not computed from a linear formula, but they still minimize a sum of squares function.
tbey are called nonlinear least squares estimates. Estimates obtained in this way have
rie usual desirable properties in large samples and are computed routinely by econometric
oftware.

The second distinguishing feature about the model in (9.24) is that it contains the lagged
dcpendent variable )r-r, aS well as x, and x1-1, the current and lagged values of the
arplanatory variable. For this reason the summation Su : ZT:zr7 begins at t : 2.

Returning to the sugarcane example and applying nonlinear least squares to estimate Pl,
3:. and p yields the following estimated equation

ln(A,) : 3.899 + 0.888In (P1) et :0.422et-t * vt
('") (0.0e2) (0.2se) (0.166)

(e.2s)

These estimates are similar to the least squares estimates (bt:3.893, bz:0.776),but
ir.r-sgest a slightly higher area response elasticity. The estimate 0:0.422 is also similar'cut not exactly the same as the estimate rt :0.404 obtained from the correlation
between least squares residuals that are one period apart. The standard error se(p2) :
,.t.159 is smaller than the corresponding correct least squares standard enor [se(b2) :
,l 3781, suggesting a more reliable estimate, but the standard error for p1 is unexpectedly
.arger, something that we do not expect since we have used an estimation procedure
rith a lower variance. It has to be kept in mind, however, that standard errors are
dremselves estimates of true underlying standard deviations. Also, a sample size larger
ihan I: 34 might be necessary to realize the potential lower variance benefits from the
lener estimator.

9.3.2a Generalized Least Squares Estirnation
h Chapter 8 we discovered that the problem of heteroskedasticity could be overcome by
ising an estimation procedure known as generalized least squares, and that a convenient
r ay to obtain generalized least squares estimates is to first transform the model, so that it has
r new unconelated homoskedastic error term, and then apply least squares to the
transformed model. This same kind of approach can be pursued when autocorrelation
erists. Indeed, it can be shown that nonlinear least squares estimation of (9.24) is equivalent
o using an iterative generalized least squares estimator called the Cochrane-Orcutt
procedure. Details are provided in Appendix 9A.

9.3.3 EsrruanrNc e Monr GENEner MooEr

The results for the sugarcane example presented in (9.25) came from estimating the AR( I )
error model written as the transformed model

)r : 9r (l - p) * Fzx, - p9zxt_t * py,_t I v, (9.26)
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Suppose, now, that we consider the model

)r :  6 * 6sr1 * 61x1-1 * 9jt- t  * vt (9.2'

How do (9.26) and (9.27) differ? What characteristics do they have in common? The firsr
thing to notice is that they contain the same variables; in both cases 1l, depends otr xs, x1-
and y,- 1 . There is a difference in the number of parameters, however. In (9 .26) there ar
three unknown parameters,9t,9z, and p. In (9.27) there are four unknown parameters. b.
66, 61, and 01. Also, the notation in (9.27) is new; we have used the symbols D (delta) and t
(theta). The intercept is denoted by E, the coeff,cients of x and its lag are denoted b1
subscripted Es, and the coefficient of the lagged dependent variable )r-t is given b1' a
subscripted 0. This new notation will prove to be convenient in Section 9.7 where uc
discuss a general class of autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) models. Equation (9.1-
is a member of this class.

To establish the relationship between (9.26) and (9.27), note that (9.27) rs the same ar
(9.26) rt we set

6 : 9 r ( 1 - p )  E o : 9 2  6 r : - p p z  0 r : p

Then, it can be seen that (9.26) is a restricted version of (9.27) with the restrictior-
6r: -0160. If this restriction is imposed on(9.27), the number of parameters reduce>
from four to three and (9.21) is equivalent to the AR(l) error model.

These observations raise a number of questions. Instead of estimating the AR(l) errs
model, would it be better to estimate the more general model in (9.27)? What techniqr
should be used for estimatingQ.zT)? Is it possible to estimate (9.27) and then test tlr
validity of the AR(l) error model by testing a null hypothesis I1s:61 : -Q1[o?

Considering estimation first, we note that (9.27) can be estimated by least squarel
providing the v1 satisfy the usual assumptions required for least squares estimation, namell"
they have zero mean, constant variance, and are uncorrelated. The presence ofthe laggec
dependent vari able y;l means that a large sample is required for the desirable properties cv.
the least squares estimator to hold, but the least squares procedure is still valid. We can nc
longer make this statement if the vr are correlated, however. Such correlation will lead to thc
least squares estimator being biased, even in large samples.

In the introduction to this chapter we observed that dynamic characteristics of time-serier'
relationships can occur through lags in the dependent variable, lags in the explanatorl
variables, or lags in the error term. We went on to examine how a lag in the error term can be
modeled through an AR( I ) process, and showed such a model is equivalent to (9.26), whicl
in turn is a special case of (9.2'7). Notice that (9.26) and (9.27) do not have lagged errcr
terms, but they do have a lagged dependent variable and a lagged explanatory variable. Thus.
the dynamic features of a model implied by an AR( 1) error can be captured by using instead
a model with a lagged y and a lagged x. This observation raises issues about a generaj
modeling strategy for dynamic economic relationships. Instead of explicitly modeling lagr
through an autocorrelated error, we can capture the same dynamic effects by simply addins
lagged variables )1-1 and.rr-1 to the original linear equation.

Is it possible to test I1e: 61 : -6160 and hence decide whether the AR(l) model is a
reasonable restricted version of (9.21), or whether the more general model in (9.27) would
be preferable? The answer is "yes"; the test is similar to, but more complicated, than those
considered in Chapter 6. Complications occur because the hypothesis involves an equation
that is nonlinear in the parameters, but, nevertheless, it can be performed using modem
software.
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Applying the least squares estimator to (9.27) using the data for the sugarcane example
i ields

i  :2 .366 - t  0 .717x1-  0.61tx, - t  I0 .404y1-1
(se) (0.6s6) (0.280) (0.2e7) (0.167)

t Q  r R r

Becausethelaggedvariablesyr-landrr lappearontherightsideoftheequation,33rather
:han 34 observations are used for estimation. The estimate 9z : 0.777 is similar to the least
.quares estimate from the original equation relating 1og of area to log of price, while the
tsrimate 0 : 0.404 is the same as the correlation obtainedusing least squares residuals. The
:ntercept estimate is lower than the values obtained in our earlier estimations. All estimated
;oefficients are significantly different from zero at a 0.05 level of significance. Usin-e a chi-
*1uare(Wald) test totest thehypothesisFls:61 :  -916oyie ldsavalueofXi r , :1 . l15ui th

. correspondingp-value : 0.29. Thus, we do not reject the restriction implied by the AR( I t
crror model. Modeling the dynamics of area response of sugarcane via an AR( I ) enor model
rppears to be a reasonable strategy.

9.4 Testing for Autocorrelation

\\'e have discovered that the existence of autocorrelation has an important bearing on the
nodeling of dynamic relationships and the choice of estimation technique. The existence of
\R(1) errors means we should transform our model into one with lagged dependent and
-agged explanatory variables and estimate it with nonlinear or linear least squares depending
,.n whether or not we impose the coefficient restriction implied by the AR(l) error model. It
:s important, therefore, to be able to test for the existence of correlated errors.

We consider two testing procedures in this section and a third in Appendix 98. The main
:u o procedures are ( 1) examination of a device known as a residual correlogram, and (2) a
Lagrange multiplier test, so called because it is based on a testing principle with that name.
See Appendix C.8.4c for some general information about Lagrange multiplier tests.

The third testing procedure, considered in Appendix 98, is the Durbin-Watson test.
\bu will almost certainly see a value for a Durbin-Watson statistic d routinely reported on
r our computer output. Because d x 2(l - 11 ), values of d near 2 suggest no autocorrelation
end smaller values (less than about 1.4) suggest positive autocorrelation. Although it is a
iong-standing traditional test, the Durbin-Watson is less convenient than the correlogram or
:he Lagrange multiplier test. These latter two tests are easier to implement and, because their
issumptions are less restrictive, they are applicable to a wider variety of situations.

9..1.1 Rlsrruer Connsrocnam

Ourobjectiveistotestwhethertheerrors elinthercgressionmodelyr : 9r I Bzxt + etare
;onelated. In the AR(l) error model e t : pet-r * vr, we assume that the vr are uncorrelated
random errors with zero mean and constant variance. That is, v, - (0, ol) and E(v,v,) : g
:or t  I  s .  I t fo l lowsthat theeywi l lbeuncorre latedwhenp:0,becausethene, :  v , .Thus,
:n the context of the AR(l) enor model, the null and alternative hypotheses for a test for
lutocorrelation are

H s : P : 0  h : P l 0

\Vhen looking at the sugarcane example in Section 9.2.2, we computed the correlation
tretween the least squares residuals 2r and those residuals lagged by one period ?' 1 and
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found it to be r1 - 0.404. We recognized that this value is an estimate of the autocorrelation
coefficient p. Thus, one way to test for autocorrelation is to examine whether rr : 0.404 i:
significantly different from zero.

To obtain a test statistic for testing,Fls against the alternative I11, we use a relativell
simple result that holds in large samples when -F16 is true, namely

z : , /Tn  -N(0 ,1) (9.29 '

The product of the square root of the sample size and the correlation rl has an approximate
standardnormaldistribution.Consequently,ata5Vo significancelevel,werejectl ls:p: (l
when f r1 > l .96or  JTr ,  < -  1 .96.

In the sugarcane example where I : 34 and h : 0.404, we have

Z :  t /34x0.404 :2.36> 1.96 (9.30

Hence, we reject the null hypothesis of no autocorrelation and conclude the errors are
correlated.

Most econometric software automatically performs the test in (9.30) in a slightlr
different and more general form. To describe this form, note that rejecting .F1e when
t/Tn> 1.96or t/Tn < -1.96 is equivalent to rejecting Ils when

r .96 r .96n .  g  o r  na-  vT

We can view | .961 fi and -1 .961 t/T as bounds on rr outside of which 11 is significantlr
different from zero. This result can be generalized to all lags. Suppose 4 is the correlation
between ?t and 2,-d in other words, it is the correlation between residuals that are tperiodr
apart. Then, rp is significantly different from zero at a 5Vo significance level if

1 .96 r .96
f t )  -  O r  h , 1  - -" - '/T '/T

(9 .31

The sequence of correlations 4, k : l, 2, ... , is called the sample autocorrelation
function or the correlogram ofthe residuals. It shows the correlation between residuals that
are one period apart, two periods apart, three periods apart, and so on. These correlations are
estimates of the population correlation function given by pb pz, %, . . . , where

()

(9.32,

To provide an easy way of checking the inequalities in (9.31), most econometric software
provides a graph of the correlogram with the bounds +1 .96 I t/T superimposed on that graph
so that the econometrician can see at a glance which conelations are significant. In the sugar
example the correlations up to six lags are

\ : 0.404 rz :0.122 rs : 0.084 r+ : -0353 rs : -0.420 ra : -0.161

and the bounds are *1 96lt/T: t0.336. These results appear in the correlogram in
Figure 9.4.
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Lag
rcuns 9,4 Correlogram for least squares residuals from sugar cane example.

The bars in Figure 9.4 represent the correlations and the horizontal lines at +0.336 are the
'ignificance bounds. They suggest the correlatioDs 11, t4, and 15 are significantly different
liom zero. The significant negative correlations at lags 4 and 5 are not captured by an AR(1)
error model. In Section 9.2.2 we found that, for the AR(l) model , pk : pk. The correlation
hetween errors k periods apart is equal to the correlation between effors one period apart,
raised to the power of t. The correlations 14 and 15 do not conform to this expectation, and
lhey are hard to explain in terms of sugarcane area response. It might be a spurious
;orrelation or it might suggest some other kind of model misspecificatron.

Your software will not produce a correlogram that is exactly the same as Figure 9.4. It
might have the correlations on the x-axis and the lags on the y-axis. It could use spikes
instead of bars to denote the correlations, it might provide a host of additional information,
.ind its significance bounds might be slightly different than ours. So, be prepared! Learn to
rsolate and focus on the information corresponding to that in Figure 9.4 and do not be
,listurbed ifthe output is slightly but not substantially different. Ifthe significance bounds
ere slightly different, it is because they use a refinement of the large sample approximation
r  i "4 -1919,1; .

Figure 9.4 illustrates the correlogram for the residuals ?, fromleast squares estimation of
the model

i t  :9 t  *  9zx,  *  e,

Following detection of a significant correlation at lag l, a reasonable strategy is to assume an
{R(1) error model e, : pet_r * vr and then estimate the derived model (9.24)

/r : Fr (l - P) I !zx, * PY'-r - P1zx-_t * vt

If the assumption that the enors v/ are uncorrelated is a reasonable one, we would expect the
residuals from estimating this model, the i,'s. to be uncorrelated. This fact can be checked
using the correlogram fortheil's that appears in Figure 9.5. From this figure we note thar the
correlation at lag I has been eliminated, although the large correlations at lags 4 and 5
remain.
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9.4.2 A LecncNcE MULTIPLIEn TPsr

A second test that we consider for testing for autocorrelation is derived from a general set ot
hypothesis testing principles that produce Lagrange multiplier (LM; tests. In more advanced
courses you will learn the origin of the term Lagrange multiplier. The general principle
is described in Appendix C.8.4c. To introduce this test, return to equation (9.21) that war
written as

] r : F r  * 9 z x t * P e 1 - 1  l v , (e.33

If e1- 1 was observable, an obvious way to test the null hypothesis I1e : p : 0 is to regress -'r -
onxland ey-1 af ld tousea/-orF- test totest thesigni f icanceof  thecoef f ic ientof  er-1.
Because ey-1 is not observable, we replace it by the lagged least squares residuals 26-1, and
then perform the test in the usual way.

Proceeding in this way for the sugarcane example yields

t :2.439 F : 5.949 p-value : 0.021

The p-value is less than 0.05 and thus the LM test rejects the null hypothesis of no
autocorrelation at a 57o significance level.

As we discovered in Chapter 8, LMtests are such that they can frequently be written as the
simple expression TxR2, where Z is the number of sample observations and R' is the
goodness-of-fit statistic from an auxiliary regression. To derive the relevant auxilia4
regression for the autocorrelation LIUI test, we begin by writing the test equation from
(9.33)  as

) r : B r  * \ z x t l P ? t - t l i t

Noting that y, : bt I bzxt * 2t, we can rewrite (9.34) as

br I bzx, + at : 9t * S2x, I P2,: I i '

(9.34t
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Rearranging this equation yields

?, : (h - br) + (92 - bz)x, -r p\,_t I i,
:  l r  * ^lzxt I  p?,_1 I i1

(e.35)

n'here "y1 : Pr - b1 and ̂ yz : 9z - b2. When testing for autocorrelation by testing the
significanceofthecoefficientof 2t-t,onecanestimate(9.34)or(9.35).Bothyieldthesame
test result-the same coefficient estimate for 21-1 and the same /-value. The estimates for
the intercept and the coefficient of x, will be different, however, because in (9.35) we are
estimating (Pi - br) and (B2 - b2) instead of B1 and 92. The auxiliary regression from
*'hich the TxR' version of the LM test is obtained is (9.35). Because (Br - bt) and
r9z - b) are centered around zero, if (9.35) is a regression with significant explanatory
power, that power will come from 2r-1.

If H(): p : 0 is true, then LM : TxR2 has an approximate 1f,,-distribution where Zand
R? are the sample size and goodness-of-fit statistic, respectively, from least squares
estimation of (9.35). For the sugarcane example

LM :  TxR" :  34x0.16101 :  5 .474

fhe 5Vo critical value from a 1f,, -distribution is 3.84, leading us to reject the null hypothesis
of autocorrelation. Alternatively, we can reject Hs by examining the p-value for
LvI :5.474. which is 0.019.

Further variations and generalizations of the Ltr[ test are available. You should note the
tollowing:

1. When estimating the regressions in (9.34) or (9.35), using the first observation
(r : 1) requires knowledge of 2o . Two ways of overcoming this lack of knowledge
are often employed. One is to set 2o : 0. The other is to omit the first observation. In
our calculations we set 2n : 0. The results change very little if the first observation is
omitted instead.

2. We have been concerned with testing for autocorrelation involving only one lagged
ertot !7-1. To test for more complicated autocorrelation structures, involving higher
order lags such as !t-2, !t-3, and so on, the LM test can be used by including the
additional lagged errors in (9 .34) ot (9.35). An F-test can be used to test the relevance
of their inclusion, or, a 12-test can be used for the TxR2 version of the test. The
degrees offreedom for the X2-test and the numerator degrees offreedom for the F-
test is the number of lagged residuals that are included.

9.4.3 REcnpprNc eNl LooxrNG FoRvARD

In the introduction to this chapter we indicated that we would consider three ways of
introducing lags into a regression equation-through the error term, through lagged values
ofthe dependent variable, and through lagged values ofthe explanatory variables. Our focus
>o far has been on a particular model for a lagged error term, the first-order autoregressive
model. However, it is important that you appreciate that some of the things that we have
covered have wider applicability. The simple regression model with AR(l) error was
expressed as a model with a lagged explanatory variable and a lagged dependent variable. In
Section 9.7 we study a class of models known as autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL)
models. These are models containing both lagged explanatory variables and lagged

243
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dependent variables. Thus, the AR(l) enor model can be viewed as a special case ARDL
model. In general, ARDL models can capture very flexible dynamic relationships.

The AR(l) error model was not only a convenient model for leading into a discussion of
more general ARDL models, it was a convenient one for introducing tests for autocorrela-
tion in the errors. What needs to be emphasized is that the correlogram and the Lagrange
multiplier test, designed for picking up correlated enors, are valid testing procedures in
more general models. Before we formally introduce ARDL models in Section 9.7, we
discuss AR models (that contain lagged values ofthe dependent variable) in Section 9.5 and
finite distributed lag models (that contain lagged values of the explanatory variable) in
Section 9.6. In all these types of models (AR, DL, and ARDL), it is important to test for
autocorrelation in the errors. The correlogram and the Lagrange multiplier test are
appropriate procedures for doing so.

Finally, as you read through the next three sections keep in mind the two general reasons
for estimating dynamic relationships: (1) To forecast future values of a dependent variable
and (2) to trace out the time path of the effect of a change in an explanatory variable on a
dependent variable. The AR model discussed in Section 9.5 is useful for forecasting and so
the discussion in that section concentrates on the important ingredients of forecasting-hori
to forecast, and find forecast standard errors and forecast intervals. The finite distributed lag
model discussed in Section 9.6 is useful for estimating the impact of a change in an
explanatory variable; here we are concerned with delay and interim multipliers. The more
general ARDL model is used for forecasting and estimating multiplier effects.

9.5 An Introduction to Forecasting:
Autoregressive Models

The forecasting of values of economic variables is a major activity for many institutions
including firms, banks, governments, and individuals. Accurate forecasts are important for
decision making on government economic policy, investment strategies, the supply of
goods to retailers, and a multitude of other things that affect our everyday lives. Because
of its importance, you will find that there are whole books and courses that are devoted
to the various aspects of forecasting-methods and models for forecasting, ways of
evaluating forecasts and their reliability, and practical examples. In this section we give
a brief introduction to forecasting using one class of models known as autoregressive (AR)
models.

In the earlier sections of this chapter we were concemed with an AR(l) error model
!t : p!t-r * vr and its implications for estimating B1 and B2 in the regression model
)r : Fr I 9zx, * e1. However, the AR class of models has wider applicability than its use
for modeling dynamic error terms. It is also used for modeling observed values of a time series
y,. In this context, an autoregressive model of order p, denoted as AR(p), is given by

/ r  :  E  *  0 r l r - r  *  0z ! ;z  *  " '  I  Qry l -o  *v1 (9.36)

In this model the current value of a variable y, depends on its values in the lastp periods and a
random error that is assumed to have a zero mean, a constant variance and be uncorrelated
over time. The order of the model p is equal to the largest lag of y on the right side of the
equation. Notice that there are no explanatory variables in (9.36). The value ofy, depends
only on a history ofits past values and no x's. Thus, when (9.36) is used for forecasting, we
are using the current and past values of a variable to forecast its future value. The model
relies on correlations between values of the variable over time to help produce a forecast.
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Suppose that it is May 2006, and that you are interested in forecasting the U.S. inflation
rate for each of the next 3 months. To find past data on the inflation rate you collect 270
monthly observations on the consumer price index (CP1) from December 1 983 to May 2006.
Then, you compute values of the inflation rate y, as follows

y, : lln(CPI1) - ln(CPI,) Jx f OO = ( cPIt_l
r \
)

x 100CPIt - CPII_

Recall from Appendix A.4.5 that the rate of change in a variable can be approximated by a
.-hange in the logarithm ofthat variable. Also, it is conventional to express rates ofchange in
terms of percentages; to do so we multiply the change in logarithms by 100. Defining y1 as
the change in the log of the CP1 means the number of observations on y1 is one less, namely
169. The data are stored in the file inflation.dat.

To use an AR model to forecast the inflation rate, the next step is to estimate the model
in (9.36). What technique should be used to estimate this model? How do we decide on the
number of lags p? Providing the errors vr are uncorrelated, then, following the line of
discussion in Section 9.3.3, equation (9.36) can be estimated using least squares. Having
lagged values ofthe dependent variable as our explanatory variable does not present any
problem. Also, the requirement that v, be uncorrelated provides one way of selecting a
suitable p. Recall from Section 9.3.3 that including lagged values of the dependent
r ariable can eliminate autocorrelation in the errors. Thus, one way to proceed is to include
enough lagged y's to eliminate autocorrelation. There are also other issues, however.
A simple model with fewer lags is preferred to a complicated one with many lags. Thus,
one may not want to be concerned about eliminating autocorrelations at long lags. In
addition, estimates of the coefficients can be checked to see if they are significantly
different from zero.

The estimated AR model for the inflation rate, with p :3, is given by

I fFr, :  0.r883 + 0.3733INFrN1-1 - 0.2179INFLNT-z - t  o.rol3INFLNy4 o37\
('") (0.02s3) (0.061s) (0.064s) (0.0613)

Having three lags means that the equation is estimated for t : 4,5, . . . , 269; the number of
observations used in estimation is reduced by three from 269 to 266. To ensure you
understandhow observations are "lost," try substitutingt : I into (9.37). You will discover
that observations are needed for lNFtNo, INFLN-b and INFLN 2. These presample
observations are not available. For all observations to be available for estimation, we begin
t-rom r: p + I. Most software automatically makes this adjustment.

In (9.37) the estimated coefficients at lags I and2 are significant at a l7c significance
level; that for lag 3 is significant at a lOVo significance level. The residual correlogram for
autocorrelations up to lag24 appears in Figure 9.6. Most of the estimated autocorrelations
are not significantly different from zero, with those for the early lags being negligible. There
are significant but not large autocorrelations at lags 6, Il, 13, and 14. It was decided that
including distant lags to eliminate these relatively small correlations would unnecessarill'
complicate the model.

To see how the estimated AR(3) model in (9.37) can be used to forecast the inflation rate
tor 3 months into the future, we begin by rewriting the more general model in (9.36) for the
c a s e w h e r e p : 3

Yr : E + 0]tq -l 9z!t-z *9zYt-z * vt (e.38)
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FrcuRE 9.6 Conelogram for least squares residuals from AR(3) model for inflation.

Now suppose we have observed the last sample observation y1 and we wish to forecast y1- I .
!7a2, and!7a3 . Using (9.38), we can obtain the equation that generates y711 by changing the
time subscripts appropriately. This equation is

Yr+t : D * OrYr I 0zYr-r I 9zYr-z* vr+r

and the forecast of this value given by the estimated equation is

9r+r :6 + Oryr  *  }zyr- t  I }zyr-z
:  0.1883 *  0.3733x0.4468 -  0.2179x0.5988 + 0.1013x0.3510
:0 .2602

Moving to the forecast for two months ahead, we have

jr+z :6 + 0r!r*r -t Tzyr * 0:yr-r
:  0 .1883 *  0.3733x0.2602 -  0.2179x0.4468 *  0.1013x0.5988 (9.39t
:0.2487

There is an important difference in the way the forecasts !111 and j7a2 are obtained. It is
possible to calculate j7a1 using only past observations on y. However, because!7a2 depends
on )r+ r , which is unobserved at time ?l on the right side of the equation for j,1..2, we replace
yr+t by its forecast !.*1. For forecasting y713, the forecasts for both J712 and yr+l are
needed on the right side ofthe equation, and for forecasts further into the future, all values
for the lagged y's are forecasts obtained for earlier periods. The forecasts obtained for 3
months into the future are given in Table 9.2.

Also appearing in Table 9.2 are standard errors for the forecast errors and 95Vo forecast
intervals. How are they obtained? The forecast error at time Z * I is

ut : yr-t - i,rt : (6 - S) + (0r - 0,)y. + (02 - Or)yr-t + (0: - }t)yr-, -t v7-1

The difference between the forecast j,7*1 and the corresponding realized value yz+l can be
attributed to the difference between the actual coefficients and the estimated coefficients and
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TabIe 9.2 Forecasts and Forecast Intervals for Inf lat ion Rate

\lonth
Forecast
ir+i

Standard error of
tbrecast enor (o7)

Forecast interval
0r*; -  1.969 61,1r+1 + 1.969 G j)

l un  06  (1 :  l )
iut 06 (j : /1
\ug 06 (7:  3)

0.2602
0.248'/
0.2697

0.1972
0.2 105
0 .21  l  I

( -0.1282,0.6485)
(-0.1 658,  0.6633)
(-0.1460,0.6854)
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r'aluelr+l can be
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:he unpredictable random elror v711. A similar situation arose in Sections 4.1 and 6.8 when
.\ e were forecasting using the regression model. What we are going to do differently now is
:o ignore the error from estimating the coefficients. Usually the variance of the random error
:\ large relative to the variances of the estimated coefficients and so, when examining
:orecast errors from AR models, and computing their standard errors, it is common to ignore
:he enor from estimating the coefficients. Doing so means we can write the forecast error for
. month ahead as

u l  :  vT+ l (9..+0)

For 2 months ahead the forecast error gets more complicated because we have to allow fbr
rot only v712,but also for the error that occurs from using !7a1 instead of )r+ r on the right
.ide of (9.39). Thus, the forecast error for two periods ahead is

uz :  0 t ( ) r* '  -  yr+r)  *  vr+z :0141 *  vr+2 :0tvr+t  I  vr+z

For three neriods ahead the error can be shown to be

(9.41)

uz : 0fl2 I 02u1 I vr+z: (0i + 0z)rr*r I 01v7a2 * vr+z \9.42)

Because the v1's are uncorrelated, expressing the forecast errors in terms of them is
:onvenient for deriving expressions for the forecast enor variances. From (9.40), (9.41),
nd (9.42), we have

: var(ut) : 
"3: var(uz): "3(t + o?)

: var(4) : 
"?[(o? 10r)'+ 0? + t]

Then, along the lines of confidence intervals that were constructed for parameters in earlier
,-hapters, in large samples a 95Vo confidence interval for a forecast of yr+j is given by

(!r '1 - tro 1' !r. 1 -t t,o 1) (e.43)

The standard errors in Table9.2 &re 01, 02, and 03, evaluated at the coefficient estimates
6. 01, 02, e3) anA the error standard deviation estimate 6, : 0.1972. The forecast intervals

rre computed from (9.43) with t. : to.gts.zaz):1.969. The wide intervals that include
negative as well as positive values suggest that the forecasts are not very reliable. Notice how
rhe forecast standard errors and the widths of the intervals increase as we forecast further
into the future, reflecting the additional uncertainty from doing so.

The AR model is just one of a large number of forecasting models where the history of a
r ariable can be used to forecast its future values. In Appendix 9D we examine another
popular model, the exponential smoothing model.

ol
ol
o!
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9.6 Finite Distributed Lags

In the previous section we used the framework of an autoregressive model to investigate hou
the past history ofthe inflation rate can be used to forecast future inflation rates. Now, ue
turn to a different question. What impact do wage changes have on the inflation rate? On the
supply side we expect wage increases to increase the costs of production and to drive up
prices. On the demand side wage increases mean greater disposable income, and a greater
demand for goods and services, that also pushes up prices. Irrespective of the line of
reasoning, the relationship between wage changes and inflation is unlikely to be a totalll
instantaneous one; it takes time for wage changes to impact on inflation. One way of
modeling the impact of wage changes on inflation is through a finite distributed lag model

To introduce the concept of a finite distributed lag, lety, be the inflation rate and let-r, be
the rate of change in the wage rate in period r. If we assume a linear relationship between the
inflation rate and the rate of change in wages, and also that wage changes up to q months into
the past have an influence on the current rate of inflation, then the econometric model for thi:
relationship can be written as

y t  : d . * 9 0 x , * F r . r r - r  l ! z x , - z +  . . .  + Q q x , - q l v , ,  t  :  q * 1 , . . . , 7  ( 9 . U ,

where we assume that E(v.): 0, var(vr) : o2, and cov(v,, v,) : 0. If we have Zobser-
vations on the pairs (yr, .r,), then only Z - q complete observations are available for
estimation since 4 observations are "lost" in the creation of xr-1, xt-2, ..., &-4, an issue
we also encountered for the AR model of the previous section.

Equation (9.44) is called a distributed lag model because the effect of changes in.r, is
distributed over time. It is called a finite distributed lag model because it is assumed
that after a finite number of periods q, changes in r no longer have an impact on r.
The parameter ct is the intercept and B, is called a distributed-lag weight or an s-period
delay multiplier. It measures the effect of past changes in the growth of wages Axl-, on
expected current inflation, when the growth of wages is held constant in other periods.
That is.

oE(_y,) : R
Otr-" 

- tt

To appreciate further the interpretation of the lag weights B, suppose that x and y have been
constant for at least the last q periods and that x, is increased by 1 unit (l%o in our example ).
and then returned to its original level. Then, ignoring the error term, the immediate effect
will be an increase inyr by Be units. One period later y,*1will increase by Bl units, then y,-;
will increase by 92 units, and so on, up to period r * 4 when yr*n will increase by Bu units. In
period r * q -l I the value of y will return to its original level. Thus, B, is the s-period
delayed effect of a change in x. If the rate of growth of wages increases by 170 in period r and
then returns to its original level, there will be a BrVo increase in the inflation rate in period
r * s. Setting s : 0 yields what is called the impact multiplier Bs.

It is also relevant to ask what happens ifxr is increased by I unit and then maintained at its
new level in subsequent periods (r + 1), (t + 2),. . . . In this case the immediate impact
will again be Fo; the total effect in period t * I will be 9o + B1, in period t + z,it will be
Bo * B1 f Fz, and so on. We add together the effects from the changes in all proceeding
periods. These quantities are called interim multipliers. For example, the two-period
interim multiplier ir (Bo + 9r + Br). The total multiplier is the final effect on y of the
sustained increase after q or more periods have elapsed; it is given by I3:0F,.
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Ta b I e 9 , 3 Least Squares Estirnates for Finite Distributed Lag Model

\ariable Coefficient Std. Enor /-value p-value

Constant
f.

t :_ I

l : 2

0.1219
0.156 1
0.1075
0.0495
0.1990

0.0487
0.0885
0.0851
0.0853
0.0879

2.505
t ; t 64
1.264
0.580
2.264

0.013
0.079
0.207
0.562
0.024

Forestimation of the lag weight coefficients, we can use least squares. Providing the errors y,
are uncorrelated and homoskedastic, least squares estimation of (9.44) yields best linear
unbiased estimates of a and the B,. The data used for estimation are in the file inflation.dat.
Construction of the data series for the inflation rate was discussed in the previous section. In
a similar way, we denote the percentage rate of change in wages as

x,: ltn(WAGE,) -In(WAGE,-t)lxtoo = (Y49!:--!4sE':l) x r00
\ wAGEt_t /

u'hereWAGE,is the average hourly eamings ($/hour) in private industries. The data we use
are for the U.S. economy from January 1984 to May 2006.

Allowing for a 3-month lag for our inflation example, we set q : 3 and compute the least
vluares estimates reported in Table 9.3. We find that al%o increase in wage growth leads to
an immediate increase in the inflation rate of O.l6Vo, a l-month lagged increase of 0.IlVo, a
l-month lagged increase of O.05Vo, and a 3-month lagged increase of 0.2OVo. The biggest
impacts are felt immediately and after a 3 month lag. The lag weights for lags I and 2 are not
significantly different from zero at a l}Vo level of significance. The lag-weights or delay
multipliers are reported again in Table 9.4 alongside the corresponding interim multipliers.
The interim multipliers suggest that a sustained increase of l%o in the growth of wages will,
after 3 months, lead to an increase of 0.5l%o in the inflation rate.

Finite distributed lag models can also be used for forecasting. Values ofx are used in the
estimated equation to forecast future values ofy. Because future values ofx will generally be
unknown, it may be necessary to independently predict these values before proceeding to
forecast y, with a consequent increase in the forecast standard error. Also, if the x variable is a
policy variable like the interest rate or the level of taxation, a distributed lag model can be
used to forecast the effects of different policies.

Table 9,4 Multipliers for Inflation Exarnple

Multipliers

Lag Delay lnterim

0
I
z

0.1 56 1
0.1075
0.0495
0.1990

0.1561
0.2636
0 .3131
0.5t21
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9.7 Astoregressive Distributed Lag Models

It is useful at this point to stop and think about what we have covered and what we have n.''
covered, and to ask where improvements are needed. We have seen how the dynamic aspec'-.
of modeling time-series data can lead to (i) amodel with a laggederrorterm (the AR(1) enir
model), (ii) a forecasting model with lagged values of y, (the AR(p) model), and (iii) a modr
with lagged values of an explanatory variable.r, (a finite distributed lag model that shori.
how a change in xr has multiplier effects over a number of time periods). What we have n.':
covered explicitly is a model that contains both lagged values ofx, and lagged values ofr
although we did see how the AR(1) error model could be conveniently transformed into :
model that includes y6-1 &nd x;y.

An autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) model is one that contains both laggedx,'s an;
laggedyr's. In its general form, withp lags of y and q lags of r, an ARDL(p, q) model can hc
written as

) r : 6 * 6 6 x 1  f  E 1 x 1 , 1  +  " ' + 6 q x , - q l 0 r l r - r *  " ' l | p y t - p l v t  ( 9 . 1 :

As we will discover, the ARDL model overcomes two potential problems with the finitr
distributed lag model. In the finite distributed lag model it is necessary to choose a value fo:
4, the point in the past beyond which it is assumed changes in -x no longer have an impact o:
y. In the inflation example we chose e : 3, but it is possible that wage rate changes have a:
impact on inflation beyond 3 months. At first glance it is not clear how the model in (9.-15
overcomes that problem. It still contains a finite number (4) of laggedxr's. However, it can t'<
shown that an ARDL model can be transformed into one with laggedxr's going back to the
infinite past
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(9 .46 .

Because it does not have a finite cutoffpoint, this model is called an infinite distributed lag
model. Like before, the parameter B, is the distributed lag weight or the s-period delal
multiplier showing the effect of a change in r, on y11". The total or long run multiplier
showing the long-run effect of a sustained change in x, is I3og,. We expect the effect of a
change to gradually die out in which case the values of B" for large s will be small and
decreasing, a property that is necessary for the infinite sum lp6B" to be finite. Estimates for
the lag weights B" can be found from estimates of the 6;'s and 07.'s in (9.45). The precise
relationship between them depends on the values forp and 4.

A second potential problem with a finite distributed lag model that can be corrected br
using an ARDL model is that of autocorrelated errors. The inclusion of lagged values of the
dependent variable can serve to eliminate such correlation.

To make these ideas concrete, we return to the inflation example. The correlogram for the
residuals from the finite distributed lag model (whose estimates appear in Table 9.3) is given
in Figure 9.7. The relatively large autocorrelation at lag I is significantly different from zero
at a 57o significance level, and there are several correlations at longer lags that are
marginally significant. These results suggest that the assumption of uncorrelated errors
v, in the finite distributed lag model is not a reasonable one.
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r:TGUrrE 9.7 Correlogram for least squares ,"rioultTr.o- finite disributed lag model.

As an alternative, consider the following least squares estimated ARDL(2,3) model

lfrFfr,:0.0989 +O.lL4g PCWAGET +0.0377 PCWAGE;1+ 0.0593 PCWAGET-z
('e) (0.0468) (0.0834) (0.0812) (0.0812)

+ 0.2361 P CWAG E t -z + 0.3536 IN F LN t - r - 0. 197 6 I N F lN t -z
(0.082e) (0.0604) (0.0604) (e.47)

where xl : PCWAGL is the percentage change in wages. The settingp : 2 implies there
are two lags of the dependent variable INFLI/while the setting q : 3 means that the current
value and three lagged values of PCWAGE appear on the right side of the equation. How
nere these values for p and q chosen? In general there is no one unambiguous way of
choosing p and q. Two things to consider are whether the estimated coefficients are
significant and whether the resulting residuals are uncorrelated. In (9.47) the coefficient
estimates for PCWAGE,-3, INFINI-1, and INFLN,-2 are significant at a 57o significance
level, butthosefor PCWAGE,, PCWAGET-1,andPCWAG&-2 ore not. We have nevertheless
retained the current and early lags of PCWAGE, given its clear importance at lag 3. The
correlogram for the residuals appears in Figure 9.8. With the exception of a few marginally
significant correlations at long lags (correlations that are relatively small despite being
significant), the correlogram does not suggest the residuals are autocorrelated.

The next question to address is the implications of the estimated model in (9.47) for the
distributed lag weights that describe how the impact of a change in the wage rate on the rate
of inflation is distributed over time. Writing (9.47) in terms of its coefficients, we have

y, : 6 + 6oxr * 6txr-r 1624-2 * 6311-3 * 0r)r-r * 0z!,-z * vt

Then, using the results in equation (9C.6) of Appendix 9C.2, and the estimates from (9.47),
the first five lag weights for the infinite distributed lag representation in (9.46) are

Bo :  Eo  :0 .1149

0r : 0t 0o + 81 : 0.3536 x0.11 49 + 0.0377 : 0.0784
0,  :0 t0t  + 0t0o + E2 :0 '0643

0, : 0t 0z + 02Bt + 63 : 0.2434
0o :0 r0 ,  +o r9 r :0 .0734
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rrcunr 9.8 Correlogram for least squares residuals from autoregressive distributed lag mode,

The weights decrease at first, increase atlag3, and then decline, suggesting that a change ::
the growth of wages has its largest effect on the inflation rate after a 3-month lag. A grap:
of the first l2 weights appears in Figure 9.9. There is a small negative effect at lags 5, 6. an:
7, after which the weights are close to zero indicating that there is little effect on inflaricr
after 7 months. The sum of the lag weights giving the total impact of a l%o change in t},c
growth of wages on inflation is 0.53V0.

Our focus in this section has been on the use of autoregressive distributed lag models frr
modeling the lagged effect of a change in one variable on another. These models can also tr
used for forecasting along the lines described for pure autoregressive models in Section 9.j

With respect to a general modeling strategy, because ARDL models are more generi
than AR models, finite distributed lag models, and AR error models, any dynamic modelir;
exercise should not focus on one of the more restrictive classes of models without giving drr
consideration to an ARDL model. There are other important issues to be considerea
however. These will become apparent in Chapter 12.
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9.8 Exercises

9.8.1 PnonrsMs

9.1 Consider the AR(l) error model

e t : P e t - r + v t

where E(v,) :0, var(v1) :o7, and E(v1v,):0 for t f s, Given that var(e,)
var(e1-1) : o3, Prove that

,o?o ; : .  
p 2

Also, show that

E(ep1-) : slp and E(ep;2) : o?p'

9.2* The following least squares residuals come from a sample of size T : l0:

1 1 2 3 4 5 6
e, 0.28 -0.31 -0.09 0.03 -0.37 -0.17

7 8 9 1 0
-0.39 -0.03 0.03 1.02

(a) Use a hand calculator to compute the

I

22ft;r
rt : --i-

\ 2 2
- e t _ l

sample autocorrelations

T
LOt0t-z

1 2 : T
L el-z

t-a

. l . l

(b) Test whether (i) rr is significantly different from zero and (ii) 12 is significantly
different from zero.

Consider the model

D I S p : g t * g z D U R * e

where DISP represents factory shipments of disposers and DUR is durable goods
expenditures. Using 26 annual observations from the Department of Commerce's
Survey of Current Business, the following least squares regression was estimated

DISPT: -388 + 24.8DUR,
('") (rr2) (r.2) (e.48)

Let 21 denote the residuals from this equation. Consider the following estimated
equation

t2

l.

4 : 16.6 - 0.l94DURt * 0.42821-1 R2 : 0.165
( '") (0.e11) (0.201) (9.49)
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(a) Use the results from (9.49) to conduct two separate tests for first-order auto-
regressive errors.

(b) The model with AR(l) errors was estimated as

DISPT : -343 + 24.4DU& et :0.419et-t I vt
( '") (200) (2.6) (0.201)

What effect does ignoring autocorrelation have on inferences about the relationship
between disposer shipments and durable goods expenditure?

9.4 Consider the model

e t : p e t ] + v t

(a) Suppose p : 0.9 and ol: 1. What is
(i) the correlation between !1 x\d e1-y,

(ii) the correlation between e1 and es-4,
(iii) the vanance of,?

(b) Repeat part (a) with p : 0.4 and o? : l. Comment on the difference between
your answers for parts (a) and (b).

9.5x Consider the model

Yt : 9t * \zxt I et et : pet-l + vt

with the usual assumptions about vr.
(a) Suppose (unrealistically) thatyou can observe !1,t : 1,2, . . . , Z What formula

would you use to forecast
(1) er*t

(11) e7p
Ifinf.' Review Section 9.5.

(b) Suppose the above model is applied to the sugarcane example in this chapter. Use
equation (9.25) to find

Zr : ln(Ar) - 0r - 92 mlrr;

Note that Zrefers to the last sample observation.
(c) Using Z1 from part (b), the estimate for p in (9.25), and the formulas you gave in

part (a), find forecasts for e7a1 and e7:,2.
(d) AssuminEPr+t : 1 and Pr+z: l.2,findforecasts forln(A711) andln(A7.,2).
(e) In light of the discussion in Section4.4.3, and given 6,:0.2854, suggest two

alternative forecasts for 4711 and A7p.

9.6 Consider the infinite lag representation

l t :  a+ I8"" , - ,  + r ,
s:0

for the ARDL model

y, : 6 + 6:tr-: * 0tlr-t * 9zlt-z * 9zlt z I vt

Show that

: Using mon
(DIP) for t
model was

6iP, : s.1
(a) Usethi

(Valuer
DIPr-t

(b) Find 9

S* Using the e
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9o :B r :92 :0
F : :E :
9+ :  o r9 :
Ps :o r9+*0z9 r
F, : 0t 9'-r * 029"-z * 0:F, 3 fors ) 6

) i a

Show that

- Using monthly observations on changes in the U.S. index of industrial production
(DIP) for the period January 1985 to December 2005, the following autoregressive
model was estimated

5D, :0.109 + 0.033DIPt,t + 0.236DIPFz -t 0.200D1P,-3 o" :0.4293

(a) Use this estimated equation to forecast DIP for January, February, and March 2006.
(Values for October, November and December, 2005, are DIPT-2: 1.221,
DIPT-1: 1.006 and DIPT: 1.041, respectively.)

(b) Find 95Vo confidence intervals for your forecasts.

\ : Using the estimates in equation (9.28), find the first six lag weights of the infinite la,s
representation

m

l t : a *  I B " x , - ,  1 e ,
s:0

that shows the effect of lagged prices on area sown to sugarcane. Comment on this lag
distribution.

,.8.2 Cornrpurrn ExnRcrsns

," To investigate the relationship between job vacancies ("tV) and the unemployment
rate (U), a researcher sets up the model

ln(JV): 9r * B2ln(U,) -t e1

and assumes that the er are independent N(0, ol) random variables.
(a) Use the data in the file vacan.dat to find least squares estimates for B1 and B2.

Construct a95Vo confidence interval for 82.
(b) Use an LM test to test for AR(l) errors. In light of this result, what can you say

about the original assumptions for the error et: what can you say about the
confidence interval for B2 found in (a)?

(c) Reestimate the model assuming the errors follow an AR(1) error model. Find a
new 95Vo confidence interval for B2 and comment on the results, particularly in
relation to your answers for part (a). Does the correlogram for the residuals from
this model show any evidence of autocorrelation?

() As an alternative to the model in Exercise 9.9, consider the relationship

ln(JV1):  6 - f  6o 1n(U1) + 61 ln(u'-r  )  + er m(r%-r) *  v,

(a) Estimate this relationship and test the hypothesis I1e: 61 : -0r60. Comment on
the result.

(b) Forecast ln("/lf
Ur+t  :  Ur+z:

for
5 .

two periods beyond the sample observations. Assume
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l<) Data for a monopolist's total revenue (ZR), total cost (IC) and output (Q), for aS
consecutive months, appear in the file monop.dat. Suppose that the monopolist'.
economic models for total revenue and total cost are given, respectively, by

T R : \ r Q * 9 2 Q 2

TC : at -l ooQ I utQz

(a) Show that marginal cost and marginal revenue are given by

MC : az -t 2a3Q MR : gr + zFzQ

(b) Show that the profit maximizing quantity that equates marginal revenue and
marginal cost is

n r  _  c - z -9 t
' 2(92 - ot)

(c) Use the least squares estimator to estimate the total revenue and total cosr
functions. Under what assumptions are these estimates appropriate? What do the
least squares estimates suggest is the profit maximizing level of output?

(d) After rounding the optimizing output to an integer, use that output to predict totai
revenue, total cost, and profit for the next 3 months. (Continue to assume the leasr
squares statistical assumptions are appropriate.)

(e) Separately test the errors for each of the functions to see if these errors might be
autocorrelated.

(f) Where autocorrelation has been suggested by the tests in part (e), reestimate the
equations assuming AR(l) enors.

(g) What is the profit maximizing level of output suggested by the results in
part (0?

(h) Given the output level found in part (g), and the autocorrelation assumption.
predict total revenue, total cost, and hence profit for the next 3 months. Compare
the predictions with those from part (d).

9.12 In the sugarcane example in Sections 9.1-9.4 it was assumed that farmers' decision.
about area sown depend on current price. Suppose, instead, that expectations abour
future price depend notjust on current price but also on prices over the last 4 years.
That is

ln(A,) : ct * Bsln(P,) * Blln(P1_1) * B2ln(P1_2)
f  B3ln(P,-3)  *  Baln(P,  +)  + e,

(a) Use the observations in the file bangla.dat to estimate this model. What are the
estimated delay and interim multipliers? Comment on the results.

(b) You will have discovered that the lag weights obtained in part (a) are not sensible
One way to try and overcome this problem is to insist that the weights lie on a
straight line

9 i : c r 0 * a r i  i : 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4

If cts ) 0 and crl < 0, these weights will decline implying farmers place a larger
weight on more recent prices when forming their expectations. Substitute

,  l 3

where

Zto
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Fi : cro + crli into the original equation and hence show that this equation can
be written as

l n ( A , )  : a * o s z 6 * a f t t * e t
where

z6:ln(Py) + ln(P,-r) -t ln(P,-2) * ln(P,-3) * ln(P,-a)

211 : ln(P ;1) + nnlr' -,r7 + 3ln(P'-3 ) * 4ln(P,-a)

(c) Create the variables Zro and e1 and find least squares estimates of as and a1.
(d) Use the estimates for as and cr1 to find estimates for B; : cro * crli and comment

on them. Has the original problem been cured? Do the weights now satisfy a
priori expectations?

(e) How do the delay and interim multipliers compare with those obtained
earlier?

li The file housing.dat contains monthly observations on new privately owned housing
starts (in thousands) and the 30-year mortgage rate from January 1985 to December
2005. Let these variables be denoted by HOUSE,and 1R,, respectively. Define y, and
,rr as the monthly changes in HOUSE and IR. That is

lt: HOUSET - HOUSETT xt: IRt - IR,-t

We are interested in the dynamic relationship between y, and x1.
(a) Estimate the model

)r : E * 6orr * 6rtr-r * 0rlr-r * ur

(i) Comment on the results. Are the signs of the coefficients in line with your
expectations? Do tests of significance on the estimated coefficients suggest
the model is a reasonable one?

(ii) Test the hypothesis FIs : 61 - -016s against the alternative ̂F11 : Dr I -0160.
What does the result of this test tell you?

(iii) Does the residual correlogram suggest that v, are correlated?
(b) Estimate the model

)r : 6 * 63t1-3 * 0r)'-r * \zy,-z I 03y14 * v1

(i) Comment on the results.
(ii) Use the result in Exercise 9.6 to find estimates of the lag weights up to lag

12 for the infinite lag representation

) r : s1+  iB , r , - ,+ " ,

Comment on the results.
(iii) Does the residual correlogram suggest that v, are correlated?
(iv) Forecast y, for January, February, and March 2006.
(v) Forecast housing starts for January, February, and March 2006.
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9.14 Consider the learning curve data and model given in Exercise 2.9 and the file
learn.dat. The model is

In(UNITCOST,) : 9r -t gzln(CUMPRODl) * e1

(a) Use an LM test to test whether the errors in this model are correlated.
(b) Estimate an ARDL model relating UNITCOSTTo CUMPROD. How many lagr

did you use for UNITCOSfl For CUMPROD? Why?
(c) Find estimates of the first five lag weights of the infinite lag representation

Comment on these estimates.
(d) Suppose that cumulative production in year I 97 I is 3800. Do you expect cost per

unit in l97l to be more or less than it was in 1970?

9.15 In the file mining.dat are seasonally adjusted quarterly observations on indices of
mining production (PRO), and electric power use for mining (POW), in the United
States. Consider the model

ln(Pow): 9r * $2t -t B3tz -t $atn(pRol) * e1

where / is a time trend.
(a) Estimate the model using least squares. Comment on the signs of the estimateii

coefficients and what they imply. Does autocorrelation appear to be a problem I
(b) Estimate an ARDL model that also includes t and t" . How many lags of POITanc

PRO did you include? Why?
(c) Suppose that you wish to test the null hypothesis that the coefficient of ln(PRO.

equals 1. Compare thep-value of this test performed on the model in part (a) witl:
that from part (b). Comment.

(d) What is the total multiplier estimated from the model in part (b)?

9.16 Reconsider Exercise 9.15.
(a) Re-estimate the models in Exercise 9.15(a) and (b) assuming that

9 r : a t * 6 1 D 1

where Dr is dummy variable that takes the value I for the period I 985 : I to I 999: I
and is zero otherwise.

(b) For both models in part (a) test the hypothesis Hs:61 : 0. Does the test outcome
depend on which model is estimated? What can you conclude about the effects ot
model misspecification on tests for structural change?

9.17* Thefilerobbery.datcontainsmonthlydataonthenumberofarmedrobberies(ROB
in Boston from January 1966 to October 1975.
(a) Estimate the model

ROB, :9r  *  Bzt  *  0ROB,_1 a s,

Does the residual correlogram from this model suggest that the errors are
correlated?

(b) Find 95%o confidence intervals for the number of armed robberies in November
and December 1975.
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9. 18 The file consumption.dat cor'tains quarterly observations on U.S. per capita real
disposable personal income (INC), real personal consumption (CONS), and real
personal consumption of durables (DUR) for the period 1952Q1 to 2006e1.
(a) Construct the rate of change variables

x, : lln(INC1) - ln(INC,-1)lx 100
y, : [ln(CONSl) - ln(CONS,-1)] x 100
7, : [ln(DUR,) - Ln(DUR,_1 )] x 100

(b) Estimate ARDL models for
(i) y, on xr,

(ii) zr on x,.
Explain your choice of lags.

(c) In each case find estimates for
(i) the lag weights for eight quarters,

(ii) the total multiplier.
Comment on these results.

Appendix 9A Generalized Least Squares Estirnation

\\'e are considering the simple regression model with AR(l) enors

)r : 9t * \zxt * et et : Pet-l + vt

Our objective is to obtain the generalized least squares estimator for B1 and B2 by
ransforming the model so that it has a new uncorrelated homoskedastic error term, enabling
is to apply least squares to the transformed model. To specify the transformed model we
-gin with (9.24), which is

lt : 9t I 9zxt I PY,*t - PFr - Plzxt-r I vt

end then rerlrrange it to give

lt - plt_t: pr (l - p) + gz(*, - pxFt) + vt

.\fier defining the following transformed variables

yi : yt - Plt-lt xlz: xt - p&-t, xh : 1 - p

ae can rewrite (9A.2) as

Yi:xirBr rxiz9z1.v, (eA.3)

lVe have formed a new model with transformed variables yi, xh, and xi, and, importantly,
r ith an error term thatis notthe correlated er, but the uncorrelated v, that we assumed to be
listributed (0, o3). We would expect application of least squares to (9A.3) to yield the best
-inear unbiased estimator for B1 and 82.

There are two additional problems that we need to solve, however:

1. Because lagged values of y, and x, had to be formed, only (T - I ) new observations
werecreatedbythe transformation. Wehavevalues (yi,ri ,xlr) for t :2,3,... ,7.
But, we have no (yi,*ir,*i).

(eA.1)

(e4.2)
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2. The value of the autoregressive parameter p is not known. Since yi, xir, and ,r,-
depend on p, we cannot compute these transformed observations withou:
estimating p.

Considering the second problem first, we can use the sample correlation r1 defined in (9. l5
as an estimator for p. Alternatively, (9A.1) can be rewritten as

)r - Fr - lzxt: p$r_r - 9r - g2x,_) I v1 (9e ;

which is the same &s !1 : pet-r I v'. After replacing B1 and B2 with the least square.
estimates b1 and bl,least squares can be applied to (9A.4) to estimate p.

Equations (9A.3) and (9A.4) can be estimated iteratively. That is, we use p from (9A.4 t r'
estimate B1 and B2 from (9A.3). Then, we use these new estimates for B1 and B2 in (9A.4.t t,
reestimate p, which we then use again in (9A.3) to reestimate B1 and B2, and so on. Th:.
iterative procedure is known as the Cochrane-Orcutt estimator. On convergence. it:-
identical to the nonlinear least squares estimator described in Section 9.3.2.

What about the problem of having (f - 1 ) instead of Z transformed observations? On.
way to solve this problem is to ignore it and to proceed with estimation on the basis of th.
(T - l) observations. That is the strategy adopted by the estimators we have considered .,
far. If Zis large, it is a reasonable strategy. However, if we wish to improve efficiencl' f,.
including a transformation of the first observation, we need to create a transformed error th.:
has the same variance as the errors (v2, vz, . . ., vr).

The first observation in the resression model is

y r  :  9 r  I  x r9z *  e r

with error variance var(e1) : o?: 
"?lQ 

- p2). The transformation that yields an err(:

variance of ol is multiplicationby Jt - f . The result is

tf-t - fy, : Jt - fg, + r/t - f*rg, + t/r - prr,

Appendix 98
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YT : xir 9r -t x\r$r '1, 
".

y\: \ [r - fh ' i r  :
, ; r :  J ;  f 4  e \ :

(9A.-'

(9A.6

To confirm that the variance ofej is the same as that ofthe errors (v2, v3, . . . , v7), note tha:

var(ei)  :  (1 -  pz) var(e1):  ( l  -  o ' l f i t :  
""

We also require that ei be uncorrelated with (v2, v3, . . . , v7). This result will hold becau..
each of the v1 does not depend on any past values for e,. The transformed first observation r:
(9A.5) can be used with the remaining transformed observations in (9A.3) to obtar:
generalized least squares estimates that utilize all I observations. This procedure :.
sometimes known as the Prais-Winsten estimator.
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Appendix 98 The Durbin-'W'atson Test

In Section 9.4 two testing procedures for testing for autocorrelation, the sample correlogram
.rnd a Lagrange multiplier test, were considered. These are two large sample tests; their
:est statistics have their specified distributions in large samples. An alternative test, one
:hat is exact in the sense that its distribution does not rely on a large sample approximation,
rs the Durbin-Watson test. It was developed in 1950 and, for a long time, was the standard
:est forfls : p : 0 in the AR(1) error model !t : P!t-r f ur. It is used less frequently today
fecause of the need to examine upper and lower bounds, as we describe below, and
recause its distribution no longer holds when the equation contains a lagged dependent
'. ariable.

It is assumed that the v, are independent random errors with distribution N(0. ol), and
:hat the alternative hypothesis is one of positive autocorrelation. That is

Hs :P  :0  F11  :P  >  0

The statistic used to test I1s against I11 is

T ^
2,(a, - a,-t1'

u - - T -

>a7
(eB.1)

.r here the 2, arethe least squares residuals 2t : lt - bt - bzxt.To see why dis a reasonable
.tatistic for testing for autocorrelation, we expand (98.1) as

s -

T T T
2a7+2a?  ' - 2 } i - t ? t - t

(e8.2)

T
>a7

T T T
s ; 2  s . ; 2  1 s, / ac t  Le t - r  -  u i ' f t , - 1

| - 1  t - A  r  1
: ' - - - L ! ' : : L

T T T
s ; 2  s ; 2  \ " 1L . t  L L r  z e 7

t:l t:l t--l

2

x l l l - 2 r r

The last line in (9B.2) holds only approximately. The first two terms differ from one
:hrough the exclusion of 2l and ?27 from the first and second numerator summations,
:espectively. The last term differs from2rl through the inclusion of 'e27 in the denominator
.ummation. Thus, we have

d x 2 ( l - 1 1 ) (eB.3)

1i the estimated value of p is 11 : 0, then the Durbin-Watson statistic d = 2, which is taken
:r an indication that the model errors are not autocorrelated. If the estimate of p happened to
.e rr : I then d r 0, and thus a low value for the Durbin-Watson statistic implies that the
nodel errors are correlated. and o ) 0.
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The question we need to answer is: How close to zero does the value of the test statistic
have to be before we conclude that the errors are correlated? In other words, what is a critical
vallue d" such that we reject lls when

d < d ,

Determination of a critical value and arejectionregionfor the test requires knowledge of the
probability distribution of the test statistic under the assumption that the null hypothesis.
Hs: p : 0, is true. For a 57o significance level, knowledge of the probability distribution
f (A under Ho allows us to find d. such that P(d < d,) : 0.05. Then, as illustrated in Figure
9A.l,werejectHoifdld,andfalltorejectHsifd>d".Alternatively,wecanstatetheresr
procedure in terms of thep-value of the test. Forthis one-tail test, thep-value is given by the
areaundet f(d) to the left ofthe calculated value of d. Thus, ifthep-value is less than or equal
to 0.05, it follows that d I d" and Hs is rejected. If the p-value is greater than 0.05, then
d ) d,, and Hs is accepted.

In any event, whether the test result is found by comparing d with d", or by computing the
p-vahe, the probability distribution f (d) is required. A difficulty associated with/(d), and
one that we have not previously encountered when using other test statistics, is that this
probability distribution depends on the values ofthe explanatory variables. Different sets of
explanatory variables lead to different distributions ford. Because/(d) depends on the
values of the explanatory variables, the critical value d" for any given problem will also
depend on the values of the explanatory variables. This property means that it is impossible
to tabulate critical values that can be used for every possible problem. With other tesr
statistics, such as t, F, and y?, the tabulated critical values are relevant for all models.

There are two ways to overcome this problem. The first way is to use software thar
computes the p-value for the explanatory variables in the model under consideration.
Instead of comparing the calculated d value with some tabulated values of d' we ger
our computer to calculate the p-value of the test. If this p-value is less than the specified
significance level, ,F1s:p : 0 is rejected and we conclude that autocorrelation does
exist.

In the sugarcane area response model, the calculated value for the Durbin-Watson
statistic is d : 1.169. Is this value sufficiently close to zero (or sufficiently less than 2), to
reject F1e, and conclude that autocorrelation exists? Using suitable software,l we find that

p-value : P(d < 1.169) : 0.0044

O d c
prcunp 94.7 Testing for positive autocorrelation.
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'The software packages SHAZAM and SAS, for example, will compute the exact Durbin-Watson p-value. r r cune  9A .2  Up t
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This value is much less than a conventional 0.05 significance level; we conclude, therefore.
aat the equation's error is positively autocorrelated.

98.1 THE Dun-eIN-\trATSoN BouNps Tnsr

h the absence of software that computes ap-value, a test known as the bounds test can be
:.ed to partially overcome the problem of not having general critical values. Durbin and
l\'arson considered two other statistics dy and dy whose probability distributions do not
jepend on the explanatory variables and which have the property that

d L < d < d u

That is, irrespective of the explanatory variables in the model under consideration. d *'ill be
rrunded by an upper bound dy and a lower bound dt. The relationship bet\ een the
:robability distributions/(dr),f(d), andf(dg) is depicted in Figure 9A.2. Let d6be rhe 5Vc
--:rtical value from the probability distribution for dt. That is, d6 is such that
? d1 1 du) :0.05. Similarly, let du, be such that P(du < du,) : 0.05. Since the
:robability distributions f(d) and f(du) do not depend on the explanatory variables, it
. possible to tabulate the critical values d7, and du.. These values do depend on Zand K, but
: is possible to tabulate the alternative values for different T and K.

Thus, in Figure 9A.2 we have three critical values. The values d6 and du. canbe readily
::bulated. The value d,, the one in which we are really interested for testing purposes,
-rnnot be found without a specialized computer program. However, it is clear from the
: _: ure that if the calculated value d is such that d < d u, then it must follow that d < d r, and
.'/ is rejected. Also, if d ) du,, then it follows that d ) d,, and^F16 is accepted. If it turns

! lhatd7,<d<du, , then,becausewedonotknowthelocat ionofd ' ,wecannotbesure
r hether to accept or reject. These considerations led Durbin and Watson to suggest the
:.llowing decision rules, which are known collectively as the Durbin-Watson bounds

If d < du, reject I1e:p : 0 and accept I11: p > 0;

if d ) du' do not reject I1o: p : 0;

if dL, < d 1 du,, the test is inconclusive.

dk dc dU, 4

,:ccns 9A.2 Upper and lower critical value bounds for the Durbin-Watson test.

f(d)

dk dc dU,

Durbin-Watson p-valut
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The presence of a range of values where no conclusion can be reached is an obvio::,
disadvantage ofthe test. For this reason it is preferable to have software that can calculate rlr
required p-value if such software is available.

The critical bounds for the sugarcane example for T : 34 are

d u : 1 . 3 9 3  d u , : 1 . 5 1 4

These bounds can be found in the previous edition of this book.2 Since d : 1.169 I dy. u :
conclude rhat d < d,, and hence we reject Hs; there is evidence to suggest that autocorrel-:
tion exists.

Appendix 9C Deriving ARDL Lag W'eights

In this appendix we are concerned with showing how the distributed lag weights Be. p
92, ... in the infinite distributed lag representation

lt : o -l Foxr * lrx,-t * gzxt-z* gzxt-s+ ... + !t : s.+ IB"x,-" 1g,
s:0

can be derived from the coefficients in the ARDL representation

y '  :  E +Eo.xr  f  6r , r r_r  + . . .  +  6qx,_q | -Or l r_t  *  . . .  i  Tp! ,_p lv ,

To do so, we will examine two special cases.

Appendix 9C.1 Trc GromErnrc Lec

The simplest ARDL model is that where p: I and, Q:O,leading to the ARDL(l.r
model

) r : E * 6 o - x r * 0 r / r - r * v r

. -bstituting !t-2 :

,ntinuing for a to

Y r : 6 + 0 1 [

+ 0{ber

: 6 ( 1  +  t

\. .,,r'. let/ ---+ co, af
-: ' rghts do not get

:ere, usrng a resr

-mparing (9C.4)

: . eals that, for tht

. .:is model is also c
.:.d then decline ge
':al multiplier shc

-:re geometric lag
":Jely for supply t
--.tonceS; however
:e. For example,'

r : several periods
i:ged y's wil l yie
::ometrically decl

,C.2 Lec WEI<

-: principle the lag
'rme steps as those

t t  -

To derive its lag weights we will ignore the error term. The error term in the infinite l;.
representation will be different from vr, and for that reason we have called it e, in earlie:
equations, but it does not affect the lag weights. Then, noting that the equation fory, , :.
given by

(ec :

(ec.:! t - 1  : 6  *  E s x l * 1  *  l 1 t - 2

and substiruting (9C.2) inro (9C.1), yields

)r : 6 * 6oxr * 'tlr-t 
: :i;I'irij'..r1-;'ll'J,'r,'',

"undergraduate Econometrics,2nd editionby Hill, Griffiths and Judge, Wiley (2001), Table 5. Altematir.e.-
go to the Web page http://www.bus.lsu.edu/hill/poe.
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Substituting lt z: E + boxr-z * 0rlr-: into this expression yields

)r : 6 * 016 * Eexl I 016ex1-1 + e?(E f 6sxy-2 * 0rlr-r)

: 6 + 0rE + e?S + 6oxr * 0r6oxr-1 * 0l6ex,-2 * 0?y,-:

Continuing for a total of7 substitutions yields

) r  :  6 *e lE+e?s+  " '  +  e {a+asx ,  *  016erv -1  *  0?60x , - z  +  " '

+ 0{6ex,-, * 0{*tY,-(;*,)

:  6 ( l  +  0 r  +0? + ' . .  +e i )  +  iboe jx , - ,  +0 i * ry , -1 ; *11

\ow, letT + oo, and assume that - 1 a U, a 1, an assumption necessary to ensure the lag
*eights do not get bigger in the more distant past. Then, (9C.3) becomes

lt: ot+ iaseit,-"

ahere, using a result on the sum of un inn# geometric progression

a :6 ( l  *  o r  -F  oz t t  .  )  : " +'  1 -0 r
Comparing (9C.4) with the general infinite distributed lag representation

265

(ec.3)

(9C.4)

m

Jt :  a-  *  I9r r r - ,  + et

:ereals that, for the ARDL(l,0) model,

B" : 6o0i

This model is also called a geometric lag model because the lag weights begin at the point Es
:nd then decline geometrically through time according to the relationship B" : 0 r 9,- r . The
:oml multiplier showing the long-run effect of a sustained increase in x is

m . 6 n

, I - 9 ' : 60 ( l +0 r  f  
0 i+  ) :  l j q

The geometric lag model has the advantage of being relatively simple and has been used
ridely for supply response in agriculture and inventory demand models. There are many
:xstances, however, where it is unreasonable to assume the largest lag weight is the initial
rne. For example, when modeling monetary or fiscal policy, the peak effect may not occur
:rrr severol periods. This effect can be captured by including more lagged x's, while more
.eeged y's will yield weights that decline according to a structure more flexible than the
geometrically declining weights.

9C.2 Lec WucHTS FoR MonE GSNERAL ARDL MooErs

in principle the lag weights for more general ARDL models can be derived following the
eme steps as those we used for the geometric lag or ARDL( I ,0) model, although the algebra
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is more complicated. In this section we give the weights for the ARDL(2,3) model used i:
Section 9.7 to capture the relationship between wage rate changes and the inflation rare

)r : E * 66.{1 * 61x1-1 -f 62x;2* 63x1-3 * 0r}r-t * 9z!tz * vt (9C.-.

The weights for models with fewer terms (p less than2 or qless than 3 or both) can be fourr
by setting the relevant coefficients equal to zero. Using recursive substitution, it can ht
shown that the lag weights for (9C.5) are

A P P E N D I

:ilows us to simPlifY tl
rfinite sum bY a singl

That is, the forecast ft
sriod and the actual .

The exPonential sr
:.timate of the smooth
.elue of a can reflect
i.ternativelY it can be
\luares of the one-ste

To illustrate how to
:.rrecastattime t : lr
,  :0 . l , forexamPle,
3r successive substitt
'  :  1 , 2 , . . .  ,  T .  F o r  i
-rmple forecasts !r.
itrf!caSt errors Yr : )
..ast squares estimate

9 o : E o
B r : 0 r F o * 6 r
9 z : 0 r F r * 0 2 9 0 * 6 2
9s :0 rBz  *  Oz9r  *  6 r
F + : 0 r 9 :  - l 9 z 9 z

F" : 0rF,-r * 029"-z fors ) 4

(9C.6

Appendix 9D Forecasting: Exponential Smoothing

In Section 9.5 we saw how an autoregressive model can be used to forecast the future value
of a variable by making use of past observations on that variable. In this appendix ue
examine anotherpopularmodel used forpredicting the future value of avariable on the basi.
of its history-the exponential smoothing method.

Given a sample of observations (yr, yz, . . . ,!rt,!r), the objective is to forecast the nerr
observation y711 . One possible forecasting method, one that has some intuitive appeal, is rc
use the average of past information, say, the average of the last /c observations. For example.
if we adopt this method with k : 3, the proposed forecast is

Yr+l :
l r + Y 7 - r t l r - z

This forecasting rule is an example of a simple (equally weighted) moving average model
with k: 3. Note that when k: l, all weight is placed on the most recent value and the
forecast is lr+r : ;lr.

Now, let us extend the moving average idea by changing the equal weighting system.
where the weights are all (l lk), to one where more weight is put on recent information or.
put another way, less weight is placed on observations further into the past. The exponential
smoothing model is one such forecasting model; in this case the weights decline (expo-
nentially) as the observations get older. It has the form:

9r+r  :c tyr  *a(1 -  o) lyr - r  *c t ( l  -  a)2yr-z + . .  - ( 9 D . 1 t

The weight attached to yr-, is given by ct(l - ct)". We assume that 0 < cr < 1, which
means that the weights get smaller as s gets larger (as we go further into the past). Also, using
results on the infinite sum of a geometric progression, it can be shown that the weights sum to
one:  fp6o( l  -  d) '  :  l .

However, using information from the infinite past is not convenient for forecasting.
Recognizing that:

( l  -  
" )yr  

:  c( l  -  a)yr- r  *a( l  -  o)zyr-z*a( l  -  cr )3yr- :  + . . (9D.2t
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illows us to simplify the model. Substituting (9D.2) into (9D.1) means we can replace an
:nfinite sum by a single term, so that the forecast can be more conveniently presented as

9 r - r :  a ) r * ( t - o ) . u .

That is, the forecast for next period is a weighted average of the forecast fbr the current
-riod and the actual realized value in the current period.

The exponential smoothing method is a versatile forecasting tool, but one needs an
i\timate of the smoothing parameter cr. and a value for j7 to generate the forecastlr+r. The
'.rlue of a can reflect one's judgment about the relative weight of current information;
-ilternatively it can be estimated from historical information by minimizingthe sum of
\luares of the one-step forecast errors u111 : !+t - [ey, + (l _ a)ir].

To illustrate how to compute a series offorecasts and hence the forecist errors. we set the
:.rrecast at time t : I equal to the first value in our time series; that is, !1 : y1. Then, letting
r  :  0 . l , forexample,wecanobta in j '2  :0 . lyr  +0.9 i1 and!3 :  0 .1y2+0.9!2andsoon.
3r' successive substitution, we obtain a whole series of forecasts !, for the sample period
: :1 ,2 , . " , 7 .  Fo rag i ven t imese r i es  ! 1 ,a?chva lueo f  c r y i e ldsad i f f e ren tse r i eso f  i n -
smple forecasts jr. Thus, for each possible value of ct there is a different series of
'orecast elrors vr :lt - [a],-r + (l - a)y,-r]. To estimate ct we choose the nonlinear
.3ast squares estimate that minimiz es L|:zv! .

(9D.1
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Randotn Regressors and
Mornent-B as ed Estirnation

Learning Objectives

Based on the material in this chapter you should be able to

l ' Explain why we might sometimes consider explanatory variables in a regressio::
model to be random.

2. Explain the difference between finite sample and large sample properties o:
estimators.

3' Give an intuitive explanation of why correlation between a random x and the erro:
term causes the least squares estimator to be inconsistent.

4' Describe the "errors-in-variables" problem in econometrics and its consequence\
for the least squares estimator.

5. Describe the properties of a good instrumental variable.
6' Discuss how the method of moments can be used to derive the least squares anc

instrumental variables estimators, paying particular attention to the assumotion:
upon which the derivations are based.

7 ' Explain why it is important for an instrumental variable to be highly correlated with
the random explanatory variable for which it is an instrumeni.

8' Describe how instrumental variables estimation is carried out in the case of surplu.
instruments.

9 ' State the large-sample distribution of the instrumental variables estimator for the
simple linear regression model, and how it can be used for the construction of
interval estimates and hypothesis tests.

10' Describe a test for the existence of correlation between the error term and the
explanatory variables in a model, explaining the null and alternative hypotheses.
and the consequences of rejecting the null hypothesis.
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Keywords

sr mptotic properties
:,xrditional expectation
=dogenous variables
:-ors-in-variables
.rogenous variables
::ite sample properties
H:usman test

instrumental variable
instrumental variable

estimator
just identified equations
large sample properties
over identified equations
population moments

random sampling
reduced form equation
sample moments
simultaneous equations bias
test of surplus moment conditions
two-stage least squares estimation
weak instruments

-: this chapter we reconsider the linear regression model. We will initially discuss the simple
:=ar regression model, but our comments apply to the general model as well. The usual
r..umptions we make are

S R l .  y ;  :  9 r  *  F z x i I  e i  i  :  1 , . . . , N
SR2. E(e;)  :0

SR3. var(e;) : o2
SR4 .  cov (e ; ,  e ) : 0
SR5. The variable,r; is not random, and it must take at least two different values.
SR6. (optional) e; - It{ (g, oz1

-- Chapter 8, we relaxed the assumption var(e;) : o2 that the error variance is the same
::r all observations. In Chapter 9 we considered regressions with time-series data in
rhich the assumption of serially uncorrelated errors, cov(ei,e j) : O, cannot be main-
--lned.

In this chapter we relax the assumption that variable.x is not random. You may have
-lrndered about the validity of this assumption. In our original discussion of random
. rriables in Appendix B, we said that a variable is random if its value is unknown until
r: experiment is performed. In an economist's nonexperimental world, the values
::.r, and y, are usually revealed at the same time, making x and y random in the same
L a)-.

We have considered the variable x to be nonrandom for several reasons. First, *'hen
::gression is based on data from controlled experiments, or ifwe are conditioning our results
:lon the sample we have, it is a proper assumption. Secondly, it simplifies the algebra of
!ait squares. Thirdly, even if x is random, the properties of the least squares estimator still
lld under slightly modifled assumptions.

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss regression models in which x; is random and
."rrrelated with the error term e;. We will

. Discuss the conditions under which having a random x is not a problem, and how to
test whether our data satisfies these conditions.

. Present cases in which the randomness of .x causes the least squares estimator to fail.
These are cases where x is correlated with the effor e.

. Provide estimators that have good properties even whenx; is random and correlated
with the efiot e;.
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70,7 Linear Regression with Random x's

Let us modify the usual simple regression assumptions as follows:

A10.1 y; : Fr I lzxi* e; correctly describes the relationship betweeny, andxr in
the population, where B1 and 92 are unknown (fixed) parameters and e; is an
unobservable random error term.

A10.2 The data pairs (*,,y,), i: 1,...,N, are obtained by random
sampling. That is, the data pairs are collected from the same population
by a process in which each pair is independent of every other pair. Such data
are said to be independent and identically distributed.

A10.3 E(eilx1):0. The expected value of the error term e;, conditional on the
value ofx;, is zero.

A10.4 In the sample, "{; rnuSt take at least two different values.
410.5 var(e;lxi): o2. The variance of the error term, conditional on x;, is a

constant o2.
A10.6 eilx;-ltJ(O,o2). The distribution of the error term, conditional on r;, is

normal.

There is only one new assumption in this list. Assumption A10.2 states that both y; and .r
are obtained by a sampling process and thus are random. Also, by assuming that the pair.
are independent, this implies that assumption SR4 holds as well. In the other assump-
tions, all we have done is bring back the explicit conditioning notation introduced i:.
Chapter 2.

Because it plays a key role in the properties ofthe least squares estimator, let us clearii
state the interpretation of 410.3, E(e;lxi):0. This assumption implies that we harc
(i) omitted no important variables, (ii) used the correct functional form, and (iii) there exi':
no factors that cause the error term e; to be conelated with x;.

While the first two of these implications are intuitive, the third may not be.

. lf E(ei l"r) :0,thenwecanshowthatit isalsotruethatxiandeiareuncorrelated,anc
that cov(x;, ei) :0.

. Conversely,if xi and e; are correlated, then cov(x;, r)*0, and we can show tha:
E (e i l x i )  lO .

Thus in addition to the usual specification errors of omitted variables and incorrec:
functional form, assumption A10.3 eliminates correlation between a random explanaton
variable .x; and the random error term ei. We discuss the consequences of correlation
between x; and e; in Section 10.1.4. In Section 10.2 we will explore some cases in which u e
can anticipate that correlation will exist between x; and ei.In each such case the usual lea.:
squares estimation procedure is no longer appropriate.

10.1.1 TrrE Suau SanprE Pnoprnrrss oF THE Lnasr Squenrs Esrrueron

In Chapter 2 we proved the Gauss-Markov theorem. The result that under the classica.
assumptions, and fixed.r's, the least squares estimator is the best linearunbiasedestimator. i:
a finite sample, or a small sample, property of the least squares estimator. What this mean.

. that the result does
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. :hat the result does not depend on the size of the sample. It holds in every sample, whether
:< sample size is N :20, 50, or 10.000.

The finite sample properties of the least squares estimator when x is random can be
',-nmarized as follows:

: . Under assumptions A10. l-A10.4 the least squares estimator is unbiased.
l. Under assumptions Al0. l-A10.5 the least squares estimator is the best linear

unbiased estimator of the regression parameters, conditional on the x's, and the
usual estimator of o2 is unbiased.

.r. Under assumptions Al0. 1-410.6 the distributions of the least squares estimators,
conditional upon the x's, are normal, and their variances are estimated in the usual
way. Consequently the usual interval estimation and hypothesis testing procedures
are valid.

*.hat these results say is that if x is random, as long as the data are obtained by random
.cnpling, and the other usual assumptions hold, no changes in our regression methods are
-:.1uired.

',tt.1.2 Asyuprotrc Pnoppnrrps oF THE LEesr Squenrs EsrrnanoR:
r Nor ReNoou

-: this section we examine the large sample properties of the least squares estimator under the
:-.r.ssical assumptions SRl-SR5. What happens to the probability distribution of the least
\iuares estimator if we have a very large sample, or when the sample size N - oo? The
iswer is found in two properties of the least squares estimator that we have already
rtablished. First, the least squares estimator is unbiased. If we focus on the slope estimator
-;. then E(b2) : B2. Second, the variance of the least squares estimator for the simple linear
:sgression mo del,var(b2) : oz ll(xi - 7)z , converges to zero as N + oo. As the sample size
:ers increasingly large, the probability distribution ofthe least squares estimator collapses
:ruut the true parameter. In Figure 10. 1 this is illustratedfor b2. As N - oo, all the probability
.r concentrated about B2. This is a very reassuring result. Its consequence is that as N - cc,
::re probability approaches one that a least squares estimate b2 will be close to 92, no matter
i-r)w narrowly you define the term "close." The same is true for b1. Estimators with this
rroperty are called consistent estimators, and consistency is a nice large sample property of
:re least squares estimator.

Fz-! Fz
: rcunp 7 0. 7 An illustration of consistencl'.

N + > N : > N Z > N r

fbnr)

F 2 +  e
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REMARK: Consistency is a "large sample" or "asymptotic" properfy. We have stated
another large sample property of the least squares estimators in Section 2.6.'\Ne found that
even when the random errors in a regression model are not normally distributed, the least
squares estimators still have approximate normal distributions if the sample size Nis large
enough. How large must the sample size be for these large sample properties to be valid
approximations of reality? In a simple regression, 50 observations might be enough. In
multiple regression models, the number might be much higher, depending on the quality of
the data. What is important for now is that you recognize we are discussing situations in
this chapter in which the samples must be large for our conclusions to be valid.

10.1.3 Asvuptorrc Pnoprnrms oF THE Lrasr Squenrs Esrrneron:
r Rewoon

For the purposes of a "large sample" analysis of the least squares estimator, it is convenient
to replace assumption 410.3 by

A10.3-  E(e;)  :0  and cov(r ; ,  e i )  :0

We can make this replacement because if assumption A10.3 is true it follows that A10.3- i.
true. That is, E(r,l*,) : 0 =+ cov(x;, ei) : 0 andE(r,l*,) : 0 =+ E(e;) :0. [See Appendir
10A.1 Introducing assumption A10.3- is convenient because we want to investigate how to
estimate models in which a random regressor r; is correlated with the error term ei, that is.
when we violate the assumption that cov(x;, ei) : 0. While it does not seem like much of a
change, because A10.3* is actually a weaker assumption than A10.3, under A10.3* we cannot
show that the least squares estimator is unbiased, or that any of the other finite sample
properties hold.

What we can say is the following:

1. Under assumption A10.3*, the least squares estimators are consistent. That is, ther
converge to the true parameter values as N ---+ co.

2. Under assumptions Al0.l, A10.2, A10.3*, A10.4, and A10.5, the least squares
estimators have approximate normal distributions in large samples, whether the
erors are nofinally distributed or not. Furthermore, our usual interval estimators and
test statistics are valid if the sample is large.

If assumptionAl0.3- isnottrue,andinparticularif cov(-x;,e;) l0sothatx;ande;are
correlated, then the least squares estimators are inconsistent. They do not converge to
the true parameter values even in very large samples. Furthermore, none of our usual
hypothesis testing or interval estimation procedures are valid.

Thus when x is random, the relationship betweenx; and e; is the crucial factor when deciding
whether least squares estimation is appropriate or not. If the error term e; is correlated with.r,
(any xpi in the multiple regression model), then the least squares estimator fails. In Section
10.4.1 we provide a way to test whether-r; ilnd er are correlated. In the next section we shou
that if x; and ei are correlated, then the least squares estimator fails.

l'
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-:. this section we use a tool of econometrics called the Monte Carlo simulation to
:. 'monstrate why the least squares estimator fails when cov(x;, ei)lO.An algebraic
::oof is given in Appendix l0B. A Monte Carlo simulation uses artificially created data.
3r creating data from a known model, we can evaluate how alternative estimation
::ocedures work under a variety of conditions. Specifically, let us specify a simple
:r'gression model in which the parameter values are B1 :1 and 9z:1. Thus, the
.istematic part of the regression model is E(y): Br * $2x: | * lx.x. By adding to
-:. r ) an error term value, which will be a random number we create, we can create a
."mple value of y.

We want to explore the properties of the least squares estimator when x; and ei are
-onelated. Using random number generators, we create 100 pairs of x; and er values,
..rch that each has a normal distribution with mean zero and variance one and the
rrpulation correlation between the,r; and e; values is pr" : 0.6. These values are plotted in
l igure 10.2.

We then create an artificial sample of y values by adding e to the systematic portion of the
:e gression,

y : E(y) * e : 9t * Fzx * e : 1 I lxx -f e

fhe data values are contained in chl].dat. The least squares estimates are

j' : br I b2x :0.9789 ' l 1.7034x

The values of y, E(y), and j' are plotted against -r in Figure 10.3.
The regression line E(y) : 9r f B2x : I *; is also plotted in this figure. In the "real

.i orld" we would never know where this line falls, since we never know the values of the
'.rue parameters. Note that the data values are not randomly scattered around this
:egression function, because of the correlation that exists between -{; and e;. The least
rQu&reS principle works by fitting a line through the "center" of the data. The fitted line
: :0.9789 * l.7034xis anestimate of the true regressionfunction E(y) : Fr * 92.r, but

o o

a.
a
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in this case, because xi and ei are correlated, the least squares idea is not going to worlWhen x; and e; are positively correlated, the estimated sloie tends to be too large relative r.the true parameter value (here bz : l.7}34compared to the true Bz : l). Furthermorethe systematic overestimation of the slope wilr not go away in larger sampres, and thus rhrleast squares estimators are not correct on average even in large samples. The least sQUArr:estimators are inconsisrent.

10,2 Cases in Which x arrd. e are Correlated
There are several common situations in which the least squares estimator fails due to thepresence of correration- between an explanatory variable and the e,'or tenn. when r,explanatory variable and the elror tenn are correlated, the explanatory u*iuut" is said to t "endogenous' This term comes from simultaneous equations models, which we will conside:in chapter I l, and means "determined within the system.,, Using this terminology when a:_explanatory variable is correlated with the regression error, one is said to have a:"endogeneity problem."

70.2.1 MEesunrurNr ERRon

The errors-in-variables problem occurs when an explanatory variable is measured uirierror' If we measure an explanatory variable with error, then ii is correlated with the erro:
1e1m' 1O the least squares estimator is inconsistent. As an illustration, consider rhefollowing important example. Let us assume that an individual,s personal saving, riketheir consumption, is based on their "permanent" or long-run income. Let y; - annua_savings of the ith worker and let ri : the permanent annual income of the jth worker. Asimple regression model representing this ielationship is

.}i : 9r * $2xi -t vi (10.  r
!e have asterisked (x) the permanent income variable because it is difficult, if norimpossible, to observe. For the purposes of a regression, suppose that we attempt ro
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:(r\ure pefinanent income using ri : culTent income' Current income is a measure of

r.,=""n"nt inCome, but it does not measure perrnanent income exactly. It is somettmes

.,.ed a proxy variable. To capture this feature let us specify that

x i : x i l u i t  l 0 . l  r

| -.cre ilr is a random disturbance, with mean 0 and variance ol' Wittr this statement' we are

!:::titting that observed culrent income only approximates pelrnanent income, and con-

-.:.,ently that we have measured permanent income with error. Furthermore, let us assume

:-i: iri isindependent of v; and serially uncorrelated. When we usex; in the regression in place
' i'. we do so by replacement' That is' substitute x! : xt - a; into (10'l) to obtain

y i : 9 r  * } z x i * v i
: 9r * 9z(*, - u1) * vi
: 9r * gzxi * (ri - \zu,)
: 9 r * p 2 x i l e i

- 10.3) the explanatory variable.r; is random, from the assumption of measurement error ln
' . 1  ) .
In order to estimate (10.3) by least squares, we must determine whether or not ti is

---,onelated with the random disturbance e;.The covariance between these two random

,.ables, using the fact that E(e;) : I' it

cov(x;, ei): E(xiei): E[(xi -t ui)(vi - gzui))
(10.4)

:  E(-Fz"?) :  -9zol , *0

. ':.e least squares estimator b2 is an inconsistent estimator of B2 because of the correlation
.t-'t\\ !eII the explanatory variable and the error term' Consequently, b2 does not converge to

-:; rn large surnplrr. Furthermore, in large or small samples b2is not approximately normal
-,ii, rn"un pz anO variance var(b2) : o2 lL(xi - l)2. When ordinary least squares fails in

.-:. wa!, is there another estimation approach that works? The answer is yes, as we will see

, Section 10.3.

'-tt.2.2 OmtrrEo Venrenrss

.\ hen an omitted variable is correlated with an included explanatory variable, then the
-:-iression error will be correlated with the explanatory variable' A classic example is from

:ror !conofiiics. A person's wage is determined in part by their level of education' Let us
.;,ecify a simple regression model explaining observed hourly wage as

WAGEi: Br * \zEDUCi * ei (10.5)

(  10 . -1 )
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;.,rh EDUC - years of education. what else affects wages? what else is omitted? This

:rrospective experiment should be carried out each time a regression model is formulated' In

.,. case we have omitted many factors, such as experience. We have also omitted ability and

:-^orivation. Both of these factors are difficult to measure. Even measures like IQ scores fall
.tort of truly measuring abilify, much less a person's motivation. If we omit these factors

i here do they go? Like all omitted factors, they go into the effor tenn et. We can expect that

:ore talented and motivated people have more years of education; therefore, we expect that

;,* (ED(JCi, ei) *0. Thus, we can expect that the least squares estimator of the retums to

:;lother year of education will be biased and inconsistent'
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10.2.3 SrmurreNrous EquerroNs Bres

Another situation in which an explanatory variable is correlated with the regression error ri:'::
arises in simultaneous equations models. While this terminology may not sound fam:-,.r
students of economics deal with such models from their earliest introduction to supplr =:^:
demand. Recall that in a competitive market, the prices and quantities of goods are determr:e.:
jointly bytheforces of supply anddemand. Thus if P;: squilibriumprice and 0; : equilibr:*::
quantity, we can say that P; atd Qi are endogenous, because they are jointly determined with:: .
simultaneous system of two equations, one equation for the supply curve and the other equa::r
for the demand curve. Suppose that we write down the relation

Q i : 9 r * 9 z P i i e i 1 1 ,

We know that changes in price affect the quantities supplied and demanded. But it is also :--r
that changes in quantities supplied and demanded lead to changes in prices. There :. .
feedback relationship between Pi and Q;. Because of this feedback, which results bec;-*
price and quantity are jointly, or simultaneously, determined, we can shou ';-:r
cov(P;, ,i) 10. The least squares estimation procedure will fail if applied to (10.6) beca*<
of an endogeneity problem, and the resulting bias (and inconsistency) is called ::r
simultaneous equations bias. Supply and demand models permeate economic analr.-.
and we will treat simultaneous equations models fully in Chapter 11.

10.2.4 LaccEn DrpsNorNr Vemesr-E Moorrs wrrH SERTAL Connnerro:

In Chapter 9 we introduced dynamic models. One way to make models dynamic i. :
introduce a lagged dependent variable into the right-hand side of an equation. Thar -.
)r : 9r I 9z!,,t I 9zx, * e1.The lagged variable yr-1 is a random regressor, but as lon-s ,
it is uncorrelated with the error term then the least squares estimator is consistent. Hou er r-
it is possible when specifying a dynamic model that the enors will be serially correlated -'
the errors e1 follow the AR(l) process, !t: pett * v1, then we can see that the laggs:
dependent variable 111-1 must be correlated with the error term er, because y1-1 depen:.
directly on eFt, and e1-l directly affects the value of e1.If pf O,there will be a correlar:, -
between y1-1 and e,.Inthis case the least squares estimator applied to the lagged depende :'
variable model will be biased and inconsistent. Thus it is very important to test for ::i:
presence of serial correlation in models with lagged dependent variables on the right-hr,:
side. See Section 9.4.2.

10.3 Estirnators Based on the Method of Moments

In the simple linear regression model y;: Br *lzxi *e;, when x; is random ar,:
cov(x;,ei):E(nei)lO,the least squares estimators are biased and inconsistent, $r:,
none of their usual nice properties holding. When faced with such a situation we mu\:
consider alternative estimation procedures. In this section we discuss the "method , :
moments" principle of estimation, which is an alternative to the least squares estimatio:-
principle. When all the usual assumptions of the linear model hold, the method of momenr.
leads us to the least squares estimator. If r is random and conelated with the error term. rh*
method of moments leads us to an alternative, called instrumental variables estimation o:
two-stage least squares estimation, that will work in large samples.
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.3.1 MerHor oF MoMENTs EsrrruRrroN oF A PopurerroN MraN
',:r VRnteNcE

-': us begin with a simple case. The ftth moment of a random variable I/ is the expected
-. .ie of the random variable raised to the tth power. That is,

E(Y-) : Frr : kth moment of Y (10.7)

; -':.rll that an "expected value" is an average, over an infinite number of experimental
-:Jomes. Consequently, the ftth population moment in (10.7) can be estimated consistently

-. re the sample (of size N) analog

E@l :l.rr : kthsamplemomentof V :}yf lN (10.8)
- :' method of moments estimation procedure equates m population moments to m
-::rple moments to estimate rn unknown parameters. As an example, let Y be a random
.:;able with mean E(Y): p and the variance expression from equation (B.12) in

,.lpgndix B

v a r ( I ) : o 2 : E ( Y - t ) z : E ( Y 2 ) - t L z  ( 1 0 . 9 )

- order to estimate the two population parameters p and o2, we must equate two
', rulation moments to two sample moments. The first two population and sample
' ,ments of Yare

Population moments Sample moments

E ( Y ) : P r : P
E(Y\ : rLz

i ' " :2yt lN
i r : Ly l l u

( r0.10)

'. 'te that for the first population moment p1, it is customary to drop the subscript and use pr"
Jenote the mean of I With these two moments, we can solve for the unknown mean and

:]ilnco parameters. Equate the first sample moment to the first population moment to
':ain an estimate of the population mean,

P " : } y i l N  : , (10 .  l  1 )

.en use (10.9), replacing the second population moment by its sample value, and replacing
' : r t  moment  p,  by (10.11)

(  10 .1  2 )

. re method of moments leads us to the sample mean as an estimator of the population mean.

. re method of moments estimator of the variance has N in its denominator, rather than the
-.ual N- 1, so it is not exactly the sample variance we are used to. But in large samples this
.':ll not make much difference. In general, method of moments estimators are consistent.
.rd converge to the true parameter values in large samples, but there is no guarantee that
:.ev are "best" in any sense.
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10.3.2 MrrHoo or MorumNrs EsTIMATIoN IN THE
Srmprp LrNeen Rrcnrssrou Monpr

The definition of a "moment" can be extended to more general situations. In the linear
regression model y; : Fr * 9zxi + e;, we usually assume that
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E ( t , ) : o + E ( y i  -  F r  -  ! z x t ) : o

Furthermore, if "r; is fixed, or random but not correlated with e;, then

E(xie1) :  o+ Elxi( l i -  Br -  pzxi) l  :  o

* t , r , - b 1 - b 2 x i ) : e

* t * , r r , - b y - b 2 x i ) : s

Equations (10.13) and (10.14) are moment conditions. If we replace the two population
moments by the corresponding sample moments, we have two equations in two unknowns.
which define the method of moments estimators for B1 and B2,

( 1 0 . 1  3

(10 .14

(10.15

These two equations are equivalent to the least squares "normal" equations [see Chapter I
Appendix A, equations (2A.3) and (2A.4)l and their solution yields the least square:
estimators

I ( " r -z) (yr -y- )
Z(xi -t)2

: Y - b 2 x

Thus under "nice" assumptions, the method of moments principle of estimation leads u:
to the same estimators for the simple linear regression model as the least squares
principle.

10.3.3 IusrnurmNrer Vanresres EsrrmerroN rN THE SrMpre LmEen"
RrcnrssroN Mopsr

Problems for least squares arise when xi is random and correlated with the random
disturbance e;, so that E(x;ei) 10. This makes the moment condition in (10.14) invalid.
Suppose, however, that there is another variable z such that

1. z does not have a direct effect on ), and thus it does not belong on the right-hand side
of the model as an explanatory variable.

2. zi is not correlated with the regression error term e;. Variables with this property are
said to be exogenous.

3. z is strongly (or at least not weakly) correlated with x, the endogenous explanatorl'
variable.

A variable z with these properties is called an instrumental variable. This terminology
arises because while z does not have a direct effect on H having it will allow us to estimate the
relationship between x and y. It is a tool, or instrument, that we are using to achieve our
obiective.

b2

0 l
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If such a variable z exists, then we can use it to form the moment condition

279

(  10.  r7)

( 1 0 . 1 8 )

E(zlei) :  o+ Elzi( l i  -  Fr -  gzxr)]  :  o (10.  r  6)

Then we can use the two equations ( 10. I 3) and ( 10. I 6) to obtain estimates of B 1 and B2. The
rample moment conditions are

Solving these equations leads us to method of moments estimators, which are usually called
lhe instrumental variable (1Il) estimators,

; NZziyi-LziZyi
" 

- 
NLzixi _ LziLxi-

9 t : !  -  9z r

Z(zt -z)(y -r)
L(zi -z)(xi -7)

These new estimators have the following properties:

. They are consistent, if E(ziei) : 0 (see Appendix lOC).

. In large samples the instrumental variable estimators have approximate normal
distributions. In the simple regression model

(  10 .19)

where lu is the squared sample correlation between the instrument z and the random
regressor .r.

. The error variance is estimatedusing the estimator

I ( v , - 9 t - 9 r * , ) 'o?v :
N - 2

10.3.3a The Irnportance of [Jsing Strong Instruments
Eramine the variance expression in (10.19). The denominator includes the squared
:orrelation between the instrument z and the endogenous variable x. We want to obtain
.in instrument z that is highly correlated with x to improve the efficiency of the instrumental
r ariable estimator. If x and e are uncolrelated, so that least squares is still an option, we can
Jompare the efficiency of the two estimators. Note that we can write the variance of the
rnstrumental variables estimator of Br as

. .^- rn r  o t  var(b2)
var(p2J 

i.:s(.r,- 
: --/._

Because Q, < t ne variance of the instrumental variables estimator will always be larger
than the variance of the least squares estimator. and thus it is said to be less efficient. Using
ihe instrumental variables estimation procedure when it is not required leads to uider
;onfidence intervals, and less precise inference. than ifleast squares estimation is used. Ifthe

oz-N("'d#-*)
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correlation between z andx is 0.1, then the variance of the instrumental variables estimator is
100 times as large as the variance of the least squares estimator. If the correlation between --
and ; is 0.5, then the variance of the instrumental variables estimator is four times as large a:
the variance of the least squares estimator.

In recent years there has been a great deal of research on the behavior of the instrumental
variables estimator when the instrument is weakly correlated with the endogenous variable.r.
When using a weak instrument, the instrumental variables estimator can be badly biased.
even in large samples, and its distribution is not approximately normal. Thus point estimate:
can be substantially off, 957o confidence intervals may not work 95Vo of the time, and
hypothesis tests using the e : 0.05 level of significance may not have a probability oi
Type I enor equal to 0.05. The bottom line is that when instruments are weak, instrumental
variables estimation is not reliable.

10.3.3b An Il lustration IJsing Simulated Data
Let us return to the simulation, or Monte Carlo, experiment introduced in Section 10.1.-1.
Recall that we artificially created a sample of N : 100 observations from the true model
y:1+x*e, where x and e are normally distributed variables with true means 0 and
variances 1. We set the population correlation between x and e to be p"" : 0.6. Least squares
estimation yields

iou : 0.9'789 -t 1.7034x
('") (0.088) (0.0e0)

As noted earlier, the estimated slope is far from the true value B2 : 1.
In the process of creating the artificial data(chL}.dar), we also created two instrumental

variables both of which are uncorrelated with the error term. The correlation between the
first instrument zr and;r is pr.r : 0.5, and the correlation between the second instrument::
and x is P,z2 : 0.3. The lVestimates using z1 are

9 ru -2 , : 1 .1011*1 .1924x
('") (0.10e) (0.les)

and the lVestimates using z2 are

jw-rr :  1 .3451 + 0 '1724x
('") (0.2s6) (0.7e7)

Using zr, the stronger instrument, yields an estimate of the slope of 1.1924 with a standard
error of 0.195, which is about twice the standard error of the least squares estimate. Using the
weaker instrument z2 produces a slope estimate of 0.1724, which is far from the true value.
and a standard enor of 0.797, which is about eight times as large as the least squares standard
enor. The results with the weaker instrument are far less satisfactory than the estimates
based on the stronger instrument zt.

Another problem that an instrument can have is that it is not uncorrelated with the error
terrn. as it is supposed to be. The variable zz is correlated with x, with correlation px,3 : 0.5.
but it is correlated with the error term e, with correlation p":3 : 0.3. Thus z: is not a valid
instrument. What happens if we use instrumental variables estimation with the invalid
instrument? The results are

jry-,,: 0.9640 -f l.765lx
(se) (0.09s) (0.r72)
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... \ ou can see, using the invalid instrument produces a slope estimate even further fiom the
--!' value than the least squares estimate. Using an invalid instrumental variable means that
-: instrumental variables estimator u i l l  be inconsistent. iust l ike the least souares estimator.

.1.3c An Il lustration Using a 'Wage Equation
Section 10.2 we introduced an important example, the estimation of the relationship

,:i\\!elr wages, specifically log(WAGE), and years of education (EDUC). We will use the
.::r on married women in the file mru,tz.dat to examine this relationship, in light of issues
-.'ussed in this chapter. Let us specify a simple model in which ln(lUAGE) depends on

.rrs of education, years of work experience, and experience squared.

ln(WAGE): 9r * \2EDUC -f }zEXPER + $aEXPER2 + e

,;, ren we specify an equation for estimation, we must always question our specifica-
r. asking what we might have omitted. There are several factors we might think of.
:h as labor market conditions, region of the country, and union membership. Hori-
- 'r. labor economists are most concerned about the omission of a variable measuring

-:l i tv. It is logical that a person's abil ity (and industriousness) may affect the qualit l of
.ir work and their wage. These variables are components of the error term e. since rie
.-.rl ly have no measure for them. The problem is that not only might abil ity aff 'ect
.rces, but more able individuals may also spend more years in school, causing a
:relation between the error |erm e and the education variable (EDUC). If such a
:relation exists, then EDUC is endogenous and the least squares estimator of the
.:re equation is biased and inconsistent. The least squares estimates and their standard

- : , ) rs  are

,t WeCzl : -0.5220 * 0.1075xEDUC + 0.0416xEXPER - 0.0008xEXPERI
( . " )  (0.1e86) (0.0141) (0.0132) (0.0004)

'r r estimate that an additional year of education increases wages by approximately
--57o, holding everything else constant. If ability has a positive effect on wages, then

' . estimate will be overstated,' as the contribution of ability is attributed to the education
. : rable.
To carry out instrumental variables estimation, we require a variable that does not belong
rhe wage equation itself, that is correlated with EDUC, but is uncorrelated with the

.:ire11's ability, or intelligence. Such variables are difficult to obtain, but in Thomas Mroz's
..:J. we have the number of years of education for the woman's mother. The mother's
:-rcation itself does not belong in the daughter's wage equation, and it is reasonable to
: ,pose that more educated mothers are more likely to have more educated daughters.
^.J: two of the conditions for a valid instrumental variable seem satisfied. The remaining
..r'rtion is whether a woman's ability and intelligence are correlated with her mother's
: lcation? To be a valid instrument. these variables must be uncorrelated. We will assume so
: illustration purposes.
To implement instrumental variables estimation, we first obtain the least squares esti-

ires of what is called the reduced form equationfor EDUC. The reduced form equation

2 8 1

See Appendix 10B for a discussion of the large :rmplc bias of the least squares estimator
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has explanatory variables that include all the exogenous variables in the original equation
plus any instrumental variables. The least squares estimates are

EDUC : 9,7751 * O.O489XEXPER - O.OO13 XEXPER2 -T 0.2677 XMOTHEREDUC
(' " )  (0.424e) (0.0417) (0.0012) (0.0311)

Note that coefficient of MOTHEREDUC is very significant, with a /-value of 8.6. This :.
important, as it indicates that our instrument is correlated with the variable we suspect to f':
endogenous, even after accounting for the other exogenous variables in the model.

Estimating the reduced form equation is the first stage in the two-stage least square'
approach to instrumental variables estimation. To implement the second stage, u.
obtain the predicted values of education from the reduced form equation, EDie , ar,-
insert them into the wage equation to replace EDUC. Then we estimate the resultir:--
equation by least squares. While this two-step process yields proper instrumenr.
variables estimates, the accompanying standard errors are not correct. It is alwar .
preferable to use software commands designed for instrumental variables, or two-stas.
least squares estimation. The instrumental variables estimates of the wage equation ar:

nfWeC-nl: 0.1982 ]_0.0493xEDUC + O.OA |xEXPER - 0.}O}9xEXPER}
('") (0.412e) (0.0374) (0.0136) (0.0004)

Note two changes as compared to the least squares estimates. First, the estimated return r
education is 4.937a , which is lower than the least squares estimate. This is consistent with th:
fact that the least squares estimator tends to overestimate the effect of education. Al.
notice, however, that the standard error on the coefficient ofeducation (0.0374) is or.:
2.5 times larger than the standard error reported with the least squares estimates (0.0 11 I
This reflects the fact that even with good instrumental variables the instrumental variablr.
estimator is not efficient, as discussed in Section 10.3.3a. How can we improve th.
efficiency of the instrumental variables estimator? We can obtain a larger sample. ::
possible, or we can obtain more and stronger instrumental variables.

10.3.4 INsrRumsNrer VaRranus Esrrna-rroN wrrrr Sunprus INsrnuvrnNrs

In the simple regression model, we need only one instrumental variable, yielding tu
moment conditions like (10.17), which we solve for the two unknown model parameter.
Usually, however, we have more instrumental variables at our disposal than are necessar,
For example, let w be another variable that does not directly affect y, and that is correlate:
with x but uncorrelated with e. so that we have the additional moment condition

E(w;ei ) :  E lwt(y i  -  9r  -  pzx; ) ]  :0

Now we have three sample moment conditions
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. , 10.20) we have three equations with only two unknowns. We could simply throw away
-e of the conditions and use the remaining two to solve for the unknowns. However,
-.:owing away good information is hardly evera good idea. An alternative that uses all of the

)ment conditions is to choose values for B1 and B2 satisfying (10.20) as closely as
, .sible. One way to do this is to use the least squares principle, choosing p1 and B2 to' :nimize the sum of squares ai + n3 + m!. lt is best, however, to use weighted least
.- rares, putting the greatest weight on the moments with the smaller variances. While the
,.rct details are beyond the scope of this book, the values of B1 and $2 that minimize this
jishted sum of squares can be obtained using a two-step process.

1 . Regress r on a constant term, z and w, and obtain the predicted values i.
l. Usei as an instrumental variable for x.

^.is leads to the two sample moment conditions

l ^

r r ( r ' -9 r -gzx i ) :o
1 ^

, I i i ( r i  
-  9r -  gzxi)  :0

r ing these conditions, and using the fact that i : x, we have

(r0.22)

9 ' :  j  -  l r t
rr'se instrumental variables estimators, derived using the method of moments, are also
,.led two-stage least squares (2SZS) estimators, because they can be obtained using
' o least squares regressions like we did for the wage equation in the previous section.

. Stage I is the regression of x on a constant term, zandw, to obtain the predicted values
i. This first stage is called the reduced form model estimation, with the terminology
becoming clear in Chapter 11.

. Stage 2 is ordinary least squares estimation of the simple linear regression

Yi : Bt 't 9zit I error; (r0.23)

Jrst squares estimation of (10.23) is numerically equivalent to obtaining the instrumental
.:iables estimates using (10.22). Since two-stage least squares estimation and instrumental
'riables estimation are equivalent, we will simply refer to instrumental variables (1Ir)
.: imation in all cases.

Another useful result is that the approximate, large sample. variance of $2 is given by the
.ual formula for the variance of the least squares estimator of (10.23),

( 10 .2 r  )

(r0.24)

rtortunately, least squares software cannot be used to obtain appropriate standard errors
-::J l-values, because the estimator of the error variance must be based on the residuals from
..r original model, )i : 9r * 9zxi * e;, yielding

I ( r ' ' -9 , -0r* , ) '
6 , N : N  - 2
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Thus the appropriate estimator of the variance of $2 is
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This estimated variance can be used as a basis for r-tests of significance and inter" -
estimation of parameters. Econometric software will automatically use the proper varian- .
estimator if a two-stage least squares or instrumental variables estimation option is chose:

10.3.4a An Illustration Using Simulated Data
Returning to our simulated data, discussed in Section 10.3.3b, what is the outcome of tu
stage least squares estimation using the two instruments er and zz? First, we estimate t:.:
reduced form model, a regression of x on the two instruments 4 and 22,

* :0.1947 * 0.57002r -r 0.206822
(se) (0.07e) (0.08e) (0.077) (  10 . :^

Using the predicted valuei as an instrumental variable as in (10.22), or applying le"
squares to the modified equation (10.23), we obtain the instrumental variables estimatt

iN-r, . .  :  1.1376 * 1.0399x
( '")  (0.1 16) (0.1e4) (10 . r -

The standard errors are based on the estimated error variance in (10.25).
Using the two valid instruments yields an estimate of the slope of 1.0399, which, in th .

example, is close to the true value of Bz : l. Two-stage least squares estimation takes ti:
instruments we have, and forms combinations of them in an optimal way, as shown ::
( 10.26). In the simple regression model, we have two parameters to estimate and thus ne.'-
only two moment conditions, and the two moment conditions produced by 2SLS are gir c'
i n  (10 .21 ) .

10.3.4b An Il lustration Using a Vage Equation
In Section 10.3.3c we illustrated instrumental variables estimation of a wage equation 1, -

married women using "mother's education" as an instrument. Let us add "father'.
education" as an additional instrumental variable. The reduced form equation estimatr'.
are in Table 10.1.

Note that the two instrumental variables are statistically significant, establishing the,:
correlation with education. The instrumental variables estimates are

1;WG4: 0.0481 +g.0614EDUC +0.o442EXpER - 0.0009 EX.ER:
('") (0.4003) (0.0314) (0.0134) (0.0004)

Ta hl e 7 0. 7 Reduced Forrn Equation

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Proi'

C
EXPER
EXPER2
MOTHEREDUC
FATHEREDUC

9.t026
0.0452

-0.0010
0.r5'76
0. I 895

0.4266
0.0403
0.0012
0.0359
0.0338

21.3396
r.1236

-0.8386
4.3906
5.6152

0.00',
0.26l  '
0.40::
0.00('
0.00('
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rmpared to the previous results. \\'e see that there is an increase in the estimate of the return
education to 6.l4Eo, and a slight reduction in the standard error. The estimated return to

:rucation is statistically significant now. whereas it was not when only the mother's
:-rcation was used as an instrumenl.

. ,.3.5 INsrnuuENraL VAzuABLES EsrruRrroN rN e GrNrRer Moorr

- ertend our analysis to a more general setting, consider the multiple regression model
. 9t * Fzxz + "'+ 9rxx -t e. Suppose that among the explanatory variables (xt : 1,

. . . . , xx) we know, or suspect, that several may be correlated with the error term e. Divide
-:' \ 'ariables into two groups, with the first G variables (xr : t,x2,...,,16) being
!,\senous variables that are uncorrelated with the error term e. The second group ofB :

. -Gva r i ab les (x611 ,x612 , . . . , x r ) i sco r re la tedw i th the reg ress ione r ro r ,and thus they

.': endogenous. The multiple regression model including all K variables is then

/  : 9 r  l l z x z  +  . . . +  \ c x c  I  F c + r ; r c + r  +  . . . +  B 6 x y  I  e (  10 .28  )

- ,rder to carry out lVestimation, we must have at least as many instrumental variables as
" .' have endogenous variables. Suppose we have I instrumental variables, :r. ;1, . . . . :1.
' ,:h notation is invariably confusing and cumbersome. It may help to keep things straight to
-:rk of G : Good explanatory variables, B : Bad explanatory variables, and L: Luclcy
- -:rumental variables, since we are lucky to have them. Then we have The Good, The Bad,

.l The Luclq.
lt is a necessary condition for lVestimation that L> B.If L: B, then there are just

'- 'u-gh instrumental variables to carry out lVestimation. The model parameters are said to
'.: just identified or exactly identified in this case. The term identified is used to indicate
-:i the model parameters can be consistently estimated. If L>8, then we have more
'.:ruments than are necessary for lVestimation, and the model is sometimes said to be

:. eridentif ied.
The first step of two-stage least squares estimation is to estimate B reduced form

- - -.itions, one for each explanatory variable that is endogenous. On the left-hand side ofthe
:irced form equations, we have an endogenous variable. On the righrhand side, we have

:he exogenous variables, including the G explanatory variables that are exogenous, and
': L instrumental variables, which also must be exogenous. The B reduced form equations

'  ; - j : ' l r 1  * " y 2 1 x 2 + " ' + " l c 1 x 6  l 0 r j z r  +  " ' I l u z r l v j ,  i : 1 , . . ' , 8  ( 1 0 . 2 9 )

--': reduced form parameters ('y's and 0's) take different values in each reduced form
- :ation, which is why they have a" j" subscript. We have omitted the observation subscript
- .implicity. Since the righrhand side variables are all exogenous, we can estimate these

:jJc!d form equations by least squares, and then obtain the predicted values

i c - j : i t 1 1 1 4 x 2 + " ' +  i c , r 6 _  0 1 ; : r  *  " ' + \ t i z t .  j : 1 . . . . . 8

--:. comprises the first stage of two-stage least squares estimation.
ln the second stage of estimation, we apply least squares to

) :  B r  * \ z x z  + . . . +  \ c x c +  P c ; - r . i c - r  + . . ' +  \ x * x l e r r o r  l l 0 . - l 0 t

G exogenous variables
-+-

B endogenous variables
----

Prtistic
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This two-stage estimation process leads to proper instrumental variables estimates, bur
should not be done this way in applied work. Use econometric software designed r
two-stage least squares or instrumental variables estimation so that standard erro..
/-statistics, and other test statistics will be computed properly.

10.3.5a Hypothesis Testing with Instrurnental Variables Estimates
We may be interested in testing hypotheses about the regression pa.rameters based on l:
two-stage least squares/instrumental variables estimates. When testing the null hypothe.
H 0 : B t  =  c . u s e o f t h e t e s t s t a t i s t i c I : ( 0 1  - c ) / s e ( B 1 )  i s v a l i d i n l a r g e s a m p l e s . W e k n ,
that as N -+ oo, the (r-r; distribution converges to the standard normal distribution N(0. .
If the degrees of freedom N - K arelarge, then critical values from the two distributions ri :
be very close. It is common, but not universal, practice to use critical values, and p-valu.' .
based on the r11,'-7r; distribution rather than the more strictly appropriate N(0,1) distributi.
The reason is that tests based on the t-distribution tend to work better in samples of data rf.-
are not large.

Another issue is whether to use standard errors that are "robust" to the presence
heteroskedasticity (in cross-section data) or autocorrelation and heteroskedasticitl
time-series data). These options were described in Chapters 8 and 9 for the lin.'-
regression model, and they are also available in most software packages for .'
estimation. Such corrections to standard errors require large samples in order :
work properly.

When using software to test a joint hypothesis, such as Hg:82 : cz,9z: c:, the rr.
may be based on the chi-square distribution with the number of degrees of freedom eq,.
to the number of hypotheses (J) being tested. The test itself may be called a "Wald'' re.
or a likelihood ratio (ZR) test, or a Lagrange multiplier (LW test. These tesr;:
procedures are all asymptotically equivalent and are discussed in Appendix C.r -
However, the test statistic reported may be called an F-statistic with "I numerator de-err:
of freedom and N - K denominator degrees of freedom. This F-value is often calculai.
by dividing one of the chi-square tests statistics, such as the Wald statistic, by ,/. T:
motivation for using the F-test is to achieve better performance in small samp)c.
Asymptotically, the tests will all lead to the same conclusion. See Chapter 6, Appenc
6.4, for some related discussion. Once again, joint tests can be made "robust" :
potential heteroskedasticity or autocorrelation problems, and this is an option with ma:
software packages.

10.3.5b Goodness-oGFit with Instrumental Variables Estimates
We discourage the use of measures like R2 outside the context of least squares estimati, :
When there are endogenous variables on the righrhand side of a regression equation. i-
concept of measuring how well the variation iny is explained by ther variables breaks dori :
because as we discussed in Section I0.2, these models exhibit feedback. This logi.-
problem is paired with a numerical one. If our model is y: Br -tFzx* e, then the.'
residuals are 2 : ), - 9t - 92,r. Many software packages will report the goodness-oi :
measure R2:1 _ La?12(yt-y)2. Unfortunately, this quantity can be negative uh:'
based on lVestimates.

10.4 Specification Tbsts

We have shown that if an explanatory variable is correlated with the regression enor teEl
the least squares estimator fails. We have shown that if a strong instrumental variablc'
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:r.rilable, the lVestimator is consistent and approximately normally distributed in lar-ee
.{:nples. But, if we use a weak instrument, or an instrument that is invalid in the sense that it
. not uncorrelated with the regression error, then lVestimation can be as bad, or worse,
:rn using the least squares estimator. Given this unappetizing menu of choices, several
: iistions come to mind:

I . Can we test for whether -r is correlated with the error term? This might give us a guide
of when to use least squares and when to use lVestimators.

L Can we test whether our instrument is sufficiently strong to avoid the problems
associated with "weak" instruments?

.:. Can we test if our instrument is valid, and uncorrelated with the regression error, as
required?

-:se questions will be answered in this section.

I ,.{.1 THs Heusr{eN TEsr poR ENoocENErry

- :he previous sections we discussed the fact that the least squares estimator fails if there is
. :relation between an explanatory variable and the error term. We also provided an
:-::mator, the instrumental variables estimator, that can be used when the least squares
"::mator fails. The question we address in this section is how to test for the presence of a
. :relation between an explanatory variable and the error term, so that we can use the
. rropriate estimation procedure.

Thenullhypothesisis,Fls:cov(x;, ei):}againstthealternativethatHl:cov(x;, ei)10.
-'-.:' idea of the test is to compare the performance of the least squares estimator to an
-.:rumental variables estimator. Under the null and alternative hvootheses we know the

..orving:

. If the null hypothesis is true, both the least squares estimator and the instrumental
variables estimator are consistent. Thus, in large samples the difference between them
converges to zero. That is, 4 : (bors - !ru) --+ 0. Naturally, if the null hypothesis is
true, use the more efficient estimator, which is the least squares estimator.

. If the null hypothesis is false, the least squares estimator is not consistent, and the
instrumental variables estimator is consistent. Consequently, the difference between
them does not converge to zero in large samples. That is, q : (b ou - prv ) - c + O.If
the null hypothesis is not true, use the instrumental variables estimator, which is
consistent.

'-r're &re several forms of the test, usually called the Hausman test, in recognition of
-- .rometrician Jerry Hausman's pioneering work on this problem, for these null and
".';rnative hypotheses. One form of the test directly examines the differences between the
::.1 sQuores and instrumental variables estimates, as we have described above. Some

rputer software programs implement this test for the user, which can be computationally
- 'icult to carry out.2

- Some software packages compute Hausman tests sith K, or K-7, degrees of freedom, where K is the total
- . - rer of regression parameters. This is incorrect. Use the correct degrees of freedom B, equal to the number oi
', ,:rtially endogenous right-hand side variables. See ( 10.28t.
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An alternative form of the test is very easy to implement and is the one we recomm(-
See Appendix lOD for an explanation of the test's logic. In the regression
Pr * $uxi + ei, we wish to know whether x; is correlated with e;. Let z1 and --;
instrumental variables for.r. At a minimum one instrument is required for each van.-
that might be correlated with the error term. Then carry out the following steps:

l. Estimate the reduced form model .ri : Jl * 0rzir l\zziz * v; by least squ':.
including on the right-hand side all instrumental variables and all exose.
variables not suspected to be endogenous, and obtain the residuals

v i  :  x i -  ] t  -  T tZ i t  -  TzZ i z

If more than one explanatory variables are being tested for endogeneity, reperr :'
estimation for each one.

2. Include the residuals computed in step I as an explanatory variable in the ortr.
regression, )i : 9r t 9zxi + Eii + e;. Estimate this "artificial regression" br ..
squares, and employ the usual /-test for the hypothesis of significance

Hs :D : 0 (no correlation between.x; andei)
H 1 :6 l0 (correlationbetweenx; and e;)

3. If more than one variable is being tested for endogeneity, the test will be an F-r.'. '
joint significance of the coefficients on the included residuals.

The r- and F-tests in steps 2 and 3 can be made robust if heteroskedasticity an-
autocorrelation are potential problems.

10.4.2 TrsrrNc FoR VEAK INsrRurcurs

If the instruments we choose are weak, the instrumental variables estimator can suffer i": -
biases and standard errors, and its large sample distribution may not be approxint;:.
normal. Consider the model

)  :  9r  I lzxz + " '+  \cxc + 9c+f ic+r  *  e

Suppose that x2, . . . txG are exogenous and uncorrelated with the error term e, while -r1,
endogenous. Further, suppose that we have one instrumental variable zl . How can
determine whether it is a "strong" or "weak" instrument? The key is to examint- "
strength ofthe relationship between zl and the endogenous variable x611 after accoun:
for the influence of the other exogenous variables already included in the model. .
reduced form equation in this case is

x c + t : " l t I ^ y z x z  + " ' + ' l c x o *  o r z t  * v

In order for:r to qualify as an instrument, the coefficient 0r in this reduced form equal
nut.tt not be zero. Thus we can test the null hypothesis I1s : 0q : 0 against the altemr:
hypothesis 11t :0 t 10. Unfortunately, just rejecting the null hypothesis at the ct : 0.05 1..
of significance is not enough to insure that we do not have a weak instrument problem. I '
null hypothesis must be soundly rejected. A common rule of thumb is that if the F-:-
statistic takes a value less than 10, or if the t-statistic is less than 3.3. the instrument is rr e.,,

' For more on this issue see Stock and Watson, 1r1l,,o duction to Econometrics. Addison-Wesley, 2003, pp.
352. At an advanced graduate level, see Cameron and Trivedi, Microeconometrics: Methods and Applict;
Cambridge, 2005, pp. 104-l 10.
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If we have L > 1 instruments available then the reduced form equation ts

x c + t  :  T r  f  J : . r - :  +  . . .  + . l c x c  | - 0 r z r  *  . . .  0 * r * v

,ir'require only one instrument to carry out lVestimation. We test the null hypothesis
': : 01 : 0, 02 : 0, . . . , 0r : 0 against the alternative that at least one of the 0's is not zero.
.i: can use an F-test for this joint null hypothesis, but again, if the F-value is less than l0 we

,,uld be concemed that we are using weak instruments.
For models with B > 1 endogenous explanatory variables, there must be L> B instru-

' :nts. To test instrument strength, an F-test should be done in each of the reduced form
-.rations. However, these individual F-tests do not constitute an overall, joint test, and

' .,. ing each F > l0 does not guarantee that we have avoided a weak instrument problem.-:e research on this topic is still developing.
.\ final diagnostic is to simply compare the standard errors of the lVestimates to the

''ndard errors of the least squares estimates. From (10. l9) we know that weak instruments
,',J to large standard errors for the lVestimator. If the 1V standard errors are much larger
^:n the least squares standard errors, this is another indication that instruments are ueak.

\\'hat should one do if weak instruments are encountered? This is a difficult question that
. .eing researched heavily at this time. One answer is to search among the instruments and
-;ard the weakest of them. This is possible only if surplus instruments are available in the
-.t place.

,.+.3 TEsrrNc INsrRunrnr Velrnrry

. ,. alid instrument z must be uncorrelated with the regression error term, so that
, : i.ei):0. If this condition fails then the resulting moment condition, l ike (10.16),
:rvalid and the IV estimator will not be consistent. Unforlunately, not every instrument

,: be tested for validity. In order to compute the lVestimator for an equation with B
, -.ibly endogenous variables, we must have at least B instruments. The validity of this

iimum number of required instruments cannot be tested. In the case in which we have
B instruments available, we can test the validity of the I - B extra, or surplus, moment

rditions.a
.\n intuitive approach is the following. From the set of I instruments, form groups of B

-:ruments and compute the lVestimates using each different group. If all the instruments
:-' r'alid, then we would expect all the lVestimates to be similar. Rather than do this, there is
:i.t of the validity of the surplus moment conditions that is easier to compute. The steps are

.. Compute the IV estimates Bi using all available instruments, including the G
variables xt: l, xz'...,xG that are presumed to be exogenous, and the L instru-
m e n t s z l , . . . , Z L .

I  O b t a i n  t h e r e s i d u a l s  ?  :  !  -  9 r  -  B : r :  - . . .  _  b x x x .
:. Regress 2 on all the available instruments described in step l.
l. Compute NR2 from this regression, where N is the sample size and R2 is the usual

eoodness-of-fit measure.

' Econometric jargon for surplus moment conditions is "overidentifying restrictions." A surplus of momenr
-litions means we have more than enough for identification. hence "overidentifying." Moment conditions likc

6 t  can be thousht  of  as restr ic t ions on Darameter\ .
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5. If all of the surplus moment conditions are valid, then NR2 - Xi._rl.t If the value or
the test statistic exceeds the 100(l - ct)-percentile (i.e., the critical value) from the
X2s-u, distriUution, then we conclude that at least one of the surplus moment
conditions is not valid.

If we reject the null hypothesis that all the surplus moment conditions are valid, then we are
faced with trying to determine which instrument(s) are invalid and how to weed them our

10.4.4 Nunnrnrcer Exenpr.es IJsrNc Srnurerno Dere

To illustrate the tests, we will use the simulated data (chlO.dar) that we introduced first ir
Section 10.1.4 and then used aeain in Section 10.3.3.

10.4.4a The Flausrnan Test
To implement the Hausman test, we first estimate the reduced form equation, which is shou :
in (10.26) using the instruments Zr andzz. Compute the residuals

i : x - i : x - 0.1947 - 0.57002r - 0.206822 (10.31

Include the residuals as an extra variable in the regression equation and apply least squarer

y : 1.1376 * 1.0399x + 0.9951i
(se)  (0.080)  (0.133)  (0.163)

The t-statistic for the null hypothesis that the coefficient ofi'is zero is 6.11. The critica.
value comes from the r-distribution with 97 degrees of freedom and is 1 .985, and thus ri e
reject the null hypothesis thatx is uncorrelated with the error term and conclude that it i.
endogenous.

10.4.4b Test for Veak Instruments
The test for weak instruments again begins with estimation of the reduced form. If s e
consider using just zl as an instrument, the estimated reduced form is

*  :0 .2196 *  0 .57112r
(/) (6.23)

The r-statistic 6.23 corresponds to an F-value of 38.92 that is well above the guideline value
of 10. If we use just z2 as an instrument, the estimated reduced form is

i :0.2140 -l0.209022
(/) (2.28)

While the /-statistic 2.28 indicates statistical significance at the 0.05 level, the conespond-
ing F-value is 5.2 I < I 0, indicating that z2 is a weak instrument. The reduced form equation
using both instruments is shown in (10.26), and the F-test fortheirjoint significanceis24.28.
indicating that we have at least one strong instrument.

5 This test is valid if errors are homoskedastic and is sometimes called the Sargan test. If the errors arc
heteroskedastic, there is a more general test called Hansen's "I-test that is provided by some software. A ven
advanced reference is Hayashi, Econometrics, Princeton, 2000, pp. 227-228.
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10.4.4c Testing Surplus Moment Conditions
If we use z1 ardZ2 as instruments. there is one surplus moment condition. The fVestimates
are shown in (10.27). Calculate the residuals from this equation, and then regress them on
an intercept, z1 andzz to obtain 2:0.0189*0.08812r -0. 18l8zz. The R2 from this
regression is 0.03628, and NR2 : 3.628. The 0.05 critical value for the chi-square
distribution with one degree of freedom is 3.84, thus we fail to reject the validity of the
surplus moment condition.

If we use zt, zz, andzz as instruments, there are two surplus moment conditions. The N
estimates using these three instruments are 9u_r1,r2,r3:1.0626 * 1.3535x. Obtaining the
residuals and regressing them on the instruments yields

0 : 0.0201 - 0.10332r - 0.2355a I0.l798zz

TheR2fromthisregressionis0. l3 l l ,andNR2: l3 . l l .The0.05cr i t ica lva luefor thechi -
nuare distribution with two degrees of freedom is 5.99, thus we reject the validity of the two
.urplus moment conditions. This test does not identify the problem instrument, but since we
nrst tested the validity of ztandzz and failed to reject their validity, and then found that
edding z: led us to reject the validity of the surplus moment conditions, the instrument z3
:eems to be the culprit.

10.4.5 Spscrprcerrox TEsrs FoR THE WecE EquarroN

ln Section 10.3.4b we examined aIn(WAGE) equation for married women, using the two
:nstruments "mother's education" and "father's education" for the potentially endogenous
erplanatory variable education (EDUQ.

To implement the Hausman test we first obtain the reduced form estimates, which are
.horynAlable 10.1. Using these estimates we calculate the least squares residuals
. : EDUC - EDUC. Insert the residuals in the ln(WAGE) equation as an extra variable,
:nd estimate the resulting augmented regression using least squares. The resulting estimates
ire shown in Table 10.2

The Hausman test of the endogeneity is based on the l-test of significance of the reduced
:.-rrm residuals, i. If we reject the null hypothesis that the coefficient is zero, we conclude that
rducation is endogenous. Note that the coefficient of the reduced form residuals (VHAT) is
'ienificant at the l}Vo level of significance using a two-tail test. While this is not strong
:r'idence ofthe endogeneity ofeducation, it is sufficient cause for concern to consider using
:rstrumental variables estimation. Second. note that the coefficient estimates of the remain-
:ng variables, but not their standard errors, are identical to their instrumental variables
-timates. This feature of the regression-based Hausman test is explained in Appendix 10D.

The instrumental variables estimator does not work well with weak instrumental
.ariables. In fact, instrumental variables estimation can be worse than using the least

Ta bI e 1 0. 2 llausman Test Auxiliary Regression

\rriable Coefficient Std. Enor t-Statistic Prob.

(-
:DUC
!.XPER
IXPER2
.,.HAT

0.0481
0.0614
0.0442

-0.0009
-0.0582

0.3946
0.0310
0.0132
0.0004
0.0348

o.r2r9
1 .9815
3.3363

-2.2706
- l .67t l

0.9030
0.0482
0.0009
0.0237
0.0954
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squares estimator if instruments are weak. To test for weak instruments, we can test the joint
significance of the two proposed instruments MOTHEREDUC and MTHEREDUC using a
standard F-test. Since we have only one potentially endogenous variable in the wage
equation, the minimum number of instrumental variables we need is one. Given that we are
using two instruments, we require that at least one of them be significant in the reduced form-
The F-test null hypothesis is that both coefficients are zero, and if we reject this null
hypothesis we conclude that at least one of the coefficients is nonzero. The resulting
F-statistic value is 55.4, which has ap-value less than 0.0001. Thus we can safely conclude
that at least one of the two instruments is relevant, and the value is greater than the rule-of-
thumb threshold of 10 that was mentioned in Section 10.4.2.

In order to be valid, the instruments MOTHEREDUC and FATHEREDUC should be
uncorrelated with the regression error term. As discussed in Section 10.4.3, we cannot tesl
the validity of both instruments, only the "overidentifying" or surplus instrument. Since ue
have two instruments, and only one potentially endogenous variable, we have L - B : I
extra instrument. The test is carried out by regressing the residuals from the ln(WAGE,
equation, calculated using the instrumental variables estimates, on all available exogenous
and instrumental variables. The test statistic is NR2 from this artificial regression, and R2 is
the usual goodness-of-fit measure. If the surplus instruments are valid, then the test statistic
has an asymptotic 11,, distribution, where the degrees of freedom are the number of surplus
instruments. If the test statistic value is greater than the critical value from this distribution-
then we reject the null hypothesis that the surplus instrument is valid. For the artificial
regression R2 : 0.000883, and the test statistic value is NR2 : 428x0.000883 :0.3779
The 0.05 critical value for the chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom is 3.8-1.
thus we fail to reject the surplus instrument as valid. With this result we are reassured that our
instrumental variables estimator for the wage equation is consistent.

10.5 Exercises

10.5.1 PnoslErvrs

l0.l The geometric lag model (Chapter 9, Appendix C1) reduces with some algebra to
lt : 9r l9zl,-r * 9zx, * v1 with random !rror V1 : (e, - 4e,-).
(a) Is least squares estimation viable in this model? If not, why not?
(b) Explain why x1-1, x1-2 ztl potentially useful instrumental variables.
(c) Describe the steps (not a software command) you would take to implemenr

2SLS IIV estimation in this case.

10.2 The labor supply of married women has been a subject of a great deal of economic
research. Consider the following supply equation specification

HOURS: Fr * B2WAGE -t FzEDUC + 94AGE * 9sKIDSl.6 * 9oK/DS618

I STNWIFEINC { e

where HOURS is the supply of labor, WAGE is hourly wage, EDUC is years of
education, KIDSI-6 is the number of children in the household who are less than 6
years old, KIDS6IS is the number between 6 and 18 years old, and NWIFEINC is
household income from sources other than the wife's employment.
(a) Discuss the signs you expect for each of the coefficients.
(b) Explain why this supply equation cannot be consistently estimated by least

squares regression.

(c) Suppose w
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(c) Suppose we consider the woman's labor market experience EXPER and it:
square, EXPER2, to be instruments for WAGE. Explain how these rariable.
satisfy the logic of instrumental variables.

(d) Is the supply equation identified? Explain.
(e) Describe the steps (not a computer command) you would take to obrain -'.lL!

estimates.

10.5.2 Compurrn ExrncrsEs

t -3 To examine the quantity theory of money, Brumm (2005) ["Mone1 Grori rh. Ourp,:
Growth, and Inflation: A Reexamination of the Modern Quantitl' Theory'. Linrhp:i
Prediction," Southem Economic Joumal,TI(3),661-6671 specifies the c-quar:r,;r

INFIATION: BI * 92MONEY GROWTH * 7IOUTPUT GROTITH - I

wherelNFl,ATlONisthegrowthrateofthegeneralpricelevel..VO.\'EYGR()liTHrr
the growth rate of the money supply, and OUTPUT GRO\WH is rhe gro* rh rrrC rri
national output. According to theory we should obser\,e that B1 :0. B: : l. an,l
9:: -1. Dr. Brumm kindly provided us the data he used in his paper. qhich i:
contained in the fi le brumm.dat.It consists of 1995 data on 76 countries.
(a) Estimate the model by least squares and test

(i) the strong joint hypothesis that Br :0, 9z : l, and 9r : -1.
(ii) the weak joint hypothesis 9z: I and B, : -1.

(b) Examine the least squares residuals for the presence ofheteroskedasticity related
to the variable MONEY GROWTH.

(c) Obtain robust standard errors for the model and compare them to the least squares
standard errors.

(d) It is argued that OUTPUT GROWTH may be endogenous. Four instrumental
variables are proposed, INITIAL : initial level of real GDP, SCHOOL : a
measure of the population's educational attainment, IW : &Vrr?g! investment
share of GDP, and POPRATE : average population growth rate. Using these
instruments obtain instrumental variables QSLS\ estimates of the inflation
equation.

(e) Test the strong and weak hypotheses listed in (a) using the lVestimates. If your
software permits make the tests robust to heteroskedasticity.

(0 Use the Hausman test to check the endogeneity of OUTP UT GROWTH. Because
the regression errors may be heteroskedastic, use robust standard errors when
estimating the auxiliary regression.

(g) Test the validity of the overidentifying restrictions.
(h) Test the relevance of the instruments using a joint F-test as described in Section

10.4.2.If your software permits, use a robust joint test.

r.-f The25 valuesof.randein ivregl.datweregeneratedartif icially. Useyourcomputer
software to carry out the following:
(a) Create thevalue of the dependent variabley from the modely : Br * \zx I e :

I + lx-r * e by the method described in Section 10.1.4
(b) In the same graph, plot the value of _r against x, and the regression function

E(y) :1 + lxx. Do the data fall randomly about the regression function?
(c) Using the data on y created in part (a) and x, obtain the least squares estimates of

the parameters B1 and B2. Compare the estimated values of the parameters to the
true values.
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(d) Plot the data and the fitted least squares regression line j, : br -l bzx. Compar.
this plot to the one in part (b).

(e) Compute the least squares residuals from the least squares regression in part (d
Find the sample correlation matrix of the variables x, e, and the least squarr--
residuals 2 : ! - b1 - b2x.Comment on the values of the correlations. Which t :
these conelations could you not compute using a sample of data collected fror:
the real world?

10.50' Using your computer software, and the 50 observations on savings (y), income {.'.
and averaged income (z) in savings.dat
(a) Estimate a least squares regression of savings on income.
(b) Estimate the relation between savings and income (x) using the instrument.

variables estimator, with instrument z, using econometric software designed f, :
instrumental variables, or two-stage least squares, estimation.

(c) Using the steps outlined in Section 10.4.I, carry out the Hausman test (via a:
artificial regression) for the existence of correlation between r and the rando:
disturbance e.

(d) Use two least squares regressions to obtain the lVestimates in part (b). Compar.
the estimates, standard errors, and /-statistics to those in part (b) and comment .'.
the differences.

10.6 The 500 values of x,!, Zt,andzz in ivreg2.dat were generated artificially. Th.
variable ) : Fr * $zx -t e : 3 I lxx * e.
(a) The explanatory variable x follows a normal distribution with mean zero ar.-

variance o? : 2. The random error e is normally distributed with mean zero ar.,
variance oZ : l.The covariance between x and e is 0.9. Using the algebra.-
definition of correlation, determine the correlation between x and e.

(b) Given the values ofy and r, and the values of 9r : 3 and B2 : I, solve for th.
values ofthe random disturbances e. Find the sample correlation betweenx and ,
and compare it to your answer in (a).

(c) In the same graph, plot the value of y against x, and the regression functic:
E(y):3 * lxx. Note that the data do not fall randomly about the regressic:
function.

(d) Estimatetheregressionmodely : Br * $yx * ebyleastsqua.resusingasamp..
consisting of the first N: 10 observations on y and x. Repeat using N - lr
N : 100, and N : 500. What do you observe about the least squares estimate:
Are they getting closer to the true values as the sample size increases, or not? I:
not, why not?

(e) The variables zr and zz were constructed to have normal distributions with mean.
0 and variances 1, and to be correlated with x but uncorrelated with e. Using th.
full set of 500 observations, find the sample correlations between z1 , 22, x, &r\d c
Will zr andz2 make good instrumental variables? Why? Is one better than th:
other? Why?

(f) Estimate the model / : 9r * lzx -t e by instrumental variables using a sampl:
consisting of the first N:10 observations and the instrument 21. Repeat usin-r
N :20, N: 100, and N : 500. What do you observe about the.lVestimates? Arc
they getting closer to the true values as the sample size increases, or not? If no:
why not?

(g) Estimate the model y : 9r * B2x I e by instrumental variables using a samplr
consisting of the first N:10 observations and the instrument 22. Repeat usin-:

N :20 ,N :
they getting
why not? C<
instrument I
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N:20,N: 100, and N:500. What do you observe about the lVestimates? Are
they getting closer to the true values as the sample size increases, or not? If not.
why not? Comparing the results using zr alone to those using zz alone, u hich
instrument leads to more precise estimation? Why is this so?

(h) Estimate the model ):9t * S2x I e by instrumental variables using a sample
consisting of the first N: 10 observations and the instruments zr and z2.Repeat
using N:20, N:100, and N:500. What do you observe about the 1I'
estimates? Are they getting closer to the true values as the sample size increases.
or not? If not, why not? Is estimation more precise using two instrumenls than
one, as in parts (0 and (gX

,).7x A consulting firm run by Mr. John Chardonnay is investigating the relative efficiencr
of wine production at 75 California wineries. John sets up the production function

Qi : 9t -t FzMGTi * B3CAPi * F+LAB: + e,

where Qi is an index of wine output for the ith winery, taking into account both
quantity and quality, MGT1 is a variable that reflects the efficiencl.' of mana-eemeni.
CAPi is an index of capital input, and lABi is an index of labor input. Because he
cannot get data on management efficiency, John collects observations on the number
years of expeience (XPER;) of each winery manager and uses that variable in place
of MGT1. The 75 observations are stored in the file chard.dat.
(a) Estimate the revised equation using least squares and comment on the results.
(b) Find corresponding interval estimates for wine output at wineries that have the

sample average values for labor and capital and have managers with
(i) I0 years experience
(ii) 20 years experience

(iii) 30 years experience.
(c) John is concerned that the proxy variable XPE& might be correlated with the

error term. He decides to do a Hausman test, using the manager's age (AGE;) as
an instrumentfor XPERi. Regress XPERi onAGEi, CAP; and LAB; md save the
residuals. Include these residuals as an extra variable in the equation you
estimated in part (a), and comment on the outcome of the Hausman test.

(d) Use the instrumental variables estimator to estimate the equation

Qi : h -t \zXPERi + \3CAPi I $aIABi * ei

with AGEi, CAP;, and LABi as the instrumental variables. Comment on the
results and compare them with those obtained in part (a).

(e) Find corresponding interval estimates for wine output at wineries that have the
sample average values for labor and capital and have managers with

(i) l0 years experience
(ii) 20 years experience

(ij i) 30 years experience.
Compare these interval estimates with those obtained in part (b).

r g The labor supply of married women has been a subject of a great deal of economic
research. A classic work6 is that of Professor Tom Mroz, who kindly provided us his
data. The data fiLe is mroz.dat and the variable definitions are in the file mroz.def . The

' Mroz, T.A. (1987) "The sensitivity of an empirical model of a married woman's hours of work to economic
:l statistical assumptions," Econometrica, 55, 765-800.
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data file contains information on women who have worked in the previous year anc
those who have not. The variable indicating whether a woman worked is lFP, labo:
force participation, which takes the value I if a woman worked and 0 if she did nor
Use only the data on women who worked for the following exercises. Consider th.
following supply equation specification

HOURS: Br * B2In(WAGE) * \rEDUC + \4AGE + 95KIDSL6
f 96K1DS618 -l\TNWIFEINC * e

The variable NWIFEINC is defined as

NWIFEINC : FAMINC - WAGEXHOURS

(a) Considering the woman's labor market experience EXPER and its squarc
EXPERZ to be instruments for ln(WAGE), test the endogeneity of ln(WAGL
using the Hausman test.

(b) Estimate the reduced form equation
ln(wAGE): rrr * T2EDUC -l rzAGE + I4KIDSL6 + rrsK1Ds6l8

+ IT|NWIFEINC + TTEXPER + figEXPER2 + v

using least squares estimation and test the joint significance of EXPER an:
EXPERZ. Do these instruments seem adequate?

(c) In this problem we have one surplus instrument. Check the validity of the surplu.
instrument using the test suggested in Section 10.4.3. What do you conclud,-
about the validity of the overidentifying variable?

(d) It is also possible in the supply equation that the woman's level of education i.
endogenous, due to the omission of ability from the model. Discuss the suitab:-
lity of using as instruments the woman's mother's education (MOTHEREDUC
her father's education (FATHEREDUQ, her husband's education (HEDUC
and the woman's number of siblings (SIBLINGS).

(e) Estimate the reduced form equations for EDUC and ln(WAGg including a..
instruments in (b) and the potential instruments listed in (d). In each reducec
form equation test the joint significance of EXPER, EXPER2, MOTHEREDL'(
FATHEREDUC. HEDUC. and SIBIINGS.

(l) Usetheresultsof(e)tocarryoutaHausmantestoftheendogeneityofEDUCanc
tn(WAGE).

(g) Compute the 2SLS estimates of the supply equation, assuming that EDUC an;
ln(WAGE) are endogenous. Discuss the estimates' signs and significance. Ar.
there any surprises?

(h) Test the validity of the overidentifying instruments based on part (g).
(i) Write a 200-word summary of what you have discovered in this exercise about th.

labor supply of married women.

10.9 Consider a supply model for edible chicken, which the U.S. Department o:
Agriculture calls "broilers." The data for this exercise is in the file newbroilerdu:.
which is adapted from the data provided by Epple and McCallum (2006).7 The dar.

' "Simultaneousequationeconometrics:Themissingexample," Economiclnquiry,44(2),374-384.Wewou.-
like to thank Professor Bennett Mccallum for his generous help.
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are annual, 1950-2001, but in the estimations use data from 1960-1999. The suppll
equation is

II(QPROD,): 9r * B2ln(P,) + 93ln(PF,) -t 9+TIMEI +ln(epROD,_r ) - ei

where QPROD : a1gregate production of young chickens, P : real, price inder oi
fresh chicken, PF : real price index of broiler feed, TIME : l, . . . .52. This supplr
equation is dynamic, with lagged production on rhe right-hand side. This prede-
termined variable is known at time / and is treated as exogenous. TLIIE,-
1,2,. . .,52) is included to capture technical progress in production. Some porenrial
externalinstrumental variables are ln(I,) where Iis real per capita income: lnrpB, ,
where PB is the real price of beef; POPGRO : percentage population _gro\\ rh from
year t - 1 to l; 1n(P,-1) : lagged log of real price of chicken; In(EXPIS r - log of
exports of chicken.
(a) Estimate the supply equation by least squares. Discuss the esrimarion results. Are

the signs and significance what you anticipated?
(b) Estimate the supply equation using an instrumental variables estimator with all

available instruments. Compare these results to those in (a).
(c) Test the endogeneity of ln(P,) using the regression-based Hausman test

described in Section i0.4.1.
(d) Check whether the instruments are adequate, using the test for weak instruments

described in Section 10.4.2. What do you conclude?
(e) Do you suspect the validity of any instruments on logical grounds? If so, which

ones, and why? Check the instrument validity using the test procedure described
in Section 10.4.3.

Appendix 10A Conditional and Iterated Expectations

In this appendix we provide some results related to conditional expectations. See Appendix
ts.3 for preliminary definitions.

104.1 CoNorrroNan ExprcrerroNs

In Appendix B.3, we defined the conditional probability distribution. If X and f are t*'o
:andom variables with joint probability distribution f(*,y), then the conditional
rrobability distribution of I given X is /(yl;). We can use rhis condirional pdf
:o compute the conditional mean of Y given X. That is, we can obtain the expecred
., alue of I given that X : .r. The conditional expectation E(YIX: .r) is rhe avera-se
or mean) value of Y given that X takes the value x. In the discrete case it is defined

:r') be

E(Ylx :  x)  :LyP(Y:  y lx :  x)  : \y f  (y lx)
- v y

(  l 0 A . l  )

Similarly we can define the conditional variance of Y given X. This is the variance of the
-'onditional distribution of I given X. In the discrete case it is

var(Ylx: x):? | . ,  -  E(Ylx: i f '  f  0l*)
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704.2 Irrnerrn ExpncrroNs

The law ofiterated expectations says that the expected value of lis equal to the expected
value of the conditional expectation of ygiven X. That is,

E(Y): Ex[E(Ylx)] (10A.2r

A P P E T

.ind using (10A.4)

cov(

Thus, i f  E(e; lx i)  :0
:rom (10,{.7), if E(e;

Appendix 108

!"lere we provide an a
-'or'(x1, e;) f O. Ow r<
:.rrat E(y;) : 9r * B2,

. subtract this ex

. multiply both s

W'-

. take expected r,

EV' - E(

. solve for gz

iquation (10B.1) is thr
rhen it is not.

If we can assume t

The least squares estit

Z(xi - x

What this means becomes clearer with the following demonstration that it is true in the
discrete case. We will use two facts about probability distributions discussed in Appendir
B.3.First,themarginalpdfof Yis f(y):2,f(*,y)andsecond, thejointpdfofxandycan
be expressed as /(x,y) : f (ylx) f (x) [see Appendix B, equation (B.5)]. Then,

E(y) :zyf(y): ?rl? re,i)
- s , ,  l -  . /  | \ . /  \ l:  z t l  L  J \y lx)  J \x) l

Y  L X  J

f f: I I lrl01")l /(") (by changing order of summation)
x  L  v  

- -  *  '  ' l  -  '

: >E(Ylx : x) f (x)

: ExlE(Ylx)l

In the final expression Ey[ ] means that the expectation of the term in brackets is taken
assuming that X is random. So the expected value of y can be found by finding irs
conditional expectation given X, and then taking the expected value of the result with
respect to X.

Two other results can be shown to be true in the same way:

and

E(xY): Ex[xE(Ylx)]

cov(X, Y) : Ex[(X - p,x)E(vlx)]

(10A.3 r

(10A..1r

10A.3 f,bcnrssroN MonEr ApprrcerroNs

The results above relate to assumption A10.3* made in Section 10.1.3. In the regression
model yi : Fr * 9zxi + !i, wa have assumed that the conditional mean of y; is
E(y,l*i):9r *B2,r;. Equivalently we have assumed that E(eilxi) :0. conditional on
x, the expected value of the errorterm is zero. Using the law of iteratedexpectations (10A.2).
it then follows that the unconditional expectation of the error is also zero.

E(e;) : E.lE(e1lx;)l: 4,[0] : 0 (10A.5r

s / - .

Next, using (104.3),

E(xp;) : E,[xiE(eilx,)] : E,h0] :0 (10A.6r b z :
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:nd using (10A.4)

cov(x;, ei) : E,l(x; - 1*)E(e;lx;)] : E.l(ri - F")0] :0 (10A.7)

Thus, if E(e;lxi) : 0 it follows that E(ei) : 0, E(xie;): 0, and cov(x;, ei) : 0. However,
:rom (10A.7), if E(e;lx;) l0 then cov(x;, et) *0.

Appendix 108 The Inconsistency of Least Squares

Here we provide an algebraic proof that the least squares estimator is not consistent when
-'or'(x;, e)+0. Our regression model is yi - gr -1- gzxi + e,. Under A10.3- E(e;) :9, ,o
:hat E(y;) : Br * g2E(x;).Then,

. subtract this expectation from the original equation,

yi - E(yi) : Fzfui - E(x;)) + ei

. multiply both sides by x; - E(x;)

lxl - E(x;)lfyi - E(yi)) : gz[xi - n@)]' + h - E(xi)le;

. take expected values of both sides

E[x1 - E(x;)]ls4 - E(y)l : gzE\i - n@)l' -r E{lxi - E(x;)le;},

r r

cov(x,y) : B2var(x) t cov(r, e)

. solve for Bz

Equation (l0B.l) is the basis for showing when the least squares estimator is consistent, and
,r hen it is not.

If we can assume that cov(x;, ei) : 0, then

( l 0 B . l )

(108.2)^ cor (.r. r.)
t J : :  -var(.r)

The least squares estimator can be expressed as

^ _ L(r,  -*)(yi  -  t )  _ I(x i  -  xt( l i  -  )=)/(N - l )  *" tr . l , t- - - - - - = l - - r  - --  
L (x i  -7 ) .  I (x i  _  r l j l (N  _  l )  , ;d t(10,{.6,
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This shows that the least squares estimator b2 is the sample analog of the population
relationship in equation (10B.2). The sample variance and covariance converge to the true
variance and covariance as the sample size Nincreases, so that the least squares estimator
converges to B2. That is, if cov(x;, ei) : 0 then

Thus if cov(4, e) : (
r-onsistent, in a situr
correlation between .

Appendix 10f
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In this case b2 is an inconsistent estimator of p2 and the amount of bias that exists ever:
asymptotically, when samples can be assumed to be very large, is cov(x,e)fvar(x). The
direction of the bias depends on the sign of the covariance between x and e. If factors in the
error are positively correlated with the explanatory variable x, then the least seu&r!:
estimator will overestimate the true parameter.

Appendix 10C The Consistency of the 1V Estimator

The demonstration that the instrumental variables estimator is consistent follows the logic
used in Appendix 10B. The lVestimator can be expressed as

, cov(x, y) cov(x, y) 6br :# - ; f f i : t r ,

showing that the least squares estimator is consistent.
On the other hand, ifx and e are correlated, then

^ cov(x, y) cov(x, e)
P2: un(r) 

- 

"ar(r)
The least squilres estimator now converges to

b, - cov(I'l) : gz * Y!2 +8,vartx,) var(xJ

; Z(zi - z)(y, - r) I (N - r) cov(2, y)
P2 : >ki - - l(xi - - l  

l(N ): -

0, - a114
cov(2, xJ

0, - 4114: B,cov(2, r.)

(10B.r

(10c.:

( lOc . l

The sample covariance converges to the true covariance in large samples, so we can sa\

If the instrumental variable z is not correlated with x in both the sample data and ir-
the population, then the instrumental variable estimator fails, since that would mean a zerc,
in the denominator of B2 in (10C.1) and (10C.2). Thus for an instrumental variable to br
valid, it must be uncorrelated with the error term e but correlated with the explanatorl
variable r.

Now, follow the same steps that led to (108.1). We obtain

^ cov(2,) )  cov(2.  e)9r: *Gu)-*fr:.'j (10c.3
If we can assume that cov(2, e) :0, a condition we imposed on the choice of the
instrumental variable z, then the instrumental variables estimator in equation (10C.:
converges in large samples to B2,

(r0c..r

i.rbsritute (10D.5) int
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t'}, then the instrumental variable estimator of B2 is
the least squares estimator is not consistent due to

Appendix 10D The Logic of the Hausman Test

ir Section 10.4.1 we present a test for whether or not an explanatory variable is endogenous
-:ing an artificial regression. Let us explore how and why this test might work. The simple
::sression model is

] : F r ] - g z x l e (10D.1)

.: ,r is correlated with the error term e, then.r is endogenous and the least squares estimator is
^iased and inconsistent.

An instrumental variable z must be correlated with x but uncorrelated with z in order to
"e valid. A correlation between z and x implies that there is a linear association between
:rem (see Appendix 8.4.3). This means that we can describe their relationship as a
:egression

x : T i o t r r t z + v (10D.2)

There is a correlation between x and z ii and only if, ,t10. This regression is called
r "reduced form" equation for reasons that you will discover in Chapter 1 1. The standard
:.'gression assumptions apply to (10D.2), in particular the error term y has mean zero,
I r') : 0. We can divide x into two parts, a systematic part and a random part, as

x : E ( x ) * v (10D.3)

,r here E("r) : r0 * n'rz. If we knew n6 and n1, we could substitute (10D.3) into the simple
:egression model (10D.1) to obtain

n
in

\ow, suppose for a moment that E(x) and y can be observed and are viewed as explanatory
.ariables in the regression y: 9r + FzE(;r) * pzv f e. Will least squares work when
'pplied to this equation? The explanatory variable E(x) is not correlated with the error term e
or v). The problem, if there is one, comes from a correlation between r, (the random part of x)

:nd e. In fact, in the regression (10D.1), any correlation between -r and e implies correlation
retween v and e because v : x - E(x).

We cannot exactly create the partition in (10D.3) because we do not know n"e and tr1.
However, we can consistently estimate the reduced form equation (10D.2) by least squares
:oobtainthefittedreducedformmodeli: fro + rrl;andtheresiduals i: x - i,whichwe
-'an rearrange to obtain an estimated analog of (10D.3),

x - - . r + u

Substitute (10D.5) into the original equation (10D.1) to obtain

(lOD.s)

/ :  Pr * Bzxf e : 9t+ BzlE(;r) + v) + e
: Fr * \zE(x) -r }zv * e

/ : Fr * 1zx -t e : 9r + zzli r nl+ e
: 9 r * l z i - t F z i 1 , e

(  10D.4 )

(r0c..1 (10D.6)



To reduce confusion, let the coefficient of i be denoted as T, so that (10D.6) becomes Chapte
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y : g r  * g z i I l i - l e

If we omit i' from (10D.7) the regression becomes

/ : g r  * F z i _ t e

The least squares estimates of B 1 and B2 in ( 10D.8) are the IV estimates, as defined in(10.22t.
Then, recall from Section 6.6. 1, equation (6.23), that if we omit a variable from a regression
that is uncorrelated with the included variable(s), there is no omitted variables bias, and in fact
the least squares estimates are unchanged! This holds true in (10D.7) because the least
squares residuals i are uncorrelated with i and the intercept variable. Thus the least squares
estimates of B1 and 9z in (10D.7) and (10D.8) are identical, and are equal to the IV estimates.
Consequently, the least squares estimators of Br and B2 in (10D.7) are consistent whether or
not x is exogenous, because they are the lVestimators.

What about "y? Ifx is exogenous, and hence v and e are uncorrelated, then the least squares
estimator of ^y in (10D.7) will also converge in large samples to B2. However, if x is
endogenous then the least squares estimator of 1 in (10D.7) will ,?o/ converge to B2 in large
samples because i, like v, is correlated with the error term e. This observation makes it
possible to test for whether r is exogenous by testing the equality of the estimates of B2 and 1
in (10D.7). If we reject the null hypothesis Ho:92 - 1, then we reject the exogeneity of .r.
and conclude that it is endogenous.

Carrying out the test is made simplerby playing a trick on (10D.7). Add and subtract Bli
to the risht-hand side to obtain

(10D.7 t

(10D.8 r

(10D.9 t
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Thus instead of testing Ho:92:T, we can simply use an ordinary /-test of the null
hypothesis IIs: b : 0 in (10D.9), which is exactly the test we described in Section 10.4.1.
This is much easier because ordinary software automatically prints out the t-statistic for this
hypothesis test.
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Simultaneous Equations
Models

Learning Objectives

Based on the material in this chapter you should be able to

l. Explain why estimation of a supply and demand model requires an alternative to
ordinary least squares.

2. Explain the difference between exogenous and endogenous variables.
3. Define the "identification" problem in simultaneous equations models.
L Define the reduced form of a simultaneous equations model and explain its

usefulness.
5. Explain why it is acceptable to estimate reduced form equations by least squares.
6. Describe the two-stage least squares estimation procedure for estimating an equation

in a simultaneous equations model, and how it resolves the estimation problem for
least squares.

Keywords

endogenous variables
exogenous variables
identification

reduced form equation
reduced form errors
reduced form parameters

simultaneous equations
structural parameters
t\\,o-stage least squares

For most of us, our first encounter with economic models comes through studying supply
.ind demand models, in which the market price and quantity of goods sold are jointly
Jetermined by the equilibrium of suppll' and demand. In this chapter we consider
r'conometric models for data that are jointll, determined by two or more economic relations.
These simultaneous equations models differ from those we have considered in previous
chapters because in each model there are nlo or more dependent variables rather thanjust
DIlE.

Simultaneous equations models also differ fiom most of the econometric models we have
considered so far because they consist of a set o.f ecyrcttions. For example, price and quantity
rre determined by the interaction of two equations. one for supply and the other for demand.
Simultaneous equations models, which contain more than one dependent variable and more
than one equation, require special statistical treatment. The least squares estimation
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procedure is not appropiate in these models and we must develop new ways to obtain
reliable estimates of economic parameters.

Some of the concepts in this chapter were introduced in Chapter 10. However, reading
Chapter l0 is not aprerequisite for reading Chapter 11, which is self-contained.If you hat'e
read Chapter 10, you will observe that much of what you learned there will carry over to this
chapter, andhow simultaneous equations models fitinto the big picture. If youhave notread
Chapter I 0, the references back to portions of it provide a deeper understanding of material
presented in this chapter. This chapter on simultaneous equations is presented separatell-
because its treatment was the first major contribution of econometrics to the wider field of
statistics, and because of its importance in economic analysis.

11,1 A Supply and Dernand Model

Supply and demand jointly determine the market price of a good and the quantity that is
sold. Graphically, you recall that market equilibrium occurs at the intersection of the suppll
and demand curves, as shown in Figure 11.1. An econometric model that explains marker
price and quantity should consist oftwo equations, one for supply and the other for demand-
It will be a simultaneous equations model since both equations working together determine
price and quantity. A very simple model might look like the following:
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Supply: Q: pf + es

( l l . l  r

(11 .2 t

Based on economic theory we expect the supply curve to be positively sloped, B1 ) 0, and
the demand curve to be negatively sloped, cr1 ( 0. In this model we assume that the quantitl'
demanded (Q) is a function of price (P) and income (X). Quantity supplied is taken to be a
function of only price. We have omitted the intercepts to make the algebra easier. In practice
we would include intercept terms in these models.

The point we wish to make very clear is that it takes fwo equations to describe the suppll'
and demand equilibrium. The two equilibrium values, for price and quantity, P* and Q'.
respectively, are determined at the same time. In this model the variables P and Q are called
endogenous variables because their values are determined within the system we have
created. The endogenous variables P and Q are dependenl variables and both are random

prcune 7 7 .1 Supply and demand equilibrium. r t cunp  77 .3  I n f
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r t cu np 7 7 . 2 Influence diagrams for two regression models.

rariables. The income variable X has a value that is determined outside this system. Such
rariables are said to be exogenous, and these variables are treated like usual "x" expla-
natory variables.

Random errors are added to the supply and demand equations for the usual reasons, and
we assume that they have the usual properties

E(ea) : g, va{ea) : ofr
E(e,) : O, var(e") : 6l

cov(ey,"")  :0

):)
.-y'( a a H x l-\l

l e a l\_-,/

( l 1 . 3 )

let us emphasize the difference between simultaneous equations models and regression
models using influence diagrams. An "influence diagram" is a graphical representation of
relationships between model components. In the previous chapters we would have modeled
the supply and demand relationships as separate regressions, implying the influence
diagrams in Figure ll.2.In this diagram the circles represent endogenous dependent vari-
ables and error terms. The squares represent exogenous explanatory variables. In regression
analysis the direction of the influence is one-way: from the explanatory variable and the
error tenn to the dependent variable. In this case there is no equilibrating mechanism that
will lead quantity demanded to equal quantity supplied at a market-clearing price. For price
to adjust to the market clearing equilibrium, there must be an influence running from P to Q
and from Q to P.

RecognizingthatpricePandquantity Qarejointlydetermined,andthatthereisfeedback
between them, suggests the influence diagram in Figure I 1.3. In the simultaneous equations
model we see the two-way influence, or feedback, between P and Q because they are jointly
determined. The random error terms e4 and es affect both P and Q, suggesting a correlation
between each of the endogenous variables and each of the random error terms. As we will
see this leads to failure of the least squares estimator in simultaneous equations models.
Income X is an exogenous variable that affects the endogenous variables, but there is no
feedback from P and Q to X.

The fact that P is an endogenous variable on the right-hand side of the supply and demand
equations means that we have an explanatory variable that is random. This is contrary to the
usual assumption of "fixed explanatory variables," but as we explained in Chapter 10, this
by itselfdoes not mean that standard regression analysis is inappropriate. The real problem

@tr
| ,/-II/

@_@.__@
rrcvne 77.3 Influence diagram for a simultaneous equations model.
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is that the endogenous regressorP is correlated with the random errors, ed and es, which has a
devastating impact on our usual least squares estimation procedure, making the least squares
estimator biased and inconsistent.

11,2 The Reduced Form Equations

The two structural equations (11.1) and (11.2) can be solved to express the endogenou.s
variables P and Q as functions of the exogenous variable X. This reformulation of the model
is called the reduced form of the structural equation system. The reduced form is verl
important in its own right, and it also helps us understand the structural equation system. To
find the reduced form we solve (1l l) and (11.2) simultaneously for P and Q.

To solve for P, set Q in the demand and supply equations to be equal,
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( l l . - l t

: trtX * vt

To solve for Q, substitute the value of P in (11.4) into either the demand or supply equa-
tion. The supply equation is simpler, so we will substitute P into (11.2) and simpli$

9tP * e': cgtP + dzx + ed

p -  d 2  y -  !d - e t-  ( B '  - o ' ) ' -  '  ( F r  - a r )

Q : 9 f  +  e s

T  ^ ^  e a - e r 1:  B 'LG;oDx+1pi=,  _o, ;J +, ,

9 r o z  u , \ t e a - c t l!s
(B r -a r^ -  {B t - " ,

: 1T2x + v2

( 1 1 . 5 r

I Th" least squares e
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I variables on the ri6

The parameters n1 and nz in (ll .4) and ( 1 1.5) are called reduced form parameters. Thc
error terms v1 andv2 are called reduced form errors.

The reduced form equations can be estimated consistently by least squares. Thc
explanatory variable X is determined outside this system. It is not correlated with thc
disturbances v1 andv2, which themselves have the usual properties of zero mean, const2rl
variances, and zero covariance. Thus the least squares estimator is BLUE for the purposes of
estimating n1 and n2.

The reduced form equations are important for economic analysis. These equations relale
the equilibrium values ofthe endogenous variables to the exogenous variables. Thus, ifthere
is an increase in income X, rr1 is the expected increase in price, after market adjustments lead
to a new equilibrium for P and Q. Similarly, n2 is the expected increase in the equilibrium
value of Q. (Question: how did we determine the directions of these changes?) Secondly, and
using the same logic, the estimated reduced form equations can be used to predict vallues of
equilibrium price and quantity for different levels of income. Clearly CEOs and otlrer
market analysts are interested in the ability to forecast both prices and quantities sold oftheir
products. It is the estimated reduced form equations that make such predictions possible-
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17.3 The Failure of Least Squares

ln this section we explain why the least squares estimator should not be used to estimate an
equation in a simultaneous equations model. For reasons that will become clear in the next
section, we focus on the supply equation. In the supply equation (I1.2), the endogenous
variable P on the right-hand side of the equation is correlatedwith the error term e". We will
give an intuitive explanation for the existence of this correlation here. An algebraic
explanation is in Appendix 11A.

Suppose there is a small change, or blip, in the error teffn es, say Aer. Trace the effect of
this change through the system. The blip Ae" in the error term of (11.2) is directly
transmitted to the equilibrium value of P. This follows from the reduced form (11.4)
that has P on the left and e" on the right. Every change in the supply equation error term e" has
a direct linear effect upon P. Since B1 > 0 and o1 ( 0, if Ae" ) 0, then AP < 0. Thus, every
time there is a change in er, there is an associated change in P in the opposite direction.
Consequently, P and e" are negatively correlated.

The failure of least squares estimation for the supply equation can be explained as
follows: least squares estimation of the relation between Q and P gives "credit" to price (P)
for the effect of changes in the error term (e"). This occurs because we do not observe the
change in the error term, but only the change in P resulting from its correlation with the error
er. The least squares estimator of B1 will understate the true parameter value in this model,
because ofthe negative correlation between the endogenous variable P and the error term es.
In large samples, the least squares estimator will tend to be negatively biased in this model.
This bias persists even if the sample size goes to infinity, and thus the least squares estimator
is inconsistent. This means that the probability distribution of the least squares estimator
will ultimately "collapse" about a point that is not the true parameter value as the sample
size N- oo. See Section 10.1.2 for a general discussion of "large sample" properties of
estimators, and see Appendix 11A for an algebraic derivation. Here, we summarize by
saying:

The least squares estimator of parameters in a structural simultaneous equation is biased
and inconsistent because ofthe correlation between the random error and the endogenous
variables on the right-hand side ofthe equation.

11,4 The Identification Problern

In the supply and demand model given by (11.1) and (11.2)

. the parameters of the demand equation, crl flIrd o2, cannot be consistently estimated
by any estimation method, but

. the slope of the supply equation, B1, can be consistently estimated.

How are we able to make such statements? The answer is quite intuitive and it can be
illustrated graphically. What happens when income X changes? The demand curve
shifts and a new equilibrium price and quantity are created. In Figure 11.4 we show the
demand curves dt, dz, and d3 and equilibria, at points a, b, and c, for three levels of
income. As income changes, data on price and quantity will be observed around the
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FTGURE 7 7 .4 The effect of changing income.

intersections of supply and demand. The random errors e7 and e, cause small shifts in
the supply and demand curves, creating equilibrium observations on price and quantirr
that are scattered about the intersections at points a, b, and c.

The data values will trace out the supply curve, s\ggesting that we can fit a line through
them to estimate the slope B 1 . The data values fall along the supply curve because income is
present in the demand curve and absent from the supply curve. As income changes, the
demand curve shifts but the supply curve remains fixed, resulting in observations along the
supply curve.

There are no data values falling along any of the demand curves, and there is no way to
estimate their slope. Any one of an infinite number of demand curyes passing through the
equilibrium points could be correct. Given the data, there is no way to distinguish the true
demand curve from all the rest. Through the equilibrium point a we have drawn a feu
demand curyes, each of which could have generated the data we observe.

The problem lies with the model that we are using. There is no variable in the suppll
equation that will shift it relative to the demand curve. If we were to add a variable to tlr
supply curve, say 17, then each time lTchanged the supply curve would shift and the demand
curve would stay fixed. The shifting of supply relative to a fixed demand curve (since Wis
absent fromthe demand equation) would create equilibrium observations along the demand
curve, making it possible to estimate the slope of the demand curve and the effect of income
on demand.

It is the absence of variables in one equation, that are present in another equation, thar
makes parameter estimation possible. A general rule, which is called a condition for
identification of an equation, is this:

A NECESSARY CONDITION FOR IDENTIFICATION: In a system of M simul-
taneous equations, whichjointly determine the values ofM endogenous variables, at least
M - | variables must be absent from an equation for estimation of its parameters to be
possible. When estimation of an equation's parameters is possible, then the equation is
said to be identffied, and its parameters can be estimated consistently. If less than M - I
variables are omitted from an equation, then it is said to be unidentified and its parameters
cannot be consistently estimated.

In our supply and demand model
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&ree variables: P, Q, andX. In the demand equation none of the variables are omitted; thus it
s unidentified and its parameters cannot be estimated consistently. In the supply equation,
me variable, income (X;, is omitted; the supply curve is identified and its parameter can be
cstimated.

The identification condition must be checked before trying to estimate an equation. If an
cquation is not identified, then changing the model must be considered, before it is
cstimated. However, changing the model should not be done in a haphazard way; no
rmportant variable should be omitted from an equation just to identify it. The structure of a
simultaneous equations model should reflect your understanding of how equilibrium is
rhieved and should be consistent with economic theory. Creating a false model is not a
good solution to the identification problem.

This paragraph is for those who have read Chapter 10. The necessary condition for
identification can be expressed in an alternative but equivalent fashion. The two-stage least
rquares estimation procedure was developed in Chapter 10 and shown to be an insrumental
variables estimator. This procedure is developed further in the next section. The number
of instrumental variables required for estimation of an equation within a simultaneous
equations model is equal to the number of righrhand side endogenous variables. In a tlpical
equation within a simultaneous equations model, several exogenous variables appear on t}r
right-hand-side. Thus instruments must come from those exogenous variables omitted from
the equation in question. Consequently, identification requires that the number of excluded
erogenous variables in an equation be at least as large as the number ofincluded right-hand-
side endogenous variables. This ensures an adequate number of instrumental variables.

11,5 Two-Stage Least Squares Estimation

The most widely used method for estimating the parameters of an identified structural
equation is called two-stage least squares, which is often abbreviated as 2SlS. The name
comes from the fact that it can be calculated using two least squares regressions. We will
explain how it works by considering the supply equation in (11.2). Recall that we cannot
apply the usual least squares procedure to estimate p1 in this equation because the
endogenous variable P on the right-hand side of the equation is correlated with the error
tern er.

The variable P is composed of a systematic part, which is its expected value E(P), and a
random part, which is the reduced form random orror v1. That is,

P :  E (P )  +  v r  :  n tX  *v t (11 .6)

In the supply equation (11.2) the portion ofP that causes problems for the least squares
estimator is v1, the random part. It is yl that causes P to be correlated with the error tern er.
Suppose we knew the value of n1. Then we could replace P in(I1.2) by (11.6) to obtain

Q:  gt lE(P)  *  vr l  +  e,
: BrE(P) * (9rvr * e")
: Bfi(p) * e*

(11 .7)

In (1 1.7) the explanatory variable on the right-hand side is E(P). It is not a random variable
and it is not correlated with the error term e+. We could apply least squares to (11.7) to
consistently estimate B1.
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Ofcourse,wecannotusethevariableE(P) : 
"rrXinplaceofP,sincewedonotknowtlrcvalue of rr1. However, we can estimate nl using 61 from the reduced form equation for P-

Then, a consistent estimator for E(P) is

P : i 6

Using P as a replacement for E(P) in (11.7) we obtain

e :  Byp  *  A* ( 1 1 . 8 r

In large samples, P and the random error 0* are uncorrelated, and consequently thc
parameter 9r can be consistently estimated by applying least squares to (11.8).

Estimating (11.8) by least squares generates the so-called two-stage least squares
estimator of 9r, which is consistent and normally distributed in large samples. To
summarize, the two stages of the estimation procedure are

1. Least squares estimation of the reduced form equation for P and the calculation of
its predicted value, P.

2. Least squares estimation of the structural equation in which the right-hand-sidc
endogenous variable P is replaced by its predicted value P.t

11.5.1 TnE GrNEnar Two-Sracr Lpesr SquenEs EsrrmamoN Pnocnpunr

The two-stage least squares estimation procedure can be used to estimate the parameters
of any identified equation within a simultaneous equations system. In a system of M
simultaneous equations let the endogenous variables be yt,yz,. . . ,!M. Let there be K
exogenous variables, xr,x2,...,x6. Suppose the first structural equation within this
system is

y t : szyz *c t : y : *B rx r  - l 9zxz *e r  (11 .9 )

If this equation is identified, then its parameters can be estimated in the two steps:

l. Estimate the parameters of the reduced form equations

yz: 1t12xt * 1t22x2 +'' '  + try2xy * v2

y3 : rtnxr * tr4x2 +' " + ltr3xr I vz

by least squares and obtain the predicted values

jz : frpxt * frzzxz I "' I irczxx

iz : frnxt * frzzxz l "' I drzxx
(1  1 .10)

' The discussion above is an intuitive explanation of the two-stage least squares estimator. For a general
explanation ofthis estimation method, see Section 10.3. There we derive the two-stage least squares estimator and
discuss its properties.
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Replace the endogenous variables, !2 ar,d 13, on the right-hand side of the structural
equation (11.9) by their predicted values from (11.10)

Ir : rlzjz * a:y: * Brxr * lzxz -t e\

Estimate the parameters of this equation by least squares.

11.5.2 TrrE PropnRrrEs oF rrrE Tvo-STAGE LEAST Squerus Esrrueron

We have described how to obtain estimates for structural equation parameters in identified
equations. The properties of the two-stage least squares estimator are

. The 2SZ,S estimator is a biased estimator, but it is consistent.

. In large samples the 2StS estimator is approximately normally distributed.

. The variances and covariances of the 2SZS estimator are unknown in small samples,
but for large samples we have expressions for them, which we can use as approxi-
mations. These formulas are built into econometric software packages, which report
standard errors, and /-values,just like an ordinary least squares regression program.

. If you obtain 2SIS estimates by applying two least squares regressions using ordinary
least squares regression software, the standard errors and /-values reported in the
second regression are not correct for the 2SlS estimator. Always use specialized
2StrS or instrumental variables software when obtainins estimates of structural
equations.

11.6 An Exarnple of Two-Stage Least
Squares Estirnation

Truffles are a gounnet delight. They are edible fungi that grow below the ground. In France
they are often located by collectors who use pigs to sniffout the truffles and "point" to them.
Actually the pigs dig frantically for the truffles because pigs have an insatiable taste for
them, as do the French, and they must be restrained from "pigging out" on them. Consider a
supply and demand model for truffles:

Demand: Qi: at + dzPi * cr3PS; + a4DIi + e!

Supply: Qi : fu -t \zPi * QzPFi + ei

( 1  1 . 1  1 )
(rr.r2)

ln the demand equation Q is the quantity of truffles traded in a particular French market-
place, indexed by i, P is the market price of truffles, PS is the market price of a substitute for
real truffles (another fungus much less highly prized), and DI is per capita monthly
disposable income of local residents. The supply equation contains the market price and
quantify supplied. Also it includes Pfl the price of a factor of production, which in this case
is the hourly rental price of truffle-pigs used in the search process. In this model we assume
that P and Q are endogenous variables. The exogenous variables are PS, DI, PF, and the
intercept variable.
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11.6.1 lonNrrrrcerroN

Before thinking about estimation, check the identification of each equation. The rule fs
identifying an equation is that in a system ofM equations at least M - 1 variables must bc
omitted from each equation in order for it to be identified. In the demand equation thc
variable PF is not included and thus the necessary M - | : I variable is omitted. In thc
supply equation both PS and DI are absent; more than enough to satisfy the identificatioo
condition. Note too that the variables that are omitted are different for each equatiorl
ensuring that each contains at least one shift variable not present in the other. We conclu&
that each equation in this system is identified and can thus be estimated by two-stage lea-s
squares.

Why are the variables omitted from their respective equations? Because economic theorl
says that the price of a factor of production should affect supply but not demand, and thc
price of substitute goods and income should affect demand and not supply. The specifica-
tions we used are based on the microeconomic theory of supply and demand.

tt.6.2 TrrE REnucEn Forur EqueuoNs

The reduced form equations express each endogenous variable, P and Q, in terms of tlr
exogenous variables PS, DI, PF, and the intercept variable, plus an error term. They are

Qi : rn * n21P$ * nzrDli * nalPF; I v;1

Pi : rn * n22PSi * nzzDli I n+zPFi * viz

We can estimate these equations by least squares since the right-hand-side variables are
exogenous and uncorrelated with the random errors v;1 and v;2. The data file truffies.dat
contains 30 observations on each ofthe endogenous and exogenous variables. The price P is
measured in $ per ounce, Q is measured in ounces, PS is measured in $ per ounce, D1 is in
$1000, and PFis the hourly rental rate ($) for a truffle-finding pig. A few of the observations
are shown in Table 11.1. The results of the least squares estimations of the reduced form
equations for Q and P are reported in Table 11.2.

In Table ll.2awe see that the estimated coefficients are statistically significant and thus
we conclude that the exogenous variables affect the quantity of truffles traded, Q, in this
reduced form equation. The R2 : 0.697, and the overall F-statistic is 19.973, which has a
p-value of less than 0.0001. In Table lI.2b the estimated coefficients are statisticall-v

Table 71 ,1 Representative TrufHe Data
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Table 11.2a Reduced Forrn for Quanti tyof Truff ies (Q)
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Table 11 .2 b Reduced Form for Price of TruIHes (P)
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C
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significant, indicating that the exogenous variables have an effect on market price P.
The R2 : 0.889 implies a good fit of the reduced form equation to the data. The overall
F-statistic value is 69.189 that has a p-value of less than 0.0001, indicating that the model
has statistically significant explanatory power.

11.6.3 Trc SrnucruRAl EquarroNs

The reduced form equations are used to obtain P; that will be used in place of P; on the right-
hand side ofthe supply and demand equations in the second stage oftwo-stage least squares.
From Table 11.2b we have

u' 
:-_::,:': ;:,:;:: ;: :;:;, ., 3 s 4 P F i

The 2SZS results are given in Tables 11.3a and 11.3b. The estimated demand curve results
are in Table 1 1 .3a. Note that the coefficient of price is negative, indicating that as the market
price rises, the quantity demanded of truffles declines, as predicted by the law of demand.
The standard errors that are reported are obtained from 2SZS software. They and the /-values
are valid in large samples. The p-value indicates that the estimated slope of the demand
curve is significantly different from zero. Increases in the price ofthe substitute for truffles
increase the demand for truffles, which is a characteristic of substitute goods. Finally the
effect of income is positive, indicating that truffles are a normal good. All of these variables

Table 11.3a 2SLS Est imates fot  Truf f le  Demand

\ariable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.

C
P
PS
DI

-4.2795
-0.3745

1.2960
5.0140

5.5439
0.1648
0.3552
2.2836

-0.7719
-2.2729

3.6488
2.1957

0.4471
0.0315
0.0012
0.0372
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Table 11 , 3 b 2SLS Estimates for Truffle Supply

Variable Coefflcient Std. Error t-Statistic

C
P
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0.3380
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0.0m
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The supply equation results appear in Table I 1.3b. As anticipated, increases in the price
oftruffles increase the quantity supplied, and increases in the rental rate for truffle-seeking
pigs, which is an increase in the cost of a factor of production, reduces supply. Both of thesc
variables have statistically signifi cant coeffi cient estimates.

11.7 Supply and Demand at the Fulton Fish Market

The Fulton Fish Market has operated in New York City for over 150 years. The prices for fish
are determined daily by the forces of supply and demand. Kathryn Graddy2 collected daill
data on the price of whiting (acommon type of fish), quantities sold, and weatherconditions
during the period December 2,1991to May 8,1992. These data are inthefilefultonfish.dat.
Fresh fish arrive at the market about midnight. The wholesalers, or dealers, sell to buyers fa
retail shops and restaurants. The first interesting feature of this example is to consider
whether prices and quantities ne simultaneously determined by supply and demand at all.!
We might consider this a market with a fixed, perfectly inelastic supply. At the start of tlrc
day, when the market is opened, the supply of fish available for the day is fixed. If supply is
fixed, with a vertical supply curve, then price is demand determined, with higher demand
leading to higher prices, but no increase in the quantity supplied. If this is true then thc
feedback between prices and quantities is eliminated. Such models are said to be recursivc
and the demand equation can be estimated by ordinary least squares rather than the more
complicated two-stage least squares procedure.

However whiting fish can be kept for several days before going bad, and dealers can
decide to sell less, and add to their inventory orbuffer stock, ifthe price isjudged too low, in
hope for better prices the next day. Or, if the price is unusually high on a given day, then
sellers can increase the day's catch with additional fish from their buffer stock. Thus despite
the perishable nature of the product, and the daily resupply of fresh fish, daily price is
simultaneously determined by supply and demand forces. The key point here is thar
"simultaneity" does not require that events occur at a simultaneous moment in time.

Let us specify the demand equation for this market as

ln(QUAN1): ct1 * a2ln(PRICEl) I qzMON, + d.4TU& + qsWEDt

+ a6TH(L + ef
( 1  1 . 1 3 )

' See Katlnyn Graddy (2006) "The Fulton Fish Market," Journal of Economic Perspectives,20(2),207-220.
The authors would like to thank Professor Graddy for permission to use the data from her study.

3 The authors thank Peter Kennedy for this observation. See Kathryn Graddy and Peter E. Kennedy (2N6)
"When are supply and demand determined recursively rather than simultaneously? Another look at the Fulton Fish
Market data," working paper. See http://www.economics.ox.ac.uk/members/kathryn.graddy/research.htrn.
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where QUANI is the quantity sold, in pound s, and pRICE,the average daily price per pound.
Note that we are using the subscript "t" to index observations for this relationship bicause
of the time series nature of the data. The remaining variables are dummy variables for the
days of the week, with Friday being omitted. The coefficient a2 is the price elasticity of
demand, which we expect to be negative. The daily dummy variables capture day-to-day
shifts in demand. The supply equation is

ln(QUAN,): 9r * B2ln(pNCE,) + gtSrOnUy, * ei (1 1.14)

The coefficient P2 is the price elasticity of supply. The variable sroRMy is a dummy
variable indicating stormy weather during the previous 3 days. This variable is important in
the supply equation because stormy weather makes fishing more difficult, reducing the
supply of fish brought to market.

ll.7.l IDsNrrrrcATroN

Prior to estimation, we must determine if the supply and demand equation paramerers are
identified. The necessary condition for an equation to be identified is that in this system of
M:2equations,itmustbetruethatatleastM - 1: lvariablemustbeomittedfromeach
equation. In the demand equation the weather variable STORMY is omitted, but it does
appear in the supply equation. In the supply equation, the four daily dummy variables that
are included in the demand equation are omitted. Thus the demand equation shifts daily,
while the supply remains fixed (since the supply equation does not contain the daily dummy
variables), thus tracing out the supply curve, making it identified, as shown in Figure 11.4.
Similarly, stormy conditions shift the supply curve relative to a fixed demand, tracing out the
demand curve, and making it identified.

17.7.2 Trrr RnoucEo Fonin Equa-rroNs

The reduced form equations specify each endogenous variable as a function of all
exogenous variables
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ln(QUAN,): rr1l + rr2lMONs I r3lTUEs * ralWED, * n51THU1

* ra$TORMYt lvtr

In(PRICE,) : nr2 * r22MON1l r32WE1 I rqzWEDt I rr52TH(11

* nezSTORMYt * vtz

( l  l .1s)

(1 r .16 )

These reduced forrn equations can be estimated by least squares because the right-hand-side
variables are all exogenous and uncorrelated with the reduced form errors v'1 and vr2. Using
the Graddy's d ata (fultonfish.dat) we estimate these reduced form equations and report them
in Table 11.4. Estimation of the reduced form equations is the first step of two-stage least
squares estimation of the supply and demand equations. It is a requirement for successful
two-stage least squares estimation that the estimated coefficients in the reduced form for the
right-hand-side endogenous variable be statistically significant. We have specified the
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Tahle 11 .4 a Reduced Form for tn(Quantity) Fish
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Table 11 .4 & Reduced Form for ln(Price) Fish
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-r.0525
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0.006
0.00flf
0.2950
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structural equations (11.13) and (11.14) wilhln(QUAM) as the left-hand-side variable and
In(PRICS as the right-hand-side endogenous variable. Thus the key reduced form equatioo
is (11.16) for 1n(PRICE").In this equation

. To identify the supply curve, the daily dummy variables must be jointly significant-
This implies that at least one of their coefficients is statistically different from zem,
meaning that there is at least one significant shift variable in the demand equation
which permits us to reliably estimate the supply equation.

. To identify the demand curve, the variable STORMY must be statistically significant,
meaning that supply has a significant shift variable, so that we can reliably estimatc
the demand equation.

Why is this so? The identification discussion in Section I 1.4 requires only the presence of
shift variables, not their significance. The answer comes from a grcat deal of econometric
research in the past decade, which shows that the two-stage least squares estimator performs
very poorly if the shift variables are not strongly significant.a Recall that to implement two-
stage least squares we take the predicted value from the reduced form regression and include
it in the structural equations in place of the right-hand-side endogenous variable. That is, we
calculate

h(P RI CE t) : ff n * i 22MO$ I fr zzW E t * ir a2WED l * ir szTHU t * iT aSTORMY t

where itp2 are the least squares estimates of the reduced form coefficients, and then
replace Ln(PRICE) with ln(PR1CE1) . To illustrate our point let us focus on the problem of

* See James H. Stock and Mark W Watson (2007) Introduction to Econometrics, 2nd editinn, Peanifi
Education, Appendix 12.5 for a more technical, but still intuitive discussion.
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Table 11.5 2SIS Estirnates for Fish Demand
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- exact colhnearity betwee 
" 

I"(PNCEJ and the variable STORMYwhich is alreadl in the
.upply equation, and two-stage least squares will fail. If the coefficient estimates on the dailr
Jummy variables are not exactly zero, but are jointly insignificant, it means there will be
'e r ere collinearity in the second stage, and while the two-stage least squares estimates of the
.upply equation can be computed, they will be unreliable. In Table 11.4b, showing the
:educed form estimates for (11.16), none of the daily dummy variables are statistically
irgnificant. Also, the joint F-test of significance of the daily dummy variables has p-value
.,.65, so that we cannot reject the null hypothesis that all these coefficients are zero.s In
:his case the supply equation is not identified in practice, and we will not report estimates
:or it.

However, STORMY is statistically significant, meaning that the demand equation may be
:eliably estimated by two-stage least squares. An advantage of two-stage least squares
3itimation is that each equation can be treated and estimated separately, so the fact that the
.upply equation is not reliably estimable does not mean that we cannot proceed with
:stimation of the demand equation. The check of statistical significance of the sets of shift
.ariables for the structural equations should be carried out each time a simultaneous
aluations model is formulated.

11.7.3 Two-Srecp Leesr Squenrs EsrrlrerroN oF FrsH DEiueNn

{pplying two-stage least squares estimation to the demand equation we obtain the results as
.:rr en in Table 11.5. The price elasticity of demand is estimated to be -I.12, meaning that a
. -c increase in fish price leads to aboutal.l2%o decrease in the quantity demanded, and this
::timate is statistically significant at the 5Vo level. The dummy variable coefficients are
:.egative and statistically significant for Tuesday and Wednesday, indicating that demand is
.ower or these days relative to Friday.

i Even if the variables are jointly significant there may be a problem. The significance must be "strong." An
; -r alue < l0 is cause for concem. This problem is the same as that of weak instruments in instrumental variables
srrmation. See Section 10.4.2.
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11.8 Exercises

11.8.1 Pnonr,Eus

I 1. 1 Can you suggest a method for using the reduced form equations (1 1.4) and ( I l5l
to obtain an estimate of the slope of the supply function Q:ltP *e"? lr
particular, suppose that the estimated reduced form equations are P: 18X and
Q:5X. What is an estimated value of 9t. (Hint: look at the expressions for r1
and r).

11.2 Supply and demand curyes as traditionally drawn in economics principles classcr
have price (P) on the vertical axis and quantity (O) on the horizontal axis.
(a) Take the estimates in Table 1 1.3 and on graph paper accurately sketch the supph

and demand equations. For these sketches set the values of the exogenour
variables DI, PS, and PF to be DI* :3.5, PF* :23, and PS* :22.

(b) What are the equilibrium values of P and Q from (a)?
(c) Calculate the predicted equilibrium values of P and Q using the estimared

reduced form equations from Table 1 1 .2, using the same values of the exogenocr
variables as those in (a). Compare these predicted equilibrium values to those b
(b). Do they seem to agree, or not?

(d) On the graph from part (a), show the consequences ofincreasing income frm
DI* : 3.5 to DI** : 4.5, holding the values of PF and PS at the values gir.er
in (a).

(e) Calculate the change in equilibrium price P and quantity O in (d) based on yorr
sketch.

(f; Using the results in part (e), calculate the income elasticity of demand implied I
the shift in part (d). Calculate an estimate of the income elasticity of demand frm
the estimated reduced form equation in Table 11.2a and compare to yotr
graphical solution.

1 1.3 Suppose you want to estimate a wage equation for married women of the form

tn(wAGE): Fr * \\HOURS * gzEDUC r BaEXpER I e

where WAGE is hourly wage, HOURS is the number of hours worked per weet-
EDUC is years of education, and EXPER is years of experience. Your classm.c
observes that higher wages can bring forth increased work effort, and that manid
women with young children may reduce their hours of work to take care of them, so
that there may be an auxiliary relationship such as

HOURS: ql * a2ln(WAGE) * a3KIDS * u

whereK/DSis the number of children underthe age of six in the woman's household
(a) Can the wage equation be estimated satisfactorily using the least squarer

estimator? If not, why not?
(b) Is the wage equation "identified" ? What does the term identification mean in thb

context?
(c) If you seek an alternative to least squares estimation for the wage equatim*

suggest an estimation procedure and how (step by step and NOT a compuc
command) it is carried out.

: 1..1 Consider the foll

(a) How would
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I l.-l Consider the following simultaneous equations model. Assume that x is exogenous.

y 1 - B x l e

y 2 : o y r + u

(a) How would you estimate the parameter p? Is it identified?
(b) How would you estimate the parameter a? Is it identified?

11.8.2 ColrpursR. Exsncrsss

| | .5 (a) Use your computer software for two-stage least squares or insffumental variables
estimation, and the 30 observations in the file truffies.dat to obtain 2SlS
estimates of the system in equations ( 1 1. I 1) and ( I 1. 12). Compare your results
to those in Table 11.3.

(b) Using the 2SIS estimated equations, compute the price elasticity of supply and
demand "at the means." The summary statistics for the data are given in Table
11.1. [Hint: See Appendix A, equation (A.7).] Comment on the signs and
magnitudes of these elasticities.

I I .6 Estimate equations ( I 1 . 1 1) and ( 1 1 . 12) by least squares regression, ignoring the fact
that they form a simultaneous system. Use the data in truffies.dat. Compare your
results to those in Table 11.3. Do the signs of the least squares estimates agree with
economic reasoning?

I 1.7* Supply and demand curves as traditionally drawn in economics principles classes
have price (P) on the vertical axis and quantity (Q) on the horizontal axis.
(a) Rewrite the truffle demand and supply equations in (11.11) and (11.12) with

price P on the left-hand side. What are the anticipated signs of the parameters in
this rewritten system of equations?

(b) Using the data in the file trufiIes.dat, estimate the supply and demand equations
that you have formulated in (a) using two-stage least squares. Are the signs
correct? Are the estimated coefficients significantly different from zero?

(c) Estimate the price elasticity of demand "at the means" using the results from (b).
(d) On graph paper accurately sketch the supply and demand equations using the

estimates from part (b). For these sketches set the values of the exogenous
variables DI, PS, and PF tobe DI* :3.5, PF* :23, and PS* :22.

(e) What are the equilibrium values of P and Q obtained in part (d)? Calculate the
predicted equilibrium values of P and Q using the estimated reduced form
equations from Table 11.2, using the same values of the exogenous variables.
How well do they agree?

(f) Estimate the supply and demand equations that you have formulated in (a) using
ordinary least squares. Are the signs correct? Are the estimated coefficients
significantly different from zero? Compare the results to fhose in part (b).

I I .8* The labor supply of married women has been a subject of a great deal of economic
research. A classic work6 is that of Professor Tom Mroz, who kindly provided us his
data. The data file is mroz.dat and the variable definitions are in the file mroz.def.
The data file contains information on women who have worked in the previous year

6 Mroz, T.A. (1987) "The sensitivity of an empirical model of a married wornan's hours of work to economic
rd statistical assumptions," Econotmetica, 55, 765-800.
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and those who have not. The variable indicating whether a woman worked is LFP.
labor force participation, which takes the value 1 if a woman worked and 0 if sbc
did not.
(a) Calculate the summary statistics for the variables: wife's age, number of childrea

less than 6 years old in the household, and the family income for the women who
worked (LFP : 1) and those who did not (LFP : 0). Comment on any differ-
ences you observe.

(b) Consider the following supply equation specification

HOURS: Fr * B2In(WAGE) -t \zEDUC + FqAGE * 9sKIDSL6

* 96K/DS618 * fuNWIFEINC * e

The variable NWIFEINC is defined as

NWIFEINC : FAMINC _ WAGEXHOURS

What signs do you expect each of the coefficients to have, and why? What dc
NWIFEINC measure?
Estimate the supply equation in (b) using least squares regression on only tlu
w omen w ho w o rke d (LF P : I ). You mu st create NW I F E I N C and ln( l{zAGE). Did
things come out as expected? If not, why not?
Estimate the reduced form equation by least squares for the women who worked

ln(WAGE): Tr * nzEDUC * ngAGE * TqKIDSL6 + nsK1DS618

+ T6NWIFEINC + nTTEXPER * n|EXPER2 * v

Based on the estimated reduced form, what is the effect upon wage of r
additional vear of education?

(e) Check the identification ofthe supply equation, considering the availability d
the exffa instruments EXPER and its square.

(f) Estimate the supply equation by two-stage least squares, using software designcd
for this purpose. Discuss the signs and significance of the estimated coefficientr

ll.9 This exercise examines a supply and demand model for edible chicken, which tbc
U.S. Department of Agriculture calls "broilers." The data for this exercise is in tb
file newbroilendat,whichis adapted from the data provided by Epple and McCallun
(2OOO.7
(a) Consider the demand equation

ln(Q,) : ar * azln(Yr) * cr3ln(P,) + r,4ln(PBt) + ef

where Q : per capita consumption of chicken, in pounds; Y : real per capiu
income; P : real price of chicken; PB : real price of beef. What are tbc
endogenous variables? What are the exogenous variables?

' "Simultaneous equation econometrics: The rnissing exarnple," Economic Inquiry,44(2),3721-384. We worl
like to thank Professor Bennett McCallum for his senerous helo.
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(b) The demand equation in (a) suffers from severe serial correlation. In the AR(l)
model ef : p4-t + 4 the value of p is near 1 . Epple and McCallum estimate the
model in "first difference" form,

ln(O,; : ctr + cr2ln(y') + cr3h(r,) + aqln(PB) + e!
-[ln(0,-r) : ctr + crzln(Y,-r) + a:ln(&-r) + c+ln(PB,-r)+ ef-r]

Aln(Q1) : azAln(Y,) + o3aln(P,) * ctaAln(PB,) * vf

(i) What changes do you notice after this transformation? (ii) Are the parameters
of interest affected? (iii) If p : t have we solved the serial correlation problem?
(iv) What is the interpretation of the "A" variables like Aln(Q,)? (Hint: see
Appendix ,{.4.6) (v) What is the interpretation of the parameter cr.2? (vi) What
signs do you expect for each of the coefficients? Explain.

(c) The supply equation is

In(QPROD,): 9r * B2ln(P,) + pgln(P4) * F+TIMEI
*9sln(QPROD,-r) + e',

where QPROD: aggregate production of young chickens, PF : nominal
price index of broiler feed, TIME : time index with 1950 : Ito20}l : 52.
This supply equation is dynamic, with lagged production on the right-hand side.
This predetermined variable is known at time / and is treated as exogenous.
TIME is included to capture technical progress in production. (i) What are the
endogenous variables? (ii) What are the exogenous variables? (iii) What is
the interpretation of the parameter B2? (iv) What signs do you expect for each
of the parameters?

(d) Is the order condition for identification satisfied for the demand equation in
(b) (in differenced form) and the supply equation in (c)?

(e) Use the data from 1960 to 1999 to estimate the reduced form equation for
Aln(Pr). (i) Discuss the estimated model, including the signs and significance
of the estimated coefficients. (ii) Use the estimated reduced form equation to
predict the approximate percentage change in prices for the year 2000 and its
95Vo predrction (confidence) interval. Is the actual value within the interval?

(0 Use the data from 1960 to 1999 to estimate the reduced form equation for ln(P,).
(i) Discuss the estimated model, including the signs and significance of the
estimated coefficients. (ii) Use the estimated reduced form equation to predict
the real price for the year 2000 and its 957o prediction (confidence) interval. Is the
actual value within the interval?

(g) Use the data from 1960 to 1999 to estimate the two equations by two-stage least
squares, using the exogenous variables in the system as instruments. (i) Discuss
your results, paying particular attention to the signs, magnitudes, and signifi-
cance of the estimated coefficients? (ii) Interpret the numerical magnitudes of the
estimates for cr2 and B2.

(h) Reestimate the supply equation using the log of exports, In(EXPZS), as an
additional instrumental variable. Discuss the logic of using this variable as an
instrument? (Hint: What characteristics do good instruments have?)

l I . 10 Reconsider the example used in Section 1 1 .7 on the supply and demand for fish at the
Fulton Fish Market. The data are in the file fultonfish.dat.

44(2), 374-384. We wout
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(a) Carry out two-stage least squares estimation of the supply equation in equation
(11.14). Comment on the signs and significance of the estimated coefficients
What is your estimate of the elasticity of supply?

(b) It is possible that bad weather on shore reduces attendance at restaurants, which
in turn may reduce the demand for fish at the market. Add the variable.
RAINY and COLD to the demand equation in (11.13). Derive the algebrarr
reduced form for Ln(PRICE) for this new specification.

(c) Estimate the reduced form you derived in (b) by least squares. Test the join:
significance of the variables MON, TUE, WED, THU, RAINY, and COLD. N:
these variables jointly significant at the a : 0.05 level? Is the addition of M/l-i
and COLD to the demand sufficient to allow reliable two-stage least square'
estimation of the supply equation? Explain.

(d) Obtain two-stage least squares estimates and ordinary least squares estimates c:
the augmented demand equation in part (b) and the supply equation (11.1-l
Discuss the estimates, their signs, and significance. Are the estimates consisten:
with economic theory?

(e) Augment the supply equation with the variable MIXED, which indicates por'{
but not STORMY weather conditons. For the demand equation, use the aug'
mented model in pafi (b).Derive the algebraic reduced form for Ln(PRICD trv
this new specification. Estimate this reduced form by least squElres. Test the joir::
significance of the variables MON, TUE, WED, THU, RAINY and COLD. Ha.
this improved the chances of estimating the supply equation by two-stage lea-r:
squares? Explain your answer.

(f Estimate the supply and demand equations in (e) by two-stage least squares arr
ordinary least squares and discuss the results.

I I . I I Reconsider the example used in Section 1 1.7 on the supply and demand for fish at tlx
Fulton Fish Market. The data are in the fllefultonfish.dat.Inthis exercise we explor:
the behavior of the market on days in which changes in fish inventories are larsr
relative to those days on which inventory changes are small. Graddy and KenneCi
(2006) anticipate that prices and quantities will demonstrate simultaneity on dar r
with large changes in inventories, as these are days when sellers are demonstratin;
their responsiveness to prices. On days when inventory changes are small, tlr
anticipation is that feedback between prices and quantities is broken, and simuh'
neity is no longer an issue.
(a) Use the subset of data for days in which inventory change is large, as indicated t'l

the variable CHANGE : 1 . Estimate the reduced form equation ( 1 1 . I 6) and te.:
the significance of STORMI Discuss the importance of this test for the purpo*
of estimating the demand equation by two-stage least squares.

(b) Obtain the least squares residuals ipfromthe reduced form equation estimatet
in (a). Cany out a Hausman test6 for the endogeneity of Ln(PRICE) by adding i '
as an extra variable to the demand equation in (11 13), estimating the resultir:5
model by least squares, and testing the significance of in using a standard /-ter:
If i72is a significant variable in this augmented regression then we may conclu,jr
thatln(PRICE) is endogenous. Based on this test, what do you conclude?

(c) Estimate the demand equation using two-stage least squares and ordinary lea-.:
squares using the data when CHANGE: 1, and discuss these estimate.
Compare them to the estimates in Table 11.5.

(d) Estimate the re
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(d) Estimate the reduced form equation (11.16) for the data when CIIANGE : O.
Compare these reduced form estimates to those in (a) and those in Table 11.4b.

(e) Obtain the least squares residuals it'2from the reduced form equation estimated
in (d). Carry out a Hausman test for the endogeneity of In(PRICE"), as described
in part (b). Based on this test, what do you conclude?

(f) Obtain the two-stage least squares and the ordinary least squares estimates for
the demand equation for the data when CHANGE: 0. Compare these esti-
mates to each other and to the estimates in (c). Discuss the relationships
between them.

Appendix 11A An Algebraic Explanation of the Failure

llhat impact does the negative covariance in (11A.1) have on the least squares estimator?
The least squares estimator of the supply equation (11.2) (which does not have an
mtercept term) is

b r : LPiQi (11A.2)>1
Substitute for Q from the supply equation (11.2) and, simplify,

(11A.3)

rhere ft; : PtlLP?. The expected value of the least squares estimator is

E(b1) : 9t + ZE(n,e',) * F,

The least squares estimator is biased because e" and P are correlated implying E(h;e,;) 10.

ofLeast Squares

Fnt, let us obtain the covariance between P and e..

cov(P, e,) : EIP - E(P))le, - E(",)]
: E(Pe,)
: EltrtX I v1]e,

^ f  "o  
-  , , f:"18, -",1""

: -E("?)
9 r  - a r

:= -o3  <o
15t  -  d t

u,:Y&#@: e, *r

(sinceE(e,) : Q)

(substitute forP)

(since n1X is exogenous)

(since ea, e" assumed uncorrelated)

(11A.1)

D.
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In large samples there is a similar failure. Multiply through the supply equation by pricc
P, take expectations, and solve.

pg: p1P + pe"

E(PU:Fp(p\*E(pe,)

. E(PQ) E(Pe,)pt : E(p\ 
-E6

In large samples, as N---+oo, sample analogs of expectations, which are averages, converge to
the expectations. That is,\QthlN -- E(PQ), Lf! lW -- n1P2). Consequently, becaur
the covariance between P and e, is negative, from (11A.1),

^ _ZQ;Pi/N E(PO ^ ,  E(Pe,) ^ ol / (B1 -a')br:ifrr,t - i4,4: [3r * ffi: Fr - -:-!-;64 <91

The least squares estimator of the slope of the supply equation (11.2), in large samples-
converges to a value less than B1.
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Nonstation ary Tirne-Series
Data and Cointegration

Learning Objectives

Based on the material in this chapter, you should be able to

l. Explain the differences between stationary and nonstationary time-series processes.
2. Describe the general behavior of an autoregressive process and a random walk

process.
3. Explain why we need "unit root" tests, and state implications of the null and

alternative hypotheses.
+. Explain what is meant by the statement that a series is "integrated of order l " or I( l ).
5. Perform Dickey-Fuller and augmented Dickey-Fuller tests for stationarity.
6. Explain the meaning of a "spurious regression."
7. Explain the concept of cointegration and test whether two series are cointegrated.
8. Explain how to choose an appropriate model for regression analysis with time-series

data.

Keywords

eutoregressive process
cointegration
Dickey-Fuller tests
difference stationary
mean reversion
mnstationary

order of integration
random walk process
random walk with drift
spurious regressions
stationary

stochastic process
stochastic trend
tau statistic
trend stationary
unit root tests

tn 2003 the Nobelr Prize in Economics was awarded jointly to two distinguished
econometricians: Professor Robert F. Engle "for methods of analyzing economic time
rries with time-varying volatility (ARCH)" and Professor Clive W.J. Granger "for
methods of analyzing economic time series with common trends (cointegration)." The
eim of this and the following two chapters is to discuss the background that prompted these

' For more details, see http://nobelprize.org/economics/laureates/.
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contributions, and to show how the proposed methods have revolutionized the way rr
conduct econometrics with time-series data.

The analysis of time-series data is of vital interest to many groups, such as macrc:
economists studying the behavior of national and intemational economies, finance eccc
omists analyzing the stock market, and agricultural economists predicting supplies ad
demands for agricultural products. For example, if we are interested in forecasting fu
growth of gross domestic product or inflation, we look at various indicators of econorx
performance and consider their behavior over recent years. Alternatively, if we a
interested in a particular business, we analyze the history of the industry in an atten4r
to predict potential sales. In each of these cases, we are analyzing time-series data.

We have already worked with time-series data in Chapter 9 and discovered how regressicr
models for these data often have special characteristics designed to capture their dynaru
nature. We saw how including lagged values of the dependent variable or explanatcr-r
variables as regressors, or considering lags in the errors, can be used to model dynaru
relationships. We also showed how autoregressive models can be used in forecastirt:
However, an important assumption maintained throughout Chapter 9 was that the variablo
have a property called stationarity. It is time now to learn the difference between stationr!
and nonstationary variables. Many economic variables are nonstationary and, as you u:f
learn, the consequences of nonstationary variables for regression modeling are profourrl

The aim of this chapter is to discuss the time-series concepts of stationarity (and
nonstationarity) and cointegration. The seminal contributions of the Nobel laureates at
to show that the econometric consequences of nonstationarity can be quite severe and s
offer methods to overcome them.

12.1 Stationary and Nonstationary Variables

Plots of the time series of some important economic variables for the US economl' ar
displayed in Figure 12.1. The data for these figures can be found in the file usa.&t,
The figures on the left-hand side are the real gross domestic product (a measure of ag$eg*
economic production), the annual inflation rate (a measure ofchanges in the aggregate pn*
level), the Federal Funds rate (the interest rate on overnight loans between banks), and th
3-year Bond rate (interest rate on a financial asset to be held for 3 years). Observe trcr
the GDP variable displays upward trending behavior, while the inflation rate appears r.
"wander up and down" with no discernable pattem or trend. Similarly, both the Federt
Funds rate and the Bond rate show "wandering up and down" behavior. The figures on th
right-hand side ofFigure l2.I are the changes ofthe corresponding variables on the left'
hand side.

The change in a variable is an important concept that is used repeatedly in this chapter: l
is worth dwelling on its definition. The change in a variable y1, also known as its firg
difference, is given by Ly, : y, - !t-t. Thus Ayl is the change in the value of the variable .
from period t - I to period L

The time series of the changes on the right-hand side of Figure 12.1 display behavior thr
can be described as irregular ups and downs, or more like fluctuations. Note that whilc
changes in the inflation rate and the two interest rates appear to fluctuate around a const2rr
value, the changes in the GDP variable appear to fluctuate around an upward trend. The firs
question we address in this chapter is: which data series represent stationary variables arrJ
which are observations on nonstationary variables?

Formally, a time seriesyr is stationary if its mean and variance are constant overtime, and.
if the covariance between two values from the series depends only on the length of tirr
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Table 72.7 Sample Means ofTime Series Shownin Figure 12.1
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Variable

Real GDP (a)
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Bond rate (g)

Change in GDP (b)
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Change in the Federal Fund rate (f)
Change in the Bond rate (h)
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6.3
7.2
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-0.03
-0.1
-0.1
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2.4
4.1
4.7
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0.02
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separating the two values, and not on the actual times at which the variables are obsen.ed
That is, the time series y, is stationary if for all values, and every time period, it is true th.a

E(y,) : p (constantmean)

var(Y,) :62 (constant variance)

cov(yr,yrar) : cov(!1,!1-") : ^y, (covariance depends ons,not/)

(12.1t
(12 .  l t

(12 .  l c

The first condition, that of a constant mean, is the feature that has received the mor:
attention. To appreciate this condition for stationarity look at the plots shown in Fig.
ure l2.l and their sample means shown in Table 12.1. With the exception of the chanec
in GDP, the sample means for the change variables shown on the right-hand side 6q
Figure l2.l are similar across different sample periods, whereas the sample means for r-bc
variables in the original levels, shown on the left-hand side, as well as the change in GDp
differ across sample periods. Thus, while the inflation rate, the Federal Funds rate. and 15c
Bond rate display characteristics of nonstationarity, their changes display characteristir.r
of stationarity. For GDP, both its level and its change display characteristics of noo.
stationarity. Nonstationary series with nonconstant means are often described as nc
having the property of mean reversion. That is, stationary series have the property o{
mean reversion.

Looking at the sample means of time-series variables is a convenient indicator as r.-
whether a series is stationary or nonstationary, but this does not constitute a hypothesir
test. A formal test is described in Section 12.3. However, before we introduce the tesr
it is useful to revisit the first-order autoregressive model that was introduced rn
Chapter 9.

12.1.1 TrrE Frnsr-ORDER AuToREGRESSTvE Moou

Let yr be an economic variable that we observe over time. In line with most economx
variables, we assume that yr is random, since we cannot perfectly predict it. We never knoq
the values ofrandom variables until they are observed. The econometric model generating I
time-series variable yr is called a stochastic or random process. A sample of observed _r
values is called a particular realization ofthe stochastic process. It is one ofmany possiblc
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paths that the stochastic process could have taken. Univariate time-series models are
examples of stochastic processes where a single variable y is related to past values of itself
and current and past error terms. In contrast to regression modeling, univariate time-series
models do not contain any explanatory variables (no x's).

The autoregressive model of order I, the AR(i) model, is a useful univariate time-series
model for explaining the difference between stationary and nonstationary series. It is given
by

lt : Plt-t I v1, lPl < 1 (12.2a)

*'here the errors vr are independent, with zero mean and constant variance ol, andmay be
normally distributed. In the context of time-series models, the errors are sometimes known
as "shocks" or "innovations." As we will see, the assumption lpl < 1 implies y, is
itationary. The AR( 1) process shows thateachrealization of the random variable y, contains
a proportion p of last period's value y'- 1 plus an error u, drawn from a distribution with mean
0 and variance ol. Since we are concerned with only one lag, the model is described as an
autoregressive model of order 1. In general an AR(p) model includes lags of the variable y,
up to yr-p. An example of an AR(l) time series with p :0.7, and independent N(0,1)
random errors is shown in Figure I2.2a.Note that the data have been artificially generated.
Observe how the time series fluctuates around zero and has no trend-like behavior. a
.-haracteristic of stationary series.

The value "zeto" is the constant mean of the series, and it can be determined by doing
some algebra known as recursive substitution. Consider the value of y at time r : 1, then its
r.alue at time t :2 and so on. These values are

lt : plo _f vr
y2 : pyr + vz : p(pyo + vt) * vz : pzyo I pvt + vz

lt : vt -l pv,-t I pzu,-z* "' + p'yo

The mean of y, is

E(y,) : E(r, + Pvr-r * Pzv,-z l ' '  ') : o

>ince the error vr has zero mean and the value of ptye is negligible for a large t. The variance
can be shown to be a constan t ol I Q - p2 ) while the covariance between two errors s periods
apart T" can be shown to be olp' lQ - p2). thus, the AR(l) model in (12.2a) is a classic
example of a stationary process with a zero mean.

Real world data rarely have a zero mean. We can introduce a nonzero mean p by
replacing y, in (12.2a) with (y, - p) as follows:

0 ' - r r )  :P ( y ' - r - p ) * v ,

*'hich can then be rearranged as

l r : a * p y t - t l v t ,  l p l  < l (12.2b)

wherec: F(1 - p).Thatis,wecanaccommodateanonzeromeaninyrbyeitherworking
with the "de-meaned" variable (yr - t ) or introducing the intercept term ct in the
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autoregressive process of y1 as in(12.2b). Corresponding to these two ways, we describe thc
"de-meaned" variable (y, - rr) as being stationary around zero, or the variable y, as
stationary around its mean value p : 

"/(l 
- p).

An example of a time series that follows this model, with cr - 1, p : 0.7 is shown ia
Figure l2.2b.we have used the same values of the error v, as in Figure r2.2a, so the figurc

d'l
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:hows the added influence of the constant term. Note that the series now fluctuates around a
oonzero value. This nonzero value is the constant mean of the series

E (v , ) :  p :  a / (1 -  p )  :  r lQ  -0 .7 ) :3 -33

Another extension to (12.2a) is to consider an AR(l) model fluctuating around a linear
trend (p, * 6r). As we have seen in Figure 12.1, some real world data appear to exhibit a
wnd. In this case, we let the "de-trended" series (yr - p - 6t) behave like an auto-
regressive model

( y , - t ,  - 6 r )  :  p ( y , - r  -  p - 6 ( / -  1 ) ) + v 1 ,  l p l < 1

nhich can be rearranged as

lt: ot f py,_r + \t + u, (r2.2c)

shere q : (p(1 - p) + p6) and )t : 6(l - p). An example of a time series that can be
&scribed by this model with p : 0.7, ct : 1, and 6 : 0.01 is shown in Fi gtre 12.2c. The de-
trended series (y1 - F - E/) also has a constant variance and covariances that depend only
on the time separating observations, not the time at which they are observed. In other words,
rhe "de-trended" series is stationary. An astute reader may have noted that the mean of yr,
E(y,) : p" + 6/ depends on t, which implies thatyr is nonstationary. While this observation
is correct, when lpl < 1, y, is more usually described as stationary around the deterministic
trend line p + 6t. This is discussed further in Section 12.5.2.

12.1.2 Rexnoirn'W'arx Moners

Consider the special case of p : I in equation (12.2a)

l t : ! t - t * v t (r2.3a)

This model is known as the random walk model. Equation (12.3a) shows that each
realization of the random variable y1 contains last period's value y1-1 plus an elror vr.
An example of a time series that can be described by this model is shown in Figre 12.2d.
These time series are called random walks because they appear to wander slowly upward or
downward, with no real pattern; the values of sample means calculated from subsamples
of observations will be dependent on the sample period. This is a characteristic of
nonstationary series.

We can understand the "wandering" behavior of random walk models by doing some
recursive substitution.

v t  
2

v z : ( y o + v r ) + v z : y o +  I Y "
s: l

t

* v t : y s *  L v "

The random walk model contains an initial value ye (often set to zero because it is so
far in the past that its contribution to yr is negligible) plus a component that is the sum

) r : ) o *
Y z : l t *

l t  :  ! t - t
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of the past stochastic terms ),i:tv". This latter component is often called thc
stochastic trend. This term arises because a stochastic component v, is added fa
each time / and because it causes the time series to trend in unpredictable directions. If
the variable y, is subjected to a sequence of positive shocks, v, > 0, followed by e
sequence of negative shocks, y, < 0, it will have the appearance of wandering upward
then downward.

We have used the fact that yr is a sum of errors to explain graphically the nonstationa4
nature of the random walk. We can also use it to show algebraically that the conditions fa
stationarity do not hold. Recognizing that tle v, are independent, taking the expectation and
the variance ofy, yields, for a fixed initial value ys,

E(y,) : lo * E(v1 * vz + "' * ur) : yo

v a r ( y r )  :  v a r ( y l  * v z + - . . * v )  : 7 6 2

The random walk has a mean equal to its initial value and a variance that increases over tirr.
eventually becoming infinite. Although the mean is constant, the increasing variance
implies that the series may not return to its mean, and so sample means taken for differer
periods are not the same.

Another nonstationary model is obtained by adding a constant term to (12.3a)

lt : a. I y,-r * vt (12.3bt

This model is known as the random walk with drift. Equation (12.3b) shows that erb
realization of the random variable yr contains an intercept (the drift component cr) plus las
period's value yr-1 plus the error v,. An example of a time series that can be described by thir
model (with ct : 0.1) is shown in Figure 12.2e. Notice how the time-series data appear to be
"wandering" as well as "trending" upward. In general, random walk with drift modeb
show definite trends either upward (when the drift ct is positive) or downward (when the drift
cr is negative).

Again, we can get a better understanding of this behavior by applying recursirc
substitution:

We can extend the ra

.{n example of a time ser
'hown in Figure 12.2f. N
behavior. We can see the

y l : c r * 6 * y o * v t

J z : a * E 2 * y r * r

) r : c r + 6 t + y r - l +

nhere we have used the

The additional term has
To recap, we have ct

rhey display ProPerties c
.-lass of models when P
nonstationarity. Now g(
figure 12.2. Ask Yours
Frgure 12.1. In the next I
exhibit proPerties assoc
ared with nonstationari

12.2 Spurious

The main reason whY
oonstationary before c
obtaining apparently si
series are used in regrt

To illustrate the Pro

where Yrr arld vzt ate
Figure 12.3a-the datt
dently and, in truth, ha'
rn Figure 12'3b, we s
regression of series or

/ l : c t * y o * v r

l z  :  s . *y r  +  v2  :  q*  (c t  * )o  +  v l )  +  vz  :

I t  :  a*/r-r  *  vt  :  td+yo + i r"
s: l

2
2s* to*  Iv ,

The value of y at time t is made up of an initial value ys, the stochastic trend componer
(Ll:rv") and now a deterministic trend component le. It is called a deterministic trend
because a fixed value cr. is added for each time /. The variable y wanders up
and down as well as increases by a fixed amount at each time r. The mean ard
variance of y, arc

E(yt )  : ta  +y0 *  E(v1 *  vz +v:  *  . . '  *  v , )  :  rcr  *yo

var(y') : var(vr I vz +v: *.. . * v1) : 62

In this case both the constant mean and constant variance conditions for stationaritv are
violated.
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We can extend the random walk model even further by adding a time trend:

) r : q . + E / + ! t - t * v g (r2.3c)

An example of a time series that can be described by this model (with a : 0. 1; E : 0.01) is
strown in Figrxe I2.2f . Note how the addition of a time-trend variable / sfrengthens the trend
behavior. We can see the amplification using the same algebraic manipulation as before:

) l : c r * 6 * y o * v r  
2

l z  :  o . + 6 2 +  h  | - v 2 :  o  * 2 b  *  ( a * 6  * y o  + v l )  +  v z  : 2 u +  3 D  + y s  *  L v "
s=l

y ,  :  o+6 r+  ! t - t  * r t  :  t s . *  ( t ( t t  t l 16+yo  
+  i . u ,

\ z ' / s : l

where we have used the formula for a sum of an arithmetic progression,

1+2+  3+ ' . ' * t : t ( t + I ) 12

The additional term has the effect of strengthening the trend behavior.
To recap, we have considered the autoregressive class of models and have shown that

they display properties of stationarity when I p | < 1 . We have also discussed the random walk
class of models when p : 1. We showed that random walk models display properties of
nonstationarity. Now, go back and compare the real world data in Figure 12.1 with those in
Figure 12.2. Ask yourself what models might have generated the different data series in
Figure 12.1.In the nextfew sections we shall considerhow to test which series inFigure l2.l
exhibit properties associated with stationarity, and which series exhibit properties associ-
ated with nonstationaritv.

12.2 Spurious Regressions

The main reason why it is important to know whether a time series is stationary or
nonstationary before one embarks on a regression analysis is that there is a danger of
obtaining apparently significant regression results from unrelated data when nonstationary
series are used in regression analysis. Such regressions are said to be spurious.

To illustrate the problem, let us take two independent random walks:

rwt i  l t  :  ! t - t  *  vy

f W 2 i  \ : X 1 - 1  * V 2 1

where v11 and v21 are independent N(0,1) random errors. Two such series are shown in
Figure 12.3a-the data are in the file spurious dat. These series were generated indepen-
dently and, in truth, have no relation to one another, yet when we plot them, as we have done
in Figure 12.3b, we see a positive relationship between them. If we estimate a simple
regression of series one (rw1) on series two (rw2), we obtain the following results:

fri: 17.818 * 0.842rw2,, Rz : 0.70
(4 (40.837)

333
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This result suggests that the simple regression model fits the data well (R2 :0.70),2 and
that the estimated slope is significantly different from zero. In fact, the /-statistic is
huge! These results are., however, completery meaningless, or spurious. The apparent
significance of the relationship is false. It results from the fact that we have related one
series with a stochastic trend to another series with another stochastic trend. In fact
these series have nothing in common nor are they causally related in any way. Similar
and more dramatic results are obtained when random walk with drift series are used in
regressions.

In other words, when nonstationary time series are used in a regression model, the resuls
may spuriously indicate a significant relationship when there iJnone. In these cases the
least squares estimator and least squares predictor do not have their usual properties, and
/-statistics are not reliable. Since many macroeconomic time series are nonstationary, it isparticularly important to take care when estimating regressions with macroeconomic variables.

How then can we test whether a series is stationary or nonstationary and how do we
conduct regression analysis with nonstationary data? The former is discussed in Section
12.3, while the latter is considered in Section 12.4.

'Typically, such regressions wilt also have row Durbin-watson statistics, see Appendix 98.
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12.3 Unit Root Tests for Stationarity

There are many tests for determining whether a series is stationary or nonstationary. The
most popular one, and the one that we discuss, is the Dickey-Fuller test. As noted in our
discussion ofthe autoregressive and random walk models, stochastic processes can include
q exclude a constant term and can include or exclude a time trend. There are three variations
of the Dickey-Fuller test designed to take account of the role of the constant term and the
uend. We begin by describing the test equations and hypotheses for these three cases and
6en outline the testing procedure.

12.3.1 DrcxEv-FurrEn TEsr 1 (No CoNsreNr axo No Tnrr.ro)

This test is based on the discussion in Section 12.1 where we note that the AR(l) process
-rt : plr-1 * vr is stationary when lpl ( 1, but, when p : 1, it becomes the nonstationary
randomwalkprocessyr:!t-t*vl.Hence,onewaytotestforstationarityistoexaminethe
ralue of p. In other words, we test whether p is equal to one or significantly less than one.
Tests for this purpose are known as unit root tests for stationarity.

To formalize this procedure a little more, consider again the AR(l) model:
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-l
ItuqJ
I

__l
) 7 W

I t : P l t - t t v t (r2.4)

where the u1 are independent random errors with zero mean and constant variance ol. We
can test for nonstationarity by testing the null hypothesis that p : 1 against the alternative
that lpl ( 1, or simply p < 1. This one-sided (lower tail) test is put into a more convenient
form by subtracting y1-1 from both sides of (12.4) to obtain:

lt - Jt-t : Plt-t - !t-r I v1
Ay,  :  (p  -  l ) ! t - t  +vt

: ^i/YFr + vt (I2.sa)

wherel :p- landAyr: l t -y1- l .Then, thehypothesescanbewr i t ten intermsofe i ther
p or ^y as follows:

H s i P :  I  < + [ 1 s : " Y : 0

H1 :p  11  {+  F I1  : ^y  <  0

J,lote that the null hypothesis is that the series is nonstationary. In other words, if we do not
reject the null, we conclude that it is a nonstationary process; if we reject the null hypothesis
that 1 : 0, then we conclude that the series is stationary.

12.3.2 Drcxrv-Furun Trsr 2 (WrrH CoNsreNr sur No TnENo)

The second Dickey-Fuller test includes a constant term in the test equation:

A y , : o ] _ ^ y y r r ] _ v t (12.sb)

The null and alternative hypotheses are the same as before. In this case, if we do not reject
the null hypothesis that ̂ y : 0 (or p : 1), we conclude that the series is nonstationary. If we
reject the null hypothesis that 1 :0, we conclude that the series is stationary.rpendix 9B
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t2.3.3 Drcxrv-Fr-rrrpn Tssr 3 (Vrrn CoNsraNr ervo WIrrr TnrNo)

The third Dickey-Fuller test includes a constant and a trend in the test equation:

A y r - o * ^ y y , - r * \ l + v , ( l2 .5ct

Asbeforethenullandalternativehypothesesarellg:T:0andF11:1 ( 0.Ifwedonotreject
the null hypothesis that 1 : 0 (p : I ), we conclude that the series is nonstationary. If ue
reject the null hypothesis that 1 : 0, we conclude that the series is stationary.

12.3.4 TnE Drcxnv-Furr-sn TssrrNc Procnoun-E

When carrying out a Dickey-Fuller test, a useful first step is to plot the time series of thc
original observations on the variable. A suitable equation for the test is then chosen on thc
basis of a visual inspection of the plot.

. If the series appears to be wandering or fluctuating around a sample average of zero.
use test equation (12.5a).

. If the series appears to be wandering or fluctuating around a sample average that is
nonzero, use test equation (12.5b).

. If the series appears to be wandering or fluctuating around a linear trend, use tesr
equation (12.5c).

To test the hypothesis in all three cases, we simply estimate the test equation by leas
squares and examine the r-statistic for the hypothesis that "y :0. Unfortunately this
t-statistic no longer has the r-distribution that we have used previously to test zero null
hypotheses for regression coefficients. A problem arises because, when the null
hypothesis is true, y1 is nonstationary and has a variance that increases as the sample
size increases. This increasing variance alters the distribution of the usual /-statistic
when -Fl6 is true. To recognize this fact the statistic is often called a r (tau) statistic, and
its value must be compared to specially generated critical values. Note that critical
values are generated for the three different tests because, as we have seen in Section I 2. l.
the addition of the constant term and the time-trend term changes the behavior of the
time series.

Originally these critical values were tabulated by the statisticians Professor David
Dickey and Professor Wayne Fuller. The values have since been refined, but in deference to
the seminal work, unit root tests using these critical values have become known as Dickey-
Fuller tests. Table 12.2 contuns the critical values for the tau (r) statistic for the three cases:
they are valid in large samples for a one-tail test.

Note that the Dickey-Fuller critical values are more negative than the standard critical
values (shown in the last row). This implies that the r-statistic must take larger (negativel
values than usual for the null hypothesis ofnonstationurity I : 0 to be rejected in favor of
the alternative of stationarity I < 0. Specifically, to carry out this one-tail test of signifi-
cance, if r. is the critical value obtained from Table 12.2, we reject the null hypothesis of
nonstationarityifr ( r".Ifr)t"thenwedonotrejectthenullhypothesisthattheseriesy,is
nonstationary. Expressed in a casual way, but one that avoids the proliferation of "double
negatives," r ( r, suggests the series is stationary while r > rc suggests nonstationarity.

An important extension of the Dickey-Fuller test allows for the possibility that the error
term is autocorrelated. Such autocorrelation is likelv to occur if our earlier models did not
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Table 12 .2 Crit ical Values for the Dickev-Fuller Test

\todel 5VolVo 107o

-2.56
-3.43
-3.96

-t.94
-2.86
-3.4r

-1.62
-2.57
- J . I  J

Standard critical values - Z . J J -  1 .65 -1.28

\ote: These critical values are taken from R. Davidson and J.G. MacKinnon (1993), Estimation and Inference in
lronometrics, New York: Oxford University Press, p. 708.

have sufficient lag terms to capture the full dynamic nature of the process. Using the model
* ith an intercept as an example, the extended test equation is

Ay, : o *"yy,-r * f a,Ly,-, a v,
s:1

(r2.6)

*here Ay1-1 : (yr - r - ! t -z) , |y , -z : (y , - r - ! *z) , . . . .  We add as many lagged f i rs t
Jifference terms as we need to ensure that the residuals are not autocorrelated. As we
Jiscovered in Sections 9.3.2 and 9.3.3, including lags of the dependent variable can be used
to eliminate autocorrelation in the errors. The number of lagged terms can be determined by
eramining the autoconelation function (ACF) of the residuals v,, or the significance of the
estimated lag coefficients a". The unit root tests based on (12.6) and its variants (intercept
ercluded or trend included) are referred to as augmented Dickey-Fuller tests. The
h1'potheses for stationarity and nonstationarity are expressed in terms of 1 in the same
* ay and the test critical values are the same as those for the Dickey-Fuller test shown in
Table 12.2. When 1 : 0, in addition to saying the series is nonstationary, we also say the
:eries has a unit root. In practice, we always use the augmented Dickey-Fuller test (rather
than the nonaugmented version) to ensure the en:ors are uncorrelated.

12.3.5 Tnp DrcxEy-Furrsn Tssrs: AN Exerlprr

As an example, consider the two interest rate series-the Federal Funds rate (F,) and the
-i-year Bond rate (B,)-plotted in Figure l2.le and l2.lg, respectively. Both series exhibit
*andering behavior, so we suspect that they may be nonstationary variables. When
performing Dickey-Fuller tests, we need to decide whether to use (12.5a) with no constant,
or (12.5b) that includes a constant term, or (12.5c) that includes a constant and a
deterministic time trend /. As suggested earlier, (12.5b) is the appropriate test equation
because the series fluctuate around a nonzero mean. We also have to decide on how many
lagged difference terms to include on the right-hand side of the equation. Following
procedures described in Section 9.4, we find that the inclusion ofone lagged difference term
is sufficient to eliminate autocorrelation in the residuals in both cases. The results from
estimating the resulting equations are

G :0.178 - o.o37FA + o.672\n-l
(tau) (-2.0e0)

@ :0.285 - o.o568r-r + o.3l5AB'-r
(tau) (-r.976)
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Thetauvalue(r)fortheFederalFundsrateis -2.090,andthe5Tocrit icalvaluefortau(r, ..
-2.86. Again, recall that to carry out this one-tail test of significance, we reject the nu.
hypothesis of nonstationarity if t < r.. If r ) r. then we do not reject the null hypothesis th'
the series is nonstationary. In this case, since -2.090 > -2.86, we do not reject the nu.
hypothesis that the series is nonstationary. Similarly, the tau value for the Bond rate .-
greater than the 5Vo citical value of -2.86 and again we do not reject the null hypothesis th.'
the series is nonstationarv. Expressed another wav. there is insufficient evidence to susse.
F, and B, are stationary.

72.3.6 Onosn oF INTEGRATToN

Up to this stage, we have discussed only whether a series is stationary or nonstationar.
We can take the analysis another step forward and consider a concept called the "order , :
integration." Recall that, if yr follows a random walk, then 1 : 0 and the first difference of
becomes

A y , : y , - l t - t : r t

An interesting feature ofthe series Ly, : y, - )r-r is that it is stationary since v,, being r-
independent (0, o"2) random variable, is stationary. Series like y,, which can be mad:
stationary by taking the first difference, are said to be integrated oforder 1, and denoted "-
I(1). Stationary series are said to be integrated oforder zero, I(0). In general, the order t :
integration of a series is the minimum number of times it must be differenced to make ::
stationary.

For example, to determine the order of integration of F and B, we then ask the ner:
question: is the first difference of the Federal Funds rate (AF, : Ft- F1-1) stationan
Is the first difference of the Bond rate (AB,:Bt-81-1) stationary? Their plots. i:
Figure 12.lf and 12.1h, seem to suggest that they are stationary.

The results of the Dickey-Fuller test for a random walk applied to the first differences arc
given below:

AGD,: -0.340(Ar)r-r
(tau) (-4.007)

I6B-t: -057s(LB)Fl
( tau)  ( -6.41s)

where A(AF) t : LFt - AF -r and A(AB)' - LB, - LBt-t. Note that the null hypothese.
are that the variables AF and AB are not stationary. Also, because the series AF and lB
appear to fluctuate around zero, we use the test equation without the intercept term. Based on
thelargenegativevalueof the taustatistic (-4.007 < -1.94),werejectthenullhypothesir
that AF is nonstationary and accept the alternative that it is stationary. We similarlr
conclude that AB, is stationary (-6.415 < -1.94)

This result implies that while the level of the Federal Funds rate (F,) is nonstationary, ir.
first difference (AF,) is stationary. We say that the series F, is I(l) because it had to bc
differenced once to make it stationary [Af', is t(0)]. Similarly we have also shown that the
Bond rate (Br) is integrated of order I . In the next section we investigate the implications of
these results for regression modeling.
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12.4 Cointegration

{s a general rule, nonstationary time-series variables should not be used in regression
aodels, to avoid the problem of spurious regression. However, there is an exception to this
:.rfe. Ifyl and x, are nonstationary I(1) variables, then we expect their difference, or any
''near combination of them, such as !t : lt - Fr - B2x1,r to be I( I ) as well. However, there
s an important case when e t : lt - 9t - \zn is a stationary I(0) process. In this casey, and
r" are said to be cointegrated. Cointegration implies that y, and r, share similar stochastic
-nds, and, since the difference er is stationary, they never diverge too far from each other.

A natural way to test whether y, and x7 are cointegrated is to test whether the errors
t. : lt - 9t - lzxt are stationary. Since we cannot observe e,, we test the stationarity of the
i:ast squares residuals, 2t : lt - b1 - bzh tJsing a Dickey-Fuller test. The test for coin-
'cgration is effectively a test of the stationarity of the residuals. If the residuals are stationary,
trn y1 and xy are said to be cointegrated; if the residuals are nonstationary, then y, and r, are
rlt cointegrated, and any apparent regression relationship between them is spurious.

The test for stationarity of the residuals is based on the test equation:

4 ,2 , :12r -1  av , (r2.7)

rhereA2l - At- 21-l.Asbefore,weexaminethet(ortau)statisticfortheestimatedslope
:oefficient. Note that the regression has no constant term because the mean of the
rgression residuals is zero. Also, since we are basing this test upon estimated values of
lte residuals, the critical values will be different from those in Table 12.2. The proper
:ritical values for a test of cointegration are given in Table 12.3. The test equation can also
nclude extra terms like A21-1, LOt-2,... on the right-hand side if they are needed to
:liminate autocorrelation in v,.

There are three sets of critical values. Which set we use depends on whether the residuals
i- are derived from a regression equation without a constant term flike (12.8a)] or a
rgression equation with a constant term flike (12.8b)], or a regression equation with a
--onstant and a time trend like (12.8c)].

Equation l: 2t : lt - bxt

Equation2: 2t : Jt - b2x1 - b1

Equation 3: ?,: !, - bzx, - br - 6l

Tahle 12.3 Critical Values for the Cointegration Test

(r2.8a)

(12.8b)

( 12.8c)

the null hypothesei.
l series AF and l.8
cept term. Based or:
: the null hypothesr.
nary. We similarh

is nonstationary. it.
:cause it had to be
llso shown that the
the implications oi

Regression model lOVo5Vol7o

l , ) , - } x , l e ,
2 t  y , : 9 r  *  l z x t  I  e t
- 1 )  ) r : F r * 6 t l 9 z x t l e ,

-3.39
-3.96
-3.98

-2.76
- 5 . 5  I
-3.42

-2.45
-3.07
-3 . r3

\bre: These critical values are taken from J. Hamilton (1994), Time Series Analysrs, Princeton University Press,
: . 7 6 6 .

' A L i n e a r c o m b i n a t i o n o f x a n d y i s a n e w v a r i a b l e z : a o l a r x t a z y . H e r e w e s e t t h e c o n s t a n t s a 0 :
-9r, at -- -p2, anda2: 1, and call z the series e.
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12.4.1 AN Exempre or a CorNrncnarroN Trsr

To illustrate, let us test whether yr : B, and x, : F, as plotted in Figure l 2. 1 e and l2.l g. "
cointegrated. We have already shown that both series are nonstationary. The estimated le,
squares regression between these variables is

B, :  1.644 + 0.832Ft,  R2 :  0.881
(r) (8.437)(24.r47)

and the unit root test for stationarity in the estimated residuals (?, : B, - |.644 - 0.831I
is

L2,  :  -g '314?t- t  I  0 .3 l5Aa' - r
(tau) (-4.s43)

Note that this is the augmented Dickey-Fuller version of the test with one lagged term le .
to correct for autocorrelation. Since there is a constant term in (12.9), we use the equatior -
critical values in Table 12.3.

The null and alternative hypotheses in the test for cointegration are

119:the series are not cointegrated <+ residuals are nonstationary

^F11 : the series are cointegrated <+ residuals are stationary

Similar to the one-tail unit root tests, we reject the null hypothesis of no cointegration
r ( t. , and we do not rej ect the null hypothesis that the series are not cointegrated if r > :
The tau statistic in this case is -4.543 that is less than the critical value -3.37 at the 5% ler :
of significance. Thus, we reject the null hypothesis that the least squares residuals o:,
nonstationary and conclude that they are stationary. This implies that the Bond rate and t:..
Federal Funds rate are cointegrated. In other words, there is a fundamental relationsh::
between these two variables (the estimated regression relationship between them is vai:-
and not spurious) and the estimated values of the intercept and slope are 1.644 and 0.8-:-
respectively.

The result-that the Federal Funds and Bond rates are cointegrated-has major econon:: -
implications! It means that when the Federal Reserve implements monetary policf i'
changing the Federal Funds rate, the Bond rate will also change thereby ensuring that t:.:
effects of monetary policy are transmitted to the rest of the economy. In contrast. th:
effectiveness of monetary policy would be severely hampered if the Bond and Federal Fun; .
rates were spuriously related as this implies that their movements, fundamentally, have liu..
to do with each other.

12.5 Regression When There is No Cointegration

Thus far, we have shown that regression with I(1) variables is acceptable providing tho'.
variables are cointegrated, allowing us to avoid the problem of spurious results. We al.
know that regression with stationary I(0) variables, that we studied in Chapter 9.:.
acceptable. What happens when there is no cointegration between I(1) variables? In th:'
case, the sensible thing to do is to convert the nonstationary series to stationary series and t,
use the techniques discussed in Chapter 9 to estimate dynamic relationships between thr
stationary variables. However, we stress that this step should be taken only when we fail t,

( 1 :
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ind cointegration between the I(1) variables. Regression with cointegrated I(l) variables
nakes the least squares estimator "super-consistent"* and, moreover, it is economically
rseful to establish relationships between the levels of economic variables.

How we convert nonstationary series to stationary series, and the kind of model we
35timate, depend on whether the variables are difference stationary or trend stationary.
In the former case, we convert the nonstationary series to its stationary counterpart by taking
jrst differences. In the latter case, we convert the nonstationary series to its stationary
--ounterpart by de-trending. We now explore these issues.

12.5.1 Frnsr DTTTERENCE SranroNRnv

Consider a variable yr that behaves like the random walk model:

l t : ! t - t * v t

This is a nonstationary series with a "stochastic" trend, but it can be rendered stationary by
:aking the first difference:

L y , : y , - ! t - r : v t

The variable y, is said to be a first difference stationary series. Recall that this means that y
.. said to be integrated of order 1. Now suppose that Dickey-Fuller tests reveal that two
; u-iables, y and x, that you would like to relate in a regression, are first difference stationary,
I, I ), and not cointegrated. Then, a suitable regression involving only stationary variables is
,ne that relates changes in y to changes in x, with relevant lags included, and no intercept.
For example, using one lagged Ay1 and a current and lagged Axr, we have

Ayr : 0Ayr-r * FoAxr * BrAr'-r * et

\ow consider a series y, that behaves like a random walk with drift:

(r2.roa)

1 l r : c r * y t _ t l v ,

:nd note that y can be rendered stationary by taking the first difference:

A Y t : a * i ' ,

The variable y, is also said to be a first difference stationary series, even though it is
.tationary around a constant term. Now suppose again that _r'and x are I(1) and not
-'ointegrated. Then an example of a suitable regression equation. again involving stationary
,ariables, is obtained by adding a constant to (12.10a). That is,

Ayr : o * OAyr-r * poAx' -1- 9rAx',r * er ( l 2. l0b)

In l ine with Section 9.'7, the models in (12.10a) and (12.10b) are autoregressive
Jistributed lag models with first-differenced variables. In general, since there is often
Joubt about the role of the constant term, the usual practice is to include an intercept term
:n the resression.

* Consistency means that as I + m the least squares eslimator converges to the true parameter value. Super-
-onsistency means that it converges to the true value at a faster rate.
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12.5.2 Tnri.ro SrerroNAnv

Consider a model with a constant tern, a trend term and a stationary error term,

) r : 6 9 * 6 r + v t

The variable y, is said to be trend stationary because it can be made stationary by removing
the effect of the deterministic (constant and trend) components

l t - a - 6 t : v r

A series like this is, strictly speaking, not an I(1) variable, but is described as stationary'
around a deterministic trend. Thus, if y and r are two trend-stationary variables, a possible
autoregressive distributed lag model is

yi : 0yi_r* poxi * B6i_1 * e, (12 .1  l )

where yi : lt - cr1 - 61r andx| : xt - a2 - 62t are the de-trended data (the coefficients
(or , 6r ) and (o,2, 62) can be estimated by least squares).

As an alternative to using the de-trended data for estimation, a constant term and a trend
term can be included directly into the equation. For example, by substituting yi and xi into
(l2.ll), it can be shown that estimating (12.11) is equivalent to estimating

It : s. + 6t + O)r-t * Foxr + 9fit-r -l et

where cr : cr (1 - 0r) - az(Bo * Fr) + 0r8r * Frbz and 6 : 6r(1 - er) - 6z(Fo + Fr).
In practice, this is usually the preferred option as it is relatively more straightfonvard.

To summarize

If variables are stationary, or I(1) and cointegrated, we can estimate a regression
relationship between the levels of those variables without fear of encountering a
spurious regression.
If the variables are I(1) and not cointegrated, we need to estimate a relationship in firs
differences, with or without the constant term.
Ifthey are trend stationary, we can either de-trend the series first and then perform
regression analysis with the stationary (de-trended) variables or, alternatively.
estimate a regression relationship that includes a trend variable. The latter alternative
is typically applied.

72,6 Exercises

12.6.1 Problems

12.1 (a) Consider an AR(l) model

lt : Plt-l t vt ' lPl < 1

Rewrite y as a function of lagged enors. (Hint; perform recursive substitution.)
What is the mean and variance of y? What is the covariance between y, andyr_2?

(b) Consider a ra

Rewrite y as
What is the c
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(b) Consider a random walk model

J t :  ! t :  | _ v t

Rewrite y as a function of lagged errors. What is the mean and variance of y?
What is the covariance between y, and y,_2?

'.2.2 Figurel2.4(datafileunit.dat)showsplotsoffourtimeseries.sinceWandlappearto
be fluctuating around a nonzero mean, a Dickey-Fuller test 2 (with constant but no
trend) was performed on these variables. Since X and Z appear to be fluctuating
around a trend, a Dickey-Fuller test 3 (with constant and trend) was performed for
these two variables. The results are shown below.

-:+

LW1 :0.751 - 0.09lWt-t
( tau) (-3.178)

If;: s.e31 - 0.03eY;
(tau) (- 1.97s)

& :0. '782 - o.ogzxt- l*  o.oo9r
(tau) (-3.0ee)

A :0.332 - 0.03621-1* 0.005r
(tau) (-  1.e13)

Which series are stationary and which are nonstationary?

W X
30

25

20

15

10

5

0

25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200
una 7 2 .4 Time series for Exercise 12.2.
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12.6.2 Cotvrpurer Exnncrsrs

12.3* The data file oil.dat contains 88 annual observations on the price of oil (in 196?
constant dollars) for the period 1883-1970.
(a) Plot the data. Do the data look stationary or nonstationary?
(b) Use a unit root test to demonstrate that the series is stationary.
(c) What do you conclude about the order of integration of this series?

12.4 Thedatafilebond.datcontarnsl02monthlyobservationsonAArailroadbondyiel&
for the period January 1968 to June 1976.
(a) Plot the data. Do railroad bond yields appear stationary or not?
(b) Use a unit root test to demonstrate that the series is nonstationary.
(c) Find the first difference ofthe bond yield series and test for stationarity.
(d) What do you conclude about the order of integration of this series?

12.5* Thedatafileoz.datcontainsquarterlydataondisposableincomeandconsumptionir
Australia from 1985.1 to2005.2.
(a) Test each of these series for stationarity.
(b) What do you conclude about the "order of integration" of each of these seriesr
(c) Is consumption cointegrated with or spuriously related to disposable inconr!

12.6 The data file texas.dat contains 57 quarterly observations on the real price of cil
(RPO), Texas nonagricultural employment (TXNAG), and nonagriculturd
employment in the rest of the US (USNAG). The data cover the period
1974:Ql through 1988:Ql and were used in a study by Fomby and Hirschberg
[T.B. Fomby and J.G. Hirschberg, "Texas in Transition: Dependence on Oil and
the National Economy," Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas Economic Revia-
January 1989, 11-281.
(a) Show that the levels of the variables TXNAG and USNAG are nonstationan

variables.
(b) At what significance level do you conclude that the changes DTX : TXNAG-

TXNAG(-I) and DUS : USNAG-USNAG(-1) are stationary variables.
(c) Are the nonstationary variables TXNAG and USNAG cointegrated or spurioustl

related?
(d) Are the stationary variables DTX and DUS related?
(e) What is the difference between (d) and (c)?

12.7 The data file usa.dat contains the data shown in Figure 12.1. Consider the two tim
series, real GDP and the inflation rate.
(a) Are the series stationary or nonstationary? Which Dickey-Fuller test (no consi"rr

no trend; with constant, no trend; or with constant and with trend) did you use?
(b) What do you conclude about the order of integration of these series?
(c) Forecast GDP and inflation for 2005:2.

12.8 The data file canada.dal contains monthly Canadian/US exchange rates for tb
period l97l:Ol to 2OO6:12. Split the observations into two sample periods--r
l97l:0L-1987:12 sample period and a 1988:01-2006:12 sample period.
(a) Perform a unit root test on the data for each sample period. Which Dickey-Fullcr

test did you use?
(b) Are the results for the two sample periods consistent?
(c) Perform a unit root test for the full sample 197 l:01-2006: 12. What is the order d

integration of the data?

:1.9 The data file csi.
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12.9 The data file csi.dat contuns the Consumer Sentiment Index (CSI), produced by the
University of Michigan for the sample period 1978:01 to 2006:12.
(a) Perform all three Dickey-Fuller tests. Are the results consistent? If not, why not?
(b) Based on a graphical inspection ofthe data, which test should you have used?
(c) Does the csl suggest that consumers "remember" and "retain" news infor-

mation for a short time or for a long time?

I 2. 1 0 The dat a file mexic o. dat contains real GDP for Mexico and the Unites States from the
first quarter of 1980 to the fourth quarter ot2006. Both series have been standardized
so that the average value in 2000 is 100.
(a) Perform the test for cointegration between Mexico and the Unites States for all

three test equations in (12.8). Are the results consistent?
(b) The theory of convergence in economic growth suggests the two GDPs should be

proportional and cointegrated. That is, there should be a cointegrating relation-
ship that does not contain an intercept or a trend. Do your results support this
theory?

(c) If the variables iue not cointegrated, what should you do if you are interested in
testing the relationship between Mexico and the United States?
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VEC and VAR Models:
An Introduction to
Macroeconornetrics

Learning Objectives

Based on the material in this chapter, you should be able to do the following:

l. Explain why economic variables are dynamically interdependent.
2. Explain the VEC model.

3. Explain the importance of error correction.
4. Explain the VAR model.

5. Explain the relationship between a VEC model and a VAR model.

6. Explain how to estimate the VEC and VAR models for the bivariate case.
7. Explain how to generate impulse response functions and variance decompositions

for the simple case when the variables are not contemporaneously interdepender
and when the shocks are not correlated.

Keywords

dynamic relationships
error correction
forecast error variance decomposition
identification problem

impulse response functions
VAR model
VEC model
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In Chapter 12, we studied the time-series properties of data and cointegrating relationships
between pairs of nonstationary series. In those examples, we assumed that one of thc
variables was the dependent variable (let us call it y,) and the other was the independer
variable (say xr), and we treated the relationship between y1 and x1 like a regression model
However, a priori, unless we have good reasons not to, we could just as easily have assumed
that yr is the independent variable and -r, is the dependent variable. Put simply, we arr
working with two variables {y t, x,} and the two possible regression models relating them are
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x t :Fzo* luy , *e{ ,  e i - t ' t (0 , f i )  (13 .1b)

ln this bivariate (two series) system there can be only one unique relationship betwe enx, and
n ,andso i tmus tbe thecase tha tB2 l : I l FnandB2s : -p to /F r r .Ab i t o f t e rm ino logy :
for ( 13.1a) we say that we have normalized on y (meaning the coefficient in front of y is set
n l) whereas for (13.lb) we say that we have normalized on x (meaning the coefficient in
front of -r is set to 1).

Is it better to write the relationship as (1 3.la) or ( 13. lb), or is it better to recognize that, in
many relationships, variables like y and x are simultaneously determined? The aim of this
chapter is to explore the causal relationship between pairs of time-series variables. In doing
ro, we shall be extending our study of time-series data to take account of their dynamic
properties and interactions. In particular, we will discuss the vector error correction
IVEC) and vector autoregressive (VAR) models. We will learn how to estimate a VEC
oodel when there is cointegration between I(1) variables, and how to estimate a VAR model
rhen there is no cointegration.

Some important terminology emerges here. Univariate analysis examines a single data
reries. Bivariate analysis examines a pair of series. The term yector indicates that we are
considering a number of series, two, three, or more. The term "vector" is a generalization of
the univariate and bivariate cases.

13.1 VFC and VAR Models

lrt us begin with two time-series variables yt and h and generalize the discussion about
d,vnamic relationships in Chapter 9 to yield a system of equations:

)r : 9ro * Frrlr-r I Fpx,-t I v/

xt : Fzo l9ult-t * \zzx,t * vl
(r3.2)

The equations in (13.2) describe a system in which each variable is a function of its own lag,
end the lag of the other variable in the system. In this case, the system contains two variables
r and x. In the first equation y1 is a function of its own lag y1- 1 and the lag of the other variable
in the system xr- 1 . In the second equation x1 is a function of its own lag .rr- I and the lag of the
other variable in the system ys-1. Together the equations constitute a system known as a
vector autoregression (VAR). In this example, since the maximum lag is of order 1, we have
r VAR(l).

Ify and x are stationary I(0) variables, the above system can be estimated using least
squares applied to each equation. If, however, y arrd x are nonstationary I(1) and not
cointegrated, then, as discussed in Chapter 12, we work with the first differences. In this
case. the VAR model is

Ay, : grrAy t-r l gpAxtq i v!

Ax, : gnLyr-t * gzzLx,t * v!
(13.3)

.{ll variables are now I(0), and the system can again be estimated by least squares. To recap: fhe
VAR model is a general framework to describe the dynamic interrelationship befween stationary
rariables. Thus, if y and x arc stationary I(0) variables, the system in equation (13.2) is used.
On the other hand, if y and r are I(1) variables but they are not cointegrakd, we examine the
interrelation between them using a VAR framework in first differences (13.3).( 1 3 . 1  a  '
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ffy andx are I(1) and cointegrated, then we need to modify the system of equations to alln
for the cointegrating relationship between the I(1) variables. We do this for two reasons. FirsL r
economists, we like to retain and use valuable information about the cointegrating relationshp
and second, as econometricians, we like to ensure that we use the best technique that takes in
account the properties of the time-series data. Recall the chapter on simultaneous equatiorr-
the cointegrating equation is one way of introducing simultaneous interactions without requirilg
the data to be stationary. Innoducing the cointegrating relationship leads to a model known as rb
VEC model. We furn now to this model.

considertwo nonstationary variablesyl andx, that are integrated oforder l;yr- I(l ) d
xr - I(1) and which we have shown to be cointegrated, so tlat

) r : 9 0 * 9 f i t * e t (13 { r

Note that we could have chosen to normalize on x. Whether we normalize on y or.r is oft6
determined from economic theory; the critical point is that there can be at most 6j
fundamental relationship between the two variables.

The VEC model is a special form of the VAR for I(1) variables that are cointegrated. TLt
VEC model is

1 3 . 2  E S T I l \
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Ay, : crro * ctrr (y,_r - po - Sp,_1) + v/
Lx1 : a2s I ou,(y,_t - go - Bp,_) + vl

which we can expand as

}r : ctro * (cu * l)yr-r - arrFo - an9fit-t * v/
xt : oL20 I dztlt-t - ctzrFo - (ozrPt - l)x,-t -t vf

(13.-1er

(13.Arr

Comparing (13.5b) with (13.2) shows the VEC as aVAR where the I(l) variabley, is relera{
to other lagged variables (y1-1 and x1-) and where the I(1) variable r, is also related to fu
other lagged variables ()r-r and r1-1). Note, however, that the two equations contain thr
common cointegrating relationship.

The coefficielts ct11,ct21 are known as error correction coefficients, so named becatxt
they show how much Ayl and A.4 respond to the cointegrating erroryr_r _ go _ Frrr_r =
e1-1.The idea that the error leads to a correction comes about because of the conditions pr
ollcr11,a21 toensurestabil ity,namely(-1 <crrr < 0) and(0 < crzr < 1).Toappreciabrhii
idea, consider a positive ettot !1_1>0 that occurred because 1;r_r > (go + Br"r_,). .t
negative error correction coefficient in the first equation (a11) ensures that Ay falls, whilc
the positive error correction coefficient in the second equation (o.21) ensures that A.r risa
thereby correcting the error. Having the error correction coefficients less than 1 in absoh.a
value ensures that the system is not explosive.

The error correction model has become an exftemely popular model because its interpru.
ation is intuitively appealing. Think about two nonstationary variables, say consumption Qa rr
call it yr) and income (let us call it x,), that we expect to be related (cointegrated). Now thi*.
about a change in your income Ax, , say a pay raise ! Consumption will most likely increase, hn r
may take you a while to change your consumption pattern in response to a change in your p4
The VEC model allows us to examine how much consumption will change in response to r
change in the explanatory variable (the cointegrationpart,yt: go * Brxr * ey), as well as tha
speed of the change (the error correction part, Ay, : crro * o;(e,_) * v/ where e1_1 is tbc
cointegrating error).
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There is one final point to discuss-the role of the intercept terms. Thus far, we have
introduced an intercept term in the cointegrating equation (Fo) as well as in the VEC (o16
and cr26). However, doing so can create a problem. To see why, we collect all the intercept
lerms and rewrite (13.5b) as

)r  :  (c t to  -  ougo) *  (ot r  *  l )yr - r  -  c t r rPrxr- r  *v /

x, : (o.2s - ozr Fo) + dzryt-r - (azr Br - l)x,t * vf
(13.5c)

lf we estimate each equation by least squares, we obtain estimates of composite terms
r cro - ctrr 9o) and (c2s - azr Fo), and we are not able to disentangle the separate effects of
fo, ol0, and a2s. In the next section, we discuss a simple two-step least squares procedure
that gets around this problem. However, the lesson here is to check whether and where an
rntercept term is needed.

13,2 nstimating a Vector Error Correction Model

There are many econometric methods to estimate the error correction model. The most
srraightforward is to use a two-step least squares procedure. First, use least squares to
estimate the cointegrating relationship lr : Po * Fr.r, I et and generate the lagged
residuals ?t-t : !t-r - bs - bfiF1.

Second, use least squares to estimate the equations:

Ay r :  c t ro  I a lA t -1  av /

Ax t -  qzo*sn? tq *v l

(13.6a)

(13.6b)

liote that all the variables in equation (13.6) (Ay, A" and 2) are stationary (recall that fory
and r to be cointegrated, the residuals 2 must be stationary). Hence, the standard regression
uralysis studied in earlier chapters may be used to test the significance of the parameters.
The usual residual diagnostic tests may be applied.

We need to be carefirl here about how we combine stationary and nonstationary variables in a
regression model. Cointegration is about the relationship between I(l) variables. The coin-
egrating equation does not contain I(0) variables. The conesponding VEC model, however,
relates the change in an I(l) variable (the I(0) variables Ayand Ar) to other I(0) variables,
mmely the cointegration residuals 2y- 1 and, if required, other stationary variables may be added.
ln other words, we should not mix stationary and nonstationary variables: an I(0) dependent
rariable on the left-hand side of a regression equation should be "explained" by other I(0)
rariables on the right-hand side and an I(1) dependent variable on the left-hand side of a
regression equation should be "explained" by other I(1) variables on the right-hand side.

13.2.1 Exervrpr-s

ln Figure 13.1 the quarterly real GDP of a small economy (Australia) and a large economy
lUnited States) for the sample period 1970.1 to 2000.4 are displayed. Note that the series
have been scaled so that both economies show a real GDP value of 100 in 2000. They appear
in the file gdp.dat.It appears from the figure that both series are nonstationary and possibly
cointegrated.

Formal unit root tests of the series confirm that they are indeed nonstationary. To check
for cointegration we obtain the fitted equation in (13.7) (the intercept term is omitted
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1970 r97s 1980 1985 1990
FTGURE 7 3 .7 Real gross domestic products (GDP).
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where A denotes real GDP for Australia and U denotes real GDP for the United States. Not
that we have normalized on A because it makes more sense to think of a small econom)
responding to a large economy. We then performed a test for stationarity of the residuek
At : At - 0.985U, The estimated unit root test equation for the residuals is

G: -o.t28at_t
(tau) (-2.889)

(  13 . t ,

Since the cointegrating relationship does not contain an intercept term [see Chapter 11
equation (12.8a)1, the5Vo critical value is -2.76. The unitroou-value of -2.889 is less tha
-2.76. We reject the null of no cointegration and we conclude that the two real GDP series
are cointegrated. This result implies that economic activity in the small economy (Australir
41) is linked to economic activity in the large economy (United States, U).If q were b
increase by one unit, A, would increase by 0.985. But the Australian economy may nor
respond fully by this amount within the quarter. To ascertain how much it will respod
within a quarter, we estimate the error correction model by least squares. The estimarod
VEC model for {A,, U,} is

-
LAt :0.492 - O.O,,AFI
(4 (2.077)

(13 .9 ,
LUt:0.510 + 0.030a'-r
(r) (0.78e)

The results show that both error correction coefficients are of the appropriate sign. Tbc
negative error correction coefficient in the first equation (-0.099) indicates that M falh
while the positive error correction coefficient in the second equation (0.030) indicater
that AU rises, when there is a positive cointegrating enor: (A7_1) 0 or A1_1 > 0.985 U,_ r I

4.8

4.0

3.6

3.2

Real GDP (USA)
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This behavior (negative change in A and positive change in U) "corrects" the cointegrating
error. The error correction coefficient (-0.099) is significant atthe 5Vo level; it indicates
that the quarterly adjustment of Ar will be about lOVo of the deviation of A1-1 from its
cointegrating value 0.985U1-1. This is a slow rate of adjustment. However, the error
correction coefficient in the second equation (0.030) is insignificant; it suggests that LU
does not react to the cointegrating error. This outcome is consistent with the view that the
small economy is likely to react to economic conditions in the large economy, but not vice
versa.

13.3 nstimating a VAR Model

The VEC is a multivariate dynamic model that incorporates a cointegrating equation. It is
relevant when, for the two variable case, we have two variables, say y and.r, that are both
I(l), but are cointegrated. Now we ask: what should we do if we are interested in the
interdependencies between y and x, but they are not cointegrated? In this case, we estimate a
iector autoregressive (VAR) model as shown in (13.3).

As an example, consider Figure 13.2 that shows the log of GDP (denoted as G) and log of
the CPI (denoted as P) for the US economy over the period 1960: 1 to2004:4. The data are in
the file growth.dat.

The fitted least squares regression of G, on P, is

Gt :1 .632+0.624Pt
(t) (4r.4e) (6r.482)

For this fitted modelR2 : 0.955 and the r-statistics are very large, a seemingly strong result.
Based on the plots the series appear to be nonstationary. To test for cointegration, compute
the least squares residual At : Gt - I.632 - 0.624h. The Dickey-Fuller regression is

Let: -g.ggg,,-t

(tau) (-0.e77)
(13 .10)

The potential cointegrating relationship contains an intercept term to capture the component
of GDP that is independent of the CPI. Thus, the 57o critical value of the test for stationarity

G=tn(GDP) /-

/' P =tn(cPl)
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in the cointegratingresiduals is -3.37 [see Chapter 12, equation (12.8b)]. Since the rau (unrr
root r-value) of -O.977 is greater than -3.37, it indicates that the errors are nonstationaD
and hence that the relationship between G (i.e., ln(GDP)) and P (i.e., ln(CP|) is spuriour
That is, we have no cointegration. Thus we would not apply a VEC model to examine rhc
dynamic relationship between aggregate price P and output G. Instead we estimate a VAR
model for the set of I(0) variables {A&, AG,}.

For illustrative purposes, the order of lag in this example has been restricted to l. lt
general, one should test for the significance of lag terms greater than l. The results are
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(4 (7.84s)(-4.1s3) (3,2s6)
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( 1 3 . 1  r b
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The first equation (13.1la) shows that the quarterly growth in price (APy) is significanrll
related to its own past value (AP,- r ) but insignificantly related to the quarterly growth in las
period's GDP (AG,-r). The second equation (13.11b) shows that AGr is significandy
positively related to its own past value and significantly negatively related to last period'i
change in price (i.e., inflation). The constant terms capture the fixed component in rhc
change in log price (which is a measure of inflation) and the change in ln(GDP) (which is r
measure of the change in economic activity, or growth in the economy).

Having estimated these models can we infer anything else? If the system is subjected to r
price (demand) shock, what is the effect of the shock on the dynamic path of inflation anJ
growth? Will inflation rise and by how much? If the system is also subjected to a quantrr]
(supply) shock, what is the contribution of a price versus a quantity shock on the variation c1
output? We turn now to some analysis suited to addressing these questions.

13.4 Impulse Responses and Variance Decotnpositions

Impulse response functions and variance decompositions are techniques that are used \
macroeconometricians to analyze problems such as the effect of an oil price shock o
inflation and GDP growth, and the effect of a change in monetary policy on the economl

13.4.1 Ir"rpursp REspoNsp Frwcrroxs

Impulse response functions show the effects of shocks on the adjustment path of thc
variables. To help us understand this we shall first consider a univariate series.

l3.4.la The Univariate Case
Consider a univariate series y, : plr-r * yr and subject it to a shock of size v in period l
Assume an arbitrary starting value of y at time zeroi yo: 0. Since we are interested in thc
dynamic path, the starting point is inelevant. At time r : I , following the shock, the value of
y will be: yt: pyl +vl : v. Assume that there are no subsequent shocks in later tinr
p e r i o d s  l r r : r z - . . . - 0 ] ,  a t  t i m e  t : 2 ,  y 2 - p y l  : p v . A t  t i m e  / : - i -
h: py2: p(py1) : pzv, and so on. Thus the time-path of y following the shock is
{v, pv, p2v,. . .}. The values of the coefficients { 1, p, p2, . . .} are known as multipliers
and the time-path of y following the shock is known as the impulse response function. ' Appendix l3A introduc
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5 1 0 l s 2 0 2 5 3 0
rtcunr' 7 3.3 tmpulse responses for an AR(l) model y, : 0.9)r-r * e1 following a unit shock.

To illustrate, assume that p : 0.9 and let the shock be unity: y : 1 According to the
analysis, y will be { I, 0.9, 0.81, . . .}, approaching zero over time. This impulse response
tunction is plotted in Figure 13.3. It shows us what happens to y after a shock. In this case, y
rnitially rises by the full amount of the shock and then it gradually returns to the value before
the shock.

t3.4.1b The Bivariate Case
\ow, let us consider an impulse response function analysis with two time series based on a
bivariate VAR system of stationary variables:

/r : 6to * 6ttlr-t * 6:r,x_l t v/

rr : 6zo * 6ztlr-r * 6224-1 J vf
(r3.12)

In this case, there are two possible shocks to the system-one to y and the other to x. Thus we
are interested in four impulse response functions-the effect of a shock to y on the time-
paths of y and x and the effect of a shock to r on the time-paths of y and x.

The actual mechanics of generating impulse responses in a system is complicated by (i)
the fact that one has to allow for interdependent dynamics (the multivariate analog of
generating the multipliers) and (ii) one has to identify the correct shock from unobservable
data. Taken together, these two complications lead to what is known as the identification
problem. In this chapter, we consider a special case where there is no identification
poblem.' This special case occurs when the system described in (13.12) is a ffue
representation of the dynamic system-namely, y is related only to lags of y and x, and
r is related only to lags of y and.r. In other words, y and x are related in a dynamic fashion, but
not contemporaneously. The current value x' does not appear in the equation fory, and the
!-urrent value yr does not appear in the equation forxr. Also, we need to assume the errors vf
and v/ are independent of each other (contemporaneously uncorrelated). In addition, we
assume vr -N(0, o]) and v' - N(0,4).

0.0

' Appendix 13A introduces the general problem.
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Consider the case when there is a one standard deviation shock (alternatively callec
an innovation) to y so that at t ime t : l , vI: oy, and v/' is zero thereafter. Assumc
vi :0 for all t. It is traditional to consider a standard deviation shock (innovation
rather than a unit shock to overcome measurement issues. Assume y0 : xo: 0. Also,
since we are focusing on how a shock changes the paths of y and x, we car ignore thc
intercepts. Then

L Whenr:  l , theef fectof  ashockof  s izeorony is  yr  :v l :  oy,andtheef fecton r
i s x l  - v f  : 0 .

When / :2, the effect of the shock on y is

) z  : 6 r t l r  f  E r z x r  :  E r r o y  *  6 r z 0 :  E r r o y

and the effect on r is

xz :6z.1ut 1622x1 : 6ztoy * 6220 : 6ztoy'

3. When t : 3, the effect of the shock on y is

Y:  :  Err lz  *6nxz:  611611o1,  *  E12621oy

and the effect on r is

xz : 6ztlz I 622x2 : 621811ou * E22E21ou.

By repeating the substitutions for / : 4,5,. . . , w! obtain the impulse response of the sho-L
(o r i nnova t i on ) toyonyaso r {1 ,811 , (E11611  *612021 ) , . . . } and the impu lse responseo f  r
shock to y on r as or{0,621, (6zrDrr * 622621), . . .}.

Now consider what happens when there is a one standard deviation shock to,r so thar d
timer: l,v{: o,,andvliszerothereafter.Assumev/ :0forallt. Inthefirstperiodafts
theshock,theeffectofashockof sizeoronyisyl - rl :0,andtheeffectoftheshockon:
is 11 : vf : s*. Two periods after the shock, when t : 2, the effect on y is

)z  :  6r r l r  *  612x1 :  6rr0 *  612o" :612tr '

and the effect on.r is

xz : 6z-}r * 622x1 : 6z10 * 622o, : 6zzc,

Again, by repeated substitutions, we obtain the impulse response of a shock to x on -r. ar
o"{0,612,(6rrErz*612622), . . . } ,  and the impulse response of  a shock to. , r  on - r  ar
o'{1,622, (6zrbrz * E22E22), . . .}. Figure 13.4 shows the four impulse response functionr
for  numer ica l  va lues:  on :  1 ,o,  :2 ,Dl l  :0 .7,612 :0.2,62r  :0 .3 andEzz :0.6.

The advantage of examining impulse response functions (and not just VAR coefficienl.
is that they show the size of the impact of the shock plus the rate at which the shci
dissipates, allowing for interdependencies.
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0.5

5 1 0 1 5 2 0 2 5 3 0 5 1 0
rrcunr' 73,4 Impulse responses to standard deviation shock.

13.4.2 Fonrcesr EnnonVenreNcE DrconnposrrroNs

-\nother way to disentangle the effects of various shocks is to consider the contribution of
each type of shock to the forecast error variance.

13.4.2a (Jnivariate Analysis
Consider again the univariate series, yr:plt-t *yr. The best one-step ahead forecast
,alternatively the forecast one period ahead) is

lf+r : E,lPY, -t v,+l
r here E1 is the expected value conditional on information at time t (i.e., we are interested in
tlrc mean value of y111 using what is known at time /). At time r the conditional expectation
E,'.pyt) : py, is known, but the error v'11 is unknown, and so its conditional expectation is
zero. Thus, the best forecast ofyr+r is py, and the forecast error is

!t+t - E,b,*tl : lt+t - Plt : v+l

The variance ofthe one-step forecast error is var(vr11) : o2. Suppose we wish to forecast
r$o steps ahead, then, using the same logic, the two-step forecast becomes

l f+z:  E, lpy,+t  *v t+z l :  E, lp(py,  *vr+r)  lv t+z l :  pzy,

rnd the two-step forecast error becomes

0.4
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In this case, the variance of the forecast error is var(pv111 * vt+z) : or(p, * 1) showing
that the variance offorecast error increases as we increase the forecast horizon.

In this univariate example, there is only one shock that leads to a forecast error. Hence tlr
forecast enor variance is I 007o due to its own shock. The exercise of attributine the source of
the variation in the forecast eror is known as variance decomposition.

13-4.2b Bivariate Analysis
We can perform a variance decomposition for our special bivariate example where there is
no identification problem. Ignoring the intercepts (since they are constants), the one-step
ahead forecasts are

l!+r :416rty, * 612x1 + u/*,] : 6rrlr * 612.x1

x!+r : E,l6uy, * 622x1+ ,ir] : Dzrlr * 6zzxt

The conesponding one-step ahead forecast errors and variances are

FEI : J+t - E,b,+rl: r/*r var(F[l) : fi
FEf : xt+t - E,lx,+tl: vf+t var(F[i) : fi

Hence in the first period, all variation in the forecast enor for y is due to its own shocl
Likewise, l00%o of the forecast error for x can be explained by its own shock. Using rhc
same technique, the twG-step ahead forecast for y is

f+z:  E, [6rr ] r+r  *612x111 +u/*r ]

:  E l6n(6rryt  *6px1tu/* t )  *  612(621y1 l6zzxt  - l r i+)  t r l * r l
: Dr r (6r rlr * 612x1) * 612 (621yr * 622x1)

and that for x is

xf+z : E, [6zrY,*r * 622xsa1 * v{+z]

: Z'[Ezr (6rty' + 6rz4 * ,/*r) + 6zz(6zr), * 6zzxt + ui*r) * vi+z]
: 6zr (6rrlr * 61211) f 622(621yr * 622x1)

The corresponding two-step ahead forecast enors and variances are (recall that we arR
working with the special case of independent errors)

FEI : !+z - E,b,+zl: [6rrv/+r * 612v[1 t r/*r]

var(FEYr) : t?r4 + Azrrf, + fi
FE; : xt+z - E,lx,+z]: [6zrv/+r * E22u[, * ui+z]

var(FEi) :5714 +a?rrfi+ fi
we can decompose the total variance of the forecast error for y, (bf1ol + Ef2ol 1o. -
into that due to shocks to y, (Df1ol +4), and thar due to shocks to x, (Df2ol). Thir
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decomposition is often expressed in proportional terms. The proportion of the two-
step forecast error variance ofy explained by its "own" shock is

(sl,ol + 4)l$?r4 +s'rro', + 4)
and the proportion of the two-step forecast error variance ofy explained by the "other"
rhock is

$?,4) l$?'4 + t?z& + 4)
Similarly, the proportion of the two-step forecast error variance of x explained by its "own"
shock is

(6tr4+4) l@3,4+i7,4+&)
and the proportion of the forecast error ofx explained by the "other" shock is

(t3,&)l$7,4+t?,4+&)

For our  numer ica l  example wi th or :  1 ,  or :2,  6rr  :0 .7,  6rz :0.2,  Ezr  :0 .3,  and
6:: : 0.6, we find that90.303%o of the two-step forecast error variance of y is due to y, and
only 9.6977o is due to x.

To sum up, suppose you were interested in the relationship between economic growth and
inflation. AVAR model will tell you whether they are significantly related to each other; an
impulse response analysis will show how growth and inflation react dynamically to shocks,
and a variance decomposition analysis will be informative about the sources of volatility.

13.4.2c The General Case
The example above assumes that x and y are not contemporaneously related and that the
shocks are uncorrelated. There is no identification problem, and the generation and interpret-
ation of the impulse response functions and decomposition of the forecast error variance are
straighfforward. In general, this is unlikely to be the case. Contemporaneous interactions and
.-onelated errors complicate the identification of the nature of shocks and hence the
interpretation of the impulses and decomposition of the causes of the forecast error variance.
This topic is discussed in greater detail in textbooks devoted to time-series analysis.2 A
description of how the identification problem can arise is given in Appendix 13A.

13.5 Exercises

13.5.1 Pnonrpns

l3.l Consider the followine first-order VAR model of stationarv variables.

l t  :6 t t l r - t  *  612x1-q f  v /
t r : 6z t l r - t  *622x11  l v f

Under the assumption that there is no contemporaneous dependence, determine the
impulse responses, four periods after a standard deviation shock for

'One reference you might consider is Liitkepohl, H. (2005) Introduction to Multiple Time Series Analysis,
Springer, Chapter 9.
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(a) y following a shock to y
(b) y following a shock to.r
(c) x following a shock to y
(d) x following a shock to x

13 .2 Consider the first-order VAR model in Exercise I 3. 1 . Under the assumption that therc
is no contemporaneous dependence determine
(a) the contribution ofa shock to y on the variance ofthe three-step ahead forecas

error for y;
(b) the contribution of a shock to r on the variance of the three-step ahead foreca-.:

error for y;
(c) the contribution of a shock to y on the variance of the three-step ahead forecas

error for x:
(d) the contribution of a shock to r on the variance of the three-step ahead foreca-<

error for x.

13.3 The VEC model is a special form of the VAR forl(1) variables that are cointegrared
Consider the following VEC model:

Ay, :  o lo *  cr r r ( ) r - r  -  Fo -  \ th*r )  +v/

Lxt: rlzo * azt(y,_r - 9o - prxr_r) * vl

The VEC model may also be rewritten as a VAR, but the two equations will contain
common parameters:

l t :  arc *  (orr  *  l )yr - r  -  c t r rgo -  c t r rFrxr- r  *  v /

h : rlz1 I rt1lt-r - ctzrpo - (ozr 9r - l)x,-r * vi

(a) Suppose you were given the following results of an estimated VEC model.

G : z- 0.5(y,-r - | - 0.7x,-)

G : 3* 0.3(y,-1 - | - 0.7x,-)

Rewrite the model in the VAR form.
(b) Now suppose you were given the following results of an estimated VAR model

but you were also told that y and -r are cointegrated.

fu :0.7yt-r + 0.3 + 0.24xs-1
h :0.6yt-r - 0.6 + 0.52x1-1

Rewrite the model in the VEC form.

13.5.2 Corv.pursn Exsncrses

13.4 The data file gdp.dat contains quarterly data on the real GDP of Australia (AUS) and
real GDP of the United States (USA ) for the sample period 1970.1 to 2000.4.
(a) Are the series stationary or nonstationary?
(b) Test for cointegration allowing for an intercept term. You will find that the

intercept is negative. Is this sensible? If not, repeat the test for cointegration
excluding the constant term.

(c) Save the cointegrating residuals and estimate the VEC model.
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13.5 The data file growth.dat contains the log of GDP (G) and the log of the CPI (P) for the
US economy over the period 1960:1 to 2004:4.
(a) Are the series stationary or nonstationary?
(b) Test for cointegration allowing for an intercept term. Are the series cointegrated?
(c) Estimate a VAR model for the set of I(0) variables {AP,, AG,}.

13.6 The data file vec.dat contains 100 observations onZ generated series of data, x and y.
The variables uue nonstationary and cointegrated without a constant term. Save the
cointegrating residuals (res) and estimate the VEC model. As a check, the results for
the case normalized on y are

A), : -0.576(res,-1)

( ,  ( -6 .1s8)

fr: o'+so1res1-v)
(4 9A48)

(a) The residuals from the error correction model should not be autocorrelated. Is
this the case?

(b) Note that one of the error correction terms is negative and the other is positive.
Explain why this is necessary.

I -l .7 The data file vardat corfiuns I 00 observations on 2 generated series of data, w and z.
The variables are nonstationary but not cointegrated. Estimate a VAR model
of changes in the variables. As a check, the results are (the intercept terms were
not significant):

G, :0.743Lw1-1 + 0.2l4Azt-t
(') (11.403) (2.8e3)

: -0. 155Awt-r I O.64l\zt-t
(-2.2e3) (8.338)

(a) The residuals from the VAR model should not be autocorrelated. Is this the case?
(b) Determine the impulse responses for the first two periods. (You may assume the

special condition that there is no contemporaneous dependence.)
(c) Determine the variance decompositions for the first two periods.

The quantity theory of money says that there is a direct relationship between the
quantity of money in the economy and the aggregate price level. Put simply, if
the quantity of money doubles then the price level should also double. Figure 13.5
shows the percentage change in a measure of the quantity of money (I1) and the
percentage change in a measure of aggregate prices (P) for the United States between
196l:l and 2005:4 (data file qtm.dat). A VEC model was estimated as follows:

A: -0.016(P'-r - l.O}4M*r + 0.039) + 0.514AP'-1 - 0.005AM1-1
(t) (2.127) (3.6e6) (r.714) (7.eee) (0.21s)

ffi, :0.067(PA - l.\OhMt-t + 0.039) - 0.336LPA - 0.34OAMt-t
(4 (3.017) (3.6e6) (r.7r4) (r.7e6) (4.802)

A,zt
(')
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FTGURE 7 3 .5 Percentage changes in money and price.

(a) Identify the cointegrating relationship between P andM. Is the quantity theon'c{
money supported?

(b) Identify the error-correction coefficients. Is the system stable?
(c) The above results were estimated using a system approach. Derive the cor+.

tegrating residuals and confirm that the series is indeed an I(0) variable.
(d) Estimate a VEC model using the cointegrating residuals. (Your results should bc

the same as above.)

13.9 Research into the Phillips curve is concerned with providing empirical evidence of r
tradeoff between inflation and unemployment. Can an economy experience lorrcr
unemployment if it is prepared to accept higher inflation? Figure 13.6 plots rhc
changes in a measure of the unemploymentrate (DLt) and the changes in a measure of
inflation (DP) for the United States for the sample period 1970:Ol to 2006:12 (dala
file phillips.dal). AVAR model was estimated as follows:

ADUt :0.l45DUFr + 0.006DP,-1
(t) (3.074) (0.23s)

ADPI - -0.2O9DUA *0.333DP,_1
(t) (-2.36e) (7.442)

(a) Is there evidence of an inverse relationship between the change in the unemplol.
ment rate (DU) and the change in the inflation rate (Dp)?

1.2 t .6
r .2
0.8
0.4
0.0

4.4
-o.8
-r.2
-1.6
-2.0

1970 t975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 1970 t975 1980 1985
FTGURE 13 .6 Changes in the unemployment and inflation rates.
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(b) What is the response of DU at time r * 1 following a unit shock to DU at time r?
(c) What is the response of DP at time / * 1 following a unit shock t o DU attime t?
(d) What is the response of DU at time t + 2?
(e) What is the response of DP at time t + Z?

i -i. l0 Figure 13.7 shows the time series for two exchange rates-the EURO per $US and the
STERLING per $US (data file sterling.dat). Both the levels and the changes in the
data are shown.
(a) Which set of data would you consider using to estimate a VEC model and which

set to estimate a VAR. Why?
(b) Apply the two-step approach suggested in this chapter to estimate a VEC model.
(c) Estimate a VAR model paying attention to the order of the lag.

Appendix 13A The Identification Problem3
-{ bivariate dynamic system with contemporaneous interactions (also known as a structural
model) is written as

h*$P1  : c t r l r - l  l a2x , -1  as /
xt l9z!t : s4yt-t * aax,-1 '1 sl

1999 2W 2ffi1 20V2200320n4 2m5 20M 1999 20p'0 2001 2002 2ffi3 2m,4 2005 n06

A(Sterling/$US)

1999 2ffi02001 2n022W3 2Cn,42005 20M

1990 1995 2000 200-<
' This appendix requires a basic understanding of matrix notation.

(13A.1)
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which can be more convenientlv exDressed in matrix form as

[ ] ,

' :  [ ] ,  l ' ]  A: T r, I
l e i  I
l ' l  )
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or rewritten in symbolic form as BY, : 4y,-t * Er, where

Ct1 A2

Ct3 oL4

A VAR representation (also known as reduced-form model)

: b t Y ,  t * E 2 , r 1 - 1  1 v f
: 6:)r*t * Eaxl-1 f Y;r

(  13.\

or in matrix form as: Yt : CYt-t * %, where

c: | ! '  ! ' l  u: I ' i  I
Ld :  o . J  L r ; ' l

Clearly, there is a relationship between (13.A.1) and (134.2): C : B tA and V : B
The special case considered in the chapter assumes that there are no contemporane,
interactions (9 r : Bz : 0), making B an identity matrix. There is no identification proh.
in this case because the VAR residuals can be unambiguously "identifled" as shocks to
as shocks to x.' v'r : sr ,vx : e'. The generation and interpretation of the impulse respor:
and variance decompositions are unambiguous.

In general, however, B is not an identity matrix, making y) and v' weighted average.
ev and er. In this general case, impulse responses and variance decompositions baseri
uI and v" are not meaningful or useful because we cannot be ceftain about the source cl1'
shocks. A number of methods exist for "identifvins" the structural model from its redu.
form.

!t

^ t
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Tirne -Yaryir g Volatility
and ARCH Models: An
Introduction to Financial
Econornetrics

Learning Objectives

Based on the material in this chapter, you should be able to do the following:

l. Explain the difference between a constant and a time-varying variance of the error
tenn,

2. Explain the term "conditionally normal."
3. Perform a test for ARCH effects.
4. Estimate an ARCH model.
5. Forecast volatility.
6. Explain the difference between ARCH and GARCH specifications.
7. Explain the distinctive features of a T-GARCH model and a GARCH-in-mean

model.

Keywords

(13A.:

B-1A and V : B-1 E
) no contemporaneoui
identifi cation problern
:ified" as shocks to -r'c
[the impulse responscr

'weighted averages cr
:ompositions based cr
about the source ofrhc
nodel from its reducoj

.{RCH

.l,RCH-in-mean
conditional and unconditional forecasts
conditionallv normal

GARCH
GARCH-in-mean
T-ARCH and T-GARCH
time-varying variance

ln Chapter 12, our focus was on time-varying mean processes and macroeconomic time
series. We were concerned with stationary and nonstationary variables and in particular,
macroeconomic variables like GDR inflation, and interest rates. The nonstationary nature of
the variables implied that they had means that change over time. In this chapter we are
concemed with variances that change over time, that is, time-varying variance processes.
The model we focus on is called the autoregressive conditional heteroskedastic (ARCH)
model.
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Nobel Prize winner Robert Engle's original work on ARCH was concened with tbr
volatility of inflation. However, it is the applications of the ARCH model to financial tirr
series that established and consolidated the significance ofhis contribution. Forthis reasorl
the examples used in this chapter will be based on financial time series. As we will sea
financial time series have characteristics that are well represented by models with dynamk
variances. The particular aims of this chapter are to discuss the modeling of dynam-
variances using the ARCH class of models of volatility, the estimation of these models, and
their use in forecasting.

14.1 The ARCH Model

To begin consider a simple regression model:

TheARCHmodelh
capture stylized feature
to consider first the dis
the motivation for the

14.1.1 CouorrroN.

Suppose you are work:
n'ould like to use the n
is the conditional me
dme /, namely, | : {
unconditional, becaus
n'hich in this case is r
E,(e,+)z : o2, where
mation at time /.

Now imagine the s
forecast. An unconditi
mstead the unconditiot

To obtain the uncon
rhe sum of an infinite
).: : plr_1 * er, then^
l : - t :!t + 1  l p e t * p '
ligible. The unconditit

because E(er-) :91'
The unconditional.

E(Y,+r

because E(e;p;i) =
geometric series (1 *

Since [1/(1 - p2)] l
lreater than the condil
forecast on more infc
efficiency advantages
model,knowingthe sq
dre likely magnitude <

14.2 Tirne-Va

The ARCH model has
!-ommonly observed f
useful for modeling vt

The first equation (l4.la) says that variable y, canbe explained by a constant Bs and a
error term et.The second equation (14.lb) says that the error term is normally distributcd
with mean 0 and variance of . The third equation (I4.lc) says that the variance is a constar
ctg. We can think of this model as a simple version of the simple regression model studied
in Chapters 24.It is a simple version of the simple regression model because it containr
only a constant term and no explanatory variable. Explanatory variables can be included ir
(14.1a), but omitting them in the first instance allows us to focus on the essential featurer
of ARCH.

Now make three changes that we will justify later. First, let the error variance be tirr
varying (so that it is heteroskedastic over time) and, following popular usage, call it i,:
that is, let of : h,. Second, let the distribution of the error be conditionally normd
e,ll,-, - 1'719,ht), where f-1 represents the information available at time r - 1. Third, let i.
be afunctionof aconstanttermandthelaggederrorsquaredef r. eutting allthistogetheryields

l t : 9 0 * e t

e,  -  N(O,o?)
o 7 : a o

l t  : 9 0  *  e t

etll,-1- 1919,7,7

h t : c " o * a 1 e l - y ,  c t s ) 0 '  0 ( c t 1  ( l

( 14 . l a r

( l 4 . l b r

(14 . l o

(14.?ar
(l4.2br

( l4.kt

Equations (14.2b) and (14.2c) describe the ARCH class of models. The name-ARCH-
conveys the fact that we are working with time-varying variances (heteroskedasticity) thr
depend on (are conditional on) lagged effects (autocorrelation). This particular example ir
an ARCH(l) model since the time-varying variance ft, is a function of a constant term (a6
plus a term lagged once, the square of the error in the previous period (orr7_, -
The coefficients oe and cr1 have to be positive to ensure a positive variance. The coefficier
cr1 must be less than 1, otherwise fu will continue to increase over time, eventualll-
exploding. Conditional normality means that the distribution is a function of kno*a
information at time r - l. That is, when t :2, ezlh -N(0, ao + are?) and when r : 3-
ell2 - N(0, ctg + apl),and so on. In this particular case, conditioning on f-1 is equivalen
to conditioning on the square of the error in the previous period e/_r. So (14.2b) means
that conditional on efr, assuming that its value is known or given, e, has a normal
distribution.
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The ARCH model has become a very important econometric model because it is able to
capture stylized features of real world volatility. Before we explore these features, it is useful
to consider first the distinction between conditional and unconditional forecasts and hence
the motivation for the 'C' in ARCH.

11.l.l CoNorrroNRr AND {JNcoNDrrroNAL Fonrcesrs

Supposeyouarework ingwi thanAR(1)modely, :p l t - t Ie , , lp l (1,and,at t ime/ ,you
* ould like to use the model to forecast the value of 1,r+r . The conditional forecast of y'a1
is the conditional mean E(y,*tll,) : plt. It is conditional on the information set at
time /, namely, It: {yt}. As a general principle, conditional forecasts are better than
unconditional, because the latest information is used. The forecast error is (J,+r - pyr),
which in this case is e111. Hence the variance of the forecast error is 40,+r - py,)2 :
E,(e,+t)z: 02, where E, is another way to write an expectation conditional on infor-
mation at time /.

Now imagine the same situation, except that you are interested in an unconditional
forecast. An unconditional forecast is not conditional on any past values of y, but uses
rnstead the unconditional mean of y111 implied by its model, in this case the AR(l) model.

To obtain the unconditional mean of )111, we use successive substitution to obtain yr11 as
the sum of an infinite series of the error terms. To show this algebraically, note that if
-ri : Plr-r * et, then yFt : Plt-z * ey-1 and !t-z : Plt-z * e1-2, alJld so on. Hence
It-r : !t+r I pe, + p2e,: l. .' * ptyo, where the final term pty6 is assumed to be neg-
ligible. The unconditional forecast, in the context of this AR(l) model, is

E(Y,*) : E(e,+t * Pe, + P2e,-r * " ') : o

because E(",-):0 for all j .
The unconditional forecast error is (yr*r - 0). Its variance is

E (y , * ,  - 0 )2  : va r ( y ,+ r ) :  E (e , * v r  Pe ,+  p2e , - t *  " ' ) 2

: E(e1t + p'"7 + pael-1 + . .')

:  o2 ( t  +  p ,  +p4  + . .  . )  :  r o '  ='  t - p z

because E(e,-p1-;):o2 when i: j ; E(es-iet-i):0 when il j  afi the sum of a
geometric series (1 + pz + p4 + . ..) is 1/(1 - p2).

Since[1/(1 - p2)]> l, i tfollowsthattheunconditionalvariancelo2lQ - p2)]isalways
greater than the conditional variance (o2). This result is a general one; conditioning one's
forecast on more information improves the precision of that forecast. Thus, there are
efficiency advantages from using conditional forecasting. In the context of the ARCH(I)
model, knowing the squared error in the previous period ef , improves our knowledge about
the likely magnitude of the variance in period r.

14,2 Tirne-Varying Volatility

The ARCH model has become a popular one because its variance specification can capture
commonly observed features of the time series of financial variables; in particular, it is
useful for modeling volatility and especially changes in volatility over time. To appreciate
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what we mean by volatility and time-varying volatility, and how it relates to the ARCH
model, let us look at some stylized facts about the behavior of financial variables, fcr
example, the returns to stock price indices (also known as share price indices).

Figure 14.1 shows the time series of the monthly returns to a number of stock prices.
namely, the US S&P500, the Australian S&P/ASX 200, the Japanese TOPfX, and the Hons
Kong HangSeng over the period 1988:01 to2004:12 (data file returns.dat). The values o{
these series change rapidly from period to period in an apparently unpredictable manner:
we say the series are volatile. Furthermore, there are periods when large changes are
followed by further large changes and periods when small changes are followed by furthet
small changes. In this case the series are said to display time-varying volatility as well as
"clustering" of changes.

Figure 14.2 shows the histograms of the returns. All retums display non-normal properties.
We can see this more clearly if we draw normal distributions (using the respective sample
means and sample variances) on top of these histograms. Note that there are more observatiou-.
around the mean and in the tails. Distributions with these properties-more peaked around the
mean and relatively fat tails-are said to be leptokurtic.

Note that the assumption that the conditional distribution for (y1lf_1) is normal, an
assumption that we made in equation (I4.2b), does not necessarily imply that the uncon-
ditional distribution for yr is normal. When we collect empirical observations on y1 into a
histogram, we are constructing an estimate of the unconditional distribution for yr. What we
have observed is that the unconditional distribution for y, is leptokurtic.

1988 1990 1992 t994 t996 1998 2000 2002 2A.4
(b) Australia: ASX 200

: r cunn  74 .3  S imu la
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To illustrate how the ARCH model can be used to capture changing volatility and the
leptokurtic nature of the distribution foryy, we generate some simulated data for two models.
In both cases we set B0 : 0 so that lt : !t. The top panel in Figure 14.3 illustrates the
case when ctg : 1, ai :0. These values imply var(y1l/r-r) : ht: l. This variance is
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(a) Constant variance: h= 1

25 50 75 100 125 r50 175 200
(b) Time-varying variance: h,= | + O.8el-r

rrcuaa 7 4, 3 Simulated examples of constant and time-varying variances.
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constant and not time varying because ctr :0. The bottom panel in Figure l-t-i
illustrates the case when as : 1, crl : 0.8, the case of a time-varying variance given I
var(y,ll,-1) - ht : as I ulef-t : t + 0.8e?-,. Note that, relative to the series in the tog
panel, volatility in the bottom panel is not constant; rather, it changes over time and l
clusters-there are periods of small changes (for example, around observation 100) aDat
periods of big changes (around observation 175).

In Figure 14.4 we present histograms of y, for the two cases. The top panel is rbr
histogram for the constant variance case where (y,ll,-t) and y, have the same distributim.
namely the noise process y, - N(0, 1) because ft, : 1 . The bottom panel is the histogram fcr
the time-varying variance case. We know that the conditional distribution for (y1ld-, , rr
N(0,h). But what about the unconditional distribution for y,? Again, we can check fa
normality by superimposing a normal distribution on top of the histogram. In this case. to
allow for a meaningful comparison with the histogram in the top panel, we plot thc
standardized observations of yr. That is for each observation we subtract the sample mea
and divide by the sample standard deviation. This transformation ensures that the dism-
bution will have a zero mean and variance 1, but it preserves the shape of the distributio.
Comparing the two panels, we note that the second distribution has higher frequencicr
around the mean (zero) and higher frequencies in the tails (outside *3). This feature of tir
series with ARCH errors-the unconditional distribution of y, is non-normal-is consisren
with what we observed in the stock return series.

Thus, the ARCH model is intuitively appealing because it seems sensible to explam
volatility as a function ofthe errors er. These errors are often called "shocks" or "news" h
financial analysts. They represent the unexpected! According to the ARCH model, the largu
the shock the greater the volatility in the series. In addition, this model captures volatilin
clustering, as big changes in e1 are fed into further big changes in ft, via the lagged effecr e,: .
The simulations show how well the ARCH model mimics the behavior of financial tirr
series shown in Figure i4.1, including their non-normal distributions.

(D) Time-varying variance
rtcune 7 4.4 Frequency distributions of the simulated models.
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14,3 Testing, Estirnating, and Forecasting
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14.3.1 Tssrrr.Tc eon ARCH Errecrs

A Lagrange multiplier (Ltr4) test is often used to test for the presence of ARCH effects.
To perform this test, first estimate the mean equation, which can be a regression of the
r-ariable on a constant (ike 14. 1), or it may include other variables. Then save the estimated
residuals ?, and obtain their squares 2f . To test for first-order ARCH, regress Af on the
squared residuals lagged 0i-1:

07 :m+"yG?;+v,

where v1 is a random term. The null and alternative hypotheses are

(r4.3)

116:^y1  -  Q H 1 : 1 1 1 0

lf there are no ARCH effects, then "y1 : 0 and the fit of (14.3) will be poor and the equation
Rr will be low. If there are ARCH effects, we expect the magnitude of 2/ to depend on its
faggedvaluesandtheR2willberelativelyhtgh.TheLMteststatisticisQ-dR'whe^reZis
tlre sample size, q is the number of 2,2-i terms on the right-hand side of ( 14.3), and R2 is the
r,-oefficient of determination. If the null hypothesis is true, then the test statistic (T - q)R2 is
distributed (in large samples) as X? a, where q is the order of la g, and T - 4 is the number of
complete observations; in this casti, Q: l.If (T - q)Rz > X?r-".q), then we reject the null
hypothesis that 1r : 0 and conclude that ARCH effects are present.

To illustrate the test, consider the returns from buying shares in the hypothetical company
BrightenYourDay (BYD) Lighting. The time series and histogram of the returns are shown
rn Figure 14.5 (data file byd.dat). The time series shows evidence of time-varying volatility
and clustering, and the unconditional distribution is non-normal.

To perform the test for ARCH effects, first estimate a mean equation that in this
example is r, : 9o * et, where r, is the monthly return on shares of BYD. Second,
retrieve the estimated residuals. Third, estimate equation (14.3). The results for the
ARCH test are

a? :0.908 +\3fia?_t R2 : o.124
(4 (8.40e)

The r-statistic suggests a significant first-order coefficient. The sample size is 500 giving an
Llltest value of (Z - q)Rz :61.876. Comparing the computed test value to the 5Vo c1rtical
r-alue of a 1f,1 distribution (Xt .*,,r : 3.841) leads to the rejection of the null hypothesis. In
uher wordd,'the residuals show the presence of ARCH(I) effects.

11.3.2 EsrrlrerrNc ARCH Mopnrs

ARCH models are estimated by the maximum likelihood method. Estimation details are
beyond the scope of this book, but the maximum likelihood method (see Appendix C.8) is
programmed in most econometric software.

Equation (14.4) shows the results from estimating an ARCH(I) model applied to the
monthly returns from buying shares in the company BrightenYourDaylighting. The

_l
:-_-]

3 4_l
__i

3 4
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r t 8
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n

0 s0 100 150 200 250 300 3s0 400 4s0 500

Series: Retums
Sample I 500
Observations 500

Mean 1.078294
Median 1.029292
Maximum 7.008874
Minimum -2.768566
Std. Dev. 1.185025
Skewness 0.401169
Kurtosis 4.470080

Jarque-Bera 58.43500
0.000000

- 2 0 2 4 6
FIGURE 7 4. 5 Time series and histogram of retums for ByD Lighting.

estimated mean of the series is described in (14.4a) while the estimated variance is giver
in (14.4b).

i , : 9 0 :  1 . 0 6 3

h, : do + AG7-1 :0.642 + 0.569A?-l

(l4.4et

(l4.4br(4 (s.s36)

The /-statistic of the first-order coefficient (5.536) suggests a significant ARcH0l
coefficient. Recall that one of the requirements of the ARCH model is that ae > 0 and
ct1 ) 0 so that the implied variances are positive. Note that the estimated coefficients de aqd
&1 satisfy this condition.

14.3.3 FonrcesrrNc VoLATrLrry

Once we have estimated the model, we can use it to forecast next period's return r,a1 and tbG
conditional volatility lrr*1. When one invests in shares, it is important to choose them not jus
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FTGURE 74.6 Plot ofconditional variance.

on the basis of their mean returns, but also on the basis of their risk. Volatility gives us a
measure of their risk.

For our case study of investing in BrightenYourDaylighting, the forecast return and
r.olatility are

;,---l
s00 |
ions 500 |

I
r.078294 |
r.02s2s2 |

r 7.008874 |
r -2.768566 

|r.r8502s I0.401r6e I4.470080 
|

)ra 58.43500 Iy 0.000000 |

i t + t : 9 0 : 1 ' 0 6 3

ht+t : do * dr(r, - 0o)' :0.642 -t0.569(r, - 1.063)2

(14.5a)

(14.sb)

:ed variance is gir e:

( 14.- la

(14..1b,

gnificant ARCHTI
I is that cro > 0 anc
I coefficients Ao anc

's return 1111 and the
;hoose them notju::

The flrst equation (14.5a) gives the estimated return that, because it does not change
over time, is both the conditional and unconditional mean return. The estimated error in
period f, given by At : rt - i,, can then be used to obtain the estimated conditional variance
(14.5b). The time series of the conditional variance does change over time and is shown in
Figure 14.6. Note how the conditional variance around observation 370 coincides with the
period of large changes in returns shown in Figure 14.5.

14,4 Extensions

The ARCH(I) model can be extended in a number of ways. One obvious extension is to
allow for more lags. In general, an ARCH(q) model that includes lags el-r, . . . , ef-n has a
conditional variance function that is given by

ht : ao -t alef-1 I a2el-r " ' + ore?-n (r4.6)

In this case the variance or volatility in a given period depends on the magnitudes of the
squared errors in the past 4 periods. Testing, estimating, and forecasting, are natural
extensions of the case with one las.

14.4.1 THs GARCFI MooEr-GsNrRALrzso ARCH

One of the shortcomings of an ARCH(q) model is that there arc q I 1 parameters to
estimate. If 4 is a large number, we may lose accuracy in the estimation. The generalized
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ARCH model, or GARCH, is an alternative way to capture long lagged effects with feue:
parameters. It is a special generalization of the ARCH model and it can be derived a.
follows. First, consider equation (14.6) but write it as

ht : (xo I alel_, -l gpp!_2 + g?ere?_t + . . .

In other words, we have imposed a geometric lag structure on the lagged coefficients of the
form ct, : or 9i-t. This structure is similar to that imposed on the lag structure for a mea:-
function in Appendix 9C. Next, add and subtract Blcts and rearrange terms as follows:

h , :  ( a 0  -  F r c r o )  t u l e f - 1 *  9 r ( o o  - f a p l - 2 *  B 1 a 1 e f 3  * . . . )

Then, since ht-t : ao I oqe?-z -f g1a1el4 * Blaryf-o * . . ., we may simplify to

f t r : 6 * u 1 e f - 1  + 8 1 h , - 1 (  1.1. -

where 6 : (oo - Blcto). This generalized ARCH model is denoted as GARCH(I,l). It cr
be viewed as a special case of the more general GARCH (p,q) model, wherep is the numbe:
of lagged ft terms and q is the number of lagged e2 terms. We also note that we neec
ar * 9r < I for stationarity; if cr1 * B1 > I we have a so-called "integrated GARCH'
process, or IGARCH.

The GARCH(I,I) model is a very popular specification because it fits many dat:
series well. It tells us that the volatility changes with lagged shocks (el-r)but there i.
also momentum in the system working via h1-1. One reason why this model is sr
popular is that it can capture long lags in the shocks with only a few parameters. A
GARCH(1,1) model with three parameters (E,ar,9r) can capture similar effects to a:.
ARCH(q) model requiring the estimation of (4* l) parameters, where q is large, sar
q >  6 .

To illustrate the GARCH(1,1) specification, consider again the returns to our shares ii-
BrightenYourDaylighting, which we reestimate (by maximum likelihood) under the ne\i
model. The results are

i t  : 1 . 0 4 9

h,: o.4or + 0.492 a?-, + 0.238 ixFl
(r) (4.834) (2.136)

The significance of the coefficient in front of h,-l suggests that the GARCH(I,1) model i.
better than the ARCH(1) results shown in (14.4). A plot of the mean equation and the time-
varying variance is shown in Figure 14.7a and 14.7b.

14.4.2 AnowrNc FoR AN AsyurmrRrc EFFECT

A standard ARCH model treats bad "news" (negative e;1 <.0) and good "news" (positir e
ep1 ) 0) symmetrically, that is, the effect on the volatility ft, is the same ("tr?_r). However.
the effects of good and bad news may have asymmetric effects on volatility. In general, wher:
negative news hits a financial market, asset prices tend to enter a turbulent phase an.1
volatility increases, but with positive news volatility tends to be small and the market enter\
a period of tranquility.
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(e) GARCH-in-mean'. E(r) = 0.818 + 0.196ft, A GARCH-in-mean:

ht= 0.370 + (0.295 + 0.321d,ate2r1+ 0.278h,_,

., 1c uRE 7 4.7 Estimated means and variances of ARCH models.

The threshold ARCH model, or T-ARCH, is one example where positive and negative
news are treated asymmetrically. In the T-GARCH version of the model, the specification of
the conditional variance is

h t :

) _q t -

6+

!r
It

alef -1+ tdt - re?- t  t  ! th , - t

e ,1.0 (bad news)

e,) 0 (good news)

(14 .8)

rvhere 1 is known as the asymmetry or leverage term. When T : 0, the model collapses to
the standard GARCH form. Otherwise, when the shock is positive (i.e., good news) the

ht= 0.356 + (0.263 + 0.492d,-)?.1+ 0.281h,-,
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effect on volatility is ct1, but when the news is negative (i.e., bad news) the effect on volatil:: .
is ar f ^y. Hence, if 1 is significant and positive, negative shocks have a larger effect on r
than positive shocks.

The returns to our shares in BrightenYourDaylighting were reestimated with -
T-GARCH(I,1) specification. The results are

?t :0 '994

ht : 0.356 + 0.2$a?-1 + 0.4gzdt-G?,, + o.zgl i,,-,
(r) (3.267) (2.40s) (2.488)

These results show that when the market observes good news (positive e,),the contriburi, :
of el to volatility ft1r'1 is by a factor 0.263,whereas when the market observes bad ner..
(negative e,),the contribution of el to volatility h,*1 is by a factor (0.263 + 0.492). Overa-.
negative shocks create greater volatility in financial markets. Figure 14.7b and 1.1.-:
compare the conditional variance of the symmetric GARCH model with that generated i-'
the T-GARCH model. Note how the T-GARCH model highlighted the period arou:i
observation 200 as another period of turbulence (see Figure 14.5 for the time series of ri,.
returns).

14.4.3 GARCH-IN-MreN eNo Trur-VenyrNc RrsK Pnruruivr

Another popular extension of the GARCH model is the "GARCH-in-mean" model. Ti.
positive relationship between risk (often measured by volatility) and retum is one of rh.
basic tenets of financial economics. As risk increases so does the mean return. Intuitir elt
the return to risky assets tends to be higher than the return to safe assets (low variation ::
returns) to compensate an investor for taking on the risk of buying the volatile sharr-
However, while we have estimated the mean equation to model returns, and have estimated .
GARCH model to capture time-varying volatility, we have not used the risk to expla::
returns. This is the aim of the GARCH-in-mean models.

The equations of a GARCH-in-mean model are shown below:
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(14.9"

(  14.9b

(14 .9 .

The first equation is the mean equation; it now shows the effect of the conditional variancc
on the dependent variable. In particular, note that the model postulates that the condition".
variance ft, affects ytby a factor 0. The other two equations are as before.

The returns to shares in BrightenYourDaylighting were reestimated as a GARCH-iI:.
mean model. The results are

:  0 .818 +  0 . l96ht
(2.ers)

: 0.370 + 0.295A?-1 + O.32tdAA?: + 0.Zlgh,-,
(3.426) (r.e7e) (2.678)

The results show that as volatility increases, the returns corespondingly increase by a facto:
of 0.196. In other words, this result supports the usual view in financial markets-high risk-
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high return. The GARCH-in-mean model is shown in Figure 14.7 e and 14.7f. Note that the
expected mean return is no longer a constant value, but rather it has high values (e.g., around
observation 200) that coincide with higher conditional variances.

One last point before we leave this section. The first equation of the GARCH-in-mean
model is sometimes written as a function of the time-varying standard deviation t/h-,,thatis.
.r, : Fo + 0\n * er. This is because both measures-variance and standard deviation-
are used by financial analysts to measure risk. There are no hard and fast rules about which
measure to use. Exercise 14.8 illustrates the case when we use ,,/4. A standard / test of
rignificance is often used to decide which is the more suitable measure.

14.5 Exercises

14.5.1 Pnosrp^,rs

l+. I The ARCH model is sometimes presented in the following multiplicative form:

l t : 9 o l e t

e1 :211/h11 z,  -N(0,  1)

h t : d o l e l e f - r ,  c t s ) 0 ,  0 ( c r 1  < 1 .

This form describes the distribution of the standardized residuals e, I JT, as standard
normal 21. However, the properties of e, are not altered.
(a) Show that the conditional mean E(etll,-t) : 0.
(b) Show that the conditional variance E(e/lt,-t):7,.
(c) Show that ell l ;1- N(0,h).

11.2 The equations of an ARCH-in-mean model are shown below:

)r  :  go *0h1 1 s,

etll,4 - 1tJ19,1,'1

h ,  : 6 + a t e l _ t  E > 0 .  0  (  a 1  (  I

Let y, represent the return from a financial asset and let e1 represent "news" in the
financial market. Now use the third equation to substitute otth' in the first equation,
to express the return as

. I r  :  9o + 0(6 + ate?- t )  + e l

(a) If 0 is zero, what is E,(y,+t), the conditional mean of yr*1? In other words, what
do you expect next period's return to be, given information today?

O) If e is not zero, what is Et(y,+r)? What extra information have you used here to
forecast the return?

l:1.3 Consider the followine T-ARCH model:

f t r  :  E - l  elel- ,  -  ld,- te? r

(bad news)

(good news)
r
It

e t  1 0

e , )  0
) -
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(a) If 1 is zero, what are the values of ft, when !t_l : - l, when !t_t :0 and whe:
e t - t  :  l ?

(b )  I f  y i sno tze ro ,wha ta re theva lueso f  l rwhen  !t _1  : _1 ,when  !t _ l  : 0a r . :
when e,_y : 1? What is the key difference between the case f : 0 and Y I r

14.5.2 ConpurrR Expncrsns

14'4 The data file s hare.dat contains time-series data on the Straits Times share nrice inde .
of Singapore
(a) Compute the time series of returns using the formula rr:100 xln(y,fy,

where y, is the share price index. Generate the correlogram of returns up to :.
least order 12 since the frequency of the data is monthly. Is there evidence .:
autocorrelation? If yes, it indicates the presence of significant lagged mean effec:.

(b) Square the returns and generate the correlogram of squared returns. Is the::
evidence of significant lagged effects? If yes, it indicates the presence ,:
significant lagged variance effects.

14.5 The data file euro.dat contains 204 monthly observations on the returns to the Eu:
share price index for the period lggg:01 to 2004:12. A plot of the returns dara :.
shown in Figure 14.8a, together with its histogram in Figure l4.gb.
(a) What do you notice about the volatility of returns? Identify the periods of b::

changes and the periods of small changes.
(b) Is the distribution of returns normal? Is this the unconditional or condition,

distribution?
(c) Perform a Lagrange multiplier test for the presence of first-order ARCH an:

check that you obtain the followine results:

: 20.509 + o.n7a?_t, (T - l)R2 : rt.43r
(3.463)

Is there evidence of ARCH effects?
(d) Estimate an ARCH(1) model and check that you obtain the following resul:

i t  :0 .8 '79,  ht  :20.604 + 0.n0A?-1
(t) (2.383) (10.e68) (2.rel)

Interpret the results.
(e) AplotoftheconditionalvarianceisshowninFigurel4.8c.Dotheperiodsofhi-eh

and low conditional variance coincide with the periods of big and small change.
tn returns?

l+.6 Figure 14.9 shows the time series for monthly changes to the $US/$A exchange rate
and its histogram for the period 19g5:01to 2004:12 (data file exrctte.dat).
(a) comment on the unconditional distribution of the series. Is it normar,/
(b) Estimate a GARCH(I,l) model and check that you obtain the followins resurrs:

, i ,  :  0.059, ht :  0.288 + 0.066A?_1+ 0.998r,-1
( r )  (0 .318)  (1.1e0)  (1.873)  (16.4s8)

where s denotes the change in the exchange rate. Interpret the results.
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(a) Returns to Euro share price index

Series: Returns
Sample 1988:01 2004:12
Observations 204

Mean 0.786755
Median 1.339003
Maximum 14.57551
Minimum -17.74131
Std. Dev. 5.192137
Skewness -O.510436
Kurtosis 4.159579

Jarque-Bera 20.28783
Probability 0.000039
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_10

Series: monthly changes in $US/$A
Sample 1985;01 2004:12
Observations 240

Mean 0.02531'7
Median -0.191109
Maximum 13.25853
Mnimum -8.852538
Std. Dev. 3.108473
Skewness 0.741288
Kurtosis 5.153052

Jaroue-Bera 68.33665
Probabiliw 0.000000

- 5 0 5 1 0
FTGURE 7 4.9 Graphs for Exercise 14.6: Changes in $US/$A exchange rate.

(c) The table below contains information about actual changes and the estimated
conditional variance for the last 6 months of the sample. What is the forecast of
the conditional variance for 2005:01?

Estimated conditional variance
n,

(a) Estimate ar

What is thr
positive, e,

r t  8 -

-8

1 a .

I

l ) t l

100

80

60

40

20

0

F rcuRE 14 .10  G)

4 -

^

I
l
1_

-1(Actual change
,J

Expected change
.t

2OO4:07
2004:08
2OO4:09
20M:10
2004:Ll
2004:12
2005:01

-1.40
-0.36
-1.92
-4.30
-4.12
-0.19

0.059
0.059
0.059
0.059
0.059
0.059

9.16
8.66
9.08
7.80
8.56
9 .14

I4.7 Figure 14.10 shows the weekly returns to the US S&P500 for the sample period
January 1990 to December 2004 (data file sp.dat).

-72
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16
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(a) Estimate an ARCH(I) model and check that you obtain the following results:

i t  :0.197 ht :3.442 + 0.2$A?-l
(t) (2.8ee) (22.436) (s.8s0)

What is the value of the conditional variance when the last period's shock was
positive, !t-r : *1? When the last period's shock was negative, et-t : -l'!

1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004

(a) Weekly returns to US S&P500

,:

oeo;$uv$Al
)4:12 |I
71i I
idp I
Q 5 ?  |;ti I
473 |
288 |0s2 I

I56s I)00 |

rate.

3es and the estimated
Vhat is the forecast of

ed conditional variancc
tl1

9 .16
8.66
9.08
7.80
8.56
9.14
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0

Series: RETURNS
Sample 1/0 1/1 99O 1U2012004
Observations 781

Mean 0.158228
Median 0.281177
Maximum 7.492266
Minimum -11.7097I
Std. Dev. 2.147897
Skewness -.O.410919
Kurtosis 5.699165

Jarque-Bera 259.0612
Probability 0.000000

20M
t

1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002
(c) Conditional variance

FTGUnE 14.10 Graphs for Exercise 14.7.

(r) Histogram of rcturns

lr the sample period
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(b) Estimate a T-ARCH model and check that you obtain the following results:

it : 0.147, itt : 3.437 + (0.123 + 0.268dA)A?-l
(4 Q.04e) (22.e63) (2.330) (2.e44)

(c) What is the value of the conditional variance when the last period's shock *'a-.
positive, !t-t : *1? When the last period's shock was negative, et: : -1?

(d) Is the asymmetric T-ARCH model better than the symmetric ARCH mode.
in a flnancial econometric sense? Hint:look at the statistical tests for signifi-
cance. Is the asymmetric T-ARCH model better than the symmetric ARCH
model in a financial economic sense? Ifinr: look at the implications of the results

14.8 Figure 14.11 shows the daily term premiums between a 180-day bank bil l  rate
and a 90-day bank rate for the period July 1996 to December 1998 (data file
term.dat). Preliminary unit root tests confirm that the series may be treated as a
stationary series, although the value of p, the autocorrelation coefficient, is quire
high (about 0.9).
(a) Estimate a GARCH model and check that you obtain the following results:

it : -2.272, ht : 1.129 + 0.79A?4 + 0.224itFr
(r) (6.27r) (6.282) (3.ee3)

(b) Estimate a GARCH-in-mean model and check that you obtain the followins
results:

it : -3.376 + 0.211\fit, iq : 1.631 + o.n\A?-t + o.z3lht-l
(4 Q.807) (s.333) (6.327) (4.r7r)

What is the contribution of volatility to the term premium?
(c) Is the GARCH-in-mean model better than the GARCH model in a financial

econometric sense? (Hint: look at the statistical tests for significance.) Is the
GARCH-in-mean model better than the GARCH model in a financial economic
sense? (Hint:lookat the implications of the results, in particular the behavior of
the term premium.) A plot of the expected term premium estimated for parts 1a,
and (b) is shown in Figure 14.11.

14.9 The data file gold.dat contains 200 daily observations on the returns to shares in a
company specializing in gold bullion for the period December 13,2005 to September
18 ,2006 .
(a) Plot the returns data. What do you notice about the volatility of returns? Identifl

the periods of big changes and the periods of small changes.
(b) Generate the histogram of returns.Is the distribution of returns normal? Is this the

unconditional or conditional distribution?
(c) Perform a Lagrange multiplier test for the presence of first-order ARCH.
(d) Estimate a GARCH(I,I) model. Are the coefficients of the correct sign and

magnitude?
(e) How would you use the estimated GARCH( I , I ) model to improve your forecast-s

of retums?

14.10 The seminal paper about ARCH by Robert Engle was concemed with the variance of
UK inflation. The data file uk.dat contains seasonally adjusted data on the UK
consumer price index (ukcpi) for the sample period 1957:06 to 2006:06.
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r998M01 1998M07

(a) Compute the monthly rate of inflation (y) for the sample period 1957:07 to
2006:06 using the formula:

v: roo "lttua- eal:D. " 1
I ukcpi(-l) I

O) Estimate a T-GARCH-in-mean model and check that you obtain the following
results:

9 t : -0 .407+1.983\ /h t
(4 e2.862) (s.243)

ht : 0.022 + (0.21r - o.22rdt-)e?: * 0.78ziu-1
(4.6e7) (8.es2)(-8.728) (27.677)

(c) The negative asymmetric effect (-0.221) suggests that negative shocks (such
as falls in prices) reduce volatility in inflation. Is this a sensible result for
inflation?

(d) What does the positive in-mean effect (1.983) tell you about inflation in the UK
and volatility in prices?

1997M01 1997M07 1998M01 1998M07

4=-3.376 + o.Zrr.[E



chapter 1 5

Panel Data Models

Learning Objectives

Based on the material in this chapter you should be able to

1. Explain how a data panel differs from either a cross section or time series ofdata
2. Explainhow "seeminglyunrelatedregressions" arerelatedtooneanother, andhou

this knowledge leads to improved estimation.
3. Explain how the fixed effects model allows for differences in the parameter valuei

for each individual cross-section in a data panel.
4. Compare and contrast the least squares dummy variable estimator to the fixed

effects estimator.
5. Compare and contrast the fixed effects model to the random effects model. Explain

what leads us to consider individual differences to be random.
6. Explain the elror assumptions in the random effects model, and what characterisric

leads us to consider generalized least squares estimation.
7 . Describe the steps required to obtain GLS estimates for the random effects estimator.
8. Explain why endogeneity is a potential problem in random effects models and hou

it affects our choice of estimator.
9. Use your software to estimate seemingly unrelated regressions, fixed effecr-i

models, and random effects models for panel data.
10. Test for contemporaneous correlation in a seemingly unrelated regression model-
11. Test for the existence of fixed and/or random effects and use the Hausman test ro

assess whether the random effects estimator is inconsistent.

Keywords

balanced panel
Breusch-Pagan test
cluster corrected standard errors
contemporaneous correlation
endogeneity
error components model
fixed effects estimator
fixed effects model
Hausman test
heterogeneity

382

least squares dummy variable model
LM test
panel corrected standard errors
pooled panel data regression
pooled regression
random effects estimator
random effects model
seemingly unrelated regressions
unbalanced panel
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\ panel ofdata consists of a group ofcross-sectional units (people, households, firms, states.
r countries) who are observed over time. We will often refer to such units as individuals.

.,. ith the term "individual" being used generically, even when the unit of interest is not a
:erson. Let us denote the number of cross-sectional units (individuals) by N, and number of
:.me periods in which we observe them as Z Panel data come in several different "flavors,"
--.ich of which introduces new challenges and opportunities. Peter Kennedyl describes the
:ifferent types of panel data sets as

"long and narrow," with "long" describing the time dimension and "narrow"
implying a relatively small number of cross-sectional units, or
"short and wide," indicating that there are many individuals observed over a
relatively short period of time, or
"long and wide," indicating that both N and Zare relatively large.

\ "long and narrow" panel may consist of data on several firms over a period of time. A
.lassic example is the data analyzed by Grunfeld, which track the investment in plant and
:quipment by N : 10 large firms for Z : 20 years. This panel is narrow because it consists
' i only N : 10 firms. It is "long" because f >N.

Many microeconomic analyses are performed on panel data sets with thousands of
.ndividuals who are followed through time. For example, the Panel Study of Income
Dr,namics (PSID) has followed approximately 8000 families since 1968.2 The U.S.
Department of Labor conducts National Longitudinal Surveys (NLS) such as NLSY79,
'a nationally representative sample of 12,68_6 young men and women who were l4-22years
'ld when they were first surveyed in 1979.3 These individuals were interviewed annually
:hrough 1994 and are currently interviewed on a biennial basis." Such data sets are "wide"
rnd "short" because N is much, much larger than Z Using panel data we can account for
:ndividual differences, or heterogeneity. Furthermore, these data panels are becoming long
:nough so that dynamic factors, such as spells of employment and unemployment, can be
.tudied. While these very large data sets are rich in information, they require the use of
,-onsiderable computing power.

Macroeconomists who study economic growth across nations employ data that is
"long" and "wide." The Penn World Table" provides purchasing power parity and
national income accounts converted to international prices for 188 countries for some or
.rll of the years 1950-2004, which we may roughly characterize as having both large N
.ind large 7.

Finally, it is possible to have cross-sectional and time-series data that do not constitute a
panel. We may collect a sample of data on individuals from a population at several points in
time, but the individuals are not the same in each time period. Such data can be used to
nalyze a "natural experiment," for example, when a law affecting some individuals
changes, such as a change in unemployment insurance in a particular state. Using data
before and after the policy change, and on groups of affected and unaffected people, the
effects of the policy change can be measured.

Our interest in this chapter is how to use all available data to estimate econometric
models describing the behavior of the individual cross-section units over time. Such data

t A Grid" to Econometrics, 5th edition, MIT Press. 2003 Chapter l7
2 See http://psidonline.isr.umich.edu/.
3 See http://www.bls.gov/nls/.
a See http://pwt.econ.upenn.edu/.
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allow us to control for individual differences and study dynamic adjustment, and to
measure the effects of policy changes. For each type of data we must take care not onll
with error assumptions, but also with our assumptions about whether, how and when.
parameters may change across individuals and/or time.

15.1 Grunfeld's Investrnent Data

There are a number of issues regarding the specification of models for pooling cross-
section and time-series data. We introduce these issues with a very famous example. The
factors affecting the investment behavior by firms were studied by Grunfeld5 using a
panel of data. His example and data, which are simply referred to in the literature as "the
Grunfeld data," have been used many times to illustrate the issues involved in modeling
panel data.

Investment demand is the purchase of durable goods by both households and firms. In
terms of total spending, investment spending is the volatile component. Therefore, under-
standing what determines investment is crucial to understanding the sources of fluctuation-:
in aggregate demand. In addition, a firm's net fixed investment, which is the flow of
additions to capital stock or replacements for worn out capital, is important because it
determines the future value of the capital stock and thus affects future labor productivity and
aggregate supply.

There are several interesting and elaborate theories that seek to describe the determinanli
of the investment process for the firm. Most of these theories evolve to the conclusion thar
perceived profit opportunities (expected profits or present discounted value of future
earnings), and desired capital stock are two important determinants of a firm's fixed
business investment. Unfortunately, neither of these variables is directly observable
Therefore, in formulating our economic model, we use observable proxies for these
variables instead.

In terms of expected profits, one alternative is to identify the present discounted value of
future earnings as the market value of the firm's securities. The price of a firm's stoc\
represents and contains information about these expected profits. Consequently, the stoc\
market value of the firm at the beginning of the year, denoted for firm" i" in time period "t'-
as Vft, may be used as a proxy for expected profits.

In terms of desired capital stock, expectations play a definite role. To catch these
expectations effects, one possibility is to use a model that recognizes that actual capital stoct
in any period is the sum of a large number of past desired capital stocks. Thus, we use thc
beginning of the year actual capital stock, denoted for the ith firm as K;r, as a proxy fcr
permanent desired capital stock.

Focusing on these explanatory variables, an economic model for describing gross firm
investment for the ith firm in the fth time period, denoted INV;,, may be expressed as

IWi l :  f  (V i , , r r ) . 0 5 . 1 ,

Our concern is how we might take this general economic model and specify an econometric
model that adequately represents a panel of real-world data. The data (see grunfeld.dar'
consist of T :20 years of data (1935-1954) for N : 10 large firms.

5 Grunfeld, Y. (1958) The Deterrninants of Corporate ltvestment. Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Department ct
Economics, University of Chicago. Grunfeld, Y. andZ. Griliches (1960) "Is Aggregation Necessarily Bad.l-
Review of Economics and Statistics,42,1-13.
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Let y;, :1M[1 denote values for the dependent variable and x2;1 : Vit ?rrd xzit : Ki,
denote values for the explanatory variables. A very flexible linear regression model that
"-onesponds to (15.1) is

yit : 9ut * lzitxzit I9zitxzit * eit (ts.2)

In this general model the intercepts and slope parameters are permitted to differ for each firm
rn each time period. The model cannot be estimated in its current form, because there are
more unknown parameters than data points. However, there are many types of simplifying
assumptions that will make (15.2) operational. Which assumptions are useful to make
depends in part on whether the data are long or short, nrurow or wide. The assumptions deal
'r ith determining which parameters, if any, vary across individuals and/or time, and with
alternative eror assumptions. Is there heteroskedasticity or serial correlation, or are there
other types of error correlations? In the following sections we consider three models that can
be characterized according to the assumptions made about the parameters and the errors, and
the type of data for which they are suitable. They are the seemingly unrelated regressions
model, the fixed effects model, and the random effects model for estimating economic
relationships using panel data.

15,2 Sets of Regression Equations

For expository purposes we will consider only two firms at this point, General Electric and
Westinghouse. Because we have just two firms we will specify the cross-sectional indicator i
to be either GE or WE. These two firms are similar in the range of products they offer, which
includes everything from home appliances to light bulbs.

In (15.2) we began by assuming that the investment relationships are linear in the
rariables, and that the regression parameters are different for every individual in every
time period. Before we can estimate the model, a new assumption that leads to fewer
parameters is necessary. How can we alter what we assume about the parameter values? If
the parameters are fixed for all time periods and are the same for all the firms, which is the
extreme opposite of the completely flexible assumption in (15.2), then we can specify the
investment equations for the two firms to be

INVco,t : 9r * 9zVce,, * FzKcz,t * ecB,t t : l , ' . .,20

IW1ats,1:  9r  *  \zVwz, ,  l  \zKwe, '  l  ewnt  t  :  1 , . . . ,20
(15.3a)

Having the parameter values for the two firms identical, as we have specified in (15.3a),
means we may treat the two models as a single, pooled regression, and use the 40 data
points to estimate the parameters 9r, Pz, and B3. In a general notation this model is

Y ; r :  F r  * \ z x z i , * \ z x z a l e t  i :  I , 2 ;  t  :  1 , . . . , 2 0 (15.3b)

where i : I corresponds to GE and i : 2 corresponds to WE. However, the question that
must be asked is 'Are we willing to assume that these two firms have identical investment
behavior?" Compared to the general model in (15.2), this is a strong assumption, one that we
may not want to impose.

For these "long and narrow" data we can estimate separate investment regressions for the
two firms. A more flexible specification than (15.3) is to assume that the paftrmeters are
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different for each of the equations (firms) but are fixed across time, so that the modL
becomes

IW6s ,1  :  F r , c r  l 1z , c tVc r , ,  + ' 9z . ceKce . , *ecn . t  t : 1 , . . . , 20

INV1atp.1 : 9t,wn, * !z.wrVwr,, l }t.wnKwr,, I ewn,t t : 1,.. .,20

Expressed generally this is

) r ,  :  9 r i  l 1z i xz i t ] l z i xz i , *en  i  :  1 ,2 ;  t  :  1 , " ' , 20

(  15 .1 "

(  15 .1 i

It is often said that when working with panel data, the " subscripts tell the story." Comparir. -
(15.3) to (15.4) we can see that this slogan contains a measure of truth. By adding tr,
subscript "i" to the parameter values, we are saying that the parameters vary across t:-
cross-sectional units, but not across time. The presence of the "i" subscript represents :-
assumption about economic behavior that is embodied in (15.4).

For the moment we make the usual least squares assumptions about the errors in (15 tr
That is,

E(e66.1)  :0  var(ecr . t )  :  oLu cov(e66.1,eGE.s)  :  
(  l i  i

E(evB,,) : 0 vat(e,vs,1) : rt*" cov(ervp,1, ewn,r): 0

Assumption (15.5) says that the errors in both investment functions (i) have Zero rle;:
(ii) are homoskedastic with constant variance, and (iii) are not correlated over tin-.'r
autocorrelation does not exist. Note, however, that the two equations do have differe.
error variances olu and o2"u. Under these assumptions, and in the absence of contempor'.
neous correlation that we introduce in the next section, the best we can do is apply le".
squares estimation to each equation separately. The 40 observations on investment :
General Electric and Westinghouse are in the file grunfeld2.dat. The least squares estimrt:
of the two investment equations are reported in Table 15.1

If the variances of the two error terms are equal, so that o2ou : ozwe: o2, then we c.-
combine the two equations using the dummy variable format of Section 7.3.3.Let D; br- -
dummy variable equal to I for the Westinghouse observations and 0 for the General Electr -
observations. Specify a model with slope and intercept dummy variables,

INVi t :  Br ,cr  *6rDi  *  !z ,ceVi ,  *  62(D;xVi , ) lFt ,csKi ,  *63(D;xK;1)  I  e i1 (1-{ '

Ta b I e 1 5 . 7 Least Squares Estirnates of Separate Investrnent Equations
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Ttble 15.2 Least SquaresEstimates from the DurnmyVariable Model

..:riable Coefficient Std. Enor t-Statistic Prob.
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-9.9s63
9.4469
0.0266
0.0263
0 .15  I  7

-0.0593

23.6264
28.8054
0 .01 l7
0.0344
0.0194
0 . r169

-0.4214
0.3280
2.2651
0.7668
7.8369
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0.0300
0.4485
0.0000
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i:.1uation (15.6) represents a pooled set of 40 observations, and as we leamed in Section- -l.3,it isjustanotherwayof writ ing(15.4).Theleastsquaresestimatesfrom(15.6)wil lbe
:entical to the least squares estimates obtained by estimating the two equations in (15.4)
<parately. The only difference will be in the standard errors. In Table 15.2 we report the
:.rmmy variable model estimates.

Note that the estimates of Fr,cr, k:1,2,3 are identical to those in Table 15.1, and
'-:e estimates of pr,wr, k:I,2,3 in Table 15.1 are given by the estimates of Fr,crf' , . k : 1,2,3 inTable 15.2. However, as noted, their standard errors are different, which is
: colseQuence ofthe two separate regressions in Table 15.1 allowing for error variances
'-"r.rt differ for the two firms, while the dummy variable regression in Table 15.2 assumes that
'.re variance of the error term is constant across all 40 observations.

We can use the Goldfeld-Quandt test (Section 8.4.2) to test the null hypothesis
't ,:o26p : ozwr, which we reject at the a : 0.05 level of significance, leading us to prefer
':e results in Table 15.1. So far, since we have nothing to link the two equations together, we
-.ive received no gain from combining data from the two firms. In the following section we
' ill provide a meaningful linkage.

/i.-7 Seerningly Llnrelated Regressions

\n assumption under which a joint estimation procedure is better than separate least squares
.'.timation is

COv \! 66.1, !WE t ) : o GE.WE (  15 .7)

fhis assumption says that the error terms in the two equations, at the same point in time. are
:onelated. This kind of correlation is called a contemporaneous correlation. To under-
.rand why e56; &tdeyyp,l mightbe conelated, recall that these errors contain the influence on
rvestment of factors that have been omitted from the equations. Such factors might include
:apacity utilization, current and past interest rates, liquidity, and the general state of the
:.'onomy. Since the two firms are similar in many respects, it is likely that the effects of the
.mitted factors on investment by General Electric will be similar to their effect on
':ivestment by Westinghouse. If so, then e66.1 and espl will be capturing similar effects
.nd will be correlated. Adding the contemporaneous correlation assumption (15.7) has the
:ttect of introducing additional information that is not included when we carry out separate
,:ast squares estimation of the two equations.

The pooled dummy variable model (15.6) represents a way to "stack" the 40 obser-
', ations for the GE and WE equations into one regression. We have seen that allowing for the
. ariances of the error terms for the two firms to differ, olu * o'*u,means that the error term

t.0636
.3677
.6472

n  o i

0.CX rj -

0 . 1 r -
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TabIe 15 .3 SIJREstirnates of Investment Equations
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29.3212
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5.56
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Note: p-values computed from /13a; distribution.

ei1 inthe pooled dummy variable model in (15.6) will be heteroskedastic; it will hr.:
variance olu when i : GE and variance ozru when i : WE. What are the implication:
(15.7) for the same error term e;r in (15.6)? It means that all 40 errors will not -.:

uncorrelated. The 20 General Electric errors are uncorrelated with each other, and :::
20 Westinghouse errors are uncoffelated with each other, but the assumption of conter
poraneous correlation in (15.7) implies that the first Westinghouse error will be correh:: -
with the first General Electric error, the second Westinghouse error will be correlated \\ "
the second General Electric effor, and so on. This information cannot be utilized when :' :
equations are estimated separately. However, it can be utilized to produce better estimi::
when the equations are jointly estimated as they are in the dummy variable model.

To improve the precision of the dummy variable model estimates we use seemingll
unrelated regressions estimation, which is a generalized least squares estimation F:
cedure. It estimates the two investment equations jointly, accounting for the fact that :- ,
variances of the error terms are different for the two equations and accowting for :.',
contemporaneous correlation between the errors of the GE and WE equations. In ordtr '

implement the SUR estimation procedure we must first estimate each of the unkno '. .

variances and the contemporaneous covariance. The exact details of the estimat:
procedure are complicated and we will not present them here.6 Econometric sofnr.-,
includes commands for SUR (or SURE) that carry out the following steps: (i) Estimate :' '
equations separately using least squares; (ii) Use the least squares residuals from step I i
estimate oln, o2*", and o66,ws; (iii) Use the estimates from step (ii) to estimate the t,.
equations jointly within a generalized least squares framework.

Estimates of the coefficients of the two investment functions are presented in Table I -<
Since the SUR technique utilizes the information on the correlation between the error ter:--
it is more precise than the least squares estimation procedure. This fact is supported br :",
standard errors of the SUR estimates in Table 15.3 that are lower than those of the le -
squaresestimatesinTable l5.l.TYoushouldbecautious,howeveEwhenmakingjudgme:
about precision on the basis of standard errors. Standard errors are themselves estimate..
any one sample it is possible for a standard error for SUR to be greater than a correspond:: .
least squares standard error even when SUR is a better estimator than least squares. Fron, ,-
economic standpoint our estimated coefficients for the capital stock and value variab.:
have the expected positive signs. Also, all are significantly different from zero except for:: :

o For details see William E. Griffiths, R. Carter Hill, and George G. Judge (i993) Leaming and Prat'r:.
Econometrics (Wiley), Chapter 17. A more advanced reference is William Greene (2003) Econometric Anu.
5th edition (Prentice-Hall), Chapter 14.

7 Note that we do not compare the SUR estimates to those in Table 15.2 because it incorporates the assumF
that the two error variances are equal, a hypothesis that we have rejected.

L

v
K

1  a < a n

0.0576
0.0640

7.5452
0.0145
0.0530

-0.17
3.96
1 .21
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, .efficient of capital stock in the Westinghouse equation. This coefflcient has a low r-value
,:d hence is estimated with limited precision.

Equations that exhibit contemporaneous correlation were called "seeminglr' unrelated"
-'- University of Chicago econometrician Arnold Zellner when he developed the SUR
:.timation procedure. The equations seem to be unrelated, but the additional information
-:rrvided by the correlation between the equation errors means that joint generalized least
.*:uares estimation is better than single equation least squares estimation.

: 5.3.1 Sppennrr oR JorNT Esrruerrou?

- it always better to estimate two or more equations jointly? Or are there circumstances

" ren it is just as good to estimate each equation separately?
There are two situations where separate least squares estimation is just as good as the

.L'R technique. The first of these cases is when the equation erors are not contempor-
-reously correlated. If the errors are not contemporaneously correlated, there is nothing
:king the two equations, and separate estimation cannot be improved upon.

The second situation is less obvious. Indeed, some advanced algebra is needed to prove
:.it least squares and SUR give identical estimates when the same explanatory variables
-:pear in each equation. By the "same explanatory variables" we mean exactly the same
.riables with the same observations on those variables. For example, suppose we are
-terested in estimating demand equations for beef, chicken, and pork. Since these
" ,mmodities are all substitutes, it is reasonable to specify the quantity demanded for
.':"-h as a function of the price of beef, the price of chicken, and the price of pork, as well as

rome. The same variables with the same observations appear in all three equations. Even if
13 errors of these equations are correlated, as is quite likely, the use of SUR will not yield an
.:provement over separate estimation.

If the explanatory variables in each equation are different, then a test to see if the
- .rrelation between the errors is significantly different from zero is of interest. If a null
- . pothesis ofzero correlation is not rejected, then there is no evidence to suggest that SUR
.. rll improve on separate least squares estimation. To carry out such a test we compute the
'iuared correlation

()o'7 5R71\2

(777 .4463)(104.307e)
:  (0 .719) r  :  0 .5 -3139

- re variance estimates 6268 and 621,ss are the usual ones from separate least squares
.-.timation. The estimated covariance is comouted from

oGE.wE:
\ /T -KaE \ /T -Kwe

2 0 1 2 0
L?or,?ur,  -- ;  I  ?ce , ,bwt, ,

r l  - 1 ' I

.i here K66 and K1ryB are the numbers of parameters in the GE and WE equations,
:r'spectively. The reason for the odd looking divisor is that in seemingly unrelated
::gressions the number of variables in each equation might be different, and this is one
.i ay to correct for the number of parameters estimated. In this case Kcn : Kwr : 3.

The correlatioflrcn,wn : 0.729 indicates a strong contemporaneous correlation between
:Tors of the General Electric and Westinghouse investment equations. To check the
.:atistical significance of r2ou,ru. we can test the null hypothesis I1s:oGE.wE:0. If
-,;E.wE:0, then LM : Tr[6.yq6 is a Lagrange multiplier test statistic that is distributed
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as a XZr ) random variable in large samples. The 5Vo critical value of a 12 distribution with , :,:
degree of freedom is 3.84. The value of the test statistic from our data is LM : 10.6-'
Hencewerejectthenullhypothesisofnocorrelationbetween e6B1andeyy61,tndconcl-*-
that there are potential efficiency gains from estimating the two investmentequations joi:-.:
using SUR.

If we are testing for the existence of correlated errors for more than two equations. '-'r

relevantteststatisticisequaltoTtimesthesumofsquaresofalltheconelations; theprobabr-'
distribution under I1e is a 12 distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the number
conelations. For example, with three equations, denoted by subscripts "1," *2," and "3." :,'
null hypothesis is

H g : O 1 2 :  O l 3  :  C 2 3  :  O

and the Xf31 test statistic is

rp l :T ( r?z+r?z+4r )

In the general case of an SUR system with M equations, the statistic becomes

M i - t ^
L M : T Z  2 r i i

Under the null hypothesis that there are no contemporaneous correlations, this LM stati-: .
has a 12-distribution with M(M - l)12 degrees of freedom, in large samples.

There are many economic problems where we have cause to consider a systen:
equations. The investment function example was one; estimation of demand functions. l.':
the meat functions we alluded to in this section, is another. Further examples are given in ::,,
exercises.

15.3.2 TEsrrNc Cnoss-EquerroN HvporrcsEs

Suppose we are interested in whether the equations for Westinghouse and General Elec:: .
have identical coefficients. That is, we are interested in testing

Ho:9r,cr : 9r,wn, 9z,cn : 9z,wo, 9z,co : 9z,wr, ( l: '

against the alternative that at least one pair ofcoefficients is not equal. In Section 7.3.3 r-
hypothesis was tested under the assumption of equal error variances and no error correlatr. :
It was called the Chow test. It is also possible to test hypotheses such as (15.8) when the m, :.
general error assumptions of the SUR model are relevant. Because of the complicated natu::
of the model, the test statistic can no longer be calculated simply as an F-test statistic bas:
on residuals from restricted and unrestricted models. Most econometric software rr:
perform an F-test and/or a Wald 12-test in a multi-equation framework such as we ha.:
here. In the context of SUR equations both tests are large sample approximate tests. T-:,:
F-statistic has ./ numerator degrees of freedom and (MT-I(1 denominator degrees
freedom, where -I is the number of hypotheses, M is the number of equations, K is the to:,
number of coefficients in the whole system, and Zis the number of time-series observatio:.'
per equation. The 12-statistic has Jdegrees of freedom. For our particular example, we tir-
that F : 2.92with ap-value of 0.0479, based on the F13.3a1 distribution. The chi-square te-,

.:rt istic is 12 : 3.77 *
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rtatistic ir X' - 8.77 with ap-value of 0.0326 based on the 1fr.r distribution. Thus, from the
results of both tests, we reject the null hypothesis of equal coefficients.

The equality of coefficients is not the only cross-equation hypothesis that can be
:ested. Any restrictions on parameters in different equations can be tested. Such
:estrictions are particularly relevant when estimating equations derived from demand
:nd production theory.

75,4 The Fixed Effects Model

The SUR model in the previous section can be used when the panel data set is "long and
larrow," meaning that we have only a few cross-sectional units. If we have a panel data set
:hat is "short and wide," meaning that there are many cross-sectional units and relatively
iew time-series observations, then the SUR model is no longer of practical value. Imagine
having a panel of data with N : 1000 cross-sectional observations on individuals. In the
SUR framework we would then have 1000 separate equations, which are too many ro
evaluate. The fixed effects model that we discuss in this section is useful in a wide variety of
.ituations, and it can be applied to panel data with any number of individual, cross-sectional
observations.

To introduce the fixed effects model as a method for pooling time-series and cross-
\ection data, we will continue the Grunfeld investment data example used in the previous
;ections. Consequently the "individuals" we discuss below are firms. Later in the chapter
* e will introduce a larger microeconomic panel data example.

Return to equation (15.2), which is

Yit :9rn -f 9zi,xzi, l9zitxzit * eit (15.9)

This model is very flexible. It allows each parameter to change for each individual in each
time period. However, we cannot consistently estimate the 3 xN x 7 parameters in (15.9)
* ith onlyNZtotal observations. A simplification of (15.9) that is possible to estimate allows
the intercepts for each firm to vary, but restricts the slope parameters to be constant across all
firms and time periods. That is,

9rir : 9r, 9zi, : 92, 9:ir : 9: ( l s . l 0 )

This model of parameter variation specifies that only the intercept parameter varies, not the
slope parameters, and the intercept varies only across individuals and not over time. Also,
rve will make the assumption that the errors ei, are independent, with mean zero and constant
variance o2",for allindividuals and in all time periods. Given this assumption, and (15.10), it
follows that all behavioral dffirences between individualfirms and over time are captured
by the intercepr. Individual intercepts are included to "control" for these firm specific
differences. The resultins econometric model is

Yit : 9ti * 9zxzi, * 9zxzit I eit (  l s .1  1 )

15.4.1 A Duuuv Venresr..E Monsr

The model in (15.11) is conceptually very simple. We simply have to include an intercept
dummy variable for each individual. If the number of individuals is small, this can be done
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by brute force. This is the approach we demonstrate first. The Grunfeld data(grunfeld.&s
consists of Z : 20 anntal observations orr N : I 0 firms. To implement the dummy vari*
version of (15.11), we define the 10 dummy variables

T a b l e  1 5  . 5  L e a s t

\'rriable Cot

( l  i : l  ( I  i : 2  ( 1  i : 3
D t i : \ ^  , D z i : 1 ^  , D x : 1  , a n d s o o n .'- 

[0 otherwise' - ' 
[0 otherwise' " ' [0 otherwise

Then (15.11) can be written

t

i

{

-43
C
c

INV;1 :  FrrDu * lnDzt + " '  + Fr,roDro; * lzVzit} lzKzi,  le i t (15.13|

This specification is sometimes called the least squares dummy variable model or tb
fixed effects model. Compared to the model setups in Section 7.3.2, and in the SLl'
specification, the dummy variables in (15.12) are introduced in a slightly different n4
using 10 dummy variables, one for each firm, and no constant term. The dummy variaHc
coefficients Fu are equal to the firm intercepts and are called by various names, includit
"firm specific constants" and "firm fixed effects."

To make (15.12) consistent with our earlier treatments, we would speciff a constant d
nine dummy variables. Each dummy variable coefficient would be equal to the differen
between the intercept for its firm and the intercept for the base firm for which we did m
specify a dummy variable. The specification in (15.12) is more convenient for our curr!t
discussion. However, you should recognize that the two alternatives are just different walr
of looking at the same model.

If the error terms e;, are independent with mean zero and constant variance o! for {
observations, the best linear unbiased estimator of equation (15.12) is the least squana
estimator. The results from this estimation appear in Table 15.4. The estimated coefficier
for V : firm value and K : capital stock have small standard errors, implying that tlE
influence on investment has been accuratelv estimated.

Tabl e 1 5 . 4 Dummy Variable Estimation of Fixed Effects Model

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Proh

SSE :1749128
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D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9
D10
v
K

49.6855
24.9137
24.4183
14.0698
14.1620
t2.6612
12.8376
13.9856
12.885 1
1 1.8199
0.0119
0.0174

-r.3916
4.0485

-9.6288
-1.9641
-8.1427
-1.8224
-5.1943
-4.1013
-6;1735
-0.5538

9.2596
17.8835

0.tef
0.ml
0.mf
0.05to
0.0m
0.070
0.0m
0.omr
0.0m
0.5803
0.qxn
0.0m

-69.1435
r00.8624

-235.1187
-27.6350

-115.3169
-23.0736
-66.6829
-57.3586
-87.2770
-6.5463

0.1098
0.3106

SSE: 522855
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Table 15.5 Least Squares Estirnates of the Pooled Model

Variable Coefficient Std. Enor t-Statistic Prob.

C
I '
K

t

rwise

-43.0245
0.1 154
0.2319

9.4979
0.0058
0.0255

-4.5299
19.7892
9.r079
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0.0000, and so on
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The firm intercepts vary considerably, and some ofthem have large /-values, suggesting
that the assumption of differing intercepts for different firms is appropriate. To confirm this
fact we can test the following hypothesis.

1 1 0 : 9 r r : 9 n :  " ' : B t r v
(15 .13 )

f11:theB1;are not all equal

These N - | :9 joint null hypotheses are tested using the usual F-test statistic. In the
restricted model all the intercept parameters are equal. If we call their common value 81,
then the restricted model is INVit - fu I \zVi, * lzKi, + e,,. The least squares estimates of
this restricted model, in which all the data are pooled together, are shown in Table 15.5.

The sum of squared residuals from the restricted model, SSEa, comes from this pooled
model. The unrestricted sum of squared residuals, SSEL,, comes from the dummy variable
model. With these two values we can construct the F-statistic as

(s,sER - ssau)lJ
ssEu l(Nr - K)

_(r74er28 - s228ss)le
s228sslQ00 - 12)

:48 .99

If the null hypothesis is true, then F - F(q,rrr;. The value of the test statistic F : 48.99 yields
ap-value of less than 0.0001; we reject the null hypothesis that the intercept parameters for
all firms are equal. We conclude that there are differences in firm intercepts, and that the data
should not be pooled into a single model with a common intercept parameter.

15.4.2 THE FrxEo Errncrs Esrrueron

The technique of including a dummy variable for each individual is feasible when the
number of individuals is small. However, if we have a very large number of individuals, this
approach will not work. Today's typical computer simply cannot handle that computing task
quickly and accurately. Luckily there is a fantastic trick that makes estimating the fixed
effects model with a large number of individuals relatively easy.

Take the data on individual i

Y i t : 9 u  i 9 z x z i ,  *  9 z x x t  *  e i t  t : 1 , . . . , 7 (1s.14)

Average the data across time, by summing both sides of the equation and dividingby T

F

0.16_<-
0.Ofr)i
0.0m:,
0.05ri,
0.Off:
0.07c'
0.00F_,
0.0m1
0.00fr'
0.580.:
0.00fr'
0.00frr

l  g ,
i,!r\!u

: 9ri * lzxxt I Fzxzit I eit)
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Using the fact that the parameters do not change over time, we can simplify this as

4333.845 -1255.34_{
4333.845 327.855

T a b l e  1 5  . 7  F i x e
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Cc

t, : | ,Trru: Bri * u,i\rrr + LrJ. ,fr*ru * +2,,,
: 9r; * FzTzi * 9z7zi l?i

( 15 .  r5 C

K

The "bar" notation n indicates that we have averaged the values of y;1 over time. Ttra
subtract (15.15) from (15.14), term by term, to obtain

lit : 9u * \zxzt I Fzxzit * eit

(Yi : Fri l gzrzi*S3\i-l a) (15.  r6
ytt - yi : Fz(xzi, - ?zi) * B:(":u - izi) + (ei, - ei)

In the last line of ( 15.16) note that the intercept parameter B1; has fallen out. These data art
said to be in "deviation from the individual's mean" form, and if we repeat this process fcr
each individual, then we have a transformed model

jr - 9zizit l9zhtt *Zit (1s . r -

The "tilde" notation !;1 : lt - y; indicates that the variables are in deviation from the mea
form. In Table 15.6 we show a few observations for firms I and 2, General Motors and L S
Steel. The variable y is investment , INV, and x2 is the value of the firm V The average of tbc
T : 20 years of data on each firm is computed. For example, the average value of llIV fe.r
General Motors over this 20-year period was $608.02 million (1947 dollars). This value r
subtracted from each value of 1NV for General Motors. This process is repeated for ea^!
variable for each firm.

The gain from the transformation in (15.17) is that the least squares estimates of thc
parameters 9z and B3 from (15.17) are identical to the least squires estimates from the ful

Tabl e 1 5 . 6 Data in Deviation frorn the Mean Form

I , yu LyrlT yi,  -Lynlf x2it l,-*zi,lT xzit -bl 7

I
2

19
20

317.6
391 .8

1304.4
1486;7

608.02
608.02

608.02
608.02

-290.42
-216.22

696.38
878.68

3078.5
4661.7

6241.7
5593.6

4333.845
4333.845

1907.85_<
1259.755

2
z

1
2

t9
20

209.9
355.3

641
459.3

410.46
4r0.46

4r0.46
4to.46

-200.56
-55 .16

230.54
48.84

1362.4
1 807.1

2031.3
2115.5

r97r.825
t971..825

t971.825
r97r.825

-609.425
-164.725

59.475
143.675

Yit: INVit, xzit : Vit
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Table 15 .7 Fixed Effects Estirnation of Investtnent Equation

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.1g' i  
" - r 'u f i 5  r < C

ll

K

-58.7290
0.1098
0.3106

12.4463
0.0119
0.0r74

-4.7186
9.2596

17.8835

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
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dummy variable model shown in (15.12). Furthermore, the least squares residuals from
( 15.17) are the same as the least squares residuals from (15.12). The proofofthis result is
difficult,s so we will simply demonstrate that it is true by example. In the data file
grunfeld3.dat we provide the investment data, with the group means for each variable
and the variables in deviation from the mean form. The least squares fitted model is

IIWi, : 0.1098 %' + 0.3106k it
(s"-) (0.0116) (0.016e)

(1s.18)

Theestimatesandthesumof squaredleastsquaresresiduals (,SSE: 522855) from(15.18)
are identical to those in Table 15.4. The standard errors from this least squares regression on
the transformed data are slightly different from those in Table 15.4. This is because the
estimate of the error variance used by the least squares software when estimating (15.18) is
o3, : SSEIWT - 2) when what is required is 6!: SSEIWT -N - 2).The SSE from
(15.18) is identical to the SSE from the dummy variable model, so the difference between
o!- and,6!liesin the divisor. The calculation of6]- ignores the loss ofN : 10 degrees of
freedom from correcting the variables by their sample means. The correct divisor is
rVin - N - 2 : 188, which is the degrees of freedom in the dummy variable model, taking
into account both the dummy variables and explanatory variables. If we multiply the
standard errors in (15.18) by the correction factor

@: \ f rg l l t88:1.02625

the resulting standard errors are identical to those in Table 15.4.
When using software designed to carry out fixed effects estimation automatically,

these corrections will have already been done. In Table 15.7 we report the results in the
format used by two econometric software packages (EViews and Stata). Note that value V
and capital K have coefficient estimates and standard errors that are identical to the
dummy variable model in Table 15.4. The reported constant term C is the average of the
estimated coefficients on the cross-section dummy variables. That is, C : N-r}!:rbti,
where the by are the least squares estimates of the parameters B1; in (15.12), and are the
coefficients of the dummy variables in Table 15.4. Other software may report the results
in a different format.

It is usually the case that when estimating panel data models, we are most interested in the
coefficients of the explanatory variables and not the individual intercept parameters. Recall
that the intercept parameters are the coefficients of the dummy variables and are also called
the fixed effects. Although they are typically of lower priority, these coefficients can be

8 See George G. Judge, R. Carter Hill, William E. Griffiths, Helmut Liltkepohl, and Tsoung-Chao Lee (1988)
Intrcduction to the Theory and Practice of Econometrics, 2nd edition, Wiley, Section I 1.4. The proof involves
matrix algebra.

33.845
33.845

33.845
33.845

-1255.345
327.855

1907.85_s
1259;ts5

71.825
71.825

71'.825
t1.825

-609.42s
-164.725

59.475
143.675
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"recovered" by using the fact that the least squares fitted regression passes through the point
of the means, just as it did in the simple regression model. That is,

y i : b u * b 2 x 2 i l f u f u ;

where b2 and b3 are the estimates obtained from (15.17), and by denotes the estimates of
individual specific constants, or fixed effects. Given b2 and fu, we can compute the fixed
effects as

bu  :  y i  -  bzTz i  -  b t i z i  i  :  1 , . . . ,N ( r5 .19 ,

Econometric software packages usually make it possible to recover these estimates.

15.4.3 Frxno Eprrcrs EsrruanroN lJsruc A MrcRoEcoNoMrc PaNru

In the Grunfeld investment example there are only 10 cross sections, and it is easy to simpll
include intercept dummy variables for each. However, microeconometric analyses malc
use of large data sets with many individuals. For example, the National Longitudinal
Surveys (NLS) conducted by the US Department of Labor have a database on women who
were between 14 and 24 years old in 1968. To illustrate we use a subsample of N : 716
women who were interviewed in 1982,1983, 1985, 1987, and 1988. The sample consists of
women who were employed, and whose schooling was completed, when interviewed. Thc
data file is named nlsltanel.date and it contains 3580 lines of data. Panel data observatioci
are usually stacked, with all the time-series observations for one individual on top of thc
next. The observations on a few variables for the first three women in the NLS panel are
shown in Table 15.8. The first column 1D identifies the individual and YEAR represenb
the year in which the information was collected. These identifying variables must bc
present so that your software will properly identify the cross-section and time-series units
Then there are observations on each of the variables. In a typical panel there are sor!
observations with missing values, usually denoted as "." or "NA." We have removed all thc
missing values in the data file nlsganel.dat. In microeconomic panels the individuals
are not always interviewed the same number of times, leading to an unbalanced pand
in which the number of time-series observations is different across individuals. The rlarr
file nls4anel.dat is, however, a balanced panel; for each individual we observe five
time-series observations. A larger, unbalanced panel is in the file nls.dat. Most modero
software packages can handle both balanced and unbalanced panels with ease.

To employ the dummy variable approach to control forindividual effects, we would harc
to include N :716 dummy variables. Using such a brute force approach in this case is
infeasible, and, as we have seen, unnecessary since we can use the fixed effects estimatioo
approach, which basically involves some data management and then a least squares
regression.

To illustrate the fixed effects estimator, consider a wage equation with dependent variable
ln(WAGE) and explanatory variables years of education (EDUQ, total labor force experi-
ence (EXPER) and its square (EXPER2), tenure in current job (TENURE) and its square
(TENURE2), and dummy vaiables BLACK, SOUTH,andUNION.If you try to estimate this

e The data in nls4anel.dat and nls.dat are subsets of the nlswork.dta data used by the software Stata as a
illustration. See Stata longindinaUPanel Data, Reference Manual, Release 9,StataCorp, 2005. We thank Stata fc
permission to use the data for illustration purposes.
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88

1.808
1.863
1.789
1.846
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2.089
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Tahle 15 ,8 Representative Observations from NLS Panel Data
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83
85
87
88
82
83
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87
88
82
83
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12
12
t2
t2
12
l7
t'7
1't
l7
t7
t2
t2
12
12
t2

1.8083
1.8634
r.7894
1.8465
1.8564
1.2809
1.5159
1.9302
1.9190
2.20t0
1.8148
r.9t99
1.9584
2.0071
2.0899

0
0
0
0
0
I

I
I
I
1
0
0
0
0
0

1
I
1
1
I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I
I
I
I
I
0
0
0
I
I
0
I
0
0
0

7.666',7 7.6667
8.5833 8.5833

10.1795 1.8333
12.1795 3.7500
13.62t8 5.2500
7.5769 2.4161
8.3846 3.4167

10.3846 5.4167
12.0385 0.3333
t3.2rr5 1.7500
lt.4t67 11.4161
t2.4167 12.416',t
t4.4t6'7 14.4t67
16.4t67 16.4167
t'7.8205 t7.7500

specification you will discover that your computer software will either send you an error
message, or it will drop the variables EDUC and BLACK. Why does this happen? The fixed
effects estimator is equivalent to including a dummy variable for each cross section. The
dummy variable is I for all time periods for that cross section, and 0 otherwise. Any variable
that does not change over time will be exactly collinear with this dummy variable, and
estimation will fail. To look at this feature another way, when deviations from individual
means are created, as in (15.17), the variables correspondingto EDUC and BI'ACK wlll
consist completely of zeros, because in this sample none of the women increased their
education over the years, so EDUC is constant for each woman. Similarly, BI'ACK is
constant across time, either 1 for all periods for black women, or 0 for all women who were
another race. The fixed effects model cannot include variables that are constant for each
individual across time. Dropping these variables, the estimation results are contained in
Table 15.9. The estimates suggest that overall market experience and job tenure have
positive but diminishing effects onln(WAGE). Being in the south is associated with wages
that are 1.67o less than in other regions, and union members enjoy wages that are about6.4%o
higher, holding other factors constant. These results are interpretedjust like those in a linear
regression model. An advantage of using panel data is that we are able to hold constant

Table 15 .9 Fixed Effects Estitnates of a Vage Equation

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.

C
EXPER
EXPER2
TENURE
TENUREz
SOUTH
UNION

1.4500
0.0411

-0.0004
0.0139

-0.0009
-0.0r63

0.0637

0.0401
0.0066
0.0003
0.0033
0.0002
0.0361
0.0143

36.12M
6.2059

-r.4965
4.2433

-4.3536
-0.4515

4.4688

0.0000
0.0000
0.1346
0.0000
0.0000
0.6516
0.0000
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individual differences, which allows us to focus on the marginal effects of the included
explanatory variables.

To test for the presence of individual differences, we carry out the F-test of the null
hypothesis inequat ion(15.13) . Inth iscasewehaveJ-N-1:Tl5 jo inthypotheses.Tbc
F-statistic value is 19.66. The degrees of freedom for the test are J:715 arl
NZ-N-  (K -  1 )  :  ( 716 ) (5 ) -716 -6 :2858 ,  and  the  a :0 .01  c r i t i ca l  va lue  i s
F. : 1.0. Thus we reject the null hypothesis of no fixed effect differences between thesc
women; it is proper to include individual fixed effects in the model.

75,5 The Random Effects Model

The individuals included in a microeconomic data panel may be selected at random from I
larger population. The young women selected for inclusion in the NLS data set werc
randomly selected from the population of all women who were between 14 and 24 years old
in 1968. This is the population of interest. When using such data it is important to take inro
account the "data generation process," which in this case is random sampling.

In the fixed effects model (15.14) we assumed that all individual differences werc
captured by differences in the intercept parameter. The intercepts B1; were considered to
be "fixed" parameters that we could estimate directly using the least squares estimator. ln
the random effects model we again assume that all individual differences are captured b1
the intercept parameters, but we also recognize that the individuals in our sample werr
randomly selected, and thus we treat the individual differences as randomrather than fixed
as we did in the fixed effects dummy variable model. Random individual differences can
be included in our model by specifying the intercept parameters B1; to consist of a fixed pan
that represents the population average, p1, and random individual differences from thc
population average, a;. In equation form this breakdown is

F u : 9 r * r , r i ( 15 .20 t

The random individual differences a;, which are called random effects, are analogous to
random error terms, and we make the same standard assumptions about them, namely tha
they have zeromean, are uncorrelated across individuals, and have a constant variance rt'.
so that
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If we substitute (15.20) into (15.14) we obtain

Yi, : 9ti l9zxzi, l9zxzit * eit

: (Fr * u) * B2x2i1 * }sxsi, * ei,

( 1 5 . 2 1 r

(r5.2?t

In this expression B1 is a fixed population parameter, and ui is a random effect. We can
re:nrange (15.22) to make it resemble a familiar regression equation,

Yir : 9r * 9zxzi, * 9zxzit -f ki, * ui)

: Fr * gzxzit * Fzxzit I vit
(15.23 r
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where now p1 is the intercept parameter and the error term vr, is composed of a component a;
that represents a random individual effect and the component e;, that is the usual regression
random error. The combined error is

vis : ll; -l !;1 (ts.24)

Because the random effects regression error in (15.24) has two components, one for the
individual and the other for the regression, the random effects model is often called an error
components model.

15.5.1 Ennon Tnnru AssuuprloNs

We make the usual assumptions about the regression error err, that it has zero mean, constant
variance o|, and is uncorrelated over time, so that cov(e;r,e,s):0. One further error
assumption is that the individual effects ur are not correlated with the regression error !11, So
that cov(z;, er) : 0. Using these assumptions about u; and ei,, we can show that the error
t!rrr v;1 in (15.24) has zero mean

E(vs) : E(ut + eit) : E(ut) * E(e;') : 0 f 0 : 0

and a constant, homoskedastic, variance:

o? : vn(vi,) : var(u; + e;,)
: var(ui) * var(ei,) * 2cov(u;,ei1)
:o7+o7

(ls.2s)

So far these effor properties are the usual ones. Differences appear when we consider
correlations between the error terms u;1. There are several correlations that can be
considered.

1. The correlation between two individuals, i and j, at the same point in time, r.
The covariance for this case is given by

cov(v;,, vi) : E(vi1vi,) : El(u, + ei)(uj + ei,)]

: E(uiu) + E(uieit) * E(e;su) + E(eiteit)

: 0+0*0 *0 :0

2. The correlation between errors on the same individual (i) at different points in time,
I and s. The covariance for this case is given by

cov(v;1, v;,) : E(vxv;,) : El (ui + ei,)(ui + er,)l

: n(u?) I E(uie;,) * E(e;1ui) I E(e;1e;,)

: o710+0+0
-o l

(15.23t
(rs.26)
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3. The correlation between errors for different individuals in different time periods
The covariance for this case is

cov(v;1, v i,) : E(vi,v y) : El(ui + eit)(uj + e i]

: E(uiui) + E(uiei,) * E(e;1u) -t E(ei1e1)

: 0+0*0 *0 :0

What we have shown is that the !lrofS v; : ui I eit are coffelated over time for a given
individual, but are otherwise uncorrelated. The correlation is caused by the component u
that is common to all time periods. It is constant over time, and in contrast to the AR(l) en61
model [Section9.2.2), it does not decline as the observations get further apart in time. It i-s
given by

The test statistic is dt
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(15.27 r

The correlation equals the proportion of the variance in the total error term v; that is
attributable to the variance of the individual component ,r,.

15.5.2 TnsrrNc ron ReNoou Errrcrs

The magnitude of the conelation p in (15 .27) is an important feature of the random effects
model. If u;:0 for every individual, then there are no individual differences and no
heterogeneity to account for. In such a case the pooled linear regression model (15.3) is
appropriate, and there is no need for either a fixed or a random effects model. we are
assuming that the error component lz, has expectation zero, E(u;) : 0. If in addition a; has a
vatiance of zero, then it is said to be a degenerate random variable; it is a constant with value
equal to zero. In this case, if ol :0, then the correlation p : 0, and there is no random
individual heterogeneity present in the data. We can test for the presence ofheterogeneity b1
testing the null hypothesis Ho:o?: 0 against the alternative hypothesis Ht:oT> 0. If rhe
null hypothesis is rejected, then we conclude that there are random individual differences
among sample members, and that the random effects model is appropriate. On the other
hand, if we fail to reject the null hypothesis, then we have no evidence to conclude thar
random effects are present.

The Lagrange multiplier (LIt[) pinciple for test construction is very convenient in this
case, because I'ltI tests require estimation of only the restricted model that assumes that tlr
null hypothesis is true. If the null hypothesis is true, then ui: 0, and the random effecrs
model in (15.23) reduces to

Yit :9t l lzxzit * lzxzit * eit

The best estimator for this model is the least squares estimator. The test statistic is based on
the least squares residuals

/ \ cov(v,.r, v,.r) olp: corr(r. 'rr,u,'r) : -5-: .t . .t
Vvar(Ytrrvar(Yrj) oi + oA

lit : lt - b1 - b2x2;1 - b34;1
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The test statistic is due to Breusch and Pagan, and for balanced panelsro it is

LM (1s.28)

The test works because the numerator will contain terms like 2ene;2 { 2enen *' ' . whose
sum will not be significantly different from zero if there is no correlation over time for each
individual, and will reflect a positive correlation if there is one. If the sum of the cross
product terms is not significant, the first term in the curly brackets is not significantly
different from one.

If the null hypothesis Hs:ol:0 is true, i.e., there are no random effects, then the 1,i14
statistic in (15.28) has a distribution (in large samples) that is chi-square with one degree of
freedom, reflecting the fact that we are testing a single hypothesis. That is, LIl4 - X? tt if the
null hypothesis is true. We reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative H1:of, > 0
if LM > xfr-.,ry, where xf,_o,,, is the 100(1 - ct) percentile of the 1f,, distribution. This
critical value is 3.8415 if cr : 0.05 and is 6.6349 if a : 0.01. Rejecting the null hypothesis
leads us to conclude that random effects are present.

15.5.3 EsrruerroN oF THE ReNoou Errpcrs MonEr

The random effects model (I5.23) has errors with zero expectation, and a constant variance
o7, : o7, + o7. The complicating factor is due to a special type of serial correlation-the
errors for each cross-sectional unit are intercorrelated with correlation p : 

"71 @? a 
"?).Under these assumptions the least squares estimator is unbiased and consistent, but not

minimum variance. Also, the usual least squares standard errors are incorrect. A gener-
alization of White's heteroskedasticity correction can be applied for "clusters" of obser-
vations, which here are the $oups of Zobservations on each individual. Cluster corrected
standard errors allow for any type of heteroskedasticity across individuals and general
intercorrelation nmong the observations on the individual.I1

The generalized least squares (GLS) estimator is the minimum variance estimator for the
random effects model. As was the case when we had heteroskedasticity or autocorrelation,
we can obtain the GLS estimator in the random effects model by applying least squares to a
transformed model. The transformed model is

yi : l*ii, * 7zx)t + B3rij' + v;

where the transformed variables are

(rs.29)

lI : h - ali, xlit : | - a, xirt : xzr - &zi, x\i, : 4;1 - ox3; (15.30)

lo The statistic can be generalized to cases with unbalanced panels. Check your software for the form used in
this case. Nevertheless, it will be a chi-square test statistic with one degree of freedom.

I I Cluster corrected standard errors are an option in Stata 9.2. A very advanced reference is Jeffery Wooldridge
(2002) Econometric Analysis of Cross Section and Panel Data, MIT Press, page I52.

' )

;tatistic is based on
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Table 15 .10 Randorn Effects Estimates of a Vage Equation

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob,

For these data the
o, : 0.3291 ard &, =

large fraction of the t<
estimate of the transfrC

EDUC
EXPER
EXPER2
TENURE
TENURE2
BI"A,CK
SOUTH
UNION

0.5339
0.0733
0.0436

-0.0006
0.0142

-0.0008
-0.1167
-0.0818

0.0802

0.0797
0.0053
0.0063
0.0003
0.0032
0.0002
0.030r
0.0224
0.0132

6.6974
13.7694
6.8745

-2.1404
4.4789

-3.8868
-3.8721
-3.6579

6.0846

0.00fr'
0.00fr,
0.00fr,
0.031-3
0.000(r
0.000r
0.000r
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0.0000
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The variables y;,72;, andi3; are the individual means defined in (15.15). The transformed
error term is u| : v;1 - av;. The key ffansformation parameter a is defined as

c t : 1 -

It can be shown that the vi have constant variance o! andare uncorrelated. The proof is long
and tedious, so we will not inflict it on you.l2

Because the transformation parameter a depends on the unknown variances o! and
ol, these variances need to be estimated before least squares can be applied to (I5.291.
Some details of how the estimates 6! and 6f, are obtained can be found in Appendir
l5.A.Then,leastsquaresisappliedto(15.zg)withol andof,replacedby6!anddlinthe
parameter cI'.

15.5.4 AN Exervrpr"B tlsnqc rrc NLS Dara

In Section 15.4.3 we introduced the use of a microeconomic data panel. Because the women
in the survey were randomly selected from a larger population, it makes sense to trear
individual differences between the716 women as random effects. Recall that the wage
equation has dependent variable ln(WAGE) and explanatory variables years of education
@DUq, total labor force experience (EXPER) and its square, tenure in current job
QENURE) and its square, and dummy variables BL CK, SOUTH, and UNION. Before
carrying out random effects estimation, we test for the presence of random effects using the
LIUI test statistic in (15.28). The value of the test statistic is LtuI : 3859.28, which of course
far exceeds the critical value from th" XZ' distribution. We conclude that there is strong
evidence of individual heterogeneity.

The random effects estimates are given in Table 15.10. Note that with the random effects
estimation procedure, we are able to estimate the effects of years of education and race on
ln(WAGE). We estimate that the return to education is about 7.3Vo, and that blacks have
wages about l2%o lower than whites, everything else held constant. These effects are not
estimable using the fixed effects approach. Living in the south leads to wages about 8%
lower, and union membership leads to wages about 87o higher, everything else held constant.

12 The details can be found in Econometric Analysis of Cross Section and Panel Dara, by Jeffrey Wooldridge
(MIT Press, 2OO2), page 286. This text is very advanced and presumes skill with matrix algebra.
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For these data the estimates of the error components (the standard deviations) are
o, : 0.3291and 6" : 0.1951. The estimated correlation in (15.27) is p : 9.74. Thus a
large fraction of the total error variance is attributable to individual heterogeneity. The
e stimate of the transformation parameter cr is

& : 1 - _ l
0 .195 l

/=-1 . r-
v r o ; + o ; /s(0.1083) + 0.0381

:0 .7437

Using this value to transform the data as in (15.30), then applying least squares to the
transformed regression model in ( 15.29), yields the random effects estimates. Recall that the
tixed effects estimator implicitly uses a transformation parameter value of l. The random
effects estimates of the parameters common to both models are similar because the value
a :0.7437 is not too far from l.

15.5.5 CoupenrNc Frxro axo RervooM EFFECTS Esrrmerons

We have two sets of estimates for the wage equation based on the NLS data. Naturally, we
\\ ould like to know which one to use and report in our research report. If random effects are
present, so that 07>0, then the random effects estimator is preferred for several reasons.
First, the random effects estimator takes into account the random sampling process by which
the data were obtained. Second, the random effects estimator permits us to estimate the
effects of variables that are individually time-invariant, such as race or gender, and in the
\LS data, the years of education. Thirdly, the random effects estimator is a generalized least
squares estimation procedure, and the fixed effects estimator is a least squares estimator. In
large samples, the GLS estimator has a smaller variance than the least squares estimator.

The greater precision of the random effects estimator and its ability to estimate the effects
of time-invariant variables are related. To estimate the effects of the explanatory variables on
r. the fixed effects estimator only uses information from variation in the x's and y over time,
tor each individual. It does not use information on how changes in y across different
individuals could be attributable to the different x-values for those individuals. These
differences are picked up by the fixed effects. In contrast, the random effects estimator uses
both sources of information.

15.5.5a Endogeneity in the Random Effects Model
However, there is a potential problem when using random effects estimation. If the random
!rror V;1 : ui I e;1 is correlated with any of the right-hand side explanatory variables in a
random effects model, such as (15.23), then the least squares and GLS estimators of the
parameters are biased and inconsistent. The problem of endogenous regressors was first
considered in a general context in Chapter l0 where we considered the general problem of
using regression analysis when explanatory variables are random (see Section 10.2). The
problem arose again in Chapter I I when we considered simultaneous equations models. The
problem is common in random effects models, because the individual specific error
component u; ma! well be correlated with some of the explanatory variables. In the
NLS wage equation example we considered in the previous section, think about the
individual characteristics that are captured by the error component ,rr. A person's ability,
industriousness, and perseverance are variables not explicitly included in the wage equation,
and thus these factors are included in u;. These characteristics may well be correlated with a
woman's years ofeducation completed, her previousjob market experience, andjob tenure.
If this is the case, then the random effects estimator is inconsistent. It will attribute the effects
of the error component to the included explanatory factors.

t4
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Another example may help reinforce the idea. Let us consider the problem of estimatin-e .
cost function for producing a particular output. Suppose we have a panel ofdata consistin-s
oftime-series observations on outputs, costs, and inputs from various production facilitie.
scattered across the country. Each plant has a manager, or management team, whose qualitl
is not always directly measurable. If we estimate a cost function, with cost per unit as the
dependent variable, and inputs (labor, materials, energy, etc.) as explanatory variables, ther.
it is very possible that unmeasured managerial qualities, contained in a;, will be correlate,:
with the explanatory variables. More efficient, better managers may use fewer inputs tt'
produce the same level of output. Such a correlation will cause the random effects estimator
to be inconsistent.

15.5.5b The Fixed Effects Estimator in a Random Effects Model
In the panel data context, a simple alternative to random effects exists that is consistent in th.'
presence ofa correlation between the random error component a; and any ofthe explanatorl
variables xpi1. The fixed effects estimator is consistent even in the presence of such
correlation. To see why, let us return to the derivation of the fixed effects estimator in
Section 15.4.2. The panel data regression (15.23), including the error component lri. is

yi ' : Br l9zxzi, ]_9sxzi, I (ui I ei,) ( l s .3  r

The first step in fixed effects estimation is to average the panel observations for each
individual over time,

other hand, if a; is cor
the fixed effects esti
estimator converges tl
to some other value tl
differences between

Examine the fixed
that the fixed effects t
like BIACK and, in
estimates do not seen
the values is not a sti
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consider the t-test firs
as bp6,1, and the rand<
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f --------

I var(b
L

In this /-statistic it
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explanatorY variabl
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var(bps.L)  -  var(bp
feature of this test I

var(bep

The unexPected resu
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Let us aPPIY the
statistic value is

Using the standard:
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the model sPecifica
two sets of estimate
in the relationshiP
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significance, we w'

More commonl'
complete set of ct
comparing all the

1 T
n . -  S . , .  - R .
- l t - r 4 : t I I - Y l

I  r : l
* gri ,L,,r,,* F, i,l",u * + ,t,, + !, ,L,,u ( 1s.31

: Fr * gz7zi * B:x:i * ui lvi

Subtracting (15.32) from (15.31), term by term, we have

yi, : Fr l gzxzit* 9:x:i, I ui I eit

(yi : 9r I gz?zi * Brxsr -l ui l-?i) (  1s.33

tit - li : Fz(x2,, - izi) * F: (r:u - xti) -l (ei, - ?i)

which is exactly the same result as in (15.16). The fixed effects transformation, putting
the data in deviation from the mean form, eliminates the random effect ui as well as an1
other time-invariant factors. The least squares estimator of (15.17) is consistent.
converging to the true values as N * oo, whether the random effect ui is correlated
with the regressors or not. In this sense, it is always safe to use the fixed effects estimator
to estimate panel data models.

15.5.5c A Hausman Test
To check for any correlation between the error component ar and the regressors in a random
effects model, we can use a Hausman test. The test compares the coefficient estimates from
the random effects model to those from the fixed effects model. The idea underlying
Hausman's test is that both the random effects and fixed effects estimators are consistent if
there is no correlation between ,ri and the explanatory variables x7.;1. If both estimators are
consistent, then they should converge to the true parameter values Bp in large samples. That
is, in large samples the random effects and fixed effects estimates should be similar. On the

l'"("'
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other hand, if u; is correlated with any xp;1 the random effects estimator is inconsistent, while
the fixed effects estimator remains consistent. Thus in large samples the fixed effects
estimator converges to the true parameter values, but the random effects estimator converges
to some other value that is not the value of the true parameters. In this case, we expect to see
differences between the fixed and random effects estimates.

Examine the fixed effects and random effects estimates in Tables 15.9 and 15.10. Recall
that the fixed effects estimator is unable to estimate coefficients on time-invariant variables
Ilke BI,ACK and, in the NLS data, EDUC. Except for the coefficients on SOUTH the
estimates do not seem that different, but as we have learned many times, casual inspection of
the values is not a statistical test. The Hausman test in this context can be carried out for
specific coefficients, using a /-test or, jointly, using an F-test or a chi-square test. Let us
consider the /-test first. Let the parameter of interest be B1; denote the fixed effects estimate
as brrJ, and the random effects estimate as bpp.1r. Then the /-statistic for testing that there is
no difference between the estimators is

bra,r - brc,* bre ,* - bnr.r (1s.34)

.

. eit
, l f l 5 1 '

-  f i s l l

formation, puttin-!
)f u; ?S well as anr
l7)  is  consis tenr .
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'essors in a randont
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rge samples. Thar
be similar. On the

In this /-statistic it is important that the denominator is the estimated variance of the
fixed effects estimator minus the estimated variance of the random effects estimator.
The reason is that under the null hypothesis that a; is uncorrelated with any of the
explanatory variables, the random effects estimator will have a smaller variance than
the fixed effects estimator, at least in large samples. Consequently, we expect to find

CGe -;;@*i > 0, which is necessary for a valid test. A second interesting
feature of this test statistic is that

var(bee,p - bnr,r) : var(brz,i + var(bnr,r) - 2cov(bps,t , bne ,r)

: var(bpl.p) - var(bpB,p)

The unexpected result in the last line occurs because Hausman proved that, in this particular
case, cov(bpE'.r,bnr,r) : var(bne *).

Let us apply the /-test to the coefficients of SOUTH in Tables I 5.9 and 15 . 10. The test
statistic value is

brtJ, - bnr.* -0 .0163 -  ( -0 .0818)

l;;@e _'*@A)]'t' 1,. (aou,o)'-, "(o*u*)')''

|  . r  , o t l / 2  |  .  - t l / 2
Ise(brr.r) ' -se(bnc.*)" l  l (0.0361) '  -  (0.0224) ' l
L  ' ' - - - ' ,  - ' - " ' ,  

J  L  J

Using the standard 5Vo large sample critical value of I .96, we reject the hypothesis that the
estimators yield identical results. Our conclusion is that the random effects estimator is
inconsistent, and we should use the fixed effects estimator, or we should attempt to improve
the modei specification. The null hypothesis will be rejected for any reason that makes the
two sets of estimates different, including a misspecified model. There may be nonlinearities
in the relationship we have not captured with our model, and other explanatory variables
may be relevant. The p-value of the test is 0.02069. Thus, if we had chosen the l%o level of
significance, we would have not rejected the null hypothesis.

More commonly the Hausman test is automated by software packages to contrast the
complete set of common estimates. That is, we carry out a test of a joint hypothesis
comparing all the coefficients in Table 15.9, except the intercept, to the corresponding
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estimates in Table 15.10. If there is no correlation between the error component rrr and the
values of x7.;1, then the six variables common to the two tables (EXPER, EXPER2, TENURE.
TENURE2, SOUTH, and UNIOM will have coefficient estimates with similar magnitudes.
The Hausman contrastl3 test jointly checks how close the differences between the pairs of
coefficients arc to zero. The calculated value of this chi-square statistic is 20.73. We are
comparing the values of six coefficients, and the test statistic has an asymptotic chi-square
distribution with six degrees of freedom. The 5Vo critical value for this distribution is
12.5916 and the I7o citical value is 16.8119. On the basis of the joint test we reject the null
hypothesis that the difference between the estimators is zero even at the l%o level oi
significance. Again this implies that we should use the fixed effects estimator in this case, or
revisit the specification of our model.

15.6 Exercises

15.6.1 Pnonr.snls

15.1 This exercise uses data from the paper Zhenjuan Liu and Thanasis Stengos, "Non-
linearities in Cross Country Growth Regressions: A Semiparametric Approach."
Journal ofApplied Econometrics, I4(5),1999,527-538. There are observations on
86 countries, in three time periods, 1960, 1910, and 1980. The authors attempt to
explain each country's growth rate (G) in terms of the explanatory variables:
POP : population growth, INV : the share of output allocated to investment.
IGDP : initial level of GDP in 1960 in real terms, SEC : human capital measured
as the enrollment rate in secondary schools. We are considering three cross-sectional
regressions, one for each of the years 1960, 1970, and 1980.

G60 : crr * a2POP6s * o31NV6s + a4IGDP60 * a5SEC6s * e6s

Gto : 9r -t lzPOPrc -t B3IW1y -l!+IGDPry I B5SECT1 -l erc

Gso : "yr -t VPOPsg + T311W80 +'14IGDP80 + ^ysSEC8g + e80

Estimating a three equation seemingly unrelated regression system, we obtain the
estimated equations

Gao :0.0231 - 0.2435POP60 * 0.12801NV60 - 0.0000021 IGDP6r + 0.0410S8C60 R2 : 0.289
(..) (0.01e5) (0.2384) (0.0333) (0.0000020) (0.0172)

Gzo : 0.0185 - 0.4336POP10 * 0.187011IV70 - 0.00000261GDPu + 0.01275ECi0 R2 : 0.30:
('.) (0.0313) (0.402e) (0.03e7) (0.0000018) (0.0184)

Gso : 0.0423 - 0.8156POP80 * 0.11551AV60 - 0.0000007IGDPaI + 0.0028SEC80 R2 : 0.38;
(r") (0.026s) (0.2eei) (0.02e7) (0.0000013) (0.0141)

(a) Comment on the signs of the coefficients. Can you explain these signs in terms of
the expected impact of the explanatory variables on growth rate?

13 Details of the joint test are beyond the scope of this book. A very advanced reference t}tat contains a carefui
exposition of the r-test, the chi-square test, and a regression based altemative that may be preferable, see
Econometric Analysis of Cross Section and Panel Data by Jeffrey Wooldridge (MIT, 2002), pp. 288-291.
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(b) Does human capital appear to influence growth rate?
(c) The estimated correlations between the errors for the three equations are

rn :0.1084 rn :0.1287 rzz :0.3987

Carry out a hypothesis test to see if SUR estimation is preferred over separate
least squares estimation.

(d) Consider the following null hypothesis

Hstaa:  Fz,  9z:  ^12,  d3:  9: ,  Fr  :  T3r  c t4 :  9+,  9+ :  1+,
c t s : F : ,  F s : r y s

with the alternative hypothesis being that at least one of the equalities being
tested is false. What is the economic interpretation of these hypotheses?

(e) The appropriate chi-squared test statistic value (Hint: see Section 15.3.2) is
12.309. Using Table 3 at the end of the book, do you reject the null hypothesis at
the5Vo level of significance? Using your statistical software, compute thep-value
for this test.

(0 Using the information in (e), carry out an F-test of the null hypothesis in
(d). What do you conclude? What is the p-value of this test?

15.2 The system of equations in Exercise 15. 1 is estimated with some restrictions imposed
on the parameters. The restricted estimations are as follows:

Gao :0.0352 - 0.4286POPoo * 0.13611N760 - 0.00000111GDP6I + 0.0150SEC60
(se) (0.0153) (0.188e) (0.0206) (0.0000010) (0.0100)

Gto : O.O25l - 0.4286POPto't 0.I3611W70 - 0.000001IIGDPrc + 0.0150S8C70
('") (0.0lse) (0.188e) (0.0206) (0.0000010) (0.0100)

Gso : 0.0068 - 0.4286P OPso * 0. I 36 11Nys0 - 0.000001 | IGDP ss + 0.0 I 50SEC80
('") (0.0164) (0.188e) (0.0206) (0.0000010) (0.0100)

What restrictions have been imposed?
(a) Comment on any substantial differences between these results and those in

Exercise 15.1.
(b) The null hypothesis F/6 :o.1 : 9r, Br - ^yr is tested against the alternative that

at least one of the equalities is not true. The resulting chi-square test statistic
value is 93.098. Using Table 3 at the end of the book, test the null hypothesis at
thel%o levelof significance.(Hint: seeSection 15.3.2).Computethep-valuefor
the test.

15.3 Another way to estimate the model in Exercise 15.2 is to pool all the observations and
use dummy variables for each of the years 1960, 1970, and 1980.
(a) If you estimate the model this way, what different assumptions are you making

about the error terms, relative to the assumptions made for Exercise 15.2.
(b) The results for the estimated dummy variable model appear in Table 15.11.

Report the estimated equation. Comment on any differences or similarities with
the estimates obtained in Exercise 15.2.

(c) Does the RESET test suggest the equation is misspecified?
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Ta bI e 1 5 . 1 1 Dummy Variable Regression Model for Exercise 15.3

Dependent Variable: G
Included observations: 258
Variable Coefficient Std. Enor /-Statistic Prot'
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D60
D70
D80
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INV
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R2 :0.406 SSE :0.094'778

0.031527
0.020514
0.002896

-0.436464
0.162829

-1.43E-06
0.014886

0.014673
0.015297
0.015794
0.t82325
0.020750
9.428-07
0.009759

2.t48656
1.341000
0. l 8338 1

-2.39388r
7.847380

-t.516792
1.525366

0.03:"
0 . 1 8 1
0.85:-
0.01 - :

0.00.'
0 .1- i t  .
0. 1 lsJ

Ramsey RESET Test:
F-statistic : 1.207'756 p-value :0.300612

15.6.2 CoupurEn Exrncrsns

15.4x Consider the following three demand equations

ln (0r ' )  :  F r r  *  B12 ln(P11)  *  9 r :  ln ( I r )  *  e r ,

tn(Qz,): Bzr * B22ln(pv) -t lntn(yt) -t ezt

ln(O:,) : 9rr * B32ln(P31) * 9:r ln(Ir) * er,

where Qy is the quantity consumed of the ith commodity, i: 1,2,3 in the fth timL'
period, t: I,2,...,30, f i, is the price of the ith commodity in time /, and f, r.
disposable income in period /. The commodities are meat (r: l), fruits anc
vegetables (i:2), and cereals and bakery products (t:3). Prices and inconr.'
are in real terms, and all data are in index form. They can be found in the fl,r
demand.dat.
(a) Estimate each equation by least squares and test whether the equation errors tc:

each household are correlated. Report the estimates and their standard error.
Do the elasticities have the expected signs?

(b) Estimate the system jointly using the SUR estimator. Report the estimates anc
their standard errors. Do they differ much from your results in part (a)?

(c) Test the joint null hypothesis that all income elasticities are equal to unirl
(Consult your software to see how such a test is implemented.)

15.5 In the model

, / cAs \  /Y \  /Puo \  ^ , / cAR\'" (.*-/ : 9r * 0, t" (rorl * 9: In 
lr"*)* 9,,ln \r*) * ,

GAS /CAR is motor gasoline consumption per car, Y IPOP is per capita real income,
PuclPcopisrealmotorgasol inepr ice,  andCARlPOPisthestockofcarspercapi t "
The data file gascar.dat contains l9 time-series observations on the above variable.
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for the countries Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, and Germany. The
data are a subset of those used by Baltagi, B.H. and J.M. Griffin ( 1983). "Gasoline
Demand in the OECD: An Application of Pooling and Testing Procedures."
European Economic Review,22, l l7-137. Consider a set of six equations. one
for each country.
(a) Compare least squares and SUR estimates of the coefficients of each equation.

Comment on the signs.
(b) Test for contemporaneous correlation.
(c) Using the SUR-estimated equations

tatistic Pr

48656
41000
83381
i93881
i47380
;16792
i25366

0 . ( , :  -
0 . r '
0 . f : - '
0 . ( i .  -  -
0 . (  i , r

0 . i i  "
0 . 1 : . -

(i) Test the hypothesis that corresponding
equations are equal.

(ii) Test the hypothesis that In(CARIPOP)
equations.

siope coefficients in different

should be omitted from all six

The U.S. Secretary of Agriculture asks a staff economist to provide a basis for
determining cattle inventories in the Midwest, Southwest, and West regions. Let
i : 1,2,3 denote the three regions. The economist hypothesizes that in each region,
cattle numbers at the end ofthe year (C1r) depend on average price during the year
(P;,), rainfall during the year (R;r), and cattle numbers at the end of the previous year
(Ci,,-r).Because growing conditions are quite different in the three regions, three
separate equations are specified, one for each region. They are as follows:

1,2,3 in  the f th  t in : .
, in t ime /, and l ' . -
.  ( i :  l ) ,  f ru i ts  an-
. Prices and incon-.,
be found in the ti.:

re equation errors f i.:
heir standard error.

rrt the estimates anc
Its in part (a)?
i are equal to uniry
nted.)

thR\
"op) 

+ e

r capita real income.
ck ofcars per capita
L the above variable.

(a)
(b)

C r ,  :  B r r  l \ n P v  *  p r : R r '  l ! u C r . , t  I  e u

Cz, : 9zt * 9zzPz, -f 9zzRz, * \zqCz.,-t * ez,

Cy : 9y l lnPy * 9::R:' I FtqCz,,-r I ez,

What signs would you expect on the various coefficients? Why?
Under what assumptions about the e;1 should the three equations be estimated
jointly as a set rather than individually?
Use the data that appear in the file cattle.dat to find separate least squares
estimates for each equation, and the corresponding standard errors.
Test for the existence of contemporaneous correlation between the ei1.
Estimate the three equations jointly using the seemingly unrelated regression
technique. Compare these results with those obtained in (c) in terms of reliability
and economic feasibility.

(c)

(d)
(e.)

15.7t Consider the production function

g , :  f  (K i , L i )

where Q; is output, K; is capital, and L; is labor, all for the lth firm. Suppose the
function /(.) is a CES or constant elasticity of substitution production function. The
elasticity of substitution that we denote by <,r measures the degree to which capital
and labor are substituted when the factor price ratio changes. Let P; be the price of
output, R; be the price of capital, and W; the price of labor. If the function /(') is a
CES production function, then the conditions for profit maximization, with errors
attached, are
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(b)
(c)

(d)

"(?)
t(",*)

: Jt *r"(ff) *r,,, whereel;-lr(o,ol)

: ' tz *,t(fr) * "r,, where e2; - N(0,o7)

How do the
random eff

15.9x The file liquor.
annual income
holds for three

Since these equations are linear in^yr,^yz, and o, some version(s) of least squares
can be used to estimate these parameters. Data on 20 firms appear in the file
cespro.dat.
(a) Find separate least squares estimates of each of the first-order conditions.

Compare the two estimates of the elasticity of substitution.
Test for contemporaneous correlation between ey &nd e2;.
Estimate the two equations using generalized least squares, allowing for the
existence of contemporaneous correlation.
Repeat part (c), but impose a restriction so that only one estimate of the elasticitl
of substitution is obtained. (Consult your software to see how to impose such a
restriction.) Comment on the results.
Compare the standard errors obtained in parts (a), (c), and (d). Do they reflect the
efficiency gains that you would expect?
lf <o: 1, the CES production function becomes a Cobb-Douglas production
function. Use the results in (d) to test whether a Cobb-Douglas production
function is adequate.

15.8 This exercise illustrates the transformation that is necessary to produce generalized
least squares estimates for the random effects model. It utilizes the data on the
investment example in the file grunfeld.dat.
(a) Compute the sample means for INV, V, and K for each of the 10 firms. (We can

denote these means as (yi,72;,73i),i : 1,2,.. . ,10.)
(b) Show that the error variance estimate from regressing n on 7zi anditi is

67 : o? + oT lr -- 7218.2329

(c) Show that the error variance estimate from the dummy variable model is
6i :2781.1445

(d) Show that
t ^
t : z

c r : l -  n l u " ^ : 0 . 8 6 1 2
u r6i

(e) Apply least squares to the regression model

ti, : }rxii, -l Fzxii, + B3xii, + vi,

where the transformed variables are given by

! 1  : J i t - s J i ,  x i i , : l - a

x)it : xzn - o32;, xin : x3n - ur3,

(e)

(0

where  i  : 1 ,2 ,
assumed to be
(a) ComPare t

errors, that
(i) The d

(ii) Only
(iii) The F
Comment

(b) Test the h1
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How do these estimates compare with those obtained by applying the automatic
random effects command in your software?

15.9* The file liquordal contains observations on annual expenditure on liquor (l) and
annual income (X) (both in thousands of dollars) for 40 randomly selected house-
holds for three consecutive years. Consider the model

Lu : Fu I FzXi, -t et,

where i : 1,2,. . . ,40 refers to household and / : 1,2,3 refers to year; the ei, are
assumed to be uncorrelated with ei, - N(0,o?).
(a) Compare the alternative estimates for B2, and their corresponding standard

errors, that are obtained under the following circumstances:
(i) The different household intercepts are modeled using dummy variables.

(ii) Only average data are available, averaged over the 3 years.
(iii) The B1; are random drawings with mean 9r ana variance ol.
Comment on the estimates and their relative precision.

(b) Test the hypothesis that all household intercepts are equal.

15.10 ConsidertheNLSpaneldataonyoungwomendiscussedinSection 15.4.3.However,
let us consider only years 1987 and 1988. These data are contained in the file
nls4anel2.dal. We are interested in the wage equation that relates the logarithm of
WAGE to EXPER, its square EXPER2, SOUTH, and UNION.
(a) Estimate theln(WAGE) model by least squares separately for each of the years

1987 and 1988. How do the results compare? For these individual year
estimations, what are you assuming about the regression parameter values across
individuals (heterogeneity)?

(b) Estimate theln(WAGD equation using both years of data, pooling them into a
single regression. For this estimation, what are you assuming about the
regression parameter values across individuals (heterogeneity) and the variance
of the error term?

(c) The ln(WAGE) equation specified as a fixed effects model that allows for
heterogeneity across individuals is

II(WAGE;,): 9ri * gzEXPERit + %EXPER?, + P4SOUTHI.
I $5UNIONi, 1e,,

Explain any differences in assumptions between this model and the models in
parts (a) and (b).

(d) Estimate the fixed effects model in part (c) and test the null hypothesis that the
intercept parameter is identical for all women in the sample. What does this
imply about the estimation results in (bX

(e) Suppose you wish to obtain the results in (d) but do not have access to specialized
software for fixed effects estimation. The model in part (c) holds for all time
periods /. Write down the model for time period t - l. Subtract this model from
the one in part (c). What happens to the heterogeneity term? Using your computer
software, create the necessary first differences of the variables, for example,
DLWAGEi: : ln(WAGEi,) - ln(WAGE;,1-1). Estimate the wage equation using
the differenced data, omitting an intercept term. Compare your results to the fixed
effects estimates in part (d).
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(0 Create a dummy variable that is equal to 1 for 1988 and 0 otherwise. Add it to thL-
specification in part (c) and estimate the resulting model by fixed effects. What i.
the interpretation of the coefficient of this variable? Is it statistically significant

(g) Using the differenced data in part (e), estimate the wage equation in part ti
but including an intercept term. What is the interpretation of the intercept?

15.11 Consider theNLSpaneldataonyoungwomendiscussedinSect ionl5.4,3.Howere:
let us consider only years 1987 and 1988. These data are contained in the fii..
nls4anel2.dal. We are interested in the wage equation that relates the logarithm o:
WAGE to EDUC, EXPER, irs square EXPER2, BIACK, SOUTH, and UNION.
(a) Estimate the ln(WAGE) model by least squares separately for each of the yea.'.

1987 and 1988. How do the results compare? For these individual ye":
estimations, what are you assuming about the regression parameter values acro.-
individuals (heterogeneity) ?

(b) Estimate the ln(WAGE) equation using both years of data, pooling them into .
single regression. For this estimation, what are you assuming about th:
regression parameter values across individuals (heterogeneity) and the variancc
of the error term?

(c) Allowing heterogeneity across individuals, the wage equation is

ln(WAGEil): Bri -l gzEDUCi + g3EXPERit + \4EXPER?|
+ lsBL4CKi + F6SOUTH1I I $TUNION;1 a e;,

Explain any differences in assumptions between this model and the models ir
pans (a) and (b). Explain why the variables EDUC and BI,ACK have th:
subscripts i rather than i and r, like the other variables.

(d) Estimate the model shown in part (c) using the fixed effects estimator. Test th.'
null hypothesis that the intercept parameter is identical for all women in thr
sample. What do you conclude?

(e) Estimate the model shown in part (c) using the random effects estimator. Test thc
null hypothesis that there are no random effects. What do you conclude?

(f What is the estimated return on an additional year of education in the randon:
effects model? Is it statistically significant? Construct a 957o intervalestimate fo:
this parameter.

(g) Explain why it is possible to estimate a return to education in part (e) but not ir:
part (d).

(h) Using the /-test statistic in equation (15.34), test at the ct : 0.05 level the
difference between the fixed effects and random effects estimates of the coefficienl.
on EX P E R, its square EXPER 2, S O UTH, and U N I O N. Do we reject, or fail to rej ec l
the hypotheses that the difference between the estimates is zero? If there are
significant differences between any ofthe coefficients, should we rely on the fixec
effects estimates or the random effects estimates? Explain your choice.

I 5. 1 2 What is the relationship between crime and punishment? This important question ha:
been examined by Cornwell and Trumbullra using a panel of data from Nonh
Carolina. The cross sections are 90 counties, and the data are annual for the year:

ra "Estimating the Economic Model of Crime with Panel Data," Review of Economics and Statistics,T6,199:
360-366. The data was kindly provided by the authors.
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198l-1987. The data are in the file crime.dar. In these models the crime rate is
explained by variables describing the deterrence effect of the legal system, wages in
the private sector (which represents returns to legal activities), socioeconomic
conditions such as population density and the percentage of young males in the
population, and annual dummy variables to control for time effects. The authors
argue that there may be heterogeneity across counties (unobservable county specific
characteristics).
(a) What signs do you anticipate for the coefficients? What should happen to the

crime rate if (i) detenence increases, (ii) wages in the private sector increase, or
(iii) population density or the percentage of young males increases?

(b) Consider a model in which the crime rate (LCRMRZD is a function of the
probability of arrest (LPRBARR), the probability of conviction (LPRBCONV),
the probabil ity of a prison sentence (LPRBPRI$. the average prison sentence
(LAVGSEII), and the average weekly wage in the manufacturing sector
(LWMFG). Note that the logarithms of the variables are used in each case.
Estimate this model by least squares. (i) Discuss the signs of the estimated
coefficients and their significance. Are they as you expected? (ii) Interpret the
coefficient on LPRBARR.

(c) Estimate the model in (b) using a fixed effects estimator. (i) Discuss the signs of
the estimated coefficients and their significance. Are they as you expected? (ii)
Interpret the coefficient on LPRBARR and compare it to the estimate in (b).
What do you conclude about the deterrent effect of the probability of anest? (iii)
Interpret the coefficient on LAVGSEN. What do you conclude about the severity
of punishment as a deterrent?

(d) In the fixed effects estimation from part (c), test whether the county level effects
are jointly zero, or not.

(e) To the specification in part (b) add the population density (LDENSITY and the
percentage of young males (LPCWMLE), as well as dummy variables for the
years 1982-1987 (D82-D8Z). (i) Compare the results obtained by using least
squares (with no county effects) and the fixed effects estimator. (ii) Test the joint
signiflcance of the year dummy variables. Does there appear to be a trend effect?
(iii) Interpret the coefficient of LWMFG in both estimations.

(f) Based on these results, what public policies would you advocate to deal with
crime in the community?

l-i.13 Macroeconomists are interested in factors that explain economic growth. An
aggregate production function specification was studied by Duffy and Papageor-
giou.15 The data are in the file ces.dat. They consist of cross-sectional data on 82
countries for 28 years, 1960-1987.

(a) Estimate a Cobb-Douglas production function LY;1 : fu -t \zLKn -t \zLLit *
e i1 where LY is the log of GDP, ZK is the log of capital, and LL is the log of labor.
Interpret the coefficients on LK and LL. Test the hypothesis that there are constant
returns to scale, 9z * B3 : 1.

(b) Add a time trend variable t : I,2, . . . ,28, to the specification in (a). Interpret the
coefficient of this variable. Test its significance. What effect does this addition
have on the estimates of B2 and B3?

'' "A Cross-Country Empirical Investigation ofthe Aggregate Production Function Specification," Jounnl of
Economic Growth,5,83-116, 2000. The authors thank Chris Papageorgiou for providing the data.
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(c) Assume Fz * B3 : 1. Solve for B3 and substitute this expression into l:
model in (b). Show that the resulting model is LYLit : 9r I\zLKLit -t ) :
eit where LYL is the log of the output-labor ratio, and LKL is the log of :: :
capital-labor ratio. Estimate this restricted, constant returns to scale, versl
of the Cobb-Douglas production function. Compare the estimate of B2 fr,
this specification to that in part (b).

(d) Estimate the model in (b) using a fixed effects estimator. Test the hypothesis t:.-
there are no cross-country differences. Compare the estimates to those in pan , -

(e) Using the results in (d), test the hypothesis that B2 * 9::1. What do )
conclude about constant returns to scale?

(f) Estimate the restricted version of the Cobb-Douglas model in (c) using the fir:,
effects estimator. Compare the results to those in part (c). Which specification '-
you prefer? Explain your choice.

(g) Using the specification in (b), replace the time trend variable / with durn::
vaiables D2-D28. What is the effect of using this dummy variable specificat:
rather than the sinsle time trend variable?

15.14 Because of worries about increasing costs of running the Australian natio:.-
health scheme, Prime Minister John Howard asks for information on medi.-
expenditures by individuals. The government's health economists take a rand, :
sample of 200 individuals and collect annual data over a 5-year period. Tl-..
specify the following model:

MEDEXPit: 9ri * B2 ln(/NCi,) -f gtAGEit + !AAGE?, -r gslNStJRn -f e,,

whe re  i  : 1 ,2 , . . . , 200 ,  t  : 1 ,2 , . . . , 5 ,  MEDEXPT :  annua l  med ica l  expend i t : : ,
in hundreds of dollars (includes expenditure before govemment or insurance refui.*
and the full cost of prescription drugs), INCil:annualincomeinthousa;-.*
of dollars,AGEft : age in years, andINSUR;1 : 1 if individual i has private hea.:'
insurance in year r and 0 otherwise. Data appear in the file medical.dat.
(a) Can you suggest a reason why income was included in the equation as the log

income?
(b) Can you suggest why age was included as AGE and AGE2?
(c) Estimate the model using

(i) Least squares under the assumption that B11 : 9n:' '  '  : Fr,zoo.
(ii) A fixed effects estimator.

(iii) A random effects estimator.
(d) Using the results from the least squares and fixed effects estimators in part (c ) t- -

the null hypothesis that the individual intercepts are all equal.
(e) What can you say about the effect of income on medical expenditure?
(f) Compare the results from the fixed and random effects models.
(g) Using the results from the random effects model

(i) What is the effect of age on medical expenditure?
(ii) Does having private health insurance influence medical expenditure? B

how much?
(h) For individuals who did not change their insurance status over the 5-year peric':

INSURi. is either 1 or 0 in all the time periods. Those who did change the -
insurance status will have ls in some year(s) and 0s in others. Suppose th,'
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nobody in the sample changed their insurance status. The fixed effects estimator
would fail. Why?

15.15 The file rice.dat contains 352 observations on 44ice farmers in the Tarlac region of
the Phillipines for the 8 years 1990-1997. Variables in the data set are tonnes of
freshly threshed nce QROD), hectares planted (AREA), person-days of hired and
family labor (I,ABOR), and kilograms of fertilizer (FERT).
(a) Estimate the production function

ln(PROD;,): 9ri, * $2In(AREA;,) + P: tn(Z"qf ORit) + $aln(FERTi,) -t ei1

under the following assumptions (where relevant use a fixed rather than a random
effects estimator):

(i) Fri, : B1 (see Exercise 5.13)
(i i) 9rir : 9ri

(i i i) Btu : 9t'
(iv) 9u, can be different over time and farms

(b) Comment on the sensitivity of the estimates of the input elasticities to the
assumption made about the intercept.

(c) Which of the estimated models do you prefer? Perform a series of hypothesis
tests to help you make your decision.

15.16 Using the data set from Exercise 15.15, consider the model

Ln(PRODi,) : 9r' * $2,1n(AREAi,) * 9r' ln(LABORi,) * F+r ln(FERTiT) -f e;,

(a) Estimate three seemingly unrelated regressions for the years 1995, 1996, and
1997 and report the results.

(b) What assumptions are you making when you estimate the equations in (a)? How
would you interpret what was called contemporaneous correlation in Section
15.3? Is this correlation significant?

(c) Test the hypothesis that the input elasticities are the same in all 3 years.

Appendix 15A Estimation of Error Cornponents

The random effects model is

Yt : 9r l9zxzit ]_9:.:zit - l (u; I ei,) (15A.1)

where a; is the individual specific error and e;, is the usual regression error. We will discuss
the case for a balanced panel, with Ztime-series observations for each of Nindividuals. To
implement generalized least squares estimation, we need to consistently estimate ofi. the
variance ofthe individual specific eror component, and of,,the variance ofthe regression
erTor.

The regression error variance ol comes from the fixed effects estimator. In (15.33) we
transform the panel data regression into "deviation about the individual mean" form

yit - ri : \z(xzi, - izi) t 9:(*:u - hi) -t (eir - ?i) (r5A.2)

The least squares estimator of this equation yields the same estimates and sum of squared
residuals (denoted here by SSEpy) as least squares applied to a model that includes a dummy
variable for each individual in the sample. A consistent estimator of ol is obtained by
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dividing SSEDy by the appropriate degrees of freedom, which is NT - N - K"r,p,,, whe:,
K,6r", is the number of parameters that are present in the transformed model (154.2 t

6? : SSE2y
/ 1 S A

N f - N - K , b p " ,

The estimator of ol requires a bit more work. We begin with the time-averaged observatio:
i n  (15 .32 )

Y i  :  9 r  *  \ z i z i * P s t : ,  l u i l  e t  j  :  1 , . . . , N ( 1 5 a :

The least squares estimator of ( 15,4..4) is called the between estimator, as it uses variatir :
between individuals as a basis for estimating the regression parameters. This estimator -.
unbiased and consistent, but not minimum variance under the effor assumptions of t:.
random effects model. The error term in this model is ai *?;; it is uncorrelated acro-.
individuals. and has homoskedastic variance

var(u; * 7i) : vat(ui) + vat\ui) +

( l 5 A  <

:o?

We can estimate the variance in (154.5) by estimating the between regression in (15A..:
and dividing the sum of squared residuals, SSE66, by the degrees of freedom N - K..
where K6p is the total number of parameters in the between regression, including tL,
intercept parameter. Then
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With this estimate in hand we can estimate oi as

.1  
- ;a  6?o ; :  o ; *T  -  

T :

We have obtained the estimates of ol and ol using what is called the Swamy-Arora methc
This method is implemented in software packages and is well established. We note
however, that it is possible in finite samples to obtain an estimate Ai in (tSn.Z) that r.
negative, which is obviously infeasible. If this should happen, one option is simply to sc-:
6? :0, which implies that there are no random effects. Alternatively, your software ma'.
offer other options for estimating the variance components, which you might try.
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chapter 16

Qualitative and Limited
Dependent Variable Models

Learning Objectives

Based on the material in this chapter, you should be able to

t. Give some examples of economic decisions in which the observed outcome is a
binary variable.

2. Explain why probit, or logit, is usually preferred to least squares when estimating a
model in which the dependent variable is binary.

3. Give some examples of economic decisions in which the observed outcome is a
choice among several alternatives, both ordered and unordered.

4. Compare and contrast the multinomial logit model to the conditional logit model.
5. Give some examples of models in which the dependent variable is a count variable.
6. Discuss the implications of censored data for least squares estimation.
7. Describe what is meant by the phrase "sample selection."

Keywords

binary choice models
censored data
conditional logit
count data models
feasible generalized least squares
Heckit
identification problem
independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA)
index models
individual and alternative specific variables
individual specific variables
latent variables
likelihood function
limited dependent variables
linear probability model
logistic random variable

logit
log-likelihood function
marginal effect
maximum likelihood estimation
multinomial choice models
multinomial logit
odds ratio
ordered choice models
ordered probit
ordinal variables
Poisson random variable
Poisson regression model
probit
selection bias
Tobit model
truncated data
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In this book we focus primarily on econometric models in which the dependent varial'.:
is continuous and fully observable; quantities, prices, and outputs are examples of su.'
variables. However, microeconomics is a general theory of choice, and many of tl-..
choices that individuals and firms make cannot be measured by a continuous outcon-,J
variable. In this chapter we examine some fascinating models that are used to descril-.
choice behavior, and which do not have the usual continuous dependent variable. O--
descriptions will be brief, since we will not go into all the theory, but we will reveal to r , -
a rich area of economic applications.

We also introduce a class of models with dependent variables that are limited. By that. u .
mean that they are continuous, but their range of values is constrained in some way and thc- -
values are not completely observable. Alternatives to least squares estimation rDUSt i':
considered for such cases, since the least squares estimator is both biased and inconsiste:.:

76.7 l[odels with Binary Dependent Variables

Many of the choices that individuals and firms make are "either-or" in nature. For examp..
a high school graduate decides to attend college or not. Aworker decides to drive to work
to get there another way. A household decides to purchase a house or to rent. A firm decic.
to advertise its product on the Internet or it decides against such advertising. As economi.: .
we are interested in explaining why particular choices are made, and what factors enter ir.:
the decision process. We also want to know how mucheach factor affects the outcome. Su.:
questions lead us to the problem of constructing a statistical model of binary, either- :
choices. Such choices can be represented by a binary (dummy) variable that takes the valuc
if one outcome is chosen, and takes the value 0 otherwise. The binary variable describin,s ,
choice is the dependent variable rather than an independent variable. This fact affects c--
choice of a statistical model.

The list of economic applications in which choice models may be useful is a long o:..
These models are useful in any economic setting in which an agent must choose one of tri
alternatives. Examples include the following:

r An economic model explaining why some states in the United States have ratified r:.
Equal Rights Amendment and others have not.

o An economic model explaining why some individuals take a second, or third, job a:. -
engage in "moonlighting."

r An economic model of why some legislators in the U.S. House of Representatir:'
vote for a particular bill and others do not.

r An economic model of why the federal government awards development grants :
some large cities and not to others.

. An economic model explaining why some loan applications are accepted and othe:.
are not at a large metropolitan bank.

. An economic model explaining why some individuals vote "yes" for increase-
spending in a school board election and others vote "no."

o An economic model explaining why some female college students decide to stuc,
engineering and others do not.

This list illustrates the great variety of circumstances in which a model of binary choii.
may be used. In each case an economic decision maker chooses between two mutual.r
exclusive outcomes.
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We will illustrate binary choice models using an important problem from transportation
economics. How can we explain an individual's choice between driving (private transpor-
tation) and taking the bus (public transportation) when commuting to work, assuming, for
simplicity, that these are the only two altematives? We represent an individual's choice by
the dummy variable

(  1 6 . 1  )

If we collect a random sample of workers who commute to work, then the outcome ), will be
unknown to us until the sample is drawn. Thus, y is a random variable. If the probability that
an individual drives to work is p, then Ply : 1] : p. rt follows that rhe probability that a
person uses public transportation is Ply : 0] : I - p.The probability function for such a
binary random variable is

f ( v )  :  p ' ( r  -  p ) ' - n ,  1 ' : 0 ,1 (16 .2)

wherep is the probability thaty takes the value 1. This discrete random variable has expected
value E(y) : p and variance var(y) : p(l - p).

What factors might affect the probability that an individual chooses one transportation
mode over the other? One factor will certainly be how long it takes to get to work one way or
the other. Define the explanatory variable

.r: (commuting time by bus - commuting time by car)

There are other factors that affect the decision, but let us focus on this single explanatory
variable. A priori we expect that as x increases, and commuting time by bus increases
relative to commuting time by car, an individual would be more inclined to drive. That is,
we expect a positive relationship between x andp, the probability that an individual will
drive to work.

16.1.I Trrs LTNEAR PRosABrury MooEr

For these models usual least squares estimation methods are not the best choices. Instead,
maximum likelihood estimation (see Appendix C.8) is the usual method chosen.
However, we begin by illustrating the least squares method and its difficulties in this
context.

In regression analysis we break the dependent variable into fixed and random parts. If we
do this for the random variable v. we have

y : E ( y ) t e *  p l e (16 .3)

We then relate the fixed, systematic portion ofy to explanatory variables that we believe help
explain its expected value. We are assuming that the probability of driving is related to the
difference in driving times, x, in the transportation example. Assuming that the relationship
is linear,

E ( y ) : p : 9 t l } z x (16.4)
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The linear regression model for explaining the choice variable y is called the linear
probability model. It is given by

y : E ( y ) - t e : 9 r t F z x * e (16  - '

One problem with the linear probability model is that the error term is heteroskedastic: ti-.:
variance ofthe error term e varies from one observation to another. The probability densr:.
functions for y and e are:

y-Value e-Value Probability

I
0

1 - ( P r * 9 z x )
-(Fr + 9z'r)

P  :9 r  *  9zx
t - p : l - ( 9 r + B -

Using these values it can be shown that the variance of the error term e is

var(e) : (Br + pzx)(t - Br - Fzx)

If we adopt the linear probability model (16.5), we should use generalized least squarr.
estimation. This is generally done by first estimating the model (16.5) by least squares, thr:
the estimated variance of the error term is

of : var(et) : (br + b2x1)(l - b1 - b2xi) ( 1 6  n

Usingthisestimatedvariancethedatacanbetransformedasyi : l i l6iand.ri : xif 6i,rhe:
the model yi : Froi' + lzxi * ei is estimated by least squares to produce the feasiblt
generalized least squares estimates. Both least squares and feasible generalized ler.:
squares are consistent estimators of the regression parameters.

In practice certain difficulties may arise with the implementation of this procedure. Thc'r
are related to another problem with the linear probability model-that of obtainin:
probability values that are less than 0 or greater than 1. If we estimate the paramete:.
of ( 1 6.5) by least squares, we obtain the fitted model explaining the systematic portion oi -.

This systematic portion is p, the probability that an individual chooses to drive to worx
That is,

0:  h - t  bzx ( 1 6  -

When using this model to predict behavior, by substituting alternative values of x, we ca:
easily obtain values ofp that are less than 0 or greater than 1. Values like these do not ma}':
sense as probabilities, and we are left in a difficult situation. It also means that some of thL-
estimated variances in (16.6) may be negative. The standard fix-up is to set negati\e,-
values to a small value l ike 0.01, and values of p greater than I to 0.99. Making the..
changes wil l not hurt in large samples.

The underlying feature that causes these problems is that the linear probability mode.
(16.4) implicitly assumes that increases in r have a constant effect on the probability o:
choosing to drive,
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That is, as x increases the probability of driving continues to increase at a constant rate.
However, since 0 < p < l, a constant rate of increase is impossible. To overcome this
problem we consider the nonlinear probit model.

16.I.2 Trm Pnour Moopr

To keep the choice probabilityp within the interval [0,1], a nonlinear S-shaped relationship
between x and p canbe used. In Figure 16.1a such a curve is illustrated. As x increases, the
probability curve rises rapidly at first, and then begins to increase at a decreasing rate. The
slope of this curve gives the change in probability given a unit change in x. The slope is not
constant as in the linear probability model.
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A functional relationship that is used to represent such a curve is the probit function. The
probit function is related to the standard normal probability distribution. If Zis a standard
normal random variable, then its probability density function is

1 6 .
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The probit function is

@(z)  : r l z {z l (16.9

If you are not familiar with integral calculus, ignore the last expression in (16.9). Thi.
mathematical expression is the probability that a standard normal random variable falls to
the left of point z. In geometric terms it is the area under the standard normal probabilitr
density function to the left of z. The function tD(z) is the cumulative distribution functior.
(cdf) that we have worked with to compute normal probabilities.

The probit statistical model expresses the probability p that y takes the value I to be

p : PIZ < 9r * lzxl : (D(pr + pzx) ( l 6 . r o

where O(z) is the probit function. The probit model is said to benonlinearbecause (16.10t i.
anonl inear funct ionof  B1 andB2.  I f  B1 andB2wereknown,wecoulduse(16.10) tof indthc '
probability that an individual will drive to work. However, since these parameters are n(r:
known, we will estimate them.

16.1.3 INrnrpnrrerroN oF rrrn Pnonrr Moon

The probit model is represented by (16. l0). In this model we can examine the effect of "
l-unit change in x on the probability that y : 1 by considering the derivative,

o! :o*,(l * : a(8, -t gzx)gz
ax aI ax

: [' Lr-0.5u2 4u
J -* t/2r

(16 . r  r

where /: 9r * B2x and d(Fr + B2"r) is the standard normal probability density function
evaluated at 9r t B2-r. To obtain this result we have used the chain rule of differentiation
We estimate this effect by replacing the unknown parameters by their estimates B1 and B;

In Figure 16.1 we show the probit function O(z) and the standard normal probabil itr
density function d(z) just below it. The expression in (16.11) shows the effect of an
increase in x on p. The effect depends on the slope ofthe probit function, which is given
by 0(9r *}zx) and the magnitude of the parameter B2. Equation (16.11) has the
following implications :

l. Since $(B1 * pzx) is a probability density function, its value is always positive.
Consequently the sign of dp/dx is determined by the sign of 82. In the transportation
problem we expect B2 to be positive so that dp I d, > 0; as x increases we expect p to
increase.

2. As x changes, the value of the function d(pr -t !zx) changes. The standard normal
probability density function reaches its maximum when z : 0, or when 9r * $zx : O Pb,
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In this case p : O(0) : 0.5 and an individual is equally likely to choose car or bus
transportation. It makes sense that in this case the effect of a change in .r has its greatest
effect, since the individual is "on the borderline" between car and bus transportation.
The slope of the probit function p: Ak) is at its maximum when z : 0, the
borderline case.

3. On the other hand, if Fr + B2x is large, say near 3, then the probability that the
individual chooses to drive is very large and close to 1. In this case a change in
x will have relatively little effect since g(B1 * Bzx) will be nearly 0. The same is
true if B1 * B2.r is alarge negative value, say near -3. These results are consistent
with the notion that if an individual is "set" in their ways, with p near 0 or 1, the
effect of a small change in commuting time will be negligible.

The results of a probit model can also be used to predict an individual's choice. The
rbility to predict discrete outcomes is very important in many applications. For example,
ranks prior to approving loans predict the probability that an applicant will defauit. If
:he probability of default is high, then the loan is either not approved or additional
--onditions, such as extra collateral or a higher interest rate, are imposed.

In order to predict the probability that an individual chooses the alternative ) : 1, we
-'an use the probability model p : O(Fr -f lzx).In the following section we describe how
:o obtain estimates B1 and 92 of the unknown parameters. Using these we estimate the
rrobabilitv n to be

p : o(gr + gzx) (16.12)

Bv comparing to a threshold value, like 0.5, we can predict choice using the rule

n : I1  P>o 's'  lo  t ,<0.5

16.1.4 Mexrnaun LrxrrrHooo EsrrrrranroN oF THE Pnosrr Moprr-

Suppose we randomly select three individuals and observe that the first two drive to work
-ind the third takes the bus; y r : | , yz : 1 , and ys : 0. Furthermore suppose that the values
rf -r, in minutes, for these individuals &re x1 :15, x2:20, and xz:5. What is the joint
rrobability ofobservingyt : I,yz - 1, andy3 : 0? The probability function fory is given
rr,(16.2), which we now combine with the probit model (16.10) to obtain

f (y') : [o(9r + gzri)]v'lr - o(9r * 92";)l'-]', ]; : 0, 1 (16 .  l  3 )

Ii the three individuals are independently drawn, then the joint probability density function
:or y1, y2, and y3 is the product of the marginal probability functions:

f  (y r ,yz,yz) :  f  0t)  f  (yt)  f  0z)

Consequently, the probability of observing )r : I, yt:1, and y3 : Q ig

P b t :  l , ! z :  I , ! z : 0 ]  :  " f ( 1 , 1 , 0 )  :  f  ( l )  f  ( l )  f  ( 0 )
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Substituting in (16.13), and the values of x;, we have

P l t l  :  l , ! z :  l , y :  : 0 ]

:  o [F '  +  9 r (1s) ] '@19 '  +  Pr (20) lx  {1  -  o [F '  +  9z(s ) ] ]  (16 . t .

In statistics, the function (16. l4), which gives us the probability of observing the samp :
data, is called the likelihood function. Intuitively it makes sense to choose as estimates i
B 1 and B2 the values p1 and p2 that maximize the probability, or likelihood, of observing t: ,
sample. Unfortunately there are no formulas that give us the values for B1 and B2 as there r-:
in least squares estimation of the linear regression model. C,onseqt'Sntly, we must uSe r :
computer and techniques from numerical analysis to obtain B1 and 92. On the surface. t:.
appears to be a difficult task, because O(z) from (16.9) is such a complicated function. A.
turns out, however, using a computer to maximize (16.14) is a relatively easy process

An interesting feature of the maximum likelihood estimation procedure is that while :'
properties in small samples are not known, we can show that in large samples the maximu
likelihood estimator is normally distributed, consistent, and best, in the sense that :
competing estimator has smaller variance.

Econometric software packages contain the maximum likelihood estimation procedure :
the probit model, and thus it is not difficult to estimate the parameters B1 and B2 in practr,"
However, in order for the maximum likelihood estimation procedure to be reliable, lr.,
samples are required. Our expression in (16.14) was limited to three observations :
illustration only, and maximum likelihood estimation should not be carried out with suc:. -
small amount of data. In Section 16.1 .5 we give an empirical example based on a larger samp. ,

16.1.5 Aru Exenplr

Ben-Akiva and Lermanl have sample data on automobile and public transportation trlr:
times and the alternative chosen for N : 21 individuals. A few of these observations .:,
given in Table 16.1; the complete set of data is in the file transport.dat.ln this table :.-,:
variable DTIMEi: (bus time - auto time) and the dependent variable AUTOT : t
automobile transportation is chosen.

Using the complete sample of data, and a numerical optimization program for the pro:
model (such programs are available in most econometric packages), we can obtain ::,
maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters,

b 't \zDTIMEI : -0'0644 + 0'0299DTIMEi
(se) (o.3gs2) (o.o1o3) 

(16 '  r

Table 76.7 Sample Observat ions on Travel  Choice
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The values in parentheses below the parameter estimates are estimated standard errors that
are valid in large samples. These standard errors can be used to carry out hypothesis tests and
construct interval estimates in the usual way, with the qualification that they are valid in
large samples. The negative sign of B1 implies that when commuting times via bus and auto
are equal so DTIME : 0, individuals have a bias against driving to work, relative to public
transportation, though the estimated coefficient is not statistically significant. The positive
sign of B2 indicates that an increase in public transportation travel time relative to auto travel
time increases the probability that an individual will choose to drive to work, and this
coeffi cient is statistically significant.

Suppose that we wish to estimate the marginal effect of increasing public transportation
time, given that travel via public transportation currently takes 20 minutes longer than auto
travel. Using (16.11)

dDTIME
: 0(Br + g2DrIME)Pz : 0(-0.0644 + 0.02ssx20)(0.029e)
: d(0.5355) (0.0299) : 0.3456 x0.0299 : 0.0104

For the probit probability model, an incremental (l-minute) increase in the travel time via
public transportation increases the probability of travel via auto by approximately 0.01,
given that taking the bus already requires 20 minutes more travel time than driving.

The estimated parameters of the probit model can also be used to "predict" the behavior
of an individual who must choose between auto and public transportation to travel to work. If
an individual is faced with the situation that it takes 30 minutes longer to take public
transportation than to drive to work, then the estimated probability that auto transportation
will be selected is calculated using (16.12)

P : O(9, + g2DrrME): <D(-0.0644 + 0.02ss x 30) : 6.793

Since the estimated probability that the individual will choose to drive to work is 0.798,
which is greater than 0.5, we "predict" that when public transportation takes 30 minutes
longer than driving to work, the individual will choose to drive.

16.2 The Logit Model for Binary Choice

Probit model estimation is numerically complicated because it is based on the normal
distribution. A frequently used alternative to the probit model for binary choice situations is
the logit model. These models differ only in the particular S-shaped curve used to constrain
probabilities to the [0,1] interval. If I is a logistic random variable, then its probability
density function is

dp

The corresponding cumulative distribution function, unlike the normal distribution, has a
closed form expression, which makes analysis somewhat easier. The cumulative distri-
bution function for a logistic random variable is

(16 .16)

(16 .  l7 )
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the observed value y takes the value 1 isIn the logit model, the probability p that

This can be expressed in a more generally useful form. The probability that ), : 1
written as

( 1 6 . 1  |

can L'.

I  exp(9r + 9zx)
1 * e x p ( 8 1  + } z x )

The probability that ) : 0 is

l - p : I  *  exp(B1 *9zx)

Represented in this way, the logit model can be extended to cases in which the choice i.
between more than two alternatives, as we will see in Section 16.3.

In maximum likelihood estimation of the logit model, the probability given in ( 16. 1 8 t i .
used to form the likelihood function ( 16.14) by inserting "A" for "@". To interpret the log::
estimates, the derivative in (16.11) is still valid, using (16.16) instead of the normr
probabil ity density function.

The shapes of the logistic and normal probability density functions are somewhr:
different, and maximum likelihood estimates of B1 and B2 will be different. However, thr
marginal probabilities and the predicted probabilities differ very little in most cases.

16.3 Multinornial Logit

In probit and logit models the decision maker chooses between two alternatives. Clearly n r
are often faced with choices involving more than two alternatives. These are callec
multinomial choice situations. Examples include the following:

. If you are shopping for a laundry detergent, which one do you choose? Tide, Chee:.
Arm & Hammer, Wisk, and so on. The consumer is faced with a wide array ,':
alternatives. Marketing researchers relate these choices to prices ofthe alternative..
advertising, and product characteristics.

. If you enroll in the business school, will you major in economics, marketing.
management, flnance, or accounting?

. If you are going to a mall on a shopping spree, which mall will you go to, and whl
' When you graduated from high school, you had to choose between not going t,

college and going to a private 4-year college, a public 4-yeat college, or a 2-yea:
college. What factors led to your decision among these alternatives?

It would not take you long to come up with other illustrations. In each of these case:.
researchers wish to relate the observed choice to a set of explanatory variables. Mort
specifically, as in probit and logit models, they wish to explain and predict the probabilitr
that an individual with a certain set of characteristics chooses one of the alternatives. Tht
estimation and interpretation of such models is, in principle, similar to that in logit anc

p: PIL< Br + Fzxl : A(8, - Pzx) : 
#rt-
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probit models. The models themselves go under the names multinomial logit, conditional
logit, and multinomial probit. We will discuss the most commonly used logit models.

16.3.1 Murtrxourer Locrr CHorcE PnosennrrrEs

Suppose that a decision maker must choose between several distinct alternatives. Let us focus
on a problem with -/ : 3 altematives. An example might be the choice facing a high school
graduate. Shall I attend a 2-year college, a 4-year college, or not go to college? The factors
affecting this choice might include household income, the student's high school grades, family
size, race, the student's gender, and the parent's education. As in the logit and probit models, we
will try to explain the probability that the lth person will choose alternative 7,

Pr; : Plindividual i chooses alternative 7]

In our example there are J :3 alternatives, denoted by "l: 1,2, or 3. These numerical
values have no meaning because the alternatives in general have no particular ordering and
are assigned arbitrarily. You can think of them as categories A, B, and C.

If we assume a single explanatory factor, x;, then, in the multinomial logit specification,
the probabilities of individual i choosing alternatives j : 1,2,3 arc

j  : 1  ( 1 6 . 1 9 a )f') :r  :

P i z :

Piz :

1 * exp(B12 -f lzzxi) * exp(Bt, -l lzzxi)'

exp(9n -t 9zzxi)
I * exp(812 -t lzzxi) * exp(Bt, * Fzzxi)'

exp(9r: f 9z:-ti)
1 * exp(B12 -t lzzxi) * exp(Bp I Fzsxi)'

j - ) (  16.19b)

j  : 3  ( 1 6 . 1 9 c )

The parameters B12 and B22 are specific to the second alternative, and B13 and B1 are specific
to the third alternative. The parameters specific to the first alternative are set to zero to solve
an identification problem and to make the probabilities sum to 1.2 Setting 9rr : 9:r : 0
leads to the "1" in the numerator of p;1 and the "1" in the denominator of each part of
( i6.19). Specifically, the term that would be there is exp(B11 * 9zrxi) : exp(O * 0-r;) - 1.

A distinguishing feature of the multinomial logit model in ( I 6. l9) is that there is a single
explanatory variable that describes the individual, not the altematives facing the individual.
To distinguish the altematives we give them different parameter values. This situation is
common in the social sciences, where surveys record many characteristics of the individ-
uals, and choices they made.

16.3.2 MRxrmur"r LrxlrrHooo EsrruetroN

Lety;1,!2,and yi: be dummy variables that indicate the choice made by individual i. If
alternative I is selected, theny;1 : l,yiz:0, andyi: :0. If alternative2 is selected, then
) i r :0 ,y iz :1,andyrz:0.  In th ismodeleachindiv idualmustchooseone,andonlyone,of
the available alternatives.

2 Some software may choose the parameters of the last (Jth) alternative to set to zero, or perhaps the most
trequently chosen group. Check your software documentation.
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Estimation of this model is by maximum likelihood. Suppose that we observe thre<
individuals, who choose alternatives 1,2, and 3, respectively. Assuming that their choice.
are independent, then the probability of observing this outcome is

P ( y n :  l , i z z :  l , y z z :  l )  :  P l  x  P z z x  P t t

1 * exp(B12 * gzzxr) * exp(Bt, * Fz*r)
exp(9n + 9zzxz)

1 * exp(812 -l9zzxz) t exp(Br, -l 1zzxz)
exp(pr: * lzzxt)

1 * exp(9rz * gzzxz) * exp(9t, -llzzxz)

:  L( \n,9zz,9n,9zt)

In the last line we recognize that this joint probability depends on the unknown parameter.
and is in fact the likelihood function. Maximum likelihood estimation seeks those values t:
the parameters that maximize the likelihood or, more specifically, the logJikelihood
function, which is easier to work with mathematically. In a real application the numtre:
of individuals will be greater than three, and computer software will be used to maximize th:
log-likelihood function numerically. While the task might look daunting, finding th:
maximum likelihood estimates in this type of model is fairly simple.

16.3.3 Posr-EsrrmerroN Axervsts

Given that we can obtain maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters, which we denote a.
9t.,9rr, Ft:, and p4, what can we do then? The first thing we might do is estimate ttr
probability that an individual will choose altemative 1,2, or 3. For the value of the explanator-.
variable xs, we can calculate the predicted probabilities of each outcome being selected usin;
(16.19). For example, the probability that such an individual will choose altemative I is

p t l t  -

1 * exp(B12 * lzzxo) * exp(Br, * pz:xo)

The predicted probabilities for alternatives 2 and3,ls2 and|B, can similarly be obtained. I:
we wanted to predict which alternative would be chosen, we might choose to predict tha:
alternative j will be chosen if p6; is the maximum of the estimated probabilities.

Because the model is such a complicated nonlinear function of the B's, it will not surpri's
you to learn that the B's are not "slopes." In these models the marginal effect is the effect c:
a change in x, everything else held constant, on the probability that an individual choose.
alternative m -- 1.2. or 3.It can be shown' that

(  16 .1( ,

'One can quickly become overwhelmed by the mathematics when seeking references on this topic. Tr
relatively friendly sources, with good examples, are Regression Modelsfor Categorical and Limited Dependt..
Variables by J. Scott Long (Sage Publications, 1997) [see Chapter 6] and Quantitative Models in Marketrr:
Researchby Philip Hans Franses and Richard Paap (Cambridge University Press, 2001 ) [see Chapter 5]. At a mu::
more advanced level see Econometric Analysis,Sth edition by William Greene (Prentice-Hall, 2003) lsee SectiL':
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Recall that the model we are discussing has a single explanatory variable, x;, and that
9 z r  : 0 .

Alternatively, and somewhat more simply, the difference in probabilities can be
calculated for two specific values of .r;. If xo and x6 are two values of x;, then the estimated
change in probability of choosing alternative I lm : 1] when changing from xo to .{, is

L p r : F n - F o r

1 * exp(812 * lzzxu) * exp(Bt, 't }zzxu)
1

1 * exp(B12 I \zzx,) * exp(Bt, -l !ztx,)

This approach is good if there are certain scenarios that you as a researcher have in mind as
typical or important cases, or if r is a dummy variable with only two values, ra : 0 and
r a :  l .

Another useful interpretive device is the odds ratio. It shows how many times more
likely categoryT is to be chosen relative to the first category and is given by

"!r '  
:  

{ l  -  ! j !  -exp(Fr; *gzixi), j :2,3 (16.2r)
P ( y i :  l )  P t  

- ' - F \ r ' r

The effect on the odds ratio of changing the value of .r; is given by the derivative

W#n: gz;exp1B, i - tgzix i ) ,  j :2,3 (16.22)

The value of the exponential function exp(pr; -t gzixi) is always positive. Thus the sign of
9z; tells us whether a change in-r; will make thejth category more or less likely relative to the
first category.

An interesting feature ofthe odds ratio (16.21) is thatthe odds ofchoosing alternativeTrather
than alternative 1 does not depend on how many altematives there are in total. There is the
implicit assumption in logit models that the odds between any pair of alternatives is
independent of irrelevant alternatives (IIA). This is a strong assumption, and if it is violated
multinomial logit may not be a good modeling choice. It is especially likely to fail if several
alternatives are similar. There are tests for the validity of the IIA assumption; however,
describing it and alternatives to multinomial logit models is far beyond the scope of this book.*

16.3.4 AN Exemplr

The National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:8S) was the first nationally
representative longitudinal study ofeighth grade students in public and private schools in the
United States. It was sponsored by the National Center for Education Statistics. In 1988,
some 25,000 eighth graders, their parents, their teachers, and their principals were surveyed.
In 1990, these same students (who were then mostly 10th graders, and some dropouts), their
teachers, and principals were surveyed again. In 1992, the second follow-up survey was
conducted of students, mostly in the 12th grade, but dropouts, parents, teachers, school

" An advanced but classic reference for this material is Limited Dependent and Qualitative Variables in
Econometrics by G. S. Maddala (Cambridge University Press, 1983), especially Chapter 3.
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Table 16.2 Maxirnum LikelihoodEstirnates of PSE Choice T a b l e  1  6 . 3  E f f

Parameters Estimates Standard errors t-Statistics PSE choice
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2.5064
-0.3088

5.7699
-0.7062

0.4183
0.0523
0.4043
0.0s29

administrators, and high school transcripts were also surveyed. The third follow-up was in
1994, after most students had graduated.)

We have taken a subset of the total data, namely those who stayed in the panel of dau
through the third follow-up. On this group we have complete data on the individuals and
their households, high school grades, and test scores, as well as their post-secondarl
education choices. In the file nels-small.daf we have 1000 observations on students who
chose, upon graduating from high school, either no college (PSECHOICE:I), a 2-year
college (P S E C H O I C E :2), or a 4-y ear college (P S E C H O I C E: 3 ). For illustration purposel
we focus on the explanatory variable GRADES, which is an index ranging from l 0 (highes
level, A* grade) to 13.0 (lowest level, F grade) and represents combined performance in
English, Math, and Social Studies.

Of the 1000 students, 22.2Vo selected not to attend a college upon graduation,25.l',
selected to attend a 2-year college, and 52.7 Vo attended a 4-year college. The average value
of GRADES is 6.53, with highest grade 1.74 and lowest grade 12.33. The estimated values of
the parameters and their standard errors are given in Table 16.2. We selected the group who
did not attend a college to be our base group, so that the parameters B11 : 9zr :0.

Based on these estimates, what can we say? Recall that a larger numerical value of
GRADES represents a poorer academic performance. The parameter estimates for the
coefficients of GRADES are negative and statistically significant. Using expression (16.22t
on the effect of a change in an explanatory variable on the odds ratio, this means that if the
value of GRADES increases, the probability that high school graduates will choose a2-year
or a 4-year college goes down, relative to the probability ofnot attending college. This is the
anticipated effect, as we expect that a poorer academic performance will increase the odds of
not attending college.

We can also compute the predicted probability of each type of college choice using
(16.19) for given values of GRADES. In our sample the median value of GRADESis 6.61.
and the top 5th percentile value is 2.635. What are the choice probabilities of students
with these grades? In Table 16.3 we show that the probability of choosing No College is
0.181 for the student with median grades, but this probability is reduced to 0.018 for
students with top grades. Similarly, the probability of choosinga2-year school is 0.286
for the average student but is 0.097 for the better student. Finally, the average student has
a 0.533 chance of selecting a 4-year college, but the better student has a 0.886 chance of
selecting a  -year college.

The marginal effect of achangeinGRADES on the choice probabilities can be calculated
using (16.20). The marginal effect again depends on particular values for GMDES, and we
report these in Table 16.3 for the median and 5th percentile students. An increase in

s The study and data are summarized in National Education Longitudinal Study: 1988-1994, Desciptive
Summary Report With an Essay on Access and Choice in Post-Secondary Education,by Allen Sanderson, Bemard
Dugoni, Kenneth Rasinski, and John Taylor, C. Dennis Carroll project officer, NCES 96-175, National Center for
Education Statistics, March 1996.

9rz
9zz
P l 3

9zz

5.99
-5.91
14.2'7

-13.34
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Table 7 6.3 Effects of Grades on Probabil itvof PSE Choice
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0.084
0.012
0.045
0.033

-0 .128
-0.045

GRADES of I point (worse performance) increases the probabilities of choosing either no
college or a 2-year college and reduces the probability of attendin g a 4-year college. The
probability of attending a 4-year college declines more for the average student than for the
top student, given the 1-point increase in GMDES. Note that for each value of GMDES the
sum of the predicted probabilities is l, and the sum of the marginal effects is zero, except
for rounding error. This is a feature of the multinomial logit specification.

As you can see there are many interesting questions we can address with this type of model.

16.4 Conditional Logit

Suppose that a decision maker must choose between several distinct alternatives, just as in
the multinomial logit model. In a marketing context, suppose our decision is between three
types (,/ : 3) of soft drinks, say Pepsi, 7-Up, and Coke Classic, in 2-liter bottles. Shoppers
will visit their supermarkets and make a choice, based on prices of the products and other
factors. With the advent of supermarket scanners at checkout, data on purchases (what
brand, how many units, and the price paid) are recorded. Ofcourse we also know the prices
ofthe products that the consumer did not buy on a particular shopping occasion. The key
point is that if we collect data on soda purchases from a variety of supermarkets, over a
period of time, we observe consumer choices from the set of alternatives and we know the
prices facing the shopper on each trip to the supermarket.

Let y;1, y 2, and y3 be dummy variables that indicate the choice made by individual l. If
alternative I (Pepsi) is selected, theny;1 : l,yiz:0, andy6 : 0. If alternative2 (7-Up) is
selected, theny;1 : O,yiz : I, andyn : 0. If alternative 3 (coke) is selected, then v1' : Q,
yiz : 0, and y;3 : I . The price facing individual I for brandT is PRICEiI. That is, the price of
Pepsi, 7-Up, and Coke is potentially different for each customer who purchases soda.
Remember, different customers can shop at different supermarkets and at different times.
Variables like price are individual and alternative specific because they vary from
individual to individual and are different for each choice the consumer might make.
This type of information is very different from what we assumed was available in the
multinomial logit model, where the explanatory variable xi was individual specific; it did
not change across alternatives.

76.4.7 CoNorrroNar Locrr Cnorcr Pnonanrrrrrns

Our objective is to understand the factors that lead a consumer to choose one alternative over
another. We construct a model for the probability that individual I chooses alternative 7

6.64
2.635
6.64
2.635
6.64
2.635

0 .  181
0 .018
0.286
0.097
0.533
0.886

pi; : Pfindividual ichooses alternative 7]
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The conditional logit model specifies these probabilities as

exp(9r; r gzPRICE;i)
exp(Prr -l gzPRICEir) f exp(Bu r FzPRICEiz) * exp(Br, -l B2PRICEs)

(16.23

Note that unlike the probabilities for the multinomial logit model in (16.19), there is only
one parameter B2 relating the effect of each price to the choice probability pi;. We have alsc
included alternative specific constants (intercept terms). These cannot all be estimated, anc
one must be set to zero. We will set Br: : 0.

Estimation of the unknown parameters is by maximum likelihood. Suppose that ire
observe three individuals, who choose alternatives 1,2, and 3, respectively. Assuming tha:
their choices are independent, then the probability of observing this outcome is

P (y t t  :  l , ! z z :  r , ! z t  :  l )  :  P t t x  PzzxPzz

exp(9rr + FzPrucrrr)
exp(9rr -t gzPRICEn) + exp(Br, * 7zPRICEz) * exp(FzPRICEB)

exP(Frz -r  $2PRICE22)

exp(S2PRICfu3)
"
:  Z ( 9 r r , 9 r z , 9 z )

16.4.2 Posr-esrrMATroN ANervsrs

How a change in price affects the choice probability is different for "own price" change.
and "cross price" changes. Specifically it can be shown that the own price effect is

0 pii : PilQ - Pii)Fz (16.:-r
aPRICEij

The sign of B2 indicates the direction of the own price effect.
The change in probability of alternative 7 being selected if the price of alternative

changes (kf j) is

Pij
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The cross price effect is in the opposite direction of the own price effect.
An important feature of the conditional logit model is that the odds ratio betwee:,

alternativesT and ft is

p'i -"*p\?'i + 
T'P-JIr*'il: expl(Bri - Frr) * gz(pRICEij - pRICEik)l

Pi r  exP(prr  -  \zPRICEi t )  
-  - r  t \ ' -  ' r

The odds ratio depends on the difference in prices, but not on the prices themselves. As in th.'
multinomial logit model this ratio does not depend on the total number of alternatives, anc

*Y#": 
-PijPir'Fz
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Ta b I e 1 6 . 4 Conditional Logit Pararneter Estimates

\ ariables Estimates Standard errors t-Statistics p-Values

-2.2964
0.2832
0.1038

0.1377
0.0624
0.0625

- 16.68
4.54
1.66

0.000
0.000
0.096

there is the implicit assumption of the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA). See the
discussion at the end of Section 16.3.3. Models that do not require the IIA assumption have
been developed, but they are difficult. These include the multinomial probit model, which
is based on the normal distribution, and the nested logit and mixed logit models.6

16.4.3 An Exe,npr-r

We observe 1822 purchases, covering 104 weeks and 5 stores, in which a consumer
purchased 2-liter bottles of either Pepsi (34.6Vo), 7-Up (37.4Vo), or Coke Classic (28Vc).
These data are in the file cola.dat.In the sample the average price of Pepsi was $1.23, of 7-
Up $1.12, and of Coke $1.21. We estimate the conditional logitmodel shown in (16.23), and
the estimates are shown in Table 16.4.

We see that all the parameter estimates are significantly different from zero at a l)Volevel
of significance, and the sign of the coefficient of PRICEis negative. This means that a rise in
the price ofan individual brand will reduce the probability ofits purchase, and the rise in the
price of a competitive brand will increase the probability of its purchase. To get a feel for the
magnitudes involved, we predict the probability of a Pepsi purchase, given that the price of
Pepsi is $1, the price of 7-Up is $1.25, and the price of Coke is $1.10. These values can be
chosen to describe a particular scenario of interest when analyzing brand choice. The
estimated probability of selecting Pepsi is then

n : 1  :
e x P ( 9 r r * 8 2 x 1 . 0 0 ) :0.4832

exp(pr r  *  9 r r  1 .00)  +  exp(Frz  *  Fr r  1 .25)  +exp(92 x  1 .10)

If we raise the price of Pepsi to $ 1. 10, we estimate that the probability of its purchase falls to
0.4263.If theprice of Pepsi stays at $ 1.00 but we increase the price of Coke by 15 cents, then we
estimate that the probability of a consumer selecting Pepsi rises by 0.0445. These numbers
indicate to us the responsiveness ofbrand choice to changes in prices, much like elasticities.

16.5 Ordered Choice Models

The choice options in multinomial and conditional logit models have no natural ordering or
arrangement. However, in some cases choices are ordered in a speciflc way. Examples
include the following:

1. Results of opinion surveys in which responses can be strongly disagree, disagree,
neutral, agree, or strongly agree.

o For a briefdescription ofthese models at an advanced level see Econometric Analysls, 5th edition by William
Greene (Prentice-Hall, 2003), pp. 725-729.
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2. Assignmentof gradesorworkperforrnanceratings. StudentsreceivegradesA, B. (
D, and F, which are ordered on the basis of a teacher's evaluation of thc'.:
performance. Employees are often given evaluations on scales such as Outstandin:
Very Good, Good, Fair, and Poor, which are similar in spirit.

3. Standard and Poor's rates bonds as AAA, AA, A, BBB, and so on, as a judgme.-
about the credit worthiness of the company or country issuing a bond, and how ri:\.,
the investment might be.

4. Levels of employment are unemployed, part-time, or full-time.

When modeling these types of outcomes, numerical values are assigned to the outcomes. h,
the numerical values are ordinal and reflect only the ranking of the outcomes. In the fi:'.
example, we might assign a dependent variable y the values

strongly disagree
disagree
neutral
agree
strongly agree

In Section 16.3 we considered the problem of choosing what type of college to attend at:r
graduatingfromhighschool as anillustrationofachoiceamongunorderedaltematives. Howe\ !':
in this particular case there may in fact be natural ordering. We might rank the possibilitie: .

"{i
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The usual linear regression model is not appropriate for such data, because in regression ri ,
would treat the y-values as having some numerical meaning when they do not. In the n.".'
section we discuss how probabilities of each choice might be modeled.

16.5.1 OnorNer Pnour Cnorcn PnonaurrrrEs

When faced with a ranking problem, we develop a "sentiment" about how we ter
concerning the alternative choices, and the higher the sentiment the more likely a high.:
ranked alternative will be chosen. This sentiment is. of course. unobservable to ti:.
econometrician. Unobservable variables that enter decisions are called latent variabler.
and we will denote our sentiment toward the ranked alternatives by yi, with the "star.
reminding us that this variable is unobserved.

Microeconomics is well described as the "science of choice." Economic theory will sugge.'
that certain factors (observable variables) may affect how we feel about the altematives facir:-:
us. As a concrete example, let us think about what factors might lead a high school graduate :
choose among the altematives "no college," "2-year college," and "4-year college" ".
described by the ordered choices in (16.26). Some factors that affect this choice are househo.-
income, the student's high school grades, how close a 2- or 4-year college is to the horn:
whether parents had attended a 4-year college, and so on. For simplicity, let us focus on tl-..
single explanatory variable GRADES. The model is then

( 3 4-year college (the full college experience)
y -- \ 2 2-year college (a partial college experience)

I I no college

y i : B G M D E S i * e i
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)i = I (nocollege) i yr=2(2-yeucollege) i )i = 3 (4-yearcollege)

i i
!i

rrcunp 76.2 Ordinal choices relative to thresholds.

This model is not a regression model because the dependent variable is unobservable.
Consequently it is sometimes called an index model. The error term is present for the usual
reasons. The choices we observe are based on a comparison of "sentiment" toward higher
education yi relative to certain thresholds, as shown in Figure 16.2.

Because there are M :3 altematives, there are M - I :2 thresholds p,1 and p2, with
lrt ( Fr,z. The index model does not contain an intercept because it would be exactly
collinear with the threshold variables. If sentiment toward higher education is in the lowest
category, then yi ( p1 and the alternative "no college" is chosen, if p, < .vi < p: then the
alternative "2-year college" is chosen, and if sentiment toward higher educarion is in the
highest category, then yi ) p,2 and "4-year college" is chosen. That is,

if yi > ttz
i f  Fr <) i  < pz
i f  v l < p r

We are able to represent the probabilities of these outcomes if we assume a particular
probability distribution foryf , or equivalently for the random enot ei.If we assume that the
errors have the standard normal distribution, N(0, I ), an assumption that defines the ordered
probit model, then we can calculate the following:

P(v: 1) : P1i < p') :  P(7GRADE& * e; < p';
: P(ei ( lrr - 9GRADESi)
: @(pr - }GMDESi)P (v : 2) : ;[i :i;#;'-Y,',liiJJi;],;,i *'

: <D(pz - \GRADES;) - O(pr - 1GRADESi)

and the probability that y : 3 it

P(v : 3) : P1i > pz) : P(TGRADESi -t ei> pr1

: P(ei) pz - 1GRADESi)
:  I  -o(pz -9GRADES:)

16.5.2 Esrrueuou aNo INrpnpRETATroN

Estimation, as with previous choice models, is by maximum likelihood. If we observe a
random sample of N : 3 individuals, with the first not going to college (yr : l), the second

F ' F :

( 3 (-Vear college)
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attending a2-year college (yz :2), and the third attendinga4-year college (yr : 3), then
the likelihood function is

L ( F ,  P r  , P z )  :  P ( Y t  :  1 ) x P ( Y 2 : 2 ) x P ( Y z  : 3 )

Note that the probabilities depend on the unknown parameters |r1 and p2 as well as the
index function parameter B. These parameters are obtained by maximizing the log-
likelihood function using numerical methods. While this is no easy task, econometric
software includes options for both ordered probit, which depends on the errors being
standard normal, and ordered logit, which depends on the assumption that the random
errors follow a logistic distribution. Most economists will use the normality assumption.
but many other social scientists use the logistic. In the end, there is little difference
between the results.

The types of questions we can answer with this model are the following:

1. What is the probability that a high school graduate with GRADES: 2.5 (on a 13-
point scale, with I being the highest) will attend a2-year college? The answer is
obtained by plugging in the specific value of GRADES into the predicted probabilitl
based on the maximum likelihood estimates of the narameters.

P1y : zlcneDES : 2.s) :o(pz - Bx2.s)- o(rr, - B x2.s)

2. What is the difference in probability of attending a 4-year college for two students.
one with GRADES: 2.5 and another with GRADES : 4.5? The difference in the
probabilities is calculated directly as

P1y : zlcneDES : +.s) -P(y :3IGMDES :2.s)

3. If we treat GRADES as a continuous variable, what is the marginal effect on the
probability of each outcome, given a l-unit change in GRADES? These derivatives
are
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aGRADE1: 0(trz - BGRADES) x B

In these expressions "0(.)" denotes the probability density function ofa standard normal
distribution, and its values are always positive. Consequently the sign of the parameter B
is opposite the direction of the marginal effect for the lowest category, but it indicates the
direction of the marginal effect for the highest category. The direction of the marginal
effect for the middle category goes one way or the other, depending on the sign of the
difference in brackets.
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There are a variety of other devices that can be used to analyze the outcomes of ordered
choice models, including some useful graphics. Formore on these see (from a social science
perspective) Regression Models for Categorical and Limited Dependent Variables by J.
Scott Long (Sage Publications, 1991, Chapter 5) or (from a marketing perspective)
Quantitative Models in Marketing Research by Philip Hans Franses and Richard Paap
(Cambridge University Press, 2001, Chapter 6).

16.5.3 AN ExelvrprE

To illustrate we use the college choice data introduced in Section 16.3 and contained in the
file nels_small.dat.We treat PSECHOICE as an ordered variable with " 1" representing the
least favored alternative (no college) and "3" denoting the most favored alternative (A-year
college). The estimation results are in Table 16.5.

The estimated coefficient of GRADES is negative, indicating that the probability of
attending a 4-year college goes down when GRADES increase (indicating a worse
performance), and the probability of the lowest ranked choice, attending no college,
increases. Let us examine the marginal effects of an increase in GRADES on attending
a4-yearcollege.Forastudentwithmediangrades(6.64)themarginaleffectis -0.l22l,and
for a student in the 5th percentile (2.635) the marginal effect is -0.0538. These are similar in
magnitude to the marginal effects shown in Table 16.3.

Had we simply estimated the relationship between PSECHOICE and GMDES using a
linear regression model we would have obtained

PSECHOICE :3.4703 - 0.I784GMDES

These estimates imply that the "marginal effect" of GRADES is -0. 1784. This approach
incorrectly gives a numerical interpretation to the values of PSECHOICE ar'd thus the
estimated values have little meanins.

16.6 Models for Count Data

When the dependent variable in a regression model is a count of the number of occurrences
of an event, the outcome variable is y : 6, 1,2,3. .. . These numbers are actual counts, and
thus different from the ordinal numbers of the previous section. Examples include the
following:

. The number of trips to a physician a person makes during ayear.

. The number of fishing trips taken by a person during the previous year.

. The number of children in a household.
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. The number of automobile accidents at a particular intersection during a month.

. The number of televisions in a household.

. The number of alcoholic drinks a college student takes in a week.

While we are again interested in explaining and predicting probabilities, such as the
probability that an individual will take two or more trips to the doctor during a )ear, thc'
probability distribution we use as a foundation is the Poisson, not the normal or the logistic
If Yis a Poisson random variable, then its probability function is
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f (  v )  :  p ( y : n ) : u  
^ \ ' .  

y _  0 . 1 . 2 , . . ,J \ J ) - . \ '  - - ) / t -  
y !

(16 .2 :

The fac to r i a l ( ! ) t e rmy !  : yx (y -  1 ) t ( y  -2 ) * . . . x l .Th i sp robab i l i t y func t i onhasonc
parameter, tr, which is the mean (and variance) of X That is, E(f) : var(I) : X. In "
regression model we try to explain the behavior of E(Y) as a function of some explanatorl
variables. We do the same here, keeping the value of E(Y) > 0 by defining

E ( Y ) : \ : e x P ( p r * p z x )

This choice defines the Poisson regression model for count data.

(  16 .28

16.6.1 Mexruurvr Llxnrrrooo Esrruerror.r

The parameters B1 and B2 can be estimated by maximum likelihood. Suppose we randomll
se lectN:3 indiv idualsf romapopulat ionandobservethat thei rcountsareyl :0,y2:) .
and y3 : 2, indicating 0,2, and2 occurrences of the event for these three individuals. Recal-
that the likelihood function is the joint probability function of the observed data, interpretec
as a function of the unknown parameters. That is,

L ( ! r , F z ) :  P ( Y : 0 ) x P ( r  : 2 ) x P ( Y  : 2 )

This product of functions Iike (16.27) will be very complicated and difficult to maximize
However, in practice, maximum likelihood estimation is carried out by maximizing the
logarithm of the likelihood function, or

l n l , ( 81 ,  9z )  :  l nP (Y  :  0 )  *  l nP (Y  :2 )  + lnP(Y  :2 )

Using (16.28) for ),, the log of the probability function is

-  - \  +yln(}.)  -  ln(y!)

gzx) *yx (9r r Fzx) - ln(y!)

Then the logJikelihood function, given a sample of N observations, becomes

N
lnZ(81, Fz) : -I {-exp(81 * Fzri) * yr x (9r -t gzxi) - ln(y;!)}

h[P(r:y)] :"|ryr, 
]

:  _exp(Br *
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This log-likelihood function is a function of only B 1 and B2 once we substitute in the data
values (y;, -r; ) . The log-likelihood function itself is still a nonlinear function of the unknown
parameters, and the maximum likelihood estimates must be obtained by numerical methods.
Econometric software has options that allow for the maximum likelihood estimation of
count models with the click of a button.

16.6.2 INrenpruranroN rN rue PorssoN RrcRrssroN Moopr

As in other modeling situations we would like to use the estimated model to predict
outcomes, determine the marginal effect of a change in an explanatory variable on the mean
of the dependent variable, and test the significance of coefficients.

Prediction of the conditional mean of y is straightforward. Given the maximum like-
lihood estimates p1 and B2, and given a value of the explanatory variable xe, then

+ Bz;ro)

This value is an estimate of the expected number of occurrences observed, if r takes the
value x6. The probability of a particular number of occurrences can be estimated by inserting
the estimated conditional mean into the probabilitv function. as

E ( y o ) : t r 0 : e x p ( B r

P ( Y : y ) :

The marginal effect of a change in a continuous variable x in the Poisson regression model is
not simply given by the parameter, because the conditional mean model is a nonlinear
function of the parameters. Using our specification that the conditional mean is given by
E(yt) : X; : exp(B1 * }zxi), and using rules for derivatives of exponential functions, we
obtain the mareinal effect

(r6.29)

To estimate this marginal effect, replace the parameters by their maximum likelihood
estimates and select a value for x. The marginal effect is different depending on the value of ;r
chosen. A useful fact about the Poisson model is that the conditional mean E(y;) - \i :
exp(9 r -l Fzxr) is always positive, because the exponential function is always positive. Thus
the direction of the marginal effect can be determined from the sign of the coefficient B2.

Equation (16.29) can be expressed as a percentage, which can be useful:

o4^trrr: 1s9oE(y,J/E(y') : loogz%
Lxi Oxi

If r is not transformed, then a l-unit change in "r leads to 10092% change in the conditional
mean.

Suppose the conditional mean function contains a dummy variable, how do we calculate
its effect? lf E(yi) - \i : exp(pr l}zxi + ADi) we can examine the conditional expec-
tat ion when D:0 and when D:  1.

E(yi lDi-  0) :  exp(Br * pzxi)
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E(yilD, - 1) : exp(pr * Bzri * E)

Then, the percentage change in the conditional mean is
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This is identical to the expression we obtained for the effect of a dummy variable in a log-
linear model. See Section 7.5.

Finally, hypothesis testing can be carried out using standard methods. The maximum
likelihood estimators are asymptotically normal with a variance of a known form. The actual
expression for the variance is complicated and involves matrix expressions, so we will not
report the formula here.7 Econometric software has the variance expressions encoded, and
along with parameter estimates, it will provide standard errors, t-statistics, and p-values.
which are used as always.

16.6.3 Au Exerlpu

The Olympic Games are a subject of great interest to the global community. Rightly or
wrongly the attention focuses on the number of medals won by each country. Andreu
Bernard and Meghan Busse8 examined the effect of a country's economic resources on the
number of medals won. The data are in the file olympics.dat. Using the data from 1988, ue
estimate a Poisson regression explaining the number of medals won (MEDALTOT) as a
function of the logarithms of population and gross domestic product (1995 dollars). These
results are given in Table 16.6.

Both the size of the country and wealth of the country have a positive and significant
effect on the number of medals won. Using these estimates, the estimated conditional mean
number of medals won for the country with median population (592127 0) and median GDP
(5.51E + 09) is 0.8634. If we keep GDP at the median value but raise population to the 75th
percentile (1.75E+7), the estimated mean is 1.0495. And if we keep population at the
median but raise GDP to the 75th percentile (5.18E + 10), the estimated mean number of
medals is3.1432. Alternatively, we can estimate the mean outcome for a specific county. In
1988 the population in the United Kingdom was 5.72E * 7 and its GDP was 1.01E + 12.
The estimated mean number of medals was26.213l. Thev in fact won atotalof 24 medals.

Ta hl e I 6 . 6 Poisson Regression Estirnates

Variable Coefficient Std. Error r-Statistic p-Value

0
o

o

INTERCEPT
tn(POP)
In(GDP)

-  15.8875
0. l 800
0.5766

0.5 1 18
0.0323
0.0247

-3r.0420
5.5773

23.3238

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

7 SeeRegressionModelsforCategoricalandLimited.DependentVariabiesbyJ.ScottLong(SagePublications.
1997, Chapter 8). A much more advanced and specialized reference is Regression Analysis of Count Data by A
Colin Cameron and Pravin K. Trivedi (Cambridge University Press, 1998).

8 "Who Wins the Olympic Games: Economic Resources and Medal Totals," Z/re Review of Economics and
Statistics,2004, 86(1), 413417. The data were kindly provided by Andrew Bernard.
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16.7 Limited Dependent Variables

In the previous sections of this chapter we reviewed choice behavior models that have
dependent variables that are discrete variables. When a model has a discrete dependent
variable, the usual regression methods we have studied must be modified. In this section we
present another case in which standard least squares estimation of a regression model fails.

16.7.1 CnNsonro Dere

An example that illustrates the situation is based on Thomas Mroz's (1987) study of
married women's labor force participation and wages. The data are in the file mroz.dat
and consist of 753 observations on married women. Of these 325 did not work outside the
home, and thus had no hours worked and no reported wages. The histogram of hours
worked is shown in Figure 16.3. The histogram shows the large fraction of women who
did not enter the labor force. This is an example of censored data, meaning that a
substantial fraction of the observations on the dependent variable take a limit value,
which is zero in the case of market hours worked by married women. Other natural
examples include variables like charitable giving or damage caused by a hurricane. In
these examples a sample of households will yield alarge number of households who give
nothing or who have no hurricane damage.

In Section 2.2 we explained the type of data generation process for which least squares
regression can be successful. Refer back to Figure 2.3. There we show the probability density
functions for the dependent variabley, at differentx-values, centered on the regression function

E(ylx) :9r * Fz"r (r6.30)

This leads to sample data being scattered along the regression function. Least squares
regression works by fitting a line through the center ofa data scatter, and in this case such a

0 1000 2000 3000
Wife's hours of work in 1975

prcunr 7 6.3 Histosram of wife's hours of work in 1975.

o

o
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strategy works fine, because the true regression function also fits through the middle of tlre
data scatter.

Unfortunately, in situations like we have with the supply of labor by manied womeL
when a substantial number of observations have dependent variable values taking the limit
value of zero, the regression functionE(ylx)is no longergivenby (16.30).InsteadE(ylx) is a
complicated nonlinear function of the regression parameters B1 and 92, the error variance
o2, and x. The least squares estimators of the regression parameters obtained by running a
regression of y on .r are biased and inconsistent-least squares estimation fails.

If having all the limit observations present is the cause of the problem, then why not drop
them out? This does not work either. The regression function becomes the expected value of
y, conditional on the y-values being positive, or E(ylx,y > 0). Once again it can be shoun
that this regression function is nonlinear and not equal to (16.30).

16.7.2 A MoNrE Cnnro ExpsRrMENr

Let us illustrate these concepts using a simulated sample of data (tobit.dat). Using
simulation is an excellent way to learn econometrics. It requires us to understand hou
the data are obtained under a particular set of assumptions.e In this example we give the
parametersthespecificvaluesFr - -9andPz: l.Theobservedsampleisobtainedwithin
the framework of an index or latent variable model, similar to the one discussed in Section
16.5 on the ordered probit model. Let the latent variable be

Yi : Fr * \zxi + ei : -9 * xi I ei ( 1 6 . 3 1 r

with the enor term assumed to have a normal distribution , e i - N (0 , oz : 16) . The observable
outcome y; takes the value zero if yi < 0, but yi : yi if yl > 0. In the simulation we

. Create N : 200 random values of x; that are spread evenly (or uniformly) over the
interval [0, 20]. We will keep these fixed in further simulations.

. Obtain N :200 random values e' from a normal distribution with mean 0 and
variance 16.

r Create N : 200 values of the latent variable li : -9 I xi I ei.
. Obtain N:200 values ofthe observed yr using

l t -

y i<0
y ; > 0

The 200 observations obtained this way constitute a sample that is censored with a lower
limit of zero. The latent data are plotted in Figure 16.4.Inthis figure the line labeled E(y-)
has intercept -9 and slope 1. The values of the latent variable yf are scattered along this
regression function. If we observed these data we could estimate the parameters using the
least squares principle, by fitting a line through the center of the data.

However, we do not observe all the latent data. When the values of yi are zero or less, we
observe y; : 0. We observe yi when they are positive. These observable data, along with the
fitted least squares regression, are shown in Figure 16.5.

e Peter Kennedy is an advocate of using Monte Carlo experiments in teaching econometrics. See "Using Monte
Carlo Studies for Teaching Econometrics," in: W. Becker and M. Watts (Eds.), Teaching Undergraduate
Economics: Altematives to Chalk and Talk, Cheltenham, UK: Edward Elgar, 1998, pp. 141-159; see also Peter
Kennedy (2N3) A Guide to Econometrics,5th edition, Cambridge, MA: MIT Ptess, pp. 24-27 .
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N

FTGuRE 7 6.4 Uncensored sample data and regression function.

The least squares principle will fail to estimate Br : -9 and 9z : I because the observeddata
donotfallalongtheunderlyingregressionfunctionE(y-1") : 9r * pzx : -9 *x.InFigure
i6.5 we show the estimated regression function for the 200 observed y-values, which is given
bv

9i:  -2.1477 * 0.5161x;
('") (0.3706) (0.0326) (16.32a)

20l 8l 6t4l 210

I

!

N
I

I

N

o 2 4 6 8 1 0 1 2 t 4 1 6 1 8 2 0
6. 5 Censored sample data, and latent regression function and least squares fittedprcuns  7 line.
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If we restrict our sample to include only the 100 positive y-values, the fitted regression is

l i : -3 .1399*0 .6388. r ;
('") (1.20s5) (0.0821)

In a Monte Carlo simulation we repeat this process of creating N : 200 observations, and
applying least squares estimation, many times. This is analogous to "repeated sampling" in
the context of experimental statistics. In this case we repeat the process NSAM: 1000
times, keeping the r-values fixed and drawing new effor values e, recording each time the
values of the estimates we obtain. At the end, we can compute the average values of the
estimates, recorded in tobitmc.dar, which is the Monte Carlo "expected value,,'

(16.32b)

(16.33)
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Estimator
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ro Tobitrequiresdata
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such a case. An advancet
Secuon22.2.3.

rr The asymptotic co,
2nd edition, by George C
(John Wiley and Sons, 1'

1 NSAMEuc(br,): *fu ^Z:,uor*,
wherc bp1^1 is the estimate of B1 in the mth Monte Carlo sample.

Ifwe apply the least squares estimation procedure to all the observed censored data
(i.e., including observationS ): 0), the average value of the estimated intercept is
-2.0465 and the average value of the estimated slope is 0.5434.If we discard the y : g
observations and apply least squares to just the positive y observations, these averages
are -r.9194 and 0.5854, respectively. The least squares estimates are biased by a
substantial amount, compared to the true values gt : -9 and B2 : 1. This bias will not
disappear no matter how large the sample size we consider, because the least squares
estimators are inconsistent when data are censored.

16.7.3 Maxruun LrxsrrHooo Esrn nrox

If the dependent variable is censored, having a lower limit and/or an upper limit, then the
least squares estimators ofthe regression parameters are biased and inconsistent. In this case
we can apply an alternative estimation procedure, which is called Tobit in honor of James
Tobin, winner of the 1981 Nobel Prize in Economics, who first studied this model. Tobit is a
maximum likelihood procedure that recognizes that we have data of two sorts, the limit
observations (y : 0) and the nonlimit observations (y > 0). The two types of observations
that we observe, the limit observations and those that are positive, are generated by the latent
variable yf crossing the zero threshold or not crossing that threshold. The (probit)
probability that yr : g it

p(y, :0) : p(yl < 0) : I _ O[(8, + gzxt)lo]

If we observe a positive value of y;, then the term that enters the likelihood function
is the normal probability density function with mean gt * gzxi and variance o2. The
full likelihood function is the product of the probabilities that the limit observarions
occur times the probability density functions for all the positive, nonlimit, obser-
vations' Using "large pi" notation to denote multiplication, the likelihood function is

Tobit

L(er,ez,"l : II{t - o (qd&t) }

",4{,r'"') -}"*p (- # rt,-Pr ^\ ' l
- Brr,)' )j
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This complicated looking likelihood is maximized numerically and is routinely available in
econometric software.lo The maximum likelihood estimator is consistent and asymptoti-
cally normal, with a known covariance matrix.ll

Using the artificial data in tobit.dat, we obtain the fitted values

| i :  -10.2773 + Lo487xi
('") (1.0e70) (0.07e0) (16.34)

These estimates are much closer to the true values B1 : -9 and 9z : l, especially when
compared to the least squares estimates in (16.32). Maximum likelihood estimation also
yields an estimate of o (true value equals 4) of 3.5756 with a standard error of 0.2610.

The Monte Carlo simulation experiment results from Section 16.7.2 are summarized in
Table 16.7. The column "MC average" reports the average estimates over the 1000 Monte
Carlo samples, as calculated using (16.33). While the least squares estimates based on all the
data and the least squares estimates based only on data corresponding to positive.v-values are
not close to the ffue values, the Tobit estimates are very close. The standard errors reported in
(16.34) arevalid in large samples, andwe can see thatthey doreflectthe actual variability of the
estimates, as measured by their sample standard deviation, labeled "Std. Dev." in Thble 16.7.

A word of caution is in order about commercial software packages. There are many
algorithms available for obtaining maximum likelihood estimates, and different packages
use different ones, which may lead to slight differences (in perhaps the third or fourth
decimal) in the parameter estimates and their standard errors. When carrying out important
research, it is a good tip to confirm empirical results with a second software package, just to
be sure they give essentially the same numbers.

16.7.4 Tonrr Moon INrsRpRErerroN

In the Tobit model the parameters Br and B2 are the intercept and slope of the latent
variable model (16.31). In practice we are interested in the marginal effect of a change in-r

Tahle 16.7 Censored Data Monte Carlo Results

Estimator Parameter MC average Std. Dev

Least squares 9r
9z
o

-2.0465
0.5434
2.9324

0.2238
0.0351
0.1675

Least squares
y > 0

9r
9z
(r

-r.9194
0.5854
3.3282

0.94t9
0.0'139
0.2335

kelihood function
I variance o2. The
limit observations
, nonlimit, obser-
lihood function is

9r
9z
o

-9.0600
1.0039
3.9813

L0248
0.0776
0.2799

" ' ) )

ro Tobit requires data on both the limit values of y : 0, and also the nonlimit values for which y > 0. Sometimes
it is possible that we do not observe the limit values; in such a case the sample is said to be truncated. In this case
Tobit does not apply; however, there is a similar maximum likelihood procedure, called truncated regression, for
such a case. An advanced reference is William Greene (2003) Econometric Analysrs, 5th edition, Prentice-Hall,
Section22.2.3.

rr TheasymptoticcovariancematrixcanbefoundinlntroductiontotheTheoryandPracticeofEconometrics,
2nd edition, by George G. Judge, R. Carter Hill, William E. Griffiths, Helmut Liitkepohl, and Tsoung-Chao ke
(John Wiley and Sons, 1988), Section 19.3.2.
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on either the regression function of the observed data E(ylx) or the regression function
conditional on y>0, E(ylx,y>0). As we indicated earlier, these functions are not
straight lines. Their graphs are shown in Figure 16.6. The slope ofeach changes at each
value of x. The slope of E(ylx) has a relatively simple form, being a scale factor times the
parameter value; it is
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Tobit

13 This equation does no
considered a reduced form r

(16.35 t

where O is the cumulative distribution function (cdfl ol the standard normal random
variable that is evaluated at the estimates and a particular x-value. Because the cdlvalues are
positive, the sign of the coefficient tells the direction of the marginal effect, but the
magnitude of the marginal effect depends on both the coefficient and the cdf.If B2 ) 0, as.r
increases the cdffunction approaches 1 , and the slope of the regression function approaches
that of the latent variable model, as is shown in Figure 16.6. This marginal effect can be
shown to consist of two factors, one representing the change from the portion of the
population for which )l : 0 and the other for the portion of the population for which y > 0.
This breakdown is called the "McDonald-Moffit" decomoosition.12

76.7.5 Arrr Ex,q'napu

If we wish to estimate a model explaining the market hours worked by a married woman.
what explanatory variables would we include? Factors that would tend to pull a woman into
the labor force are her education and her prior labor market experience. Factors that ma1

ryf4: Fze(P' + Bz')
Q x \ o /

@

0 2 4 6 8 1 0
7 6.6 Censored sample data, and regression

12 t4  16  18  20
functions for observed and positiveF I G U R E

y-values.

" J.F.McDonaldandR.A.Mofflt(1980) "TheUsesof TobitAnalysis," Reviewof EconomicsandStatistics
62,3I8-32I. Jeffrey M. Wooldridge (2006) Introductory Econometrics: A Modem Approach,3rd edition
Thompson/South-Westem, Section 17.2 has a relatively friendly presentation.

;
f,
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reduce her incentive to work are her age and, the presence ofyoung children in the home.l3
Thus we might propose the regression model

HOURS: Fr * gzEDUC -r gfiXpER + F4AGE I gaKrDSL6 * e (16.36)

where KIDSLS is the number of children less than 6 years old in the household. Using Mroz's
data we obtain the estimates shown in Table 16.8. As previously argued, the least squares
estimates are unreliable because the least squares estimator is both biased and inconsistent.
The Tobit estimates have the anticipated signs and are all statistically significant at the 0.01
level. To compute the scale factor required for calculation of the marginal effects, we must
choose values of the explanatory variables. We choose the sample meansfor EDUC (12.29),
EXPER (10.63), andAGE (42.54) and assume one small child at home (ratherthan the mean
value of 0.24). The calculated scale factor is @ : 0.3638. Thus the marginal effect on
observed hours of work of another year of education is

aE@ouRS): BzO :73.29x0.3638 :26.34
AEDUC

That is, we estimate that another year of education will increase a wife's hours of work
by about 26 hours, conditional upon the assumed values of the explanatory variables.

16.7.6 Seuprn SBrEcrror.r

If you consult an econometrician concerning an estimation problem, the first question
you will usually hear is, "How were the data obtained?" If the data are obtained by

Table 15.8 Estirnates oflabor Supply Function

Estimator Variable Estimate Std. Error

Least squares INTERCEPT
EDUC

EXPER
AGE

KID5I.6

1335.31
27.09
48.04

-3t.3r
-447.85

235.65
12.24
3.64
3.96

58.41

Least squares
hours > 0

INTERCEPT
EDUC

EXPER
AGE

KID5I,6

1829.75
-16.46

33.94
- 1 7 . t l

-305.31

292.54
15.58
5.01
5.46

96.45

18 20
and positive

INTERCEPT
EDUC

EXPER
AGE

KIDS16
SIGMA

1349.88
73.29
80.54

-60.77
-9r8.92
1133.70

386.30
20.47
6.29
6.89

111 .66
42.06

tnomic s and Stat i s ti c s.
pproach,3rd edition. " This equation does not include wages, which is jointly determined with hours. The model we propose may be

considered a reduced form equation. See Section 11.2.
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random sampling, then classic regression methods, such as least squares, work well
However, if the data are obtained by a sampling procedure that is not random, ther.
standard procedures do not work well. Economists regularly face such data problems. A
famous illustration comes from labor economics. If we wish to study the determinants o:
the wages of married women, we face a sample selection problem. If we collect data or-.
married women, and ask them what wage rate they earn, many will respond that th.'
question is not relevant since they are homemakers. We only observe data on marke:
wages when the woman chooses to enter the workforce. One strategy is to ignore the
women who are homemakers, omit them from the sample, then use least squares tt
estimate a wage equation for those who work. This strategy fails, the reason for the failur.'
being that our sample is not a random sample. The data we observe are "selected" b1 .
systematic process for which we do not account.

A solution to this problem is a technique called Heckit, named after its developer, Nobe.
Prize winning econometrician James Heckman. This simple procedure uses two estimatior.
steps. In the context of the problem of estimating the wage equation for married wofil!n. ;
probit model is first estimated explaining why a woman is in the labor force or not. In the
second stage, a least squares regression is estimated relating the wage of a working woman
to education, experience, and so on, and a variable called the "inverse Mills ratio," or IMR
The IMR is created from the first step probit estimation and accounts for the fact that the
observed sample of working women is not random.

16.7.6a The Econometric Model
The econometric model describing the situation is composed of two equations. The first i.
the selection equation that determines whether the variable of interest is observed. The
sample consists of N observations; however, the variable of interest is observed only for
n < N of these. The selection equation is expressed in terms of a latent variable zi tha:
depends on one or more explanatory variables wi, and is given by

(16 .3 ;

For simplicity we will include only one explanatory variable in the selection equation. The
latent variable is not observed, but we do observe the binary variable
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The second equation is the linear model of interest. It is

(  16 .38

y i : B r  l \ z x i l e i ,  i : 1 , . . . , n ,  N > n ( 16.39

A selectivity problem arises when y; is observed only when zi : I and if the errors of the
two equations are correlated. In such a situation the usual least squares estimators of B1 and
B2 are biased and inconsistent.

Consistent estimators are based on the conditional resression functionla

E ( y t l z i  > 0 ) : 9 r  +  F z x i  *  F r , X i ,  i : 1 . . . . . n (16.40 r

la Further explanation of this material requires understanding the truncated normal distribution, which i.
beyond the scope of this book. See William Greene (2003) Econometric Analysis,5th edition, Prentice-Hall.
pp.780-783.
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where the additional variable f,; is the "inverse Mills ratio." It is equal to

449

where, as usual, $(.) denotes the standard normal probability density function and O(.)
denotes the cumulative distribution function for a standard normal random variable.
While the value of )r; is not known, the parameters J1 and \2 can be estimated using a
probit model, based on the observed binary outcome zi in (16.38). Then the estimated
IMR.

r  0( i r  * izwi )' t ' : o (1 "+ i2 " ' )

is inserted into the regression equation as an extra explanatory variable, yielding the
estimating equation

y i : 9 t  * \ z x i  *  B 1 f , '  * v ; ,  i : 1 , . . . , n (16.42)

Least squares estimation of this equation yields consistent estimators of B1 and B2. A word
of caution, however, as the least squares estimator is inefficient relative to the maximum
likelihood estimator, and the usual standard errors and r-statistics produced after estimation
of (16.42) are incorrect. Proper estimation ofstandard errors requires the use ofspecialized
software for the "Heckit" model.

16.7.6b Heckit Example:'Wages of Married Wornen
As an example we will reconsider the analysis of wages eamed by married women
using the Mroz (1987) data, mroz.dar. In the sample of 753 married women, 428 have
market employment and nonzero earnings. First, let us estimate a simple wage equation,
explaining ln(WAGE) as a function of the woman's education, EDUC, and years of
market work experience (EXPER), using the 428 women who have positive wages. The
result is

In(WAGE) : -0.4002 +O.|O91EDUC +O.O|11EXPER
(t) (-2.10) (7.73) (3.e0)

The estimated return to education is about ll%o. and the estimated coefficients of both
education and experience are statistically significant.

The Heckit procedure starts by estimating a probit model of labor force participation.
As explanatory variables we use the woman's age, her years of education, a dummy
variable for whether she has children, and the marginal tax rate that she would pay upon
earnings if employed. The estimated probit model is

P (LFP - 1 ) : A0.1923 - 0.0206AG8 + 0.0838EDUC - 0.3L39KIDS - |.3939MTR)
(t) (-2.e3) (3.61) (-2.s4) (-2.26)

As expected, the effects of age, the presence of children, and the prospects of higher taxes
significantly reduce the probability that a woman will join the labor force, while
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education increases it. Using the estimated coefficients we compute the inverse Mills
ratio for the 428 women with market wases

| t :  I M R : 60.1923 - 0.0206AGE + 0.O838EDUC - 0.3139 KrDS - I.3939MTR)
a (l .1923 - 0.0206AGE + O.O838EDU C - 0.3 r39 KrDS - r.3939 MTR)

This is then included in the wage equation, and least squares estimation applied to obtain

ln(WAGE\: 0.8105 + 0.05858DUC + O.OI63EXPER - 0.86641MR
(4 0.64) (2.4s)

(r-adj)  (1.33) (1.e7)
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Two results are of note. First, the estimated coefficient of the inverse Mills ratio is
statistically significant, implying that there is a selection bias present in the least squares
results (16.43). Second, the estimated return to education has fallen from approximately
TIVo to approximately 67o. The upper row of /-statistics is based on standard errors as
usually computed when using least squares regression. The usual standard errors do not
account for the fact that the inverse Mills ratio is itself an estimated value. The corect
standard errors,ls which do account for the first stage probit estimation, are used to
construct the "adjusted l-statistics" reported in (16.44). As you can see the adjusted
/-statistics are slightly smaller, indicating that the adjusted standard errors are somewhat
larger than the usual ones.

In most instances it is preferable to estimate the full model, both the selection equation
and the equation of interest, jointly by maximum likelihood. While the nature of this
procedure is beyond the scope ofthis book, it is available in some software packages. The
maximum likelihood estimated wage equation is

ln(WAGE) : 0.6686 + 0.0658EDUC + 0.01 18EXPER
(4 Q.84) (3.e6) (2.87)

The standard errors based on the full information maximum likelihood procedure are
smaller than those yielded by the two-step estimation method.

16.8 Exercisesl6

16.1 In Section 16.1.5 we present an example of transportation choice. Use the sample
data on automobile and public transportation times in transport.dal for the following
exercises.
(a) Estimate the linear probability model AUTO : 9r * \yDTIME * e using least

squares estimation. What is the estimated marginal effect of an increase in
DTIME on the probability of a person choosing automobile transportation given
that DTIME :20?

15 The formulas are very complicated. See William Gre ene (2003) Econornetric Analysis, 5th edition, Prentice-
Hall, pp.784-785. There are several software packages, such as Stata and LIMDEP, that report correct standard
enors.

16 A11 exercises in this chapter are computer based.
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(b) For each sample observation, calculate the predicted probability of choosing
automobile transportation P@UTO) : br * bzDTIME. Are all the predicted
probabilities plausible?

(c) Using the error variance in equation (1 6.6) compute the feasible generalized least
squares estimates of the linear probability model. If a predicted probability was
zero or negative, replace it by 0.0 I ; if a predicted probability was greater than or
equal to l, replace it by 0.99. Compare these estimates to those from part (a).

(d) Using generalized least squares, as we have done in part (c), cures the basic
deficiency of the linear probability model. True or false? Explain your answer.

(e) Foreach of the2l observations,estimatetheprobabilityof choosingautomobile
transportation using the generalized least squares estimates of the linear prob-
ability model. Predict the choice of transportation mode using the rule[liO :
1 if the predicted probability is 0.5 or larger, otherwise AUTO: 0. Define a
successful prediction to be when we predict that a person will choose the
automobile @UfO: 1) when they actually did (AUTO -- l), OR when we
predict that a person will choose public transportation @UfO : 0) when they
did @UfO : 0). Calculate the percentage of correct predictions in the N : 2l
cases.

(0 Compare the percentage of correct predictions from the linear probability model
to that for the probit model.

16.2x ln Section 16.1.5 we present an example of transportation choice. Use the sample
data on automobile and public transportation tim es in t ransp o rt. dat for the following
exercises.
(a) Estimate the logit model explaining the choice of automobile transportation as a

function of difference in travel time (DTIME. Compare the parameter estimates
and their standard errors to the estimates from the probit model in equation
( l6 . r5) .

(b) Based on the logit model results, estimate the marginal effect of an increase in
DTIME given that DTIME : 20. Use (16.11) but replace the standard normal
density function 0(.) UV the logistic density function I(.) given in (16.16).
Compare this result to that for the probit model in Section 16.1.5, where the
estimated marginal effect is 0.0104.

(c) Using the logit estimates, calculate the probability of a person choosing
automobile transportation given that the time differential DTIME: 30. Com-
pare this value to the probit estimate of the probability of choosing automobile
transportation, which is 0.798.

(d) For each of the 2l observations, estimate the probability of choosing automobile
transportation using the logit model. Predict the choice of transportation mode
using the rule AUTO : I if the predicted probability is 0.5 or larger, otherwise
AUTO : 0. Define a successful prediction to be when we predict that a person
will choose the automobile (AUTO: 1) when they actually did (AUTO : l),
OR when we predict that a person will choose public transportation (AUTO : O)
when they did (AUTO : 0). Calculate the percentage of correct predictions in
the N: 21 cases.

16.3* Dhillon, Shilling, and Sirmans ("Choosing Between Fixed and Adjustable Rate Mort-
gages," Joumal of Money, Credit and Banking,l9(1), 1987, 260-261) estimate a probit
model designed to explain the choice by homebuyers of fixed versus adjustable rate
mortgages. They use 78 observations from a bank in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, taken over
the period January, 1983 to February, 1984. These data are contained in the file
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sitmans.dat. ADJUST: 1 if an adjustable mortgage is chosen. The explanatoq
variables, and their anticipated signs, are FIXMTE (+) : n""0 interest rate.
MARGIN (-):the variable rate - the fixed rate; YIEID (-) : th" 1O-year Trea-<-
ury rate less th e l-year rate; MATURITY (- ) : ratio of maturities on adjustable to fixed
rates; PO/MIS (-) : ratio of points paid on an adjustable mortgage to those paid on a
fixed rate mortgage; NETWORTH (*) : borrower's net worth.
(a) Obtain the least squares estimates of the linear probability model explain-

ing the choice of an adjustable mortgage, using the explanatory variables
listed above. Obtain the predicted values from this estimation. Are the
signs consistent with expectations? Are the predicted values between [t
and l?

(b) Estimate the model of mortgage choice using probit. Are the signs consistenr
with expectations? Are the estimated coefficients statistically significant?

(c) Usingtheprobitestimatesfrompart(b),estimatetheprobabilitypofchoosingan
adjustable rate mortgage for each sample observation. What percentage of the
outcomes do we successfully predict, using the rule thatif p ) 0.5 we predict thar
an adjustable rate mortgage will be chosen.

(d) Estimate the marginal effect of an increase in the variable MARGIN, with all
explanatory variables fixed at their sample means. Explain the meaning of
this value.

16.4 Use the data on college choice contained in nels_small.dat These data are discussed
in Section 16.3.
(a) Define a variable COLLEGE that equals I if a high school graduate choose-r

either a 2-year or a 4-year college, and zero otherwise. What percentage of tlr
high school graduates attended college?

(b) Estimate a probit model explaining COLLEGE, using as explanatory variables
GRADES, l3-point scale with I indicating highest grade and 13 the lowesr.
FAMINC, gross family income in $1000; FAMSIZ, number of family memben:
PARCOLL,: I if most educated parent had a college degree; FEMALE,: I lf
female; and BLACK,: 1 if black. Are the signs of the estimated coefficient-.
consistent with your expectations? Explain. Are the estimated coefficienLc
statistically significant?

(c) Using the estimates in (b), predict the probability of attending college for a blac\
female with GRADES :5, FAMINC: sample mean, from a household wirh
five members, with a parent who attended college. Repeat this probabiliry
calculation with GRADES: 10.

(d) Repeat the calculations in (c) for (i) a white female, and (ii) a white male.
(e) Reestimate the model in (b), but omitting the variables PARCOLL, BI,ACK, and

FEMALE. How are the signs and significance of the remaining coefficient-.
affected?

(f) Test the joint significance of PARCOLL, BLACK, and FEMALE using a like-
lihood ratio test. [Hint: The test statistic is lR : 2(log-likelihood of unrestricted
model - log-likelihood of restricted model). The test statistic is chi-square with -i
degrees of freedom if the null hypothesis is true.l

16.5 Use the data on college choice contained in nels_small.dat. These data are
discussed in Section 16.3. In this exercise you will consider only those students
who chose to attend a college, either a 2-year or a 4-year college. Within this
subsample, define a variable FOURYR:1 if the student attended a  -year
college, and 0 otherwise.
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(a) What percentage of the high school graduates who attended college selected a
4-year college? What percentage of those choosing a 4-year college are female?
What percentage of those choosing a 4-year college are black?

(b) Estimate a probit model explaining FOURYR, using as explanatory variables
GRADES, l3-point scale with I indicating highest grade and 13 the lowest;
FAMINC, gross family income in $1000; and FAMSIZ, number of family
members. Are the signs of the estimated coefficients consistent with your
expectations? Explain. Are the estimated coefficients statistically significant?

(c) Reestimate the model in (b) separately for the populations of black students and
white students (BLACK : 0). Compare and contrast these results.

16.6 Use the data on college choice contained innels_small.dat.These data are discussed
in Section 16.3.
(a) Estimate a multinomial logit model explaining PSECHOICE Use the group

who did not attend college as the base group. Use as explanatory variables
GRADES, MMINC, FEMALE, and BIACK. Are the estimated coefficients
statistically significant?

(b) Compute the estimated probability that a white male student with median values
of GRADES and FAMINC will attend a 4-year college.

(c) Compute the odds that a white male student with median values of GRADES and
MMINC will attend a  -year college rather than not attend any college.

(d) Compute the change in probability of attending a 4-year college for a white male
student with median MMINC whose GRADES change from 6.64 (the median
value) to 4.905 (top 25'h percentile).

(e) From the full data set create a subsample, omitting the group who attended a
2-year college. Estimate a logit model explaining student's choice between
attending a 4-year college and not attending college, using the same explanatory
variables in (a). Compute the odds that a white male student with median values
of GRADES and FAMINC will attend a 4-year college rather than not attend any
college. Compare the result to that in (c).

16.7 In Section 16.4.3 we considered a conditional logit model of choice among three
brands of soda: Coke, Pepsi, and 7-Up. The data are in the flle cola.dat.
(a) In additionto PRICE, the data file contains dummy variables indicating whether

the product was "featured" at the time (FEATURE) or whether there was a store
display (DISPLA\. Estimate a conditional logit model explaining choice of soda
using PRICE, DISPI-LY and FEATURE as explanatory variables. Discuss the
signs of the estimated coefficients and their significance. (Nore: In this model do
not include alternative specific intercept terms.)

(b) Compute the odds of choosing COKE relativeto PEPSI andT-UP if the price of
each is $1.25 and no display or feature is present.

(c) Compute the odds of choosing COKE relatlveto PEPSI andT-UP if the price of
each is $1.25 and a display is present for COKE, but not for the others, and none
of the items is featured.

(d) Compute the change in the probability of purchase of each type of soda if the
price of COKE changes from $1.25 to $1.30, with the prices of the PEPSI and
7-UP remaining at $1.25. Assume that a display is present for COKE, but not for
the others, and none of the items is featured.

(e) Add the alternative specific "intercept" terms for PEPSI and 7-UP to the model
in (a). Estimate the conditional logit model. Compute the odds ratios in (c) based
upon these new estimates.
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(f) Based on the estimates in (e), calculate the effects of the price change in (d) on the
choice probability for each brand.

16.8 In Section 16.5.1 we described an ordinal probit model for post-secondary educatioo
choice and estimated a simple model in which the choice depended simply on rhe
student's GRADES.
(a) Using the estimates in Table 16.5, calculate the probability that a student *'ill

choose no college, a 2-yeat college, and a 4-year college if the student's gradei
are the median value, GRADES : 6.64. Recompute these probabilities assumine
that GRADES :4.905. Discuss the probability changes. Are they what yor.r
anticipated? Explain.

(b) Expand the ordered probit model to include family income (FAMINQ, family
size (FAMSIQ, and the dummy variables BIA,CK and PARCOLL Discuss t}r
estimates, their signs, and significance. (Hint: Recall that the sign indicates tlr
direction of the effect for the highest category but is opposite for the loweg
category).

(c) Test the joint significance of the variables added in (b) using a likelihood ratio res-
(d) Compute the probability that a black student from a household of four memben-

including a parent who went to college, and household income of $52,000, will
attend a A-year college if (i) GRADES : 6.64 and (ii) GRADES: 4.905.

(e) Repeat (d) for a "non-black" student and discuss the differences in your findings.

16.9 In Section 16.6.3 we estimated a Poisson regression explaining the number of
Olympic Games medals won by various countries as a function of the logarithms of
population and gross domestic product (in 1995 dollars). The estimated coefficienr-.
are in Table 16.6.
(a) In 1988 Australia had GDP:3.0E* 11 and a population of 16.5 million_

Predict the number of medals that Australia would win. They did win 14 medals-
Calculate the probability that Australia would win 10 medals or more.

(b) In 1988 Canada had GDP:5.19E* 11 and a population of 26.9 million.
Predict the number of medals that Canada would win. They did win 10 medals-
Calculate the probability that they would win 15 medals or less.

(c) Use the combined data on years 7992 and 1996 to estimate the model explaining
medals won as a function of the logarithms of population and gross domestic
product. Compare these estimates to those in Table 16.6.

(d) In addition to population and GDP, the file olympics.dat contains a dumml
vaiable(SOVIEZ) to indicate that a country was part of the former SovietUnion.
The dummy variable HOSTindicates the country hosting the Olympic Games.
Using again the combined data for 1992 and 1996, estimate the Poisson
regression model that adds these two variables to the specification. Discuss
the results. Are the signs what you expected? Are the added variables statisticalll'
significant?

(e) A variable similar to SOVIET is PLANNED, which includes nonmarket, typi-
cally communist countries. Use this variable instead of SOVIET and repeat (d).
Which model do you prefer, the one with SOVIET or the one with pI,ANNED?
whv?

(f) In 2000, the GDP (in 1995 US $) of Australia was 3.22224E * 11 and that of
Canada was 6.41256E+ i1. The Australian population in 2000 was 19.071
million, and that of Canada was 30.689 million. Using these figures, predict
the number of medals won by Canada and Australia based on the estimates
in part (e). Note that the 2000 games were held in Sydney, Australia. In
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2000, Australia won 58 medals and Canada won 14. How close were your
predictions?

16.10 Bernard and Busse use the Olympic Games datainolympics.datto examine the share
of medals won by countries. The total number of medals awarded in 1988 was 738, in
l992there were 815 medals awarded, and in 1996, 842 medals were awarded. Using
these totals, compute the share of medals (SHARD won by each country in each of
these years.
(a) Construct a histogram for the variable SHARE. What do you observe? What

percent of the observations are zero?
(b) Estimate a least squares regression explaining SHARE as a function of the

logarithms of population and real GDP, and the dummy variables HOST and
SOVIET. (i) Discuss the estimation results. (ii) Plot the residuals against
ln(GDP). Do they appear random? (iii) Use your computer software to compute
the skewness and kurtosis values of the residuals. How do these values compare
to those for the normal distribution, which has skewness of zero and kurtosis
of 3?

(c) In 2000, the GDP (in 1995 US $) of Australia was 3.22224E * 11 and that of
Canada was 6.47256E+ 11. The Australian population in 2000 was 19.071
million, and that of Canada was 30.689 million. Predict the share of medals won
by Canada and Australia based on the estimates in part (b). Note that the 2000
games were held in Sydney, Australia. In 2000, Australia won 58 medals and
Canada won 14 out of the 929 medals awarded. How close were your predicted
shares?

(d) Estimate the model described in (b) using Tobit. Compare the parameter
estimates to those in (b).

(e)oln the Tobit model the expected value ofthe dependent variable, conditional on
the fact that it is positive, is given by an expression like equation (16.40).
Specifically it is E(y;ly; > 0) : Br * B2.4 * o\; where Ir : d(z')/O(zi) is the
inverse Mills ratio and 2; : (h + $2xi)lo. Use the information in part (c) to
predict the share of medals won by Australia and Canada. Are these predicted
shares closer to the true shares. or not?

16.11 Is there a formula that can predict the outcome of the Oscar Award for the Best
Picture? In The WaIl Steet Journal (February 25, 2005, pages Wl and W4) the
research of Professor Andrew Bernard is summarized. The file oscardat contains
information on the nominees for Best Picture since 1984, kindly provided by Dr.
Bernard. The variables are YEAR,TITLE, a dummy variable W'INNER indicating the
Oscar for Best Picture, the total number of Oscar NOMINATIONS, the number of
Golden Globe awards (GGIOBES) won,and a dummy variable indicating whether or
not the film was a comedy (COMED\.
(a) Using all observations from 1984-2003, estimate a probit model to predict the

Oscar winner UsLngNOMINATIONS and GGLOBES as explanatory factors. Are
the coefficients significant and of anticipated signs?

(b) Calculate the marginal effect of an additional N O M I NAZON on the probability
of winning the Oscar.

(c) Calculate the marginal effect of an additional Golden Globe Award on the
probability of winning the Oscar.

(d) hedict the probability of winning for each film up through 2003. Using the rule
that the highest predicted probability predicts the winner, compute the percen-
tage of correct predictions by this model.
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(e) Using the model estimated in (a), predict the winner in 2004. The actual winne:
was "Million Dollar Baby."

Predicting U.S. presidential election outcomes is a weekly event in the year prior t.
an election. In the 2000 election Republican George W. Bush defeated Democrat A-
Gore, and in 2OO4 George Bush defeated Democrat John F. Kerry. The data file
vote2.dat contains data on these two elections. By state and for the 2 years we repon
the dummy variable DEM : I if the popular vote favored the democratic candidate.
INCOME: state median income, 11$ : percentage of the population with at leasr "
high school degree, 8A - percentage of the population with at least a bachelor'.
degree, DENSIW : population per square mile, and REGION: 3 for southwest. l
for south, and I otherwise.
(a) Calculate summary statistics for the variables INCOME, HS, BA, and DENS/D

if (1) DEM : 1 and YEAR :2000 and (11) DEM : 0 and YEAR:2000. Whar
major differences, if any, do you observe?

(b) Estimate a probit model explaining the observed binary outcome DEM for the
year 2000. Use as explanatory variables INCOME, BA, and DENSITY. Which
factors are statistically significant, and what is the direction of their effect?

(c) Use the results in (b) to predict the outcome of the 2004 election. Whar
percentage of state outcomes did you predict correctly?

(d) Estimate the model in (b) using 2004 data. What differences, if any, do you
observe?
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Writing an Empirical
Research Report and
Sources of Econornic Data

In the preceding chapters we emphasized (i) the formulation of an econometric model from
an economic model, (ii) estimation of the econometric model by an appropriate procedure,
(iii) interpretation of the estimates, and (iv) inferences, in the form of interval estimates,
hypothesis tests, and predictions. In this chapter we recognize that specifying the model,
selecting an estimation method, and obtaining the data are all part of an econometric
research project. In particular, we discuss the selection of a suitable topic for a research
project, the essential components of a research report, and sources of economic data.

17.1 Selecting a Topic for an Econornics Project

Economic research is an adventure and can be funl A research project is an opportunity to
investigate a topic of importance in which you are interested. However, before you begin the
actual research and writing of a report, it is a good idea to give some quality thinking time to
the selection of your topic. Then, once you have an idea formulated, it is wise to write an
abstract of the project, summarizing what you know and what you hope to learn. These two
steps are the focus of this section.

17.t. l CnoosrNc a Toprc

Choosing a good research topic is essential if you are to complete a class project
successfully. A starting point is the question, "What are my interests?" Interest in a
particular topic will add pleasure to the research effort. Also, if you begin working on an
interesting question, other questions will usually occur to you. These new questions may put
another light on the original topic, or they may represent new paths to follow, which are even
more interesting to You.

By the time you have completed several semesters of economics classes, you will find
yourself enjoying some areas more than others. For each of us, specialized areas such as
industrial organization, public finance, resource economics, monetary economics, environ-
mental economics, and international trade hold a different appeal. If you are generally
interested in one of these areas, but do not have a specific idea of where to start in the
selection of a topic, speak with your instructor. He or she will be able to suggest some ideas
that will give you a start and may cite some published research for you to read, or may
suggest specific professionaljournals that cany applied research articles on a general area. If
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you find an area or topic in which you are interested, consult the Journal of Econoni.
Literature for a list of related journal articles. The JEL has a classification scheme th;:
makes isolating particular areas of study an easy task.

Once you have tentatively identified a problem on which you wish to work, the next issues arr
pragmatic ones. Overthe course of one semester, you will nothave sufficienttimeto collectyou:
own data to use in a project. Thus you must find out whether suitable data are available for th.
problem you have identified. Once again your instructor may be of help in this regard.

We have so far identified two aspects of a good research topic: the topic should be o:
interest to you and data that are relevant to the topic should be readily available. The thirc
aspect of a good project is again a pragmatic one: you should be able to finish in the tim.'
remaining in your semester. This requires not only the availability of the data, but al:,
implies that you are familiar with the econometric procedures that are appropriate tc:
analyzing the data, and also that you can implement them on the computer, or learn th;
procedure in a reasonable period of time.

17.1.2 'WRrrrNc eN Ansrnecr

After you have selected a specific topic, it is a good idea to write up a brief abstract. Writin-:
the abstract will help you to focus your thoughts about what you really want to do, and 1o-
can show it to your instructor for preliminary approval and comments. The abstract shoulc
be short, usually not more than 500 words, and should include

l. a concise statement of the problem;
2. comments on the information that is available with one or two kev references:
3. a description of the research design that includes

(a) the economic model,
(b) the econometric estimation and inference methods,
(c) data sources,
(d) estimation, hypothesis testing, and prediction procedures;

4. the potential contribution of the research.

17,2 A Forrnat for'Writing a Research Report

Economic research reports have a standard format in which the various steps of the researci
project are discussed and the results interpreted. The following outline is typical.

| . Statement of the problem: The place to start your report is with a summary of ths
questions you wish to investigate, why they are important and who should h'
interested in the results. This introductory section should be nontechnical, and ::
should motivate the reader to continue reading the paper. It is also useful to map ou:
the contents of the following sections of the report.

2. Review of the literature: Biefly summarize the relevant literature in the researci.
area you have chosen and clarify how your work extends our knowledge. By al.
means cite the works of others who have motivated your research, but keep it briei
You do not have to survey everything that has been written on the topic.

3. The economic model: Specify the economic model that you used, and define tht
economic variables. State the model's assumptions and identify hypotheses tha:
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7.

you wish to test. Economic models can get complicated. Your task is to explain
the model clearly, but as briefly and simply as possible. Do not use unnecessary
technical jargon. Use simple terms instead of complicated ones when possible.
Your objective is to display the quality of your thinking, not the extent of your
vocabulary.
The econometric model: Discuss the econometric model that corresponds to the
economic model. Make sure you include a discussion of the variables in the
model, the functional form, the error assumptions, and any other assumptions that
you make. Use notation that is as simple as possible, and do not clutter the body of
the paper with long proofs or derivations. These can go into a technical appendix.
The data: Describe the data you used, the source ofthe data and any reservations
you have about their appropriateness.
The estimation and inference procedures.' Describe the estimation methods you
used and why they were chosen. Explain hypothesis testing procedures and their
usage.
The empirical results and conclusions.' Report the parameter estimates, their
interpretation, and the values of test statistics. Comment on their statistical
significance, their relation to previous estimates, and their economic implications.
Possible extensions and limitations of the study: Your research will raise questions
about the economic model, data, and estimation techniques. What future research is
suggested by your findings and how might you go about it?
Acknowledgments: It is appropriate to recognize those who have commented on
and contributed to your research. This may include your instructor, a librarian
who helped you find data, a fellow student who read and commented on your
paper.
References: An alphabetical list of the literature you cite in your study, as well as
references to the data sources vou used.

Once you have written the first draft, use your computer's software "spell-checker" to check
for errors. Have a friend read the paper, make suggestions for clarifying the prose, and check
your logic and conclusions. Before you submit the paper you should eliminate as many
enors as possible. Typos, missing references, and incorrect formulas can spell doom for an
otherwise excellent paper. Some do's and don'ts are summarized nicely, and with good
humor, by Deidre N. McClosky in Economical Writing, 2"d Edition (Prospect Heights, IL:
Waveland Press, Inc., 1999). While it is not a pleasant topic to discuss, you should be aware
of the rules of plagiarism. You must not use someone else's words as if they were your own.
If you are unclear about what you can and cannot use, check with the style manuals listed in
the next paragraph, or consult your instructor.

The paper should have clearly defined sections and subsections. The equations, tables,
and figures should be numbered. References and footnotes should be formatted in an
acceptable fashion. A style guide is a good investment. Two classic ones are

. The ChicagoManualof Style: The EssentialGuideforWiters, Editors, andPublishers
(15th Edition) (2003, University of Chicago Press.)

. A Manual for Writers of Research Papers, Theses, and Dissertations, Seventh
Edition: Chicago Guides to Writing, Editing, and Publishing by Kate L. Turabian,
Wayne C. Booth, Gregory G. Colomb, and Joseph M. Williams (April 2007,
University of Chicago Press.)

At .

5 .

6.

8 .

9.

10.
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On the Web, The Economist Style Guide can be found at http://www.economist.com
research/styleguide/

17.3 Sources of Econornic Data

Economic data are much easier to obtain after the World Wide Web was developed. In thi.
section we direct you to some places on the Internet where economic data are accessible ani
also list some traditional data sources.

t7.3.L LrNrs ro EcoNourc Dera oN rrrs INTERNET

There are a number of fantastic sites on the World Wide Web for obtaining economic data.
The following three sources provide links to many specific data sources.

Resources for Economists (RFE) (http://www.rfe.org) is a primary gateway ro
resources on the Internet for economists. This excellent site is the work of Bill Goffe
There you will find links to sites for economic data and to sites of general interest to
economists. The Data link has these broad data categories:

. U.S. macro and regional data: Here you will find links to various data sources such as
the Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Economic Reports o.'l
the President, and the Federal Reserve Banks.

. Other U.S. data: Here you will find links to the U.S. Census Bureau, as well as link.
to many panel and survey data sources. The gateway to U.S. Government agencies is
FedStats (http://www.fedstats.gov/). Once there, clickonAgencles to see a complete
list of US Govemment agencies and links to their homepages.

. World and non-US data: Here there are links to world data, such as the CIA
Factbook, and the Penn World Tables. International organizations such as the Asian
Development Bank, the Intemational Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and so on.
There are also links to sites with data on specific countries and sectors of the world.

. Finance and financial markets: Here there are links to sources of United States and
world financial data on variables such as exchange rates, interest rates, and share
prices.

. Journal data and program archives: Some economic journals post data used in
articles. Links to these journals are provided here. Many of the articles in these
journals will be beyond the scope of undergraduate economics majors.

Business and Economics Data links (http://www.econ-datalinks.org/) is a site main-
tained by the Business and Economics Statistics Section of the American Statistical
Association. It provides links to economics and financial data sources of interest to
economists and business statisticians, along with an assessment of the quality of each site.

Resources for Econometricians: A link that contains a range of resources for econ-
ometricians is Econometrics Journal online. The specific link to data sources is http://
www. feweb. vu.nVec onometriclinks/#data

Some Web sites make extracting data relatively easy. For example, Economagic (http://
www.Economagic.com) is an excellent and easy-to-use source of macro time series (some
100,000 series available). The data series are easily viewed in a copy and paste format, or
graphed.
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Data Web sites are constantly being created. Some recent examples include

. Time-Web: http://www.bized.co.uk/timeweb/

. Statistical Resources on the Web: http://www.lib.umich.edu/govdocs/stats.html

. Business, Financial, and Economic Data: http://www.forecasts.org/data./

17.3.2 TnaorrroNan Souncss oF EcoNoMrc Dere

Your library contains a wealth ofbusiness and economic data. To locate these data you can
take several approaches. First, your school's Web page may contain a link to the library and
there you may find links describing available resources. Second, you might search using
your library's computerized database. Third, you might ask a librarian. Some well-known
data sources are the following.

At the international level, macro data are published by agencies such as the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), the Organization for Economic Development (OECD), the United
Nations (UN), and the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). Some examples of
publications of these agencies that include a wide array of data include

International Financial Statistics (IMF, monthly)
Basic Statistics of the Community (OECD, annual)
Consumer Pice Indices in the European Communiry (OECD, annual)
World Statistics (UN, annual)
Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics (UN, annual)
MO Trade Yearbook (annual).

The major sources of US economic data are the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), the
Bureau of the Census (BC), the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), the Federal Reserve (FR),
and the Statistical Reporting Service of the Department of Agriculture (USDA). Some
examples of publications of these US agencies that include a wide array of macroeconomic
data include

Survey of Current Business (BEA, monthly)
Handbook of Basic Economic Statistics (Bureau of Economic Statistics, Inc., monthly)
Monthly lnbor Review (BLS, monthly)
Federal Reserve Bulletin (FR, monthly)
Statistical Abstract of the US (BC, annual)
Economic Report of the Presidenr (annual)

Agricultural Statistics (USDA, annual)
Agricultural Situation Reports (USDA, monthly)
Econornic Indicators (Council of Economic Advisors, monthly).

L7.3.3 INrsRpREnNc Ecouourc Dere

ln many cases it is easier to obtain economic data than it is to understand the meaning of the
data. It is essential when using macroeconomic or financial data that you understand the
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definitions of the variables. Just what is the index of leading economic indicators? What is
included in personal consumption expenditures? You may find the answers to some
questions like these in your textbooks. Another resource you might find useful is A Guide
to Everyday Economic Statistics, 6th edition [Gary E. Clayton and Martin Gerhard
Giesbrecht (2003) Boston: Irwin/IvlcGraw-Hilll. This slender volume examines ho*
economic statistics are constructed and how they can be used.

17,4 Exercises

11 .I Check out in your library the latest Economic Report of the Presidenl. Become
acquainted with the aggregate income, employment, and production data and their
sources that are reported therein. Note how these data are used in the narrative portion
of the report.

17.2 Locate the Suney of Current Business in your library and describe its contents.
17.3 Visit an Intemet site devoted to economic data. Download data on the monthly prime

interest rate for the past 10 years and graph it against time.
17.4 Choose two economic articles containing empirical work that use some of the

techniques we have discussed in this book. Critique their format and the clarity of
their writing.
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App endix A

Review of Math Essentials

Learning Objectives

Based on the material in this appendix, you should be able to

1. Work with single and double summation operations.
2. Explain the relationship between exponential functions and natural logarithms.
3. Explain and apply scientific notation.
4. Define a linear relationship, as opposed to a nonlinear relationship.
5. Compute the elasticity at a point on a linear function or any of the functions in

Table A.2.
6. Explain the key features of the
7. Explain the key features of the
8. Explain the key features of the

log-linear functional form.
log-log functional form.
linear-log functional form.

Keywords

absolute value
antilogarithm
asymptote
ceteris paribus
cubic function
derivative
double summation
e
elasticity
exponential function
exponents

inequalities
integers
intercept
irrational numbers
linear relationship
logarithm
logJinear function
log-log function
marginal effect
natural logarithm
nonlinear relationship

partial derivative
percentage change
Phillips curve
quadratic function
rational numbers
real numbers
reciprocal function
relative change
scientific notation
slope
summation sign

We assume that you have studied basic math. Hopefully you understand the calculus
concepts of differentiation and integration, though these tools are not required for success in
this class. In this appendix we review some essential concepts that you may wish to consult
from time to time.
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4,1 Surnrnation

Throughout this book we will use a summation sign, denoted by the Greek symbol l. tc
shorten algebraic expressions. For example, let.x represent an economic variable, such as the
number of I -liter bottles of diet soda sold at a grocery store on a particular day. We might like
to obtain the total number of bottles sold over the first l5 days of the month. Denote these
quantities by 4,x2, . . . ,x15. The total quantity we seek is the sum of these daily values. or
xr I xz + . . . + x15. Rather than write this sum out each time, we will represent the sum a..
Z l l tx i ,sothat l , l rx i :  h  lxz+ " '+x15. I f  wesumt?terms,ageneralnumber, thenthe
summation will be Z?-rxi : xt i xz + . . . +.rr. In this notation

. The symbol L is the capital Greek letter sigma and means "the sum of."

. The letter i is called the index of summation. This letter is arbitrarv and mav alsc
appear as t, j, or k.

. The expression Ll:rx; is read "the sum o,f the terms x;, from i equal to 1 to n."

. The expression Ll:r.ri is also written as -Lx;. Both forms mean the same thing.

. The numbers I and n are the lower limit and upper limit of summation.

The following rules apply to the summation operation.

L The sum of n values xt,. . . ,xn is

. L - * ' : x t l x z + " ' + x n
I : l

2. If a is a constant then 
n n
L a x t :  a Z x i

5 .

If a is a constant then
n

l a : a * a * . . . + a : n a
i-1

If X and Iare two variables, then
n n n

I (", + yi) : Zxi + Iyi
j : l  i : l  i : l

If X and lare two variables, then
n n n

2 ( * ' + b Y i ) : a Z x i + b L Y i

The arithmetic mean (average) of n values of X is
n

2x i
- _  i : - t ' _  x t l x z l " ' l x n- ,

7. A property of the average is that

8 . We often use i
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n
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n n n n n
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We often use an abbreviated form of the summation notation. For example, if /(x) is
a function of the values of X.

n

Lr f  (x t )  :  f  (x t )  +  f (xz)  +. . -+ f  (x , )

:2 f(xi) ("sum over all values of the indexi")

:2 f (r) ("sum over all possible values ofX")

Several summation signs can be used in one expression. Suppose the variable
I takes n values and X takes la values, and let f (x,y) - x+y. Then the double
summation of this function is

m n m n

2,2.f  (x i ,y i) :  I .  I .  (x i  - l  y i )
; - tt - t J : t  I : t J : l

To evaluate such expressions, work from the innermost sum outward. First set i : 1
and sum over all values ofj, and so on. That is,

m n m

}r l r f (x i , t ) :  - I , [ , f ( rr , rr)+ f(r i ,yz) +' ' '  + f(* i ,y,) ]

The order of summation does not matter. so
m n n m

. \ , .L. f(x i ,y) :  L.  .2. f(x i ,y i)
J *  L r - r

4.2 Sorne Basics

4.2.1 Nuunpns

Integers are the whole numbers, 0, + 1, +2, *3, . . . . The positive integers are the counting
numbers. Rational numbers can be written as alb, where a and b are integers, and b 10.
The real numbers can be represented by points on a line. There are an uncountable
number of real numbers and they are not all rational. Numbers such as no3.1415927
and t/2 are said to be irrational since they cannot be expressed as ratios and have
only decimal representations. Numbers like t/ -2 are not real numbers. The absolute value
of a number is denoted by lal. It is the positive part of the number, so that I3l : 3 and
l -31 :  3 .

Inequalities among numbers obey certain rules. The notation a<b, a is less than b,
meansthataistotheleftof bonthenumberline andthatb - a>0.If aislessthanorequal
to b, it is written as a < b. Three basic rules are as follows:

8 .
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4.2.2 ExpoNnNrs

Exponents are defined as follows:

{ : xx. . . x (z terms) if n is a positive integer

xo : I if x I O. 0o is not defined

Some common rules for working with exponents, assuming x and y are real, m and n are
integers, and a and D are rational, are as follows:

-  I  ,  - r  I
,-n : V if xl0. For example, *-' : 

i

xrl" : {i. For example, rt/, - ,/* arrd x-t/z -

{1" : (r'/")^ .For example , Salz - 18t/z1a : 2+

f f  : f + b .  { : * u' f

E\": {. (*\' : rvo
\v/ vo' "

1
r

\/x
: 1 6

4.2.3 ScrENrrrrc NorerroN

Scientific notation is useful for very large or very small numbers. A number in scientific
notation is written as a number befween 1 and 10 multiplied by a power of 10. So, for
example, 5.1x105:510,000, and 0.00000034:3.4x10-7. Scientif ic notation makes
handling large numbers much easier because complex operations can be broken into
simpler ones. For example,

5 10,000 x 0.00000034 : (5. 1x105)x(3.4x10-7)
:  (5.  1x3.4)x( tOsxtO-7)
: l7.34xl}-2
:0 .1734
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-#:s**#:15xror2

Computerprogramssomet imeswr i te5. lx lOs:5.1E5or5.1D5and3.4x10-7:3AE- '1
or 3.4D - 7.

4.2.4 Locanrrnus AND THE NuunEn e

Logarithms are simply exponents. If x : l}b ,then b is the logarithm of r to the base 10. The
irrational number e=-2.718282 is used in mathematics and statistics as the base for
logarithms. If x : eb, then b is the logarithm of x to the base e. Logarithms using the
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Table A.7 Some Natural Logarithms

ln(x)

I

l0
100
1000

10,000
100,000

1,000,000

0
2.302585r
4.6051702
6.9077553
9.2103404
tI.512925
13 .81551  I

number e as base are called natural logarithms. All logarithms in this book are natural
logarithms. We express the natural logarithm of x as ln(x),

ln(x) : ln(eb) :6

Note that ln(1) : 0, using the laws of exponents. Table A.1 gives the logarithms of some
powers of 10. Note that logarithms have a compressed scale compared to the original
numbers. Since logarithms are exponents, they follow similar rules:

ln( rY)  : ln(x)+ ln(Y)

rn(xlY): ln(x) - ln(Y)

ln(l) : aln(x)

For example, if x : 1000 and y : 10,000, then

ln(1000x10, 000) : 1111990) + ln(10,000)
:6.9077553 +9.2103404
: 1 6 . 1 1 8 0 9 6

What is the advantage of this? The value of ry is a multiplication problem, which by using
logarithms we can turn into an addition problem. We need a way to go backwards, from the
logarithm of a number to the number itself. By definition,

x -eb ( ' ) : exp [ l n ( r ) ]

When there is an exponential function with a complicated exponent, the notation exp is
often used, so that e(') : exp(o). The exponential function is the antilogarithm because we
can recover the value of .r using it. Then,

1000x10,000:  exp(16.1 18096) :  10,000,000

You will not be doing lots of calculations like these, but the knowledge of logarithms and
exponents is quite critical in economics and econometrics. As you will see in the following
sections, many of the relationships we study in economics are formulated in terms of
logarithms and exponents in real-world applications.
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A.3 finear Relationships

In economics and econometrics, we study linear and nonlinear relationships between
variables. In this section we review basic characteristics of straight lines. We will also stress
"marginal" analysis and marginal effects.

Let y and x be variables. The standard form for a linear relationship is

t  : 9 r  *  9zx ( A . l  t

In econometrics we use Greek letters for the slope and intercept. In Figure A.l the slope is B1
and the y-intercept is B1. The symbol "A" represents "a change in," so "Ax" is read as "a
change in x." The slope of the line is B2 : AylLt.

The slope parameter B2 is very meaningful to economists as it is the marginal effect of a
change in x on y. To see this, solve the slope definition 9z : Lyl Ax for Ay, obtaining

Ly : B2L,x (A.2 t

If x changes by one unit, Ax : l, then Ay : B2. The marginal effect,Bq,is always the same
for a linear relationship like (A.1) because the slope is constant.

The intercept parameter indicates where the linear relationship crosses the vertical axis.
that is, it is the value of y when x is zero.

) : 9 r  * B 2 x :  F r f  B 2 0 : B t
A simple economic example will give these definitions some context. Let y : total cost of
production (ZC) and -r : quantity of output produced (Q), then TC : 9t * !zQ. The
intercept is the total cost incurred when output is zero, which in the short run is "fixed cost."
The slope is the change in total cost over the change in output, LZC I LQ, which is the
marginal cost, so in this simple example 9z: MC.

For those of you who know calculus, recall that the derivative of a function is its slope.
and in this case

(A.3)

The derivative is the change in y given an infinitesimal change in x, and for a linear function
like (A.l) it is constant and equal to B2 : Ay I L*. The "infinitesimal" does not matter here
since the function is linear.

If our linear relationship is extended to include another variable, then

/ : Fr llzxz * 9:x: (A.4)

prcunx  A.7  A l inear
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This is the equation of a plane, with y-intercept 9r. The slope parameters must now be
interpreted more carefully. The value of y is affected by both variables x2drrdx3,and in order
to deduce the marginal effect of either variable on y, we must hold the other constant and not
let it change. This is the celens partbus asstmption of economics, which means "holding all
other factors constant." Then

lationships betu.eer
s. We will also streii

ip is

( A . l

:e A.1 the slope is p;
is read as "a

narginal effect ofa
[or Ay, obtaining

(A. :

, is always the sanr

;es the vertical axis.

,et y - total cost of
:  F r  *  \ zQ .The

runis "fixedcost."
/AQ, which is the

rnction is its slope.

(A.-1,

rr a linear function
res not matter here

rn

(A.-lr

Now,

Again, to give this some meaning, suppose that y is output Q, andx2 is labor input, L, andr3 is
capital input, K. While not realistic, let us assume a linear production relationship,

U, : Hgiven 
thatx3 is held constant

B, : # 
giventhatx2is held constant

e: gr * gzL _t gzK

A O
9, : -fi, 

given that capital K is held constant

- MPb the marginal product of labor input

Lv/v Av x ,rc  -  ' ' '  - - - L v - - S l o p e X -" Y ' -  L x / x - A - r " y -  y

(A.s)

(A.6)

Thus B2 is interpreted as the marginal effect, once we make clear that all other things are held
constant. Furthermore, the marginal effect is constant because of our assumption of a linear
relationship in (A.4).

For those of you who have had some calculus, the simple derivative is replaced by a
partial derivative in this multivariate context

0 y ^ 0 y
f i :F' ' fr:9t

The partial derivative is the derivative withthe additional assumptionthat all othervariables are
held constant; it is the slope and the marginal effect in the more general function. The words
we have used in (A.5) and (,{.6) describe partial derivatives of the linear relationship (A.4).

4.3.1 EresrrcrrY

Another favorite tool of the economist is elasticity, which is the percentage change in one
variable associated with a IVo change in another variable. The elasticity of y with respect to a
change in x is

(A.7)

The elasticity is seen to be a product ofthe slope ofthe relationship and the ratio ofan x value
to ay value. In a linearrelationship, like Figure A.1, while the slope is constant, B2:
Ly I M, the elasticity changes at every point on the line. For the linear function y : 1 + 1r,
at the point.r : 2 and) : 3, the elasticity is ty: : \z(xly) : lx(213) :0.67. That is, at
the point (x:2,y:3) a l%o change in x is associated with a 0.677o change in y.
Specifically, at x:2 a l%o (l%:0.01 in decimal form) change amounts to
Ax : 0.01x2 :0.02. If x increases to r : 2.02, the value of y increases to 3.02. The
relative change in y is Ayly:0.0213:0.0067. This, however, is not the percentage
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change in y; it is the decimal equivalent. To obtain the percentage change in y, which we
denoteToLy,wemultiplytherelativechange Lylyby l00.Thepercentagechangeinyis

ToLy : 100x (Ay/y) : 100 x O.O2l3: 100 x 0.0067 :0.61%

To summarize

,4.4 Nonlinear Relationships

The world is not linear. While linear relationships are intuitive and easy to work with, manl'
real-world economic relationships are nonlinear, such as the total cost and production
relationships we used as illustrations in the previous section. Consider the relationship
between labor input x and the total output y, holding all other factors constant. The marginal
product of labor declines as more labor is added, the phenomena that economists call
diminishing returns, leading to a relationship between total output and labor input that is
nonlinear, as shown in Figure A.2.

The slope of this curve is not constant. The slope measures the marginal effect of r on _t'.
and for a nonlinear relationship like that in Figure A.2, the slope is different at every point on
the curve. The changing slope tells us that the relationship is not linear. Since the slope is
different at every point, we can talk only about the effect of small changes in -r on y. In (A.2)
we replace "A," the symbol for "a change in," by "d" that we will take to mean an
"infinitesimal change in." The definition of slope at a single point is

dy : $2dx (A.e)

T a h l e A . 2  S o m

Name Functic

Linear y : 9r

Quadratic ) : 9r

Cubic ) :  9r

Reciprocal ):9r

LogJog ln(Y) =

Log-linear ln(Y) =

LinearJog ] : 9r

Rearranging this exPl
the slope (derivative)
that in Figure A.2, th
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or y. Plots of the funr
elasticity of y with n

A.4.t Quetnerl
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The shape of the cu
representative of av
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the point where the fi
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product.

Lyly: the relative change iny, which is a decimal
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4 . ,

ToLv  :100x3-v

(A.8a)

(A.8b)

(A.8c)

Slope of the curve at
point A is the slope of

FTGURE 4.2 A nonlinear relationshio.
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Table 4.2 Some lJseftrl Functions, Their Derivatives and Elasticitiesnge in y, which we
fage change in y is

0.67%
Function Slope: dy/dx Elasticity

(A.8a)

(A.8b)

(A.8c)

r work with, manl
st and production
r the relationship
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.t economists call
labor input that is

al effect of -r on.t'.
Ltateverypointon
Since the slope is
inxony. In (A.2r
take to mean an

(A.9t

Linear

Quadratic

Cubic

Reciprocal

Log-log

Log-linear

Linear-log

t: 9t -t 9zx

) : F r * } z x * \ z f

) : 9 r * F z x + 9 2 * + l , ' f
I

) :  9 r  +  F z :

to(y) :9r + p2ln(x)

l n ( y ) : 9 r * F z x

) : F r * B 2 l n ( . r )

9z

9z * 2B3x

Fz*283x+3P4*
1-Bz-

9z '

9zv
I

9z'

9r !v
$z+zBu71
(92*29tx+lBrAj
-9rL

xy

9z

9zx

9r!v

Rearranging this expression gives us (A.3); the derivative is a slope. With a linear equation
the slope (derivative) is the constant dyldx: p2. However, with nonlinear equations like
that in Figure A.2, the slope (derivative) is not constant but changes as .r changes. Here is
where knowing a bit of calculus comes in handy, because using the rules of calculus we can
find derivatives of a function y : f (x).In Table A.2 we give you formulas for the slopes
(derivatives) of functions commonly used in econometrics. Note how they depend on x andl
or y. Plots of the functions are given in Figure A.3. Given the slope of the curve, then the
elasticity of y with respect to changes in x is given by a slightly modified equation (A.7),

(A.10)

A.4.1 Queonerrc FuNcrroN

The quadratic function, y : 9 t * B2x * B3xz ,is the familiar parabola. The y-intercept is B 1 .
The shape of the curve is dominated by B3. If B: > 0' then the curve is U-shaped' and
representative of average or marginal cost functions, with increasing marginal effects.
If F: < 0, then the curve is an inverted-U shape, useful for total product curves, total revenue
curves, and curves that exhibit diminishing marginal effects. The slope (derivative) is zero at
the point where the function reaches its maximum or minimum. The derivative is zero when
dy ldx :9z t2B3x :0 ,  o r  x :  - \ z lQvz ) .

4.4.2 Cunrc FuNcnoN

The cubic function, ) : 9r * Fzx f 9z*' + $4x3 , canhave two inflection points, where
the function crosses its tangent line and changes from concave to convex, or vice versa.
Cubic functions can be used for total cost and total product curves in economics. The
derivative of total cost is marginal cost, and the derivative of total product is marginal
product. If the "total" curyes are cubic, then the "marginal" curves are quadratic
functions, a U-shaped curve for marginal cost, and an inverted-U shape for marginal
product.

d v l v  d v x  ,  x
E r r :  # :  +x - :  s l opex -'  d x l x  a x y  y
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+ B2Qtx)

F z < o

J

(b) Reciprocal functions

x
(d) Log-log models

x

f) LinearJog models

4.4.3 RrcrpRocer FuxcrroN

The reciprocal function is y: Br + 9z(l l*) :9t * Bz* I. As x increases, y approache\
the intercept, its asymptote, from above or below depending on the sign of B2. The slope ot
this curve changes and flattens out as.{ increases. The elasticity also changes at each point
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and is opposite in sign to 82. When 9z ) 0, the relationship betweenx andy is an inverse one
and the elasticity is negative: a l7o increase in .r leads to a reduction in y of -9zl6y)%.

One possible example is the Phillips Curve, which describes an inverse relationship
between growth in wages and the unemployment rate. If we let w, be the wage rate in year /,
then the percentage change in the wage rate from one year to the next is

YoLw, -wt  -  wt- r  
* roo

Wr- l

If u, : unemployment rate in year /, then the Phillips relation can be expressed as

ToLw, :  B r  f  P2 -
U1

4.4.4 Loc-Loc FurucrroN

The log-log function, ln(y) : 9r * Bzln(x), is widely used to describe demand equations
and production functions. The name "log-log" comes from the fact that the logarithm
appears on both sides of the equation. In order to use this model, all values of 1, and r must be
positive. The slopes ofthese curves change at every point, but the elasticity is constant and
equal to B2. The log-log function is a transformation of the equation y:AxF:, with
Br :  ln(A) .

Another useful way to think about the 1og-1og function comes from closer inspection of
its slope dy I dx : \z(y I x). Rearrange this so that gz : (dy ly) I @x I x). Thus the slope of the
logJog function exhibits constant relative change, whereas the linear function displays
constant absolute change.

If 92 : -1,theny : Ax-t orxy: A.Thiscurvehas "unit" elasticity. If welety : price
and x : quantity demanded, then A : total revenue from sales. For every point on the curve
xj : A, the area under the curve A (total revenue for the demand curve) is constant. Unit
elasticity implies that a l7o increase in -r is associated with a l7o decrease in y, so that the
product xy remains constant.

If 9z > 0, then y is an increasing function ofx. If B2 > 1, then the function increases at an
increasing rate. That is, as x increases, the slope increases as well. If 0 < B2 < l, then the
function is increasing, but at a decreasing rate; as x increases the slope decreases.

A.4.5 Loc-LrNpen FuNcrroN

The log-linear model, ln(y) : 9r * B2x, has a logarithmic term on the left-hand side of the
equation and an untransformed (linear) variable on the right-hand side. Both its slope and
elasticity change at each point and are the same sign as B2. Using the antilogarithm we see
that exp[ln(y)] : y : exp(Pr + F.r), so that the log-linear function is an exponential
function. The function requires y > 0. The slope at any point is pzy, which for 9z > 0
means that the marginal effect increases for larger values of y. An economist might say that
this function is increasing at an increasing rate.

4.4.6 Approxrnerruc LocenrtHns

A feature of logarithms that helps greatly in their economic interpretation in this case is that
they can be approximated very simply. Letyl be a positive value of H and letys be a value of y
that is "close" to yr. The value of ln(y1) can be approximated as

Lodels

;es, y approachc'.
f B2. The slope t,:
Lges at each poin: l ,r(y,)=ln(ys) +f0' - ro) ( A . l l )
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For example, let y1 - I + x and let ys - 1. Then, as long as -r is small,

l n ( l  * . r ) = x

Also, subtract ln(ye) from both sides of (A.11) to obtain

ln(y, )  -  ln(ys)  :  A ln(y)ry  ] tn ,  - .uo)  :  f  :  re lat ive change inv'  Y o '  ) o

The symbol Aln(y) represents the "difference" between two logarithms. Then, using

equation (A.8),

100Aln(y) : t0o[ln(yr) -ln(yo)]

o 1oox4/
)o

: ToLy: percentage change iny

This approximation works well for values of y1 and y0 that are close to each other.
You might well ask how close do yy and ys have to be before the approximation works

well. Suppose that ye : l. Then the percentage difference between yl and y0 is

Av
T IL ,Y :  l 00x I { :  100 (Y1  -  l )

The quantity we are approximating is 100Aln(y) :100[ln(yy) -ln(l)] :100xln(]ri

since ln(l) :0. The percentage error in the approximation is

(A .12  t

the first equation from
100 to obtain

Thus, for example, a I
in y. How accurate i
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%LWAGE o 10092A'r
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%approximation error: tr[2]1]@roo, I : i00l@
- l) - ln(y') l
T0'l-lln(vr)

A few values are reported in Table A.3.
As you can see if y1 and ye differ by l07o thenthe approximation error is 4.92Vo.If y1 and

ys differ by 2\Va,thenthe approximation error is 9.7%o.How much approximation elror are
you willing to tolerate? If you lose 5Vo onarrexam, you still receive an A. If you lose l0%.
then you are down to a B.

A.4.7 AppnoxrnerlNc LocamrHMS IN rnr Loc-LINran Mopnt

With respect to the log-linear model, let us look at an increase in.r from .rs to x1 . The change
inthelog-linearmodelisfromln(y6) :9r * B2xstoln(y1) :9r * B2r1'Thensubtracting

Tabte A.3 Log Difference Approximation Error

%Lv 100A ln(y)(%) Approximation enor (%)
! t

1 .01
1.05
L l 0
1 . 1 5
r.20
1.25

1.00
5.00

10.00
15.00
20.00
25.00

0.995
4.88
9.53

13.98
t8.23
22.31

0.50
2.48
4.92
t  - ) J

9.70
t2.04

If in fact x increases f
the approximation ha
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the first equation from the second gives ln(yt ) ..= ln(yo) : 9z(x1 - "o) 
: B2Ax. Multiply by

100 to obtain

r00[ln(y1) - ln(yo)] =%Ly
:10092(xr  - ro )
: (100B2)xA.r

(A.13)

Thus, for example, a l-unit increase in x leads to, approximately, a 100 x 92 percent change
in y. How accurate is this approximation? Let us put things in context. Suppose an
electrician's hourly wage rate (in $US) is determined by a union salary scale that depends
only on -r - years of experience. Suppose the wage scale is

ln(wAGE) -- 3.4011974 * 0.10x

Recall that we can recover the wage from this equation by taking the antilogarithm, using the
exponential function. The starting wage, at x: 0 years experience, is $30 dollars per hour
fusingexp(3.4011974):30]. After 1 year the hourly wage rate is $33.155, which is an
increase of l0.57IVo. Our approximate calculation, based only on the wage formula, is
%AWAGEo 100P2A.r: 100(0.10)l : 10.0, giving a little over a ll2% approximation
error. For smaller values of B2, or smaller values of A-r, the approximation error is less when
using (A.13).

A.4.8 LTNsAR-Loc FuNcrroN

The linear-log model has a linear term on the left-hand side and a logarithmic term on the
right-hand side. Because of the logarithm, this function requires x > 0. It is an increasing or
decreasing function depending upon the sign of B2. The slope ofthe function is Fz f x, sothat
as x increases the slope decreases in absolute magnitude. ff F, > 0, then the function
increases at a decreasing rate.

Consider an increase in x from xs to x1. Then ys : Fr * B2 ln(xs) and
)r : 9r* B2 ln(.r1). Subtracting the former from the latter, and using the approximation
developed for the log-linear model, gives

Ay : )r - )o : B2lln(.r1) - ln(.rs)]
R^

: 
100- " 

100[ln(x1) - ln(xs)]

R"= ffi(%tx)
The change in y is approximately (Pr/ 100) times the percentage change in x. For example,
in a production relationship, suppose outputy is a function ofonly labor input x, and output is
givenby 

): Br f gzln(x): o+sooln(r)
The approximate inte{pretation would be that a lD%o change in x would lead to a 50 unit
increase in output, based on the calculation

R" 500L, l : f f i (%Lx)  : r * :x l0 :50

Ifinfactxincreasesfrom50to55, alD%oinqease,thenoutputincreasesby4T.65units,so
the approximation has an error of less than 37o.
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REMARK: This appendix was designed to remind you of mathematics concepts you
have learned, but perhaps forgotten. If you plan to study economics further, or a field
related to economics, start a collection of mathematics books so that you have ready
references at your fingertips. At bookstore sales, scour the selections for used mathematics
books. Also valuable are books with solved problems, such as Schaum's Outline Series
(McGraw-Hill). Also, the Internet is filled with helpful sites on mathematics. For example,
a Google search of "natural logarithm" yields over 300,000 hits.

A.5 Exercises

A. I x Express each of the following sums in summation notation.
( a )  x r  +  x 2 + h + x 4
(b) .r: * x+
(c) xrlr * xzyz|_ xtyz I xqyq
(d) xgz * xzyz * hy4 + x4y5
(e) xzyi+ x*?
(f) (xr - yr) + (rt - yr) * (x: - y:)

A.2* Write out each of the following sums and compute where possible.

(a) I ra:r@+bxi)

(b) Ii3=rr2

(") Il:o("2 *2x-r2)

G) >::2f @ +2)

@) *:of@,y)
0 ZX:zf ;a@ +zy)

A.3 Let X take four values, xr : l, xz :2, x3 :3, xq : 4.
(a) Calculate the arithmetic average 7:fi1x;14.
(b) Calculate I,1:r ("; - r).
(c) Calculate 2l:r@, - *)'.
(d) Calculate Z!:tx| - +x2.
(e) Show algebraically that lf:r(xi -7)' :Li:ri - fr'.

A.4 Show that Zi:t(*t - t)(yr - y) : Li-txiyi - nry.

A.5 Let y : -3 + 0.8x, where y is the quantity supplied of a good and .x is the market
price.
(a) State the interpretation of the slope in economic terms.
(b) Calculate the elasticity at x : I0 and r : 50, and state their interpretations.

A.6 Suppose the relationship between annual percentage change in wages and the
unemployment rate, expressed as a percenta ge, is ToLw - -2 + 8 x (l I u) .

Sketch the
Where is tl
If the unen
unemployr

A.7* Simplify the fc

(a) x1l27tl3
( $  f p  = f l 9

@) (x+y+Ytlz

A.8 (a) The veloci
scientific r

(b) Find the n
(c) Express th

A.9 Technology a1
)1 : ilvofa$e I

( t : 1 , . . . , 5 1 .
(a) Suppose Pr

slope and e
of these ve

(b) Supposept
slope and t
of these vi

A.l0* Forensic sciet
concentrations
and.r : drinh
relationship.

(a) Plot each
(b) Calculate

slope.
(c) Calculate

A.l I * Consider the I
(a) Write eacJ
(b) Use scien
(c) Use scien
(d) Use scien

numeric p

(a)
(b)
(c)
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4.7*

(a) Sketch the curve for values of z between 1 and 10.
(b) Where is the impact of a change in the unemployment rate the largest?
(c) Iftheunemploymentrateis 5Vo,whatis themarginaleffectof anincreaseinthe

unemployment rate on the annual percentage change in wages?

Simplify the following expressions:

(a) xr/zxr/3
(b) xzl3 +f/8

@) (x+r+;r/z

(a) The velocity of light is 186,000 miles per second. Write the velocity of light in
scientific notation.

(b) Find the number of seconds in a year and write in scientific notation.
(c) Express the distance light travels in 1 year in scientific notation.

Technology affects agricultural production by increasing yield over time. Let
!1: ayata'ga wheat production (tonnes per hectare) for the period 1950-2000
(t : 1,. . . ,51) in the Westem Australia shire of Chapman Valley.
(a) Suppose production is defined by yr : 0.5 + 0.20In(r). Plot this curve. Find the

slope and elasticity at the point r : 49 (1998). State the economic interpretation
of these values.

(b) Suppose production is defined by y, : 0.80 + 0.0004 12. Plot this curve. Find the
slope and elasticity at the point / : 49 (1998). State the economic interpretation
of these values.

A.10x Forensic scientists can deduce the amount of arsenic in drinking water from
concentrations (in parts per million) in toenails. Let y : toenail concentration
and x : drinking water concentration. The following thee equations describe the
relationship.

l n (Y ) :0 ' 8 *0 '4 ln ( r )

) : 1 . 5 * 0 . 2 1 n ( . r )
l n (Y )  :  - l ' 75 I20x

Plot each of the functions for x : 0 to x : 0.15.
Calculate the slope of each function at x : 0.10. State the interpretation of the
slope.
Calculate the elasticity of each function at x : 0.10 and give its interpretation.

A. 1 1* Consider the numbers x : 4567839 and y : 54937 .Il.
(a) Write each number in scientific notation.
(b) Use scientiflc notation to obtain the product ry.
(c) Use scientific notation to obtain the quotient x/y.
(d) Use scientific notation to obtain the sum x * y. (Hint: Write each number as a

numeric part times 106.)

ble.

(a)
(b)

(c)



Appendix

Review of Probability
Concepts

Learning Objectives

Based on the material in this appendix, you should be able to

L Explain the difference between a random variable and its values, and give an example
2. Explain the difference between discrete and continuous random variables, and gir e

examples of each.
3. State the characteristics of a probability density function (pdf) for a discretc

random variable, and give an example.
4. Compute probabilities of events, given a discrete probability function.
5. Explain the meaning of the following statement: "The probability that the discrete

random variable takes the valte 2 is 0.3."
6. Explainhowthepdf of acontinuousrandomvariableisdifferentfromthepdf of a

discrete random variable.
1. Show, geometrically, how to compute probabilities given a pdf for a continuoui

random variable.
8. Explain, intuitively, the concept of the mean, or expected value, of a random

variable.
9. Use the definition of expected value for a discrete random variable, in equation

(B.9), to compute expectations, given a pdf f(x) and a function g(x).
10. Define the variance of a discrete random variable, and explain in what sense the

values of a random variable are more spread out if the variance is larger.
I 1 . Use a jointpdf (table) for two discrete random variables to compute probabilities of

joint events and to find the (marginal) pdfof each individual random variable.
12. Find the conditional pdf for one discrete random variable, given the value oi

another and their joinl pdf.
13. Give an intuitive explanation ofstatistical independence oftwo random variables

and state the conditions that must hold to prove statistical independence. Give
examples of two independent random variables and two dependent random
variables.

14. Define the covariance and correlation between two random variables, and compute
these values given a joint probability function of two discrete random variables.
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15. Find the m
16. Use Table l

random va
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Find the mean and variance of a sum of random variables.
Use Table 1 and your computer software to compute probabilities involving normal
random variables.

degrees offreedom mode
discrete random variable normal distribution

conditional probability joint probability density
continuous random variable function

expected value
experiment
F-distribution

marginal distribution
mean
median

pdf
probability
probability density function
random variable
standard deviation
standard normal distribution
statistical independence
variance
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We assume that you have had a basic probability and statistics course. In this appendix we
review some essential probability concepts. Section B.1 defines discrete and continuous
random variables. Probability distributions are discussed in Section 8.2. Section 8.3
introduces joint probability distributions, defines conditional probability, and statistical
independence. In Section B.4 we review the properties of probability distributions, paying
particular attention to expected values and variances. Section B.5 summarizes important
facts about probability distributions that we use repeatedly: the normal, r, chi-square, and F
distributions.

B.1 Random Variables

There is a saying: "The only things certain in life are death and taxes." While not the
original intent, this bit of wisdom points out that almost everything we encounter in life is
uncertain. We do not know how many games our football team will win next season. You do
not know what score you will make on the first exam. We do not know what the stock market
index will be tomorrow. These events, or outcomes, are uncertain, or random. Probability
gives us a way to talk about possible outcomes.

A random variable is a variable whose value is unknown until it is observed; in other
words it is a variable that is not perfectly predictable. Each random variable has a set of
possible values it can take. If Wis the number of games our football team wins next year, then
I4zcan take the values 0,1,2, . . . ,13, if there are a maximum of 13 games. This is a discrete
random variable since it can take only a limited, or countable, number of values. Other
examples of discrete random variables are the number of computers owned by a randomly
selected household and the number of times you will visit your physician next year. A
special case occurs when a random variable can only be one of two possible values-for
example, in a phone survey, ifyou are asked ifyou are a college graduate or not, your answer
can only be "yes" or "no." Outcomes like this can be characterized by a binary variable
taking the values 1, if yes, or 0, if no. Binary variables are discrete and are used to represent
qualitative characteristics such as gender (male or female), or race (white or nonwhite).

Keywords

binary variable
binomial random variable
cdf
chi- square distribution
conditional pdf

correlation
covariance
cumulative distribution

function
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The U.S. GNP is yet another example of a random variable because its value is unknout
until it is observed. In the second quarter of 2007, its value was $ I 3839.4 billion (seasonally
adjusted annual rate) dollars. Admittedly, the GNP is measured in dollars and it can *
counted in whole dollars, but the value is so large that counting individual dollars serves nc
purpose. For practical purposes, GNP can take any value in the interval zero to infinity, and u
is a continuous random variable. Other common macroeconomic variables, like interesr
rates, investment, and consumption, are also treated as continuous random variables. In
Finance, stock market indices, like the Dow-Jones Industrial Index, are also treated a-.
continuous. The key attribute of these variables that makes them continuous is that they can
take any value in an interval.

8.2 Probability Distributions

Probability is usually defined in terms of experiments. Rolling a die is an experiment
and we have six possible outcomes. If the die is fair, then each value will appear I /6-th of
the time, if the experiment is performed numerous times. The probability of l/6-th come-.
from the fact that we have six equally likely outcomes. However, suppose the die is not fair,
If X is the value that appears when the die is rolled, we can say that the probabilitl
that X : 1 is the proportion of time a "one" appears in a large number of rolls of the die.
The die does not have to be "fair" for this definition to work. In general, the probabilitl
of an event is its "limiting relative frequency," or the proportion of time it occurs in the
long run.

When collecting survey data, a person's educational attainment is often of interest-
Let X : 1 if a randomly selected person has a college or advanced degree, and X : 0 if not-
In2002,277o of theU.S. population aged 25 andolder had at least a college degreel. Thus.
in this population, the probability thatX : I is0.27 , and this is written as P(X : 1) : 0.27
Probabilities must be positive and must sum to 1, so P(X : 0) : | - P(X - 1) : 0.73. In
this example the random variable is discrete, and it makes sense to talk about the probabilitl
of specific values occurring.

We can summarize the probabilities of possible outcomes using a probability densify
function fpdfl. fhe pdf for a discrete random variable indicates the probability of each
possible value occurring. For a discrete random variable X the value of the probabilitl
density function /(.r) is the probability that the random variable X takes the value
x, f (x) : P(X : x). Because f (x) is a probability, it must be true that 0 < /(x) S t.
and if Xtakes n possible values.rl , ...,xn, then the sum of their probabilities must be I

" f( ' ' )  + f?z) +.. .  + f(x,) :  r .
For discrete random variables, the pdfmight be presented as a table, a formula, or a graph.
For the binary variable X, indicating whether a person is a college graduate or not, we might
report the probabilities in tabular form as in Table B.1.

The probablities can also be reported in equation form as

f (*) : (0.27), (0.n)t-'

which gives .f(1) : (0.27)1Q.73)1-r :0.27 and /(0) : (0.210(0.73)t-0 :0.'73.

t U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, 2003 Annual Social and Economic Supplement, Table
PINC-O3.
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Table 8.7 Probabil it ies of a College Degree
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As another example, let X be the number of quarters during a year (3-month periods) in
which a college student has a job. The probabilities of the five possible values x:
0,1,2,3, and4 might be f(*):0.05, 0.50,0.10,0.10, and0.25, respectively. We can
represent the pdffor a discrete random variable as a bar graph, so that we can visualize
the probabilities of alternative outcomes, as in Figure 8.1.

The cumulative distribution function (cdf) is an alternative way to represent prob-
abilities. The cdlof the random variable X, denoted F(x), gives the probability that X is less
than or equal to a specific value x. That is,

F ( ' r )  : P ( X < x )

The values of X, the pdf, and cdf are listed in Table B.2.
Using the cd/we can compute the probability that a student works more than 2 quarters as

P(X >2) : 1 - P(X I 2) : 1 - F(2) : I - 0.65 : 0.35

For standard probability distributions, statistical software programs have cdfs prepro-
grammed as functions, so that it is easy to do probability calculations.

For example, a binomial random variable X is the number of successes in n inde-
pendent trials of identical experiments with probability of success p. Given the number of
trials n and the probability of success p, binomial probabilities are given by

P (x : x ) :  f ( x ) : (B. t )

a o l

prcune 8.7 College employment probabilities.

(X) n, - p)n-'
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T a b l e B . 2  A p d f a n d c d f

f(r)

N

N

N

!

$

A

( ; )  :

F(x)

0
1
2
J

A

0.05
0.55
0.65
0.75
1.00

where

n l
| i l

x ! \ n  -  x ) l

is the "number of combinations of n items takenr at a time," and n ! is "n factorial," which :-
g iven by n l :  n(n -  1)("  -  2) . . . (2)(1) .  Suppose that  the n:  13 games the LSU Tige: .
play are all independent and in each game they have the probability p :0.7 of winnin-i
What is the probability of them winning at least eight games during the season? Tl-..
answer is

P (x>8 )  : f(*) -- | - P(x < 7) : 1 - F(7)

We could compute the probability by brute force using (B.1), but it would be tediou.
Using the EViews command @cbinom for the cdf of a binomial random variable makes .
child's olav

1 -  @cbinom(1,13,0.7) :  0 .8346

Other software has similarly powerful commands.
Continuous random variables can take any value in an interval on the number line an:

have an uncountable number ofvalues. Consequently the probability ofany specific value :.
zero. For continuous random variables, we talk about outcomes being in a certain rang.'
Figure 8.2 illustrates the pdf f (x) of a continuous random variable X that takes values fror::
zero to infinity. Areas under the curve represent probabilities that X falls in an intena.
For this distribution, P(X < 20) : 0.294 and P(X < 40) : 0.649. Then we can computr
P(20 < X < 40) : 0.649 - 0.294 : 0.355.

How are these areas obtained? The intesral from calculus sives the area under a curve. :'
that

P ( 2 0 < X < 4 0 )

The cumulative distribution function is

P(X < x)

0.05
0.50
0 .10
0 .10
0.25

l 3s
" - R

F r c u R E  8 . 2  p d f

where F(-r) is the r
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40 60 80

FrcuRE 8.2 pdfot a continuous random variable.

where F(r) is the cdf of X. The probability calculation is

P(20 < x < 40): r(40) - F(20) :0.649 - 0.2e4: 0.355

We will not compute integrals in this book. Instead we will use the computer and compute
cdf values using simple software commands.

8.3 Joint, Marginal, and Conditional
Probability Distributions

Working with more than one random variable requires a joint probability density function.
A joint pdf describes the probabilities of the values that combinations of the variables can
take. In the United States during 2002,therewere 185,183,000 people at least 25 years old.2
Suppose we are interested in the probability of randomly selecting from this population
someone with a 4-year college degree and who had earnings in2002. Define two discrete
random variables: X, characteizing a person's educational attainment, and Ij whether they
had earned income durine 2002.

X :

high school diploma or less
some college
4-year college degree
advanced degree

'U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey, 2003 Annual Social and Economic Supplement, Table
PrNC-03.
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" 
: {O 

if had no moneY earnings in2002

I I if had positive money earnings in2002

The probabilities of randomly selecting someone with these characteristics is given by th.
jointpdf of X and X written as f(x,y), which is given in Table B.3. The probabilitl ,.:
randomly selecting someone from this population with a 4-year college degree and who ha;
earnings in2002 is 0.14, or

P ( X  :  3 , Y  :  r )  :  f ( 3 , 1 )  :  0 . 1 4

Like the pdf of a single random
IL / ( ; r ,y)  :  l .

8.3.1 MancrNar DrsrnrnurroNs

variable, the sum of the joint probabilities is .

Given a joint probability density function, we can obtain the probability distributions c.:
individual random variables, which are also known as marginal distributions. If X and )
are two discrete random variables, then

T a b l '

fxQ

outcome (Y : l) given
to reduce the set of P<
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conditional ProbabilitY

/01')

Using the marginal Pr<
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The converse is also I
values, then X and Y

Solving (B.5) fort
their joint Pdf factor:

fx("):Lf (x,y) for each valueXcan take

/1,(0) : 2 f (x,y) for each value Ycan take
(B.:

Note that the summations in (B.2) are over the other random variable-the one that we are
eliminating from the joint probability density function. This operation is sometimes callec
"summing out" the unwanted variable in the table ofjoint probabilities. For example, using
Table B.3,

4
fr(y) :  L,f (x,t) ) :0, 1

fv(O) : 0.19 + 0.06 + 0.04 + 0.02 : 0.31

The joint and marginal distributions are often reported as in Table B.4.
If the random variables are continuous, the idea in (B.2) also works, but with integral:

replacing the summation signs.

8.3.2 CoNrrrroNan Pnonannrrv

What is the probability that a randomly chosen individual will have income given that ther
have a A-year college degree? This question is about the conditional probability of the

A-PDF Split DEMO : Purchase from www.A-PDF.com to remove the watermark
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Table 8.4 Marginal  Dist r ibut ions forXand Y

v

x

2 J 4 fv(y)

0
I

0.19 0.06 0.04 0.02
0.28 0.19 0.14 0.08

0.31
0.69

fx@) 0.47 0.25 0.18 0.10 I

outcome (y : 1) giventhatanotherhas occurred (X : 3). The effect of the conditioning is
to reduce the set of possible outcomes. In this case we consider only the lSVo of the
population with a 4-year college degree. For discrete random variables, the probability that
the random variable Ytakes the value y given that X: x is written P(Y : ylX : x). This
conditional probability is given by the conditional pdff(ylx):

f (yl*) : P(Y : ylX : x) : P ( Y : y , X : x ) (B.3)
P(X : x)

Using the marginal probability P(X : 3) : 0.18, the conditional pdf of I given X : 3 is

The probability of randomly selecting a person with a positive income is 0.78 f only college
graduates are considered (from the conditional pdf), but the probability of randomly
selecting a person from the entire population with a positive income is /y(l) = 0.69 (from
the marginalpd/). Knowing educational attainment tells us something about the probability
ofan individual having earned income. Such random variables are dependent in a statistical
sense. Two random variables are statistically independent if the conditional probability
that Y : y given that X :x is the same as the unconditional probability that Y : y.
Knowing the value of X does not alter the probability distribution of X This means, if X and Y
are independent random variables, then

P ( Y : y l X : x ) : P ( Y : y ) (8.4)

Equivalently, if X and lare independent, then the conditional pdf of Y given X : x is the
same as the unconditional, or marginal, pdf of lalone,

1

-
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r(vt*):#&:rv(v)

_ f(x,v)
fx(x)

(B.s)

The converse is also true, so that if (B.4) or (B.5) are true for every possible pair of x and y
values, then X and Y are statistically independent.

Solving (B.5) forthe j ointpdf,we can also say thatXand lare statistically independent if
their joint pdf factors into the product of their maryinal pdfs

f  (y lx  :3 )
0.04/0.18 :0.22

0. r4 lo . r8 :  0 .78

f (*,v) : fx@) fvj) (B.6)
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If (8.6) is true for each and every pair of values x and y, then X and Yare statisticallr
independent. This result extends to more than two random variables. If X, Y and Z ut
statistically independent, thejoint probability density function can be factored and writtc
as  f ( x , y , z ) :  f x@) -  f v ( y ) -  f z ( z ) .

8.3.3 A Smprn ExpEnrnaENr

Let us illustrate the use of joint, marginal, and conditional probabilities in the context of :
simple experiment. Considerthe values in Table B.5 to be apopulation of interest. If we werc
to select one cell from the table at random (imagine cutting the table into 10 equally sizc
pieces of paper, stirring them up, and drawing one piece without looking) that woulc
constitute a random experiment. Based on this random experiment we can define severa-
random variables. Forexample, letXbe the numerical value (" : 1, 2,3,4) showing on thc
slip we draw, and let Y be a discrete random variable designating the color of the slip, u itt
Y: I denoting a shaded slip and Y:0 denoting a slip with no shading (white). Ttr
probability distributions for these two random variables are given in Tables B.6 and B.7. \\'r
can also specify the joint probability distribution of X and X given in Table 8.8. Using tlui
joint probability distribution, we can say that the probability of drawing a slip that is whitc
(y : 0) with the numerical value 2 (X :2) is P(X :2,Y : 0) : 0.1.

Using this simple experiment we can also illustrate the meaning of conditiona-
probability. What is the probability of drawing a numeric value X :2 Eiven that th.
slipdrawnisshaded,(I:1)?Ifweareresffictingourattentiontoonlytheshadedslips,uc
are redefining the population of interest. Each numerical value has an equal chance oi
occurring in this new (shaded) population, so P(X : xlY : 1) : 0.25 forx : 1,2,3,4.A.
using the formula (B.3)

T,

2
J

P ( X  :  l . Y  : 7 )  0 . 1P(X  :  l lY :  1 )  : f i : 0 .25
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A key point to remember is that by conditioning we are considering only the subset of a
population for which the condition holds. Probability calculations are then based on the
"new" population. Because the conditional probability P(X:lly: l) :0.25 is not
equal to the unconditional probability P(X - l) :0.1, from the full population, we
conclude from (B.4) and (8.5) that the numerical value X and the shading Z are not
independent random variables

8,4 Prcperties of Probability Distributions

Figures B.1 and B.2 give us a picture of how frequently values of the random variables will
occur. Two key features of a distribution are its center (location) and width (dispersion).
Measures of the center are the mean, median, and mode; measures of dispersion are
variance and its square root-the standard deviation.

8.4.L MEeN, MEorAN, eNn MooE

The mean of a random variable is given by its mathematical expectation. If Xis a discrete
random variable taking the values x1,...,xn, then the mathematical expectation, or
expected value, ofXis

E(X) : aP(X : xr) + xzP(X : xz) * ...-t x"P(X : xn) (B.7)

The expected value, or mean, of X is a weighted average of its values, the weights being the
probabilities that the values occur. The mean is often symbolized by p" or pa. It is the
average value of the random variable in an infinite number of repetitions of the underlying
experiment. For the binary variable in Table B.l

E (X ) :0x0 .73  I  l xO .27  :0 .27

What does this mean? The expected valueof Xisnotthevalue ofXwe expect to obtain when
we draw a person at random from the population, because X only takes the values 0 and 1.
The expected value of X, E(X), is the average value of X if we randomly selected many
individuals from the population. Similarly, if X is the value showing on the roll of a fair die,
then the expected value of Xis 3.5. If a die is rolled a large numberof times, then the average
of all values converges to 3.5.

For a discrete random variable, the probability that X takes the value x is given by its
pdf f(x), P(X: x): f(x). The expected value in (B.7) can be written equivalently as

p :  E (x ) :  x t f ( x r )  i  x2 f  ( x2 )+ . . .+  x , f  ( x , ) :  $ , . x ; f  ( x ; ) : 2x f  ( x )  (B .s )
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For continuous random variables, the interpretation of the expected value of X :.
unchanged-it is the average value of X if many values are obtained by repeated. '
performing the underlying random experiment. However, since there are now an uncou:..
table number of values to sum, mathematically we must replace the "summation over r.
possible values" in (B.8) by the "integral over all possible values," so that for a continuou.
random variable X, its expected value is

P :  E(X)  :

The mean has a flaw as a measure of the center of a probability distribution in that it can b'c
pulled by extreme values. For example, suppose a random variable X can take the values I . l
and 1,000,000 with probabilities 0.50, 0.49, and 0.01, respectively. The expected value of -r.
is u(X) : 10,001.48. Is that representative of the center of the probability distribution
Perhaps not.

The two other popular measures of the center of a probability distribution are its media:.
and mode. For a continuous distribution, the median of X is the value z such tha:
P(X > m) : P(X < m) : 0.5. That is, the median value has half the probability on eithe:
side. A relevant example is given in Figure B.2, which very closely represents the distn-
bution of earnings in the United States during 2002 for persons aged at least 25 years olc
(thousands of dollars). In that year the actual median income was $30,553, and the mear,
income was $39,849. While about 65Vo of incomes are below $40,000, the fact that some
individuals have very high incomes "pulls" the mean to the right. Such a distribution is saic
to be skewed. In symmetric distributions, like the familiar "bell-shaped curve" of the
normal distribution, the mean and median are equal. The median for discrete distributions i.
somewhat more difficult to characterize and may not be unique. For the case in which.\
takes the values I , 2, and I ,000,000 with probabilities 0.50, 0.49 and 0.01 , respectively, the
median is X : 2. For the example shown in Table B.2, the median value would be "slightlr
less than" X : 1, which puts us in a quandary because the next lower value is X : 0. One
could resolve this case by taking X : I 12 as a compromise.

The mode is the value of Xat which the pdf ishighest. In the case of Figure B.l, the mode
is X : l. For the continuous distribution in Fisure B.2 the mode is at X : 11.09.

8.4.2 Expncuo Verues oF FUNCTToNS oF A Revoon Venresle

Functions of random variables are also random. Expected values are obtained using
calculations similar to those in (B.8). If X is a discrete random variable and g(X) is a
function of it, then

s[s(x)] :\g(x) f (x) (B.9 r

The rule also applies when X is continuous, but we replace the sum with an integral. Using
(B.9) we can develop some frequently used rules that work forboth discrete and continuous
random variables. In general n[s(J)] I slt(X)1. For example , E(P) I lE(X)12 . But in
certain cases, finding such expectations is easy. If a is a constant, then

E(ax):  aE(X) (8.10r
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To see how this result is obtained, we apply the definition in (B.9)

E ( a X * b ) : a E ( X ) + b

If gr (X) and gs(X) are functions of X, then

nls(x)l : \ g(x) f (x) :|axf (x) : aLxf (x) : aE(x)

In the final step we recognize E(X) from its definition in (B.8). Similarly, if a atd b are
constants. then we can show that

489

(B.11)

E[s'(x) + sz(x)]: Elsr(x)l + Elg26)) (8.r2)

This rule extends to any number of functions. Remember the "singsong" phrase, the
expected value of a sum is always the sum of the expected values.

The variance of a discrete or continuous random variable X is the expected value of

s(.r^): [x-E(x)]z
The variance of a random variable is important in chnacteizing the scale of measurement
and the spread of the probability distribution. We give it the symbol o2, which is read "sigma
squared." Algebraically, letting E(X) : p,

var(X) : 02 : E(X - p)z : E(Xz) - p2 (B.13)

The variance of a random variable is the average squared difference between the random
variable X and its mean value p. The larger the variance of a random variable the more
"spread out" thevalues of the random variable are. Figure B.3 shows two distributions, both
with mean F : 3. As we can see, the distribution with the smaller variance (the solid curve)
is less spread out about its mean.

Smaller variance

Larger variance

V

1 ) 2

!
o

r
o

A

!qc < o

a

N

A

A
- l

( B . 1 0 prcuns B. 3 Distributions with different variances.
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The square root ofthe variance is called the standard deviation; it is denoted by o. It ai -
measures the spread or dispersion of a distribution and has the advantage of being in t:.
same units of measure as the random variable.

A useful property of variances is the following. Let a and b be constants, then

var(aX + b) : a2 var(X) (B. t:

This result is obtained by using the definition of variance and the rules of expectation. *
follows:

var(aX + b) : ElaX + b - E(aX + D)2 : E@X -f b - ap" - b)2

: Efa(x - p)]2 : o2z1x - ilz : a2 var(X)

Two other characteristics of a probability distribution are its skewness and kurtosis. The..
are defined as

, El(X - rr)']
.SKewlle,l, l : --

and

. nl(x - Dolkuflo,st,s : 
oo

Skewness measures the lack of symmetry of a distribution. If the distribution is symmetn.
then its skewness: 0. Distributions with long tails to the left are negatively skewed an-
skewness<0. Distributions with long tails to the right are positively skewed an,
skewness > 0. Kurtosis measures the "peakedness" of a distribution. A distribution uit:
large kurtosis has more values concentrated near the mean and a relatively high central peair
A distribution that is relatively flat has a lower kurtosis. The benchmark value for kurtosis :.
"3," which is the kurtosis of the normal distribution that we will discuss later in th:-
appendix (Section B.5. l).

8.4.3 ExpscrEo Varuns or SrveRer R-q.Nnom Vanrenrrs

A rule similar to (B.9) exists for functions of several random variables. Let X and Y b:
discrete random variables with joint pdf f (x,y).If g(X, I) is a function of them, then

Els(x, r)l : IIs(x,y) f (x,y)
x y

Using (B.15) we can show that

(B . l . r

E(x +Y):  E(x)  + E(Y) (B .  l 6

This follows by using the definition (B.15) and using rules of expectation, as follows:

E(X + v) : I I(" + y) f (x,y) :\ lxf (x,y) + I ly,f(x,y)
x t r ) x y

:LxLf  (x ,y)  + Iy I  f  ( * ,y)  : }x f  (x)  +}y f  (y)
x l l r x y

: E(x) + E(Y)
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In the second line we have used (B.2) to obtain the marginal distributions of X and Y
and the fact that the order of summation does not matter. Usine the same logic we can
show that

E(ax + bY * c) : aE(x) + bE(Y) + c (B.17)

Using (B.15) we can also show thatE(XY) : E(X)E(Y) if X and lare independent. To see
this recall that if X and Yare independent then their joint pdffactors into the product of the
marginal pdf s, f(x,y): /(r)/(y). Then

E(XY) : Els(X,V)l:22wf(",y) : 22*yf (*) f (y)
x y  x y

:2xf  (x)Zyf  (y) :  E(X)E(Y)
x y

These rules can be extended to more random variables.
One particular application of (B.15) is the derivation of the covariance between X and Z

Define a function that is the product of X minus its mean times I minus its mean,

c(X,Y): (X - r.rx)(Y - r.,.r) (B.18)

In Figure B.4 we plot values ofXand f that have been constructed so that E(X) : E(Y) : 0.
The values fall predominately in quadrants I and III, so that on average the value of
s(x,y) : (t - pt)(y - tr") >0.

We define the covariance between two random variables as the expected (average) value
of the product in (8.18),

cov(X, Y): o*, : El(X - rrr)(y - rr")] : E(XY) - Fxrt"v (B.le)

The covarianca oyy of the variables in Figure B.4 is positive, which tells us that when x
values are greater than their mean, then they values also tend to be greater than their mean;
when x values are below their mean, then the y values also tend to be less than their mean.
If values tend primarily to fall in quadrants tI and IV, then g(r, y) will tend to be negative

,)

(v)

o  o a

,;i': l; i." . ''.';*-.ffi.:':'
. t
1 .

.1.? :j ;r. I
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rrcunp 8.4 Correlated data.
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and, ayy will be negative. If values are spread evenly across the four quadrants a:-
show neither positive nor negative association, then the covariance is zero. In summa:-,
the sign of oyy tells us whether the two variables are positively associated or negati\ e l
associated.

Interpreting the actual value of o;y is difficult because X and Imay have different un::.
of measurement. Scaling the covariance by the standard deviations of the variab.-;.
eliminates the units of measurement and defines the correlation between X and Y

cov(X, I ) oxY (B. :
{var(X)lvar(Y) oxaY

As with the covariance, the correlation p between two random variables measures the degrr':
of linear association between them. However, unlike the covariance, the correlation mu.
lie between -l and l. Thus the correlation between X and Yis l or - 1 if Xis a perfe-'
positive or negative linear function of X If there is no linear association between X and -'
then cov(X, Y) : 0 and p : 0. For other values of correlation, the magnitude of the absolu:.
value lpl indicates the "strength" ofthe linear association between the values ofthe rando:
variables. In Figure B.4 the correlation between X and Yis p :0.5.

If X and Y are independent random variables, then the covariance and conelatic:
between them are zero. The converse of this relationship is not true. Independent rando::
variables X and Ihave zero covariance, indicating that there is no linear association betwee.
them. However, just because the covariance or correlation between two random variables : ,
zero does not mean that they are necessarily independent. There may be more complicareJ
nonlinear associations such as Xz + Y2 : l.

In (B.16) we obtain the expected value of a sum of random variables. We obtain simila:
rules for variances. If a and b are constants, then

B .
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vat(aX + bY) : a2 var(X) -t bz var(Y) * 2abcov(X,Y)

var(X f Y) : var(X) * var(Y) -t 2cov(X,Y)

var(X - I) : var(X) + var(y) - 2cov(X,Y)

If X and Yare independent, or if cov(X, I) : 0, then

var(aX + bY) : a2 var(X) -l b2 var(Y)

var(X * I) : var(X) + var(Y)

(B.2 r
(8.2:
(B.Z-:

(B.21

(B.2-<

These rules extend to more random variables. For example, if X, Y and Z are inde-
pendent, or uncorrelated, random variables, then the variance of the sum is the sum of the
variances.

var(X 1 Y + Z) : var(X) * var(Y) -l var(Z)

8.4.4 THr Srvrprr ExpnmlcNr AcelN

In Section 8.3.3 we introduced a simple example leading to the probability distributions of
the random variables X and Yin Tables 8.6 and B.7, and the joint distribution in Table B.8.
Let us use this example to review some key concepts introduced in this section.
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The expected value of the random variable X, using the probability distribution in
Table B.7, is

E(x) : 
2r, f 

(*) : ( l x 0. 1) + (2x0.2) + (3 x 0.3) + ( x0.a) : 3 : pX

What does this mean? Drawing a cell at random from Table B.5 constitutes an experiment.
Observe the numerical value X. If we repeat this experiment many times, the values x :
| ,2,3 , and 4 will appear lOVo , 207o, 3OVo, and 40Vo of the time, respectively. The average
of all the numerical values will approach Fx : 3, as the number of draws becomes large.
The key point is that the expected value of the random variable is the average value that
occurs in many repeated trials of an experiment.

Similarly, the variance of the random variable X is

o2x: E(X - pt)'

:  [(1 - 3)2 x 0.1] + l(2 - 3)z x 0.2)+ [(3 - 3)2 x 0.3] + l(+ - 3)2 x 0.ai
: (4 x0.1) + (1 x 0.2) + (0 x 0.3) + ( l  x 0.a)
-1

In the many repeated experiments, the average of the numerical values (X - 3)' is l. The
average of the squared difference between the values of the random variable and its mean is
the variance of the random variable.

B.5 Sorne Irnportant Probability Distributions

B.5.1 TnE Nonruar DrstnmurroN

In the previous sections we discussed random variables and their probability density
functions in a general way. In real economic contexts some specific probability density
functions have been found to be very useful. The most important is the normal distribution.
If X is a normally distributed random variable with mean p and variance o2,ir can be
symbolized as X - N(p,, o2). The pdf of X is

(8.26)

where exp[a] denotes the exponential function e".The mean p and variance o'are the
parameters of this distribution and determine its center and dispersion. The range of the
continuous normal random variable is from minus infinity to plus infinity. Pictures of the
normal probability density functions are given in Figure B.5 for various values of the mean
and variance. Note that the normal distribution is symmetric, so that its skewness : 0 and its
kurtosis : 3.

Like all continuous random variables, probabilities involving normal random variables
are found as areas under probability density functions. For calculating probabilities both
computer software and tabled values make use of the relation between a normal random
variable and its "standardized" equivalent. A standard normal random variable is one that
has a normal probability density function with mean 0 and variance l. If X-N(p, o2), then

r(*) : ffi"*r[+#], -e(r(oo

Z _ X - p - N ( 0 , 1 ) (8.2',7)
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The cdf for the standardized normal variable Z is so widely used that it is given irs ou n
special symbol, O(z) : P(Z < z). Computer programs, and Table 1 ar the end of this book.
give values of O(z). To calculate normal probabilities, remember that the distribution is
symmetr ic ,  so that  P(Z>a):P(Z< -a) ,  and P(Zla) :P(Z>a),  s ince the prob-
ability of any one point is zero for a continuous random variable. If X - N( p, o2) and a and h
are constants, then
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For example, if X-N(3,9), then

P(4 < X(  6)  :  P(0.33 < Z < l )  :  o( l )  -  (D(0.33)  :  0 .8413 -  0.6293 :  O.2r2O

An interesting and useful fact about the normal distribution is that a weighted sum of normal
random variables has a normal distribution. That is, if Xl - Ar1 * t, ol) and X2 - N (pz, o7),
then

Y : arXr * a2X2-N(Frv : a[Lr * azP"z,"? : a?o? + alol * 2a1a2op) G.31)

8.5.2 THE CHI-Squens DrsrRrBUTIoN

Chi-square random variables arise when standard normal random variables are squared. If
Zr,Zz,. .. ,Z^ denote m independent N(0,1) random variables, then

v :Z?+4+. ' .+4-x?*t (8.32)
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p (x>a )  :  p (x  -  t ' >  o -  p )  :  p (z t  o -  * )  :  r  - o (4 -  t r ' 1- \  
o  o  /  \  o  /  \  o  /

P(a < X < b) : r(+ < z <?) : .(?) -.(?)
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(8.2e)

(8.30)

(8.33)

Lriance l. (D) Wirh

t is given its oun
: end ofthis book.
he distribution is
, since the prob-
p.,oz) andaand b

The notation V -X?Al is read as: the random variable Vhas a chi-square distribution with
m degrees of freeriom. The degrees of freedom parameter ru indicates the number of
independent N(0, 1) random variables that are squared and summed to form V The value of
rn determines the entire shape of the chi-square distribution, including its mean and variance

E(v) :n(x l , "y) : *
var(v)  :var(x?-) :2m

In Figure B.6 graphs of the chi-square distribution for various degrees of freedom are
presented. The values of V must be non-negative, y ) 0, because Vis formed by squaring
and summing m standardized normal N(0, 1) random variables. The distribution has a
long tail, or is skewed, to the right. As the degrees of freedom m gets larger, however, the
distribution becomes more symmetric and "bell-shaped." In fact, as m gets large the chi-
square distribution converges to, and essentially becomes, a normal distribution.

The 90th, 95th, and 99th percentile values of the chi-square distribution for selected
values ofthe degrees offreedom are given in Table 3 at the end ofthe book. These values are
often of interest in hypothesis testing.

B.5.3 Trrs /-DIsTRTBUTIoN

A "t" random variable (no upper case) is formed by dividing a standard normal random
variable Z-N(0,1) by the square root of an independent chi-square random variable,
y - X?1,,l,that has been divided by its degrees of free domm.If Z - N(0,1) and V - X1,,1, and

if Z and Vare independent, then

t\

)

= 9
! - ' . '

(B.28 r \/W
- t(^) (B.34)
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12 value
FTGURE 8.6 The chi-souare distribution.

The r-distribution's shape is completely determinedby the degrees of freedom parameter,m.
and the distribution is symbolized by t61.

Figure B.7 shows a graph of the r-distribution with m : 3 degrees of freedom relative to
the N(0, 1). Note that the r-distribution is less "peaked" and more spread out than the
N(0, l). The r-distribution is symmetric, with mean E(t6): 0 and variance var(t1-y) :
*l@ - 2). As the degrees of freedom parameter m+ @,the t1^y distribution approaches
the standard normal N(0, 1).

Computer programs have functions for the cdf of t-random variables that can be used to
calculate probabilities. Since certain probabilities are widely used, Table 2 at the back of this
book, and also inside the front cover, contains frequently used percentiles of r-distributions.
called critical values of the distribution. For example, the 95th percentile of a r-distribution
with 20 degrees of freedom is /(o.qs,z6) : 1.725. The l-distribution is symmetric, so Table 2
shows only the right tail of the distribution.

B.5.4 Tnr F-DrsrRrBUTroN

An Frandom variable is formed by the ratio of two independent chi-square random variables
thathavebeendividedbytheirdegreesoffreedom. If yt -X21,,,; and Vz-X?V,rlandif V1 and
V2 are independent, then
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8.6 Exercis

B.1* Let  X be t
P ( X : 0 )  =
(a) Find E(
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o

h
a
c.)

' :Yl#-F@.^') (8.3s)

The F-distribution is said to have m1 numerator degrees of freedom and, m2 denominator
degreesoffreedom.Thevalues of m1 andm2determinetheshapeof thedistribution,which
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FTGURE B. 8 The probability density function of an F1s,zo; random variable.

in general looks like Figure B.8. The range of the random variable is (0, oo) and it has a long

taii to the right. For example, the 95th percentile value for an F-distribution with mt : 8

numerator d"gt""t of freedom and tn2:20 denominator degrees of freedom is

F1o.ss,a,zo; :2.+s. critical values for the F-distribution are given in Table 4 (the 95

percentile) and Table 5 (the 99 percentile).

8,6 Exercises

B.1* Let X be a discrete random variable with values x:0,I,2 and probabilities

P(X :0) : 0.25, P(X :1) : 0.50, and P(X - 2) :0'25' respectively'
(a) Find E(X).
(b) Find E(*).
(c) Find var(X).
(d) Find the expected value and variance of g(X) -- 3X + 2'
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LetXbe adiscrete random variable thatis the value shown on a single roll of afairdie.
(a) Represent the probability density function /(x) in tabular form.
(b) What is the probability that X :4? That X : 4 or X : 5?
(c) What is the expected value of X? Explain the meaning of E{X) in this case.
(d) Find the expected value of X2.
(e) Find the variance of X.
(0 Obtain a die. Roll it 20 times and record the values obtained. What is the average

of the first 5 values? The first 10? What is the averase of the 20 rolls?

B.3 Let X be a continuous random variable whose probability density function is

( zx  o<x< l
/(r) : t0 o,irrriv

(a) Sketch the probability density function /(r).
(b) Geometrically calculate the probability that X falls between 0 and l/2.
(c) Geometrically calculate the probability that X falls between | /4 and 3 I 4.

B .4 Let the binary random variable X have pdf f (x) : f (l - p)t -* 
for -r : 0, l.

(a) Find the mean and variance of X.
(b) Let XL,...,X, be independent discrete (0,1) random variables each with

probabil ity density function /(x). The random variable B:Xr*Xz*...-t
X" has a binomial distribution with parameters n and p. The values of B are
b :0,. . . ,n and represent the number of "successes" (i.e., Xi : l) in n
independent trials of an experiment, each with probabilityp of success. Calculate
the mean and variance of .B using the rules of expected values and variances.
fHint: What is the expected value of a sum? The variance?]

(c) Let Xr , . . . ,Xn be independent discrete (0, l) random variables with probability
density functions /(r). The random variable B : Xt -t Xz *. . . * X, has a
binomial distribution. The random variable Y:Bln is the proportion of
successes in n trials of an experiment. Find the mean and variance of Yusing
the rules of expected values and variances.

8.5 The joint probability density function of two discrete random variables X and Y is
given by the following table:

2
4
6

(b) Find the
(c) Find the
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| 124
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I  l 1 2
0

1 l12

(a) Find the marginal probability density function of X
(b) Find the conditional probability density function of Y given that X : 2.
(c) Find the covariance ofX and I
(d) AreX and lindependent?

8.6'r' Consider the population in Table 8.5 and the joint distribution of the random
variables X and Yin Table B.8, described in Section B.3.3.
(a) Find the expected value and variance of the random variable { using the

probability distribution in Table 8.6.
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(b) Find the covariance between X and Y.
(c) Find the correlation between X and Y.

8.1 Let Xy,X2,. . . ,Xn be independent random variables which all have the same
probability distribution, with mean p and variance o2.Let

X : !  LX,
n i=l

(a) Use the properties of expected values to show that Z(X) : p.
(b) Use the properties of variance to show that var(X) : oz /n. How have you used

the assumption of independence?

8.8 Suppose that Y1,Y2,Y3 is a sample of observations from a N(p, o2) population but
that Y1,Y2, and Y3 arc not independent. In fact suppose

cov(Ir, Yz) : cov(Yz,Yz) : cov(I1, Yz) : 0.5o2

L e t y :  ( \ * y z + h ) / 3 .
(a) Find E(7)
(b) Find var(Y)

B.9x The length of life (in years) of a personal computer is approximately normally
distributed with mean 2.9 yens and variance 1.96 years.
(a) What fraction of computers will fail in the first year?
(b) What fraction of computers will last 4 years or more?
(c) What fraction of computers will last at least 2 years?
(d) What fraction of computers will last more than 2.5 years but less than 4 years?
(e) If the manufacturer adopts a warranty policy in which only 5Vo of the computers

have to be replaced, what will be the length of the warranty period?
B.l0 Based on long years of experience, an instructor in the principles of economics has

determined that in her class the probability distribution of X, the number of studenrs
absent on Mondays, is as follows:

(a) Sketch a probability function of X.
(b) Find the probability that on a given Monday either two or three or four students

will be absent.
(c) Find the probability that on a given Monday more than three students are absent.
(d) Compute the expected value of the random variable X. Interpret this expected

value.
(e) Compute the variance and standard deviation of the random variable X.
(f) Compute the expected value and variance of Y :7X + 3.

B. I I x Let X be a continuous random variable with probability density function given by

f ( * ) : - 0 ' 5 x * 1 ,  0 1 x 1 2

Graph the density function /(x).
Find the total area beneath f(x) tot 0 I x < 2.

(a)
(b)
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(c) Find P(X > 1).
(d) Find P(x < 0.s).
(e) Find P(X: 1.5).

B.12 Suppose a certain mutual fund has an annual rate of return that is approximatel'.
normally distributed with mean (expected value) l0%o and standard deviation 4Q
Use Table I for parts (a)-(c).
(a) Find the probability that your l-year return will be negative.
(b) Find the probability that your l-year return will exceed 157o.
(c) If the mutual fund managers modify the composition of its portfolio, they car.

raise its mean annual return to l2%o,butthis change will also raise the standarc
deviation of returns to 57o. Answer parts (a) and (b) in light of these decision:
Would you advise the fund managers to make this portfolio change?

(d) Verify your computations in (a)-(c) using your computer software.

B.13* An investor holds a portfolio consisting of two stocks. She puts 257o of her monef ir:
Stock A andT5%o into Stock B. Stock A has an expected return ofRa : 8% and ;
standard deviation of oa : l2To. Stock B has an expected return of Rr : 15% with i
standard deviation of o6 : 22%.The portfolio return is P :0.25Re + 0.75R8.
(a) Compute the expected return on the portfolio.
(b) Compute the standard deviation of the returns on the portfolio assuming that the

two stocks' returns are perfectly positively correlated.
(c) Compute the standard deviation of the returns on the portfolio assuming that the

two stocks' returns have a correlation of 0.5.
(d) Compute the standard deviation of the returns on the portfolio assuming that the

two stocks' retums are uncorrelated.
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Appenil ix

Review of Statistical
Inference

Learning Objectives

Based on the material in this appendix you should be able to

1. Discuss the difference between apopulation and a sample, and why we use samples
of data as a basis for inference about population parameters.

2. Connect the concepts ofa population and a random variable, indicating how the
probability density function of a random variable, and the expected value and
variance of the random variable, inform us about the population.

3. Explain the difference between the population mean and the sample mean.
4. Explain the difference between an estimate and an estimator, and why the latter is a

random variable.
5. Explain the terms sampling variation and sampling distribution.

6. Explain the concept of unbiasedness, and use the rules of expected values to show
that the sample mean is unbiased.

7. Explain why we prefer unbiased estimators with smaller variances to those with
larger variances.

8. Describe the central limit theorem, and its implications for statistical inference.

9. Explain the relation between the population "standard deviation" and the standard
error of the sample mean.
Explain the difference between point and interval estimation, and construct and
interpret interval estimates of a population mean given a sample of data.

Give, in simple terms, a clarification of what the phrase "95Vo level of confidence"
does and does not mean in relation to interval estimation.
Explain the purpose of hypothesis testing, and list the elements that must be present
when carrying out a test.
Discuss the implications of the possible alternative hypotheses when testing the null
hypothesis Hs:IrL:7. Give an economic example in which this hypothesis might
be tested against one of the alternatives.
Describe the level of significance of a test, and the difference between the level of
significance and the p-value of a test.
Define Type I error, and its relationship to the level of significance of a test.

10.

1 1 .

12.

13.

14.

15 .
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16. Explain the difference between one-tail tests and two-tail tests and when one is

n.
preferred to the other.
Explain the difference and implications between the statements "I accept the null
hypothesis" and "I do not reject the null hypothesis."
Give an intuitive explanation of maximum likelihood estimation, and describe the
properties of the maximum likelihood estimator.
List the three types of tests associated with maximum likelihood estimation and
comment on their similarities and differences.

Keywords

alternative hypothesi s
asymptotic distribution
BLUE
central limit theorem
central moments
estimate
estimator
experimental design
information measure
interval estimate
Lagrange multiplier test
law of large numbers
level of sisnificance

likelihood function
likelihood ratio test
linear estimator
logJikelihood function
maximum likelihood

estimation
null hypothesis
point estimate
population parameter
p-value
random sample
rejection region
sample mean

sample variance
sampling distribution
sampling variation
standard error
standard error of the mean
standard error of the estimate
statistical inference
test statistic
two-tail tests
Type I error
Type II error
unbiased estimators
Wald test
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Economists are interested in relationships between economic variables. For example, how
much can we expect tle sales of Frozen Delight ice cream to rise if we reduce the price by
5Vo? How much will household food expenditure rise if household income rises by $100 per
month? Questions such as these are the main focus of this book.

However, sometimes questions of interest focus on a single economic variable. For
example, an airplane seat designer must consider the average hip size ofpassengers in order
to allow adequate room for each person, while still designing the plane to carry the profit
maximizing number of passengers. what is the average hip size, or more precisely hip
width, of U.S. flight passengers? If a seat 18 inches wide is planned, what percent of
customers will not be able to fit? Questions like this must be faced by manufacturers of
everything from golf carts to women's jeans. How can we answer these questions? we
certainly cannot take the measurements of every man, woman, and child in the U.S.
population. This is a situation when statistical inference is used. Infer means "to conclude
by reasoning from something known or assumed." Statistical inference means that we will
draw conclusions about a population based on a sample of data.

C,1 A Sarnple of Data

To carry out statistical inference we need data. The data should be obtained from the
population in which we are interested. For the airplane seat designer this is essentially the
entire U.S. population above the age of two, since small children can fly "free" on the laps of r rcunn C.7 Histc
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their suffering parents. A separate branch of statistics, called experimental design, is
concerned with the question of how to actually collect a representative sample. How would
you proceed ifyou were asked to obtain 50 measurements ofhip size that is representative of
the entire population? This is not such an easy task. Ideally the 50 individuals will be
randomly chosen from the population, in such a way that there is no pattern of choices.
Suppose we focus on only the population ofadult flyers, since usually there are few children
on planes. Our experimental design specialist draws a sample that is shown in Table C.1 and
stored in the file hip.dat.

A first step when analyzing a sample of data is to examine it visually. Figure C.l is a
histogram of the 50 data points. Based on this figure the "average" hip size in this sample
seems to be between 16 and 18 inches. For our profit maximizing designer this casual
estimate is not sufficiently precise. In the next section we set up an econometric model that
will be used as a basis for inference in this problem.

;

t 4  1 6  1 8
Hip width (inches)

Histogram ofhip sizes.

9 ^

o
o

p r c u n e  C . 7
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C.2 An Econometric Model

The data in Table C.l were obtained by sampling. Sampling from a population is
an experiment. The variable of interest in this experiment is an individual's hip size.
Before the experiment is performed we do not know what the values will be, thus the
hip size of a randomly chosen person is a random variable. Let us denote this random
variable as I We choose a sample of N : 50 individuals, Y1, Y2,. . . ,YN, where each
I; represents the hip size of a different person. The data values in Table C.1 are specific
values of the variables, which we denote as lt,!2,. . . , )n. We assume that
the population has a center, which we describe by the expected value of the random
variable X

E ( Y ) :  p (C. l  r

We use the Greek letter Fr ("mu") to denote the mean of the random variable { and also the
mean of the population we are studying. Thus if we knew p we would have the answer to the
question "What is the average hip size of adults in the United States?" To indicate its
importance to us in describing the population we call p a population parameter, or, more
briefly, a parameter. Our objective is to use the sample of data in Table C.1 to make
inferences, or judgments, about the unknown population parameter p.

The other random variable characteristic of interest is its variabilitv. which we measure
by its variance,

var(r) : EIY - E(Y)l' : EIY - F)2 : o2 (C.2r

The variance o2 is also an unknown population parameter. As described in Appendix B.
the variance of a random variable measures the "spread" of a probability distribution
about the population mean, with a larger variance meaning a wider spread, as shown in
Figure B.3. In the context of the hip data, the variance tells us how much hip sizes can vary'
from one randomly chosen person to the next. To economize on space we will denote the
mean and variance of a random variable as I - (p, o2) where "-" means "is distributed
as." The first element in parentheses is the population mean and the second is the
population variance. So far we have not said what kind of probability distribution we think
Y has.

The econometric model is not complete. If our sample is drawn randomly, we can
assume that Yr,Y2, . . . ,Yy ?te statistically independent. The hip size of any one individual
is independent of the hip size of another randomly drawn individual. Furthermore, we
assume that each of the observations we collect is from the population of interest, so
each random variable I; has the same mean and variance, or Y; - (p, o'). The Y; constitute
a random sample, in the statistical sense, because Y1,Y2,. . . ,Yx are statisticalll'
independent with identical probability distributions. It is sometimes reasonable to
assume that population values are normally distributed, which we represent b1
Y-N(p ,o2 ) .

C. -l Estimating the Mean of a Population

How shall we estimate the population mean p given our sample of data values in Table C.l ?
The population mean is given by the expected value E(Y) : p. The expected value of a
random variable is its average value in the population. It seems reasonable, by analogy, to
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use the average value in the sample, or sample mean, to estimate the population mean.
Denote by yt,yz, . . . ,!u the sample of N observations. Then the sample mean is

V : } y i l N (c.3)

The notation y (pronounced "y-bar") is widely used for the sample mean, and you probably
encountered it in your statistics courses. For the hip data in Table C.l we obtain
y : l'l .1582, thus we estimate that the average hip size in the population is 17.1582 inches.

Given the estimate y : l'7.1582 we are inclined to ask, "How good an estimate is
17.1582?" By that we mean how close is 17.1582 to the true population mean, p?
Unfortunately this is an ill-posed question in the sense that it can never be answered. In
order to answer it, we would have to know p, in which case we would not have tried to
estimate it in the first place!

Instead of asking about the quality of the estimnre we will ask about the quality of the
estimation procedure, or estimator. How good is the sample mean as an estimator of the
mean of a population? This is a question we can answer. To distinguish between the estimate
and the estimator of the population mean p we will write the estimator as

T :  ZYi lN
i:1

(c.4)

In (C.4) we have used Y; instead of y; to indicate that this general formula is used whatever
the sample values turn out to be. In this context I; are random variables, and thus the
estimator 7 is random too.

We do not know the value of the estimator 7 until a data sample is obtained, and different
samples will lead to different values. To illustrate, we collect 10 more samples of size
N : 50 and calculate the average hip size, as shown in TableC.2. The estimates differ from
sample to sample because 7 is a random variable. This variation, due to collection of
different random samples, is called sampling variation. It is an inescapable fact of
statistical analysis that the estimator 7 and indeed all statistical estimation procedures
are subject to sampling variability. Because of this terminology, an estimator's probability
density function is called its sampling distribution.

We can determine how good the estimator 7 is by examining its expected value, variance,
and sampling distribution.

Table C.2 Sarnple Means from 10 Sarnples

Sample

1
2
J

A

5
6
7
8
9

t0

17.3544
t6.8220
17.4114
t7.1654
16.9004
16.9956
16.8368
16.7534
l'7.0974
t6.8770
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C.3.1 Tnr Expscrno Verup or Y

Write out formula (C.4) fully as
N l  |  |  17 : , = I ,  * r , : " t t *  t tY r+  * r t t

From (B.17) the expected value of this sum is the sum of expected values

(C.5 r

E(v):"1*nl
l l l: 
NE[Y,] + 

NElY2l+ 
. . . + 

rV 
E[vr]

t l 1: N l r + N p +  " ' + l g p

: p ,

The expected value of the estimator 7 ;s the population mean li, that we are trying to
estimate. What does this mean? The expectation of a random variable is its average value in
many repeated trials of an experiment, which amounts to collecting a large number of
random samples from the population. If we did obtain many samples of size N, and obtained
their average values, like those in Table C.2, then the average of all thosevalueswould equal
the true population mean p. This property is a good one for estimators to have. Estimators
with this property are called unbiased estimators. The sample mean 7 is an unbiased
estimator of the population mean p.

Unfortunately, while unbiasedness is a good property for an estimator to have, it does not
tell us anything about whether our estimate y : l7 .l582,based on a single sample of data, is
close to the true population mean value p or not. To assess how far the estimate might be
from p we will determine the variance of the estimator.

C.3.2 Tnr VenreNcr op Y

The variance of 7 is obtained using the procedure for finding the variance of a sum of
uncorrelated (zero covariance) random variables in (B .24).We can apply this rule if our data
are obtained by random sampling, because with random sampling the observations are
statistically independent, and thus uncorrelated. Furthermore, we have assumed that
var(yr) : o2 for all observations. Carefully note how these assumptions are used in the
derivation of the variance of 7, which we write as var(7):

."1*"] + +"1*"]

pdf of
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(c.6)

o'_ N

This result tells us that (i) the variance of 7 is smallerthanthe population variance, because
the sample size N ) 2; and (ii) the larger the sample size the smaller the sampling variation
of 7 as measured by its variance.

PIr'
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pdfot y

prcuns C.2 Increasing sample size and sampling distributions of I.

C.3.3 Tns SemprrNc DrsrRrBurron or Y

If the population data are normally distributed, then we say that the random variable I;
follows a normal distribution. In this case the estimator 7 also follows a normal distribution.
In (B.31) it is noted that weighted averages of normal random variables are normal
themselves. From (C.5) we know that 7 is a weighted average of Y;. If Yi-N(p",oz),
then 7 is also normally distributed, or 7 - N(p ,o2 lN).

We can gain some intuition about the meaning and usefulness of the finding that
7-N(p, o2lN) it we examine Figure C.2.

Each of the normal distributions in this figure is a sampling distribution of 7. The
differences among them are the samples sizes used in estimation. The sample size
N3)N2)N1. Increasing the sample size decreases the variance of the estimator f,
var(7) : o2 lN , and this increases the probability that the sample mean will be "close"
to the true population parameter p. When examining Figure C.2recall that an area under a
probability density function Qtdfl measures the probability of an event. If r represents a
pos i t i venumber , t hep robab i l i t y tha tY fa l l s i n the in te rva lbe tweenp-eandp+s i s
greater for larger samples. The lesson here is that having more data is better than having less
data, because having a larger sample increases the probability of obtaining an estimate
"close" or "within e" of the true population parameter p.

In our numerical example, suppose we want our estimate of p to be within 1 inch of the
true value. Let us compute the probability of getting an estimate within e : 1 inch of p, that
is, within the interval lp - t , p + 1]. For the purpose of illusnation assume that the popu-
lation is normal, o2 : l0 and N : 40. Then 7-N(p, oz f N : I0l4O:0.25). We can
computetheprobabi l i ty thatYiswi th in l inchofpbycalculat ingPlp-1<V<p,+1] .To
do so we standardize 7 by subtracting its mean p and dividing by its standard deviation
o I t/N , and then use the standard normal distribution and Table 1 at the end of the book:

P[p - r < Y < p+ 1] : rl"fh =-# = ;A
|- -1 I I. D f  : 1 ' 7  1 _ l

L,/O.ZS - - \/0.251
:P [ -2<z<21 :0 .e544

p-! p p+!
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Thus, if we draw a random sample of size N : 40 from a normal population with variance 10.
using the sample mean as an estimator will provide an estimate within 1 inch of the true value
about95%o ofthe time. If N : 80, the probability that 7 is within 1 inch of p increases to 0.995.

C.3.4 Trrs CpNTRAL Lrurr Trrponrvr

We were able to carry out the above analysis because we assumed that the population we are
considering, hip width of U.S. adults, has a normal distribution. This implies that
Yi -N(p, oz), and 7-N(p, o2 lN). A question we need to ask is "If the population is
not normal, then what is the sampling distribution of the sample mean?" The central limit
theorem provides an answer to this question.

CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM: If Y1,...,Yw are independent and identically
distributed random variables with mean p and variance o2, and ! :\Y,f N,then

z* :Y .  L.. 
o/\/N

has a probability distribution that converges to the standard normal N(0, 1) as N -+ oo.

This theorem says that the sample average of N independent random variables from an.r
probability distribution will have an approximate standard normal distribution after
standardizing (i.e., subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation), if the
sample is sufficiently large. A shorthand notation is 73N(p, ozlN), where the symbol
" 3 " means a symptotically distributed.The word asymptotic implies that the approximate
normality of 7 depends on having a large sample. Thus even if the population is not normal.
if we have a sufficiently large sample, we can caffy out calculations like those in the previous
section. How large does the sample have to be? In general, it depends on the complexity of
the problem, but in the simple case of estimating a population mean, if N > 30 then you can
feel pretty comfortable in assuming that the sample mean is approximately normalll
distributed, T L tf fuloz lN), as indicated by the central limit theorem.

To illustrate how well the central limit theorem actually works, we carry out a simulation
experiment. Let the continuous random variable Y have a triangular distribution, with
probability density function

o<v<1
otherwise

Draw a sketch of the triangular pdf to understand its name. The expected value of I is
lL : E(Y) :213 and its variance is o2 : var(Y) : I118. The central limit theorem says
that if 11, ...,YN are independent and identically distributed with density /(y) then

f0): {?
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has a probability distribution that approaches the standard normal distribution as A
approaches infinity.

We use a random number generator to create random values from the fratgular pdf.
Plotting 10,000 values gives the histogram in Figure C.3a. We generate 10,000 samples of
sizes N : 3, 10, and 30, compute the sample means of each sample, and create Zy.Their
histograms are shown in Figure C.3 b-d. You see the amazing convergence of the
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(c) Standardi
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(a) Values from a triangular distribution

0.4 0.6
y values

(b) Stild{dized Z values for N=3

(c) Stmdudized Z values for N=10 (d) Stmdudized Z values for N=30

d

0
Z values

prcune C.3 Central limit theorem.

standardized sample mean's distribution to a distribution that is bell shaped, centered at
zero, symmetric, with almost all values between -3 and 3, just like a standard normal
distribution, with a sample size as small as N : 10.

C.3.5 Bnsr Lrxeen LJNrraspo EsrmanroN

Another powerful finding about the estimator 7 of the population mean is that it is the best of
all possible estimators that are both linear and unbiased. A linear estimator is simply one
that is a weighted average of Yi's, such as i : \aiY;, where ai are constants. The sample
mean 7, given in (C.4), is a linear estimator with a; : 1lN. The fact that 7 is the "best"
linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) accounts for its wide use. "Best" means that it is the
linear unbiased estimator with the smallest possible variance. In the previous section we
demonstrated that it is better to have an estimator with a smaller variance rather than a larger
one-because it increases the chances of getting an estimate close to the true population
mean p. This important result about the estimator 7 is true fthe sample values Y; - (p, o2)
are uncorrelated and identically distributed. It does not depend on the population being
normally distributed. A proof of this result is in Section C.9.2.

C,4 Estirnating the Population Variance
and Other Mornents

The sample mean 7 is an estimate of the population mean p. The population mean is often
called the first moment since it is the expected value of lto the first power. Higher moments
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are obtained by taking expected values of higher powers of the random variable, so tlr
second moment of Iis E(Y'), the third moment is E(f3), and so on. When the randon
variable has its population mean subtracted it is said to be centered. Expected values oi
powers of centered random variables are called central moments, and they are oflen
denoted as p/, so that the fth central moment of Yis

p , :E l (Y -p ) ' ]

Thevalueof thef i rs tcentra lmoment iszerosinceW:El(Y -p) t ]  :E(y)  -1. r , :0 . l t is
the higher central moments of f that are interesting:

v "z :E l (Y- t )2 f :oz
w: El(Y - p)']
rL4: El(Y - p)o]

You recognize that the second central moment of Yis its variance, and the third and founh
moments appear in the definitions of skewness and kurtosis introduced in Section B.4.2. The
question we address in this section is, now that we have an excellent estimator of the mean of
apopulation, how do we estimate these highermoments? We will firstconsiderestimation of
the population variance, and then address the problem of estimating the third and founh
moments.

C.4.1 EsrrtlerrNc rnE PopurATroN VemRNce

The population variance is var(f) : o2 : EIY - p]2. An expected value is an "average" of
sorts, so if we ^knew p we could estimate the variance by using the sample analog
62 : L(Yi - t")' lN.We do not know p, so replace it by its estimator 7, giving

This estimator is not a bad one. It has a logical appeal, and it can be shown to converge to the
true value of o2 as the sample size N - oo, but it is biased. To make it unbiased we divide b1
N - 1 instead of N. This correction is needed since the population mean FL has to be
estimated before the variance can be estimated. This change does not matter much in
samples of at least 30 observations, but it does make a difference in smaller samples. The
unbiased estimator of the population variance o2 is

-) 2V, -Y)2
o- : 

,,,t

C . 4  E S :
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You may remember this estimator from a prior statistics course as the "sample variance."
Using the sample variance we can estimate the variance of the estimator 7 as

^) LQ, -V)2
o - : -

N - 1

var(I) : 62 /N (C.8 r

and the standard err
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In (C.8) note that we have put a "hat" (^) over this variance to indicate that is an
estimated variance. The square root of the estimated variance is called the standard error of
7 and is also known as the standard error of the mean and the standard error of the
estimate,

se(7) : :6lJN (c.e)

C.4.2 Esrruerruc Hrcrmn Moururs

Recall that central moments are expected values, p, : El(Y - p)'], and thus they are
averages in the population. In statistics the law of large numbers says that sample means
converge to population averages (expected values) as the sample size N---+oo. We can
estimate the higher moments by finding the sample analog and replacing the population
mean F by its estimate 7, so that

t  z : Z ( Y i  - V 1 2 1 N  :  A 2

t : : I()r, -V)t lN
lr+ : I(y, _T)o lr,t

Note that in these calculations we divide by N and not N - 1, since we are using the law of
large numbers (i.e., large samples) as justification, and in large samples the correction has
little effect. Using these sample estimates of the central moments we can obtain estimates of
the skewness coefficient (.I) and kurtosis coefficient (K) as

skewness: S :

kurtosis : K

C.4.3 THp Hrp Dera

The sample variance for the hip data is

F /  - r 2
^ 1  L \ ] / i - \ l

N - 1
I(y' - r7.rs82)z lss.ssss: 3 . 2 6 5 3

This means that the estimated variance of the sample mean is

It3
{

t"+
d

----=i 62var(.rJ : 
N 

:

and the standard error of the mean is

4949

50
3.2653: 0.0653

iltr--n

(c.8) se(r)  :  6l \ /N :0.2556
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The estimated skewness is S : -0.0138 and the estimated kurtosis is K : 2.3315 usins

L(Y, -V)' lN : Jrss.sggsl50: 1.7889

Fs : I(I ;  _7)' l t t  :  -0.0791

Fq :Z(Yi -V)o l t ' t  :23'8748

Thus the hip data is slightly negatively skewed and is slightly less peaked than would be
expected for a normal distribution. Nevertheless, as we will see in Section C.7.4, we cannot
conclude that the hip data follow a non-nornal distribution.

C.4.4 IJsrNc rHE Esrrnnerss

How can we summarize what we have learned? Our estimates suggest that the hip size of
U.S. adults is normally distributed with mean 17.158 inches with a variance of 3.265.
Y - N(t] .158,3.265). Based on this information, if an airplane seat is 18 inches wide, what
percentage of customers will not be able to fit? We can recast this question as asking, what is
the probability that a randomly drawn person will have hips larger than 18 inches,

P(r>18) :"(?'tr#)

We can give an approximate answer to this question by replacing the unknown parameters
by their estimates,

P(Y 
- ,  

>  l8  -  17 ' ls8\  :  , t r>  0.46s9)  :  o .32ojP (y>18 )= " ( - : t  r - so7o  /

Based on our estimates,32Vo of the population would not be able to fit into a seat 18 inches
wide.

How large would a seat have to be to frt957o of the population? If we let y* denote the
required seat size, then

;rv s y.l = r(' : v ='- ; llt-tt'\ : r( t .v. - r7'1582) : o.rt
1  6  

j  1 .8070 /  
- '  

\ " '  l .8o7o /

Using your computer software, or the table of normal probabilities, the value of Z such that
P(Z < z*) :0.95 is 2* : 1.645. Then

)r -  !7- 'J:82 :  r .645*),* :20.1305
l 8070

Thus to accommodate 95Vo of U.S. adult passengers, we estimate that the seats should be
slightly greater than 20 inches wide.

C.5 Interval Estirnation

In contrast to a point estimate of the population mean p,, like ): 17.158, a confidence
interval, or an interval estimate, is a range of values that may contain the true population
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mean. A confidence interval contains information not only about the location of the
population mean, but about the precision with which we estimate it.

C.5.1 lNrnnver EsrruRrroN: o2 KNowN

Let I be a normally distributed random variable, y - N(p, o2). Assume that we have a
random sample of size N from this population, Y1 ,Y2,...,Iry. The estimator of the
population mean is 7 : *:Jt l N . Because we have assumed that Y is normally distributed
it is also rrue that 7-N(p, oz lN).

For the present, let us assume that the population vari ance o2 is known. This assumption
is not likely to be true, but making it allows us to introduce the notion of confidence intervals
with few complications. In the next section we introduce methods for the case when o2 is
unknown. Create a standard normal random variable

Cumulative probabilities for the standard normal are given by its cumulative distribution
function (see Section B.5.1)

P[z 3 z]: o(z)

These values are given in Table I at the end ofthis book. Let zrbe a "critical value" for the
standard normal distribution, such that cr :0.05 of the probability is in the tails of the
distribution,withulZ:0.025oftheprobabil ityinthetailtotherightofz" andaf2:0.025
of the probability in the tail to the left of -2,. The critical value is the97.5 percentile of the
standard normal distribution, zc:1.96, with @(1.96) :0.915.It is shown in Figure C.4.
Thus Pp > 1.961 : PV S -1.961 : 0.025 and

(c.10)

(c .11 )P[-1.96 < Z < 1.96]:  1 -  0.05 :  0.95

Substitute (C.10) into (C.11) and reiurange to obtain

pV - r.96ol'/N < p" <T + r.s66l\/-Nl:0.95

- 2 " = - 1 . 9 6  z , = l ' 9 6

a : 0.05 Critical values for the N(0, 1) distribution.

l - a = 0 . 9 5

r t cun r  C ,4
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Table C,3 30 Values from rV(tO,tO)

11.939
10.706
6.644

13.1 87
8.433
9.210
7.961

14.921
6.223

to.t23

r1.407
12.157
10.829
r2.368
10.052
5.036

14.799
10.478
13.859
t2.355

13.809
'1.443

8.855
9.46r
2.439
5.527
9.921

I  1 .8  14
13.403
10.819
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where z, is the appropriate critical value for a given value of tail probability cr such thar
O(2.) : | - a12.In (C.12) we have defined the interval estimator

,F-"ft=p<r."h):r-a

i t -  o
I  L l . . : - 

\/N
(C . l - i ,

Our choice of the phrase interval estimntor is a careful one. Intervals constructed using
(C.13),inrepeatedsamplingfromthepopulation,haveal00(1 -a)Tochanceofcontaining
the population mean p.

C.5.2 A SIl.urarroN

In order to use the interval estimator in (C.13) we must have data from a normal population
with a known variance. To illustrate the computation, and the meaning of interval
estimation, we will create a sample of data using a computer simulation. Statistical software
programs contain random number generators. These are routines that create values from a
given probability distribution. Table C3 (table-c3.dat) contains 30 random values from a
normal population with mean F : 10 and variance o2 : lO.

The sample mean of these values is y : 10.206 and the corresponding interval estimate
for p, obtained by applying the interval estimator in (C.13) with a 0.95 probability contenr.
is 10.206 + 1.96 xf tO.?f : (9.074,11.338). To appreciate how rhe sampling variabil it l
of an interval estimator arises, consider Table C.4 that contains the interval estimate for the
sample in Table C.3 as well as the sample means and interval estimates from another
9 samples of size 30, like that in Table C.3. The whole l0 samples are stored in the file
table-c4.dat.

Table C.4 illustrates the sampling variation of the estimator 7. The sample mean varies
from sample to sample. In this simulation, or Monte Carlo experiment, we know the true
population mean, F, : 10, and the estimates y are centered at that value. The half-width of
the interval estimates is 1.96o I JN. Note that while the point estimates y in Table C.4 fall
near the true value F : 10, not all of the interval estimates contain the true value. Intervals
from samples 3, 4, and 6 do not contain the true value p : 10. However, in 10,000 simulated
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Ta b I e C . 4 Confidence Interval Estimates from 10 Samples of Data

Sample Lower bound Upper bound13.809
'7.443

u.d))
9.461
2.439
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9.92r

I  1 .8  t 4
13.403
10 .819

r0.206
9.828

rt.t94
8.822

10.434
6.6) )

10.51 I
9.212

10.464
10.r42

9.074
8.696

10.063
7.690
9.303
'7; t23

9.380
8.080
9.333
9.010

11 .338
10.959
12.326
9.953

1 1.566
9.986

|t.643
r0.343
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samples the average value of y : 10.004 and 94.86% of intervals constructed using (C. l3)
contain the true parameter value p - 10.

These numbers reveal what is, and what is not, true about interval estimates.

. Any one interval estimate may or may not contain the true population parameter
value.
lf many samples of size N are obtained, and intervals are constructed using (C.13)
with (l - a) : 0.95, then 95Vo of them will contain the true parameter value.
A95Vo level of "confidence" is the probability that the interval estimator will provide
an interval containing the true parameter value. Our confidence is in the procedure,
not in any one interval estimate.

Since95Vo of intervals constructed using (C.13) will contain the true parameter p - 10, we
will be surprised if an interval estimate based on one sample does not contain the true
parameter. Indeed, the fact that 3 of the 10 intervals in Table C.4 do not contain p : 10 is
surprising, since out of l0 we would assume that only one 957o interval estimate might not
contain the true parameter. This just goes to show that what happens in any one sample, or
just a few samples, is not what sampling properties tell us. Sampling properties tell us what
happens in many repeated experimental trials.

C.5.3 INrnnver Esrrpranrox: o2 UNrNowN

The standardization in (C.10) assumes that the populatio^n variance o2 is known. When o2 is
unknown it is natural to replace it with its estimator 6' given in (C.7)

N

L(Y' -T)'
;2 - i--l

N - l

When we do so the resulting standardized random variable has a r-distribution (See Section
B.5.3) with (N - 1) degrees of freedom,

(c.14)
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The notation /1u-r; denotes a t-distribution with N - 1 "degrees of freedom." Let the
crit icalvalue/.bethel00(l -al2)-percentilevaluetg-a1z,N-t).Thiscrit icalvaluehasthe
property that P[/1N-ry 1t6-a1z,u-t) I : 1 - af2. Ct'itical values for the t-distribution are
contained in Table 2 at the end of the book, and also inside the front cover. If l" is a critical
value from the t-distribution, then

C
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theless, in 10,000 t
P :  1 0 .

C.5.5 INrEnver
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p l - , "< ! -< , . . |  :  r  -o
L ' -61, /N- ' )

Rearranging we obtain

p ly -LL<r ,<T+,"L1: l -q
L  

' \ / N - '  ' \ / N )

The 100(1 - d)% interval estimator for p is

Unlike the interval estimator for the known o' case in (C.13), the interval in (C.15) has
center and width that vary from sample to sample.

( C . r 5 r

REMARI(: The confldence interval (C.15) is based upon the assumption that the
population is normally distributed, so that 7 is normally distributed. If the population is
not normal, then we invoke the central limit theorem, and say that 7 is approximately
normal in "large" samples, which from Figure C.3 you can see might be as few as 30
observations. In this case we can use (C.15), recognizing that there is an approximation
error introduced in smaller samples.

C.5.4 A Snm;rerroN (CoNrwlmo)

Table C.5 contains estimated values of o2 and interval estimates using (C.15) for the
same 10 samples used for Table C.4. For the sample size N : 30 and the 957o con-
fidence level the /-distribution critical value /, : trc.gts.zg\:2.045. The estimates y are
the same as in Table C.4. The estimates 62 varv about the true value o2:10. Of these

Table C.5 Interval Estirnates Using (C.15) from 10 Sarnples

Sample 02 Lower bound Upper bound

1
2
3
A

5
6
7
8
9

10

10.206
9.828

lt.t94
8.822

10.434
8.855

10.51 1
9.212

10.464
t0.142

9.199
6.876

10.330
9.867
7.985
6.230
7.333

14.687
10.414
17.689

9.073
8.849
9.994
7.649
9.379
7923
9.500
't.781

9.259
8.571

I  1.338
10.807
t2.394
9.995

1 1.489
9.787

t|.523
10.643
r 1.669
n .712
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10 intervals, those for samples 4 and 6 do not contain the true parameter F : 10 Never-
theless, in 10,000 simulated samples 94.82Vo of them contain the true population mean
Fr, : 10.

C.5.5 INrEnvar EsrrnerroN IJsrNc rHr FIp Dere

We have introduced the empirical problem faced by an airplane seat design engineer. Given
a random sample of size N: 50 we estimated the mean U.S. hip width to be
, : l1 .158 inches. Furthermore we estimated the population variance to be 6' :3.265l'
thus the estimated standard deviation is d:1.807. The standard enor of the mean is
6lt/N : 1.807 lt/50 : 0.2556. The critical value for interval estimation comes from a
r-distribution with N - | : 49 degrees of freedom. While this value is not in Table 2, the
correct value using our software is /.: tpsts*s1 :2.0095752, which we round to
t":2.01. To construct a95Vo interval estimate we use (C.15), replacing estimates for
the estimators, to give

t  +  i l+  :  f l  .1582+ 2.o l  l '807
' ' \ /N 

r/SO
: 116.6447, 17.67t71

We estimate that the population mean hip size falls between 16.645 and l7 .672 inches.
While we do not know if this interval contains the true population mean hip size for
sure, we know that the procedure used to create the interval "works" 95Vo of the
time; thus we would be surprised if the interval did not contain the true population
value p.

C.6 Hypothesis Tests About a Population Mean

Hypothesis testing procedures compare a conjecture, or a hypothesis, we have about a
population to the information contained in a sample of data. The conjectures we test here
concern the mean of a normal population. In the context of the problem faced by the airplane
seat designer, suppose that airplanes since 1970 have been designed assuming the mean
population hip width is 16.5 inches. Is that figure still valid today?

C.6.1 CortrpoxpNrs or Hvporrrnsrs Trsrs

Hypothesis tests use sample information about a parameter, namely its point estimate and its
standard error, to draw a conclusion about the hypothesis. In each and every hypothesis test,
five ingredients must be present:

COMPONENTS OF I{YPOTHESIS TESTS

Anull hypothesis, Ils
An alternative hypothesis, F/1
A test statistic
A rejection regron
A conclusion
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C.6.la The Null Hypothesis
The "null" hypothesis, which is denoted.Fls (H-naught), specifies a value c for a parameter.
We write the null hypothesis as I1e: p : c. A null hypothesis is the belief we will maintain
until we are convinced by the sample evidence that it is not true, in which case we reject the
null hypothesis.

C.6.1b The Alternative Hypothesis
Paired with every null hypothesis is a logical alternative hypothesis, Hsthatwe will accept
if the null hypothesis is rejected. The alternative hypothesis is flexible and depends to some
extent on the problem at hand. For the null hypothesis ̂F1e: p : c three possible alternative
hypotheses are

. Hri p ) c. If we reject the null hypothesis that p : c, we accept the alternative thar
p, is greater than c.

. Hti p < c. If we reject the null hypothesis that p : c, we accept the alternative that
p is less than c.

. Ht:p,l c.lf we reject the null hypothesis that p : c, we accept the alternative that
p takes a value other than (not equal to) c.

C.6.1c The Test Statistic
The sample information about the null hypothesis is embodied in the sample value of a test
statistic. Based on the value of a test statistic we decide either to reject the null hypothesis or
not to reject it. A test statistic has a very special characteristic: its probability distribution is
completely known when the null hypothesis is true, and it has some other distribution if the
null hypothesis is not true.

Consider the null hypothesis 11s: p : c. If the sample data come from a normal
population with mean p and variance o2, then

- tg,t_t)

If the null hypothesis Hs; yt : c is true, then

T - c' :  
Otrfr  

- /1r ' r-r)  (C.16)

If the null hypothesis is not true, then the /-statistic in (C.16) does not have the usual
t-distribution.

REMARK: The test statistic distribution in (C.16) is based on an assumption that the
population is normally distributed. If the population is not normal, then we invoke the
central limit theorem, and say that f is approximately normal in "large" samples. We can
use (C.16), recognizing that there is an approximation error introduced if our sample is
small.

-  V -p "
o / v t \
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0 t, = t(l<-n)

FTG1RE C,5 tnere ject ionregionfor theone-ta i l testof  F16:p:cagainst  H1: ls . )c .

C.6.1d The Rejection Region
The rejection region depends on the form of the altemative. It is the range of values of the test
statistic that leads to rejection ofthe null hypothesis. They are values that are unlikely and
have low probability of occurring when the null hypothesis is true. The chain of logic is "If a
value ofthe test statistic is obtained that falls in a region oflow probability, then it is unlikely
that the test statistic has the assumed distribution, and thus it is unlikely that the null
hypothesis is true." If the alternative hypothesis is true, then values of the test statistic will
tend to be unusually "large" or unusually "small." The terms "large" and "small" are
determined by choosing a probability a, called the level of significance of the test, which
provides a meaning for "an unlikely event." The level of significance of the test ct is usually
chosen to be 0.01,0.05, or 0.10.

C.6.1e A Conclusion
When you have completed a hypothesis test you should state your conclusion, whether you
reject, or do not reject, the null hypothesis. However, we urge you to make it standard
practice to say what the conclusion means in the economic context of the problem you are
working on, that is, interpret the results in a meaningful way. This should be a point of
emphasis in all statistical work that you do.

We will now discuss the mechanics of carrying out alternative versions of hypothesis
tests.

C.6.2 ONE-Ten Trsrs wrrrr ArrEnNATrvE "GREeren THaN" ())

If the alternative hypothesis I11 : p, ) c is true, then the value of the t-statistic (C. l6) tends to
become larger than usual for the t-distribution. Let the critical value /. be the 100( I - o)-
percentile /(r-o,ry-r) from a l-distribution with N - I degrees of freedom. Then
P(t < t,): 1 - d, where ct is the level of significance of the test. If the r-statistic is
greater than or equal to /c, then we reject -F1e i lt" : c and accept the alternative Hr i IL > c, as
shown in Figure C.5.

ffthe null hypothesis lls : F : c is true, then the test statistic (C.16) has a r-distribution,
and its values would tend to fall in the center of the distribution, where most of the
probability is contained. If t <t,, then there is no evidence against the null hypothesis, and
we do not reject it.

C.6.3 ONE-Tan Tnsrs rvrrH AnEnNArlvE "LESS THIN" (<)

If the alternative hypothesis 111 : p ( c is true, then the value of the r-statistic (C.16) tends to
become smaller than usual for the r-distribution. The critical value -t is the 100cr-
percentile /1o3r-r) from a r-distribution with N - I degrees of freedom. Then
P(t < -tr) : o, where ct is the level of significance of the test as shown in Figure C.6.
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-tr= t1q,n) 0

FrcuRE C.6 Citical value for one-tail test 116:p : c versus H1'.1t I c.

l f t  1- t , , thenwereject l l0 :F:  candaccept theal ternat iveHl :F<c.  I f r> -  / , , thenwe
do not reject F1e:F : c.

MEMORY TRICK: The rejection region for a one-tail test is in the direction of the
arrow in the alternative. If alternative is " )", then reject in right tail. If alternative is " <",
reject in left tail.

C.6.4 Two-Ten Tssrs vrrH ATTERNATTvE "Nor Equer To" (l)

If the alternative hypothesis FI1 : p f c is true, then values of the test statistic may be
unusually "large" orunusually "small." Therejectionregionconsistsof thetwo "tails" of
the l-distribution, and this is called a two-tail test. In Figure C.7, the critical values for testing
Hs:IrL:cagunstHll.p"fcaredepicted.Thecrit icalvalueisthel00(l -uf2)-percentlle
from a t-distribution with N - 1 degrees of freedom, t, : tg-ol2,7i-l), so that
P(t> t") : P(t < -t") : s/2.

If the value of the test statistic I falls in the rejection region, either tail of the l11y-1y-
distribution, then we reject the null hypothesis 116:F : c and accept the alternative
Ht:Ff c. If the value of the test statistic r falls in the nonrejection region, between the
critical values -/, and t,, then we do not reject the null hypothesis IIs : p : 6.

C.6.5 Exenprn or e ONr-Tarr Trsr LJsrNc rHs Hrp Dera

Let us illustrate by testing the null hypothesis that the population hip size is 16.5 inches.
against the alternative that it is greater than 16.5 inches. The following five-step format is
recommended.

l -

2 .

+ .

L .

The null hypr
The test statir
Let us select
l .6766for  at
the null hypo
Using the hi
67 :3.2653.

5. Conclusion:
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the alternativ
cr :0.05 levr
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J .
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5 .
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tc -  ' ( l -  s l2,n)
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Reject F1o: p" = c
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H n : 1 t =  6

Re jec tF l s :P=c
AcceptFl l :  p*c
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1. The null hypothesis is f/s: p : 16.5. The alternative hypothesis is f11 : p, > 16.5.
2. The test statistic , : (T - 16.5) l@ l\B) - rlru-r) if the nult hypothesis is true.
3. Let us select the level of significance a : 0.05. The critical value /, : tp.es.+e\ :

L6766 for a l-distribution withN - | : 49 degrees of freedom. Thus we will reject
the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative if t > 1.68.

4. Using the hip data, the estimate of p is y : 17.1582, with estimated variance
6' :3.2653, so 6 : 1.807. The value of the test statistic is

t7 . t582 -  r6 .5
t - _  -  r \ ' / \ A

l .8O'71\ /50

5. Conclusion: Since l:2.5756 > 1.68 we reject the null hypothesis. The sample
information we have is incompatible with the hypothesis that p : 16.5. We accept
the alternative that the population mean hip size is greater than 16.5 inches, at the
cr :0.05 level of sisnificance.

C.6.6 Exe.uprs oE a Two-TerL TEST IJsrNc rnE Hp Dere

Let us test the null hypothesis that the population hip size is 17 inches, against the alternative
that it is not equal to 17 inches. The steps of the test are

1. The null hypothesis is.FIs:p: 17. The alternative hypothesis is ft:p"lI7.
2. The test statistic t : (V - 17) l@ I JN) - /rrv-l if the null hypothesis is true.
3. Let us select the level of significance cr :0.05. In a two-tail test uf2:0.025 of

probability is allocated to each tail of the distribution. The critical value is the 9'7 .5
percentile of the l-distribution, which leaves 2.5Vo of the probability in the upper
ta i l , t , : t1o. t ts ,+t ; :2 .0I forar-d is t r ibut ionwi thN-1:49degreesof f reedom.
Thus we will reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative if I > 2.01 or if
t  <  -2.01.

4. U^sing the hip data, the estimate of p is y : 17.1582, with estimated variance
6. :3.2653, So 6: 1.807. The value of the test statistic is r: (17.1582_ 17)l
(r .807 I \66) : o.61e l .

5. Conclusion: Since -2.01 1t : 0.6191 < 2.01 we do not reject the null hypothesis.
The sample information we have is compatible with the hypothesis that the
population mean hip size p" : 17.

VARNING: Care must be taken here in interpreting the outcome of a statistical test.
One of the basic precepts of hypothesis testing is that finding a sample value of the test
statistic in the nonrejection region does not make the null hypothesis true! Suppose another
null hypothesis is Flsrfr : c*, where c* is "close" to c. If we fail to reject the hypothesis
F : c, then we will likely fail to reject the hypothesis that p : c*. In the example above, at
the a : 0.05 level, we fail to reject the hypothesis that p is 17,16.8, 17.2, or t7.3.Infact,
in any problem there are many hypotheses that we would fail to reject, but that does not
make any of them true. The weaker statements "we do not reject the null hypothesis" or
"we fail to reject the null hypothesis" do not send a misleading message.
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C.6.7 TuEp-Varur

When reporting the outcome of statistical hypothesis tests it has become common practice to
reportthep-valueof thetest. If wehavethep-valueof atest, p,wecan determinethe
outcome of the test by comparing the p-value to the chosen level of significance, o, without
looking up or calculating the critical values ourselves. The rule is

If you have chosen the level of significance to be cr : 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, or any other value.
you can compare it to the p-value of a test and then reject, or not reject, without checking the
critical value /c.

How the p-value is computed depends on the alternative. If I is the calculated value (not
the critical value rr) of the r-statistic with N - 1 degrees of freedom, then

. if Hr : lL ) c, p : probability to the right of t

. rf Ht..[\1c, p: probabil ity to the left of r

. if Hr : p I c, p : sum of probabilities to the right of ltl and to the left of - lrl

The direction of the alternative indicates the tail(s) of the distribution in which the p-value
falls.

In Section C.6.5 we used the hip data to test F1s:F : 16.5 against H1:p") 16.5. The
calculated /-statistic value was t:2.5756.In this case, since the alternative is "greater
than" (>), the p-value of this test is the probability that a t-random variable with N -
I : 49 degrees of freedom is greater than2.5l56. This probability value cannot be found
in the usual r-table ofcritical values, but it is easily found using the computer. Statistical
software packages, and spreadsheets such as Excel, have simple commands to evaluate
the cumulative distribution function (cdf) (see Section B.2) for a variety of probabilitl
distributions. It Fy(x) is the cdf for a random variable X, then for any value x: c.
PIX < c]: Fx(c). Given such a function for the /-distribution, we compute the desired
p-value

p : Pltq-t) > 2.5761 : t - Plttu-D < 2'576) : 0.0065

Given the p-value we can immediately conclude that at a : 0.01 or 0.05 we reject the null
hypothesis in favor of the alternative, but if q. :0.001 we would not reject the null
hypothesis.

The logic of thep-value rule is shown in Figure C.8. If 0.0065 of the probability lies to
the right of t:2.5756, then the critical value /, that leaves a probability of o:
0.01(/1oer,+r;) or a :0.05 (ltoqs,+ql) in the tail must be to the left of 2.5756.In this
case, when thep-value ( cr, it must be true that t>tc, and we should reject the null
hypothesis for either of these levels of significance. On the other hand, it must be true that
the critical value for a : 0.001 must fall to therightof 2.57 56, meaning that we should not
reject the null hypothesis at this level of significance.

For a two-tail test, the rejection region is in the two tails of the t-distribution, and the
p-value must similarly be calculated in the two tails of the distribution. For the hip data.
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te.gs,qs)t(o.gg,+s)

FTGURE C.8 p-value for a right-tail test.

we tested the null hypothesis I1s:p: 17 against h:F* 17, yielding the test statistic
value / : 0.6191. The p-value is

o : Pltg-D > 0.61911 + Pl(rv-r; < -0.61911 :2x0.2694: 0.5387

Since the p-value : 0.5387 ) a : 0.05 we do not reject the null hypothesis Hs: pL : ll a1
a :0.05 or any other common level of significance. The two-tail p-value is shown in
Figure C.9.

C.6.8 A CouurNr oN SrerrNc Nurr eNo ArrrRNRrrvr HypoTHESES

A statistical test procedure cannot prove the truth of a null hypothesis. When we fail to
reject a null hypothesis, all the hypothesis test can establish is that the information in a
sample of datais compatible with the null hypothesis. On the other hand, a statistical test can
lead us to reiect the null hypothesis, with only a small probability, cr, of rejecting the null
hypothesis when it is actually true. Thus rejecting a null hypothesis is a stronger conclusion
than failing to reject it.

The null hypothesis is usually stated in such a way that if our theory is conect, then we will
reject the null hypothesis. For example, our airplane seat designer has been operating under
the assumption (the maintained or null hypothesis) that the population mean hip width is 16.5
inches. Casual observation suggests that people are getting larger all the time. If we are larger,
and if the airline wants to continue to accommodate the same percentage of the population,
then the seat widths must be increased. This costly change should be undertaken only if there
is statistical evidence that the population hip size is indeed larger. When using a hypothesis
test we would like to find out that there is statistical evidence asainst our current "theorv." or

|  -  o.ore r
I

-tpsts,+t)

Frc uRE C ,9 T\e p-value for a two-tailed test.

0.61e1 
1

t(o.gls.tg\
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if the data are compatible with it. With this goal, we set up the null hypothesis that the
population mean is 16.5 inches, FIs: p : 16.5, against the altemative that it is greater than
16.5 inches, H1: p) 16.5. In this case if we reject the null hypothesis we have shown that
there has been a "statistically significant" increase in hip width.

You may view the null hypothesis to be too limited in this case, since it is feasible that the
population mean hip width is now smaller than 16.5 inches. The hypothesis test of the null
hypothesis Hs:p 116.5 against the alternative hypothesis I/1 :p) 16.5 is exactly the
same as the test for 116 : p : 16.5 against the alternative hypothesis H1: lt ) 16.5. The test
statistic and rejection region are exactly the same. For a one-tail test you can form the null
hypothesis in either of these ways.

Finally, it is important to set up the null and alternative hypotheses before you analyze or
even collect the sample of data. Failing to do so can lead to errors in formulating the
alternative hypothesis. Suppose that we wish to test whether p > 16.5 and the sample mean
is y : 15.5. Does that mean we should set up the alternative p < 16.5, to be consistent with
the estimate? The answer is no. The alternative is formed to state the coniecture that we wish
toes tab l i sh ,p>16 .5 .

C.6.9 TvpE I eNo Tvps II Ennons

Whenever we reject, or do not reject, a null hypothesis there is a chance that we may be
making a mistake. This is unavoidable. In any hypothesis testing situation there are two ways
that we can make a correct decision and two ways that we can make an incorrect decision.

CORRECT DECISIONS

The null hypothesis isfalse and we decide to reject it.
The null hypothesis is true and we decide not to reject it.

INCORRECT DECISIONS

The null hypothesis is tue and we decide to reject it (a Tlpe I error).
The null hypothesis is false and we decide not to reject it (a Type II error).

When we reject the null hypothesis we risk what is called a Type I error. The probability of a
Type I error is c, the level of significance of the test. When the null hypothesis is true, the t-
statistic falls in the rejection region with probability cr. Thus hypothesis tests will reject a
true hypothesis 100cr% of the time. The good news here is that we can control the probabilitl
of a Type I error by choosing the level of significance of the test, ct.

We risk a Type II error when we do not reject the null hypothesis. Hypothesis tests will
lead us to fail to reject null hypotheses that are false with a certain probability. The
magnitude of the probability of a Type II error is not under our control and cannot be
computed because it depends on the true value of p,, which is unknown. However, we do
know that

The probability of a Type II error varies inversely with the level of significance of the
test, a, which is the probability of a Type I error. If you choose to make a smaller, the
probability of a Type II error increases.
If the null hypothesis is lL : c, and if the true (unknown) value of p is close to c,then
the probability of a Type II error is high.
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. The larger the sample size N, the lower the probability of a Type II error, given a level
of Type I error cr.

An easy to remember example of the difference between Type I and Type II errors is from
the U.S. legal system. In a trial, a person is presumed innocent. This is the "null" hypothesis,
the alternative hypothesis being that the person is guilty. If we convict an innocent person,
then we have rejected a null hypothesis that is true, committing a Type I error. If we fail
to convict a guilty person, failing to reject the false null hypothesis, then we commit a Type
II error. Which is the more costly error in this context? Is it better to send an innocent
person to jail, or to let a guilty person go free? It is better in this case to make the probability
of a Type I error very small.

C.6.10 A RrrerroNsHrp BETvEEN FIyporHESrs TESTTNG
eNo CourrlENcr fNtsRvers

There is an algebraic relationship between two-tail hypothesis tests and confidence interval
estimates that is sometimes useful. Suppose that we are testing the null hypothesis I1s:
F, : c against the alternative Ht i p,I c.If we fail to reject the null hypothesis at the c level
of significance, then the value c will fall within a 100(l - a)% confidence interval estimate
of p.Conversely,if werejectthenullhypothesis,thencwillfalloutsidethe 100(l -d)%
confidence interval estimate of p. This algebraic relationship is true because we fail to reject
the null hypothesis when -/" 1t 1tc, or when

which when rearranged becomes

7  -  t "L<' \ / N -

The endpoints of this interval are the same as the endpoints of a 100(l - d)% confidence
interval estimate of p. Thus for any value of c within the confidence interval we do not reject
Hsip: c against the alternative Ht'.ttf c.Fot any value of c outside the confidence
interval we reject Hs:1tt : c and accept the alternative H1:p,t'c.

This relationship can be handy if you are given only a confidence interval and want to
determine what the outcome of a two-tail test would be.

C.7 Sorne Other Useful Tests

In this section we very briefly summarize some additional tests. These tests are not only
useful in and of themselves, but also illustrate the use of test statistics with chi-square and
F-distributions. These distributions were introduced in Section B.5.

C.7.1 TEsrrNc rHE PopuLATroN VARTANcE

LetYbe a normally distributed random variable, I-N(p,o2). Assume that we have a
random sample of size N from this population, Y1 ,Y2,...,I7s. The estimator of the
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population mean is Y :LYilN and the unbiased estimator of the population variance is
62:Z(Yi-Y) ' lW - 1).Totestthenul lhypothesisHs:oz:oSweusetheteststat ist ic

v :w - !62 -X?"_,1
o6

If the null hypothesis is true, then the test statistic has the indicated chi-square distribution
withN- l degreesoffreedom. If thealternativehypothesis isHl:o2 >ofr,thenwecarry
out a one-tail test. If we choose the level of significance cr : 0.05, then the null hypothesis is
rejected if V>X12o.es,,,r_t;,where lfo.nrr_ry is the 95th percentile of the chi-square
distribution with N - I degrees of freedom. These values can be found in Table 3 at the
end of this book, or computed using statistical software. If the alternative hypothesis is
H1:o2 lof, then we carry out a two-tail test, and the null hypothesis is rejected if
V > Xlo.srr,r_r; or if V 3 X?o.orr,*_r;. The chi-square distribution is skewed, with a long
tail to the right, so we cannot use the properties of symmetry when determining the left and
right tail critical values.

C.7.2 TBsrrNc rrrE Equerrrv or Two PopurerroN MseNs

Let two normal populations be denoted by N(pr, of ) andN(p2, ol). In order to estimate and
test the difference between means, p,1 - p,2, w! firust have random samples of data from each
ofthetwopopulations.WedrawasampleofsizeNl fromthefirstpopulation,andasampleof
size N2 from the second population. Using the first sample we obtain the sample mean 71 and
sample variance 6f ; from the second sample we obtain V2 anddl. How the null hypothesis
Ho: p"r - t:^z : c is tested depends on whether the two population variances are equal or not.

Case 1: Population variances are equal Ifthe population variances are equal, so that
o? : o7: o2r,rhenwe use information in both samples to estimate the common value o2r.
This "pooled variance estimator" is

6 " :
(Nr -  r )6? +(N2-r)6?

N t * N z - 2

If the null hypothesis Ho: ]tt - lJz : c is true, then

- t(Nr+ur-2)

As usual we can construct a one-sided alternative, such as H r : Vt - ltz ) c, or the two-sided
alternative Ht:F"r - pzlc.

Case 2: Population variances are unequal If the population variances are not equal,
then we cannot use the pooled variance estimate. Instead we use
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The exact distribution of this test statistic is neither normal nor the usual r-distribution. The
distribution of t* can be approximated by a r-distribution with degrees of freedom

n f - (6?lN'  + 67lN)2

This is one of several approximations that appear in the statistics literature, and your
software may well use a different one.

C.7.3 TEsrrNc rnr Rerro op Two PopurerroN VenreNcrs

Given two normal populations, denoted by N(pr, ol) and N(frz,o7), we can test the null
hypothesis Hs:ollo|: 1. If the null hypothesis is true, then the population variances are
equal. The test statistic is derived from the results that (N1 -\ello!-X21,v,-1; and
(N2-\6llo7-^?Our_rl.In Section B.5.4 we define an F random variable, which is
formed by taking the ratio of two independent chi-square random variables that have been
divided by their degrees of freedom. In this case the relevant ratio is

F -

(M - \6?ta?
(Nr - 1)

(N, - r)631c.3
(N'? - 1)

If the null hypothesis /1s : ol I ol: 1 is true then the test statistic is F : 61 I 67, which has an
F-distribution with N1 - I numerator and N2 - 1 denominator degrees of freedom. If the
alternative hypothesis is I11 : ol I ol f 1, then we carry out a two-tail test. If we choose level of
significance a:0.05, then we reject the null hypothesis if F)F1o.ozs,v1-r,.arr-r; or if
F I Fp.ozs,ry _1,N2_1),whereF1o,r,r,_t,N2_l) denotesthe 100a-percentileoftheF-distribution
with the specified degrees of freedom. If the alternative is one sided, FI1 : ol I ol > 1 , then we
reject the null hypothesis if F > F1o.es,rv,-r,n2-r;.

C.7.4 TEsrrNc rsr NoruraLITy oF e PopuranloN

The tests for means and variances we have developed began with the assumption that the
populations were normally distributed. Two questions immediately arise. How well do the
tests work when the population is not normal? Can we test for the normality of a population?
The answer to the first question is that the tests work pretty well even if the population is not
normal if samples are sufficiently large. How large must the samples be? There is no easy
answer, since it depends on how "non-normal" the populations are. The answer to the
second question is yes, we can test for normality. Statisticians have been vitally interested in
this question for a long time, and a variety of tests have been developed, but the tests and
underlying theory are very complicated and far outside the scope of this book.

However, we can present a test that is slightly less ambitious. The normal distribution is
symmetric and has a bell shape with a peakedness and tail thickness leading to a kurtosis of
3. Thus we can test for departures from normality by checking the skewness and kurtosis
from a sample of data. If skewness is not close to zero, and if kurtosis is not close to 3, then

gfr-F11r,-r,,u,-r)
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we reject the normality of the population. In Section C.4.2 we developed sample measures of
skewness and kurtosis

skewness : S :

kurtosis : K

The Jarque-Bera test statistic allows a joint test of these two characteristics,

x r /  / K - 3 ) 2 \
J B : : l  s 2  +  \ - '  " /  |

6 \  4  I' /

If the true distribution is symmetric and has kurtosis 3, which includes the normal
distribution, then the "IB test statistic has a chi-square distribution with two degrees of
freedom if the sample size is sufficiently large. If cr : 0.05 then the critical value of the 1f,
distribution is 5.99. We reject the null hypothesis and conclude that the data are non-normal
if JB> 5.99. If we reject the null hypothesis, then we know the data have non-normal
characteristics, but we do not know what distribution the population might have.

For the hip data, skewness and kurtosis measures were estimated in Section C.4.3.
Plugging these values into the -fB test statistic formula we obtain

N / "  ( r ( - 3 )2 \  so (  - - - . . )  ( 2 .331s -3 )2 \
JB:  = l  Sz + l : : - - - - : r  |  := l  ( -0 .0138) '  ++l  :0 .9325

6 \  4  /  6 \ '  4  )

Since,IB:0.9325islessthanthecrit icalvalue5.99,weconcludethatwecannotrejectthe
normality of the hip data. The p-value for this test is the tail area of a X2r, -distribution to the
right of 0.9325,

p : Plxrrt>0.%2sf :0.6273

C.8 Introduction to Maximum Likelihood Estirnationl

Maximum likelihood estimation is a powerful procedure that can be used when the
population distribution is known. In this section we introduce the concept with a very
simple butrevealing example. Considerthe following "Wheel of Fortune" game. You are
a contestant faced with two wheels, each of which is partly shaded and partly nonshaded
(see Figure C.10). Suppose that, afterspinning awheel, you winif apointeris in the shaded
area and you lose if the pointer is in the nonshaded area. On wheel A 25Vo of the area
isshadedsothat theprobabi l i tyof  winningis l l4 .Onwheel  B75Vo of  theareaisshaded
so that the probability of winningis3l4. The game that you must play is this. One of
the wheels is chosen and spun three times, with outcomes WIN, WIN, LOSS. You do not
know which wheel was chosen, and must pick which wheel was spun. Which would
you select?

F:._

tt+-=7
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(a)
WheelA

) = 0.25

P(LOSE) = 0.75

(b)
Wheel B

P(LOSE) = 0.25
PCWn9 = 0.75

prcunp C,70 Wheel of fortune game.

One intuitive approach is the following: let p denote the probability of winning on one
spin of a wheel. Choosing between wheelsA and B means choosing between p : 114 and
p:314. You are estimatingp, but there are only two possible estimates, and you must
choose based on the observed data. Let us compute the probability of each sequence of
outcomes for each of the wheels.

For wheel A, with p : | 14, the probability of observing WIN, WIN, LOSS is

1 1 3- X - X _
4 4 4

331  9- X - X - : -
4 4 4  6 4

: A: o.o46s

That is, the probability, or likelihood, of observing the sequence WIN, WIN, LOSS when
p: I/4 is 0.0469.

For wheel B, with P : 3 14, the probability of observing WIN, WIN, LOSS is

:0 .1406

The probability, or likelihood, of observing the sequence WIN, WIN, LOSS when p : 3 l4
is 0.1406.
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0

FTGURE C.7 7 A likelihood function.

ff we had to choose wheel A or B based on the available data, we would choose wheel B
because it has a higher probability of having produced the observed data. It is more likely
that wheel B was spun than wheel A, and tt:3/4 is called the maximum likelihood
estimate of p. The maximum likelihood principle seeks the parameter values that
maximize the probability, or likelihood, of observing the outcomes actually obtained.

Now supposep can be any probability between 0 and l, not just I l4 or 314. We have one
wheel with a proportion of it shaded, which is the probability of WIN, but we do not know
the proportion. In three spins we observe WIN, WIN, LOSS. What is the most likely value of
p? T\e probability of observing WIN, WIN, LOSS is the likelihood L and is

L ( p ) : p x p x ( t - p ) - p 2 - p 3 (c.17)

The likelihood Z depends on the unknown probability p of a WIN, which is why we have
given it the notation L(p), indicating a functional relationship. We would like to find the
value ofp that maximizes the likelihood of observing the outcomes actually obtained. The
graph of the likelihood function (C.17) and the choice ofp that maximizes this function is
shown in Figure C.l1. The maximizing value is denoted as p and is called the maximum
likelihood estimate ofp. To find this value ofp we can use calculus. Differentiate l(p) with
respect to p,

:2p -  3p2

Set this derivative to zero.

2p - 3P2: 0+ p(2 - 3p) : g

There are two solutions to this equatiort, p :0 or p - 2/3.TIrcvalue that maximizes L(p)
is p :213, which is the maximum likelihood estimate. That is, of all possible values of p,
between 0 and 1, the value that maximizes the probability of observing two wins and one loss
(the order does not matter) is p :213.

Can we derive a more general formula that can be used for any observed data? In Section
B.2 we introduced the concept of probability distributions fordiscrete randomvariables. Let
us define the random variable X that takes the values x : I (WIN) and x : 0 (LOSS) with

dL(p)
dp
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probabilitiesp and I - p. The probability function for this random variable can be written in
mathematical form as

P ( X :  x ) :  f ( x l p ) :  p ' ( I  -  p ) 1 - * ,  x : 0 ,  I

I f  wespinthe "wheel"Nt imesweobserveNsamplevaluesxl  ,x2,  . . . ,xN.  Assumingthat
the spins are independent, we can form the joint probability function

f  ( n , . . . , xu l p )  :  f  ( a l p ) ,  . .  . x f  ( xN lp )
: pb'(l - O1N-t't
: L ( P l x t , . . . , x u )

The joint probability function gives the probability of observing a specific set of outcomes,
anditis a generalization of (C.17).In the lastline we have indicated that the joint probability
function is algebraically equivalent to the likelihood function L(pl*t,.....q,,). The
notation emphasizes that the likelihood function depends upon the unknown probability
p given the sample outcomes, which we observe. For notational simplicity we will continue
to denote the likelihood function as Z(p).

In the "Wheel of Fortune" game the maximum likelihood estimate is that value of p that
maximizes L(p).To find this estimate using calculus we use a trick to simplify the algebra.
The value ofp that maximizes f(p) : p20 - p) is the same value ofp that maximizes the
log-likelihood function lnL(p):2ln(p) +ln(l - p), where "ln" is the natural logar-
ithm. Theplotof thelog-likelihoodfunctionis showninFigure C.12. CompareFigures C.11
andC.l2. The maximum of the likelihood function is L(f,) : 0.1481. The maximum of the
logJikelihood function is hf@) : -1.9095. Both of these maximum values occur at
b  :213 :0-6667.

This trick works for all likelihood and logJikelihood functions and their parameters, so
when you see maximum likelihood estimation being discussed it will always be in terms of
maximizing the log-likelihood function. For the general problem we are considering the log-
likelihood function is the logarithm of (C.18)

lnL(p):  Lr lnf  (x; lp)

In L(p)

(c .18)
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The first derivative is
d lnL (p )  _Lx i  _N  

-Lx i
d p  p  l - p

Setting this to zero, and replacing pby fi to denote the value that maximizes ln z(p), yields

L x i  N - I x i  n
o 

-  t -u :"

To solve this equation multiply both sides bV i0 - p). This gives

(r - f ,)24 -p(N - Ix;) :6

Finally, solving for p yields

(c.20)

The estimatorp is the sample proportion; I x; is the total number of 1s (wins) out of N spins.
As you can seep is also the sample mean ofx;. This resultis completely general. Anytimewe
have two outcomes that can occur with probabilities p and | - p, then the maximum
likelihoodestimate based ona sample ofNobservations isthe sampleproportion (C.20). This
estimation strategy can be used if you are a pollster trying to estimate the proportion of the
population intending to vote for candidate A rather than candidate B, a medical researcher
who wishes to estimate the proportion of the population having a particular defective gene, or
a marketing researchertrying to discoverif the population of customers prefers ablue box or a
green box for their morning cereal. Suppose in this latter case, you select 200 cereal
consumers at random and ask whether they prefer blue or green boxes. If75 prefer a blue box,
then we would estimate that the population proportion preferring blue is fr:ZxtlV
: 75 1200 : 0.375. Thus we estimate that 37 .57o of the population prefers a blue box.

C.8.1 INrnnrNcs vrrrrr Mexrvruu Lrxnrrrrooo Esrruarons

If we use maximum likelihood estimation, how do we perform hypothesis tests and
construct confidence intervals? The answers to these questions are found in some remark-
able properties of estimators obtained using maximum likelihood methods. Let us consider
a general problem. Let X be a random variable (either discrete or continuous) with a
probability density function /(xl0), where 0 is an unknown parameter. The log-likelihood
function, based on a random sample xr, . . . ,xN of size N, is

N
hZ(e)  :  ) ln / (x ;10)

If the probability density function of the random variable involved is relatively smooth, and
if certain other technical conditions hold, then in large samples the maximum likelihood
estimator 0 of a parameter 0 has a probability distribution that is approximately normal, with
expected value 0 and a varia nce V : var(0) that we will discuss in a moment. That is, we can
say
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where the symbol i denotes "asymptotically distributed." The word "asymptotic" refers
to estimator properties when the sample size N becomes large, or as N - oo. To say that an
estimator is asymptotically normal means that its probability distribution, which may be
unknown when samples are small, becomes approximately normal in large samples. This is
analogous to the central limit theorem we discussed in Section C.3.4.

Based on the normality result in (C.21) it will not surprise you that we can immediately
construct a t-statistic and obtain both a confidence interval and a test statistic from it.
Specifically, if we wish to test the null hypothesis F1s:0 : c against a one-tail or two-tail
alternative hypothesis then we can use the test statistic

Lizes lnl,(p), yield.

(C .20 t
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L \ ds' / l

(c.22)

If the null hypothesis is true, then this /-statistic has a distribution that can be approximated
by a t-distribution with N - 1 degrees of freedom in large samples. The mechanics of
carrying out the hypothesis test are exactly those in Section C.6.

If /. denotes the 100(l - af Z)-percentile /1r-o7z,iv-r;, then a 100(l - d)% confidence
interval for 0 is

0 t r.se(0)

This confidence interval is interpreted just like those in Section C.5.

REMARK: These asymptotic results in (C.21) and (C.22) hold only in large samples.
We have indicated that the distribution of the test statistic can be approximated by a
r-distribution with N - I degrees of freedom. If N is truly large, then the f1,,u- r 1-distribution
converges to the standard normal distribution N(0, 1) and the 100(l - cr/2)-percentile
value tg-o1z,7r.-l) converges to the corresponding percentile from the standard normal
distribution. Asymptotic results are used, rightly or wrongly, when the sample size N may
not be large. We prefer using the t-distribution critical values, which are adjusted for small
samples by the degrees of freedom correction, when obtaining interval estimates and
carrying out hypothesis tests.

C.8.2 Tnr VenreNCE oF THE Mexruun LrxErrrrooo Esrrneron

A key ingredient in both the test statistic and confidence interval expressions is the
standard enor se(0). Where does this come from? Standard errors are square roots of
estimated variances. The part we have delayed discussing until now is how we find the
variance of the maximum likelihood estimator, V : var(O). The variance V is given by
the inverse of the negative expectation of the second derivative of the log-likelihood
function.

(c.23)

This looks quite intimidating, and you can see why we put it off. What does this mean? First
of all, the second derivative measures the curvature of the loglikelihood function. A second

(c .2t )
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ln  L(0)

FrGU RE C. 7 3 Two loe-likelihood functions.

derivative is literally the derivative ofthe derivative. A single derivative, the first, measures
the slope of a function or the rate of change of the function. The second derivative measures
the rate of change of the slope. To obtain a maximum of the log-likelihood function it must
be an "inverted bowl" shape, like those shown in Figure C.13.

At any point to the left of the maximum point the slope of the log-likelihood function is
positive. At any point to the right of the maximum the slope is negative. As we progress
from left to right the slope is decreasing (becoming more negative), so that the second
derivative must be negative. A larger absolute magnitude of the second derivative implies a
more rapidly changing slope, indicating a more sharply curved log-likelihood. This is
important. In Figure C.13 the two log-likelihood functions A and B have the same
maximizing value 0. Imagine yourself a climber who is trekking up one of these mountains.
For which mountain is the summit most clearly defined? For log-likelihood B the summit is
a sharp peak, and its maximum is more easily located than that for logJikelihood A. The
sharper peak has less "wiggle room" at the summit. The smaller amount of wiggle room
means that there is less uncertainty as to the location of the maximizing value 0; in
estimation terminology, less uncertainty means greater precision, and a smaller variance.
The more sharply curved log-likelihood function, the one whose second derivative is larger
in absolute magnitude, leads to more precise maximum likelihood estimation, and a
maximum likelihood estimator with smaller variance. Thus the variance Vof the maximum
likelihood estimator is inversely related to the (negative) second derivative. The expected
value " E" must be present because this quantity depends on the data and is thus random, so
we average over all possible data outcomes.

C.8.3 TsE DrsrnrBUTroN oF THE Semprn PnoponrroN

It is time for an example. At the beginning of Section C.8 we introduced arandom variableX
that takesthevaluesx: land.r :0wi thprobabi l i t iespandl-p.  I thaslogJikel ihood
given in (C.19). In this problem the parameter 0 that we are estimating is the population
proportion p, the proportion of -r : I values in the population. We already know that the
maximum likelihood estimator of p is the sample proportion t,:Lxilit. The second
derivative of the log-likelihood function (C.19) is

aznt@) Ix i------;-^
dp' p'

N  - L x i
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To calculate the variance of the maximum likelihood estimator we need the "expected
value" of expression (C.24).In the expectation we treat the .rr values as random because
these values vary from sample to sample. The expected value of this discrete random
variable is obtained using (B.7)

E (x ; ) :  l xP (x ; :  1 )  *  0xP(x ;  -  0 )  :  l xp  *  0x  ( l  -  p )  :  p

Then, using a generalization of (B.17) (the expected value of a sum is the sum of the
expected values and constants can be factored out of expectations) we find the expected
value of the second derivative as

"(ry) :,#+#
Np N -Np:_7_n_E

:-#o)
The variance of the sample proportion, which is the maximum likelihood estimator ofp, is
then
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The asymptotic distribution of the sample proportion, which is valid in large samples, is

^  "  , - /  p ( l  -  p ) \
P - N l  D . - : l' \ " N /

To estimate the variance V we must replace the true population proportion by its estimate,

i, i0 - i')
T{

The standard error that we need for hypothesis testing and confidence interval estimation is
the square root of this estimated variance

se(p) : Ji:

As a numerical example, suppose a cereal company CEO conjectures that 40Vo of the
population prefers a blue box. To test this hypothesis we construct the null hypothesis
Hs: p :0.4 and use the two-tail alternative fu:p lO.4.If the null hypothesis is true, then
theteststatistict: (0 -0.\lse(p)Ltr*-rt.ForasampleofsizeN:200thecrit icalvalue
from the r-distribution is /, : t1o.ets,g,s) : 1.96. Therefore we reject the null hypothesis if
thecalculatedvalueoft>l.96ort < -1.96. IfT5oftherespondentspreferabluebox,then
the sample proportion is p : 751290 : 0.375. The standard error of this estimate is

10.375x0.625 ̂  -
V zoo :0.0342

N

(c.24) se(p) :
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The value of the test statistic is

b - 0.4 0.375 - 0.4: " '*='1= ,J '  
'  :  -0 '7303

se(p) 0.0342

Thisvalueisinthenonreject ionregion, -1.96<t:-0.7303<l.96,sowedonotreject
the null hypothesis that p : 0.4. The sample data are compatible with the conjecture that
40Vo of the population prefer a blue box.

The 95Vo interval estimate of the population proportion p who prefer a blue box is

P + r.96 se(p) : 0.375 * 1.96(0.0342): [0.3075, 0.4425]

We estimate that between 30.8Vo and 44.3Vo of the population prefer a blue box.

C.8.4 Asynprolrc Tnsr PnocrDrrRES

When using maximum likelihood estimation there are three test procedures that can be used,
with the choice depending on which one is most convenient in a given case. The tests are
asymptotically equivalent and will give the same result in large samples. Suppose that we are
testing the null hypothesis Hs :0 : c against the alternative hypothesis fu : 0 I c . In (C.22)
we have given the /-statistic for carrying out the test. How does this test really
work? Basically it is measuring the distance 6 -c between the estimate of 0 and the
hypothesized value c. This distance is normalized by the standard errorof0 to adjust for how
precisely we have estimated 0. If the distance between the estimate 0 and the hypothesized
value c is large, then that is taken as evidence against the null hypothesis, and ifthe distance
is large enough we conclude that the null hypothesis is not true.

There are other ways to measure the distance between 0 and c that can be used to
construct test statistics. Each of the three testing principles takes a different approach to
measuring the distance between 0 and the hypothesized value.

C.8.4a The Likelihood Ratio (lrR) Test
Consider Figure C.14. A logJikelihood function is shown, along with the maximum
likelihood estimate 0 and the hypothesized value c. Note that the distance between
0 and c is also reflected by the distance between the logJikelihood function value evaluated
at the maximum likelihood estimate ln L(0) and the loe-likelihood function value evaluated

h r(e)

ln L(c)
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at the hypothesized value lnZ(c). We have labeled the difference between these two
log-likelihood values (I|})LR for a reason that will become clear. If the estimate 0 is
close to c, then the difference between the logJikelihood values will be small. If 0 is fut
from c, then the difference between the log-likelihood values will be large. This observation
leads us to the likelihood ratio statistic, which is twice the difference between ln L(0) and
lnL(c),

LR:zfrnL(o; - mrlr;1 (c.2s)

Based on some advanced statistical theory, it can be shown that if the null hypothesis is
t ruethentheLRteststat is t ichasachi -squaredist r ibut ion(seeSect ionB.5.2)wi th" I :  i
degree of freedom. In more general contexts J is the number of hypotheses being tested
and it can be greater than 1. If the null hypothesis is not true, then the LR test statistic
becomes large. We reject the null hypothesis at the a level of significance if
LR>XL-,.tt, where X?r-, 't is the 100(1 - ct) percentile of a chi-square distribution

with "/ degrees of freedom, as shown in Figure C.15. The 90th, 95th, and 99th percentile
values ofthe chi-square distribution for various degrees offreedom are given in Table 3
at the end of the book.

When estimating a population proportion p the log-likelihood function is given by
(C.19).Thevalueofpthatmaximizesthisfunctionisp:2xilN.Thus,themaximumvalue
of the log-likelihood function is

t nL (p ) :

: Nilnb + (N - Nit)tn(r - p)

: Nli tni + (1 -p)tn(t -p)l

where we have used the fact that Ix; : Np. For our cereal box problem b:0.375 and
N: 200, so we have

tn L(p) : 20010.37 5 x ln(0.375) + ( 1 - 0.375)ln( 1 - 0. 37s)l
:  -132.3126

X211<. t)

Critical value from a chi-square distribution.

(,i",)'u * (" - i'')*,' -,,

a

\'

p r c u n p  C , 7  5
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The value of the log-likelihood function assuming Hsi p :0.4 is true is

C . 8  I N T R
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$,",)tn(, - o.o)
/ N  \

l n t ( O . a )  : { ! x ; } l n ( 0 .
\ t : l  /

: 75 x ln(0. )

4 )+ (N -

w : (o_.i ' l_ 4t"!(s))'  ' L  do ' ' l

+ (200 - 75) x ln(0.6)
:  -132.5750

The problem is to assess whether -132.3126is significantly different from -132.5150.T\e
l,R test statistic (C.25) is

LR :2lrnL(ft) - hr(O.a)l :2x (- 82.3126 - (-r32.s7s)) :0.s2+t

If the null hypothesis p : 0.4 is true, then the lR test statistic has a 11,.,-distribution. If we
choose a : 0.05, then the test critical value is X21o.r,r1 :3.84,the 95th percentile from the
Xf,y distriUution. Since 0.5247 < 3.84 we do not reject the null hypothesis.

C.8.4b The Wald Test
In Figure C.14 it is clear that the distance (I 12) LR will depend on the curvarure of the log-
likelihood function. In Figure C.l6 we show two log-likelihood functions with the
hypothesized value c and the distances (ll2)LR for each of the logJikelihoods. The
log-likelihoods have the same maximum value lnt(0) but the values of the log-likelihood
evaluated at the hypothesized value c are different.

The distance 0 -c translates into a larger value of (l 12) LR for the more highly curved
log-likelihood, B. Thus it seems reasonable to construct a test measure by weighting the
distance 0 -c by the magnitude of the log-likelihood's curvature, which we measure by the
negative of its second derivative. This is exactly what the wald statistic does,

(c.26)

The value of the Wald statistic is larger for logJikelihood function B (more curved) than log-
likelihood function A (less curved).

If the null hypothesis is true, then the wald staristic (c.26) has a xf,,-distribution, and we
reject the null hypothesis if IVZx?,_".,r. In more general situatidris we may test,r> I
hypotheses jointly, in which case wd work with a chi-square distribution with ,I degrees of
freedom, as shown in Fisure C.15.

In LlQ)

In Ls (c)

ln l(0)

FrcuRE C,16 T\e Wald stat ist ic.
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There is a linkage between the curvature ofthe logJikelihood function and the precision
of maximum likelihood estimation. The greater the curvature of the logJikelihood function
the smaller the variance V in (C.23) and the more precise maximum likehhooA estimation
becomes, meaning that we have more information about the unknown parameter 0.
Conversely, the more information we have about 0 the smaller the variance of the maximum
likelihood estimator. Using this idea we define an information measure to be the reciprocal
of the variance 14

2.5750.Tb:

)41
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(c.27)

As the notation indicates the information measure 1(0) is a function of the parameter 0.
Substitute the information measure for the second derivative in the Wald statistic in ( C.26) to
obtain

w : (s -c)'rg) (C.28)
In large samples the two versions of the Wald statistic are the same. An interesting
connection here is obtained by rewriting (C.2g) as

W : (g -c)2y-t : 16 _-c)2 /V
To implement the Wald test we use the estimated variance

7: tr(e)l- '
Then, taking the square root, we obtain the /-statistic in (C.22),

/ : -  0 - c  6 - c
l W : - - - - : : - : t

\/V se(o)

That is, the t-test is also a Wald test.
In our blue box-green box example, we know that the maximum likelihood estimate

ft :0.375. To implement the Wald test we calculate

_la2mrrc.)11 (0 )  :  -E l -= r : l : v - t
L d 0 ' l

(c.2e)

(c.30)

^  _ lr ( i ) :v ' N 200 : 853.3333i,(t  - i)  0.37s(t - 0.37s)
where V : p(l - p) lN and 7 were obtained in Section C.7.3. Then the calculated value of
the Wald statisric is

w : (i, - ,)'t(f,): (0.375 - 0.4)' x 853.3333 : 0.5333

In this case the value of the Wald statistic is close in magnitude to the lR statistic and the test
conclusion is the same. Also, when testing one hypothesis, the Wald statistic is the square of
the r-statistic, W : t2 : (-0.7303)2 :0.5333

C.8.4c The Lagrange Multiplier (LM) Test
The third testing procedure that comes from maximum likelihood theory is the
Lagrange multiplier (LIUI) test. Figure C.17 illustrates another way to measure the distance
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ln Z(c)

rrcunp C .7 7 Motivating the Lagrange multiplier test.
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The slope of the logJikelihood function depends on the value of 0, as our function notation
s(0) indicates. The slope of the logJikelihood function at the maximizing value is zero.
s(0; :0. The LM test examines the slope of the logJikelihood function at the point c.
The logic of the test is that if 0 is close to c then the slope s(c) of the logJikelihood function
evaluated at c should be close to zero. In fact testing the null hypothesis 0 : c is equivalent
to testing s(c) : g.

The difference between c and the maximum likelihood estimate 06 (maximizing ln 13) is
smaller than the difference between c and 6a. In contrast to the Wald test, more curvature in
the log-likelihood function implies a smaller difference between the maximum likelihood
estimate and c. If we use the information measure 1(0) as our measure of curvature (more
curyature means more information), the Lagrange multiplier test statistic can be written as

"r:W: [s(c)]2f(o)l-r (c.32)

The lM statistic for log-likelihood function A (less curved) is greater than the l,M statistic
for logJikelihood function B (more curved). If the null hypothesis is true, LM test statistic
(C.32) has a 1f,,-distribution, and the rejection region is the same as for the tR and Wald
tests. The LIl(, LR, and Wald tests are asymptotically equivalent and will lead to the same
conclusion in sufficiently large samples.

In order to implement the LM test we can evaluate the information measure at the
point 0 : c, so that it becomes

s14 : ls(c)l2lr(r)l-'

In cases in which the maximum likelihood estimate is difficult to obtain (which it can be in
more complex problems) the LkI test has an advantage because 0 ir not required. On the
other hand, the Wald test in (C.28) uses the information measure evaluated at the maximum
likelihood estimate 6.

w: (6 -c12r16)
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It is preferred when the maximum likelihood estimate and its variance are easily obtained.
The likelihood ratio test statistic (C.25) requires calculation of the loglikelihood function at
both the maximum likelihood estimate and the hypothesized value c. As noted the three tests
are asymptotically equivalent and the choice of which to use is often made on the basis of
convenience. In complex situations the rule of convenience may not be a good one. The
likelihood ratio test is relatively reliable in most circumstances, so that if you are in doubt it
is a safe one to use.

In the blue box-green box example the value of the score, based on the fust derivative
shown just below equation (C.19), evaluated at the hypothesized value c : 0.4 is

r(0.4) : + -# : #Jff* : _20 8333
The calculated information measure is

1 (0 .4 ) :  , , t  , : =  '  ?oo= r , : 833 .3333c( l  -  c)  0.4(1 -  0.4)

The value of the LM test statistic is

l.114 : ls(O.4)l'[r(0.+)]-t : [-20.833312;A::.::::1-1 : 0.5208

Thus in our example the values of the lR, Wald, and LM test statistics are very similar and
give the same conclusion. This was to be expected since the sample size N : 200 is large,
and the problem is a simple one.

C.9 Algebraic Supplements (Optional)

C.g.t DsRrvATroN or Lsesr SquenEs Esrrvranon

In this section we illustrate how to use the least squares principle to obtain the sample mean
as an estimator of the population mean. Represent a sample of data &s Jr,!2,. . . , y1y. The
population mean is E(Y) : p. The least squares principle says find the value of p that
minimizes

N ^
s : . I  ( y i  -  p ) '

where S is the sum of squared deviations of the data values from p.
The motivation for this approach can be deduced from the following example. Suppose

you are going shopping at a number of shops along a certain street. Your plan is to shop at one
store and return to your car to deposit your purchases. Then you visit a second store and
return again to your car, and so on. After visiting each shop you return to your car. Where
would you park to minimize the total amount of walking between your czr and the shops
you visit? You want to minimize the distance traveled. Think of the street along which you
shop as a number line. The Euclidean distance between a shop located at y; and your car at
point p is
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The squared distance, which is mathematically more convenient to work with, is

d i : 0 i - t " ) "

To minimize the total squared distance between your parking spot p and all the shops
located &t lt,!2, . . . ,!u you would minimize

N N ^s(r r )  : ,?r4:  r (v ' -p) '

which is the sum of squares function. Thus the least squares principle is really the least
squared distance principle.

Since the values of y; are known given the sample, the sum of squares function S(p) is a
function of the unknown parameter p. Multiplying out the sum of squares we have
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For the data in Table C.1 we have

ao:Lyi  :  14880.1909,  at  : }y i :  857.9100,  a2:  l t {  :  JQ

The plot of the sum of squares parabola is shown in Figure C. 18. The minimizing value
appears to be a bit larger than 17 in the figure. Now we will determine the minimizing value
exactly.

The value of p that minimizes S(p) is the "least squares estimate." From calculus, we
know that the minimum of the function occurs where its slope is zero. The function's

s(p)

u = 17.1582
FrGvRE C,18 T\e sum of squares parabola for the hip data.
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derivative gives its slope, so by equating the first derivative of .S(p,) to zero and solving, we
can obtain the minimizing value exactly. The derivative of S(p) is

ds(p) _
dp"

-2ay * 2a2p,

Setting the derivative to zero determines the least squares estimate of p, which we denote as
p. Setting the derivative to zero,

- 2 a r + 2 a 2 i t " : g

Solving for p yields the formula for the least squares estimate,

!  r r '
^ q.t i?('
* - o r -  N  

- r

Thus the least squares estimate of the population mean is the sample mean, t. This formula
can be used in general, for any sample values that might be obtained, meaning that the least
squares estimator is

p :
2Yi

+:v
For the hip data in Table C.l

t:r :
Ly i

N
: !%ry9 : n.t582

Thus we estimate that the average hip size in the population is 17.1582 inches.

C.9.2 Bssr LTNSAR LJNnrasEo EstmerroN

One of the powerful findings about the sample mean (which is also the least squares
estimator) is that it is the best of all possible estimators that are both linear and unbiased.Tlte
fact that 7 is the "best" linear unbiased estimator (BLLIE) accounts for its wide use. In this
context we mean by "best" that it is the estimator with the smallest variance of all lircar and
unbiased estimators. It is better to have an estimator with a smaller variance rather than a
larger one; it increases the chances of getting an estimate close to the true population mean p.
This important result about the least squares estimator is true /the sample values Y; - (t", o2)
are uncorrelated and identically distributed. It does not depend on the population being
normally distributed. The fact that 7 is BLUE is so important that we will prove it.

The sample mean is a weighted average of the sample values,

N t l l
T :  L rY i lN: r t ,  * r t r r+  . .+Ny1v

: atYr + azY2 I "' * ayYT'1

-  \a ;Yi
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where the weights ai : I I N . Weighted averages are also called linear combinations, thus
we call the sample mean a linear estimator. In fact any estimator that can be written like
L'iaaiYi is a linear estimator. For example, suppose the weights af are constants different
from a; : I lN . Then we can define another linear estimator of p as

t: Lo:v,
i:1

To ensure that 7 is different from 7 let us define

a l : a i + ' , : * + r ,

where c; are constants that are not all zero. Thus

N
: T  +  Z c i y i

i :1

The expected value of the new estimator 7 is

: Ft + ,lrcfilYtl

The estimator Y is not unbiased unless I c; : 0. We want to compare the sample mean to
other linear and unbiased estimators, so we will assume Zcr:0 holds. Now we find the
variance of i. The linear unbiased estimator with the smaller variance will be best.

(a) Show tl
(b) Show tl
(c) Find thr
(d) Explain
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i :1
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It follows that the variance of I must be greater than the variance of 7, unless all the c; values
are zero, in which case t :V.

C.10 Exercises
c'1 Suppose Yt,Yz,...,r,.s is a random sample from a population with mean p and

variance o2. Rather than using all N observations considei an easy estimator of p that
uses only the first two observations

,7+ Yr * Yz
1  : -

2
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(a) Show that I* is a linear estimator.
(b) Show that Y* is an unbiased estimator.
(c) Find the variance of Y*.
(d) Explain why the sample mean of all Nobservations is a better estimator than I*.

C.2 Suppose that Y1,Y2,Y3 is arandom sample from aN(p, o2) population. To estimate p
consider the weighted estimator

n:) . t ,

(a) Show that Y is a linear estimator.
(b) Show that y is an unbiased estimator.
(c) Find the variance of I and compare it to the variance of the sample mean 7.
(d) Is Y as good an estimator as 7?
(e) If o2 : 9, calculate the probability that each estimator is within 1 unit on either

side of p.

C.3* The hourly sales of fried chicken at Louisiana Fried Chicken are normally distributed
with mean 2000 pieces and standard deviation 500 pieces. What is the probability
that in a 9-hour day more than 20,000 pieces will be sold?

C.4 Starting salaries for Economics majors have a mean of $47,000 and a standard
deviation of $8,000. What is the probability that a random sample of 40 Economics
majors will have an average salary of more than $50,000?

C.5* A store manager designs a new accounting system that will be cost effective if the
mean monthly charge account balance is more than $170. A sample of 400 accounts
is randomly selected. The sample mean balance is $178 and the sample standard
deviation is $65. Can the manager conclude that the new system will be cost
effective?
(a) Carry out a hypothesis test to answer this question. Use the cr : 0.05 level of

significance.
(b) Compute the p-value of the test.

C.6 An econometric professor's rule of thumb is that students should expect to spend 2
hours outside of class on coursework for each hour in class. For a 3 hour per week
class, this means that students are expected to do 6 hours of work outside class.
The professor randomly selects eight students from a class, and asks how many
hours they studied econometrics during the past week. The sample values are l, 3,
4 ,  4 , 6 , 6 , 8 , 1 2 .
(a) Assuming that the population is normally distributed, can the professor conclude

at the 0.05 level of significance that the students are studying on average at least 6
hours per week?

(b) Construct a 907o confidence interval for the population mean number of hours
studied per week.

C.7 Modern labor practices attempt to keep labor costs low by hiring and laying off
workers to meet demand. Newly hired workers are not as productive as experienced
ones. Assume assembly line workers with experience handle 500 pieces per day. A
manager concludes it is cost effective to maintain the current practice if new hires,
with a week of training, can process at least 450 pieces per day. A random sample of
N : 50 trainees is observed. Let I; denote the number of pieces each handles on a

*I" *t"

3,i', *,i't)
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randomly selected day. The sample mean is l:460 and the estimated sample
standard deviation is d : 38.
(a) Carry out a test of whether or not there is evidence to support the conjecture that

current hiring procedures a.re effective, at the 5Vo level of significance. Pay
careful attention when formulating the null and alternative hypotheses.

(b) What exactly would a Type I error be in this example? Would it be a costly one to
make?

(c) Compute the p-value for this test.

C.8'k To evaluate alternative retirement benefit packages for its employees, a large
corporation must determine the mean age of its workforce. Assume that the age
of its employees is normally distributed. Since the corporation has thousands of
workers a sample is to be taken. If the standard deviation of ages is known to be
o : 2l years, how large should the sample be to ensure that a957o interval estimate
of mean age is no more than 4 years wide?

C.9 Consider the discrete random variable ythat takes the values I : 1,2,3, and 4 with
probabilities O.L, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4, respectively.
(a) Sketch thts pdf.
(b) Find the expected value of X
(c) Find the variance of X
(d) If we take a random sample of size N : 3 from this distribution, what are the

mean and variance of the sample mean, 7 : (yl + Yz -t Ys) 13?

C.10 This exercise is a low-tech simulation experiment related to Exercise C.9. It can be a
grcup or class exercise if desired. Have each group member create a set of 10
numbered, identical, slips of paper like the following table.

(a) Draw a slip of paper at random and record its value, preferably entering each
number into a data file for use with your computer software. Draw a total of 10
times, each time replacing the slip into the pile and stirring them well. Compare
the average of these values to the expected value in Exercise C.9(b). Draw 10
more values with replacement. What is the average of all 20 values?

(b) Calculate the sample variance of the 20 values obtained in part (a). Compare this
value to the true variance in Exercise C.9(c).

(c) Draw three slips of paper at random, with replacement. Calculate the average
of the numbers on these N : 3 slips of paper, V : (\ t yz -t I3)/3. Repeat
this process at least NSAM:20times, obtaining NSAM average values,
V ,,V z, . . . ,Y *r*. Calculate the sample average and sample variance of these
NSAM values. Compare these to the expected value and variance of the sample
mean obtained in Exercise C.9(d).

(d) Enter the NSAM values 71 ,72,...,Vrro, into a data file. Standardize these
values by subtracting the true mean and dividing by the true standard deviation of
the mean, from Exercise C9(d). Use your computer software to create a
histogram. Discuss the central limit theorem and how it relates to the figure
you have created.
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(e) Repeat parts (c) and (d) using NSAM samples of more than N: 3 slips of
paper, perhaps 5 or 7. How do the histograms compare to the one in parf (d)?

(f) Discuss the terms "sampling variation" and "sampling distribution" in the con-
text of the experiments you have performed.

c.l I At the famous Fulron Fish Market in New york city sales of whiting (a type of fish)
vary from day to day. Over a period of several months daily quantitiei sold (in
pounds) were observed. These data are in the file fuhonfish.dat.
(a) Using the data for Monday sales, test the null hypothesis that the mean quantity

sold is greater than or equal to 10,000 pounds a day, against the alternative that
the mean quantity sold is less than 10,000 pounds. use the a :0.05 level of
significance. Be sure to (i) state the null and alternative hypotheses, (ii) give the
test statistic and its distribution, (iii) indicate the rejection region, including a
sketch, (iv) state your conclusion, and (v) calculate the p-value for the test.
Include a sketch showing the p-value.

(b) Assume that daily sales on Tuesday (X2) and wednesday (X3) are normally
distributed with means p"2 and p3 , and varian ces ol and o!, respectively. Assuml
that sales on T[esday and Wednesday are independentbf each other. Test the
hypothesis that the variances ol and,or2 are equal, against the alternative that the
variance on Tuesday is larger. Use the cr : 0.05 level of significance. Be sure to
(i) state the null and alternative hypotheses, (ii) give the test statistic and its
distribution, (iii) indicate the rejection region, including a sketch, (iv) srate your
conclusion, and (v) calculate thep-value for the test. Include a sketch showins
the p-value.

(c) We wish to test the hypothesis that mean daily sales on Tuesday and Wednesday
are equal, against the altemative that they are not equal. Using the result in part
(b) as a guide to the appropriate version of the test (Section c.7), carry outihis
hypothesis test using the 5Vo level of significance.

(d) Let the daily sales for Monday, Tuesday, wednesday, Thursday, and Friday be
denoted asXr,Xz,Xz,X+, andX5, respectively. Assume thatX, -N(p;, ol) and
that sales from day to day are independent. Define total weekly ,ui", us
W : Xr * Xz * Xz * X+ * Xs. Derive the expected value and variance of
lll Be sure to show your work and justify your answer.

(e)o Referring to part (d), let E(w) : p. Assume thar we estimate p using

i,  :Xr tXz +Xz -tXq tEs

whereT; is the sample mean for the ith day. Derive the probability distribution of
p and construct an approximate (valid in large samples) 95vo intervalestimate
for p. Justify the validity of your interval estimator.
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Chapter 2

2.3 (b)Zxi :21 Lyi : M L(*, -z)(y, - y) :22 I(r, _ i)2 : t i .5
bz:  1.257 h :2.g333

(c) y : 7.3333 i:3.5 The predicted value foryatx:x isy.
(d)  ar  :  -0 .19048 2z:0.55238 Oz :0.29524

0c : -0.96190 0s: -0.21905 Oa : 0.5238I
2 2 i : 0

(e) Lxi?i : o

2.6 (a) The intercept estimate h : -240 is an estimate of the number of sodas sold
when the temperature is 0'F. It is impossible to sell -240 sodas and so this
estimate should not be accepted as a sensibre one. The slope estimat e b2 : g is
an estimate of the increase in sodas sold when temperature increases by l.F.
This estimate does make sense. one would expect the number of sodas sold to
increase as temperature increases.

(b) The predicted number of sodas sold is j : _240 * 6 x g0 :240.
(c) If no sodas are sold, y : 0, and 0 : -240* 6 x xorx : 40. Thus, she predicts

no sodas will be sold below 40.F.

2.9 @) bl :6.0191 and b2: -0.3857. The cost of producing the first unit is
UNITCOS\: exp(b1) : exp(6.0191) : 411.20g. The estimate bz :-0'3857 suggests that a l%o increase in cumulative production will decrease

costs by 0.386Vo. The numbers are sensible.
(c) varGJ:0.07s5s3 ;;fur-l :0.00r2e7 

"*(b;i;: 
_0.00e888

(d) d2 : 0.049%02 :0.002493.

(e)LI(UNITCOSZb) :6.0191 - 0.03851n(2000) : 3.0874526

548

UNITCOSTI : exp(3.0874 526) : 21.921

(c)

2.r2 (b)

(d)

(e)

2.r4 (b)
(c)
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2.12 (b) PRICE - -18,386 + 81.389gQFT. The coefficient b2: 81.389 suggests
house price increases by approximately $81 for each additional square foot
in size. If taken literally, the intercept br : -$18,386 suggests a house with
zero square feet would cost -$18,386. The model should not be accepted as a
serious one in the region of zero square feet.

(c) Vacant houses:PRICE : -4'793 + 69.9085QFT
Occupied houses: Pfi1CE : -27 ,169 + 89.2595QFT
The marginal cost (change in price) for an additional square foot is higher for
occupied houses than for vacant houses. The average price per square foot is
higher for vacant houses than for occupied houses when the house size is less
than 1156 square feet. For houses larger than 1156 square feet, the price per
square foot is higher for occupied houses.

(d) The magnitude of the residuals tends to be larger for larger sized houses
suggesting that SR3 var(elx;): o2 (the homoskedasticity assumption) could
be violated.

(e) PRICE - -18,386 + 81.389 x 2000 : $144,392

2.r4 (b) voiE: sr.s3s +0.660GRowH
@ vfrE : fi .496 - o.44srNFLATroN

Chapter 3

3.3 (a) Hypotheses arc Ho:92 : 0 against Hr:9210. Rejection region is r > 2.819 or
t < -2.819. Calculated value of test statistic is r : 0.310/0.082 : 3.78. Reject
116 because t  :3 . '78>2.819.

(b) Hypotheses are F1e:Bz:0 against Ht:92>0. Rejection region is r>2.508.
Calculated value of test statistic is t:3.78. Reject IIe because t:3.78)
2.508.

(c) Hypotheses arelle:92 :0against H1:82<-0. Rejectionregionis t < -1.717.
Calculated value of test statistic is t: 3.78. Do not reject Hs because
t : 3 . 7 8 >  -  1 . 7 1 7 .

(d)  Hypothesesarel le :92:0.5againstF11:B2l0.5.Reject ionregionis t>2.074
or t < -2.074. Calculated value of test statistic is 1: (0.31 - 0.5)10.082:
-2.32. Reject Hs because t : -2.32 < - 2.074.

(e)  bz t  t ,se(b2)  :  0 .310 +2.819 x 0.082 :  (0.079,0.541)

3.6 (a)  bzt2. l45 x se(b2)  :  -0.3857 +2.145 x 0.03601 :  ( -0.4629,-0.3085).
We estimate B2 to lie between -0.4629 and -0.3085 using a procedure that
works 957o of the time in repeated samples.

(b) Hypotheses are I{s:92 :0 against.Fll:Pz < 0. Rejectionregion is r < -1.761.
Calculated value of test statistic is r: -0.385710.03601 : -10.71. RejectFls
because t : -10.71 < - 1.761. Learning does exist.

3.9 (a) Hypotheses are H1i 9z : 0 against.Fll :92 > 0. Alternative FIr : Fz ) 0 is chosen
under the assumption that growth, if it does influence the vote, will do so in a
positive way. Rejection region is r > 1.699. Calculated value of test statistic is
t : 0.6599 I 0. 163 I : 4.046. Reject F/s because t : 4.046 > 1.699. Growth has
a positive effect on the vote.
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(b) bz+2.045 x se(b2) :0.6599 +.2.045 x 0.1631 : (0'3264,0'9934)' Using a
procedure that works 95Vo of the time in repeated samples, we estimate that a
lTo increase in the growth rate will increase the percentage vote by an !rmount
between 0.3264Vo to 0.9934Vo.

(c) Hypotheses arellg:92 :0againstIIl:B2 (0. Alternativellr:92 (0is chosen
under the assumption that inflation, if it does influence the vote, will do so in a
negative way. Choosing a 57o significance level, the rejection region is
t 1-t.egg. The value of the test statistic is t: -0.445010'5191: -0'856'

Do not reject Hs because t : -0.856 > - 1.699. Not enough evidence to
suggest inflation has a negative effect on the vote'

(d) bz+.2.045 x se(b2): -0.4450+2.045 x 0'5197 : (-1'508, 0'618)' This
interval estimate suggests a l7o increase in the inflation rate could increase
or decrease the Percentage vote.

3 .11(a)HypothesesarcHg|92 :80aga ins tHt .gz lS0.Re jec t ionreg ion is r>1 .963
ori < -t.963. Value of test statistic is t : (81.389 - 80)/1.918 :0"724'Do
not reject IIs because -1.963 <0-724 < 1.963.

(b)Hypothesesarel lg:92:80againstHt 92180'Reject ionregionist>1.965
or / < -1.965. Value of test statistic i5 1: (69.908-80)12'26'1 : -4'45'

Reject IIs because -4.45 < - 1.965.
(c )Hypothesesare l lg :92 :80aga ins tH l :gz l80 .Re jec t ionreg ion is r>1 .966

oii < - l.g66.value of test statistic 6 1 : (89.259 - s0)/3.039 : 3'05' Reject
I/s because 3.05 > 1.966.

(d) Hypotheses are I1s : B2 < 80 against I11 : B2 ) 80. using a 5vo significance level,
rejection region is t> 1.649. Value of test statistic is I : 3.05. Reject lls
because 3.05 > I.649'

(e) Hypotheses are l1o : B2 > 80 against I11 :92 < 80. using a 57o significance level,
rejection region is t < -1.648. Value of test statistic is t : -4.45. Reject tle
because -4.45< -1.648.

(f)  (r)  bz+ 1.963 x se(b2):81'389 +1'963 x 1'918 :  (77'62,85'15)

(ir) bz+1.965 x se(b2):69'908 + 1'965 x2'267 : (65'45'74'36)

( i l l )  bz+1.966 x se(b2) :89.259+1.966 x 3'039: (83'28,95'23)

4.r

^ " ,

4.9

Chapter 4

(a) R2 :0.7105 (b) R2 :0.8455 (c) 6' : 6.4104

(a) l, : 5.83 * 8.69xi Rz -- 0.756 xi : xtllo
(r.23) (r.r7)

(b) ll : 0.583 * 0.0869x, Rz : 0'756 ,i : v'l l}
(0.123) (0.0117)

(c) yl : 0.583 * 0.869xi Rz : 0.756 i' i : v,ll} xi : x' l l0
(0.123) (0.1i7)

(a) Equation l:ys : 1.467 Equation 2 :lo : l '251
Equation 3:Ys : 1.643

(b) Equation l:dyyldt:0.0161 Equation 2:dy,f dt:0.0038
Equation 3 : dy1 f dt : 0.0348

(c) Equation | : (dyl I dt)(tl)r) : 0.538 Equation 2: (dy1 I dt)(tllr) : 0.148
Equation 3 : (dy, I dt)(t I it) : 1.03'7

4.11(a) VOTE2sx
?zooo :

(b) voTEzo

f :VC
(c) VOTEzo
(d) GROWi
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4.1 1 (a) VorE;o : 5r.g387 + 0.6s99 x 1.603 : 52.gg6s
Ozooo : VOTE2svo -VOfEr*, : 50.265 - 52.9965 : -2.7315

@ VoEffi: 52.0281+ 0.6631 x 1.603 : 53.091
f : vorEzoo, -VdfEG: s0.26s0 - s3.091 : -2.s26

tcl Vffiffi+2.048 x se(/) :53.091 +.2.048 x 5.1648 : (42.sr3,63.669\
(d) GROWH: -3.209

a.13 (a) Ln(PRICE) : 10.5938 + 0.000596S0Fr
('") (0.021e) (0.000013)

Each extra square foot of house size increases price by 0.06V0.

d P R I C E n - , I P R I C E I P R I C E ^ -
d,i: B2 x PRICE :67.23, 

ffi: Fz x SOFT :0.9607

(b) In(PRICE) :4.1707 + 1.00661n(SQrr)
('") (0.16s5) (0.022s)

An extra rvo of floor space leads to a price that is approximately lvo higher.

dPRICE 
" *T?-- : 70.444. o':'9:1!-:!:=t : B" :r.00667sgp7 : vz seFT ds7FrysoFr : F2:

(c)  L inear  R2:0.672 Log- l inear  R3:O. l tS Log- log 4:0.en
(d) Log-linear: Jarque-Bera: 78.9 p-value :0.0000

LogJog: Jarque-Bera : 52.7 p-value : 0.0000
Simple linear: Jarque-Bera :2456 p-value : 0.0000
None of the models have residuals compatible with the normality assumption,
particularly the simple linear one.

(e) Plots of the residuals against sQFT reveal (i) the absolute magnitude of the
residuals increases as sQFT increases suggesting that the assumption of
homoskedasticity is violated and (ii) for the simple linear model there is a
predominance of positive residuals for very small and very large houses,
suggesting the functional form is not suitable.

(f) LogJinear model: FRICE: exp(br * b2 x 2700 + t212i :203,516

Log-log model: FRrcE: exp(br + b2tn(2700) + 62 12) : 188,221

Simple linear model t FfrEE : h * b2 x 2700 :201,365

(g) LogJinear model

se(/) : o.rototolf t ***Q'2or:=1.9.1^l^^n!')" :0.2036
\/ 880 248768933.1

95%confidence interval 
"*p(ffi)+ 

r.se(/)) : [133, 683; 297, 3t6]

Log-logmodel: 
_

se(,f) : 0.2082st /t * -L* Q 'e0|!-r :.1:13ssY : 0.2088- * ' U -  
8 8 0 '  b r . r + + : :

148
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95% confidence interval, *p ( l"G) + r.se( /)) : 1122,267; 277 ,4541

Simple linear model:

T ,;
se(.r) : 302se.211, * * *,''99;]f=l];e6s)' : 30348

\/ '  880'  248768933.1

95%confidence interval fr + r.se(/) : (I41,801; 260,928)

(h) The log-linear functional form is the best choice. It has the highest R! value that
suggests that this model best fits the data. The simple linear model is not a good
choice because the residuals are heavily skewed to the right and hence far from
being normally distributed.

Chapter 5

5.1  (a )  y :1 ,72 :O,xz-  0 .  Thus ,  x lz :x izandx fu : t ; : .  Va lues  fo ry i  a re
y i  :  1 0 ,  1 , 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 1 ,  - 2 , I , 0 , 1 ]

(b) fyixi : 13, \xi] : 16, }yixir: 4, Zxixfu: O, ;xfl : 1g

(c)  bz: f f i :0.8125 bz:
b t : V - b z T z - b 3 4 : l

(d) A i : [-0.4, 0.9875, -0.025, -0.37 5, - I.4125,0.025, 0.6, 0.4125,0. 1 S75]

. . . )  >a?  3 .837s(e)  < i '  :  - : :  
,  _ ,  :  0 .6396

4 x 1 6 - 1 3 x 0 : 0 . 4
1 6 x 1 0 - 0 2

(f )  rzz:

(g) se(b2)

2(*,, -7y)(4 -tu)

:0.1999

5.2

(h) SSZ :3.8375 SSZ: 16 SSR: 12.1625 R2 :0.7602

(a) b2It ,se(b2):0.8125 +2.44'7 x 0.1999 :  (0.3233,1.3017)
(b) Rejection region for a57o significance level is t > 2.447 or t < -2.447. Value of

test statistic is 1: (0.8125 - l)10.1999 : -0.938. Do not reject Hs because
-2.447 < -0.938<2.447.

(a) f :  -0.0315 -r0.04r4rn(TorEXP) -  0.0o0IAGE - 0.0130N/(
('") (0.0322) (0.0071) (0.0004) (0.00ss)

R' :0.0247
(b) bz :0.0414. A l07o increase in total expenditure will increase the budget

proportion for ffansportation by 0.004 (see Section A.4.8). Time is likely to be
more valuable for households with higher expenditure in which case one would
expect a greater proportion of expenditure on quicker more expensive forms of
transportation. The increase is not large, however.
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b: : -0.0001. When the age of the head of the household increases by I
year, the budget share for transport decreases by 0.0001. The expected sign
for b3 could be positive or negative. In any event, the estimated change is
small.
bq: -0.0130. For each additional child the budget share for transporr
decreases by 0.013. The negative sign means that adding children to a
household increases expenditure on other items (such as food and clothing)
more than it does on transportation. Alternatively, having more children may
lead a household to turn to cheaper forms of transport.

(c) Thep-value for testing Ho : 9: : 0 against the alternative F1t:92l0 where B3 is
the coefficient of AGE is 0.869, suggestingthat AGE could be excluded from the
equation. Similar tests for the coefficients of the other two variables yield
p-values less than 0.05.

(d) 0.0247
(e) One-child household:

WTMNSI: -0.0315 +0.0414 x ln(98.7) -0.0001 x 36 -0.013 x l :0.142
Two-children household:

WTRANSo:  -0 .0315  +0 .0414  x  l n (98 .7 ) -0 .0001  x36 -  0 .013  x  2 :0 .129

5.9 (a) B2 < 0 (higher price leads to lower quantity demanded); 9: > 0, Ba > 0 (lamb
and pork are substitutes); 9s > 0 (higher income leads to greater beef con-
sumption).

(b)

Dependent Variable: ln(QB)

Coeff Std. Error /-Stat p-value

C
ln(PB)
ln(PI)
ln(PP)
ln(/N)

4.673
-0.827

0.200
0.437
0.102

1.660
0.183
0.213
0.384
0.294

2.816
-4.526

0.939
1 .139
0.346

0.016
0.001
0.366
0.2'77
0.735

(c)

All estimates have elasticity interpretations. For example, a l7o increase in the
price of lamb will lead to a O.2Vo increase in the quantity of beef demanded.
The signs and magnitudes of the elasticities are reasonable, although, with the
exception of the coefficient of the price of beef, their standard errors are
relatively large.
The estimated covariance matrix is

C ln(PB) ln(PI) ln(PP) 1n(1N)

c 2;1542
ln(PB) 0.1087
ln(PI) -0.0736
ln(PP) -0.23s3
1n(1N) -0.3314

0.1087 -0.0736
0.0334 0.0040
0.0040 0.0453

-0.0107 -0.0439
-0.0326 0.0166

-0.2353 -0.3314
-0.0107 -0.0326
-0.0439 0.0166

0.1472 -0.0303
-0.0303 0.0864
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The standard errors reported in part (b) are the square roots of the diagonal
elements in this matrix. The variances and covariances are measures of how the
least squares estimates by,b2,b3,b4, and bs will vary and "covary" in repeated
samples.

(d) Using t, :2.179 for 12 degrees of freedom,95Vo confidence intervals are

9s9rP39z9r

Lower limit
Upper limit

1.0563
8.2888

-r.2246 -0.2638
-0.4286 0.6632

-0.3989 -0.5389
1.2732 0.7423

S.1l (a) VOTE : 52.M + 0.6488 GROWTH - 0.I862INFIATION
('e) (1.4e) (0.167s) (0.4320)

Hs:$, : Q H1:82) 0 p-value : 0'0003 significant at 10% level
110 : Fs : O Hv:9, < 0 p-value : 0.335 not significant atl}Volevel

One-tail tests used because more growth is favorable (and more inflation is not
favorable) for reelection of the incumbent party.

@)Vfr i l :s2.44+0.6488 x (-4) -0.1862 x4:49.104
(c) 52.44 - 492 - 0.1862 x 4 > 50 when gz < 0.42467. For testing Ho:92 <

0.42467 against the alternative Hr:92>0.42467, the t-value is t :
(0.64876-0.42461)10.16746: 1.338. For a 5Vo significance level /.:
/1s.ss,za):1.701. Thus, I1s is not rejected. The incumbent party might still
get elected when GROWTH : -4T0.

5 .13  (a )

Dependent Variable: Ln(PROD)

Coeff Std. Error p-valuer-Stat

C
ln(AREA)
tn(tABOR)
tn(FERT)

- 1.5468
0.3617
0.4328
0.2095

0.2557
0.0trO
0.0669
0.0383

-6.0503
5.6s50
6.4718
5.4750

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

(b)

(c)

(d)

All estimates have elasticity interpretations. For example, a l%o increase in
labor will lead to a 0.4328Vo increase in rice output. All p-values are less than
0.0001 implying all estimates are significantly different from zero at conven-
tional significance levels.
Hypotheses are Hoi Bz : 0.5 against Ht:92I 0.5. Rejection region rs t > 2.59
or t< -2.59. Calculated value of test statistic is /: (0.3617 -0.5)l
0.064 : -2.16. Do not reject 116 because -259 < - 2.16 <2.59.
baX.t, x se(ba) :0.2095 +.1.967 x 0.03826 : (0.134,0.285). This narrow
interval implies the fertilizer elasticity has been precisely measured.
Hypotheses arc Hyi F: < 0.: against F11 : B3 > 0.3. Rejection region is r > 1.649.
Calculated value of test statistic i31: (0.433 -0.3)10.067 :1.99. Rejectl ls
because 1.99 > 1.649. Reversing the hypotheses and testing F/s : 93 > 0.3
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against Ht:pt <0.3, the rejection region is t < -1.649. The calculated l-
value is t:L99. The null hypothesis is not rejected because 1.99>
-1.649.

Chapter 6

6.3 (a) Unexplainedvariat ion:SSE: (N- K) x62:I7 x2.5lg3:42.828
Total variation - SST : SSE/(I - Rt) : 42.828110.0534 : 802,02
Explained variation : SSR : SST - SSE :802.0243 - 42.8281 :759.196

@) bz L. t, x se(b2) : 0.6991 +2.11 x 0.2203 : (0.234,1.164)
b3 *t ,  x se(03) :  1.7769 *2.11 x 0.19267 :  (1.370,2.183)

(c) Hypotheses are Ho:92) 1 against Ht:92< 1. Rejection region for a 5Vo
significance level is t < -1.74. Calculated value of test statistic is
1: (0.6991 - l)/0.2203: -1.37. Do not reject IIe because -1.37 >
-1.74.

(d) Hypotheses are f1s:92:9::0 against Hr:Fzl0 and/or gzl0. Rejection
region for a 5Vo significance level is F > 3.59. Calculated value oftest statistic is

.  _  ssR/ (K -  r )  _  759. t96212 _ , . ,'  - ssE/w -10 - 42.s2s1J' - 't '

Reject lls because 151 > 3.59.

(e) se(Zbz - bt) 
=

2bz-bz:  -0.37862 t :  -0 .3786210.59675:  -0.634
Do not reject I1s:282- B3 because -2.1I< -0.634<-2.11 wherc t,:
L2.lI are the critical values for a 57o signtficance level.

6.7 (a) The coefficients of ln(Y),ln(K), and ln(Pf) are0.6792,0.3503, and0.3219,
respectively. Since the model is in logJog form the coefficients are elasticities.
The interpretations of these coefficients are that the percentage changes in
VC, caused by l%o changes in Y, K, and PF, arc 0.6792,0.3503, and 0.3219,
respectively.

(b) An increase in any one ofthe explanatory variables should lead to an increase in
variable cost, with the exception of ln(S?iAGE). For a given level of output
(passenger-miles) and a given level of capital stock, longer flights should be
cheaper than shorter ones. Thus, positive signs are expected for all variables
except ln(SfAGE), whose coefficient should be negative. All coefficients have
the expected signs with the exception of ln(PM).

(c) The coefficient of ln(PM) has a p-value ot 0.4966 that is higher than 0.05,
indicating that this coefficient is not significantly different from zero.

(d) Augmenting the equation with the squares of the predictions, and squares and
cubes of the predictions, yields the RESET test F-values of 3.3803 and 1.8601
with corresponding p-values of 0.0671 and 0.15'77, respectively. These two
p-values are higher than the conventional 0.05 level of significance indicating
that the model is adequate.
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(e) The F-value for testing Ho:92 * F: : I is 6.1048 with a p-value of 0.014.
Since 0.014 < 0.05, reject I1s and conclude that constant returns to scale do not
exist.

(0 The F-value for testing Ho;9q * 9s + Fo : 1 is'75.4 with a p-value less than
0,0001. We reject Hs and conclude that a proportional increase in input prices
will not lead variable cost to increase by the same proportion.

(g) To test F10: Fz * F: : 1 the value of the r statistic is

b z - f b z - l
' - 

se(b2 -f bz)
0 . 6 7 9 2 + 0 . 3 5 0 3 - 1: 2 . 4 8

0.01187

where se(02 + bz) :  ^:0.01i87.
Reject F1e because 2.48 > trc.sts.zer) : 1.969. Note 12 : (2.48)' : 6. 15 x F :
6.10. The difference between t2 and F is due to rounding error.
To test Ho:9q * Bs * Bo : 1 the value of the r-statistic is

.  b q * b s * b a - l  0 . 2 7 5 4 + 0 . 3 2 1 9 - 0 . 0 6 8 3 -  1 a a r |' - 
se(bt, -t bs j- b) 0.0542

where se(ba * bs -l b6) can be calculated as

:0.0542

Reject F16 because -8.69 < tp3zs2ag: -1.969. Note /2 : (-8.69)2 :75.52
that is approximately equal to F : 7 5 .43 .

6.10 (a) The restricted and unrestricted least squares estimates and their standard errors
appear in the following table. The two sets of estimates are similar except for the
noticeable difference in sign for ln(PZ). The positive restricted estimate 0.187 is
more in line with our a prioriviews about the cross-price elasticity with respect
to liquor than the negative estimate -0.583. Most standard errors for the
restricted estimates are less than their counterparts for the unrestricted esti-
mates, supporting the theoretical result that restricted least squares estimates
have lower variances.

CONST ln(PB) h(Pr) In(PR) ln(I)

Unrestricted

Restricted

- 5 .2+3

(3.743)
,4.798
(3.714)

-1.020
(0.239)

-1.299
(0.166)

-0.583
(0.s60)
0.1 87
(0.284)

0.210 0.923
(0.080) (0.416)
0.167 0.946

(0.07'7) (0.427)

(b) The high auxiliary Rzs and sample correlations between the explanatory
variables that appear in the following table suggest that collinearity could
be a problem. The relatively large standard error and the wrong sign for ln(PI)
are a likely consequence of this correlation.
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Sample correlation with

Auxiliary R2 ln(PL) ln(PR) ln(1)

ln(PB)
h(Pr)
ln(PR)
ln(1)

0.955
0.955
0.694
0.964

0.967 0.774
0.809

0.971
0.971
0.82r

(c) The F-value for testing Ho:92 * F: + 9+ * B5 :0 is 2.50 with ap-value of
0.127. Also, Fp.ts,r,zs1 : 4.24. The restriction is not rejected at the 5Vo
significance level.

(d) ln(Qe) * t se(/) : 4.5541 +2.056 x 0.r4M6 : 14.257,4.8511
lexp(4.257), exp(a.85 I )l : l7 0.6, 127 .9)

(e) ln(Qe) t r"se(/) :4.4239 + 2.060 x 0.16285 : [4.088,4.759]
[exp(4.088), exp(a.759)] : (59.6, I 16.7 )

6.12 Log-log model: RESET F-value (one term) : 0.0075 with p-value : 0.932
RESET F-value (two terms) : 0.358 with p-value : 0.703

Linear model: RESET F-value (one term) : 8.838 with p-value : 0.0066
RESET F-value (two terms) : 4.762 with p-value : 0.0186

The log-log model better reflects the demand for beer.

6.16 (a) Hypotheses are Hs:92 * B3 : 0 against Ht :92 * 9t > 0. Rejection region for
a 5Vo significance level is r>1.701. Calculated value of test statistic is
7 : (0.64876 - 0J8622) 10.48685 : 0.95. Do not reject Hs because
0.95 < 1.701. Standard error is computed from

s e ( b z * b r ) :  : 0 . 4 8 6 8 5

(b) Hypotheses are .FIs:9r * 492 * 59, < 50 against I1r :9r * 492 * 5F: > 50.
Rejection region is t>1.701. Calculated value of test statistic is t:
4.10751I.534 : 2.68. We reject .F1e and conclude Willie will get reelected.

6.18 (a) The F-value for testing Ho:92: B3 is O.342,with ap-value of 0.559. Also,
F(o.ss,r,:+a) : 3.868. The hypothesis that the land and labor elasticities are equal
cannot be rejected at a 5Vo significance level.

(b) The F-value for testing Hot9z * 9r * 9+ : 1 is 0.029, with ap-value of 0.864.
Also, F1s.eo,r,z+21 :2.72. The hypothesis of constant returns to scale cannot be
rejected at a 5Vo significance level.

(c) The F-value for testing the joint null hypothesis 116:92 * B3 * B+ : 1 and
9z : 9: is 0. 183, with a p-value of 0.833. Also, F1o.rs,z, zul : 3.02. The joint
null hypothesis of constant retums to scale and equality of land and labor
elasticities cannot be rejected at a l0Vo significance level.

(d) After taking logs of the specified input values, the null and alternative
hypotheses are 110:9r * 0.6931582 + 4.605178s + 5.I6479P4 : L5 and
1/1 : B1 * 0.6931592 + 4.60517fu + 5.16479P411.5. The F-value is 208,
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withp-value less than 0.0001. The hypothesis that the mean of log output is
equal to 1.5 when the inputs are set at the specified levels is rejected.

6.19(i) WithFERZomittedtheelasticityforAREAchangesfrom0.36lTto0.456T,and
the elasticity for LABOR changes from 0.4328 to 0.5689. The RESET F-values
(p-values) for one and two extra terms ne 0.024 (0.877) and 0.779 (0.460),
respectively. Omitting FERT appears to bias the other elasticities upwards, but
the omitted variable is not picked up by the RESET test.

(ii) With L-LBOR omitted the elasticity for AREA changes from 0.3617 to 0.6633,
and the elasticity for FERT changes from 0.2095 to 0.3015. The RESET
F-values (p-values) for one and two extra terms are 0.629 (0.428) and 0.559
(0.572), respectively. Omitting I,ABOR also appears to bias the other elasticities
upwards, but again the omitted variable is not picked up by the RESET test.

(iii) With AREA omitted the elasticity for FERT changes from 0.2095 to 0.2682, and
the elasticity for LABOR changes from0.4328 to 0.7084. The RESET F-values
(p-values) for one and two extra terms are2.5ll (0.114) and 4.863 (0.008),
respectively. Omitting AREA appears to bias the other elasticities upwards,
particularly that for LABOR.In this case the omitted variable misspecification
has been picked up by the RESET test with two extra terms.

Chapter 7

1.2 (a) The coefficients have the following interpretations:
INTERCEPT: At the beginning of the time period over which observations were
taken, on a day that is not Friday, Saturday, or a holiday, and a day that has
neither a full moon nor a half moon, the average number of emergency room
cases was 94.
7: The average number ofemergency room cases has been increasing by 0.0338
per day.
HOLIDAY The average number of emergency room cases goes up by 13.9 on
holidays.
FRIDAYand SATURDAY The average number of emergency room cases goes
up by 6.9 and 10.6 on Fridays and Saturdays, respectively.
FULLMOON: The average number of emergency room cases goes up by 2.45
on days when there is a full moon. However, a null hypothesis stating that a full
moon has no influence on the number of emergency room cases would not be
rejected.
NEWMOON: The average number of emergency room cases goes up by 6.4 on
days when there is a new moon. However, a null hypothesis stating that a new
moon has no influence on the number of emergency room cases would not be
rejected.
Emergency rooms should expect more calls on holidays, Fridays and Saturdays,
and also over time, but not necessarily when there is a new moon or a full moon.

(b) Omitting FULLMOON and NEWMOON has led to very little change in the
remaining coefficients.

(c) The null and alternative hypotheses are Hs: Po : Bz : 0 and l1r :9a*0 and/or
fu *0.The value of the test statistic is

_ (ssEn - ss E u) I J (27 424.19 - 27 rO8 .82) /2 , ^^' : 
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Since 1.29 I Fp.ss,z,zzz1 : 3.037 , the null hypothesis is not rejected. There is no
evidence to support the myths about moons.

'7.5 (a) The estimated marginal response of yield to nitrogen is

a!,V.!!t?.) : 8.01 | - 2 x r.944 x NrrRo - 0.s67 x pHos
AWITRO)t

:7.444 - 3.888N1ZRO
:6.877 - 3.888N12RO
: 6.310 - 3.888N12RO when pHOS :3

The effect of additional nitrogen on yield depends on the level of phos-
phorus. Marginal yield is positive for small values of NITRo but becomes
negative if too much nitrogen is applied. The level of NITRo that achieves
maximum yield for a given level of PHos is obtained by setting the first
derivative equal to zero. For example, when pHos: I the maximum yield
occurs when NITRO:7.44413.888:1.915. The larger the amount of
phosphorus used, the smaller the amount of nitrogen required to attain
the maximum yield.

(b) The estimated marginal response of yield to phosphorous is

AE(YIELD\
ffi 

: 4'800 - 2 x 0'778 x PHos - 0.567 x NITR)

:4.233 - | .556PHOS
:3.666 - |.556PHOS
:3.099 - l.556PHOS when NITRO :3

Comments similar to those made for part (a) are also relevant here.
(c) (i) The null hypothesis is 116 :92 * 29q * Bo : 0. The test statistic value is

1 : (8.01 | - 2 x 1.944 - 0.567) / \/O.nj : 7 .367. The critical r-value is
+2.080. Reject rls. Marginal yield with respect to nitrogen is not zero
when NITRO: I and PHOS : l.

(ii) The null hypothesis is F16 :92 -l49+ * 9o : 0. The test statistic value is
1: (8.01| - 4 x 1.944 -0.56i)/\/A040: -1.660. The crit ical,_value
is *2.080. Do not reject Hs. Azero marginal yield with respect to nitrogen
is compatible wirh the data when NITRO: I and pHOS :2.

(iii) The null hypothesis is I1e: Bz * 6F+ * 9o : 0. The tesr statisric value is
r :  (8.011-6 x 1.944-0.567) / \ /U233:  -8.742.  The cr i t ica l ,_value
is *2.080. Reject,Fls. Marginal yield with respect to nitrogen is not zero
when NITRO: 1 and PHOS :3.

(d) The maximizing levels NlzRo* and PHos* are those values for NITR} and.
PHOS such that the first-order partial derivatives are equal to zero.

when PHOS: I

when PHOS :2

when NITRO: I
when NITRO :2

AE(YIELD\
ffi: 

g3 * zgspHOS* * qaNITRO. : 0

AE(YIELD\
ffi: 

gz * Z\4NITRO. * gopIlOS* : 0
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The solutions and their estimates are

2 F z F s - 9 : 9 0  2 x  8 . 0 1 1  x  ( - 0 . 7 7 8 ) - 4 . 8 0 0 x  ( - 0 . 5 6 7 )
NITRO*:

PHOS-:

FZ - a9o9'

29:9+ - BzFo

(-0.s67)' - 4 x (-r.944) (-0.778)

2 x 4.800 x (-r.9aa) - 8.011 x (-0.s67)

: l .7ol

:2 ,465
9Z - +PoP' (-0.s67)" - 4 x (-r.e44) (-0.77 8)

The yield maximizing levels of fertilizer are not necessarily the optimal levels.
The optimal levels are those for which

aEvrELp)
aeHos)

PRICEpssg
PRICEprtuurs

. AE(YIELD)
an0 --: :

A(NITRO\

errors. and 95Vo
are siven in the

PRICEyyps
PRICEp6tT'1u73

interval estimates for this
followins table for the 4

7.9 (a)

(b)

FIA: 129.0 + r.458INC
(4 Q.440)

PIZZA, :342.9 - 75764G8 + 2.3821NC
(4 e3.2'.70) (3.e4-t)

Pizza consumption responds positively to income and negatively to age, as
expected. Both estimated coefficients are significantly different from zero at a
5Vo significance level. Scaling the income variable (dividing by 1000) has
increased the coefficient 1000 times. but has not changed its t-value.

PIZZA,: 161.5 - 2.977AG8 + 9.0741NC - 0.1602(AGE x 1NC)
(r)  (-0.888) (2.473) (-1.847)

W 
: -2.e77 - 0.t602rNC, 

W: 
e.074 - 0.t60zAGE

Pizza consumption declines with age and the decline is greater the higher
the level of income. Pizza consumption increases with income, but the
increase is smaller for older people. Using two-tail tests, the coefficient of
income is significant at a 5Vo level, but the other two coefficients are not.
The coefficient of the interaction term is significant at the 5Vo level if a one-
tail test is employed. The coefficients of INC and AGE x INC have
increased 1000 times due to the effects of scaling, but the /-values are
unchanged.
The F-value for testing Ho:92: 0, 9+ : 0 is 7.40 with a p-value of 0.002.
Reject F1e. Conclude thatAGE does affect pizza consumption. The joint test for
AGE has established its significance although separate t-tests could not.
The marginal propensity to spend on pizza is

aEerzzA):9: * 94AGEa(INc)
Point estimates, standard
quantity (using t" :2.028)
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The point estimates for the marginal propensity to spend onpizzadecline as age
increases. However, the confidence intervals are relatively wide, indicating that
our information on the marginal propensities is not very reliable. Indeed, all the
confidence intervals overlap.

Confidence interval

Age Point estimate Standard error Lower Upper

20
Jt,

40
50

5.870
4.268
2.665
1.063

1.977
1.176
0.605
0.923

1.861
1.882
1.439

-0.809

9.878
6.653
3.892
2.935

$) Fa:109.7 -2.O38AGE + t8.325rNC - 0.61 rI(AGE x rNC)
(t) (-0.575) (1.ses) (- r .  r  36)

+ 0.00s466(A GE2 x INC)
(0.8s0)

aE=(@) : 18.325- 0.6r rsAGE +0.00s466AG820(INc)

A negative coefficient on AGE2 x 1NC is required for the marginal effect of
income to increase with age up to a point and then decline. The estimate is
positive, however. This positive estimate and the estimate for Ba imply the
marginal effect of income will decrease with age up to AGE:56 and then
increase. It is difficult to reach this conclusion with any confidence, however.
The estimates for both Ba and B5 are not significantly different from zero.

G) PIZZA: 98.5 - \.720AGE + 22.I04INC - 0.9087 (AGE x INC)
(r) (-o.3ss) (0.54e) (-o.zes)

+ 0.01312(A GE x INC) - 0.000065(AGE3 x INC)
(0.167) (-0.0e8)

In both models (f) and (g) none of the coefficients are significant, suggesting that
collinearity could be a problem. The high auxiliary Rzs in the uble below confirm
that there are near exact linear relationships between the explanatory variables.

R2 values from auxiliary regressions

lIlS variable R2 in part (f; R2 in part (g)

INC
AGE
AGE x INC
AGil x INC
AGE3 x INC

0.99796
0.68400
0.99956
0.99859

0.99983
0.82598
0.99999
0.99999
0.99994
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7.12 SCORE : -39.59 + 47.024AGE - 20.222AG82 +Z.74gAGn3
(t )  (1.6e1)  ( -2.272)  (2972)

(a) The /-value of 2.972 on the coefficient of AGE3 suggests the quadratic would
not be adequate. The cubic equation allows for the golfer to improve at an
increasing rate, then at a decreasing rate and to then decline in ability.

(b) (i) At the age of 30, where the predicted score is lowest (*6.29).
(ii) Between the ages of 20 and 25, where the differences between the

predictions are increasing.
(iii) Between the ages of 25 and 30, where the differences between the pre-

dictions are declining.
(iv) At the age of 36.
(v) At the age of 40.

(c) At the age of 70, the predicted score (relative to par) is 241 .7 | . To break 100 it
would need to be less than 28. Thus, he will not be able to break 100 when he
is 70.

7.15 (a) PERSON: Positive because reputation and knowledge of incumbent is likely to
favor his/her reelection, but could be negative ifincumbents were, on average,
unpopular.
I4zAR: Positive, reflecting national feeling during, and immediately after, first
and second world wars.

(b) Intercept when there is a Democrat incumbent : 9r * B7. Intercept when there
is a Republican incumbent : Br - 87. The effect of PARWonthe vote is 2B7
with the sign of B7 indicating whether incumbency favors Democrats (B7 > 0)
or Republicans (B7 < 0).

@ troFE : 49.6 + 0.6T\GROWTH - 0.71 s rN FLATTON + 0.837 GOO DNEWS
(se) (0.103) (0.287) (0.268)

+ 3.25 | P ERS O N - 3.628DU RATI ON - 2.7 13 pARTy + 3. 855 I4iAR
(1 .301) (  l . 1 e l ) (0.s84) (2.634)

All the estimates are statistically significant with the exception of WAR. An R2
t::!3 suggests the model fits the data well.

(d) voTEzou :56.47
(e) VOTEzooa I tp.ns ;+1 x se( /) : 56.47 + 2.145 x 3.07 07 : [49.89, 63.06]

7.17 (a) The distribution for PRICE is positively skewed; that for II(PRICE) is more
symmetric.

(b) ln(PR1CEl1000) :3.995 - o.0024sAGE + 0.0089IBATHS - 0.084988D5
('") (0.00037) (0.0181) (0.0134)

t 0.0631 SQFZ- - 0.01 S3STORIES - O.0803VACANT
(0.0020) (0.021e) (0.0132)

All coefficients are significant with the exception of those for BATHS and
STORIES. All signs are reasonable, although those for BEDS and STORIES
deserve closer scrutiny. They suggest that, for a given floor area, houses with
more bedrooms and/or more stories are cheaper.

(c) Since 100(exp(-0.0803) - 1) : -7.72, vacancy at the time of sale reduces
price by 7.72Vo.

For VA(

'(Fm
(r.

For VA(

"(ffi(r,
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Reject.l
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8.13 (a) 01 :  t
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(b) FIs: B1
(c) AveraS
(d) var(ey)

(d)
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(d) For VACANT :0

n(Fndntrco0) :3.980 - 0.0020AGE +0.}rI3BATHS - 0.0I18BEDS\ ' /
('") (0.000s) (o.o2s2) (0.0200)

+ 0.0685S0F7. - 0.0655STORrES
(0.0030) (0.0337)

For VACANT :1

00) : 3.925 - O.}O2IAG E - 0.01 O3BAZHS - 0.06188ED5h\PRrcE/10 , ,
('") (0.000s) (0.026s) (0.0178)

+ 0.05935QF2- + 0.0265,STORIES
(0.0028) (0.028s)

(33.38128 - t7.s2O3 - 14.08308)/6(el  l . '  :  :  8.14, F1o.es,e,aos; :2.109\ - / '  (17 .5203+ r4 .08308) / (880 -  1 . /

Reject 11s. The equations for houses vacant at the time of sale and occupied at
the time of sale are not the same.

Chapter 8

8.1  (a )  Ix ;  :0  Iy ;  :  31 .1  Lx iy i :89 .35  }x l  :52 .34
x : 0  y : 3 . 8 8 7 5  h : 3 . 8 8 7 5  b z : 1 . 7 0 7 1

(b) a : e I.9339, 0.7 338, 9.5498, - I.7 147, -3.2977, 3.887 4,
-3.4846. -3.7461)

8 8 86.4674tc) -I (ziln(Z!1) : rc.+oto ,\,r? 
: t78.17 a : ff i :0.4853

@ 6? : (4.9606, 1.1567, 29 .87 g, 9 .7 860, 2.5 145, 27 . 115,3.0533, 22.33 I)

(e) I6t2 :2.00862 Liizyiri :15.33594 26;2x! : 15.44214
s ; - 2 -  s ; ' 2 . , .Lv i ^i - ^ 38385 ':= : 2.19381 9t : 2.6253 9z : 1.1242
>67 Loi -

8.10 (a) 22 : -123J9 *23.35x x2 : N x R2 : 40 x0.13977 : 5.59
X'fo.nr,,l : 3.84. Reject Ils of no heteroskedasticity. Transformation was not
adequate.

(b) Az :1.117 + 0.05896r X2 :  N x R2 :  40 x0.02724: 1.09
X?o.ss,rl :3.84. Fail to reject Hs of no heteroskedasticity. Transformation was
adequate.

8.13 (a) Ct :93.595 + 68592Qr - 70.744Q2r + 1.00860?
('") (17.484) (3.774) (0.242s)

o) Ho: Fr : 0, 9+ : 0 F : 108.4 ) Fpss,z,z+1 :3.40 Reject ils
(c) Average cost is a linear function of output when B1 : 0, F+ : 0.
(d) var(e,) : o2Q1,
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8.14 (a) e t :72.774 + 83.6s9Q1 - 13.796Q? + r.r9r1Q1 6? : 324.85
('") (23.6ss) (4.se7) (0.272r)
cz : 51.185 + r08.29Q2 - 20.0rsQ3 + r.'BrQtr 6? : 847.66
('") (28.e33) (6.1s6) (0.3802)
For the marginal cost (MC) curves to be positive for Q :0, and be U-shaped
with decreasing MC for small Q and inueasing MC for large Q, we require
9z > 0, 9s < 0, and Ba > 0. All estimated coefficients have the expected signs
and are estimated relatively precisely. The coefficients from the two equations
have similar magnitudes but the estimated error variances are different.

(b)  For  test ing Hs:o21:  o? against  H1:o l l "7,  F:847.661324.85:2.61.
Critical values are Fp.os,z+,2+1 :0.0504 and Fp.ss,z+,24) : 1.984. Reject F16.

(c) Using generalized least squares to accommodate the different variances,

e : 67.270 + 89.920Q - 15.408Q2 + 1.3026Q3
(se) (r6.e73) (3.41s) (0.206s)

Some automatic software commands will produce slightly different results if
the transformed error variance is restricted to be unity or if the variables are
transformed using variance estimates from a pooled regression instead of those
from part (a).

(d) We do not reject the null hypothesis that the coefficients are equal because
Xz : 1.24 < xfo.es,+; : 9.488, or F : 0.31 < F1o.rs,+,+a; :2.565.

8.15 (a) Using the squared residuals from (8.28), ln(?!) : 1.50845 + 0.33804METRO,
giving 62y : 6.3375 and 6fr : 4.5197. These estimates are much smaller than
those obtained from separate subsamples (&u:31.824 and rifr :15.243).
Howeves multiplying them by the bias factor exp(1.2704) yields 61id :22.576
and 62p:  16.100.

O frec-n : _.9.i05 + r.zrSEDUC + o.r33EXpER + r.s3oMETRo
(se) (1.048) (0.06e) (0.015) (0.386)

(c)  se(b1)  :1.212 se (b2)  :  6 .934 se(b3)  :6.916 se(ba)  :9.345
White least squares standard errors are larger with the exception of that for ba.

Chapter 9

(a) rr : 0.1946 rz:0.2007
(b) (i) Z : r,/10 x 0.1946: 0.615 < 1.96. Do not reject F16 : pr : 0.

(ii) Z : rAO- x 0.2007 : 0.635 < t.96. Do not rejecr .FIs ,pz : 0.
(a) (i) 274 : pe7 (iD A.r+2: p2er
(b) cr :  0.191 I
(c) e:150.0807 2r+z:0.03406
(d) ln(A711) :3.979 ln(A7*2) :4.095

@) tT!r" ' :  exp(3.979) :53.49 A;:ff'' : exp(4.095) :60.03

A:;i:""d : tTl'"' "*p(0.2s842 I z) : 55.7 |
:corrected :naturalA;|;' -" : A'fiz"' exp(0.2s842 I 4 : 62.52
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9.8 (a) 9o : 0.7766 h : -0.2969 0, : -0.1200 0: : -0.0485
9+ : -0.0196 9r : -0.0079 Bo : -0.0032

9.9 (a) Ln(JV,):3 59:.-.1 61_2tn(u,) bz+2.074 x se(b2) : (-r.g34,_r.289)( '") (0.283) (0.1s6)
(b) F: 5.047 with p-value 0.036 or X2 :4.650 with p-value 0.031. It is not

reasonable to assume the e, are independent. The confidence interval in (a)
could be misleading.

(c)  ln(Jv, )  :3 .503 -  l .600ln(U,)  0 :0.4486
('") (0.24e) (0.132) (0.202e)
gr+2.0ru x se(Bz) : (-1.873, -1.327). This confidence inrerval is nar-
rower than that in (a). One expects a narower more precise interval, but a
direct comparison is difficult because the least squares standard errors are
incorrect in the presence of AR(l) errors. An examination of the correlogram of
the residuals from this equation does not reveal any autocorrelation.

9.r7 (a) RO& - -5.6204 -r t.56t4t + 0.5639ROBF\
(se) (0.2873) (0.076e)

Checking the correlogram of the residuals shows a few small but significant
correlations at long lags.

(b) ROBr+I* r"  x 61 :423.2 + 1.981 x 36.713: (350,496)

ROBTp*.t"  x 62: 420.4 + 1.981 x 42148 :  (337,504)

Chapter 10

10.5 (a) SAVINGS : 4.343 - 0.00sI2INCOME
('")  (0.01116)

(b) SAY/NGS : 0.988 + 0.0392INCOME
(se) (0.0200)

(c) sAff i :0.988 +o.o3g2INCoME-0.0i550 ,-  -0 '0755 - a1a
(r")  (0.01s4) (0.0201) 

'  -  
0.0201 

- -J ' tv

Reject Hs and conclude x and e are correlated.

10.7 (a) 0: r.7623 +0.|468XPER+0.4380CAP +o.23g2IAB
('") (0.0634) (0.1176) (0.0ee8)

The signs ofthe coefficients are positive as expected and significantly different
from zero.

(b )  ( i )  Qf ro l t t "  x  se( / )110) :9 .0647 +1.994x2.785:  (3 .511,14 .619)
( i i )  Qeo l  t t  x  se( / )120r :10 .5331 +1.994x2.802:  (4 .947,16 .119)

( i iD 0l :ol  *  t  x seff)130) :  12.0015 +1.994 x2.957: (6.106,11.897)

@) a : -2.487 + 0.5 121 XPER + 0.332r CAP + 0.2400 LAB - 0.4158t
('") (0.17'73) (0.1242) (0.0e72) (0.18e2)
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Conclude thatXPER and e are correlated because t : -0.41610.189 : -2.20
is less than t(o.ozs.to\: -1.994

(d) o : -2.487 + 0.5121 XPER + 0.332r CAP + 0.2400 t^A,B
('") (0.220s) (0.1s4s) (0.i20e)
The magnitude of the coefficient of XPER is much larger than that obtained in
part (a).

(e) (i) Q<rol * r. x se(/)1 q :1.6475 + 1.994 x 3.468 : (0.733,14.562)
(ii) Qeol t r, x se(/)120: : 12.7685 + 1.994 x 3.621 : (5.548, 19.989)

(iii) Qt:ot t r. x se(/)130) : 17.890 + 1.994 x 4.891 : (8.137, 27.642)

These intervals predict a smaller output for managers with
experience and a higher output for managers with 20 and
experience, relative to those in part (b).

Chapter 11

I l . 1  ( a )  D e m a n d :  P : b r  - t 6 z Q +  E 3 P S + 6 a D I l u d ,  6 2 ( 0 , 6 3 ) 0 , 6 a ) 0
S u p p l y :  P : S r  + Q z Q l 6 z P F  + u ' ,  0 z ) 0 , 0 : > 0

(b) Demand: P : -t|.43 - 2.6'71Q + 3.461 PS + 13.39 DI
( ' " )  (1 .17s)  (1 .116)  (2 .7s)

Supp ly :  P :  -SS.SO +2.937 Q+2.958PF
(s") (0.216) (0.1s6)

Al1 estimated coefficients have the expected signs and are significantly different
from zero.

(c) Etasticity : (rl - 2.610s) x (62.72a118.4s83) : -r.21
(d) Pnau : 62.84 Pneu-nr :62.81 Qnau : 18.25 Qreu-nr : 18.26

The alternative ways of computing equilibrium values yield answers that are
almost identical.

(e) Demand: P : -n.AZ +O.t5t2e + 1.3601 pS + tZ.36DI
(se) (0.4e88) (0.se4) ( 1.83)

Supply: P : -52.88 + 2.661 Q + 2.922 PF
(se) (0 .171)  (0 .148)

The coefficientof Q in the demand equation has the wrong sign. The supply
estimates are similar to those in part (b); the coefficients of Q and PS in the
demand equation are quite different.
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AGE
KIDSI.6
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4t.97
0.1402
24130

43.28
0.3662
21698

7.72
0.3919
1167l

8.47
0.6369
12728
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On average, working wives are younger, have fewer children, and a higher
family income.

(b) Fz > 0: A higher wage leads to an increased labor supply.
B3 > 0:A higher level of education is likely to lead to a greater desire to work.
Ba:For working wives AGE varies between 30 and 60. It is not clear whether
hours worked will increase or decrease within this age range.
9s<0,9e (0: The presence of children in the household reduces hours
worked.
B7 < 0 :The greater the level of income from the husband and other sources, the
less the need to work.

@ fr6ins :2rr4 - 17.4rrn(wAGE) - I4.44EDUC - 7 .73AGE
_343KIDSL6 _ II5KIDS61 8 - O.OO425 NWIFEINC

The signs of ln(WAGE) and EDUC did not come out as expected.

(d) ln(wAGE) : -0.358 + 0.0999EDUC - 0.o03s2AGE - 0.0s59KIDSt6
-0.017 6KLDS6 l 8 + (5.69 x LO-\NWTFETNC + 0.407 EXzER

-o.ooo747EXPERZ
An additional year of education increases wage by approximately ll%o.

(e) The presence of EXPER and EXPERZ in the reduced form equation and their
absence in the supply equation serves to identify the supply equation. The
F-value for testing the joint significance of EXPER and EXPER2 in the reduced
form equation is 8.25 with corresponding p-value 0.0003, confirming the
relevance of these variables.

$) nouns :2432*r545rn(wAGE) - l7'7 . EDUC -r0.i8AGE-zrrKIDSL6
('") (481) (s8.1) (e.sS) (177)

- 47.6KrD5618 - 0.00925NWrFEINC
(s6.e) (0.00648)

The coefficient of ln(t{zAGE) has the expected positive sign and is significant;
that for education is also significant but has retained the unexpected negative
sign. The remaining coefficients have the expected signs but are not signifi-
cant.

Chapter t2

12.3 (a) A plot of the data shows the series to be fluctuating around a constant value.
(b) A unit root test with a constant and no trend is applied. A Dickey-Fuller test

with no augmentation terms yields t: -3.625, which is less than the SVo
critical value of -2.86, and so we reject the null hypothesis that OIL has a unit
root.

(c) The series O1Z is integrated of order 0 because it is stationary.

12.5 (a) Since both series appear to be trending, a unit root test with a constant and a
trend is applied. For the consumption series, the Dickey-Fuller test with no
augmentation terms yields r:1.550, which is greater than the 5Vo citical
value of -3.41, and so we do not reject the null hypothesis that CONSUMP-
TION has a unit root. For the income series. the Dickev-Fuller test with no
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augmentation terms yields t : -0.894, which is greater than the 5Vo clitical
value of -3.41, and so we do not reject the null hypothesis that INCOMEhas a
unit root.

(b) To determine the order of integration, we have to conduct a unit root test on the
first difference ofthe series. Since the first differences in both series appear to be
fluctuating around a constant value, a unit root test with a constant term is
applied. For the first differencein CONSUMPTION,the Dickey-Fuller test with
no augmentation terms yields r: -6.579, which is less than the 5Vo critical
value of -2.86, and so we reject the null hypothesis that the first difference in
CONSUMPTION has a unit root. Since the first difference in CONSUMPTION
is stationary, it follows that CONSUMPTION is integrated of order 1. For the
first difference in INCOME, the Dickey-Fuller test with no augmentation terms
yields r : -10.676, which is less than the 57o critical value of -2.86, and so we
reject the null hypothesis that the first difference in INCOME has a unit root.
Since the first difference of INCOME is stationary, it follows that INCOME is
integrated of order 1. A different result is obtained for CONSUMPTION if
augmentation terms are included in the test equation.

(c) The residuals from a regression of CONSUMPTION on a constant term and
INCOME are saved and tested for stationarity. A Dickey-Fuller test without a
constant and a time trend and with no augmentation terms yields t: -3.909,
which is less than the 57o critical value of -3.37, and so we reject the null
hypothesis that the residuals are not stationary. Since the residuals are stationary,
this implies that the variables CONSUMPTION and INCOME are cointegrated.

Chapter 15

15.4 (a) and O) Least squares and SUR estimates and standard errors for the demand
system appear in the following table

Estimates Standard deviation

Coefficient SUR SI.]RLSLS

which is g
are correl

(c)  116:B13 =
ory2 - -5

elasticitie

15.9 (a) (1) bz

(ii) 0,

(iii) Fz

The est
estimal

(b) 110 : 9r r
critical
equal.
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16.2 (a) Logit r

F t : -
These

(b) Margit
(c) Probat
(d) There

1 6 . 3 ( a )  P : '

The si
(obser

(b )  P :  (
(t")

F r r
9p
9r :
9zr
9zz
9z:
F:r
9zz
9::

1.017
-0.s67

1.434
2.463

-0.648
1.144
4.870

-0.964
0.871

2.501
-0 .91 I

1.453
3.530

-0.867
r .136
5.021

-0.999
0.870

1.354
0.215
0.229
1.453
0.188
0.261
0.546
0.065
0.108

1.092
0.1 30
0.217
1.232
0.t25
0.248
0.468
0.034
0.103

Ignon
find tl
for M

(c) The p
(d) Marg

increi
the pr
per I

Both sets of estimates have the expected signs and are significantly different
from zero. Comparing the magnitudes of the LS and SUR estimates, we see that
the most noticeable difference is in the price elasticities B12 and B22. The
standard errors of the SUR estimates are lower, reflecting their greater pre-
cision. Testing whether the equation errors are correlated, we find LM : 18.77 ,
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which is greater than the critical value X2a nr,r, : 7.8 I , suggesting that the errors
are correlated.

(c) 110 : Frr : l, 9zt : l, F:: : 1. Test values are F : 1.895 with a p-valueof 0. 14
or X2 - 5.686 with ap-value of 0.13. Do notreject the hypothesis that all income
elasticities are equal to 1.

15.9 (a) ( i )  b2:0.0207

(i i )  0i  :0.0273

(iii) 02 :0.0266

se(02)

'"(61
'"(0')

:0.0209

l : 0.0075
:0.0070

The estimates for B2 are similar, but the standard error from the dummy variable
estimator is much larger than those from the other two estimators.

(b) Ho: 9rr : 9rz : ... : Fr,+0. Test value is F : 3.175, which is greaterthan the
critical value F1o.es,:l,zs) : 1.551. Reject the hypothesis that the intercepts are
equal.

Chapter 16

16.2 (a) Logit estimates
p r :  -O .ZZ16  se (B1 ) :0 .7505  9z :0 .0531 t  se (B2 )  : 0 .02064

These values are quite different from the probit estimates in (16.15).
(b) Marginal effect is O.0ll2, a value similar to that from the probit model.
(c) Probability is 0.795, a value similar to that from the probit model.
(d) There are two incorrect predictions, implying a correct prediction rate of 90Vo.

16.3 (a) p : -0.0708 + 0.|60FIXRATE - O.|3ZMARGIN - 0.793YIELD
- O.O3 4 L M ATU RITY - O. 08 87PO1NZS + 0,0289 N ETW O RTH

The signs are consistent with expectations. There are two negative predictions
(observations 29 and 48), but no predictions greater than 1.

(b) i : aer.877 + 0.499FLXMTE - 0.43rMARGrN - 2.384yrELD
('") (4.r2r) (0.262) (0.114) (1.083)

_ O.O'gZMATU RITY _ O3OOP O INTS + O.O838N ETW ORTH)
(0.6226) (0.242) (o.o37e)

Ignoring the intercept and using a SVo signtficance level and one-tail tests, we
find that all coefficients are statistically significant with the exception of those
for MATURIW and POINTS.

(c) The percentage of correct predictions is 15.64Vo.
(d) Marginal effect: -0.164. When the variables are at their mean levels,

increasing the difference between the variable rate and the fixed rate decreases
the probability of choosing the variable-rate mortgage by an amount of 0.164
per I7o change in the MARGIN.
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A .2  (a )  4a *b ( r r+xz+h+x4 )  O )  12+  22  +32  :  t 4
(c) (02 -r 2 x 0 + 2) + 02 + 2 x I -r 2) + (22 + 2 x 2 *2)

+ (32+2x3 - r2 ) : 34
(d) /(4)+ /(s) + f (6) (e) "f(0,y) + "f( l ,y) + f (2,y)

4 4
t0 I {1x+ 2 x 1) * (r* 2 x 2)} :  L (2x + 6) : 36

-,4

A.7 (a) xs/e (b) #lzq @) x-zr-z

A. l0  (b )  Equat ion  1 :  9 :0 .+10 '8* -06  :3 .544 whenx:  0 .10 .
[a

Equat ion2:  *  :V  : ,  whenx :  0 .10 .a x x

Equation3 t  + :2gr-1 7s+20x :25.68 whenx :  0.  10.
dx

The slope is the change in y, arsenic concentration in toenails, with respect to a
change in x, the concentration of arsenic in drinking water.

( c )  Equa t i on  l :  ! { :  O .o
dxy

Equation2: #::  k: o.te2

Equat ion3 ,  ? ! :20  x  0 .1  :2
dxy

The elasticity is the percentage change in y, arsenic concentration in toenails,
associated with a IVo change in -r, the concentration of arsenic in drinking
water.

A . l 1 (a )  x :4 .567839  x  106  y :5 .493771  x  10a
(b) xy : 25.094387360529 x 1010 : 2.5094387360529 x l0r1
(c) xly:O.831467 x 102 : 83.1461
(d) :r + y - (4.567839 + 0.0549371 1) x 106 : 4.622776 x 106

Appendix B

B. r  (a )  E(x ) :1  (b )  E(P) : I . s  (c )  var (X)  :6 .5
(d) E(3x + 2) :5 var(3X + 2) :  4.s

8.6 (a) E(Y) : 9.4 var (Y) : 0.24 E(X) :3 var(X) : 1
(b)  E(XY) :1  cov(X, I )  :  t  -  3x0 .4 :  -0 .2
(c) p:  -0.2/\ / r  x 0.24: -0.408

B.9 (a) 0.087 (b) 0.216 (c) 0.740 (d) 0.396
(e) Warranty period : 0.597 years : 7 months approximately.

B.ll(b) 1 (c) 0.25 (d) 0.43'7s (e) 0

B.13(a) E(P) :  0.25 x 8 +0.75 x 15 :  13.25%
(b) cov(Ra,Rn) : 12 x 22 : 264 op - l9.5Ta

(c) cov(Ra,
(d) cov(Ra,

Appendix (

c3 P(x>2222

C.5 HYPotheses
Calculated
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p-value of
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(c) cov(Ra,R3) :732 op : l8.l9To
(d)  cov(Ra,Rr)  :0  op:  16.77To

Appendix C

C.3 P(X>2222) :  P(Z  >  1 .3333)  :0 .091

C.5 Hypotheses ne Hs:p < 170 against lJ1l*2170. Rejection region is t>1.649.
Calculated value of test statistic is 1 : /400(178 - 170) 165 : 2.462. Reject F/s
because t:2.462>1.649 and conclude the new svstem is cost effective. The
p-value of the test is 0.007.

c.8 N ' (t'g6l' zt) : a23.S. A sample of 424is needed.- \  )  I/
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4 - 3 - 2  - 1  0  1  2  3  4
z

Table I Cumulative Probabilities
A ( z ) : P ( Z < z )

Example:
P(z < 1.73) = o(1.73) = .9s82

for the Standard Norrnal Distribution

4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0
t

T a b I e  2  P e t

t(.m,d

Standard Normal Distribution

0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.090.0i0.00
0.0 0.5000 0.s040 0.5080 0.5120 0.s160 0.5199 0.5239 0.5279
0.1 0.5398 0.5438 0.5478 0.5517 0.5557 0.5596 0.5636 0.5675
o.2 05793 0.5832 0.5871 0.5910 0.5948 0.5987 0.6026 0.6064
0.3 0.6179 0.6217 0.62s5 0.6293 0.6331 0.6368 0.6406 0.6443
0.4 0.6554 0.6591 0.6628 0.6664 0.6700 0.6736 0.6772 0.6808
0.5 0.6915 0.69s0 0.6985 0.7019 0.70s4 0.7088 0,7123 0.7157
0.6 0.7257 0.729t 0.7324 0.735"1 0.7389 0.7422 0.7454 0.7486
o.7 0.7580 0.761l 0.7642 0.7673 0.7704 0.7734 0.'1764 0;t794
0.8 0.7881 0.7910 0;7939 0.7967 0.7995 0.8023 0.8051 0.8078
0.9 0.8159 0.8186 0.8212 0.8238 0.8264 0.8289 0.831s 0.8340
1.0 0.8413 0.8438 0.8461 0.8485 0.8508 0.8531 0.8554 0.8577
1.1 0.8643 0.866s 0.8686 0.8708 0.8729 0.8749 0.8'170 0.8790
1.2 0.8849 0.8869 0.8888 0.8907 0.8925 0.8944 0.8962 0.8980
1.3 0.9032 0.9049 0.9066 0.9082 0.9099 0.9115 0.9131 0.9147
1.4 0.9192 0.9207 0.9222 0.9236 0.9251 0.9265 0.9279 0.9292
1.5 0.9332 0.9345 0.9357 0.9370 0.9382 0.9394 0.9406 0.9418
1.6 0.9452 0.9463 0.9474 0.9484 0.9495 0.9505 0.9515 0.9525
r.7 0.9554 0.9564 0.9573 0.9582 0.9591 0.9599 0.9608 0.9616
1.8 0.9641 0.9649 0.9656 0.96U 0.9671 0.9678 0.9686 0.9693
1.9 0.9713 0.9719 0.9726 0.9732 0.9'138 0s744 0.9750 0.9756
2.0 0.9772 0.97'78 0.9783 0.9788 0.9793 0.9798 0.9803 0.9808
2.r 0.9821 0.9826 0.9830 0.9834 0.9838 0.9842 0.9846 0.9850
2.2 0.9861 0.9864 0.9868 0.9871 0.9875 0.9878 0.9881 0.9884
2.3 0.9893 0.9896 0.9898 0.9901 0.99M 0.9906 0.9909 0.9911
2.4 0.9918 0.9920 0.9922 0.9925 0.9927 0.9929 0.9931 0.9932
2.5 0.9938 0.9940 0.9941 0.9943 0.9945 0.9946 0.9948 0.9949
2.6 0.9953 0.9955 0.9956 0.9957 0.9959 0.9960 0.9961 0.9962
2.7 0.9965 0.9966 0.996'1 0.9968 0.9969 0.9970 0.9971 0.9972
2.8 0.99'14 0.99'15 0.9976 0.9977 0.9977 0.9978 0.9979 0.9979
2.9 0.9981 0.9982 0.9982 0.9983 0.9984 0.9984 0.9985 0.9985
3.0 0.9987 09987 0.9987 0.9988 0.9988 0.9989 0.9989 0.9989

0.5319 0.5359
0.5714 0.5753
0.6103 0.6t41
0.6480 0.6517
0.6844 0.6879
0.7190 0.7224
0.7517 0.7549
0.7823 0.7852
0.8106 0.8133
0.8365 0.8389
0.8599 0.8621
0.8810 0.8830
0.8997 0.9015
0s162 0.917'7
0.9306 0.9319
0.9429 0.9441
0.9535 0.9545
0.9625 0.9633
0.9699 0.9706
0.9761 0.9767
0.9812 0.9817
0.9854 0.9857
0.9887 0.9890
0.9913 0.9916
0.9934 0.9936
0.9951 0.9952
0.9963 0.9964
0.99'13 0.9974
0.9980 0.9981
0.9986 0.9986
0.9990 0.9990

7
8
o

10
1 1
t 2
I J

l 4
1 5
16
t t

1 8
1 9
20
2 l
22
Z J
1 A

25
26
2'7
28
29
30
3 l
)z

33
34
35
36
J I

38
39
40
50
@

3.071
L88(
1 .631
1 .53 :
1.471
l .Ml
l . 4 l :
t.39',
1 .38 .
t.3t ' .
l . J o .

1 .35 t
1 .35r
l . J 4

1 .34
I . J J

1 .33
1.33
t . J z

I . J L

l . t z

| . ) z

I  . 3 1
1 . 3 1
1 . 3 1
I  . 3 1
1  . 3 1
l . 3 l
l . 3 l
l  . 3 l
1 .3 (
1 .3 (
1 .3 (
1 .3(
1 .3(
1 .3(
1 .3(
l .3 l
1 .3 r
1 .3 r
t.2,
1 .2

Source: This table was generated using the SAS@ function PROBNORM
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0.5359
0.5753
0.6141
0.6517
0.6879
0.7224
0.7549
0.7852
0.8133
0.8389
o.8621
0.8830
0.9015
0.9177
0.9319
o.9441
0.954s
o.9633
0.9706
0.9767
0.9817
0.9857
0.9890
0.9916
0.9936
0.9952
0.9964
o.9974
0.9981
0.9986
0.9990
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Example:
P(tes)< 1.697) = .95
P(t3o)>1.697)=.05

Table 2 Percentiles of the /-distribution

df t(.90,df) t(.es,df) t(.97s,df) t(.99,df) t(.ss5dr)

I
a

J

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
l l
t2
1 3
14
15
16
17
1 8
19
20
2 l
22
LJ

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3 1
t z

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
50
oo

3.078
1.886
1.638
1.533
1.476
1.440
1.415
1.397
1.383
1.372
1.363
r.356
1.350
r.345
t.341
1.337
1.333
1.330
1.328
1.325
1.323
1.321
1.3  19
1 . 3  1 8
1.316
1.3  15
r.3t4
1 .313
1 . 3 1 1
1.3  10
1.309
1.309
1.308
1.307
1.306
1.306
1.305
1.304
1.304
1.303
1.299
t.282

6.314
2.920
2.353
2.r32
2.015
t.943
1.895
1.860
1.833
t.812
1.796
1.782
t.77 |
t .761
1.753
1.746
1.740
1.734
1.729
1.725
1.721
1.717
1.714
1.71r
1.708
1.706
1.703
1.701
1.699
1.697
1.696
r.694
1.692
1.691
1.690
1.688
1.687
1.686
1.685
1.684
1.676
1.645

12.706
4.303
3.t82
2.776
2.571
2.44'7
2.365
2.306
2.262
2.228
2.201
2.179
2.160
2.145
2.131
2.r20
2.1t0
2.101
2.093
2.086
2.080
2.U4
2.069
2.064
2.060
2.056
2.052
2.048
2.O45
2.O42
2.O40
2.037
2.035
2.032
2.O30
2.028
2.026
2.024
2.023
2.021
2.009
1.960

31.821
6.965
4.541
3.747
3.365
3.143
2.998
2.896
2.821
2.764
2.718
2.68r
2.650
2.624
2.602
2.583
2.567
2.552
2.539
2528
2.518
2.508
2.500
2.492
2.485
2.479
2.473
2.467
2.462
) 451

2.453
2.449
2.445
2.441
2.438
2.434
2.431
2.429
2.426
z.+zJ

2.403
2.326

63.657
9.925
5.841
4.604
4.032
3.707
3.499
3.355
3.250
3.169
3.106
3.055
3.O12
2.977
2.947
2.92r
2.898
2.878
2.861
2.845
2.831
2.819
2.807
2.797
2.787
2.779
2.771
2;763
2.756
2.750
2.744
2.738
2.733
2;728
2.724
2.7t9
2.7t5
2 ;712
2;708
2.7M
2.678
2.576

Source: This table was generated using the SAS@ function TINV
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Example:
P(x?q<e.488) = .es
P(,(a)> 9.488) =.05

T a b I e -l Percentiles of the Chi-square distribution

10
z2

df x21.eo,a4 x21.ss,ar1 xz1.sts,at1 X21.es,og x21.els,ag
I
2
5
A

5
6
7
8
9

l0
t 1
12
13
t4
15
16
t7
1 8
19
20
2 l
22
z5
. A

25
26
27
28
29
30
35
40
50
60
70
80
90

100
110
r20

2.706
4.605
6.251
7.779
9.236
10.645
12.017
13.362
14.684
15.987
17.275
18.549
19.8r2
2t.o&
22.307
23.542
24.769
25989
27.204
28.4r2
29.615
30.813
32.007
33.196
34.382
35.563
36.741
37.916
39.08'l
40.256
46.059
51.805
63.167
74.397
85.52't
96.578
107.565
118.498
t29.385
r40.233

3.841
5.991
7.8r5
9.488
11.070
12.592
14.067
15.507
16.919
18.307
19.675
21.026
22.362
23.685
24.996
26.296
27.587
28.869
30.144
31.410
32.671
33.924
35.r72
36.415
37.652
38.885
40.1 13
4r.337
42.557
43.773
49.802
5s.758
67.505
79.082
90.531
101.879
t13.145
r24.342
135.480
146.56'l

5.024
7.378
9.348
l  1.143
12.833
14.449
16.013
t7.535
19.023
20.483
21.920
23.337
24.736
26.119
27.488
28.845
30.r91
3t.s26
32.8s2
34.170
35.479
36.781
38.076
39.364
40.&6
41.923
43.r95
44.461
45.722
46.979
53.203
59.342
71.420
83.298
95.023
106.629
1 18.136
r29.561
t40.917
152.211

6.635
9.2r0
11.345
13.277
15.086
16.812
18.475
20.090
2r.666
23.209
24.725
26.217
27.688
29.141
30.578
32.000
33.409
34.805
36.r9r
37.566
38.932
40.289
41.638
42980
M.314
45.642
46.963
48.278
49.588
50.892
57.342
63.69r
76.154
88.379
100.425
1t2.329
t24.t16
135.807
147.414
rs8.950

't.8'19
10.597
12.838
14.860
t6.750
18.548
20.278
21.955
23.589
25.188
26.757
28.300
29.819
3r.3r9
32.801
34.267
35.718
37.156
38.582
39.997
41.40r
42.796
44.181
45.s59
46.928
48.290
49.645
50.993
52.336
53.672
60.275
66.766
79.490
9r.952
104.215
116.321
r28.299
140.r69
151.948
163.648

q q
l l l l

! 9
.i 6i

*  ee
!  p p

\r-__1-t\
l \
t \
l \t \
l \t \

l1Source: Tlis table was generated using the SAS@ function CINV
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Example:

P(Fs3q<2.69) = .95
P(Fg'J1')> 2.69) = -05

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
F

Tabl e 4 gl'h Percentile for the F-distribution

v z / v t L 2 3 4 10 t2 l f 20 30 60

N

7 767.45 199.50 275.71 224.58 230.76 233.99 236.77 238.88
2 18.51 19.00 79.16 19.25 19.30 t9.33 19.35 19.37
3 10.13 9.55 9.28 9.72 9.01 8.94 8.89 8.85
4 7.71 6.94 6.59 6.39 6.26 6.16 6.09 6.04
5 6.61 5.79 5.41 5.19 5.05 4.95 4.88 4.82
6 5.99 5.14 4.76 4.53 4.39 4.28 4.27 4.15
7 5.59 4.74 4.35 4.I2 3.97 3.87 3.79 3.73
8 5.32 4.46 4.07 3.84 3.69 3.58 3.50 3.44
9 5.12 4.26 3.86 3.63 3.48 3.37 3.29 323

10 4.96 4.10 3.71 3.! 3.33 3.22 3.L4 3.07
15 4.54 3.68 3.29 3.06 2.90 2.79 2.71 2.64
20 4.35 3.49 3.10 2.87 2.71 2.60 2.57 2.45
25 4.24 3.39 2.99 2.76 2.60 2.49 2.40 2.34
30 4.17 3.32 2.92 2.69 2.53 2.42 2.33 2.2t
35 4.72 3.27 2.87 2.64 2.49 2.37 2.29 2.22
40 4.08 3.23 2.U 2.61 2.45 2.34 2.25 2.78
45 4.06 3.20 2.81 2.58 2.42 2.31, 2.22 215
50 4.03 3.18 2.79 2.56 2.q 2.29 2.20 2.13
60 4.00 3.15 2.76 2.53 2.37 2.2s 2.r7 2.t0

t20 3s2 3.07 2.68 2.45 2.29 2.18 2.09 2.02
m 3.84 3.00 2.60 2.37 2.21 2.lO 2.07 7.94

240.54 247.88
19.38 79.40
8.81 8.79
6.00 5.96
4.77 4.74
4.10 4.06
3.68 3.64
3.39 3.35
3.18 3.t4
3.02 2.98
2.59 2.54
2.39 2.35
2.28 2.24
2.21. 2.76
2.1.6 2.71
2.12 2.08
2.70 2.05
2.07 2.03
2.04 1.99
1.96 1.91
1.88 1.83

243.91 245.95
19.41 L9.43
8.74 8.70
5.91 5.86
4.68 4.62
4.00 394
3.57 3.51
3.28 3.22
3.07 3.01
2.91 2.85
2.48 2.40
z.z8 2.20
2.76 2.09
2.09 2.01
2.04 1.96
2.00 1.92
1..97 1.89
1.95 1.87
1.92 1..U
1.83 1.75
7.75 7.67

248.01 250.10
L9.45 19.46
8.66 8.4
5.80 5.75
4.56 4.50
3.87 3.81
3.44 3.38
3.75 3.08
294 2.86
2.77 2;70
2.33 2.Zs
2.12 2.04
2.Ol 1..92
1.93 1.84
1.88 t.79
t.u 1.74
1.81 t.1l
1.78 1.69
1.75 1.65
1.66 1.55
1.57 1.46

252.20 254.31
19.48 19.50
8.57 8.53
5.69 5.63
4.43 4.36
3.74 3.67
3.30 3.23
3.01 2.93
2.79 2.71
2.62 2.54
2.16 2.07
1.95 1.84
7.82 t.71
1.74 1.62
1.68 1.56
1.64 1.51
1.60 1.47
1.58 r.44
1.53 1.39
1.43 t.25
1.32 1.00

Jbrrce: 'lhrs table was generated using the SAS@ f-unction FINV



Example:
P(F63}J< 4.02) = .99
P(F63n1> 4.02) = .Ol

0 f 2 3 4 5 6
F

Tahle 5 ggt'o Percentile for the F-distribution

1512

7 4052.78
z 98.50
3 34.12
4 2t.20
5 76.26
6 1.3.75
7 72.25
8 77.26
9 10.56

10 10.04
15 8.68
20 8.10
25 7.77
30 7.56
35 7.42
40 7.31
45 7.23
50 7.17
60 7.08

r20 6.85

4999.50
99.00
30.82
18.00
13.27
10.92
9.55
8.65
8.02
7.56
6.36
5.85
5.57
5.39
5.27
5.18
) . r I
5.06
4.98
4.79
4.6L

5763.65
99.30
28.24
75.52
1.0.97
8.75
7.46
6.63
6.06
5.64
4.56
4.10
3.85
3.70
3.59
3.51
3.45
3.41
3.34
3.t7
3.02

5858.99
99.33
27.91
15.21
70.67
8.47
7.79
o . J /

5.80
5.39
4.32
3.87
3.63
3.47
3.37
3.29
J.LJ

3.19
3.72
2.96
2.80

5928.36
99.36
n.67
14.98
10.46
8.26
6.99
6.18
5.61
5.20
4.L4
3.70
-t.40

3.30
3.20

3.07
J.Va

2.95
2.79
2.64

5981.07
99.37
27.49
14.80
70.29
8.10
6.84
6.03
5.47
5.06
4.00
3.56
J.5Z

3.17
3.07
2.99
2.94
2.89
2.82
2.66
2.57

6022,47
99.39
27.35
74.66
10.16
7.98
6.72
5.91
5.35
4.94
3.89
J.+O

3.22
3.U
2.96
2.89
2.83
2.78
2.72
2.56

6055.85
99.40
27.23
1.4.55
10.05
7.87
o-oz

5.81
5.26
4.85
3.80
3.37
3.13
2.98
2.88
2.80
2.74
2.70
2.63
2.47

6106.32
99.42
27.05
1.4.37
9.89
7.72
6.47
5.67
5.11
4.7L
J . O /

5 .25

2.99
2.84
2.74
2.66
2.67
2.56

6757.28
99.43

z26.87
74.20
9.72
7,56
6.31
5.52
4.96
4.56
3.52
3.09
2.85
2.70
2.60
2.52
2.40

6208.73
99.45
26.69
14.02
9.55
7.40
o . l b

5.36
4.81
4.41.
3.37
2.94
2.70
2.55

6260.65
99.47
26.50
t3.u
9.38

5.99
5.20
4.65
4.25

2.78

6313.03
99.48
LO.)Z

73.65
9.20
7.06
5.82
5.03
4.48
4.08
3.05
2.61.
2.36
2.27
2.10
2.02
7.96
1.91
1.84
r.66
t.47

6365.87
99.50
26.r3
13.46
9.4
6.88
5.65
4.86

2.42
2.77
2.01
1.89
1.80
1.74
1.68
1.60
1.38
1.00

5403.35 5624.58
99.77 99.25
29.46 28.7r
16.69 15.98
72.06 1.1..39
9.78 9.15
8.45 7.85
7.59 7.Ol
6.99 6.42
6.55 s.99
5.42 4.89
4.94 4.43
4.68 4.18
4.57 4.OZ
4.40 3.97
4.37 3.83
4.25 3.77
4.20 3.72
4.13 3.65
3.95 3.48

4.3L
3.91
2.87

a < i

2.39
2.28
2.20
2.1.4
2.10
2.03
1.86
t.70

2.44
2.37
L . J I

2.27
2.20
2.03
1.88

2.42
2.35
2.79
2.04

2.50

2.r8! 6.63
Source: This was
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Elasticitv

,,., _ percentage change in)l _' percentage change inx

L.c(y)/c(y) AE(y) x ^ x, t :  
w 

:  
L ,  W- 

p|  E\y)

Least Squares Expressions Useful for Theorv

b2 :  g2  lZw ie i
t ,  -  j

L (x i  - , t ) '

Iw i : 0 .  Lw i x ; :  l .  2w ,2  :  l l Z ( x i  - x ) ' )

Properties of the Least Souares Estimators

Rejection rule for a two-tail test: Ifthe value ofthe test
statistic falls in the rejection region, either tail of the
r-distribution, then we reject the null hypothesis and
accept the alternative.

Type I error-The null hypothesis is /nrc and we decide to
reject it

Type II enor-The null hypothesis is/a/se and we decide
not to reiect it

p-value rejection rule: When the p-value of a
hypothesis tesl is smaller than the chosen value of ct,
then the test procedure leads to rejection of the null
hypothesis.

Prediction

)o : 9r * 9zxo * eo, yo : bt -t bzxo, f - yo lo
f  r l  -
I  I  t - -  - - \ -  |

v a r r f ) : 1 2 l l  r '  . s e ( / ) - / v a r ( / )
L  N  I ( x ;  _ . ,  I

A (1 - ct) x 100% confidence interval, or prediction
interval, for y6

!'o * t"se(/)
Goodness of Fit

2(v, -t)' - 2(y, -ilz +La?
ssZ: ssR + ssE

ssR ssEo' - ;;; - | - # : (con(y.i'))2

Los-I.inear lVlodel

ln(y) : B1 -t }zx-t a, ln(y) : bt I bzx

100 x p2 = 7o change in y given one-unit change in r.

Y": ex?(bt -t bzx)
y. : exp(Dr + b2x)exp(62 12)
Prediction interval:

"^p[ilS- r.se( /)], expIli-fi+ r.se( /)]
Generalized goodness-of-fit measure R! : (corr(y, j',))'?

Assumptions of the Multiple Regression Model

M R I  ) i : 9 r  *  g z x i z - l  . . . l \ x x i x l e i

MR2 E(y;)  :  9t  t  $2xi2 I  . . . f lxx ix <+E(e;)  :  6.

MR3 var(yr) : va:(e1) : s2

MR4  cov (y ; , y i )  -  cov (e i , e i ) : 0

MR5 The values ofx;1 are not random and are not exact
linear functions ofthe other explanatory variables.

MR6 y;  -Nl(Pr - t  Fzxiz l  " ' - lgxxix) ,o21

<+ei  -N(0,  02)

Least Squares Estimates in MR Model

Least squares estimates bt , bz, . . . , bx minimize
s t F r . 9 z .  . F r )  - I 0 , - P ,  - l z x , z -  - 9 x * i x ) 2

Estimated Error Variance and Estimator
Standard Errors

Hypothesis Te
Single Paramt

Use t-distributi

Joint F-tests

To test J joint

To test the over
alternative hyp

H c : : I
H 1  ' . r

_ {1 : -

t-test for Mor

H 6 : P 2 * c P 3

When 116 is tn

se(b2 * cbj)  =

Reset Specifi<

) ; : F r * 9 2 . 1
y i : B r ' F B z l

] i : 9 r  *9 : - t ; z

Collinearity :

Y i : F r f F z ' r

var(

When13is omitt

Heteroskedat

var(y;) : Yn11

Transformed r
y ' -

General varia
o

Estimating th
h(al)  :61"
Heteroskedasr

var(e;) -

Transformed r
Y t  ^ /- ? :  l i t  I

v('i \v
Goldfeld-Qua

versus E

WhenH(

Breusch-Pagz

Hg: ct2

When

Lv /v
arl'

: L y  . !
a'x y

I  s - z  I
v a r ( b r ) : o 2  l  ' ^ '  - l

lN (.rr -;)'l
r - t

c o v ( b t . b r \ :  o '  |  
* "  

-  |
lL& -tf  )

Gauss-Markov Theorem: Under the assumDtions SRl-
SR5 of the linearregression model theestimatorsbl and
b2have the smallest variance of all linear and unbiased
estimators of p1 and B2 They are the lest Linear
Unbiased Estimators (BLUE) of B1 and B2

ffwe make the normality assumption, assumption SR6
about the error term, then the least squares estimators
are normally distributed.

/ ^ z s " z \ / , 2 \b, - N | 9,. .31 . a, -,v I B, F=:r I
I  N\(x1-x) ' f  \  

-  ) (xr  - ; ) - /

Estimated Error Variance

oz - 2a?
N  - 2

Estimator Standard Errors

Ifassumptions SR1-SR 6 ofthe simple linearregression
model hold, then

h ,  _ a
, : " ! : ; ; \ r  N I \ N -  2 ) .  k :  1 . 2

se(rt J

Interval Estimates

Plb2 -  t ,se(b2\  < 9z < bz* / .se(b2)]  :  I  -  a

Hvpothesis Testine

Components of Hypothesis Tests
l. A null hypothesis, lle
2. An altematiue hypothesis, FI1
3. A test rtdlis/ic
4. A rejection region
5. A conclusion

ff the null hypothesis H6 : B2 : c is true, then
h .  - r

t : " j  - t q _ 2 1
Se( 12 l

s ;2
-  

N _ K "*lse(bk) :



l e  o f t h c : .
r  ta l l  o i  : :
o t h e s i . : :

ve  decr i r '  :

I  r \e  d ( ' J : -

'a lue  , , :
v a l u c ' , :  :
o f  t h c  : ,

Use t-distribution

Ioint F-tests

hp BrI :  ^  - r t , ry -x t
Se (rA l

Hypothesis Tests and Interval Estimates for
Sinsle Parameters

Dvnamic Models and Autocorrelated Errors

A R ( l ) e r r o r r ' , : B 1  * B 1 . t 1  * e 1  e t : p e t  t - r ' .
Nonlinear least estimation

- t i  :  B1 ( l  -  p )  -  9 : r ,  * pJ ,  r  -  B :p . r r  r  - r ' ,

This model  is  a specia l  case of  ARDL( l . I  )  model

. ) r : 6 + 6 6 - 1 1  * 6 1 . 1 1  r : 0 r J l  r - r ' ,
Residual correlo-9ram

For f f , ,  :  p/  -  { ) .  :  r  7r ' .  - . \ '  t t .  I
LM test

, t r  :  F r  + P t - f , + p e ,  1  ; i ,  T e s t H r , :  p  - - 0 $ i t h r  t e r t
pr  :  Jr  ' / ' r ,  p i ,  1 r  ,  Te' t  Lr . inc L.V 7 R:
AR(7r) forecasting rrodel

l i  -  E+$ r l i  r  +0 : , \ ' r  :  r .  .  i f J r . r ' r  / ,  -  r .

Finite distributed la-e model
. y r : o * P 6 . r r * 9 r . r r  t  t B : - r r  :  t  .  - B . , r , , , - r

ARDL@.r7) model

. ) r : E + E 1 ; " r 1  f 6 1 . t 1  r l  F E , , . r 1  , , - 0 1 r ' ,  I
+ . . .  + f ) r , . l i  / ,  + r i

Unit Roots and Cointesration

Uni t  Root Test  lbr  Stat ionar i ty :  Nul l  h lpothcsis:
H q : 1 - Q

Dickey-Fuller Test I (no constant and no trcnd):
I r ' , : 1 ,  1 * r ' ,

Dickey-Ful ler  Tcst  2 (u ' i th constant  but  no t rend)
, \ ' t t : o * , '  1 + r ' '

D ickey-Ful ler  Test  3 (wi th constant  and $i th r rend)
l.ri - o + f,1/ r + trr + tr

Augmented Dickey-Fuller Tests:

A - r i  -  1 r * f l ,  r  -  i u , l . , ,  -  r ' ,

var(.r2) Test lbr cointegration based on thc stationaritv of the
residuals:

L . ? ' - 1 i "  1 l t "
Random walk:

l ' r : \ )  I  i l j

Random walk with drift:
I ' r : 0 + l !  I  + l i

Random walk model with drifl and timc trend
l r - a 1 6 1  + r ' ,  1 * r ;

Panel Data

Pooled least squares regression
.r'i, - 9r * B1.r1;1 * Br,rr,y - ea

Set of regression equations
,r', = pri -.1- B:i,r:; r B3;.r:,1 r e;.

Seemingly unrelated regressions
Contemporaneous correlation : E(e,,e1, .\ - o,.,
To  t es tHp :  ( r r r  : 0 .  LM  -  Tx r i  - , a1 ,

Fixed effects model
.y;, : 9r, * Pz-t:a * Br.rr;1 l e; Pl' not randon

- y " - I r - F : ( , r : r ,  r : i ) + p : ( . r . r u  r . i i ) : ( e ' u  e , )
Random efTects model
r t ,  = 91,  B:r : r  Bt t r , ,  e, ,  8, ,  p,  r ,  random

- ; l

. r ' i r  o j i  -  9r( l  a)  t  p. ( . r1; ,  ar . ,  )

*  p.r ( , r : i '  -  u3;)  r  I i
o :  I  -  

" "1Jr"2, ,+oi .

iir -

To test Jjoint hypotheses,

- (ssrR 'ssau)/J
- ssEu/(N K)

To test the overall significance ofthe model the null and
altemative hypotheses und F statistic are

H 9  :  F z  :  0 '  9 :  :  0 , . . . '  B r  : 0
Ht : at least qne of the BI. is nonzero

- (ssr - ssE)/(/K - 1)' ssE/(N K)
/-test for More than One Parameter

H 6 : $ 2 * c l z : a
h z * c b t - a

W h e n H o i s t r u e  /  -  - . , ;  
, - ; ' I 1 r u  t r ;Se ( r .  t  (  D rJ

-
se(D: 1 cbr ) : I var(by) * c2 var(b3 ) i 2c x cov (b2. fu)

Reset Specification Test

_v r  :  F r  1  9 : " r i :  -F9 : * i r  * e i , , ;  :  b1  *  b2xp*  h3xp

) ' i :  B r  * B ' , t ; 2  * B i r ; i  + f r . v i +  e i ,  H 6 : 1 1 - 0

) i  :  9r  *p.- r ; :  *p l - r i r  +Yr i i  +"vr i ' :  I  c1 '  Hn:  "yr  - f :  :0

Collinearitv and Omitted Variables

Heteroskedasticitv

v a r ( r , ; ) - v a r ( e 1 ) - s ?

Transformed model for var(e;) : o? : o2ti

t - -  p , f  I  )  B , ( ' t )  a, / r ,  " \ / . r , /  ' - \ r 4 l  
Jn

General variance tunction
oi - exp(or + 0lii2 -i- " ' -i- qsa6./

Estimating the variance function
ln(af)  :  ln(of)  +r ' i  -  or  + a7zi2 + "  +crs.rs +v,
Heteroskedastic partition-

( - )
v a r l e , r  -  t ,  {  " V  

i - -  l ' 2 "  ' N u
'  

l o e  i ' ,  1 . 2 . . . . . N R

Transformed model for feasible generalized least squares
. , .  /  r  \  /  -  \' - - -p , (  , ! )  - s , ( * )+*

{o ,  \ va , /  \ va , /  va i
Goldfeld-Quandt test for H6 : o2, : o2r

versus -F11 : o'), I o')o

When l1s is true F - 6'1M lC'zR - Fw- Ky.Nt Kp)

Breusch-Pagan and White Tests for

H 1 : t 1 : 0 3 -  - o S - 0

When H6 is true 12 : lV x R2 - Xis ,

\ ' ;

langa

t ,

I  n \  :  -
\  r : :

:

t / !

a .  ,

)r : 9r * 9:;ri: * 9:,tir *e;

\ ' , . / A - '  -  
q '

' s '  \ u t  I  
1  |  r i ,  t l i . r 2  x :  ) 2

When,rris omitted. bias\b\) - E(bl) 9r : B. 
j9l

r ' .  . .

ilodel
























































